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The organizers of the International Conference on Systematic Innovation (ICSI) and
Global Competition on Systematic Innovation (GCSI) are pleased to present the proceedings
of the 11th conference and the Program of Innovative Project Competition which includes 72
papers and 12 finalist innovation projects. Authors and participants are from 20
countries/regions. This event is especially valuable during this difficult and unprecedented
pandemic period of 2020.
This conference is co-organized by International Society of Innovation Methods (I-SIM),
Society of Systematic Innovation (SSI), National Taipei University of Technology (NTUT), Hebei
University of Technology, and the Journal of Systematic Innovation (IJoSI). Whether the
papers included in the proceedings are work-in-progress or finished products, the conference
and proceedings offer the authors opportunities to disseminate the results of their research
and receive early feedback from colleagues, without the long waiting associated with
publication in peer-reviewed journals. On the other hand, the presentations and the
proceedings do not preclude the option of submitting the work in an extended and finished
form for publication in any peer-reviewed journal. Best papers and projects from the
conference will be invited to submit full papers to the supporting journal, IJoSI (SCOPUS).
The organizers are greatly indebted to a number of people who gave their time and
efforts to make the conference a reality. The list of organizations and working team who have
contributed tremendously to create this conference are acknowledged at the end of this
program brochure. There are more contributors who are beyond the list.
The conference is a leading international conference in the world in the field of
innovation methods/SI/TRIZ typically having one of the best quality programs and most
papers presented in the fields. Due to pandemic, this conference is held with the mixed mode
of on-line and on-site operations. Taiwanese local participants are encouraged to attend the
meetings on-site yet all remote participants are attending on-line. Cisco WebEx is used as the
platform for on-line meeting for best accessibility by all international participants.
We are confident that you will find this conference very rewarding. If there is anything
needing assistance, please feel free to communicate with the Secretariat at
icsi2020@i-sim.org. We are here to serve you.
With best regards,

D. Daniel Sheu, General Chair, the 2020 ICSI/GCSI
President, International Society of Innovation Methods
Honorary President, Society of Systematic Innovation
Editor-in-Chief, the International Journal of Systematic Innovation (IJoSI)
Area Editor, Engineering Design and Innovation Methods, Computers and Industrial
Engineering
Professor Emeritus, National Tsing Hua University
2020.10.23
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A Study on Applications of Recycled Spent Coffee Grounds
S. L. Mak, W. F. Tang, C. H. Li and W. H. Chiu
School of Science and Technology, The Open University of Hong Kong, Ho Man Tin, Kowloon,
Hong Kong SAR, China
E-mails: lunmak@ieee.org, fwftang@ouhk.edu.hk, chli@ieee.org and wchiu@ouhk.edu.hk

Abstract
Coffee is the one of the most popular beverages around the world. Some research showed that it
can reduce the risks of heart disease and cancers (McNutt, 2018). At the same time, many spent
coffee grounds (SCG) were produced. Their disposal may constitute an environmental problem.
Many researchers had developed several ways to recycle and reuse SCG. The critical process is
removal of oil before SCG is recycled to make other products, such as biodiesel, construction
materials or green composite materials. Chemical extraction method was traditionally adopted with
using the n-hexane. However, the use of solvent may cause the environmental and safety problem..
This paper reviews the trend of coffee consumptions in the world, then introduces the several
recycling areas of spent coffee grounds. Finally the oil removal process is discussed and the
mechanical cold pressing processis suggested as one of the potential solutions to reduce the use of
solvents.
Keywords:Green Composite Additive Manufacturing, Fused Deposition Modeling, test gauge,
testing and certification.

1.

Introduction

Coffee is one of the most popular beverages around the world due to its stimulating and
refreshing properties, with more than 400 billion cups consumed each year. The consumption of
coffee bean is around 9.9 billion kilogram in 2018 (ICO, 2019). Figure 1 shows the coffee
consumption rate of different areas. Table 1 shows the increasing trend of coffee around the world.
Asia has the higher increasing of coffee consumption rate.
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Figure 1: The consumption rate of coffee vs different area in the world (2018/19)
Table 1: The trend of consumption rate of coffee around the world (from 2015/16 to 2018/19)
Africa
Asia Oceania
Central
Europe
North
South
America &
America
America
Mexico
Trend of Consumption
2.3%
3.8%
0.7%
1.1%
1.7%
2.4%
Rate
Area

The coffee chain shop, Starbucks has over 29,000 stores across nearly 80 countries around the
world. Table 2 shows its revenue and net income from 2014 to 2017 (Starbucks, 2018). It sells the
coffee with paper cup with plastic cover. The customer may produce thousands tones of plastic waste
after they enjoyed a cup of coffee. The Starbucks introduced a plastic cover made of recycled
materials to reduce the waste shown in Figure 3(Starbucks, 2019). Furthermore, they also encourage
the customer to use their own drinking bottles instead of using the disposable paper cup.
During the coffee brewing process, a lot of spent coffee grounds (SCG)wastes were generated
because a small number of select compounds were extracted from the coffee bean. The 50% dry
mass of SCG mainly consists of polysaccharides, cellulose and hemi-cellulose (Campos-Vega, 2015).
As SCG contains several organic compounds that are detrimental to the environment, it will cause
pollution to the soil if we use it as compost and thus disposed of in landfills (McNutt, 2018). The
coffee manufacturers and researchers paid efforts to develop solutions to reuse SCG while reducing
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the amount of the SCG waste. For instance, Nestle plans to use SCG as renewable energy source in
order to reduce SCG waste by 2020 (Campos-Vega, 2015).

Year
2014
2015
2016
2017

Table 2: The revenue and net income of Starbucks from 2014 to 2017
Revenue in million. (USD)
Net incomein million. (USD)
16,448
2,068
19,163
2,757
21,316
2,818
22,387
2,885

Figure 2: Starbucks disposable paper cup and its plastic cover

Figure 3: Starbucks plastic cover made of recycle materials

2.

Current Applications and Properties of Spent Coffee Grounds (SCG)

As over thousand tons of SCG were generated every day, it can be used asa cheap and reliable
source of renewable and recycled materials. Many researchers considered to convert the different
compositions of SCG into useable materials. Table 3 shows the major composition of spent coffee
grounds (SCG) (Ballesteros, 2014). In this section, we will introduce the current applications of
SCG.
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Table 3 Major composition of spent coffee grounds (SCG)
Component
Dry Weight (gram per 100 gram)
Cellulose
12.4 ± 0.79
Hemicellulose
39.10 ± 1.94
Lignin
23.90 ± 1.70
Ashes
1.30 ± 0.10
Protein
17.44 ± 0.10
Nitrogen
2.79 ± 0.10

A. Adsorbent Materials
Domestic and industrial waste water cause serious pollution problem if the effective filtering and
processing were not done. SCG can be used as an effective adsorbent for a wide range of
contaminants, including metallic ions, dyes, and bioactive compounds have that are found in the
contaminated water.
Efren and et. al produced the SCG adsorbent materials via several steps: (1) the SCG was
washed with hot water, then distilled water; (2) drained in a container and dried in an oven for 24
hours; (3) the SCG was soaked in potassium hydroxide solution at 1 mol/L concentration with a ratio
of 1: 5 after sieved through 40-80 mesh size; (4) the adsorbent materials dried for 12 hours and
carbonized at 500 °C for at least 30 minutes; (5) the adsorbent materials were treated with 0.1 mol/L
hydrochloric acid (HCl) and washed with distilled water until pH 7 was obtained; and (6) the
adsorbent materials were dried at 105 °C until a constant mass was attained. The research team
found that SCG adsorbent materials can remove the aniline yellow dye (AYD) at 88.72 ± 1.88% with
an adsorption capacity of 2.58 mg/g from the industrial wastewater (Pagalan, 2019).
B. Fuels
SCG contains sugars, oils, antioxidants, and other high value compounds. The researchers
invented to convert the compounds into the fuels, such as biodiesel or solid fuels. The conversion
process involves the oil extraction from SCG, followed by the transesterification of oil into biodiesel
in the presence of a base catalyst (Burton, 2010).SCG is also sometimes mixed with other biomasses
such as pine sawdust to make the solid biofuel to supply to the stream boiler (Kang 2017) (Atabani,
2019).
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Figure 4. Flow of converting spent coffee grounds (SCG) to Biodiesel and Solid Biofuel
Source:
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Schematic-presentation-of-biodiesel-ethanol-H-2-biogas-and-fuel-pellet-production_
fig2_319242144

C. Construction Materials
Nowadays the floor is made of flooring bricks. The manufacturers tried to mix SCG with other
waste materials to produce the flooring bricks, such as recycled glass, bagasse ash, fly ash, and slag.
They found that the new flooring bricks are with high ultimate compressive strengths. The bricks
made of SCG with ash can produce an ultimate compressive strength (UCS) around 1.5 MPa and the
bricks made of SCG with glass can produce an UCS of 11 MPa.
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Figure 5. Bricks made of Moroccan clay with different percentage of spent coffee grounds(SCG)
Source: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0366317519300226

D. Green Composite Materials
In the past decades, engineering plastic materials are widely used to produce the domestic and
industrial products. Most of the common engineering plastic materials are non-biodegradable, such
as polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS), polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and
polyethylene terephthalate (PET). In order to tackle the problem, the biodegradable or bio-based
plastic materials were invented. Figure 6 shows that some common biodegradable or bio-based
plastic materials. The biodegradable plastics were produced from fossil materials and the bio-based
plastics were synthesized from biomass or renewable resources.

Figure 6. Common biodegradable or bio-based plastic materials;(PES: poly(ethylene succinate); PBS: poly(butylene
succinate); PCL: polycaprolactone; PHB: poly(hydroxybutyrate); AcC: Acetyl cellulose; NY11: Nylon 11)
Source: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2769161/

Nowadays the polylactide (PLA) is the most popular biodegradable plastic material used in the
additive manufacturing (AM). PLA is made of corn, cassava, sugarcane or sugar beet pulp (SLMak,
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2019). Due to its high cost, it is not commonly used in traditional manufacturing processes, such as
injection molding and extrusion. Table 4 shows the prices of some common engineering plastic
materials.
Table 4 The prices of some common engineering plastic materials on November 2019
Source: http://www.nhh.com.hk/en/trading/price_trend.aspx
Materials *
Price (USD per kilogram)
ABS
1430
CO-POM
1700
GPPS
1095
HDPE
890
HIPS
1210
LDPE
1005
PA
3450
PC
2105
PMMA
2075
PP-CO
1090
PP-HOMO
1125
SAN
1655
PLA
5700
*(ABS: Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene; Co-POM: PEA: poly(ethylene adipate); PESu: poly(ethylene suberate);
PEAz: poly(ethylene azelate); PES: poly(ethylene succinate); PEDe: poly(ethylene decamethylate); PBS: poly(butylene
succinate); PBA: poly(butylene adipate); PBSE: poly(butylene sebacate); PCL: polycaprolactone; PHB:
poly(hydroxybutyrate); AcC: Acetyl cellulose; NY11: Nylon 11)

Many countries are promoting STEM educations to young students. In Hong Kong, the
education bureau sponsored both primary and secondary schools to invest the new facilities such as
installation of 3D printers. Due to patent expiry of 3D printing technology, the cost of 3D printer
becomes affordable to the domestic, primary and secondary schools. The fused filament fabrication
(FFF) is one of the most popular 3D printing technologies and different polymeric materials are
available in the market. The polylactide (PLA) is the most commonly used material due to its low
melting point. The market price of 3D printing filaments per roll (0.5 kg) is USD30.
Table 5: Melting points of some common 3D printing filaments
source: https://www.allthat3d.com/3d-printer-filament/
Materials
Melting Point (°C)
ABS
210°C – 250°C
PLA
190°C - 230°C
PET
230°C-255 °C
NYLON
210°C – 250°C
Wood
200°C - 260°C
Flexible (TPE/TPU)
210°C-225 °C
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The composite3D printing filaments were developed by combing SCG with polylactide (PLA)
and polypropylene (PP)in recent years. It was found that the incorporation of SCG can improve
water resistance of the composite materials. When20 wt.% SCG and 80 wt.% polypropylene were
mixed to manufacture a wood plastic composite, both the flexural modulus and thermal stability of
the composite were improved (García, 2015). The other research team tried to mix PLA and SCG to
make composites. Maleic anhydride-grafted PLA and crosslinked SCG improved the mechanical
properties of the composite materials, while also providing lower melt viscosities such that they
were more easily processed. These composites also showed improved water resistance and were
more biodegradable (Wu, C. S. 2015).

Figure 5. Process Flow of making products by using SCG-PP composite materials
Source: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10853-016-0248-2

Figure 6. Products made of SCG-PLA composite materials
Source: https://3dprinting.com/filament/pla-composite-with-coffee-ground-waste-displays-improved-characteristics/
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3.

Removal of oil from Spent Coffee Grounds (SCG)

The essential process of handling SCG is removal of oil. One of the common practices for
removal of oil is Soxhlet extraction with n-hexane as solvent. This extraction method can produce
10~20% yield of SCG oil.In order to shorten the processing time and reduce the organic solvent
usage, the ultrasound and microwave assisted extractions can be used which showed comparable
yield of the extracted oil. (Al-Hamamre, 2012).
During the extraction process, the organic solvent, n-hexane is used. If the factory planned to
produce the composite materials, a large amount of n-hexane will be stored and used. It may cause
the potential safety and solvent contamination problems. The mechanical cold pressing process may
be another potential solution to reduce the use of n-hexane (Figure 7 & 8).

Figure 7. Cold Pressing Machine

Figure 8. Cold Pressing Process to remove the oil from coffee ground
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4.

Conclusion and Discussion

The consumption rate of coffee has been increasing and many spent coffee grounds(SCG)waste
has been generated. As SCG contain many different organic compounds, it may cause negative
impact to the environment when disposed of in landfill. There is a room for the industry and
researchers to develop the solution to reduce the amount of SCG waste.
Several recycling strategies were developed for converting SCG into different materials
including agriculture fertilizers, construction materials, adsorbent materials and fuels. During the
recycling processes, many chemicals were used and it may pollute the environment and harm to the
operators. Further improvement shall be made to reduce the use of harmful substances by applying
the mechanical cold press instead of chemical extraction method to remove the oil from SCG.
Besides, the concept of green composite materials made of SCG can be promoted to the additive
manufacturing technologies. For instance, the availability of SCG-PLA composite 3D printing
filaments is seldom known.The domestic users of additive manufacturing technologies such as
primary and secondary schools usersare encouraged to theSCG-recycled3D printing filaments. The
development of these biodegradable 3D printing filaments is beneficial both economically and
environmentally.
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ABSTRACT
The advent of Industry 4.0 takes our understanding of technology to a whole new level. The pursuit of
profitability is gradually being replaced by business strategies that focus on comprehensive and sustainable
operations. As a consequence, the looming energy crisis has become the center of attention, making smart energy
management solutions an indispensable cornerstone of industry transformation. For intelligent factories, in
addition to upgrading manufacturing equipment, businesses can improve upon traditional models of energy
management by collecting and analyzing big data generated by the equipment. Smart energy management, in
sum, is a system that effectively coordinates, monitors, integrates, manages, and predicts the operation of
multiple sets of equipment, creating a customized energy management platform for every business based on data
analytics. The present study is a case study on the facility management system adopted by semiconductor
manufacturers. The author discusses the developmental trends in smart energy management within the context of
Industry 4.0 based on “failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA)” and the “theory of inventive problem solving
(TRIZ).” Building on the results, the author summarizes the potential technologies that meet practical needs and
the development of intelligent electrical components that address potential failure modes. Finally, through the
application of Internet of Things (IoT) and big data collection and transmission, businesses can conduct
predictive maintenance on their in-service equipment to prevent system downtime, realizing the true benefits of
intelligent management. The author hopes that the findings of this study can offer useful insights for relevant
industries seeking to transform their businesses intelligently.
Keywords: Industry 4.0、TRIZ、FMEA、IoT、Big Data
1. Introduction
With the advances in sensor technology and the
increasing penetration of Internet of Things (IoT) devices,
the integration of communication and sensor technology
has become the key driver for the manufacturing
industry’s foray into smart manufacturing. Taiwan has
transformed its early labor-intensive processing industry
into the capital- and technology-intensive OEM industry
of today. With the rapid changes in market dynamics, the
industry’s long-standing advantage is now threatened by
other Asian countries, causing a slowdown in the
industry’s growth. To venture into smart manufacturing,
the Taiwanese manufacturing industry needs to transform
itself through changes in its manufacturing environment
and capacity, along with development in energy and
resource allocation. To counter the competitive pressure
and changes in external environment, the industry needs
predictive analytics skills to improve its operational
efficiency and competitive advantage in manufacturing,
marketing, and information technology.

Thriving industrial development drove the high
emission of greenhouse gas and intensified the energy
crisis. Operational objectives for businesses have begun
to turn from past emphasis on profit and growth to
comprehensive sustainable development strategies. The
manufacturing
industry
implemented
reactive
maintenance in the past but has moved towards
predictive maintenance in recent years, analyzing the
large amount of data generated in the manufacturing
process to make further predictions; smart energy
management is also enhanced to achieve effective energy
distribution, low energy consumption, and equipment
efficiency optimization. For example, through the
implementation of built-in power monitoring sensors in
transformers, power system monitoring can detect
network abnormalities and perform instant shutdown of
equipment affected by tripped circuit breaker, power
outage, or electrical issues. Few studies have focused on
the practical application of power monitoring equipment
in smart manufacturing, which can boost industrial
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transformation and gives the industry a competitive edge.
This study is focused on the developmental history
and significance of Taiwan’s industrial transformation
from processing to OEM and its future developmental
trend in smart manufacturing. Boosted by the integration
of IoT, big data analytics, and smart energy management,
the industry shall venture into smart manufacturing.
TRIZ-based empirical analysis of smart energy
management shall be based on smart power monitoring
equipment to accomplish an improvement in
manufacturing efficiency via preventive maintenance;
the Internet’s role in factory management system is
further discussed.

consoles and moved on to the rapidly developing laptop
market. This, coupled with the rapid development of the
venture capital market, established Taiwan as a global
hub for semiconductor foundry, packaging/testing, and
system engineering, while laying the solid foundation for
the optoelectronic industry of solar panel and display
panel.
(1) Innovative industrial significance-Smile Curve.

Taiwan transitioned from an early agricultural
society to a fast-growing light industrial society in the
1960s, producing electronic, textile, and plastic products.
Taiwan further started development of strategic high-tech
industries in the 1980s to accelerate industry upgrade and
ride the wave of global industrialization. Despite the fact
that recent development in smart manufacturing has
outpaced the past growth of industrial automation, the
years of accumulated experience in industrial transition
and explosive growth in knowledge gained over the past
20 years allow the industry to draw on past experiences
for an expedited way to determine solutions. By
establishing a problem-solving approach towards
management, technology, or operations on the wisdoms
of our predecessors, we are no longer bound by existing
framework of thinking and can identify the root of our
problems via innovative theories, thus leading the
technological development of Industry 4.0 and smart
manufacturing.

The government encourages new forms of
technological R&D and international trade opportunities
to stimulate demand and raise awareness for industrial
transformation among the domestic manufacturing
industry. New ideals and values are therefore the
cornerstone for brand development. Market demand and
innovative thinking are two concepts of the infrastructure
industry, the former concerns the customized demand of
clients (patent, technology) and the latter is about ideals
and beliefs in the managerial aspect (brand, service).
This model corresponds with the smiling curve theory
proposed by Acer Group founder Stan Shih in 1992,
which divides the industry value chain into three parts:
patent & technology, manufacturing, and brand & service.
The curve represents value-added, which is low in the
middle part and high on the two ends. This theory
suggests that for a business to increase its profit, it has to
reorient itself into the two ends instead of continuing
development in manufacturing. For innovative R&D
thinking, one must first find the corresponding market
demand through which innovative value can be identified,
and a continuous implementation of innovative thinking
can be carried out. This is expected to create value
through technological innovations of information
evolution.

2.1 History and significance of Taiwan’s industrial
development.

(2) The innovative management model of the
high-tech industry in Taiwan.

The early economic development of Taiwan is built
upon its agriculture and light industry. Boosted by the
government’s Ten Major Construction Projects and its
support in key industries, Taiwan accelerated its
industrial
transformation
and
improved
its
competitiveness, gradually developing into a small
capitalist economy that draws investment through small
and medium-sized businesses. The Taiwanese economy
has continued its steady growth in various aspects. The
manufacturing industry accounts for the largest
percentage in Taiwan’s GDP. Among them, the
telecommunication and high-tech manufacturing sectors
started with traditional computers and video game

Open innovation is a new form of operational model
that has been drawing large attention. The term “open”
refers to the model’s contrast with past models, which
focused on internal innovations without considering
external situations. In a closed innovation model,
enterprises can only profit through innovations by hiring
the best employees and technicians. The open innovation
theory facilitates flows across enterprise boundaries for
existing internal technologies of an enterprise and
external technologies relatively unrelated to the
enterprise’s business operations (see Figure 1). For
example, at the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
Company (TSMC), designers can utilize the open

2. Literature
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innovation platform to integrate the relationship between
upstream IC design clients, IP core partners, and the
semiconductor design ecosystem and create a whole new
business model for the semiconductor industry. This can
help shorten the design-to-manufacture time of products
and connect the company’s core competitive advantages
in technology, manufacturing, and clients (see Figure 2).

Figure 1. Open Innovation.
Source: Henry Chesbrough. (2006)
In recent years, TSMC has been focused on the
business opportunities of IoT and wearable technology.
The company implemented an ultra-low power
consumption technology platform and created a
comprehensive design ecosystem that combines mobile
communication chips and semiconductor manufacturing
with vendors of computing/sensing equipment and
communication technology, so as to support the IoT
applications of ultra-low power consumption technology.
When designing a new manufacturing process for
advanced technology, chip designers can utilize TSMC’s
IP core database for low power consumption technology
to improve the success rate of design and manufacturing.
Additionally, TSMC also provides various related
applications on the technology platform, which can
facilitate the R&D of competitive products and shorten
time to market. This open innovation platform is
expected to bring about another wave of technological
growth at TSMC.

Figure 2. TSMC Extends Open Innovation Platform.
By Daniel Nenni.
Source:https://semiwiki.com/semiconductor-manufacture
rs/tsmc/462-tsmc-extends-open-innovation-platform/

2.2 Applications
manufacturing.

and

development

of

smart

At Hannover Messe 2011, the German government
introduced the topic of Industry 4.0. As the global
manufacturing industry enters a new era, many
governments are actively pursuing the implementation of
Industry 4.0 plans to reinvigorate their domestic
manufacturing industry, and through this, maintain their
competitive edge and global standing. To ride this wave
of global industrial development, Taiwan government
has planned for the implementation of Productivity 4.0,
hoping to drive industries towards the R&D of smart
machinery,
Internet,
big
data
analytics-based
decision-making, logic systems of human-machine
collaboration, etc. This new mindset shall improve
manufacturing and operations and help establish
Taiwan’s industries as major partners in the global smart
manufacturing supply chain.
The early manufacturing industry often adopts
reactive maintenance; however, in recent years, the
industry’s mindset has gradually shifted towards
predictive maintenance, which analyzes the large amount
of data generated in the manufacturing process to make
further predictions. Manufacturing decision-making
based on the analysis of these predictions can utilize the
integration of various smart systems and implement the
concept of smart manufacturing in actual applications
within smart factories. Smart factories are built on the
foundation of IoT-based manufacturing industry,
systematically
processing
information
of
the
manufacturing process through collection of big data and
predictive analysis, in turn helping manufacturing
processes achieve the goal of smart manufacturing (see
Figure 3).

Figure 3. Industrial Revolutions and Future View. By
Christoph Roser. Source: http://www.allaboutlean.com.
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2.2.1 Data utilization
manufacturing industry.

in

the

semiconductor

With the growing awareness towards Industry 4.0,
the global manufacturing industry officially entered the
age of big data and IoT, setting in motion the competition
in advanced technology manufacturing, with the
establishment of smart factories as an item actively
pursued by the industry. Smart factories optimize
resources to prevent unnecessary waste of resources.
Smart transportation reduces the cost of material
transportation and improves transportation efficiency.
Smart grid technology optimizes power distribution and
reduces power transmission loss. Smart products are
realized through meeting the low-quantity, high-variety
production needs for customized manufacturing, which is
achieved by connecting IoT with manufacturing
equipment. Smart logistics employs transparent logistics
information and real-time monitoring to enhance
logistics efficiency and help businesses resolve their own
issues. In conclusion, smart factories can perform
real-time diagnostics and monitoring on manufacturing
processes via IoT applications and the collection and
analysis of big data. This can help businesses resolve
their own issues, effectively improving yield and
enhancing the integration of production control
(Kagermann, H., Helbig, J., Hellinger, A., & Wahlster,

W., 2013).
In addition to the robust foundation upon which the
development of the Taiwanese manufacturing industry
was built, the industry also possesses advantages in the
flexibility of supply chain cooperation and its
experiences in manufacturing management. For example,
the semiconductor manufacturing industry consists of
upstream IC design companies, midstream IC
manufacturers, which design and manufacture
semi-finished goods. Semi-finished goods are then diced,
packaged, and tested by the downstream companies
before being sold to system vendors to produce system
products. The comprehensive industrial cluster and
professional division of labor have helped Taiwan stay
ahead in the global competition of semiconductor
manufacturers. How do we maintain this advantage in
advanced technology? Smart manufacturing is probably
the best answer to that question. Real-time
decision-making is the heart of smart manufacturing,
which is achieved through the integration of equipment
engineering capability, manufacturing execution systems,
manufacturing equipment, and automated material
handling system.

Figure 4. Electronics Manufacturing Roadmap.
Source: International SEMATECH e-Diagnostics and EEC Guidance. (2003)
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Equipment engineering capability is smart
decision-making involving error prediction/classification
and run-to-run control system. These are implemented
through electronic diagnostic technology and integrated
measurement via the collation and analysis of data
concerning the equipment, personnel, process, and
information of a manufacturing process (see Figure 4).
The integration of manufacturing execution systems and
manufacturing equipment includes communication
between equipment and the management of
manufactured goods and their specifications, which can
facilitate factory operations and help with operational
scheduling. This improves the flexibility of
manufacturing systems and shortens reaction time.
Automated material handling systems can further
increase the flexibility and efficiency of transportation
via the management of factory transportation carriers and
the automated material handling system and direct
transportation between and within areas.
2.2.2 IoT applications—increasing capacity and
improving yield.
In order for enterprises to strike a balance between
cost and quality, the improvement of yield has become
an important issue in production control. If an effective
improvement of yield cannot be achieved, it can incur
risks of under-supply or late delivery; business reputation
is therefore an important criterion in choosing companies
in the supply chain. With the globalization in supply
chains, international collaboration and co-design have
become major trends in the current high-tech industry.
Increasing capacity and improving yield through the
interconnection between system technologies are
therefore important parts of advanced technology
manufacturing and also a major element of trust in
international enterprises. By implementing the idea of
smart manufacturing, we shall observe a clear effect the
Internet has on manufacturing. Through a mutual
understanding of manufacturing equipment status and
operational scheduling between enterprises, prompt
reactions and general inventory management can be
carried out between systems. Between the accelerated
manufacturing and the reduction in manual inventory
control, businesses can also reduce production defects.
Enterprises should easily see quick results and increased
profit after implementing smart manufacturing. In the
long term, enterprises can also see a boost in corporate
image and business reputation.
2.2.3 Smart energy management.

Based on past experiences, equipment efficiency
improvement and operational optimization can reduce
energy consumption by 20 to 30 percent. In recent years,
several enterprises have come under increasing pressure
for energy conservation and carbon reduction from
government policies, supply chains, and corporate social
responsibility. The sound utilization of smart energy
management technologies to achieve the virtuous cycle
of effective energy distribution, low energy consumption,
and equipment efficiency improvement is therefore an
important objective sought by enterprises. The Industrial
Technology Research Institute’s Industrial, Science and
Technology International Strategy Center defined the
field of smart energy applications: power system
monitoring (infrastructure end; power generation,
transmission, conversion, and distribution systems) and
environmental energy conservation/comfort level
detection (user end; smart meter, smart plug, thermostat,
smart gateway, smart lighting, smart smoke detector,
smart home appliance, etc.). The most important
technology that constitutes the components of all major
application systems is a sensing technology capable of
detecting environmental energy conditions at all times.
The core concept of power system monitoring is the
use of electrical sensors placed throughout smart energy
systems and power transmission, conversion, distribution,
and consumption systems to issue timely warnings for
detected electric power system anomalies and establish
bi-directional interaction between electric utility
companies (power distribution) and end-users (smart
energy consumption). This can reduce electrical load and
improve power consumption efficiency, so as to reach
supply-demand equilibrium in electric power. For
example, a supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) system is an actual application of an
automated electrical distribution system on the power
distribution/transmission end. A SCADA system
monitors electrical anomalies in electrical network
equipment via various built-in power monitoring sensors
(current sensors, capacitive/inductive liquid level sensors,
phase detectors, etc.) in transformers, so as to perform
instant shutdown of equipment affected by tripped circuit
breaker, power outage, or electrical issues.
3. Materials and methods
This study is a case study of a semiconductor
manufacturer and is primarily centered around the
process chilled water system on the fabrication end. An
observation and analysis of the development and data
collation of smart electric power sensor technology are
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performed by first describing the issues in system
technologies, followed by a discussion of technical
contradictions and using the inventive principles
presented by the contradiction matrix to find the best
technological application for sensor components. Finally,
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is utilized to
analyze the process chilled water system for
improvements in smart energy management, so as to
improve
efficiency
and implement
predictive
maintenance. This chapter contains two sections, the first
explains the problem-solving process of TRIZ, followed
by a discussion of FMEA.
3.1 TRIZ
TRIZ is a tool of inventive problem-solving
developed by Russian mechanical engineer Genrich
Altshuller by analyzing hundreds of thousands of global
patent literature and summarizing their problems and
solutions. Beginning in 1946, he found systemic patterns
behind the thinking and behavior of successful,
innovative inventors. In the development of this
generalized problem-solving process methodology (see
Figure 5), Altshuller clearly defined 39 basic engineering
parameters and 40 inventive principles to solve
contradictions between any two of the 39 parameters; the
inventive principles are used for problem-solving,
turning abstract principles into concrete solutions. The
development of the TRIZ theory by Altshuller and his
research team via a cross-disciplinary integration of
principles and rules summarized the various regular
patterns followed by technological development and
evolution and solved all kinds of technical and physical
contradictions through innovative principles and rules.
Further investigation into the applications of the 40
inventive principles of TRIZ shows that within the
concept of Industry 4.0, systemic improvement or
changes can be approached through systematic thinking
and system life cycle can be determined through
equipment and internal components. This study classified
the inventive principles into three categories: conceptual
principles, technical principles, and material principles.
The 40 inventive principles and their classification have
a multifaceted way (e.g., weight, shape, transmission
mode, etc.) in approaching actual applications or design
processes. By using the aforementioned classification,
we can turn abstract problems into concrete ones and
hope to find the best solutions for future designs that
simultaneously solve systemic problems and improve
operational efficiency.

Figure 5. The Problem-Solving Process of TRIZ.
3.2 Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA).
FMEA is a design tool based on past experiences
and failures. It can continuously verify and improve
operating procedures in design, R&D, manufacturing,
and assembly by performing careful analysis at the
designing stage, detecting and eliminating factors of
negative effects such as poor designs and human errors,
leading to the goal of overall system optimization.
The FMEA methodology primarily uses system
function reliability block diagrams and analysis tables to
list potential failure modes of systems, products, or
manufacturing processes. The occurrence of failures can
be prevented by analyzing causes and potential effects,
assessing priority for improvements, and drawing up
effective improvement plans. After a formal
implementation of FMEA into system analysis, the
failures’ effects on systems are evaluated. We can use the
Risk Priority Number (RPN) to assess the risks and
implement improvements based on the assessed priority.
To calculate the RPN, we need to first evaluate the
following:
(1) Severity:
The impacts on systems or personnel after the
occurrence of the failure mode. This is evaluated
based on the actual degree of the effects.
(2) Occurrence:
The likelihood of the failure mode occurring. This is
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usually determined based on the average number of
occurrences in a fixed time period.
(3) Detection:
The likelihood of the detection of the failure cause in
systems or manufacturing processes.
McDermott et al. put the factors of severity,
occurrence, and detection on a scale ranging from 1 to 10
and defined the significance of each level of rating.
However, due to the many restrictions imposed by
practical considerations, the calculation of risk priority
number (RPN) is: RPN = Severity (S) × Occurrence (O)
× Detection (D).

energy-saving control point, thus achieving the goal of
improved efficiency and predictive maintenance. The
implementation of smart energy management platform
can increase the industry’s global competitiveness by
combining innovative technologies with the energy
management system of the existing Facility Monitor and
Control System (FMCS), utilizing FMEA to reduce
system risk, and planning for predictive management.

4. Empirical analysis.
Information integration on a smart energy
management platform is highly correlated with the data
monitoring of all systems. After diagnosing equipment
status via data analytics, we can plan for the basis of
predictive maintenance, thus reducing unnecessary
hidden costs in manufacturing. In said platform, IoT is
used for a customized energy management system that
integrates technology based on end-to-end data collation.
After technology integration, the system possesses the
smart management capabilities of failure prediction,
power management, auto-balancing control, and
automated operation scheduling. Although this concept
has already been implemented in the development of
smart factories, energy management requires further
improvement in equipment efficiency and data
optimization. We hope to propose operational plans for
overall efficiency enhancement in accordance with
management decision-making in the future.
The subject of this case study is the process chilled
water system of the semiconductor manufacturing
industry; this system is provided for the manufacturing
process and air conditioning operations. As seen in
Figure 6, the main water chiller unit has a higher energy
consumption compared to the rest of the chilling
equipment. The benefits of predictive maintenance can
therefore be achieved by finding the operational energy
consumption of the equipment in the system. After
combining energy management principles with the
analysis of smart electrical sensors using TRIZ and
analyzing big data through the IoT transmission
framework, we combine the result with the equipment
characteristic curve and transmit it to the smart energy
management platform for application analysis. This
allows the platform to automatically convert energy
consumption and have the operations set at the optimum

Figure 6. The Proportion of Electric Power Systems.
4.1 Applications of Process Chilled Water System
This is a process chilled water system of the
semiconductor industry. Its function is to provide for the
manufacturing process and air conditioning operations.
As the main water chiller unit has a higher energy
consumption, energy consumption data of the system is
determined and transmitted via IoT to the smart energy
management platform for further application analysis, so
as to achieve the goal of improving efficiency and
predictive maintenance. A process chilling system has a
higher percentage in power consumption and consists of
various smaller units, including power supply systems,
control elements, and operational support equipment.
Current measures employed are mostly regular
maintenance, preventive maintenance, or predictive
management. This section is a discussion of the use of
smart electronic sensors and TRIZ problem-solving
theory for innovative inventions, and the preventive
evaluation and analysis of components capable of energy
management.
(1) Operational equipment: Pumps.
The pumps within a process chilling system are
critical to its operation. Equipment overload damage (see
Figure 7) caused by abnormal voltage, environmental
issues, or poor insulation can lead to system shutdown if
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the
components
are
not
given
preventive
replacement/maintenance. Determination of equipment
status is achieved by measuring the relevant voltage and
current and performing predictive failure evaluation
based on the regular maintenance cycle or component
life cycle. However, technical difficulties concerning the
actual use of certain components should be noted in
advance.

correlated. Currently, preventive maintenance and
replacement can only be performed on equipment with
anomalies in energy use by using infrared thermal
imaging to measure the thermal radiation generated by
components.

Figure 8. The Equipment abnormal of Switch.

Figure 7. The Equipment abnormal of Pump.
(2) Control system: Electrical Equipment Switches.
No-fuse breakers (NFBs) are the first line of
preventive measures in all systems. The purpose of such
breakers is to provide systems with overcurrent
protection, overload protection, and short circuit
protection. When in use, degradation of internal
components is not easy to spot (see Figure 8), which can
lead to the breaker failing to cut power or trip in case of
anomalies, which may in turn cause downstream
equipment damage or fire, threatening personnel safety.
Under regular safety standards, NFBs undergo service
life evaluation; and the service life of internal
mechanical and electronic components are positively

(3) Control system: Multi-function Power Meter.
The semiconductor manufacturing industry has a
complicated model in power supply and demand. For
major energy consumers in the industry, effective energy
management can only be achieved by controlling
manufacturing or operational power consumption.
Digital panel meters are used to measure the voltage,
current, power, frequency, and demand of a power circuit,
and are therefore important equipment in industrial
energy management. The regular data transmission mode
establishes physical wiring layouts and completes data
output via RS-485 standard serial communication
protocol, achieving anomaly detection and management
on the remote monitoring platform. However, effective
energy control cannot be achieved if the transmission
fails due to issues with the physical wiring (see Figure 9),
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if there are power detection issues, or if the meter has
internal component damage. Using the TRIZ
problem-solving theory for innovative inventions, we can
move towards the development of meters or related
sensors that utilize wireless communication technology,
so as to implement improvements in areas where
physical wiring are difficult to place or in meters with
power anomalies.

Figure 9. Energy management and wireless data
transmission.
(4) Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS).
The primary function of a UPS is to provide the
load with the stored energy in its battery when it detects
voltage anomaly or power outage in the mains
(Taipower), providing an uninterruptible power supply
until power returns. Various control elements in the
process chilling system require uninterruptible power in
order to power the operations of control elements during
system anomalies. UPS operates in standby mode over
long periods of time and therefore require better
ventilation to control the temperature for its internal
power conversion and energy storage units. The internal
fans are controlled via signals based on the monitored
temperature; overheating inside equipment can lead to
degradation of electronic components (see Figure 10).
The operational status of the fans is currently determined
through system maintenance/replacement or through the
experience of inspection-performing personnel. Using
the TRIZ problem-solving theory for innovative
inventions, we can develop sensors capable of
monitoring the operational status of fans, collating their
data, and performing predictive failure evaluation before
any occurrence of fan failure or other anomalies. An
equipment health inspection system is established on the
smart energy management platform to perform
decision-making for failure prediction and diagnosis.

Figure 10. The Equipment abnormal of UPS.
4.2 TRIZ analysis of the technological development in
smart electrical sensors.
In this age of rapid technological development,
stable power supply and electrical accident prevention
are vital to production control. The development of
related smart sensors and the establishment of smart
grids ensure equilibrium in power distribution, which is
the basis for government implementation of energy
management and data collation; it is also an energy
policy objective for many countries around the world.
Applications of smart grids and related sensing
technologies entail the implementation of said
technologies in manufacturing processes or electrical
equipment. By integration the electrical sensors in
various electrical equipment and integrating them with
the remote power monitoring system, we can detect
overload or equipment anomalies in the overall system.
In the case of anomalies, the remote monitoring system
can transmit control signals to control equipment
operation, which in turn ensures operational safety,
prevents accidents, and achieves energy control.
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4.2.1 Description of system technical problems.
(1) Miniaturized electronic design.
In this age of smart energy grid development, stable
power supply and safety need to be major considerations
for overall systems. For this reason, suitable current
transformers should be used to measure electric current.
A traditional current transformer (TCT) operates by
measuring the current in the primary winding induced by
the flux generated in the internal iron core. In the case of
electrical system failure, instantaneous non-linear current
can occur with a power surge, which threatens the safety
of the electrical system. Due to their large size, TCTs can
affect the planning of manufacturing facilities and their
layouts and require time and labor costs for their regular
maintenance. Therefore, improving on the size of TCTs
is the primary goal (see Figure 11) in practical
application. However, the size reduction in current
transformers will affect their precision, resulting in
various issues, including error when performing
measurement on components.

with their needs using the TRIZ theory for innovative
thinking. The design of a wireless charging power source
is present in many inventions; the convenience and
safety of its primary design make it suitable for applying
the TRIZ problem-solving theory for innovative
inventions (see Figure 12). By combining wireless
charging with current sensors, we can create smarter
sensors.

Figure 12. Magnetic Fields Technical Principle.
4.2.2 Applications of TRIZ contradiction matrix.

Figure 11. Current Transformer Technical Principle.
(2) Wireless inductive charging.
A power supply is another point of consideration for
improvements on smart sensors with wireless
transmission capability. Current sensors placed in power
grids require the design of power supply in accordance

(1) Miniaturized electronic design.

Improving technical parameter: 12. Shape
“Shape” is the functionally necessary internal and
external shape/contour of systems and its elements. For
the semiconductor manufacturing industry, which seeks
high quality and yield, the process planning, regular
maintenance, and breakdown maintenance of
manufacturing facilities are heavily considered when
designing their layouts. Small dimension designs free up
more space and allow flexible planning in assembly lines.
Improvements in time and efficiency can also be seen in
the installation, transportation, replacement, and
maintenance of equipment.

Worsening technical parameter: 28. Measurement
accuracy
“Measurement accuracy” is the level of deviation
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or error in measurement—i.e., the closeness of the
measured value to the actual value. The electronic design
of system components can improve data transmission
capability and effectively improve the accuracy and
stability of measured data. Miniaturized design enhances
safety in installation and operation.
The technical parameters 12 and 28 correspond to
principles 28, 32, and 1 of the forty inventive principles
presented in the contradiction matrix. By using Principle
28: mechanics substitution—use electric, magnetic and
electromagnetic fields to interact with the object—we
acquired the result. As electronic components continue
the trend of thin, light, and miniaturized design,
corrective analysis is performed on the fundamental
electrical and mechanical structure and mechanical
components, so as to improve their shapes and plan for
integrated design and optimizing measurement accuracy,
thus achieving the goal of miniaturized electronic design.
In addition to size and measurement accuracy issues, the
analysis of wire charging applications in TCTs is as
follows:
(2) Wireless inductive charging.

Improving technical parameter: 38. Extent of
automation
The technical parameter “Extent of automation” is
the extent to which a system or object performs its
functions without human interface. Based on the changes
in data management and operation mode, energy
consumption can be reduced in peripheral devices by
reducing electronic sensors or putting them on standby.

Worsening technical parameter: 23. Loss of
substance
The technical parameter “Loss of substance” is the
partial or complete loss/waste incurred on a system.
Energy consumption of data transmission often uses
external power supply as the main power source. The
long-term continuous operations of the system can
shorten component service life. Additionally, the greater
the power dissipation, the greater the power demand.
The technical parameters 38 and 23 correspond to
principles 35, 10, and 18 of the forty inventive principles
presented in the contradiction matrix. By using Principle
18: mechanical vibration—using an object’s resonant
frequency or using combined ultrasonic and
electromagnetic field oscillations—we acquired the
result. The accompanying planning for component power
supply is another developmental focus of miniaturized
electronic component design. As the original plan for
power supply may require revamp, energy allocation and
demand are technical hurdles that need to be overcome.

Through the combination of miniaturized electronic
design and electromagnetic energy exchange, wireless
charging technology can deliver electrical energy to
smart electrical sensors via magnetic induction or
resonance, achieving the goal of improving wireless
power technology applications.
4.3 TRIZ analysis of the data collation in smart
electrical sensors.
The communication framework of smart
manufacturing plants achieves the goal of smart
management by enhancing control over the
communication equipment, network environment, and
cloud management of automation equipment. Through
the use of IoT real-time detection capability, long-term
monitoring, and regular inspection of equipment status,
the framework can report anomalies when the equipment
exceeds the alarm threshold value. This gives
management control over equipment power and
environmental variables via the energy management
system. The implementation of IoT in energy
management provides manufacturing processes with an
advantage. As there is a diverse range of electrical
equipment in manufacturing plants, anomalies could only
be detected through regular inspection and maintenance.
In order to provide management with the capabilities of
remote management, monitoring & diagnostics, and
energy consumption awareness, IoT-connected wireless
sensors are combined with cloud data application (see
Figure 13). This is critical to the management model of
smart factory applications.

Figure 13. Range vs. Bandwidth for IoT Connectivity
Technologies.
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4.3.1 Description of system technical problems.
(1) Cloud data collation—wireless transmission
system.
In the communication framework of a traditional
manufacturing plant, electrical equipment, detection
functionality, and related sensor applications all rely on
wired communication. However, the number of sensors
installed has increased with the growing demand for
equipment monitoring, resulting in signal interference
and connection issues between components, which in
turn affect the collation, storage, and immediacy of data.
Furthermore, with the increasing number of physical
wiring due to the growing demand for connection, these
plants now face mounting installation costs incurred by
the need for long-distance communication and the
shortage of equipment connection points.
4.3.2 Applications of TRIZ contradiction matrix

Improving technical parameter: 27. Reliability
The technical parameter “Reliability” is a system’s
ability to perform its intended functions in predictable
ways and conditions. Through the use of developed
network protocol systems, we separated functionality and
applications, turning it into a subnetwork system. This
helps alleviate the connectivity issues between different
systems and improves the reliability of data collation.



Worsening technical parameter: 26. Quantity of
substance
The technical parameter “Quantity of substance” is
the number or amount of a system’s materials, substances,
parts, locations, or subsystems. Since a large number of
network devices can cause signal interference, the initial
network framework must be separated into various
subnetworks.
The technical parameters 26 and 27 correspond to
principles 21, 28, and 40 of the forty inventive principles
presented in the contradiction matrix. By using Principle
21: Skipping—enhancing transmission speed and
efficiency and shortening transmission time—we
acquired the result. The number of equipment sensors is
increasing with the implementation of smart
manufacturing. Because of the varying development of
sensors in different equipment applications, the
integration difficulty of physical wirings due to the
separation of independent systems, and the lack of
reserved spots, the functionalities of wireless
transmission technology in the smart management
framework are separated, using long-distance
communication to perform wireless data collation.

Figure 14. The Framework of Industry 4.0 ecosystem.

Source: Berger, R. (2015)
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To summarize the preceding analyses, an electronic
sensor for electric power has all the functionalities of a
traditional electric power sensor. However, besides the
differences in operating principle and structure, an
electronic sensor for electric power also alleviates issues
of dimension, weight, and cost, while fulfilling the
demand for high-precision measurement and system
protection. The new form of energy transmission
technology also improves on certain flaws concerning
safety, including the elimination of the need to plug and
unplug cables, thus avoiding electrical contact failure.
New electric power sensors based on the aforementioned
technologies can enhance their sensing capabilities and
perform wireless transmission of data.
By using wireless charging to reduce cost,
implementing electric power monitoring sensors in
energy management, we can establish customized
systems that combine energy-saving management and
energy safety (see Figure 14). We can also incorporate
sensors of different applications to move towards a form
of manufacturing that integrates multiple functionalities.

4.4 FMEA
management.

evaluation

of

application

and

The aforementioned FMEA analysis table was used
in this study to evaluate whether applied innovative
technologies can overcome potential critical failure
modes in the system, thus reducing or eliminating their
effect on the system. The RPN—calculated from severity,
occurrence, and detection—is used to determine the
improvement’s effect on the system and the level of
technological implementation, so as to draw up
improvement plans or related control measures (See
Table 1). Through the informatization of big data and the
implementation of new technologies in the smart energy
management platform, we can improve on the existing
energy management model and benefit from predictive
maintenance.

Table 1. The FMEA of Process of Cooling Water.
Item

Pump

Original
RPN

256

Measures
1.

Review of regular replacement and maintenance of equipment
components.

2.

Installation of additional smart sensors to measure related data
and transmit data to the smart energy management platform via
wireless transmission.

1.

Regular equipment maintenance.
Evaluate the design for smart sensors to automatically collect
related data and transmit data to the smart energy management
platform, so as to control
load transfer.

Improved
RPN

32

Electrical
equipment
switch

144

2.

Digital panel
meter

192

Review of equipment’s smart functionalities (e.g., wireless
transmission), collection of related data, and transmission of data to
the smart energy management platform.

48

320

Plan for the implementation of equipment inspection management
functionality, which can determine the equipment life cycle for the
smart energy management platform to perform predictive
management.

64

UPS

48
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We utilized FMEA to analyze the improvement in
risk priority numbers (see Figure 15). Traditional energy
management generally uses limited unidirectional
transmission, which means that data is transmitted to the
management platform via internal networks. However,
power distribution data can often be difficult to monitor
due to various engineering factors such as wiring layout
or interference, resulting in losses and making it difficult
to establish a suitable energy management policy. In
comparison, smart energy management implemented
with smart electrical sensors provides effective control of
equipment data via IoT, achieving diverse integration and
management between management platforms. This
highly efficient interaction can facilitate the
functionalities of maintenance/expansion and real-time
monitoring in the energy management system. Data
analysis performed by the smart energy management
platform can be further used to development new forms
of IoT and sensors, improving efficiency and
management.

Figure 15. The Bar Chart of RPN.
5. Conclusion
The implementation of Industry 4.0 in enterprises
fulfilled the manufacturing model of smart
manufacturing
systems.
This
includes
smart
manufacturing, smart equipment, smart energy
management, and smart manufacturing supply
management. This study approaches the case study of
smart energy management in the semiconductor industry
from the data collation aspect. The technological
integration of network transmission, data collation, and
equipment operational status help businesses determine

potential equipment anomalies within an acceptable time
period and propose predictive management. This allows
for enhanced manufacturing efficiency and flexibility
while avoiding late delivery. In conclusion:
(1) Complete optimization of energy efficiency by
achieving real-time monitoring and data management
via smart equipment.
In the past, electrical equipment management
generally utilized limited unidirectional transmission,
which uses internal networks to transmit electric power
data to the management platform. However, power
distribution data can often be difficult to monitor due to
various engineering factors such as wiring layout or
interference, resulting in losses. Through the
implementation of smart electric power sensors and
customized design in accordance with manufacturing
processes, effective data control of equipment can be
achieved via IoT. This improves energy efficiency,
reduces operational cost, and achieves diverse integration
and management between management platforms,
greatly benefiting commercial smart energy management
strategies.
(2) Complete optimization of manufacturing
efficiency by utilizing real-time information
integration to achieve predictive management.
With the technological breakthrough in sensors, the
combination of smart energy management systems and
electric power sensors has replaced the management
model of the past, which is limited to local monitoring,
manual inspection, and incompatible electronic systems.
Improvement in the automation model’s real-time digital
information concerning maintenance management, data
collation, predictive maintenance, and environmental
monitoring can help determine potential operational risks
of equipment, including energy consumption anomalies
and risks in predictive maintenance planning. This
reduces the risks and losses incurred by failure and
shutdown and can further facilitate bidirectional analysis
of other systems and equipment information.
Improvement of the overall operational effectiveness of
manufacturing processes can be achieved by improving
unit inspection system, unifying standard procedures,
and progressively establishing database systems, thus
achieving the goal of procedure optimization.
(3) Reach optimal operation by helping business
resource allocation via advanced smart energy
management.
In the case of manufacturing process anomalies or
product complaints, a reverse data lookup can be
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performed on the data collected via the smart energy
management platform. This allows businesses to conduct
analysis over the 5M1E factors (man, machine, material,
method, measurement, environment) and implement
control measures accordingly, thus improving energy
efficiency, reducing operating costs, and implementing
green supply chain management.
As the establishment of the smart manufacturing
framework completes, corporate departments related to
the planning of management shall begin to play bigger
roles within the enterprise. With technological advances
come improvements in engineering technologies, and
management shall also face their corresponding
problems, including: (1) Is the new business model
introduced for overall operations or management
decisions? (2) How to further development in smart
manufacturing? (3) Can modular manufacturing systems
be implemented? (4) If co-design is required, can
alliances be formed with clients, contract service
providers, or competitors to enhance each other’s
technological capacities? Future development of smart
applications shall focus on interactive applications
combining artificial intelligence and virtual reality. With
computational thinking moving from mobile-first to
artificial intelligence, smart applications utilizing deep
learning has begun to emerge in various high-tech
industries. As men become used to living technologies,
back-end data analytics and computation are merely the
results
of
deep
learning;
decision-making,
comprehension, and critical thinking are still performed
by management. As we ponder over the fast-evolving
future
of
human-computer
technologies,
the
comprehension of the analytic judgment, regulation
enforcement, and moral philosophy concerning smart
applications is questions that need further discussion on
another level.
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Abstract
In the era of the 4th Industrial Revolution, semiconductors are the main components installed in
advanced technologies such as artificial intelligence, autonomous driving, 5G, and Internet of Things
(IoT), and are developing as premium products with low power, high capacity, high performance,
and high quality. Smartization and mobilization of IT devices require more advanced semiconductor
miniaturization characteristics, and technologies for testing ultra-high density wafers will also
develop.
The probe card, which is a key device for inspecting the operation of semiconductors and
facilities that perform the final wafer test process of the fab (Fabrication, semiconductor production
line), increases the total number of probes to cope with the micro process, which causes complicated
problems in the probe card inspection process.
This paper deals with the case of solving the probe card problem in the advanced
semiconductor process using TRIZ and various modern problem-solving methodologies. Through
this paper, the authors describe the necessity and efficiency of integrating various existing
problem-solving methodologies to solve complex problems.
Keywords: semiconductor, TRIZ, probe card, wafer test

1. Introduction
▪1.1 Semiconductor Environment
In the era of the 4th Industrial Revolution, semiconductors are attracting attention as a major
component for smart devices, artificial intelligence, 5G, Internet of Things (IoT), and automobiles.
The importance of miniaturization of semiconductors is increasing as it is inserted in palm-sized
mobile devices and also in wearable devices for the body. Looking at the customer's miniaturization
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requirements, the average package size change demonstrating integration is as follows: 100 ㎟ in
2010, 62 ㎟ in 2012, 38 ㎟ in 2015, 18 ㎟ in 2016, 8 ㎟ in 2017.
In reviewing the environmental changes for semiconductor equipment products, semiconductor
integrated circuit technology has been developed, and memory devices are being developed into
products that use faster and lower power. As a result, the complexity of the devices constituting the
semiconductor device is greatly increased, and the channel of the equipment has been expanded to
test many chipsets at a time as a method of improving productivity. To cope with this, the overall
size of the probe card increased and the number of probes increased significantly. The total change
shows the following trend: 16,000 in 2010, 32,000 in 2012, 41,000 in 2015, 66,000 in 2016, and
10,000 in 2017.
In addition to the environmental change of equipment and probe cards, as the multi-variety
production system progresses, equipment, products, and probe cards are combined and operated in
the wafer test process. To analyze various problems in the fine process, it was neccessary to find a
convergent problem-solving method of QC Story and TRIZ.
▪1.2 Wafer Measurement Process
The semiconductor process order is to form and inspect the circuit of the wafer through various
processes of fabrication by wearing a circular silicon wafer, and in the wafer test process, inspect the
quantity of the circuit quality of the finished wafer. In the final process, the package product is
inspected and through the module inspection, the product will be shipped.
In the wafer test process, there are wafer receipt and equipment movement, basic (EPM) test,
burn-in test, high and low temperature test, quality inspection, and shipping process. In the basic test
process, circuit pattern abnormal quality / quantity inspection is conducted and burn-in test process
inspects quality/quantity after high temperature voltage is applied. The high and low temperature test
process conducts inspection on quality/quantity as a electrical properties test. Finally, in the shipping
process, quality / quantity inspection of the chip conformity is conducted. The main management
items for all processes are the yield control, foreign material management, probe position
non-conformity, and scratch management.
From the basic test to the high and low temperature test process, the inspection facility consists
of a tester and a wafer transfer facility. The tester facility creates and supplies the power, timing,
pattern, clamp power, driver channel, and input output (IO) channel signals required for the wafer
operation circuit, and the generated signals are transmitted to the tester head through the interface
cable. The top of the probe card is engaged with the tester head, and the signal received from the
tester equipment is transmitted. The wafer transfer facility, which is composed of a pair, controls the
high / low temperature environment, and loads the wafer to align it in an optimal state.
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Each signal is finally transmitted to the probe located at the bottom of the probe card through
channel expansion operations on the probe card, and the contact must be performed while being
accurately aligned with the pad of the wafer.
▪1.3 Probe Card
The probe card is installed in the wafer transfer equipment and is the main means for
determining the normality / abnormality of the completed wafer chipset while transmitting and
receiving electrical signals by contacting the probe with the wafer pad.
Tester Head
Stiffener

Temperature
Measurement
Point

Probe
Card
Latch

Bridge Pin

Substrate
Probe

Figure 1. Partial Structure of the Test Head and the Configuration of the Probe Card.
In order to explain the main contents of this task in some structures of the test head and the
configuration of the probe card in Figure. 1., the probe station device should be inspected in the low
or high temperature and Once the temperature is set, the temperature remains constant until the
inspection is completed. In order to check the probe offset of the probe card, the thermal expansion
test of the probe is checked. The measurement point of temperature was defined as the lower part of
the ceramic and the lower part of the Stiffener, and the measurement was performed.

2. Problem Solving Process
▪2.1 Problem Situation
It is to be understood in advance that the figures in this paper have been partially amended.
Table 1. Number of WTMA Occurrences per Facility and Setup Time.
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Item
Month

Number of WTMA Occurrences
Facility Group A

Facility Group B

Set-up Time (Preheating related)
Facility Group A

Facility Group B

October

3

26

47.4

68.5

November

5

24

47.2

65.2

December

4

26

48.5

69.5

After installing the probe card in the facility, the setup was performed to manage the time
(minutes) until the normal yield occurred, and the prober facility was divided into the Facility Group
A and the Facility Group B. As a result of reviewing monthly, as shown in Table 1., the setup time
increased in the Facility Group B compared to the Facility Group A, and the occurrence of Wafer
Test Miss Alignment (WTMA) increased significantly.
Here, the WTMA refers to a phenomenon in which the probe card probe marks are located
outside the size (approximately 6xμm * 6xμm) of the pad in the wafer chipset (Die), which is a
criterion for determining the non-conforming chipset.

Wafer

Wafer

Conformed Chipset (Pad)

Nonconformed Chipset (Pad)

Figure 2. Conformity / Nonconformity Chipset (Pad).
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These problems tended to occur at the beginning of setup rather than during wafer testing, and
to analyze it, Figure. 3. Setup Process was created.
The detailed observation of the probe card setup process as follows.

Start
Probe card installation
Y

Flatness abnormality?
N

Probe indirect preheating
Probe direct preheating
Check for probe contact anomalies
End

In Figure. 3. Setup Process, it was
investigated that WTMA occurrence occupied
86% when the probe was directly preheated.
In this case, it is usually the case that the
indirect preheating is insufficient, but in the
case of the Facility Group B, the WTMA
continues to occur despite the more indirect
preheating than the Facility Group A. As a
WTMA phenomenon, it spread out to the
outside of the wafer and became a probe. This
is a phenomenon that occurs when testing at
low temperatures, and it is necessary to check
the probe card temperature distribution at low
temperatures.

Figure 3. Setup Process.
For verification, temperature measurement sensor was attached to the probe card, and the
temperature change up to the probe optimization time according to the setup was checked for each
section and it was graphed as Figure. 4.

Figure. 4. Temperature Distribution According to the Setup Process for each Facility Group.
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Taking a look at ○
5 in Figure. 4., which is the test starting point of the Facility Group B,
proves that it takes a lot of time compared to Facility Group A, and it can be confirmed that there is a
big difference even when the temperature drops. As a result of this experiment, it was confirmed that
the WTMA occurrences and the setup time is increased due to the difference in the thermal
deformation of the probe card in the Facility Group B compared to the Facility Group A.
Table 2. Probe Card Setup Low-Temperature Temperature Change.
Point

Interval Item

Facility Group A

Facility Group B

Notes

① to ②

Temperature Drop

22.5

39.4

-

② to ③

Indirect Preheating

4.5

10.3

-

③ to ④

Direct Preheating

-10.1

-5.7

Problem Start

④ to ⑤

Test Start

-15.3

-10.9

-

Total

-

-

Looking at the chart in Table 2., the low temperature test condition requires that the temperature
of the probe card's measurement sensor should remain below -10 degrees. However, the insufficient
temperature provided to the probe card causes deformation of the pre-applied offset, so it will
proceed to directly preheat at the incorrect probe position. Therefore, as the position of the probe
card probe was deformed on the wafer pad, improvement was needed in this area.
(Minute)

67

100.0%

53.6
59.70%

89.60%

94.00%

97.80%

100.00%
75.0%

40.2
50.0%
26.8
25.0%

13.4
0
Time
Ratio

Indirect
Preheating
40
59.70%

Direct
Preheating
20
89.60%

Probe
Confirmation
3
94.00%

0.0%
Alignment

Etc.

2.5
97.80%

1.5
100.00%

Figure 5. Preheating Process Pareto Diagram.
Because it takes a lot of time in indirect and direct preheating in the preheating process in the
Pareto Diagram in Figure. 5., the indirect and direct preheating methods are illustrated in Figure. 6.
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Probe Card

Probe Card

Chuck
(Heat Source)

Chuck
(Heat Source)

Figure 6. Indirect Preheating Method and Direct Preheating Method.
Since the test conditions must be accurately probed on the pads of the wafer in high and low
temperature environments, the indirect preheating method is optimized and the overall expansion of
the probe card is stabilized through the direct preheating method.
Since the indirect preheating method transfers heat from the prober system chuck through the
wafer in a status away from the probe card probe, the probe card temperature graph follows the log
distribution, so it cannot maximize the probe expansion. Therefore, through the direct preheating
method, the expansion of the probe card is continuously increased to find a condition that will no
longer be expanded.
However, under the condition of company B, where the indirect preheating is doubled, there is a
quality concern to apply it by reducing the time. Therefore, the probe card probe required thermal
correction and it was a typical technical contradiction.
▪2.2 Problem Analysis
Looking at the items necessary for the law of technological system evolution, it is defined as
Figure. 7.

IFR

Contradiction

Resource

Figure 7. The Law of Evolution of Technical Systems.
The technical contradiction, IFR, and resources can be summarized as shown in Figure. 8.
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Technology Contradiction
IFR

C+

A+

B-

If indirect heating is
applied

Preheat without
contact Minimize
quality (Scratch)

Increase preheating
time

Fast preheating should
be applied without
quality impact.

Quality (scratch,
push) abnormality

Even if the preheating
time is reduced, there
should be no
abnormality in quality.

Reduce preheating
time
(scratch, push)

If indirect heating is
not applied
Resource

Cleaning (Media1, Media 2, Media 3), Media 4, Media 5, probe card, air
Figure 8. Technology Contradiction / IFR / Resource Definition.

By checking 39 parameters of the technical system, it was confirmed that there is no
recommended invention principle as a result of substituting the property to improve (29) and
deteriorating property (16) into the contradiction matrix. As a result, the brainstorming method
within the 40 invention principles was used to gather many opinions from the field. As shown in
Table. 3., ideas by 40 principles of invention items were derived through technology contradiction /
IFR / resource definition.
Table 3. Deriving and Reviewing the Idea of 40 Invention Principles.
Number

Item

Idea

Review

2

Extraction

Apply direct preheating only.

-

3

Local quality

Change the preheating height differently.

-

5

Merger

Make the direct and indirect preheating space the same.

-

6

Multipurpose

Other media function as preheating.

O

9

Preliminary action

Preheat with a heater.

-

15

Increase dynamic properties

Apply step-by-step preheating.

O

16

Excessive or insufficient

Reduce the preheating time.

-

19

Cyclic action

Divide the preheating.

O

23

Feedback

Notification by attaching a temperature sensor.

-

24

Use of media

Use surrounding media instead of production wafers.

O

27

Short life

Develop heater function.

-

33

Homogeneity

Use the same media as the production wafer.

O
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As a result of reviewing the ideas of 5 items derived through the 40 invention principles, the
item for use of media and application of step-by-step preheating is established as Table. 4.
Table 4. Establishment of 40 Invention Principles Review Idea.
Number

Invention Principle

Idea

Result

24

Use of Media

Use surrounding media.

33

Homogeneity

Use the same media as the production wafer.

6

Multipurpose

Other media function as preheating.

15

Increase dynamic properties

Apply step-by-step preheating.

19

Cyclic action

Divide the preheating.

Usage of media

Application of step
by step preheating

Therefore, the final opinion establishment was improved with two items: the use of media and
the application of step-by-step preheating.


Use of media

The common item of ideas derived by using the invention principles of use of media (24),
homogeneity (33), and multipurpose (6) was the use of media and it was reviewed in the general
context of media use.
In summary, the media used in the facility is shown in Table. 5. and it was judged by charting
according to economic / technical / productivity (workability), and media 5 with high score in
surrounding resource utilization and productivity was used after precise analysis of expected
problems.
Table 5. Analysis of Expected Media Use Problems.
Medium Surrounding Resources Expected Problems

Economy

Technology Production

Total

Media 1

-

-

1

3

1

5

Media 2

-

-

5

3

1

9

Media 3

Y

-

3

3

3

9

Media 4

Y

-

3

3

3

9

Media 5

Y

-

3

5

5

11



Application of Step-by-Step Preheating

The common items of idea derived by utilizing dynamic characteristic increase (15), cyclic action
(19) invention principles are to apply step–by-step preheating.
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Table 6. Step-by-Step Preheating Application Items.
Category

Application of cyclic properties (19)

Increase dynamic characteristics (15)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The above items are designed and applied so that the step-by-step preheating function can be
applied to the product setup standard information, and the changed contents are shown in Figure 9.
▪2.3 Application of Solution
Before Improvement

After Improvement

Indirect Preheating

Remove Indirect Preheating Process

Direct Preheating

Direct Preheating

Figure 9. Flow Chart Before and After Improvement.
The main reason for the indirect preheating was to remove the root cause of WTMA in the
wafer pad during direct preheating. However, as the conditions changed according to the
environmental conditions of the probe card and the diversification of facilities, TRIZ was at the
center of solving problems occurring in specific facilities.
℃ 80
60
40
20
0

Before Improvement
Target Line

-5.7℃
-10 ℃

-20

After Improvement

-11.4 ℃

-40

(Minute)

Figure 10. Improvement Evaluation Temperature Trend.
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As seen in Figure. 10., which is the result of the improvement evaluation, the management goal
of -10 ℃ or lower was achieved, and stable setup was possible. It was confirmed that there was no
problem by evaluating and applying the setup conditions equivalent to the Company A. After
applying this project improvement, as a result of analysis of the setup time histogram of the entire
Company B's product group from the point of view of post-management, it can be confirmed that the
average has improved significantly and the standard deviation is operating stably after improvement
compared to before the improvement as shown in Figure. 11.
40
Before Improvement
After Improvement

Frequency

Average Standard Deviation
Before Improvement 85.16

0

After Improvement

20.69

61.80 9.79

(Minute)
Figure 11. Facility Group B Setup Time Histogram Before / After Improvement.

3. Conclusion
Convergence methodology creates productivity in terms of operations because it uses QC
stories to identify the concentration of failures or defects and TRIZ is used to define contradictions
and make decisions to come up with new improvement ideas.
▪3.1 Grasping the Effect
We achieved KRW 230 million / year by reducing the time required to set up the probe card and
improving the WTMA nonconforming product rate.

▪3.2 Future Plans
Problems caused by different conditions in a manufacturing environment are endlessly
occurring and undergoing a process of being solved. As technology grafting for thermal deformation
and micro and non-destructive measurement technologies are expected to continue to develop, we
will take the lead in overcoming current problems using TRIZ.
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Abstract
This paper deals with problem-solving cases on how to prevent the serious industrial
accident in the exhausting hydrogen gas process in semiconductor industries. Hydrogen gas
has very strong flammability and explosive power, but its use has been increasing in modern
industry. We constructed safe HPTU (Hydrogen Plasma Treatment Unit) to treat hydrogen
using FOS (Function Oriented Search), one of TRIZ tools. We applied the core technology to
convert greenhouse gas into clean energy using PCCU (Plasma Carbon Conversion Unit) in
the renewable energy industry and constructed a device that can convert hydrogen into water
vapor by mixing it with oxygen. We also solved a physical contradiction that occurred when
making a hydrogen exhaust system.
In this paper, we will show how to apply TRIZ tools to resolve problems in the gas
exhaust system and how effective the solution is to prevent serious industrial accidents.
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1. Introduction
Recently, the semiconductor industry uses a lot of hydrogen as a reducing agent to
prevent oxidation by removing oxygen, heat transfer medium, removing impurities, creating
an atmosphere inside the reaction tube, and carrier gas of the reactant and its usage is also
increasing. However, hydrogen is a combustible fuel that burns rapidly, and when it has a
concentration of 4 to 74% in the air, it has strong explosive properties, and flame, heat, and
sunlight can be ignition sources. Hydrogen-related accidents are mostly serious industrial
accidents that result in human injury, and in order to prevent this, it must be discharged
outside the explosive range after use. Research on the explosion range for each condition of
hydrogen has already been conducted for a long time, which helps to understand the
characteristics of hydrogen, but research on realistic explosion prevention has been rarely
done. This study was conducted to find the possibility of replacing hydrogen with safe water
vapor, and to develop equipment for treating hydrogen that is widely used in the
semiconductor industry

2. Literature review
2.1 Hydrogen explosion
According to the material safety data presented by the Safety and Health Agency, the
explosion range of hydrogen is 4 to 75%, the ignition point is over 500 degrees, and it is an
extremely flammable gas and can explode when heated. The explosion pressure of hydrogen
is 8 atmospheres, which is more than 10 times that of methane and propane, and the
combustion speed is 2.7 m / s, which is 8 times that of methane and propane. Table 1. Figure 1.
(D.Bjerketvedt, et al, 2003; Young Do Jo, et al, 2004)
Table 1. Characteristics of fuel gas
Substance
Hydrogen
Methane
Propane

Auto ignition
temperature (k)
673
713
723

Minimum ignition
energy (mJ)
0.018
0.28
0.26

Burning velocity (m/s)
2.7
0.37
0.39
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Figure 1. Explosion pressures for different gases
Based on the material safety data at 1 atmosphere 0 degrees, the experimental results of
the hydrogen explosion range by temperature at 1 atmosphere are shown in Table 2 and
Figure 2, and as the they show, the explosion range expands as the temperature increases, and
it ranges from 1.5 to 87.6% at 400 degrees. (Schroeder V, Holtappels K, 2005)
Table 2. Influence of the temperature on the explosion limit of hydrogen-air mixture
Temperature (℃)

Lower explosion limit (%)

Upper explosion limit (%)

20
100
200
300
400

3.9
3.4
2.9
2.1
1.5

75.2
77.6
81.3
83.9
87.6

Figure 2. Influence of the temperature on the explosion limit of hydrogen air
mixtures
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When oxygen and hydrogen are mixed at the same rate and the pressure is increased, as
in Table 3, Figure 3, it shows an explosion range of 4 to 95.2% at 1 atmosphere and 5.7 to
95.1% at 150 atmospheres. If the pressure is increased after mixing air and hydrogen at the
same rate, it shows an explosion rage of 4.3 to 76.5% at 1 atmosphere and 5.6 to 72.9% at 150
atmospheres. It can be seen that the range of explosion when pressurized decreases slightly,
and when the mixture is mixed with oxygen rather than air, the range of explosion increases.
(Shapiro Z M, Moffette T R, 1957)
Table 3. Influence of the initial pressure on the explosion limit of hydrogen-oxygen
mixtures and hydrogen-air mixtures
No.
1
5
10
20
50
100
150

Lower explosion limit (%)
Air mixture
Oxygen mixture
4.3
4
4.4
4.6
4.7
5
4.9
5.4
5.6
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.6
5.7

Upper explosion limit (%)
Air mixture
Oxygen mixture
76.5
95.2
73.1
94.6
72.1
94.2
71.1
94.2
73.8
94.6
73.4
94.9
72.9
95.1

Figure 3. Influence of the initial pressure on the explosion limit of hydrogen-oxygen
mixtures and hydrogen-air mixture
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As shown in Figure 4, the explosion range below 1 atmosphere when mixed with air,
0.4 atmospheres at 10% hydrogen concentration, 0.6 atmospheres at 60% concentration, and
0.2 atmospheres at 30% concentration are the lower explosion limits, and below that there is
no explosion point regardless of concentration. (KuznetsovM,et.al., 2012; Trevor Jones, 2009)

Fig. 4. explosive nature of hydrogen in partial pressure vacuum
Although hydrogen has strong explosive power, it does not explode even at flash point
when hydrogen and oxygen are mixed at a pressure of 0.2 atmospheres. Therefore, safety can
be secured when the replacement or removal device is constructed under vacuum.

2.1 FOS (Function Oriented Search)
FOS is a concept developed by applying TRIZ, a creative problem-solving methodology.
It is a knowledge search concept that has been developed based on TRIZ's function analysis
technique by defining the functions required for problem solving and searching for a way to
perform those functions. The FOS execution method defines the system and problem centered
on the function, generalizes the problem, and then searches for a system that performs the
same function in the world's science and technology database. Then it finds an effective and
reliable method that has already been verified and implemented in other industries and selects
the best principle that can adapt to the system you are dealing with and uses it for problem
solving. Figure 5 demonstrates the FOS deployment method (application procedure).
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Generalized
Problem

Exiting
Solution
Function Oriented Search

Definition of the
problem

Target
Solution

Figure 5. Function Oriented Search
In implementing this FOS methodology, general web search such as Google and
domestic and foreign patents and papers web provided by the Korean Intellectual Property
Office can be used. In the case of experts, it is advantageous to use a specialized patent
database such as Forcust, a function database that extracts and organizes patent documents,
or an effect database to rearrange function data from the technical classification perspective.
Recently, the FOS technique has been applied to the development of a patent avoidance
design process, and has been used for new product design and application avoiding original
patents. (Choi, 2014) Figure 6 shows how to search for patents on the websites that are
commonly used.

Figure 6. Intellectual Property search
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3

Development of Hydrogen Plasma Treatment Unit
3.1 Hydrogen Plasma Treatment Unit

Improvements to existing systems that exhaust with nitrogen dilution to safety use and
process the increased hydrogen are limited and the there are no alternative materials or
equipment. I felt the need to develop a new device and proceeded with the most suitable
method, the function oriented search.
Description of the current hydrogen exhaust system
- Hydrogen exhaust allowable concentration is 1%, Nitrogen Dilution Sytem must flow
100 times the amount of hydrogen in the process Chamber.
- The gas scrubber can burn out 1000 liters per minute.
- hydrogen consumption is limited to a maximum of 10 slm.
-There is a continuing demand for increased hydrogen consumption in process
development.
-Figure 7 is a system that currently manages physical concentration through a nitrogen
dilution device.

Figure 7. Current Hydrogen Exhaust System
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(A) Definition of the problem
- When using more than 10 slm of hydrogen for process development, it is discharged
without satisfying the allowable concentration of hydrogen emission, which is the main
function of the exhaust system.

The internal device of the exhaust system, the pump, creates a vacuum, the NDU supplies
nitrogen for dilution, and the exhaust gas treatment unit burns the gas at high temperature and
dilutes it in water to discharge it. There is no problem with a system to satisfy the conditions
of the current standard. but The current system is not suitable for the development of a new
process. So, the definition of the problem was approached as a whole system that did not meet
the new development conditions.

(B) Generalized problem
-There is a risk of fire and explosion.
- There are a lot of gas in a dangerous state.
-There is or a lot of gas in a hazardous state.
-Hazardous gases are exhausted.

- Keyword searching
Soot, harmful gas, greenhouse gas, exhaust gas, reduction, decomposition, regeneration,
safe material, conversion. Substitution, plasma, pyrolysis.
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(C) Existing solution
When CH4 is mixed with CO2, a greenhouse gas, through CCU (Carbon Capture &
Utilization) technology and passes through a PCCU (Plasma Carbon Conversion Unit), the
mixed gas is decomposed and hydrogen and CO are produced through chemical reaction.
Using this gas to produce clean fuel, DME (Dimethyl Ether) is the key technology in the
renewable energy industry. (Recarbon recarbininc, 2017) Figure 8 is the process diagram of
DME production plant, Figure 9 is the structure of the PCCU.

Figure 8. 2015 Pilot plant by ReCarbon

Figure 9. Plasma Carbon Conversion Unit (ReCarbon)
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(D) Target Solution
A vacuum pump was installed to construct 0.2 atmospheres or less without an explosion
point, and a plasma device was applied to the device capable of applying electric energy.
Figure 10 shows the HPTU (Hydrogen Plasma Treatment Unit), a device that can inject
oxygen required for a chemical reaction into a reactor, enter the plasma generator in a mixed
state, and convert into water vapor through decomposition and chemical reaction. The pump
is 100,000 liters per minutes. Piping is 8 inches. The plasma system type is a Transformer
Coupled Plasma. RF power is 6kW max. It was configured at capacity of 20 slm of hydrogen
and oxygen, and a hydrogen sensor was installed after the vacuum pump to measure the
concentration at exhaust. The nitrogen for the pump purge is 100 slm in a fixed flow. (Seo,
2020)

Figure 10. Hydrogen Plasma Treatment Unit

3.2 Feasibility Experiment
Since hydrogen and oxygen RF power are the main regulators, in order to verify the
influence of each, the experiment was conducted in a single factor division experiment with
two conditions fixed. In order to verify the decomposition rate for each fractional flow rate, as
shown in Table 4, the oxygen was fixed at 10 slm, the RF power was 5.5 kW, and the
hydrogen was increased from 2.0 slm to 20 slm and the decomposition rate was 100% below
2 slm and 64% at 20 slm.
Table 4. Decomposition rate according to the amount of hydrogen
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H2

O2

RF Power

(slm)
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
12.0
14.0
16.0
18.0
20.0

(slm)
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

(kW)
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5

Before

After

Decomposition

No.
2
6
10
14
17
19
21
23
25
27

Concentration (%) Concentration (%)
1.08
0.00
2.24
0.40
3.20
0.72
3.92
1.04
4.00
1.36
4.00
1.76
4.00
2.16
4.00
2.64
4.00
3.12
4.00
3.60

Rate
100.0%
81.6%
77.7%
75.6%
74.2%
71.8%
70.1%
67.7%
65.7%
64.0%

As the trend in Figure 11, it can be seen that the decomposition rate decreases as the
amount of hydrogen increases. (Seo, 2020)

Figure 11. Decomposition rate according to the amount of hydrogen
In order to verify the decomposition rate of hydrogen and oxygen by ratio, hydrogen was
fixed at 8 slm and RF power at 5.5 kW as shown in Table 5, and the oxygen amount was
increased from 2 slm to 16 slm while the decomposition rate was increased from 25% to
200%. The results showed a decomposition rate of 21.7% at 25% and 89% at 200%.
Table 5. Decomposition rate according to the ratio of hydrogen-oxygen
No.

H2
O2
(slm) (slm)

H2:O2
Ratio(%)

RF
Power
(kW)

Before
ConcenTration (%)

After
ConcenTration (%)

Decomposition Rate
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1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15

8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
12.0
14.0
16.0

25.0
50.0
75.0
100.0
125.0
150.0
175.0
200.0

5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

3.48
2.88
2.24
1.6
1.08
0.76
0.56
0.44

21.7%
34.5%
48.5%
62.8%
74.6%
82.0%
86.6%
89.3%

As the trend of Figure 12 shows, as the ratio of hydrogen and oxygen increases, the
decomposition rate increases. As the amount of oxygen increases, the decomposition rate
increases. (Seo, 2020)

Figure 12. Decomposition rate according to the ratio of hydrogen-oxygen
To verify the decomposition rate by RF power, as shown in Table 6, hydrogen was fixed at
8 slm, oxygen at 12 slm, and the RF power was increased from 1.0 kW to 5.5 kW and the
results show the decomposition rate of 49.9% at 1.0 kW and 88% at 5.5kW.
Table 6. Decomposition rate according to RF power

No.

H2
(slm)

O2
(slm)

RF Power

Before Concent-

After Concent-

Decomposition

(kW)

ration (%)

ration (%)

Rate
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
80
8.0

12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0

1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

3.4
3
2.32
1.72
1.28
1.04
0.88
0.8
0.8
0.8

49.9%
55.0%
65.2%
74.2%
80.8%
84.4%
86.8%
88.0%
88.0%
88.0%

As the trend of Figure 13, the decomposition rate increases as the RF power increases,
and the decomposition rate is saturated from 4.5kW at 20slm of total gas amount. (Seo, 2020)

Figure 13. Decomposition rate according to RF power
Based on the above three experiments, the optimal combination of decomposition rates
was found. (Figure 14) If Hydrogen 14.88slm, Oxygen 16slm, RF Power 5.5kW, then the
decomposition rate is 100%. The optimum decomposition rate at maximum hydrogen was
also confirmed for the large use of hydrogen. (Figure 15) If Hydrogen 20slm, Oxygen
16slm, RF Power 5.5kW, then the decomposition rate is 92%.
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Figure 14. Optimal combination of decomposition rate

Figure 15. Optimum decomposition rate at maximum hydrogen
In order to eliminate the danger of hydrogen, it was possible to develop a hydrogen
treatment device by applying the core technology of a device that has already been verified in
the renewable energy industry, and the possibility was confirmed through experiments. The
core of the decision to develop a hydrogen treatment device can be called FOS, and this
device can be applied to other industries by converting the structure to suit its characteristics.

4

Construction of Hydrogen exhaust safety system

We constructed a Hydrogen exhaust safety system to use more hydrogen combining
HPTU (Hydrogen Plasma Treatment Unit) and NDU (Nitrogen Dilution Unit). In was
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constructed to satisfy 1% below the lower explosion limit. HPTU first decomposes hydrogen,
and the hydrogen exhausted without decomposition is diluted with nitrogen. Figure 16

Figure 16. Hydrogen exhaust safety system
NDU uses a fixed flow mode, it always flows as much as the allowable limit of the gas
scrubber in order to satisfy the 1% hydrogen exhaust allowable limit concentration. It flow
maximum capacitor to ensure safety, but occurs overload of the gas scrubber. At this time, a
physical contradiction occurs.
1) Physical contradiction model
Physical contradiction 1 : In order to improve the parameter A, Operating Time,
Operating Zone, Should be Physical State 1
Physical contradiction 2 : In order to improve the parameter B, Operating Time,
Operating Zone, Should be Physical State 2
2) Physical contradiction
Physical contradiction 1 : In order to satisfy the hydrogen exhaust concentration of 1%,
after the first decomposition with HPTU, behind the pump, it should flow a lot of dilution
nitrogen
Physical contradiction 2 : In order to reduce the load of the gas scrubber, after the first
decomposition with HPTU, behind the pump, it should flow less dilution nitrogen
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In order to satisfy the exhausted hydrogen concentration of 1% and reduce the gas
scrubber, after the first decomposition with HPTU, behind the pump, it should flow more or
less dilution nitrogen.
Condition separation was applied to resolve the physical contradiction. If the
concentration of hydrogen exhausted after the first decomposition with HPTU is high, a lot of
dilution nitrogen is added to satisfy the exhaust concentration of 1%. If the exhausted
hydrogen concentration is low, less dilution nitrogen added to reduce the load of the gas
scrubber.
The NDU was improved by changing from a fixed type to a variable type that is
automatically controlled based on the hydrogen concentration.

5

Conclusions

As it can be seen in the above three experiments, it was confirmed that hydrogen is
mixed with oxygen and replaced with water vapor by decomposition and chemical reaction in
HPS. The decomposition rate was increased as the amount of hydrogen decreased, the amount
of oxygen increased, and the higher the RF power and the solution was proposed to safely
discharge hydrogen by a method other than dilution. And the risk of hydrogen explosion can
be avoided by constructing a hydrogen exhaust safety system. .
In developing such device, FOS technique of TRIZ has also been proven to be useful in
the industry. It is a technique that can be applied quickly because there is already a similar
technology and it has been verified in other industries, so the uncertainty of introducing a new
technology can also be removed.
And the semiconductor industry has also proven how useful the separation technique is
when physical contradiction occurs. Hydrogen is converted into a safe substance and
exhausted in a safe state by nitrogen dilution, it is expected to help prevent serious industrial
accidents. In addition, it is expected to be fully utilized in other industries use hydrogen.
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Abstract
The processes to manufacture semiconductors are largely divided into two: wafer fabrication
(Fab), and package and test. This paper shows an example of problem solving in the equipment front
end module (EFEM) in the Fab etching process, where wafers in the atmospheric pressure are
transferred. Intoxicated impurities called fumes are generated when the processing of wafers is
completed. Because of these fumes, problems such as internal corrosion in the EFEM and wafer
quality degradation occur. The root causes confirmed through functional analysis and technical
contractions were analyzed that fumes were not all discharged due to internal obstacles and air
current problems. Through the functional interaction analysis, the functions of each part were
defined and analyzed. This paper discusses a case that solves the problems by using the TRIZ
technique (40 principles of the invention, separation principles and Trimming.
The authors aim to show how effectively TRIZ is helpful to solve the problem in industrial
fields and how much the solution can create the benefit economically by solving the problem.
Keywords: Fume, EFEM, exhausting port, air flow, Inventive principle.

1. Introduction
Since the start of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the semiconductor industry has developed
rapidly. At the same time, many efforts have been made to advance the technology and improve the
quality. The semiconductor manufacturing processes are largely divided into eight processes - wafer
manufacturing, oxidation, photo, etching, thin film and vapor deposition, metal wiring, electrical die,
sorting, and packaging. The etching process refers to a process that etches oxide films by forming a
plasma using gas mixtures and pressure on light-exposed wafers using photo register.
To continue the process, a wafer is transferred from the equipment front end module (EFEM) in
the atmospheric pressure to the process module in the vacuum state as shown in Fig. 2, and etching
is done using the chemical reaction of gas and plasma in the wafer at the vacuum state below 100
mTorr. The process completed wafer is transferred to the atmospheric pressure area again to retrieve
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the wafer. As shown in Fig. 1, impurities generated after the etching process is not reacted in the
vacuum state, but they had a chemical reaction as they contact with air in the EFEM in the
atmospheric pressure area. As a result, toxic impurities called fume are generated and diffused in the
inside..

Figure 1. Flow chart of the processes
The fumes generated here exist inside the EFEM and are diffused inside the EFEM as they pass
through state changes from vacuum to atmospheric pressure. As a result, the fumes are accumulated
inside the EFEM thereby creating internal corrosion over time, resulting in forming solid crystals as
fumes are condensed in vulnerable parts. The crystals may fall in the upper side of the wafer
sometimes, causing quality problems in the wafer.

Figure 2. Diagram of the EFEM
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Figure 3. Fume crystals generated in the EFEM
▪1.1 1.1 Regulations and restrictions
There are always process conditions that can be changed or cannot be changed due to process
specificity and resource characteristics in solving the problem. The regulations and restrictions are as
follows:
Table 1. Regulations and restrictions in solving the problem
Restrictions

① Pressurized state inside the EFEM (3 Pa)
② Recipe change impossible in the middle of the process
③ Number of fans and filter type

Changeable
conditions

① Number of exhaust port in conditions where pressurized state is maintained
② Change in flow recipe that does not affect the production volume
③ Number of air flows inside the EFEM
④ Change in coating whose evaluation is complete

2. Problem analysis.
Function Analysis
The components inside the EFEM, which are targeted to solve the problem, are fan, filter, robot,
exhaust port, load port, front opening unified pod (FOUP), intake port, wafer, and air flow.
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As shown in the processes in Fig. 4, the air inside the EFEM forms a down flow air current,
which is a passage for air movement due to the supply and exhaust of the air, and by this air flow,
fumes are transferred to the exhaust port and discharged..

Figure 4. Discharge process inside the EFEM
▪2.1 Cause-effect chain analysis (CECA) and fundamental analysis
▪2.1.1 Cause-effect chain analysis (CECA)
The operating zone (OZ) and operating time (OT) of the problem generation elements were
defined based on the discharge process and verification of the internal components.
The OT was defined as the occurrence of fumes in a wafer. Fumes must be generated when the
process continues. Fumes are reduced by 80% through the high-temperature thin film processing
called strip because fumes are easily activated in a high temperature. However, this process is not
applicable because it does not satisfy ② in the restrictions and ② in the changeable conditions in
Table 1, and due to increases in production volume and work-hours as a result of the addition of new
processes.
The OZ was defined that fumes are not discharged around the load port. Fumes are stagnated
because they are not discharged quickly, and the stagnated fumes are condensed at places vulnerable
to temperature and humidity thereby generating crystals.
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Figure 5. CECA analysis
▪2.1.2 Analysis of root causes
To check the conditions inside the EFEM where fumes are not discharged, software simulations
were conducted at the same conditions. The simulation results verified that the air flow direction was
curved rather than a straight line from the upper to the bottom and the air flow that was not
discharged was hovered inside as the air flow was bumped into the perimeter. It was found that
abnormal air flows were formed in the opposite direction of the problem-occurred area during the air
flow curving. The cause of the abnormal air flow was due to the process unit inside the EFEM,
which prevented the formation of straight air flow. As a result, the air flow around the load port
disappeared as well as the air flow for fume discharge did not exist.

Figure 6. Air flow inside the EFEM (by Solidworks)
▪2.2 Technical contradiction
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The technical contractions (TC) were defined as the tasks through the CECA analysis. TC 1 is
that although the fume discharge occurred inside the EFEM is getting better as stronger air flows are
formed, the low internal pressure can make external particles to be introduced to the inside. TC 2 is
that although the fume discharge occurred inside the EFEM is getting worse as weaker air flows are
formed, the high internal pressure can block the inflow of external particles. TC 2 was selected
because the inherent function of the EFEM was to prevent external impurities from being penetrated
into the equipment.

Figure 7. Technical contradiction
▪2.3 Deepening technical contradiction
This study attempted to solve the problem through deepening the technical contradiction. The
definition of this is as follows: Deepening technical contradiction → What if fumes are not
discharged due to non-exhaust? Although external particles are not introduced as the internal
pressure inside the EFEM rises without exhaust, fumes are not discharged thereby deepening the
occurrence of internal deposition and corrosion. Finally, a certain X element, which facilitates the
discharge of fumes while maintaining the pressurized state by adjusting the exhaust inside the EFEM,
should be applied. Although fumes are generated in wafers, if all of the fumes are discharged, it is
not a problem. When summarizing the OZ and OT, this study came to the following conclusion that
fumes around the load port where the process-completed wafers stay for the longest time should be
removed using exhaust.

Figure 8. OT of deepening technical contradiction
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▪2.4 Substance-field resource analysis
The resource analysis needed to solve the problem was conducted. Resources were divided into
two: influencing resource in the OZ and external resource. Air flows are formed by the supply at the
upper side and exhaust at the lower side. The change in supply belongs to the regulation and
restrictions, and the supply cannot be changed. Although the addition and expansion of the exhaust
ports inside the EFEM are needed, indiscriminate addition of the exhaust ports was not possible
because it can change the pressurized state inside the EFEM. However, air flows should be
controlled using the exhaust, which was a resource that influenced the air flow. Thus, the change in
air flows can be expressed by the change in exhausts. The X element of technical contradiction was
set to the exhaust port.
Table 2. Substance-field resource analysis
Name of the
resource
FAN
FILTER
ROBOT
Exhaust port

Type of the
resource
Useful
Useful
Neutral
Useful

Quantity

1
2
3
4

Location of
the resource
OZ
OZ
OZ
OZ

1EA
1EA
1EA
2EA

Inherent characteristics of the
substance and source of field
Mechanical-Wind
Mechanical-Contact
Mechanical-Mechanical reaction
Mechanical-Wind

5

OZ

LOAD PORT

Neutral

3EA

Mechanical-Mechanical reaction

6

OZ

FOUP

Neutral

Mechanical-Mechanical reaction

7
8

OZ
OZ

Air intake part
WAFER

Neutral
Neutral

9

OZ

Internal air

Useful

10

OZ

FUME

Harmful

11

External

External air

Neutral

Small
amount
1EA
Small
amount
large
amount
large
amount
large
amount

Mechanical-Wind
Chemical
Mechanical-Wind
Chemical-Chemical reaction
Machine

▪2.5 Solution derived through contradiction
A measure to solve the problem was derived by combining technical and physical
contradictions. The solution measure was established by applying the principles of invention based
on the technical contradiction. Because the improving feature was an exhaust power, this study
selected a tension pressure. Here, the worsening feature was set to the stability of the object because
the worsening characteristic was an internal pressure. The principles of invention chosen from the
contradiction matrix were 35. Transformation of properties, 33. Homogeneity, 2. Extraction and
separation, and 40 Composite materials. The solutions were established through the principles of
invention, and the solutions were also established through the principles of separation.
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Table 3. Solutions through the principles of invention using the contradiction matrix
Contradiction
matrix
Improving
feature
11. Tension
pressure

Worsening feature 13. Stability of
the object.
35. Transformation of properties
33. Homogeneity
2. Extraction and separation
40. Composite materials

Solutions
Substance input that can neutralize fumes
Discharge of localized fumes by separating two
exhaust ports
Prevention of fume deposition through internal
coating

Table 4. Solution using the principles of separation
Principles of
separation
Time separation
Space separation
Condition separation
Partial and entire
separation

Solutions
Discharge is facilitated to prevent the deposition of fumes.
Discharge ports are separated and installed around local places where the deposition
of fumes occurs.
Process is improved to prevent fume generation.
Discharge ports are separated partially rather than discharge ports in the lower side.

▪2.6 Derived final solution
The final solution was derived based on the duplicate items using the principles of invention
and separation. The final solution was to separate the exhaust ports, which was the X element and
install it in the local places where the deposition of fumes occurred. The air flow simulations were
conducted, and the results exhibited that the same down flow air flows were maintained even if two
exhaust ports in the lower side were reduced to one. Based on the Trimming Rule 3, the function of
the selected element can be replaced by another element, Exhaust port 2 in the lower side was
trimmed and utilized differently.

Figure 9. Trimming based on Trimming Rule 3
The exhaust ports were separated based on the partial discharge at the local places and fume
discharge. Using one exhaust port, which was trimmed to maintain the internal pressure, a new
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exhaust port was manufactured and installed to prevent the generation and deposition of fumes at
localized vulnerable places thereby conducting fume discharge facilitated at the vulnerable parts
through the added exhaust port even if the discharge through the down flow air flow was not
achieved. As a method to facilitate the distributed discharge of the fume generated form 3~4
Loadports per machine, the discharge port has been developed. By utilizing the transition from
macro- to the micro-level, the mono system has been changed into multi system to actively cope
with many vulnerable parts.

Figure 10. The schematic of air flow through the devise of exhaust port

3. Evaluation of the solution
The above change confirmed the lowering of specific gas concentration, which was a main
ingredient of the fumes. As the toxic fumes decreased, the adverse effect on worker's health was
minimized. The economic benefit from this was that the washing hour per quarter was reduced from
240 min to 0 min, and the human resource loss became also zero as the washing procedure of
workers became unnecessary. The number of wafer loss due to the quality issue was reduced from
four to zero monthly. This benefit can be converted into around 1 billion KRW per quarter through
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wafer loss zero, contribution to production due to shortening washing hours and reducing human
resource loss

Figure 11. Detection of specific gas concentration

Figure 12. Results of improvement activity
Many problem-solving techniques are fundamentally trying to solve the cause, but TRIZ can
improve not only basic problem elements but also lower problem elements to produce ideal solutions.
This suggests that TRIZ can be used not only in the semiconductor industry but also in the industry
as a whole and that an ideal solution can be presented through creative ideas through FOS and
various problem solving techniques.
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Abstract
Technology has evolved and the era of convergence and connection has arrived. The world
demands even greater human creativity. Such creativity can be learned through the creative problems
solving theory and problem solving process which is calleed TRIZ. Therefore, many companies,
schools, and various fields are choosing TRIZ.
However, there are opinions that it is difficult to apply TRIZ directly in work in general.
Therefore, there is a need for a learning method that can be a little bit easier to accesse and can help
understanding. Hence, this research for a TRIZ learning method, which is not a simple cramming
method but an experimental method, has been conducted.
TRIZ is a problem-solving technique created based on creative thinking, therefore, not only the
adults but also children can learn it easily if it can be linked to creative activities. This paper
introduces an experience type learning method connected with the experience of making a ceramic
flute that makes a sound by making soil, among various creative activities.
Find and directly solve the problems that arise when making a ceramic flute using TRIZ tools. In
this process, you can learn the TRIZ tool, such as naturally applying systemic thinking and invention
principles. It is an experience that solves the problem on the spot by directly grafting the TRIZ tool
to the problem that you are facing through the practices.
Through the experience process, you can experience and understand not only the 40 invention
principles, but also various TRIZ tools such as technological contradiction, separation principle, 9
windows, and FOS. In addition, you can learn the TRIZ theory in depth through the experience of
solving problems in real situations, so you can have confidence that you can solve problems
occurring in your real life.

Keywords: ceramic flute, 40 invention principles, technological contradiction, multifaceted
thinking ,function analysis, FOS (Function Oriented Search)
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1. Experience type learning
Practice type learning is another word for experience type learning. Practice type learning that
can be acquired through experience is generally a little narrower in range of knowledge that can be
acquired at a given time compeared to simple cramming education, but it is a practical learming
method that can increase quick acquisition, high understanding, and executability in a similar
environment.

1.1 Necessity of experience type TRIZ learning
Experience type learning is a useful learning method that allows learners to acquire knowledge
from indirect through direct experience, and its fields and types are also diverse.
Any kind of experience type learning is an effective learning method because it is possible to
learn directly with the body in the process of using the brain and body at the same time.

Fig. 1. Toy assembling experience learning type
As a result of experiencing experience type educations such as disassemblying and assembling
toys or asembling model bridges, it can e seen that the experience process helps to increase the
learning effect to some extent. If TRIZ education can be conducted in the experience type, there will
be certainly be a learning effect. Then, how can you learn a unique problem solving tool like TRIZ
in an experience type within a short time of a day or two?
First, let us loo at the existing TRIZ education. In general, the TRIZ education curricuuum
mainly consists of basic theory learning and case studies, and it goes through the process of solving
already-known problems as examples. These cases and examples may inspire interest in the
curriculum, but they will not touch the heart because they are not the problem at hand. Also, after
learning, it becomes difficult to know how to apply it to the field work problems. Also, the more you
participate in the deeper curriculum, the greater the tendency of formality because more knowledge
should be conveyed. Even if groups are organized in a table units to conduct assignments, the weight
of paperwork is isinevitably large. Therefore, in the process of problem-solving in practice, TRIZ,
which has been leraned only theoretically cannot be used properly and will solve problems in a
general way that has been frequently used before. That is because it is familiar.
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The most ideal way to learn TRIZ is to experience the various problem-solving tools and
processes of TRIZ by solving the problems at hand. In order to do that, a certain situation must be
given and the material called “problem“ given by that situation is needed.
In order to be able to train agility to quickly define problems as soon as you see a situation and
immediately think of a solution of invention principle, the learning method itself should be in that
way.
Therefore, as shown in Fig. 2, an experience type TRIZ LEARNING method that drastically
reduced the weight of the theory part and enhanced the wieght of the execution process is neded.

Fig. 2. Comparison on education type and effect

TRIZ is a solution to the invention problem. Therefore,
its true value will be revealed when it is connected with
various creative activities. In any creative activities,
various problems can arise in each steps. If these
problems can be used immediately as a learning material
for TRIZ, it will surely have a greateffect on completing
the subject of creation and learning TRIZ.
Fig. 3. Linking TRIZ and creative

1.2 Making experience using ceramic clay
Soil can be obtained relatively easily among the various materials around us, and as a material
that humans have been using since the past, it occupies an important part of human history. This may
be because it is possible to easily make the final shape of that each individual desires by utilizing the
highly flexible quality of soil.
The material is the same ceramic clay, but depending on the intention of the person handling it,
a wide variety of results can be obtained. For example, if you want to contain something in it, you
can make it into a bowl, you can make it into a satmp to mark a certain symbol, or you can make a
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beautiful sculture to decorate your home. If you want to make yourself stand out, you can also make
accessories such as neckleaces, or make musical instruments like ceramic flute to play music.

Fig. 4. Things that can be made with ceramic clay
Ceramic flute is literally a musical instrument made by making ceramic clay and make sound
by blowing it with mouth. For example, hun, a kind of Korean traditional intrument, can also be
called a kind of ceramic flute.
Ceramic flute is the process of making a musical instrument that makes a sound by making soil
by hand and it can be easily made by anyone. However, because of the fact that ceramic clay is used
and the manufacturing method is not specified, you can encounter various problems in the
manufacturing process. If the problem that occurred in each production process cannot be solved
immediately, it may make no sound even when it is completed, or or it may make sound but it could
be impossible to play. However, if problems arises at each stage are solved, you can complete an
instrument that sounds good. I you try to solve the problems of each process using the TRIZ tool,
you can catch the two rabbits that you can naturally understand the technique of using TRIZ and also
you can successfully experience of making a ceramic flutte.
The manufacturing process consists of a total of 8 steps as shwon in Table 2-2, and there are 20
or more potential problems in each step. Of course some people may not be able to find the problem.
Even so, you can experience at least 15 problems. Therefore, it can be a sufficient material for
practicing problem solving.
Normally produced ceramic flute can get an immediate feed-back whether the sound is good or
bad. Also, a well-made ceramic flute makes a great instrument for playing beautiful songs.

2. Production of ceramic flute and TRIZ LEARNING
Ceramic flute is made of ceramic clay, but its structure is simple and can be made in relatively
short time with only tools that are readily obtainable from around. As a result of having 30
elementary students to make ceramic flutes, it was possible to make it within 3 hours, for the shortest,
or 4 hours, for the longest, as long as the drying and firing processes were excluded.
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2.1 Basic knowledge about ceramic
Ceramic is a sculpture made of clay, fire, and glaze, and is called the art of clay and fire.
Ceramics are classified into earthnware, pottery, sotoneware, and porcelain according to the firing
temperature as follows.
Table 2-1. Classification of ceramic according to firing conditions
Category

Firing condition

Applied products

Earthware(土器)

Fired at 700~800℃ without glazing

Flowerpots, bricks, etc.

Pottery(陶器)

Glazed and fired at around 1000℃

Tiles, washbasins, etc.

Stoneware(石器)

Apply glaze and fire at around 1200℃

Teacup, etc.

Apply transparent glaze and fire at around 1300℃

Fine tableware, crafts, etc.

Porcelain (磁器)

In general, ceramic flute corresponds to earthenware like pots or bricks fired at 700~800℃
without glazing. This is because it is a musical instrument played with the mouth, so it needs to
absorb moisture. At higher temperatures, the soil becomes vitrified, which increases its strength, but
loses its ability to absorb moisture.
There are various types of ceramic clay, but in general, the most commonly used soil for
ceramic flute is ceramic soil.

2.2 Description of ceramic flute
Ceramic flut is also called Ocaria, and it is a musical instrument made of clay in a structure that
can be blowed into it with mouth like a recorder and played in a way several holes are closed and
opened with fingers while being played.

2.2.1 Types of ceramic flutes
Ceramic flute is divided into many types according to the country of production, material, shape,
size, and fingering method.
Classifying only by materials, it is made of wood, metal, plastic, ceramic clay and even paper or
vegitables. Divided into fingering types, there are round, T-shaped, triple, and by size, there are
soprano, alto, bass.
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Fig. 5. Types of ceramic flutes

2.3 Making order of ceramic flute
The most common ones are circular ocarina and T-shaped ocarina made of ceramic clay. The
overall steps are the same, but the circular ceramic flute is relatively easier to make compared to the
T type ocarina. Therefore, it is recommended to make a circular ceramic flute in the basic course of
8 hours a day, and to make a T-type ceramic flute in making course of 16 hours for 2 days.
Table 2-2. Steps of making ceramic flute
1.

Kneading

2.

Forming

3.

Dividing

4.

Hollowing

Photo

Description Knead the soil by hand Form the shape of the soil Divide the shaped soil in Hollow the inner space of
and make it into a clay that has been removed to

half for internal

state suitable for molding. the appropriate size by
※cock pushing
5.

Bonding

the soil divided in half.

processing.

hand.
6.

Tuning

7.

Drying

8.

Firing

Photo

Description

Form a sound box by

Adjust the size of

combining two soils into fingering hole to match
one.

the pitch.

Completely dry the

Bake at 800~1000℃ to

moisture in the soil.

harden the properties of
the soil.

※Cock push: this is a ceramic clay kneading method that is hand-made in a connected layered circular shape, the overall
shape of the dough is like ammonite
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As shown in Table 2-2, you can experience ceramic flute production in 8 steps. The tools
necessary for making ceramic flute are readily available around us. Therefore, in the experimaneal
learning process, it should be prapared so that tools that can be easily obtained in real life rather than
specialized tools. As shown in Table 2-3, it is possible to understand FOS indirectly by finding and
using objects that already met the necessary conditions, and also you can lern how to use the
resources around us.
Table 2-3. Finding crafting tools
Necessary tools

Necessary conditions

Things that already met the
conditions

Tool to make holes

Already round and long shape

Chopsticks, straw, antenna, etc.

Tool to cut clays

Thin and hard material

Wire, thread, fishing line, paper, etd.

Toos to polish the surface

Material with smooth surface

Spoon, cosmectic lid, etc.

In experience leanring, the drying perocess that takes at least one and the firing process that
needs to be heated to a high temperature exceeding 800℃ for more than ten hours must be omitted
due to time constraint. Even if these two processea are excluded from the practice, it does not a
problem for making a sound. However, as to how to reduce the excessive time required for a
particular process, enough time and opportunity should be given to come up with an idea.

2.4 Potential problems in the production process
Potential problems in the process of making ceramic flute can be summarized as follows. This
kind of problem is not a seriously difficult, therefore, it can be solved as if you are encountered with
a game or puzzle. Since there are more than 30 different problems in the making process of a total of
8 steps, even if only one problem is derived and solved in each step, at least 8 problems must be
solved.
Table 2-4. Expected problems for each step and TRIZ application tools
1.

Kneading

2.

Forming

3.

Dividing

4.

Hollowing

Expected

 Moisture not evenly

 Soil dried during forming

 Soil sticks to the tool

 Soil sticks to the tool

problem

distributed

 Difficult to make shape

 Division position is

 Hollowing amount is not even

 Takes too much time

 Mistaken hole position

misaligned

 Internal surface is rough

 Hands lose strength quickly

 No demolding (plaster mold)

 Division section is rough

 Easily deformed

 Air was not removed

 Uneven shape

 Shape is deformed when

 Dries too quickly

 Attached to the half shaft

divided
 Shape is deformed after
divided

Application

 Porous material

 Do it reversely

 Multifaceted thinking

 Thin tool

tool

 DIY

 multifaceted thinking

 Plate with constant thickness

 Do it in advance – interior
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 FOS – flour dough

5.

(contraction)

 Thin tool/guide

mold

 Do it in advance – exterior

 Material field

mold

(volume → weight)

Bonding

6.

Tuning

7.

Drying

8.

Firing

Expected

 Gap in the junction

 Damage when drilling hole

 Split joint

 No space for firing

problem

 No suitable adhesive

 Soil chip stuck inside

 Exterior broken

 Excessive temperature when

 Deforms when bonded

 Constant breathing is difficult

 Incompletely dried

firing

 Joint falls off easily

 Hole direction misaligned

 Deviation in upper and lower

 Cracks at high temperature

 Bonding

 Excessive hole size

parts dryness

 Takes long time to fire

 Exterior deformation

 Takes long time to cool down

Application

 Same material

 FOS - straw, snack mold

 Sustain useful effect

 Using FOS – fire pot

tool

 Self-bond

 Excessive shortage - less

 Inactive environment

 Composite material – low

 Scratching – preventive

 Same material

temperature clay
 Turn evil into blessings –

measure

유빙렬

2.5 Utilizing TRIZ tool
Problems arising in the process of making ceramic flute can generate the problem solving ideas
by using the following practice tools. These are all made to be able to utilize the tools that TRIZ has.

Fig. 6. TRIZ experience learning tool
Infer the solution idea with the 40 invention principle cards, and using 9 Window Boards,
you can infer the solution beyond the time and space of the problem system. In addition, the physical
contradictions arising in the process of applying the solution can derive additional ideas by utilizing
the 4 separated tables consisting of time, space, condition, parts and the whole. Using post-it helps
to collect and organize ideas derived from each step. Recently, there are TRIZ tools developedby
smartphone applications that can be used more conveniently.

2.6 Organize experience learning process
The experience learning process consists of 8 steps from kneading to firing, and at each step,
problematic phenomena and solution ideas must be derived. In order to do this process, about 2
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hours of initial training course is conducted. Here, 30 minutes will be explanation of the outline of
the ceramic flute, and the remaining 90 minutes will be proceed with the understanding of the 40
invention principles. Problems in the manufacturing process of ceramic flute can be solved by
utilizing 40 invention principles which can be said to be the core of TRIZ.
In each problem situation, for the process of solving 9 windows and technical contradictions,
the understanding can be improved by explaining including concepts and examples at each point
during the production process.

2.6.1 Learning process and proceeding method
The learning process is as follow, and it will
take about 4 hours excluding the process of
introduction, organizing and evaluating. As a result
of the actual making experience for 30 elementary
school students, most of the students were able to
make a flute and make a sound within 4 hours,
even though there had been mistakes in the making
process. Therefore, if each making stage is
organized in a way that gives time to identify
problems and derive ideas, an 8 hour experience
learning process can be created.
Fig. 7. Order of experience learning

2.6.2 Examples of TRIZ application in the learning process
The techniques of TRIZ can be understood by solving the problems of each stage of the
experient learning process and it can proceed by analyzing the applied invention principle of the
already-complete product.

2.6.2.1 Examples of problem solving learning in the experience
learning process
If there is time and chance to introduce basic TRIZ tool prior to making and look into the tools
during the making process, problems can be found and solved.
Let us look into how to solve the problem that occurs in the process of making ceramic flute
and complete the instrument.
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As shown in Table 2-4, there is a problem that soil
sticks to the plate during the kneading process.
When first experiencing this problem, it can be both
embarrassing and annoying. To analyze the problem
situation and look into the problem carefully, it can be
seen that the surface tension increases as the air does not
enter in the end, resulting a raise of adhesion of the soil. It
can be solved if air enters. Therefore, an idea need to be
saught to bring the air in. Invention Principle 31 solution
ideas can be derived through porous material. Even if
there is no porous material, if a plywood with a rough
surface is used as a dough plate, the problem of soil sticking can be solved because the path for air
inflow is formed.
In the forming process, a problem of unintentional drying may occur. When drying is
accelerated, the workability gets worse and the quality is deteriorated because the surface is cracked.
The drying problem is caused by the rapid evaporation of moisutre and is the result of some physical
influence. Looking at the problem area, the influencing factor is the heat of hand, or temperature.
Generally human hands are 10℃ higher than ceramic clay. Therefore, it dries faster the more it is
touched. 9. As an in-advance countermeasure, the problem of accelerated drying can be solved by
immersing the hands in a low temperature liquid such as ice water in advance and lowering the
temperature of the hands. By applying 39 inactivation, you can minimize contact with air. In this
case, inactivation can be easily applied by using a flexible and thin film such as vinyl.
Even when pressing with a plaster mold, there may be a problem that the molded soil does not
come off. This is because the soil adheres to the plaster mold due to the viscosity of the moist soil. If
you try to remove the soil with force, the shape will be ruined. Therefore, as a 11.in-advance
preventive measure, if you pre-spray ceramic clay powder, which is the same material, in the
contact area, the viscosity of the contact is lowered and the problem will be solved. Alternatively, it
is possible to easily demold by spraying it between the soil and the plaster mold using the 29. Air
pressure. However, if you analyze it using 9 Window Board, you can see that you can just leave it.
Shrinkage occurs in the process of drying the soil which results in self-demolding. If you understand
the nature of the material well, the problem can be solved just by waiting.
All other problems can be solved at each stage by using the 40 Invention Principle Cards and 9
Window Board.
Here, it is important to clearly analyze the problem situation at each stage. Although it is
possible to grasp in more depth through functional interation analysis, the scope can be narrowed
sufficiently by clarifying the OZ: problem area and OT: problem time.
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The fact that the person experiencing the experience can directly find a solution is the
advantage of the experience type TRIZ LEARNING.

2.6.2.2 Learning the principles of invention through analysis of
commercially available ceramic flutes
Alread many producers have made constant efforts to improve potential problems. Therefore, it
is possible to infer which problem was solved by applying which invention principle even with
commercially available ceramic flutes. Also it helps in making more creative and innovative ceramic
flutes.
Table 2-5. Commercially available ceramic flute analysis

33. Homogeneity

Create a ring with soil

5. Consolidation /

22. Turning evil into

17. Dimensional change

blessings

Add high pitch

13. Reverse

Color with smoke

Open by pressing

during firing

the lever

Summarized the 4 types of ceramic flutes commercially available in Table 2-5. The first
ceramic flute is the has a ring created with soil which is the same material with the flute, using the
invention principle 33. homogeneity. The general ceramic flute has no ring or is made of metal
separately and attached. The second has widen the range of pitch through 5.consolidation or
17.dimensional change to soslve the problem of narrow range of pitch of general cemamic flutes
have. This is the form that one or more flutes has been attached together. How do you play this kind
of flutes? The problem can be solved through time separateion. When transitioning from low to high,
you can play high pitch with your resting finger. This analysis of commercially available ceramic
flute is also helpful enough to understand and learn the applied invention principles.

3. TRIZ experience learning result through making ceramic flute
After completing ceramic flute making process, you can organize it into a TRIZ problem
solving report, and can obtain a ceramic flute with various creative ideas from the training
participants.
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3.1 Outcomes of TRIZ experience learning
The process of capturing and solving the problems derived from each process with the TRIZ
perspectives can be summarized in a simple problem solving report as shown in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Summary of ceramic flute problem solving
Problem situation

Desired result

Solution tool

Solution

Dropped and damaged

Unbreakable flute

Prevention / local quality

Attach shock absorber

Irregular exterior

Regular shape

Copy / reverse

Manufacture forming
mold

Narrow pitch

Flute with wide pitch

Combine /divide

Additionally structure
sound box

Soil chip stuck

Tool that soil does not

Prevention

/ asymmetry

Add drilling tool slope

fall off

Looking into the report shown in Table 3-1, it was found that there are more cases in which a
practical solution idea was derived when two or more invention principles were combined than when
solving a problem using only one invention principle. In practice, there are many cases in which
ideas and problems are solved by freely combining several solving principles.
By the end of the ceramic flute making experience education, the participants can obtain
various ceramic flute results as follows. Through experience learning, you will solve problems and
experience small success. With these positive results, education contents can be remembered longer.

Fig. 8. Completed ceramic flutes

3.2 Problems and improvements of TRIZ experiment learning
Two problems arise when proceeding with the experience leaning process.
First, it is difficult to organize results such as defining problems and deriving ideas with
contaminated hands during the making process. This problem can also be solved from a TRIZ
perspective. If the education is operated in a group of 4 people, time-separate the roles so that only
one person can organize work in one process and the other three people can participate in the making.
When moving to the next stage of process, you can proceed by changing roles.
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The second is the question of how to use the processes that should be omitted due to time
constraints, such as drying process and firing process. In the perspective of TRIZ, this problems is
also used as a learning material(turning evil into blessings) by setting the situation itself, the
inevitable omission of some steps, as a problem and derive an idea. For example, you can present
tasks such as how to dry quickly how to be able to fire at high temperature without a kiln, and how
to complete a ceramic flute that sounds without these process. The completed ceramic flute can be
operated in a way that it goes through a drying process for about 1 week and then go through firing
process and delivered. One method is to use ceramic clay for ovens developed for a firing
temperature of about 200℃ for experience learning.

4. Conclusion
There is a study that shows that people from cultures who use chopsticks since their childhood
have increased brain utilization. This is closely related to using hands a lot. Therefore, creativity may
be extremely enhanced through the process of creating by touching ceramic clay and finding and
solving problems.
Through the creating process of "making ceramic flutes", participants discovered various
problems that actually occurred and solved them by using various tools of TRIZ, and they could
learn the TRIZ theory and improve their creative problem solving ability. After receiving the
education, TRIZ beginners who have learned practical creativety have gained confidence that they
can overcome the problems of existing learning methods that cannot be used in real life and solve
problems encountered in everyday situations on their own.
Through this study, it was confirmed through real cases that the rather complex theory-based
TRIZ LEARNING method can be improved in a practical way by paralleling it with experiencing.
Since the curriculum is a physical learning process, it is expected that the understandability of the
educational contents and the practical applicability to solve the practical problems will be
remarkably improved. In addition to ceramic flute, this experience type TRIZ LEARNING method
can be combined with various experience learning such as candle making, wood crafting, and toy
making, etc..
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Abstract
The improvement activities for employees of all companies who directly produce in the field
can secure superior performance and high productivity for the company. However, for most
employees working in the field, it is not easy to get assistance to perform the improvement activities
well. In particular, it is very difficult to draft a report including improvement details and therefore, it
is necessary to have a support system to overcome this problem.
This paper presents two measures to enable employees to voluntarily perform improvement
activities in the industrial field. The first is to encourage employees' voluntary participation by
presenting a “voluntary innovation structure” to the industrial field. The second is to build an
"improving attorney system" that can naturally spread TRIZ to subordinate employees by fostering
"TRIZ experts" to make qualitative outcomes for companies through creative improvement. Similar
to a patent attorney assisting a company or an individual to register a patent, the "improving attorney
system" composed of TRIZ experts can assist to obtain creative ideas for improvement activities in
the industrial field.
This paper aims to show the outcomes of the improving attorney system introduced in SK hynix
and how TRIZ can contribute to the improvement activities in the industrial field.
Keywords: Improving attorney system, voluntary innovation structure, creative ideas, TRIZ
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1. Introduction
The “Quality Circle” activity is the center of quality innovation activities in Korea's industrial
fields. As for the scale of Korea's quality circle activities, about 57,000 circles are registered at 9,600
business sites nationwide, and about 160,000 field quality improvement activities are carried out
every year. An example of this scale can be confirmed by looking at the “National Quality Circle
Contest.” According to the announcement of the opening of the 45th National Quality Circle Contest
by the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy in August 2019, about 2,700 circle members, 298
circles, 13 division participated over the period of 5 days. Looking at this example, it can be
confirmed that the quality circle activities in Korea are active. When reviewing the excellent results
of the “International Quality Circle Competition,” it can be concluded that Korea’s quality circle
activities are the best in the world. However, compared to the early activities (1975~1987), the
number of participants decreased significantly from the 2000s. For example, the “Quality and
Creativity” monthly magazine published by the Korean Standards Association was initially printed
up to 80,000 copies per month, but only 4,000 copies are currently being printed. The reason for this
reduction in quality circle activities was that companies emphasized the principle of participation of
all employees and demanded excessive activities. As such voluntary activities were not executed and
they became coercive activities, there were operational problems such as friction between companies
and employees.
The basis of the field quality circle activities is the employees who directly perform production
activities in the field. The improvement activities for these employees can ensure excellent
performance and high productivity of the company. However, it is difficult for most employees
working in the field to receive training to better perform improvement activities, and it is not easy to
apply what was learned immediately after training. Especially, it is very difficult to draft a report on
improvement details and therefore, even if an improvement was made, there are many cases where it
was never expressed. At this point, an employee may think 'I wish I had someone to ask,' or 'I wish I
could have someone to help me express my thoughts explicitly.'
We would like to present two measures to make the employees perform the improvement
activities voluntarily in the industrial field. The first measure is to create a “voluntary innovation
structure” to support subordinate employees to voluntarily participate in the improvement activities
through the guidance of “outstanding employees” who are knowledgeable and have an important
role. Second measure is to make a foundation for spreading TRIZ to the subordinate employees by
training and fostering the “outstanding employees” who are mentioned above to become the core
experts through focused and intensive TRIZ training on creative thinking to create qualitative
outcomes for the company through creative improvement. At this time, the “improving attorney
system” can be established to be used as an effective spread measure in the organization.
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SK hynix field members use TRIZ frequently to obtain creative ideas while making
improvements. However, it has been confirmed that the major difficulties in dealing with TRIZ are
how to understand and utilize the tools, and to write the improvement details in a report. Similar to a
patent attorney helping a company or an individual to register a patent, the improving attorney
system can assist TRIZ experts to select the appropriate tool and the right process when they want to
utilize TRIZ for their employees to get creative ideas in the industrial field. Therefore, better
performance than the present time can be expected. In addition, it helps to solve problems by using
TRIZ and assists to document the improvement details. In this way, it can be possible to spread the
active use of TRIZ for improvement activities.

2. Problems of Improvement Activities and Solutions for Companies to
Overcome
▪2.1 Problems of quality circle and improvement activities
There are various reasons for the reduction in the quality circle and improvement activities. The
most mentioned reasons are the indifference of the top management and the misunderstanding of
quality executives and managers.
Sangbok Ree (Ree, 2014) cited the issues with the concept, introduction and operation,
awareness and human resources as the problems of the quality circle activities among the reasons for
the reduction in quality circle activities. The conceptual problem is that the selection of the theme is
inappropriate, and to follow the principle of participation by all members, excessive activities are
demanded and the misunderstanding of the independence causes friction with the company. Ree also
stressed on the fact that due to introduction and operation issues, the ultimate goal of the activity is
winning the National Quality Circle Contest, which only emphasizes the achievements and neglects
the interest and consideration of field members. In addition, the lack of meeting time and
compensation for performance were impeding factors in the quality circle’s activities. The awareness
problem is the lack of awareness of the managers and executive management and the sense of
ownership of the field employees, which led to the lack of independence and voluntary motivation.
Finally, the human resource problem is that proper leadership cannot be exercised due to the lack of
capability of the head of the circle and the drivers. (KSAM Quality and Creativity, 2014, October:
65~69)
As a result of self-investigation, Wanbok Park (Park, 2019) said that the most difficult task for
workers in the field is to draft complex QC story and documents in accordance to the process that is
not directly related to the outcomes. (Journal of the Korean Quality Society for Management, 2019,
November)
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As a result of self-investigation, Dongseok Oh (Oh, 2019) confirmed that the excellent
improvement activities in the field are centered on a few employees with innovative thinking, and
most employees are not interested in improvement. Some of them have negative opinions on
innovation and slander the performance of others. (Paper presented at the 2016 Fall Conference of
the Korean Society for Creation and Application).
▪2.2 Solutions for companies to overcome problems
It is no exaggeration to say that the current economy of the Republic of Korea is truly in a total
crisis. The threats from China and developing countries, which come with inexpensive manpower
and abundant domestic demand, are pressing down Korean companies harshly. Also, advanced
countries, which are possessors of source technology dreaming again of the glory of the past, are
promoting a stand-alone policy by creating a complex gateway to improve the domestic market. In
this global aftermath, Korean companies are strongly demanding cost reduction activities and
whenever this happens, the support of the circle activities are always most affected. All financial
pressure and cost-saving activities reduce cost support, resulting in discouragement and
demotivation of the circles.
Until now, many domestic companies have made numerous and continuous efforts to revitalize
the circle activities. Among them, the incentive system is the most implemented and the most
effective. However, when the economic crisis continues, companies will eventually have to reduce
incentives. Why do companies cut back on circle and training support first when they face economic
crisis? Because companies can operate in the future only if they survive the crisis now, everything
will be reduced if it is not profitable now. A part of them are the support for quality circles and
training. If so, the only way for the companies to continue the support for the circle is for the circle
activity to be directly profitable for the company. The profitable circle that continues to create steady
outcomes always has a special way. It is "spontaneity." What these circles have in common is that
they consider their self-esteem more important than the support and incentives of the company, and
they have structured themselves for the future values and capabilities of the members of the circle.
Companies should spare no support and encouragement to these circles. Depending on which
company has fostered a lot of profitable circles, the time to overcome the business crisis can be
shortened. In addition, the voluntary circle will serve as the basis for management and the
foundation for sustainable management.

3. Introduction of Voluntary Innovation Structure and Improving attorney
System
▪3.1 Voluntary Innovation Structure
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In order to foster a voluntary quality circle, the company and the innovation secretariat should
focus on the well-performing circle, not the entire circles. Any company should have a member who
is outstanding and that member creates a lot of organizational achievements and performance. The
quality circle is no different. The well performing circle usually does not have any problem.
Therefore, the encouragement is made for the achievements, but the consideration and interest is
neglected because of the belief that the circle will continuously perform well. This belief can be
risky because things can change at any time. Of course other circles would have no timely or
physical composure as they are making more and more efforts to achieve outstanding results and
performance like the superior circle. At this time, it is recommended for the company and the
secretariat to focus their bold support on the well performing circles, which means that unequal
support should be provided. Distributing equally and giving equal opportunities to all circles is
providing inefficient support. The support system that provides the basic support the same, but more
opportunities and support to those who have tried harder is described. Now, companies should focus
their support on the part of the well performing organizations and individuals and delegate a lot of
authority so that the inadequate part of the organizations and individuals can learn from the well
performing organizations and individuals. Let's take a look at the voluntary innovation structure in
[Figure 3.1]

[Figure. 3.1] Voluntary innovation structure
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The voluntary participation of members takes place in the proper relationship between
Top-down and Bottom-up, and continuous support for Member A induces voluntary movement of
subordinate members. The details are as follows.
Member A : It is a small number of members in some part of the organization, who have innovative
thinking and high performance. The organization should provide intensive support to Member A and
Member A should be playing the role to transfer the know-how to Member B.
Member B : It is a small number of members in some part of the organization who have innovative
thinking but low performance. Member B should communicate with Member A on a regular basis
and learn the knowledge and the method of work.
Member C : It is a large number of members in many organizations who are not interested in
innovation and have low performance. Because Member C can be changed to Member B in the
future, they should be managed carefully to make sure that this group does not develop into a
negative thinking group like Member D.
Member D : It is a small number of members in many organizations who are negative for innovation
and have low performance. There is a concern that only negative reactions will be increased if
additional mindset is forced to be created.
S1: Active relationship through active support from Innovation Secretariat to Member A
S2, 3, 4: General support from the Innovation Secretariat
S5: Member A's sacrificial guidance and support creates a structure in which Member B's work leads
to performance, and a mutually trusted communication relationship
Such a structure of voluntary innovation requires an awareness which recognizes the fact that
the field employees themselves, not the company and the innovation secretariat, are the main players
of the innovation, and the relationship and culture in which the members support and help each
other.
In order for the good circle to do better, the company should focus all its capabilities into a
group of experts. An organization with many experts will make a strong organization, and a strong
organization will make a strong company. This expert training will help experts to guide and consult
their fellow members on their own, and all these structures will become a virtuous cycle, and
companies will be able to create innovation that does not require an innovation engine.
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▪3.2 Improving attorney system
▪3.2.1 What is a patent attorney?
According to Article 3 of the Patent Attorneys Act, a patent attorney refers to a person who
executes various duties related to obtaining rights or resolving disputes such as patent rights, which
are industrial property rights, utility model rights, design rights, trademark rights and copyrights, and
new intellectual property rights. A patent attorney consults with a person who wants to invent or
apply for the right to industrial property rights. After consulting, the patent attorney prepares the
application and delegates the registration process of the right at the Korean Intellectual Property
Office. The systematic preparation of the application form takes the largest part of the patent
attorney's work. It plays a major role in determining the scope of rights by specifically writing
abstract ideas such as inventions and devises (online reference).
▪3.2.2 Association between standards and patents
Standards are the unification or standardization of methods, procedures, and responsibilities,
etc., so that the interests and conveniences of the people concerned are unified or standardized.
Patents give exclusive rights to inventors who created new industrial intellectual property for a
certain period of time, and contributes to the development through information disclosure. Standards
and patents are documents containing technical information and sources of business information. In
addition, the scope of legal protection for standards and patents can be known. (TTA, 2014).
▪3.2.3 Patent attorney and Improving attorney
An improving attorney refers to a person who delegates the drafting of the final improvement
report in parallel with guidance on field improvement activities, deliberates and registers for
standard registration within the company. [Figure 3.2] compares the work processes of patent
attorneys and improving attorney. Just as a patent attorney writes an application for a customer's idea
or technology, an improving attorney systematically prepares a proposal along with a process
guidance on quality improvement, researches prior standards related to improvement, and helps to
register after checking the scope of the standard.
Sangbok Ree (Ree, 2018) defined quality person as a person with an understanding of the
quality theory and sufficient field-specific knowledge, while considering quality as the top priority.
He declared that the quality person is suitable as an improving attorney.
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[Process. 3.1] Patent Attorney VS Improving Attorney Process
▪3.2.4 Spread of TRIZ through improving attorney
The organization should support Member A, described above in [Figure 3.1] voluntary
innovation structure, to perform the role of improving attorney in the organization. Member A
possesses a lot of innovative thinking and knowledge in the organization, and so the problem-solving
skills of Member A are far superior to other employees. Therefore, when Member A learns TRIZ, the
outcome will be maximized. TRIZ is difficult to learn due to its nature, and it is even more difficult
to directly apply it to field work. However, Member A will definitely find the answer on his own
because he has innovative thinking. Improvements implemented based on creative ideas utilizing
TRIZ will be enough to attract attention from the surroundings.
Since TRIZ deals with various approach methods to improvement from the problem analysis
stage based on systemic thinking, employees with various knowledge in the organization, such as
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Member A, are suitable. In addition, because “creative ideas” are a combination of individual
knowledge, it is most effective for employees with various and vast knowledge in the organization to
learn TRIZ. Through such effective training and achievements, the organization can foster TRIZ
experts, and the trained TRIZ experts can learn the know-how to easily apply TRIZ in the field.
TRIZ expert (Member A) spreads the know-how that was learned by himself to subordinate
members while receiving the support of the organization within the voluntary innovation structure,
and in this way, the organization creates a voluntary virtuous cycle structure.
The following is a case that was completed by consulting various techniques so that a TRIZ
expert (Member A) at SK hynix can utilize TRIZ for improvement activities through the 'Improving
attorney system'.
The first is a case in which a problem was solved by utilizing the resources of the upper system
without using cost by consulting to find resources available in various systems through systematic
thinking.

[Figure. 3.2] Systematic Thinking Case
The second is to introduce a method to eliminate the result of the problem even in the middle of
cause-effect chain analysis, and provide consulting to suggest a method to quickly and easily find a
solution.
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[Figure. 3.3] Cases of presenting ideas in cause-effect analysis
The third is a case of easily and quickly presenting an idea to solve the contradiction by
modeling the contradiction that appeared in the process of cause analysis and presenting a method to
find an idea immediately.

[Figure. 3.4] Case of finding and solving contradictions in cause analysis
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4. System Application Performance
▪4.1 Comparison result of the number of problems resolved before and after the introduction of
improving attorney
As shown in [Table 4.1], before the introduction of the improving attorney system, it was low at
9 cases in 2016 and 8 cases in 2017, but after the introduction, it increased exponentially to 162
cases in 2018 and 162 cases as of August, 2019.
[Table 4.1] Number of problem solving cases Quality circle improvement activities
Before introducing improving attorney

After introducing improving attorney

2016 year

2017year

2018 year

2019 year

9 Number

8 Number

181 Number

162 Number

▪4.2 Number of standard registrations before and after the introduction of improving attorney
As shown in [Table 4.2], the comparison result of standard registration before and after the
introduction of the improving attorney system was only 1 case in 2016 and 2017, which was before
the introduction of the improving attorney, but 64 in 2018 and 71 in 2019 were registered.
[Table 4.4] Number of standard registrations before and after the introduction of an improving
attorney
Year

2016

2017

2018

2019

Standard registrations (cases)

1

1

64

71

Number of problem solving(cases)

9

8

181

162

Standard enrollment rate (%)

11.1

12.5

35.3

43.8

▪4.3 Survey results
The summary of the survey results in September 2018 is as follows.
Survey results on the necessity of an improving attorney system: After introducing the
improving attorney system, a survey was conducted on the topic of the necessity of an improving
attorney to the members. As a result, 26.0% of the members said that it is “very necessary” and
66.9% of the members said that it was “needed,” accounting for 92.9% of the total. In other words, it
was confirmed that the introduction of an improving attorney system was effective. (Response
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members: 323, response rate: 74.6%) In addition, an investigation was conducted on the topic of the
reasons for the need for an improving attorney. As a result, time saving was 29.4%, redundant
improvement prevention was 25.1%, meaning transfer was 20.2%, motivation was 17.1%, and
benchmarking was 8.2% listed in order. From these results, it can be seen that the introduction of the
improving attorney system produced positive results. (Response members: 391, response rate:
90.3%)
Survey on the decision to participate in continuous improvement activities: After the introduction of
the improving attorney system, as a result of asking members' opinions on whether to participate in
the improvement activities, 5.4% of the members said "I want to participate very much", and 72.4%
of the members said, "I want to participate,’ accounting for 77.8% of the total with a willingness to
participate in continuous improvement activities. (Response members: 194, response rate: 44.8%)
Survey on the need for improvement activities: In order to confirm the need for improvement
activities, a survey was conducted on whether improvement activities were necessary. As a result,
20.2% of the members answered "very necessary", and 77.0% of the members answered "necessary",
which was a total of 97.2% that felt it was necessary. (Response members: 331, response rate:
76.4%) We investigated the reasons why improvement activities were not necessary. As a result, 58
members responded, in which formal activities accounted for 51.4% and excessive workload
accounted for 37.0%.

5. Conclusions
This paper introduced a successful case of the improving attorney's activities, which induced
members to voluntarily participate in improvement activities within a company, and helped to
connect it from fragmentary improvement to continuous activities.
While promoting improvement innovation work, the improvement team of SK hynix
recognized the need for a refinement of the improvement activities in order to increase the quality
competitiveness of the field. From July to December, 2017, the team investigated on the difficulties
of the members and confirmed that the most difficult task was drafting documents and based on this
finding, they proposed the improving attorney system which helps field members with document
drafting.
An improving attorney is a person who assists in consulting and reports on improvement
activities, deliberates and registers standard registration within the company. The improving attorney
systematically assists in consulting and writing of reports on the proposal for the field improvement,
investigates prior standards related to improvement, and registers after checking the scope of the
standard. The improving attorney plays a role in inspiring the mind of improvement through support
for the organization's policy motivation and voluntary improvement activities of field members.
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The improving attorney activity was conducted in an organization of 600 people for 18 months
and the effect was confirmed. We hope that the system presented in this paper can serve as a
successful case in the field to help many companies.
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Abstract
Online education is currently widely used to replace traditional face-face teaching and learning
activities due to the recent COVID-19 epidemic. However, critical challenges exist in online
education practice, such as the difficulty of teachers to learn about students’ status. Aiming at
identifying the key conflict and conceptual design of a solution to improve online learning and
teaching. This paper analyzes and tackles these barriers in online education using the
Environment-Based Design (EBD) approach. A process consisting of environment analysis, conflict
identification, and solution generation is applied to generate the solution for online education
improvement. This novel solution suggests monitoring students’ whole bodies and facial expressions,
which can be referred to by teachers for the adjustment of teaching contents. Experimental validation
in the education of high school students is given to show the effectiveness of the proposed solution.
The satisfaction rate is increased by around 20%.
Keywords: online education, conceptual design, environment-based design.

1. Introduction
Due to the recent COVID-19 epidemic, online education has been widely adopted to replace
traditional face-face teaching and learning activities. The emergence of information or
communication technologies and the booming development of digital devices have facilitated online
teaching and learning (Miftachul et al. 2018), which can get more students involved including those
with special needs (Haynes 2018). Real-time communication software (e.g. Zoom, QQ, Classin, etc.)
is used for such online activities. However, since the software is not initially designed for online
education, several drawbacks are found during the daily experience. The teacher often worries the
teaching quality cannot be guaranteed, while the students complain about the terrible learning
experience.
However, Chang et al. (2018) stated that the website administrators should offer professional
development resources to teachers and communicate with students about the learning expectations.
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Fang et al. (2018) pointed out that the quality of online learning is lower compared to face-to-face
learning. They suggested that the improvement of students’ external and internal learning conditions
can enhance students’ engagement and summarized vital influencing factors. However, few
researchers have proposed a concrete solution based on available software to improve the online
learning experience. There is a design method called environment-based design, which includes
three activities: environment analysis, conflict identification, and solution generation. EBD can help
the designers to understand better the requirements of customers, the structure of the organization,
the process of the business models, and the inherent critical conflicts. Therefore, EBD can be a
useful design methodology, which can be referred to when designing the online education system.
This paper uses the Environment Based Design (EBD) methodology (Zeng 2011, Sun et al.
2011) to investigate the online education – analyze the environment of online learning, identify the
significant conflicts for both teacher and student, and eventually propose the solution to improve the
online learning.

2. Environment-Based Design Overview
The basic idea of EBD (Zeng 2011, Sun et al. 2011) is that a design problem is implied in a
product system and is composed of three parts: the environment in which the designed product is
expected to work, the requirements on product structure, and the requirements on the performance of
the designed product.
The requirements on product structure and performance are related to the product environment.
The product environment includes three major environments: natural, built, and human. The EBD
includes three main activities: environment analysis, conflict identification, and solution generation.
These three activities work together progressively and simultaneously to generate and refine the
design specifications and design solutions, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Process Flow of EBD
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3. Environment Analysis
The objective of environment analysis is to identify the environment in which the desired
product is to work. According to the EBD, the environment includes its components and the
relationships between those components. One of the key methods for environment analysis is using
the Recursive Object Model (ROM) (Zeng 2008). As explained detailed by Zeng (2008), the ROM
includes two types of objects - object and compound object, and three kinds of relations between any
two objects - connection, constraint, and predicate.
It is clear that the purpose is “to design a solution that improves current teaching quality and
promote student’s learning experience”, the corresponding ROM is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Recursive Object Model (ROM)
Apparently, “quality”, and “experience” are the most constrained objects, thus constructing the
key environment components. A few questions (Wang and Zeng, 2009) are generated to clarify these
objects.
“Quality” questions are asked to the teacher,
(1) What’s the definition of good teaching quality?
(2) What’s the difference between classroom-based and online in terms of teaching
quality?
(3)

What’s your expectation of online teaching quality?
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(4) What are the factors impacting online teaching quality in priority sequence?
“Experience” questions are asked to the student,
(1) What’s the definition of a good learning experience?
(2) What’s the difference between classroom-based and online in terms of a learning
experience?
(3) What’s your expectation of online learning experience?
(4) What are the factors impacting online learning experience in priority sequence?
After finishing the environment component questions, relation objects “improve’ and “promote”
questions are generated,
(1) What’s your proposal on improving online teaching quality/ learning experience?
(2) What are the functions you mostly wanted basing on current communication tools?
Naturally, both teachers and students will refer to the traditional classroom-based experience to
share their ideas. The following are the analytics from the answers of the teacher and student.
Currently, a typical online education environment would be a meeting room is opened via
communication software, which is hosted by the teacher, the speaker is mainly teacher, while all
students are listening and watching the materials (doc/slides) shared by the teacher. Both students
and teachers use one display screen to share (from teachers) or view (from students).

Figure 3. A typical environment of online education
The communication software is designed for video talk between two people, and therefore on
the display screen, one can see another one’s face clearly. Also, each party can get feedback from
another quickly and easily. However, considering the environment of online education, one teacher
could face 20-30 students (or even more). The teacher will generally mute everyone to avoid noise
so that students’ voices cannot be heard during the course. In such an environment, we identify the
two major issues that impact the “quality” and “experience” are “monitoring” and “interaction.”
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▪3.1 Monitoring
Monitoring is mainly from the teacher’s viewpoint. The teacher wants to see every student’s
behavior, which is extremely important as she can adjust the language speed, call students attention
or ask someone to answer the question based on the observation of students’ body language, facial
expression, etc. Also, when doing an online quiz or test, monitoring is essential to guarantee the
effectiveness and fairness of measuring a student’s capability.
3.2 Interaction
Interaction is from both teacher and student’s viewpoints. The teacher likes to get feedback
from students, and the students want to call the teacher’s attention if they have any questions. This is
not an issue in a real classroom, and every student can raise a hand and get a chance to speak out
when needed. In the online environment, however, this is difficult as the teacher will generally mute
every student to avoid noise, and the students can only get a chance to speak by using the “raise
hand” function provided by the communication software. Following signs illustrated the function in
Zoom and Tencent meeting, the teacher can easily ignore such a small button when she is
talking/presenting some materials.

(a) “Raise hand” in Zoom

(b) “Raise hand” in Tencent Meeting
Figure 5 “Raise hand” in a different online meeting room
Some students also propose “anonymous” feedback as they may not want the teacher to know
who raises such questions, this is a significant advantage than traditional classroom-based teaching
as the communication software can easily hide the name of feedback provider, and it somehow
encourages the student to raise questions.
We continue the process of asking the questions, collecting the answers, and then updating the
environment components, until we figure out all the relevant components to the design problem. The
updated ROM is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Updated ROM

4. Conflict Identification
Following the rules introduced by Yan and Zeng (2011), we can identify several conflicts as
follows:
Conflict 1: Current communication software cannot show the student’s video when the
teacher’s desktop is sharing.
Conflict 2: Current communication software cannot make a video for a student’s body due to
the camera’s position. The camera sits typically on top of the laptop, when students look at the
laptop’s screen, the camera can only take the students’ faces. As described above, the face is not
good enough for the teacher’s monitoring.
Conflict 3: The video monitoring wants to take all the students in one screen, which may
introduce two issues:
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(1) The network bandwidth for the teacher is limited; therefore, it is hard to get real-time
video monitoring while keeping all students in the screen. Assume there’re 50 students in an
online course, and the video stream will typically take no less than 256kbps, which in sum is
50*256k = 12.8Mbps
(2) The display screen of the teacher is not big enough to hold all the students.
Conflict 4: As stated before, current communication software cannot support “anonymous”
feedback from the student, like “I cannot understand this section”, “the teacher talks too fast”, “can
the teacher repeat the problem A’s solution?” etc. The student may be reluctant to share his/her name
among the class, the “anonymous” mechanism help resolve this situation. Also, it requires such
feedback timely and shown on the teacher’s screen so that the teacher can quickly respond to
improve learning experiences.
Conflict 5: Current communication software cannot monitor the student computer’s screen.
This is important as the student may watch movies or other entertainment videos during the class,
while the standard monitoring mechanism can only show how concentrated the student is focusing
on the screen but cannot tell what content the student is focusing on. Also, when doing a quiz or test,
the student screen monitoring is essential as the student may refer to other materials to find out the
answers, the screen monitoring mechanism can prevent such cheating.
Table 1 Identified conflicts
Number of
conflicts

Illustration of conflicts

Conflict 1

Conflict 2

Conflict 3

Conflict 4

Conflict 5
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5. Solution Generation
5.1 Solution to conflicts 1&2

It is challenging to ask current communication software to support 2nd screen (conflict 1), or
change the video camera’s physical position (conflict 2). Therefore we propose a method using two
accounts to resolve conflict 1 and 2. Every teacher and student have two accounts – “monitor”
account and “education” account, “monitor” account is used to set up the video monitoring system,
“education” account is for regular online education.
As shown in Figure 7, the teacher has two screens in front of her, one to construct the virtual
classroom using the “monitor” account, which shows the students’ body behaviors. Another one is
for sharing the desktop or materials/slides, using “education” account.
Similarly, the student will have two accounts to log in, and the “monitor” account is typically
using a cell phone. The cell phone’s camera will take videos of students – not only the face but
include the body as well. These figures will automatically fit in the virtual classroom in front of the
teacher. “Education” account is used on laptops for online education.

Figure 7. A new environment for online education
5.2 Solution to conflict 3
To resolve conflict 3, we propose a method like “filming”, the virtual classroom will only show
at most 9 students figures at one time, lasting 2-5 seconds, then moving to next 9 students, and the
next … The “filming” rotates between all the students. This effectively resolves the bandwidth
limitations (only 9 videos need to be transmitted at one time, which is approximately
9*256Kbps=2.3Mbps), and also the video size issue (only 9 videos need to be shown on one screen).
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Figure 8. “Filming” in monitor area 1
5.3 Solution to conflict 4
On the teacher’s monitor screen, we leave one area (area2 in Figure 8) for teacher’s quickly
catching timely status, during the class, the message will prompt as,
Alarm: student A raise question, “can you please repeat the process?”
Alarm: Anonymous, “speak too fast.”
Alarm: student B raise hand
On student’s education account, a student will not only have the button “raise hand” like most
communication software does today, but also have the option of anonymous feedback,

Figure 9. Anonymous feedback
5.4 Solution to conflict 5
Apparently, current communication software does not show meeting participant’s screen due to
privacy reasons. While used for online education purposes, we propose the software to enable the
option “monitor student’s screen”. These screen copies are not sent to the teacher, and they are sent
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to a backend analysis server instead. During the teaching activity, when the teacher shares the
materials/docs to the students, the analysis server will automatically compare the screen copies with
the contents shared by the teacher and raised alarms to the teacher if finding some student’s screen
copy is not expected (using the monitoring area 2 in Figure 8). The teacher can then alarm the
student on concentrating back on the class contents. During the quiz or test, again, the analysis
server will automatically compare the screen copies with the quiz contents, an alarm will be raised if
finding students change the quiz contents too other pages (like searching the answers via
Baidu/Google).

6. Solution Validation
Since the solution to conflict 3/4/5 requires modification on current communication software,
we have initialized the discussion with several video communication software providers, and the
solution has not yet validated.
The solution to conflict 1&2 – i.e., two accounts solution is tried on online education of one
TOFEL/SAT training company. We select the online courses which have less than 9 students as
samples, and the satisfaction rate is shown as well.
Samples: 10 classes (8 TOFEL, 2 SAT), average 6 students/1 teacher per class. Totally 10
teachers, 58 students.
Communication Software: Zoom
Satisfaction survey on teacher: 3.5 (5 – very satisfied, 1 – not satisfied at all)
Satisfaction survey on student: 3 (5 – very satisfied, 1 – not satisfied at all)
After we applied the two accounts solution, the satisfaction rate is increased by approx. 20% for
the teacher, 10% increase for the student. This result is not surprising, as the two accounts solution is
more helpful to the teacher than the students.
Satisfaction survey on teacher: 4.1 (5 – very satisfied, 1 – not satisfied at all)
Satisfaction survey on student: 3.4 (5 – very satisfied, 1 – not satisfied at all)

7. Conclusion and outlook
This paper analyzes and tackles the barriers in online education using the Environment-Based
Design (EBD) approach. Five key conflicts are identified by using the EBD approach and the
solution is generated to solving the five key conflicts. Surveys on both teachers and students
revealed that the solution could promote the satisfaction of online education.
Our future work is to continue working with communication Software Companies to combine
the two accounts into two roles of one account so that teachers and students don’t need to log in
using a different account, and to integrate the solution to conflict 3/4/5. Also, we will expand the trial
to more audiences, recursively develop the system and hopefully improve the experience of online
education as same as that of traditional classroom-based.
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Abstract
Acid-related disorders are known worldwide due to their high incidence. Multiple triggering factors
including smoking, stress and drinking alcohol, that affect people on a daily basis may contribute to the
occurrence or manifestation of acid related symptoms such as heartburn, nausea, loss of appetite, etc.
These symptoms appear due to the imbalance between protective and aggressive factors of the stomach
leading to mucosal irritation and hypersecretion of gastric acid.
Acid suppressors such as proton pomp inhibitors and H2 receptor antagonists are proven to vastly improve
gastrointestinal inflammation symptoms via inhibition of acid secretion and thus, became the first-choice
medication in acid-related disorders. On the other hand, extensively prescribed acid-suppressors,
reportedly elicited occurrence of serious adverse effects, especially when used in a long-term treatment.
For this reason, various complement and alternative therapy approaches have been studied to a large extent.
In this paper an attempt to resolve the negative aspects of acid-suppressive therapy through the application
of TRIZ is described.
The perception of the mechanism during acid-related disorder development and the key factors of its
treatment turned out to be easy to grasp and more accurate when scrutinized within the scope of TRIZ
tools. With the assistance of 40 inventive principles, 76 standard solutions and rules of elimination of
physical contradiction a novel approach in designing appropriate therapy for gastritis, using a case of real
patient was created. This is a pioneer attempt in applying the laws of TRIZ in solving medical issues on
a profound level.
Keywords: Acid-related disorders, acid-suppressive therapy, ARIZ-85C, gastritis, medicinal food,
TRIZ
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1. Introduction
1.1 Stomach physiology
Stomach is an intraperitoneal digestive organ, and one of the sections of gastrointestinal tube located
between the esophagus and small intestine. It is divided into several major regions: cardio, fundus, body,
and pylorus (Soybel 2005). Stomach wall contains three layers: mucosal, muscular, and serosal. As the
food enters the stomach it undergoes chemical changes due to interaction with gastric acid and digestive
ferments that are abundantly produced in the stomach. This aggressive environment is necessary for
effective digestion and absorption of nutritional factors, but it can be detrimental for the stomach wall
itself. Thus, as a protective measure stomach has its complex defense mechanism. The first defense
component is a thick mucus-bicarbonate layer which is essentially an adherent mucus gel composed of
water, bicarbonate, mucin glycoproteins, and trefoil factor family (TFF) peptides produced by underlying
epithelial cells (Palileo and Kaunitz 2011). These cells are connected to each with “tight junctions” that
regulate the transport of the mucus and bicarbonates, playing a significant role in stomach wall protection.
The second component is a hydrophobic lining of active phospholipids, that prevents the transfer of watersoluble ions (H+). Additionally, epithelial cells of stomach mucosa were found to regenerate extremely
fast. (Rees and Shorrock 1988). Another component of defense barrier is prostaglandin that is known to
inhibit acid secretion by binding to specific receptors and activating adenylyl cyclase enzyme that in turn
enhances the activity of PKA enzyme that increases the proton pump activity(Cohen 1987).
In the modern society, gastritis is a worldwide spread disease and its incidence continue to increase due
to multiple triggering factors people are exposed to on a daily basis. Inflammation in gastric mucosa may
be initiated through the involvement of the following causes: Helicobacter pylori, non-healthy lifestyle,
alcohol (Liu and Cho 2000), smoking (Namiot et al. 2007), stress, and uncontrolled medication
consumption (may be caused by acetylsalicylic acid and other non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) due
to mucosal irritation and hypersecretion of gastric acid (Blasco et al. 2020, Varbanova et al. 2014).
Stomach inner surface has numerous tiny holes called gastric pits and they spread into the mucosa forming
tubules named gastric glands (Adkins Jr and Davies 1987). These glands contain different cells (parietal
cells, chief cells, enterochromaffin-like cells, G-cells) that perform specific secretory functions “Table
1”.Gastric secretion starts from dissociation of water molecules (H2O) into ions and combines with carbon
dioxide (CO2) forming carbonic acid (H2CO3) within the parietal cell. Carbonic acid then spontaneously
dissociates into a hydrogen ion (H+) and a bicarbonate ion (HCO3–). The hydrogen ion that was formed is
pumped out of the cell into the stomach lumen via the H+– K+ ATPase (proton pump) in exchange for
potassium ions in the stomach using ATP energy. While the bicarbonate ions are transported out of the
cell into the blood via a transporter protein in exchange for a chloride ion (Cl–). This is necessary for
gastric acid production. Then chloride ions are then transported into the stomach lumen where they bond
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with hydrogen ions to form hydrochloric acid (HCl). Secretion of gastric acid by parietal cells can be
regulated through the receptors located on the surface of these cells. Acetylcholine (muscarinic type
receptor), gastrin (CCK2 type receptor), and histamine (H2 type receptor) are interacting with these
receptors and stimulate the acid secretion when it is necessary (Yao and Forte 2003) as it is shown in
“Figure 1”.
The defense mechanism of the stomach maintains the acid-alkaline balance and integrity of the gastric
wall. However, under the continuous bombardment of aggressive factors this balance is dysregulated, and
thus pathological conditions known as acid-related diseases (gastroduodenal ulcers, gastroesophageal
reflux disease (GERD), Barrett’s esophagus, gastritis) may occur (Kinoshita et al. 2018). Under such
circumstances hydrochloric acid implies detrimental effect on the gastric wall, bringing unpleasant
sensations such as heartburn, nausea, pain, heaviness etc.
1.2 Treatment of gastric acid-related disorders
A deep understanding of the mechanisms underlying gastric acid secretion is necessary to design an
effective treatment plan. Currently acid-related disorders are known as one of the major healthcare
concerns (Kopic and Geibel 2010) and acid secretion is normally regulated by the following types of
medications:
1. Proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) restrain gastric acid secretion by irreversibly binding to proton pump
(H+K+ATPase) in parietal cells. Once the binding occurred acid secretion may only be restored after
the formation of new proton pump. Although PPIs have been a first-line treatment for acid-related
diseases over the last decades and serious adverse effects such as gastric atrophy, kidney disease,
dementia, liver disease, and bone fractures (Lodato et al. 2010) (Sachs et al. 2010), and cancer (McColl
2006) followed by long-term treatment have been reported, PPIs still remain the most prescribed
medication among acid suppressors (Lanas 2016). Omeprazole (Prilosec), lansoprazole (Prevacid),
esomeprazole (Nexium), pantoprazole (Protonix) represent this group of acid secretion reducers.
2. H2 receptor antagonists (H2RA) are on the second place after PPIs. They were developed in 1970s
and replaced initially used anticholinergic medication (Kinoshita et al. 2018). H2RA competitively
bind to H2 receptors and restraint the effect of histamine thus, inhibiting acid secretion. Histamine is
one of the major modulators that stimulate acid secretion. It activates adenylate cyclase by binding
to H2 type receptors, resulting in increase of intracellular cyclic AMP concentrations and activation
of protein kinase A (PKA). Once activated PKA phosphorylates cytoskeletal proteins that is involved
in transport of the H+/K+ ATPase from cytoplasm to membrane(Yao and Forte 2003). Typical H2RA
include cimetidine (Tagamet HB), ranitidine (Zantac 75), famotidine (Pepcid AC).
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3. Antacids neutralize stomach acid by forming an envelope for the gastric wall that protects mucosal layer
from the detrimental effect of HCl. Normally antacids contain ingredients such as aluminum, calcium,
magnesium, or sodium bicarbonate which act as bases that interact with stomach acid and neutralize
the pH. Ingredients that antacids contain, for example magnesium and aluminum, can cause diarrhea
or constipation (Kinoshita et al. 2018). Examples of antacids include Aluminum hydroxide gel
(Alternagel, Amphojel), Calcium carbonate (Alka-Seltzer, Tums), Magnesium hydroxide (Milk of
Magnesia)
4. Cytoprotective agents such as misoprostol have an ability to interact with one of the four receptors on
the parietal cells “Figure 1”. It is a synthetic prostaglandin E1 analog that stimulates prostaglandin E1
receptors on parietal cell and thus reduces gastric acid secretion (Krugh and Maani 2019).
5. Anticholinergic agents were originally used for acid-related disorders. An example is dicyclomine, a
carboxylic acid derivative that reduces acid production as it binds to muscarinic receptors and thus
blocks acetylcholine. This agent relaxes smooth muscles and prevents muscle spasms of the
gastrointestinal tract, inhibits gastrointestinal propulsive motility, decreases gastric acid secretion.
However due to its limited efficiency and frequent adverse effects it has been almost completely
replaced (Kinoshita et al. 2018).
6. Antimicrobial agents are prescribed for eradication of H. pylori (amoxicillin, clarithromycin).
Frequently antibiotics are used in combination with PPIs (Awaad et al. 2013).
Although gastric acid secretion can be vastly reduced by these medications, the mechanism of their action
is based on interaction with receptors of parietal cells “Figure 1”. Continuous use of gastric acid inhibitors
inevitably reduces the responsiveness of the receptors and impair the functioning of the cells in the
stomach wall. For instance, long-term medication of PPIs induces hypergastrinemia that stimulates
excessive secretion of histamine and thus resulting in its tolerance to H2 receptor antagonists (Hashimoto
et al. 2007). Numerous adverse effects and steady reduction of receptor responsiveness makes the need
of a novel approach to acid-related disorders clear, despite the evident efficiency of these medications.
2. ARIZ85C
Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ) is a constructive methodology for generating ideas and
solving problems, mainly when projecting engineering systems, based on contradiction models, as well
as the methods to solve them, which were extracted from previous known inventions (Mahto 2013).
Nowadays TRIZ is known worldwide as an innovation technology that is actively used in various
disciplines (Zlotin and Petrov 1999) (Wang, J. 2002) and has been proven efficient by many researchers
(Kremer et al. 2012) (Sheu and Hou 2013) (Sheu and Chiu 2017) (Wang, C. 2017) (Lee et al. 2019).
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ARIZ (The Algorithm for Inventive Problem Solving) is an analytical tool within TRIZ that provides a
set of precise steps, and various tools for developing a solution for complex innovative problems (Marconi
and Works 1998). ARIZ is guiding with practical instructions to solve the problem step by step covering
the conversion from a state of “is” to the state of “should be” (Mahto 2013) as it includes all of the tools
and key concepts of TRIZ. The first version of ARIZ was published in 1956 and it has undergone
numerous modifications since then. Presently, the most popular version is ARIZ-85C, initially published
in 1985. It consists of the following 9 parts:
Part 1. Analysis of the problem. At the beginning the problem is usually presented in the form of inventive
task and it is wide and uncertain: there is a negative effect/problem, but it is unclear how to solve it.
Inventive task may include several sub-problems. Numerous types of tools can be applied in this step
including Benchmarking, Function analysis, Flow analysis, CECA analysis, Evolutionary Trends analysis
etc. The goal is to determine a conflicting pair -object and tool; and identify the conflict between themtechnical contradiction. Once it is determined, a model of the problem is created.
Part 2. Analysis of the problem’s model. A specified narrow area of the conflict (Operative Zone OZ)
and period of the conflict (Operative Time OT) is defined and depicted in the form of diagram. Then an
assessment of all available resources is made.
Part 3. Formulation of the Ideal Final Result (IFR). Defining IFR allows us to instantly focus on best
solutions. IFR is a model solution in the form of a set of justified requirements towards the X-element.
In majority of the cases, once IFR is defined it reveals a Physical Contradiction PC a situation that emerges
when a certain characteristic of a material object must have two different values at the same time to deliver
a required result. If by the end of Step 3 the solution is found, then it is examined by proceeding to steps
7, 8 and 9.
Part 4. Utilization of outside substances and field resources. If the problem continues enduring unclear
aspects, the “Small Miniature People” model is imaginatively created fir better understanding of the
problem. A “step back from IFR” can be taken if required.
Part 5. Utilization of informational data bank. This step is aimed to use already invented knowledge. 76
Standard solutions, 40 Inventive principles, existing solutions from analogous tasks in combination with
database of technological effects: physical effects, chemical effects, biological effects, mathematical
effects need to be considered. If a solution is found, then it is examined by proceeding to steps 7, 8 and 9.
Part 6. Change or reformulate the problem. If the problem has still not been solved, it is recommended to
go back to Step 1 and reformulate the problem in respect to the supersystem. This looping process can be
done several times until the solution is found.
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Part 7. Analysis of the method that removed the Physical Contradiction. This step is aimed to evaluate
the quality of the solution. One of the methods for evaluating a solution is to compare it with IFR.
Compare solution with existing patents, determine the subtasks while implementing the solution.
Part 8. Utilization of found solution. The maximal use of resources of the found solution is implemented
in three directions:
- defining the solution sustainability to Supersystem. Is this a pioneer solution? Is this an adjusted
solution used in other technical problems and aimed to eliminate the negative effect?
- applying this solution to resolve other functions and systems;
- using solution in other problems, thus creating new standards
Part 9. Analysis of steps that lead to the solution. This is a check point where the real process used to
solve a problem is compared with that suggested by ARIZ. Deviations are scrutinized for potential future
applications. Each problem solved by ARIZ should increase a person’s creative potential (Shulyak 1998) .

3. Case study
Part 1. Analysis of the problem.
A 28-year-old man was presented to a local hospital with recurrent abdominal pain (every morning) in
combination with appetite loss. On detailed history-taking and physical examination the patient reported
having unhealthy habits, such as drinking and smoking, that has become more frequent due to stress at
work and home. The patient was diagnosed to have acute gastritis, according to the results of
esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) and was started on acid-suppressive therapy. The treatment with
acid-suppressor was not successful as the pain episodes abated only while he was taking prescribed
medicine. Once he stopped his therapy the same symptoms then steadily reoccurred after a week, that is
common without long-term maintenance therapy (Pace et al. 2005) . He repeated his treatment again.
When revisiting the local hospital, the patient underwent esophagogastroduodenoscopy. The results
showed changes in the stomach lining inherent to chronic gastritis.
The goal is to design an appropriate effective therapy for the patient by applying TRIZ rules.
To understand the core of the problem we used function analysis and cause-effect chain analysis (CECA)
and as it is demonstrated in “Figure 2” and “Figure 3” respectively.
These figures play an assisting role in determining the components of the technical system “Table 2” and
supersystem. Technical system components include parietal cells and its receptors that are involved in
regulation of acid secretion, mucus-bicarbonate barrier, gastric acid, stomach wall and acid suppressive
drug. Undoubtedly environmental factors such as smoking, drinking alcohol and exposure to stress were
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the key triggers for the onset of gastritis development for the patient through excessive gastric acid
production.
From the medical history it is obvious that acid-suppressive therapy efficiently relieved the symptoms,
however a continuous treatment is required. On the contrary long-term therapy results in a slow decrease
of receptors responsiveness in stomach mucosa, that in turn detriments normal protective mechanisms of
the stomach wall.
Formulation of technical contradiction.
Technical contradiction 1: Long-term acid-suppressive therapy effectively inhibits gastric acid secretion,
but steadily impairs protective mechanisms of the stomach wall.
Technical contradiction 2: Short-term acid suppressive therapy does not impair protective mechanisms of
the stomach wall, but inhibits gastric secretion only for a short time.
Technical contradiction 1 has been chosen as the main function of relieving the symptoms of gastritis
should be performed.
Part 2. Analysis of the problem’s model.
Operative Zone (OZ): stomach wall, specifically parietal cells that includes receptors controlling gastric
secretion
Operative Time (OT) includes the period from the start of the therapy, when interaction between the
medication and cell receptors has started, till occurrence of the adverse effect (impairment of protective
function).
Part 3. Formulation of the Ideal Final Result (IFR) and Physical Contradiction (PC).
Ideal Final Result: In the best-case scenario acid suppressive drug inhibits gastric acid secretion, thereby
efficiently eliminating the symptoms of gastritis, without impairing protective functions of stomach wall.
Hence an X-element that will provide the performance of positive effect (gastric secretion control) and
eliminate harmful effect (impairment of protective mechanism) should be introduced to the system. This
element action will either maintain protective mechanisms of stomach wall by maintaining the function
of receptors, or the element itself will perform protective function, without affecting successful gastric
secretion regulation.
Physical Contradiction: Acid suppressive drug interacts with the receptors of parietal cells to inhibit
gastric acid secretion. However, this interaction with receptors makes them less responsive, slowly
damaging protective mechanisms, because other regulating substances will not be able to bind to these
receptors. As a result, acid suppressive medication should interact with receptors, but it should not interact
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with them. There are three methods of resolving physical contradictions: separating contradictory
demands (separation in time space relation system level), satisfying contradictory demands (in case if
separating the demands is impossible then both of them should be satisfied) or bypassing contradictory
demands (matriz.org 2019)
Natural sources with gastroprotective properties as potential candidates for X-element.
Over the past decades many researchers in the search of alternative treatment, were sparked with interest
in substances of natural sources, such as plants, that possess healing attributes. It has been reported that
certain plant extracts have gastroprotective properties as they stimulate various components of defensive
mechanism in gastrointestinal tract. For instance, the roots of Saussurea lappa increase prostaglandin
synthesis(Sutar et al. 2011), Zizyphus lotus extracts act as cytoprotective agents and essentially reduce
the development of gastric lesions (Wahida et al. 2007), Quassia amara has anti-ulcerogenic effect in
acute ulcer induction models by increasing production of mucus and non-protein sulfhydril groups in
gastric barrier (García-Barrantes and Badilla 2011), the leaves of Anacardium humile significantly protect
gastric mucosa against absolute alcohol-induced ulcer, by elevating PGE2 and mucous secretion (LuizFerreira et al. 2010), Aloe vera leaf gel ethanol extract significantly increases the level of glycoprotein in
gastric juice(Subramanian et al. 2007), an extract isolated from beewax (D-002 or Abexol) act as a healing
substance in acute and chronic gastric ulcers (Molina, Vivian et al. 2005); Laurencia obtusa has antioxidant and gastroprotective activities (Lajili et al. 2019)as it releases prostaglandins (Jose and Kurup
2017), stimulates mucus production (Crampton et al. 1987) and bicarbonate secretion (Tarnawski et al.
1986) and promotes epithelial cell renewal from the mucosa of rats (Nagashima et al. 1983), various tea
extracts (Matsubara et al. 2003) blueberry and cranberry extracts were found to have anti- H.pylori
activities (Vattem et al. 2005).
Mucus-bicarbonate layer play a significant role in protection of stomach wall, as it forms a thin layer that
covers the gastric epithelium and restrains direct contact between mucosa and potentially harmful
substances incuding acid, pepsin, bile salts, etc. (Dy et al. 1999). Additionally it is known that mucus
production is partially regulated by nervous system (corticotropin-releasing factor, vagal stimulation,
thyrotropin-releasing factor), hormones (cholecystokinin, gastrin, adrenal corticosteroids, ghrelin),
sulfhydryl and growth factors (Tulassay and Herszényi 2010)
Therefore X-element must be able to activate multiple components of defense gastric mechanism, even if
the responsiveness of parietal cell receptors is worsened by the long-term acid-suppressive therapy.
Ability to elevate the levels of mucus-bicarbonate not only by direct activation of local mucus cells, but
also by affecting nervous system and stimulation of other protective factors must be considered as
preferential criteria for the X-element.
Part 4. Utilization of outside substances and field resources.
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Substance-field diagram is another tool within TRIZ. This approach reveals the details of relationship
between elements of the system in the form of substances and forces (fields) affecting them. Acid
suppressor is a tool that affects the stomach wall, the object, inhibiting acid secretion (useful function)
and at the same time impairs protective mechanisms (harmful function). The desired solution blocks the
harmful function of acid suppressor and maintains the useful function “Figure 4A and 4B”.
A standard set of approaches to resolve the issue found in the su-field diagram was applied in this step:
Use what is in the system: protective mechanism already exists in the system. It is necessary to find a way
to strengthen it.
Use empty space: not applicable
Use disappearing substance: no benefits found
Insert substance related to field: Natural extracts or mixtures are known to have gastroprotective effects
on stomach wall. These extracts can be used as treatment along with acid suppressors.
Insert field: not applicable
Miniature people tool was applied to provide a clear picture of the initial problem and its desired solution.
The system components are illustrated as number of tiny people, making up the substances involved in
the problem “Figure 5”.
Part 5. Utilization of informational data bank.
To generate an effective operational idea, we referred to the informational database and opted for the
following sources:40 Inventive Principles, principles of elimination of Physical contradiction and 76
Standard solutions.
Resolution of the technical contradiction that was determined in Part1 was performed by searching the
appropriate principle among 40 Inventive Principles to be applied in this particular case. These principles
were derived by G. Altshuller based on the most effective solutions in the patents he studied. Initially the
improving and deteriorating parameters were selected in Contradiction Matrix (G. Altshuller 1973). As
the acid suppressor influences the protective mechanisms of the stomach wall we selected “harmful side
effects” parameter. Hence stomach wall is being affected and its function is steadily damaged, thus,
“harmful factors acting on object” was also chosen as another parameter that needs to be improved. For
the list of deteriorating parameters we selected “durability of non-moving object” ,“durability of moving
object” and “repairability” because it is clear that acid suppressor’s useful function is required for a
certain period therefore, it should be durable enough to inhibit the acid secretion. However, the long-term
therapy also alters the responsiveness of the receptors (durability) and their ability to continue its normal
functioning (repairability) in order to interact with other substances “Table 3”.
Principles that were found more appropriate were used to generate possible solutions to the problem
“Table 4”.
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Among methods of elimination of Physical Contradiction that was defined in Part 3 of ARIZ 85C we
selected bypassing contradictory demands. The essence of the Physical Contradiction was focused on
interaction versus non-interaction between acid suppressive medication and receptors. As the mechanism
of acid suppressor is tied to receptors, as well as its harmful function we selected to add another substance
with gastroprotective properties that will maintain the work of the protective barrier of the stomach
without involving the receptors of parietal cells.
A system of 76 Standard solutions was created by G. Altshuller to solve common inventive problems. It
was divided into 5 classes ( composition and decomposition of substance-field models, evolution of
substance field model, transitions to supersystem and microlevel, measurement and detection standards
and helpers) (Salamatov and Souchkov 1999) that in turn contained of subclasses and finally, standards
(Russo and Duci 2015).Undoubtedly 76 Standard Solutions are efficient for innovative problems,
however, over time this system was found to be difficult to use (Savransky 2000) (Soderlin 2003) and
many researchers tried to improve it. We decided to use one of the modified versions of this system (Russo
and Duci 2015), by choosing two following principles: 1) adding a substance S3 between the tool and the
object; 2) reducing the harmful action until it is no more harmful and enhance the useful action that has
eventually been lost, as illustrated in Figure 4C.
Final Solution.
In accordance with TRIZ tools described above we concluded that final solution to the issue of this case
will contain several aspects:
1) Elimination of provoking elements. Evidently, the patient will benefit from excluding trigger factors
such as stress, smoking, drinking as it is illustrated in CECA diagram, based on patient’s medical
history.
2) Combined therapy. Acid suppressive therapy is necessary during the exacerbation of symptoms. Acid
suppressor in combination with medicinal food intensify protective mechanisms while maintaining
the target function - inhibiting acid secretion.
3) Gradual replacement of acid suppressor to natural source such as medicinal food. One of the suitable
extracts in this particular case is Abexol, as it has previously described characteristics of X-element.
Abexol reportedly reduced alcohol-induced gastrointestinal symptoms(Carbajal, D. et al. 2000)
through the stimulation of gastric mucus secretion(Carbajal, Daisy et al. 1996), exerted anti-oxidant
effects on stomach wall(Molina, V. et al. 2001) (Pérez et al. 2013), diminished neutrophil infiltration
in the gastric mucosa (Clara et al. 2012), efficiently mitigated abdominal pain, heartburn, and gas
expansion (Dorta et al. 2008). Hence this natural extract protects the gastric mucosa while being
independent from the receptors responsiveness and simultaneously allowing to maintain the functions
of acid-supressors, which improves the imbalance of defense factors of the stomach “Figure 6”.
Part 6. Change or reformulate the problem
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There is no need to change or reformulate the problem.
Part 7. Evaluation of the quality of the solution.
The solution obtained is corresponding to the formulation of Ideal Final Result.
Ideal Final Result: In the best-case scenario acid suppressive drug inhibits gastric acid secretion, thereby
efficiently eliminating the symptoms of gastritis, without impairing protective functions of stomach wall.
Abexol allows the acid-suppressor to perform its target function while protecting the gastric mucosa,
through the activation of multiple protective mechanisms.
Part 8. Utilization of found solution.
Contribution of TRIZ tools (40 inventive principles, 76 standard solutions and elimination of
physical contradiction) vastly influenced the formulation of the final solution in this case. Although the
obtained idea may not hold entirely pioneer attribute, our attempt is breaking new ground for TRIZ as a
prospective tool applicable in medical issues.
Part 9. Analysis of steps that lead to the solution.
The actual implementation of the final idea is out of the scope of this paper. If put into action the practical
aspect of the final solution will reveal the difference between theoretical conclusion and empirical
efficiency of the suggested approach. In the long run, Part 9 is meant to seek the analysis of the problemsolving process in order to extend the information fund on which ARIZ is assembled (Becattini et al.
2015).

4. Conclusion
We attempted to imply an innovative approach in resolving this issue, by altering the way of seeking
possible solution. Replacing traditional research with TRIZ using the case of the patient who suffers from
acid-related disease, can be a promising path for the improvement of future therapy design.
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Figure 1. Mechanism of gastric acid secretion through four main receptors of parietal cell. The main
regulator of gastric acid secretion is proton pump (H+K+ ATPase). The activity of proton pump is
regulated through interaction between four receptors on the parietal cell (H2 receptor, prostaglandin
receptor, muscarinic receptor, CCK2 receptor) and substances that bind to them (histamine, prostaglandin,
acetylcholine, gastrin). The targets of acid-suppressive drugs are specific receptors in parietal cells of
stomach mucosa.
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Figure 4. Su-field diagram of the problem and probable solution through the insertion of X-element.
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Figure 5. Diagram of the problem (A) and targeted solution (B) in the form miniature people model tool.
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Figure 6. Diagram of final solution. Acid suppressor interacts with receptors of parietal cells. Medicinal
food such as Abexol activates protective functions of stomach wall.

Table 1. Cell types composing stomach mucosa, secretion products and functions of each secrete.
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Cell type

Substance produced

Mucous cells

1. alkaline mucus

Function of the substance
Protects the epithelium

2. bicarbonates
Parietal cells

Chief cells

G cells

Enterochromaffinlike cell
D-cells

1. hydrochloric acid

3. Activation of enzymes, digestion

2. intrinsic factor

4. Enables the absorption of vitamin B12

1. Pepsin

3. Digest the proteins

2. Gastric lipase

4. Digest lipids

Hormone gastrin

Stimulates the release of gastric acid.

Histamine

Stimulates acid

Somatostatin

Inhibits acid

Table 2. Technical system components.
Components of the system
Mucous-bicarbonate barrier
Parietal cells
Muscarinic receptors
H2 type receptors
CCK2 receptors
Prostaglandin receptors
Proton pump
Gastric acid
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Acid-suppressive drug
Deteriorating
Parameter

15 Durability of
moving object
(of acid suppressor)

16 Durability of nonmoving object
(of receptors)

34 Repairability
(of protective system)

30 Harmful factors
acting on object

22,15,33,28

17,1,40,33

35,10,2

31 Harmful side
effects

15,22,33,31

21,39,16,22

-

Improving
Parameter

Table 3. Inventive Principles selected from Contradiction Matrix.
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Table 4. Potential problem-solving ideas generated in accordance with corresponding Inventive
Principles.
Principles

Definition

Applicable solution

Principle 2. Taking out

Separate an interfering part or property Ultimately stop acidfrom an object or system, or single out suppressive therapy.
the only necessary part or property.

Principle16. Partial or
Excessive Action

If 100 percent of an objective is hard to Steadily decreasing the
achieve using a given solution method dose of acid suppressor.
then, by using ‘slightly less’ or
‘slightly more’ of the same method.

Principle 40. Composite
Structures

Change from uniform to composite Combine acid therapy
(multiple) structures.
with medicinal food or
natural extracts.
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Abstract
Restaurants are apparently being forced to transform their traditional management in a new era
of Food Ordering and Delivery Service Mobile Applications. The research has shown the relatively
significant numbers of all new registers and business termination contradiction in Thai’s restaurant
industry, and one of that representations of survival rates are influenced by these latest on-demand
Applications. This study aims to identify the challenges that play an important role in applying these
applications in restaurant management, along with suggested solutions to improve their management
strategy. Based on a review of the literature, in-depth interviews and MaxQDA Program were
conducted to select their most relevant problems. The results were narrowed down to their root causes
and implemented their contradictions following the modified TRIZ theory on Business and
Management. The analysis shows 5 mutual partnering difficulties: low productivity, limited budget,
extra work requirement, loss of customer data and uncertainty risks. In accordance with the lists of
relevant modified TRIZ inventive principles, this study suggests highlighted strategies for restaurant
partners. It is recommended that restaurant-partners use this theory as a guide to continuously improve
their management.
Keywords: Food Delivery Applications, Restaurant-partners, TRIZ, Root Conflict Analysis
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1. Introduction
Coronavirus disease or COVID-19 has become a big influence on food takeaway and delivery
that arouses fear of people in societies and drive the so-called latest customer-centric type of
consumption demand, ‘Lazy Economy’ and ‘New Normal economy’, expanding the market to its next
level of business models and implications for hyper-convenient products and services that deliver to
front doors without much effort.
Importantly, the food industry plays a significant role in Thai economy. There are more than
400,000 restaurants in Thai food industry; 300,000 street food stores and 100,000 restaurants.
According to the Euromonitor report (2018) Thai food service had expanded 4% every year which
was higher than Private Consumption Expenditure at 2.4% during 2013-2018. The market value
increased up to ฿800,000 million in 2018 and is expected to increase up to 4-5% in 2019-2020 owing
to the smaller family structure, the expansion of urbanization and the lifestyles of lazy consumers
whereas the growth of the food ordering and delivery mobile applications industry in Thailand is
skyrocketing aligning the changes of Thai customer behavior since 2012. Due to KasikornResearch
by Econ Digest (2019), it expanded approximately 10% per year and is 3-4% higher than the expansion
of Thai’s food industry in general during 2012-2018. Undoubtedly, its market value is worth ฿33,00035,000 million or 8% of Thai food industry in 2019 expanding at 14% from the previous year and is
expected to double its value in 2020.
The on-demand food ordering and delivery service mobile applications are third-party platforms
generated to fill voids of Restaurant Industry in a sense of speed, simplicity, and efficient experience.
The food ordering and delivery service mobile applications are one of the examples of Online-tooffline service platform (O2OSP) channels allowing customers to order their food online through
mobile applications and have them delivered instantly offline (Zhang et al. (2019). Lazy consumers
take only a few seconds or a couple of minutes to order their meals with a wide range of available
restaurant choices and promotions at anytime and anywhere by only spending more pennies to cover
their delivery service. Euromonitor report (2018) shows that 63% of Thai sampling changes their
behavior to order their meals through food ordering and delivery mobile applications if those
restaurants provide the service, as well as 88% of Thai sampling used to order their meals on the
platform. Of all the food delivery orders, 84% was delivered home and 16% was delivered to their
offices. On top of that, one-third of the sampling suggests that restaurants should provide the service
to fulfill their demand of convenience.
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While Thai’s restaurant owners are being forced to respond these consumers with creative and
innovative solutions to provide convenient meals and services, the growth of this new food ordering
and delivery service gives more opportunities to new players in Thai food market such as online homecooking restaurants, street food venders, etc., especially in the capital city ‘Bangkok’ which is located
43.72% of all restaurants in Thailand. Its aggressive competition arouses restaurant entrepreneurs to
keep up with the trends, not only technology-wise but its restaurant management is also required to
leverage and adapt to the new working environment in order to remain competitive and stay cautious
in this era.
1.1 Problem Statement
Owing to the advent of the on-demand platform ‘food ordering and delivery mobile applications’
which becomes a huge part of today’s business, customers, who are mainly the Millennials and Gen
Z, are forcing restaurants to provide the best options to serve their demand. Restaurants, online homecooking stores and local street foods are facing difficulties in balancing its digital disruption from this
new delivery platform and a sense of on-demand personalization from their lazy consumers.
Although a number of restaurants find the delivery service within a designated area a win- win
situation as they can focus more on numbers of orders instead of worrying about serving food to
customers’ places, there are challenges behind this happy-ending story and procedure. When orders
go online, it affects the overall working procedures of the restaurants on receiving orders, cooking,
engaging with customers, collecting customer data, marketing and strategies, delivering, billing,
managing employees, and especially other expenditures from the food ordering and delivery service
providers such as commissions and systems. On top of the internal influences, the restaurants have to
deal with unseen customers who expect more online and dare to be more arrogant in the transaction.
There are long lists of restaurant management operations that restaurants need to improve, adapt and
avoid any possible technical and physical problems both offline and online.
In Thailand, there are numbers of on-demand food ordering and delivery service providers.
While most of the customers install at least one or two applications on their smartphones, restaurants
have to make a decision on its partnership to earn the most benefits to their restaurant management
from their limited geographical area and customers’ requirements on its promotion and delivery time,
including other factors that decrease the restaurants’ survival rate. The research of the Department of
Business Development (2019) shows the contradiction between the number of new registered
restaurants, the third rank at 3% of all new registered companies, and its business termination,
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surprisingly, the third rank at 3% of all business termination.
The on-demand food ordering and delivery platforms’ disruption causes continuous changes of
restaurant management that need to be reviewed and revised accordingly. Restaurant- Partners,
defined as small and medium-sized Thai’s restaurants, online home-cooking stores and street food
stores in this study, have more possibilities of failure and weaken their competitiveness than in the
past as they are overlooking current problems in their management arising from partnering with any
food ordering and delivery mobile applications and not observing innovative solutions or viewpoints
from external sources. They may get used to staying in their comfort zone or neglect more efficient
and effective ways of working and managing restaurants which cause a greater impact to their stability
and food industry.
1.2 Research Objectives
The purpose of this thesis is to find an approach to guide and improve the restaurant management
strategy of the small-medium sized restaurants in Bangkok, Thailand, who have decided to partner
with the ‘on-demand food ordering and delivery mobile applications’ to stay competitive as well as
increase its market share and revenue in these latest New Normal economy. In order to achieve this
goal, I will identify the real challenges that the restaurant owners are facing now by analyzing the
results of the in-depth interviews with the restaurant’s owners sampling, and using TRIZ theory to
detect the problems and identify the best solutions to those difficulties.
(1) To identify the challenges that play an important role in applying on-demand food ordering
and delivery service mobile applications in the restaurant management of Thai’s small-medium sized
restaurant-partners by analyzing the results from the in-depth interviews.
(2) To suggest solutions to improve their management strategy using TRIZ theory of inventive
problem solving.
1.3 Limitations of the study
The limitations of the study are listed below:
a. The participants are mainly or only based in Bangkok and may not represent the entire
restaurant industry of Thailand.
b. A limited number of participants are interviewed in this research (i.e. a total number of 7
interviewees).
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c. The facial expressions and gestures of the participants during the interviews are unobserved
over Facebook call and Line call, and may not detect the best data coding.
d. TRIZ methods only propose ideas of solving problems through past patterns and experiences
which is not guaranteed as the best solution in the current circumstances.
e. The in-depth interviews were conducted in mid-2019 before the beginning of the coronavirus
crisis; therefore, there may be new serious problems/challenges apart from the issues
mentioned in this study.
The sampling errors and selection bias may be resulted in this research due to the convenience
sampling method and the limitations of distance and time while the TRIZ method only acts as a
guideline of the solutions.

2. Thailand’s Restaurant Industry Overview
The Culture Trip.com, several accolades winners of online contents, introduces Thailand as a
home to some of the best cuisine in the world since 2017 (Iverson, 2017). The statistical research from
Euromonitor International (2018) reveals that Thailand’s food service sales were constantly rising at
4% per year since 2013 and will be increased at 4-5% in 2019 - 2020 while Thai’s top spending in
2017 is Food service at 21.2% of all sectors or 1.8 trillion baht (Marketing Oops, 2018). Comply with
the statistics research from Economic Intelligence Center (EIC), the restaurant industry in Thailand is
continuously growing due to the smaller family structures and the expansion of urbanization and
department stores which influence the changes of local customer behavior to eat out and/or order food
home; the increase rate at 3% per year during 2009 - 2015 and will rise up to 6% in the next 4 - 5 years
(Sayamanont, 2019), together with the expansion of tourism and expats at 5% per year since 2013, an
increase in middle income level and a higher rate of chained and non- chained restaurant competitions
in the market both online and offline platforms (Bandoim, 2019). These numbers show a great sign in
Thailand’s food industry in upcoming years.
On the contrary, the growth of the population’s income increases the demand on personal car’s
possession which strongly affects the traffic conditions in the capital city ‘Bangkok’ (Bandoim, 2019).
Although the public transportation has developed during this past decade, its availability is insufficient
which causes its food business chain to be disrupted by digital technologies called ‘Food Ordering and
Delivery Applications’, which are firstly launched and mainly available in Bangkok, within these five
years as stated in the Research Background (Econ Digest, 2019).
With this digital disruption and aggressive competition in the food industry, the traditional
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restaurant business model in Thailand has been forced to adapt as the new players seek for
opportunities and penetrate into the market. One of those increasing competitors are “ghost”
restaurants; having no storefronts, taking orders online and delivering the food to the eater's doorstep.
Its operations and adaptation are easier and faster than traditional restaurants (The ASEAN Post Team,
2019). These delivery-only eateries play an important role in today’s market, change the restaurant
business model and drive the current four mega trends: Healthy Lifestyle, On the go (fast casual), 24/7
and Urbanization, while street food vendors have become another beneficial and rivals through these
applications.
At the moment, the digital disruption is bringing the concept of “Cloud Kitchen” business model
in Thailand launched by those food delivery service providers where chefs are hired to prepare meals
in a provided central shared-kitchen before delivering them to eaters without actual storefronts (Liu,
2019), and giving opportunities for ‘Foodie Influencers’ and ‘Restaurant Searching Platforms’ to be a
part of leading trend drivers that impact the Thai consumers’ decision-making of all restaurant
selections on quality and services; 58% on social reviews, 23% from words-of-mouth, 9% on online
advertisements (Sayamanont, 2019).
2.1 Theory of Inventive Problem-Solving Methodology (TRIZ) on Business and
Management
Souchkov (2017) adapts a systematic approach of TRIZ to deal with innovation issues in
business and management. His research has given an overview about the creative perspectives and
comparison of TRIZ Theory in unknown problem solving in technology and business management
applications by giving examples representing both fields; the problems that occurred in the relationship
between the fuel tanks of large capacity in shipping to the orbit and its useful low as well as the
problems that occurred in the size of a marketing team influencing its marketing performance and a
number of exhibitions. In addition to these in-depth explanation, he also mentioned about successful
innovative “breakthrough solution” ideas to eliminate contradictions towards ideality by re-using past
strategies and recommendations (principles) and adapting new ideas to the problems as well as a
sample roadmap of using TRIZ in business and management; for instance, Multi-Screen Diagram,
Comparative Ranking, Multi-Criteria Decision Matrix, Six Sigma, etc.
Jeeradist et al. (2016) analyzed factors influencing service quality in the airline business and
passenger perceptions of airline image based on three case studies. While service quality measurement
(SQM) is measured by SERVQUAL with five service quality dimensions; reliability, assurance,
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tangibility, empathy and responsiveness including Kano model framework on customer satisfaction,
the passengers’ perception of airline image is enhanced by TRIZ technique without compromising
safety regulations.
Wang and Trappey (2017) studies a meal ordering system for self-service restaurants by
developing and demonstrating a structural service design based on integrated TRIZ, service Quality
Function Deployment (QFD), and service blueprint approaches. They gather problems through
customer requirements’ generation, then combine service QFD and TRIZ theory to derive solutions.
Later, a blueprint is used to enhance the proposed new meal service and its meal- production flexibility
to ordering requests and staff interaction management. Successful cloud intelligent solutions with
interoperable meal order systems and an interactive menu are proposed and finalized to be able to
apply to other canteens and businesses providing meal services.
Last but not the least, The TRIZ studies on the field of management innovation by Mann (2007)
and Farias (2006). They modify TRIZ tools and list 31 Management Parameters to suit the win-win
conflict solving for non-technical areas as to directly solve the diversified, multidimensional and
complicated factors of the management field and the sophisticated experience of business innovation.
As the two researchers focus on different areas; Mann’s in enterprise operation cohesion and Farias’s
in supply chain management, there are some differences in a few parameters of the two researchers,
yet the basic framework is similar. M. Wang et al. (2015) finds the tables related that before the
application of Management Parameters in the management innovation, it should be revised according
to the specific problems to eliminate unimportant inventive principles and parameters for the conflictsolving. In this process, the Enterprise Environmental Parameters may be applied and lead to the
evaluated ideality of solutions.
In conclusion, the literature shows a great number of factors which are able to influence
restaurant management; working procedures, food ordering and delivery current and future business
model and its parties, etc., together with the possibilities of using TRIZ in business and management
areas which support the objectives of this study and lead the stated problem solutions.

3. Methodology
As this main topic has never been researched before, the study is ineluctable to conduct
qualitative research by using an exploratory, descriptive approach in order to pursue an inductive
reasoning (Creswell, 2013). Therefore, in-depth interview, one of qualitative research techniques, is
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selected for this research and will be focusing on collecting data about the problems, effects and
impacts of the food ordering and delivery mobile applications on the restaurant management with the
restaurant owners or managers. Following the data collection, ‘word and phrase repetitions’ method
will be used to scan and search for the most common issues mentioned by stakeholders, then analyzing
data using developed TRIZ methodology based on the literature reviews.
3.1 Research Flow
Figure 1 shows the research flow of this study in a step-by-step structure as well as the
methodologies being used in some of the steps. The introduction of this chapter 3 will elaborate each
step for further clarification.
Step 1: Starting with assessing all potential ideas from literature reviews, the information mainly
aims to achieve the problem objectives of this research, and the list of potential participants is being
drawn out according to the specific criteria. It is a very important step to identify the most appropriate
subjects and ask the consent of the potential interviewees in advance.
Step 2: Interview instruments are developed to increase the reliability of the findings as well as
ensure that every topic is included during the interview. An interview protocol and question guidelines
are planned in this step. The protocol includes the speech or wordings to say when setting up,
beginning and concluding the interview; in addition, informing consent, confidentiality of the
interviewees, actions following the interview and the methods used during the interview (e.g. audio
recording, note-taking, etc. The question guidelines are listed to make sure that the interviewer is openminded to all responses.
Step 3: After the professor has approved the list of guided issues and questions, it will be sent to
the participants at least one week in advance. This step would help the participants form and prepare
their ideas beforehand in a hope for more precise and better responses to each topic which could lead
to more accurate observations and hypotheses of the problem objectives.
Step 4: In-depth interview is conducted to collect primary data. Interview time slots are arranged
depending on the availability of each participant. Before conducting each interview, the researcher
will follow the interview protocol as planned; seeking informed consent and re-explain the purpose of
the interview, why they are chosen, expected duration of the interview, whether and how the
information will be kept confidential as well as the methods used to file their responses. In addition,
the discussed topics will follow the list of guidelines to seek for the impacts of every perspective, and
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the collected key data will be summarized immediately following the interview.
Step 5: Rich information; actions, activities, concepts, differences, opinions, processes and so
on, collected from different questions and participants are needed to be analyzed. The researcher will
summarize the interviews into main points and use ‘word and phrase repetitions’ method via
MAXQDA program in order to look for repetitive issues and patterns of all responses from the
participants in this step.
Step 6: Those repetitions will be coded into specific problems where the word “code” is a label
that assigns symbolic meaning to the inferential information compiled during a study (Miles et al.,
2004). Meaning, this primary data will be coded and, later, the analysis of codes will form into themes
or specific problems instead of data itself in this step.
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Refer to Root Conflict Analysis

Figure1. Research Flow.
Step 7: The specific themes of problems will be turned into specific conflicts through the
specific-to-generic translation, each specific problem will be identified into one improving parameter
(a positive effect or things you want to improve) and only one worsening parameter (a negative,
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insufficient effect or things stopping you) if possible. A Root Conflict Analysis (RCA+) will be used
to map out the cause of the problems.
Step 8: Refer to the 31 Management Parameters as seen in Table 2 developed by Mann (2007),
the specific conflicts will be turned into generic problems, instead of the commonly applied 39
Technical Parameters in order to get more precise problem identification of business and management.
Step 9: This step seeks the possible generic solutions, one or more, from the previous generic
conflicts via the contradiction matrix (or called partial matrix). The contradiction table contains the
listed principles at the intersection of the row and columns where the parameters in the columns (or
negative effects) have been degraded as a result of improving the parameter (or positive effects) in the
row. It leads to generic solutions guided in the 40 Inventive Principles (Table 3).
Step 10: Narrowing down all available generic solutions, this step aims to define the specific
solutions in order to obtain the best results of the actual situations.
Step 11: The conclusion of this study implies the solutions recommended by TRIZ principles
with factual problems.
3.2 Data Collection
This study aims to explore the perspectives of restaurant owners. Therefore, the data will only
be collected from the interviewees who are recruited based on personal acquaintances and virtual
social media connections (i.e. direct messages on Facebook and Instagram). The participants’
recruitment employs the snowball sampling method due to the distance and time limitation as well as
in-depth data requirements. The interviews will only be voluntarily conducted and collected data via
social media platforms: Facebook call and Line call.
The participants must meet the specified criteria. The participants whose restaurants are based
in Bangkok, Thailand, must be categorized in small and medium-sized companies. The restaurant
owners must offer or have prior experiences in online food ordering and delivery service and partner
with at least one mobile application. Therefore, this study has chosen 7 interviewees listed in Table 1.
Table 1. The Profile of the Interviewees.
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3.3 TRIZ Theory
TRIZ is the “Theory of Inventive Problem Solving” (Hipple, 2003), a logic, data and researchbased problem solving and brainstorming technique developed by Alʹtshuller (2007) and his
colleagues between 1946 and 1985. This methodology is used to find the solutions and adapt
accordingly to problems by identifying and codifying the principles, and using them to make the
creative process more predictable. Over 2 million patents of repeating patterns of problems, solutions,
evolutions and applications more than 50 years have been studied to generate innovative ideas through
contradictions in a TRIZ structured approach. It is widely applied to technical industries yet more
researchers have developed TRIZ methods to non-technical problems. The two central concepts
behind TRIZ tools are (1) generalizing problems and solutions and (2) eliminating contradictions
(Mind Tools, 2019a).
A contradiction represents a problem that occurred when one changing-required system function
correlates with another in a situation (Ilevbare, 2013). The study generalizes the specific problems to
one of the TRIZ general problems, identifies the needed general TRIZ solutions, and chooses the
suitable solutions to the specific problems.
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While there are fundamental contradictions at the root of the problems, contradictions are to be
eliminated to solve a problem. Therefore, identifying and generalizing contradictions are important in
TRIZ research as it leads to problem generalization and the inventive principles that recommend the
idea generation of the general solutions and specific solutions (Kin and Park, 2014). In this study, the
guided solutions will be identified from Management Parameters and 40 Inventive Principles based
on Mann (2007) mentioned in the literature which are shown in Table 3 and 4 respectively; in addition
to these steps, a Root Conflict Analysis (RCA+) may be applied to extract the contradictions in a treelike structured (Souchkov et al., 2014). He illustrates the developed parameters especially for
Management Innovation from the common TRIZ technical solutions. This new version of TRIZ
parameters would improve the recommended solutions in this restaurant management research study.
3.4 Root Conflict Analysis
Root Conflict Analysis, sometimes called Root Cause Analysis or RCA, is a popular,
comprehensive and system-wide review technique to trace the origin of problems in a step-by-step
identification. This inventive problem analysis tool helps to diagnose symptoms or hidden flaws of
the actions by determining patterns of negative effects and the interrelated events which contribute to
the problems. These root causes may relate to one of three basic types of causes: Physical, Human and
Organizational causes (Mind Tools, 2019b). Its target is to extract and present contradictions that
contribute to a general problem in a tree- like structure which is different from other random manners
of traditional cause-effect approaches. In addition to its advantage, the researcher can decide to stop
at any level if they find a cause significantly contributing to the problem without exploring every
possible cause (Souchkov et al., 2014). The results of this process can also complete the TRIZ
components like Six Sigma, Trimming, etc.
Table 2. 31 Management Parameters in Management Innovation.
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The table was referred to the literature by Mann (2007), and in the bracket is the modification by Farias (2006).

Table 3. 40 Inventive Principles in Management Innovation.

The table was referred to the literature by Mann (2007), and in the bracket is the modification by Farias (2006).

4. Research Analysis
This chapter presents the data gathered, analysis and interpretation of findings towards the
research objectives on SMEs restaurants’ key challenges in partnering with food ordering and delivery
mobile applications and its possible guided solutions to overcome those influences and stay
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competitive in this ‘need for speed’ economy. Using in-depth interviews and TRIZ methodology, these
qualitative results are presented in tables with corresponding discussions and explanations following
the ‘word and phrase repetition’ coding method and modified TRIZ parameters and principles for
management innovation. The interviews are conducted in Thai through online calls during November
and December 2019 with 7 SMEs restaurant owners in Bangkok recruiting by snow samplings. Hence,
the results in this study are translated from Thai into English for publication.

4.1 Interview Results
Table 4. Purposes of Partnering with Food Ordering and Delivery Mobile Applications.
Participants

Main Purposes of Partnering Food

Main Consumers

Order and Delivery Mobile Applications
Cheng Sim Ei

- To increase distribution channels

Everyone

Arma Box

- To build brand awareness

Catering for seminars and
meetings
Office workers

Preecha Seafood

- To build brand awareness

Retailed restaurants
Middle-upper income
customers

Guu Fusion Roti &

- To increase distribution channels

Everyone

- To build brand awareness

Foreigners

Tea, Maharaj Branch
Yelo Café &
Restaurant
Amabakery

Middle-upper income
- To increase distribution channels

Everyone
Elderlies

Ngo Chung Huad

- To increase distribution channels

Everyone

Table 4 shows the partnering goals of each interviewee in applying the service platforms to
their restaurant management and their individual key consumers. The results of these relationships can
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be analyzed that there are two main reasons for the platform partnerships; to increase distribution
channels (logistic purposes) and to build brand awareness (marketing purposes). Every restaurantpartner with logistic goals does not have any specific target consumers; in contrast, the ones with
marketing goals are targeting their particular consumer segments.
Nevertheless, each restaurant-partner has their own management strategies and procedures
which reflect in their concerns and challenges. The random number orders are used to identify the
restaurant-partners to give internal details and their mentioned examples without revealing their
confidential information. Of all 7 interviews, the table presents few similar and different responses
and experiences on each guided topic related to the application of food ordering and delivery service
mobile applications in their restaurant management as some parts shown in Table 5.
These interview results lead to the first objective of this study. To identify the challenges that
play an important role in applying on-demand food ordering and delivery service mobile applications
in the restaurant management of Thai’s small-medium sized restaurant-partners, MAXQDA Analysis
program is used to analyze these interview results in Table 6 and code them following ‘word and
phrase repetition’ method. As these repetitions represent the common issues faced by the interviewees,
they also represent the common challenges of other restaurant-partners in Bangkok.

Table 5. Challenges from Applying Food Ordering and Delivery Mobile Applications
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4.2 MaxQDA Analysis
According to MaxQDA’s official website, the software program is designed for systematically
computer-assisted quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods data research operating both on
Microsoft Windows and Mac OS over 10 languages. It was developed and distributed by VERBI
GmbH in Berlin, Germany in 1995. It is an easy-to-use analysis tool with a four-screen window of
codes, memos and file visualization and export options. Its wide range of data functions available in
text, audio, image, video, online survey, transcript and even online comment, make it flexible for all
types of research. Researchers can get its 14-day free trial after downloading the software as well as
free manuals from its official website in which this study uses the standard version 20.0.3.
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Miles et. al. (2004) indicates that “phrases used repeatedly by participants are good leads; they
often point to regularities or patterns in the setting.” Hence, repetitive issues would refer to the
influences of the problems in the study which is one of the problem objectives stated in this research.
On top of the relevance, the similar words and short phrases that have been written in literature reviews
and interviewee explicitly stated that they are important will also be considered. Due to all the points
above, it is the perfect analysis tool for focus interview data. Researchers are able to quickly drag and
drop their data into codes in colors, symbols or emoticons with memos and other automatic or manual
analysis setups. This study has made use of its ‘Word Combinations’ function to analyze the repetitive
key challenges of all interview results as it is not limited only searching for the word frequencies, but
also their combinations of words mentioned by every participant.
The first analysis scopes down the common challenges into a total of 8 codes. Of those, the
interview results from Table 6 are repeatedly coded following the themes to overview the whole stated
sentences or paragraphs of the challenges by using MAXQDA Analysis Program, and some parts of
summary results are presented in Table 6 below.
Table 6. Summaries with Coded Segments - MAXQDA Analysis.
Word combination

Words

Frequency

%

Code/Theme

commission fees

2

8

0.30

platform commission

customer service

2

5

0.19

platform service

extra fees

2

5

0.19

platform commission

customer base

2

4

0.15

customer data

paying extra

2

4

0.15

platform commission

paying extra fees

3

4

0.15

platform commission

the delay

2

4

0.15

platform service

brand awareness

2

3

0.11

uncertainty risk
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competitors’awareness

2

3

0.11

uncertainty risk

for improving

2

3

0.11

low productivity/capacity

further processes

2

3

0.11

low productivity/capacity

future business

2

3

0.11

low productivity/capacity

internal systems

2

3

0.11

low productivity/capacity

its margin

2

3

0.11

low productivity/capacity

limited access

2

3

0.11

low productivity/capacity

order notifications

2

3

0.11

extra work required

owner has

2

3

0.11

extra work required

According to table 6, it can be implied that there are 8 factors that the restaurant- partners
consider as key challenges in applying the food ordering and delivery mobile application to their
restaurant management. They are two-sided improving requirements for both the platform and the
restaurant themselves.
While most of them are concern on the high platform commissions and the uncertainty of risk
in paying these extra fees for wider awareness and campaign participations, they expect more on its
platform features and services: more language options; instant updates on menu and prices; extra
features on prior meal reservation for catering purposes; instant customer service responses; negotiable
commission; more precise search engine options; better delivery services; and faster payment cycle.
On the other hand, their existing productivity and capability and limited budget lowers their
performance both offline and online platforms. The restaurant owners need to spend their time working
harder to apply the platforms to their traditional working procedures; for instance, learning and
keeping update the platform features, looking after order notifications from the platforms, etc., which
keeps them away from improving their business and updating trends or competitors in the industry.
On top of that, online marketing has become another concern as it builds the awareness of their
restaurants’ products and services. Food ordering and delivery applications are storing their customer
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data and leaving only order notifications to those restaurant-partners. Therefore, it is harder for the
restaurant-partners to plan their marketing strategies to fulfill their customer satisfactions. They have
to rely on the platforms more in terms of their marketing and delivery, and it affects their bargaining
power with the platforms. With these conditions, the online budget has become an issue. Online
campaigns, promotions and its visibility on the platforms require additional payment; and without
them, it is difficult for the restaurant-partners to expand their customer base and win their direct and
indirect competitors.

4.3 TRIZ Analysis Results
Refer to the interview results and their code identifications earlier, this analysis aims to diagnose
those situations and challenges with a Root Conflict Analysis (RCA+), then extracts those inventive
problems into improving (positive) parameters tagged with a plus (+) sign and worsening (negative)
parameters tagged with a minus (-) sign where their causes represent contradictions tagged with a
combined plus-minus (+-) sign in top-down tree-like structures (Souchkov et al., 2014). These
numbers of contradictions are eliminated to scope down the cause in the bottom-level contradictions
and lastly, suggest possible solutions as guided in a TRIZ parameter philosophy.
Of all 8 codes, this diagnosis will focus only on the problems related to restaurant management
- not the application platforms; hence, ‘Platform Commission’, ‘Platform Features’ and ‘Platform
Service’ are excluded as they are restaurants’ uncontrollable factors. The other codes will be evaluated
in an individual Root Conflict Tree Diagram whose contradictions are presented in a separated table.
The contradiction eliminations are based on the root-cause of the problems which are frequently stated
by all participants. The bottom-level contradictions of each code will be selected and presented in
summary figures as this final contradiction is treated as the best focus to solve in order to make changes
in the top causes. The TRIZ parameters and their guided solutions are described in the summary table
as a final step.
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Figure 2. Root Cause Analysis Diagram of Low Productivity.
Figure 2 shows the root cause of “Low Productivity” is the first main negative effect which leads
to two subtrees of contradictions that contribute to the same root cause “Lack of competence by
existing employees' ': the first sub-tree is composed by contradiction 1.1, and the second is composed
by contradiction 2.1 detailed shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Contradictions within a Subtree of Low Productivity.
Contradiction

Cause

Positive Effect
(We want to
improve)

Negative Effect
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1.1

More orders on
both offline and
online platforms

Customer Demand

Insufficient products for sales/
Missed online orders from the
platform

2.1

Demand for more Production Capability Additional tools and steps
professional
required from food ordering
working procedure
and delivery service mobile
applications
According to the negative effects in the contradiction table 4.5, this study will focus on solving

the closest negative effect to the context of the problem, contradiction 2.1 in Figure 3, which
represents the bottom-level contradiction.

Figure 3. Selected Contradiction of Low Productivity.
4.4 TRIZ Inventive Principles Application
According to the contradictions being chosen to solve from all 5 factors above, their bottomlevel negative effects are turned into the worsening parameters based on modified TRIZ parameters
for Management. The lists of relevant modified inventive principles are applied to each contradiction
as guidelines or directions towards the solutions of respective scenarios in Table 8.
Table 8. Problem Solving Strategies Based on the Principles.
Code/Theme

Positive Effect

List of Relevant Inventive Principles
(decreasing order of frequency)

1.Low Productivity

Production Capability

System Complexity:
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12 17 27 26 1 28 24 13

2. Limited Budget

Communication Flow

R&D Interfaces:
2 6 35 3 25 18

3. Extra Work

Production Time

Required
4. Customer Data

Production Risk:
10 27 15 6 3 22 29

Amount of Information

R&D Interfaces:
6 1 3 40 25

5. Uncertainty Risk
(invest to fill online

R&D
Spec/Capability/Means

Customer Revenue/Demand/Feedback:
14 13 22 7 10

gaps)

These results represent the root causes and solution triggers of the challenges that restaurantpartners consider playing important roles in applying Food Ordering and Delivery Service Mobile
Applications to their restaurant management which sum up the analysis from MAXQDA’s factor
codes and TRIZ Business Parameters with their contradiction eliminations. The 40 Inventive (Business)
Principles are to give parameters to be improved under a series of different situations and perspectives.
The applied lists of its systemic idea generations will be focused on in order to make suggestions on
solutions out of those current circumstances collected from the interviewees in this study.

5. An Overview of the Research Study
The results from 7 in-depth interviews can be analyzed that restaurants are aiming to partner
with Food Ordering and Delivery Service Mobile Applications for two main reasons which lead to
their two major focuses. Restaurants who partner to increase distribution channels are focusing on its
platforms’ logistic services with no specific target customers, while other ones who partner to build
brand awareness are focusing on its platforms’ marketing channels targeting their particular consumer
segments.
Each restaurant has different backgrounds and conditions in restaurant management; company
restrictions, management systems, experiences, capabilities, talent recruitments, etc. Nonetheless,
‘word and phrase repetitions method’ enables to categorize the interview responses into 8 codes which
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represent the key challenges restaurant-partners find important when applying the food ordering and
delivery service mobile applications on their restaurant management. Those include low productivity,
limited budget, extra work required, customer data, uncertainty risk, platform commission, platform
service and platform features as details given in Chapter 4. The results involve improving both internal
and external factors (i.e. restaurants and mobile applications); however, as mentioned in earlier
chapters, this study focuses only on restaurants’ points of view. The last 3 factors involving platforms
are cut off in further analysis.
Digging down the root causes of each factor with Root-Cause Analysis and eliminating their
contradictions by focusing on the closest bottom-level contradictions, the improving and worsening
parameters; in another word, positive and negative effects, are given to those causes of the five
contradictions. Then, the lists of relevant inventive principles of modified TRIZ parameters on
Business and Management are applied to those selected contradictions according to the articles by
Mann (2007) as guideline solutions to those factors from interview responses. The research has
suggested problem-solving strategies according to those guidelines for restaurant-partners to apply to
their restaurant management as appropriate. Some principles may correlate with the others. To avoid
that, some recommendations are put together or synced in the table.

5.1 Highlighted Suggestions/ Recommendations
The listed inventive suggestions in Section 5.1 are generic solutions to each challenge from food
ordering and delivery service mobile applications which restaurant-partners could imply according to
one's situations. Nevertheless, this section indicates 3 highlights and insights of some
recommendations above and clarify in detail for further understanding and considerations.
a. Improve Working Systems/ Order Taking Processes
The inappropriate working systems cause Low Productivity and Extra Work Required for
restaurant owners. The revolutionized technologies in accordance with its working procedures to
optimize performance and efficiency, together with reducing human errors. It also minimizes the
operation time and resources or possible disorganization and confusion. This includes a kitchen space
layout, a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP), a current POS technology, an employee training
structure, and especially, restaurant-branded application streamline order taking workflow.
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Restaurants have to simultaneously deal with the offline and online orders. Therefore, restaurants
can invest and make use of good quality restaurant applications that help to gather all orders on a
single window and send directly to kitchen staff in order to skip the “go-between”among many
individuals or paperwork. For example, ‘FoodStory’, ‘Grubhub’ or other customized POS/ kitchen
system providers.Restaurants can also provide a proper area for delivery men to queue up to separate
offline and online customers because the crowd could also affect the decision of offline customers
who may not be comfortable to get in. This investment can also reduce the cost of employees as the
applications can report and summarize orders and accounting. Every staff needs to understand the
overall working processes. The easy-to-read SOP has a huge impact on restaurant management since
there are additional procedures influenced by food ordering and delivery mobile application systems.
Not only order taking procedures, but food tastes, food preparing, cooking, packing, and serving
should also be considered here. Kitchen space layout needs to be revolutionized. Food recipes should
be listed out so staff can prepare ingredients promptly and control food standards. Cooking equipment
should always be placed in a structure. Meal cooking area and food packing area should not be too far
for cooks to transfer nor too close for packing persons to hinder the cooking space.

b. Analyze Food Ordering and Delivery App Partners Monthly or Quarterly
These food ordering and delivery partners in the market provide different contracts on fees and
delivery regulations. Restaurants should be active on revising these terms and conditions to achieve
the most suitable partners in terms of your target customers and profit margins. The un-notified
increase in Gross Profit/commission fees may occur.
Restaurant-partners should carefully consider and calculate their prices on each menu. It could
not remain their actual prices because they need to bear an average of 15 to 35 commission percentage
or even more during food delivery platform promotions, excluding the tax payment and delivery
packages, which could leave only few profit margins to restaurants. The unequal add-up prices
influence the different product prices on each food delivery platform. At the same time, it affects
customers’ decision making as well as customer perspectives and experiences on restaurants.
Restaurants can easily start from considering their menu lists as not every menu is appropriate for food
delivery services regarding its high cost ingredients and changes of food taste from delivery.
On top of that, each food delivery partner has different billing and payment systems or duration
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that restaurants should pay very close attention to: cash and online payment. The irrelevant sales and
total amount between restaurants’ in-house systems and food delivery partners’ reports may occur and
it would take more time for restaurant-partners to examine the order history every month. This would
be harder for restaurants who are operating without any reports/ systems so POS for restaurant
management; for instance, ‘FR POS’, can eliminate this problem. Restaurants should analyze their
performances on each platform monthly at least so they decide the most suitable partners to create
promotions or campaigns in order to drive more sales or lead more customer attractions. This solution
could solve ‘limited budget’ and ‘uncertainty risk’ issues.
c. Impress Customers with Food Packaging/ Decorations and Photos
Apart from food tastes, online marketing is a ‘must’ for the food ordering and delivery industry
since most of the customers make their decisions based on online photos and videos. Plate setups or
food decorations create another big impact as it represents the brand in general. Restaurants can create
their stories through online posts. Therefore, restaurants should consider having proper photos on each
menu with good lighting, clear and colorful ingredients, and attractive food decorations.
Customers are competing one another in uploading mouthwatering food photos and videos.
Since food decorations may be hard upon delivery, food packaging can be another option for
restaurants to play with. For example, eco-friendly packaging, hi-class looking packaging, multifunction packaging with lots of containers and even unique packaging.
Not only limited to in-app menu presentation, these pleasant food photos and videos can also be
used in restaurants’ social media advertisements such as Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and other food
influencer platforms to create online viral content which can lead to more audiences and potential
customers. Restaurants can take this opportunity to establish online official restaurant channels to
interact with audiences, keep their data and create an online presence to impress customers and
remarket them with online campaigns. For instance, online stamp cards, online coupon codes, member
discounts and more. It is another choice for restaurant-partners to record customer data and their
preferences without having to invest more on ‘customer data’ systems if they have a limited budget.
5.2 Conclusions and Future Work
The in-depth interviews have proven that Food Ordering and Delivery Service Mobile
Applications have been influencing overall traditional restaurant management. While using TRIZ
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methodology to analyze the problems from the sampling interviews with restaurant-partners in
Bangkok, and implement the guideline inventive principles, the research clearly illustrates that they
are concerned on 5 unresolved issues: low productivity, limited budget, extra work requirement,
customer data and uncertainty risks.
Based on the suggested TRIZ guideline solutions, there are still big rooms for restaurant-partners
to improve in restaurant management if they look from other angles and perspectives. Section 5.1
provides highlights and insights on the ‘must-do’ actions for restaurant-partners. However, changes
should be continuously adjusted from time to time so as to be more suitable to those actual situations
and trends, and there is no single solution to the problems. Food Ordering and Delivery Service Mobile
Applications are not a disruption, but they are another tool and platform that provide more
opportunities for restaurant-partners to increase their brand awareness, growth of sales and abilities to
get access to more customers, including their delivery service. However, every coin has two sides.
Technology and systems are required in partnering with them, and local restaurants, street vendors
and their employees are forced to be more capable of multi-tasks and working harder as not only these
applications attract more customers, but also more competitors or new players to the industry.
Restaurant-partners should be more considerate on balancing offline and online platforms,
together with its strategic planning on products, services, marketing, price, employees and other
resources in order to defend any uncertainty of risks from customer behaviors and mega trends. These
would be more predictive if data has been analyzed accordingly, and with additional software or
systems, restaurant-partners can duplicate customer data from those food ordering and delivery service
mobile applications or make use of their own online platforms as another weapon for future
contributions. By receiving customers’ feedback, Food Ordering and Delivery Service Mobile
Applications may find this study beneficial in understanding their concerns on platform commission,
services and features for future improvements and research.
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Abstract
The field of Data Acquisition (DAQs) and Visualization Systems is populated with a number of
different solutions suited for specific applications. This work aims at providing a simple, flexible,
and customizable technique that makes use of already existing frameworks. With the advent of the
Internet of Things (IoT), the number of devices streaming data from/to a server is constantly
increasing (Abdikarim Mohamed Ibrahim 2019). The proposed technique allows devices to send
data over the network to a server that runs a web-DAQ application. This application writes a
compressed standalone archive that is accessed in real-time by the Visualization module that
asynchronously pushes online updated plots. The simplicity of this approach greatly simplifies the
adoption/utilization and implementation phase when prototyping an IoT product (Hubert C. Y. Chan
(2014)).
Keywords: Data Acquisition Systems, IoT, Visualization
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Introduction
DAQs and Visualization systems are pretty much everywhere. These two tools constitute the engine
of any scientific experiment and technological product. Often these two fields rely on large teams of
developers, costly infrastructure, and dedicated services; therefore, available DAQs and
Visualization systems are very advanced and powerful but they lack simplicity and flexibility. As
more and more small start-ups (Sachin Kumar 2019) bring new ideas to life, there is a need for DAQ
and Visualization systems that could be just easy to use, immediate to customize, and compact. The
discussion section highlights an exemplificative use case where the proposed system can be adopted
and used eﬀiciently.

Objective
Many existing software platforms rely on server and client apps that run different languages; software
platforms use large frameworks specialized in tasks. The learning curve to become proficient in such
frameworks can be steep for non-CS professionals, such as freelance entrepreneurs or small teams.
Our objective is to provide a general technique to address the need of synchronizing several apps on
different devices using a DAQ that runs in a browser, backed by Python and a C++ open-source
statistical package that can be imported into Python.

Methods
As presented in Fig. 1, a DAQ server runs a Python code that relies on CherryPy and a ROOT
library (Rene Brun and Fons Rademakers, 1997). CherryPy is a popular pythonic web interface, light
and immediately ready to be used and deployed. ROOT (I. Antcheva 2009) is a large C++ based
statistical framework, widely used in High-Energy Physics (HEP).
The Python code exposes a simple “getdata” API that clients use to parse data with GET/POST
methods. While the API can be customized with the needed arguments, internally the python code
uses the TTree ROOT library to write a binary and compressed file that stores every argument into a
ROOT TBranch object. Fig. 2 shows the matching between client passing arguments and raw-data
branches. Additional objects like Histograms, Graphs, and Fit functions can be deployed and saved
in the very same file.
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The real-time Visualization module reads the raw-data file being written by the DAQ and displays
the requested objects. In the proposed implementation the Visualization module runs on Python after
importing the ROOT C++ based THttpServer module. THttpServer opens a new listener on a new
port (in addition to the one used by CherryPy). CherryPy points to the THttpServer IP/port using a
simple HTML iframe to display the requested real-time objects.

Pythonic server
Processes
THttpServer:8081
1D, 2D, 3D
Objects such as
histograms,
graph, maps…

client
.
.
.

client

CherryPy:8080
G ET
/PO
ST

POST
GET/

index:
Default.html

getdata:

RAWFILE

Figure1. Each client streams data to the Pythonic server that runs the DAQ and the visualization
module.

Results
We applied this technique and approach to a very practical problem in agronomy (Mobasshir
Mahbub 2020): fields real-time environmental monitoring (Jirapond Muangprathuba 2019). Assume
we have a large field and several measuring devices we want to synchronize and get the values
written in a database accessible in real-time.
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Figure2. Every argument passed by the client is mapped into a ROOT TBranch.
Since clients use very simple APIs, any IoT device will be able to send data to the server (Byungseok
Kang 2018). In our example, we adopted several Arduinos MKR GSM 1400 that uses the 4G
network to send a GET request to a server. Each Arduino is equipped with a GPS and three
arguments of the API are reserved for the 3 GPS coordinates. The server gets all incoming data, such
as temperature, relative humidity and pressure, from the different clients and writes the local
raw-data file (tables and branches). In parallel, another asynchronous process reads the very same
file and publishes the requested objects in real-time online.
Another interesting field of application is Domotics. In the automation of houses, the devices that are
present in an apartment and connected online are important components of the IoT. Domotics is
expected to grow considerably in the next years and fast-prototyping will be the key of success of
involved companies.
Finally, the authors are working on a specific Physics application that targets cosmic ray shower
detection. This manuscript contains a baseline for the future DAQ that will perform the cosmic ray
data-taking in multiple locations with a centralized pythonic server that can analyzes in real-time if a
cosmic ray shower occurred (by analyzing the event timestamps).
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Discussions
The described technique adopts already existing technologies providing a quicker way to achieve a
working and cloud-based DAQ and real-time visualization. This work can be used to test the
proof-of-concepts of new ideas and/or new products. Given simplicity to use and the general
flexibility, a user or a developer can implement the system right away and focus on the more
advanced functionalities of his/her field of interest. Additional IoT technologies like ZigBee or LoRa
(Long Range) could be supported as long as clients and servers are in sync. The adoption of Python
facilitates hardware compatibility, for instance, the XBee Python Library and the pyLoRa would
seamlessly allow this work to be compatible with hardware different than WiFi.

Conclusion
This work addresses the need to simplify the complexity of a DAQ and a visualization tool. Often
people need a quick and flexible tool to get data from several nodes and visualize the data streams.
There are many existing large frameworks and platforms but these existing technologies are
somewhat hard to use and very application-specific. On the contrary, the proposed implementation is
extremely simple and easy to set up in virtually any computer/architecture/embedded devices.
Product fast prototyping requires to minimize developing time and energy investment, and by using
the proposed technique entrepreneurs and small teams will be able to increase their productivity.
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Abstract
Paraguay is a South American country that promotes local trade before international trade. Thanks to
this, there are many Paraguayan entrepreneurial companies in the market. Based on this, we have
focused on medium and small business, and this brings us to the weak point that they suffer, the proper
handling of their documents, workers must be well trained and be able to handle systems that help
them perform their tasks more accurately and quickly. Medium and small businesses do not have
software capable of streamlining their tasks due to the high cost of acquiring one. Also, in Paraguay,
handmade invoices continue to be used, which makes it more challenging to comply with the
regulations that the SET (entity in charge of taxes in Paraguay) requires.
The main objective is a model´s implementation with AutoML Vision, which is an accessible software,
created by Google, it will help us to identify errors like blots and amendments suffered by invoices
when issued by the company.
The research methodology will consist of the company providing us with the database of all the sales
invoices issued, as well as the invoices in physical form. Then, AutoML will use this information as
training data. Once this process is finished, we will evaluate the precision of our model. Finally, we
will test and use it in order to identify each error in the invoice; besides, using this result, we will
generate a report form with all the possible errors to help the company to locate them quickly.
Keywords: AutoML, Artificial Intelligence, Invoice review, Machine Learning, Paraguay, SET,
Taxations.

1. Introduction
1.1 Research Background
The fiscal digitization modernization is an occurrence that has been happening gradually in Paraguay
with the current Electronic Billing project that started in 2017. The aim is facilitating the improvement
of tax control to provide benefits such as cost reduction, process improvement, the use of new
technologies while indirectly promoting competitiveness nationally and internationally by integrating
with commercial partners.
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According to the Decree No. 7795/2017, in its article no. 18 states that the Tax Administration will
gradually implement the obligation to electronically start issuing Sales Invoices and Complementary
Documents, the Withholding Invoices, and Remission Notes, containing three main phases of the Pilot
Plan; of the period of Voluntary Adhesion, and Obligation.
The Pilot Plan started in 2018, one year after the Decree was created. Fourteen companies were
designated for Pilot Plan by the Under Secretary of State for Taxation (La Subsecretaria de Estado de
Tributación, SET.). They implemented the new Electronic Invoice of Paraguay "e-Kuatia" from
Integrated Electronic Billing System (Sistema Integrado de Facturación Electrónica, SIFEN) for one
year.
Between 2019 and 2020, the SIFEN system started the Voluntary Adhesion Plan, received massive
acceptance and interest form 500+ big companies that got to join the other 14 companies that
inaugurated the Pilot Plan back in 2018. Electronic billers started issuing Electronic Tax Documents
(DTEs), such as electronic invoices, progressively concerning their commercial operations and
partially in terms of their volume.
Regarding the mandatory use of electronic documents, SIFEN planned that by 2020 the replacement
of paper invoices was going to begin and start issuing electronically obligatory but because of many
factors such as the COVID-19 and the complicated requirements has caused delays in the process and
now giving rise to a new mandatory phase scheduled for 2021.
Until the Total Obligation phase begins, the different billing modalities will continue to be accepted:
virtual, pre-printed, or self-printed.
1.2 Scope of Research
This research project will focus on medium and small enterprises in Paraguay. We will study the
benefits the Cloud AutoML application software can provide to improve their productivity by
developing a scanning error recognition system for sales taxations. Throughout the development, the
system will be in trial with three different medium and small businesses scanned invoice databases in
order to demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of it. This research project will not cover other
problems related to invoice taxation regulations.
1.3 Problem Statement
The institution that provides the E-invoice system SIFEN will indirectly force businesses to increase
their competitiveness, but how can some of the most vulnerable Paraguayan medium and small
businesses improve along with those others with a significant competitive advantage?
Many of the current problems medium and small businesses face are that they can not afford the
software big companies get to use for optimization or can not provide the skilled personnel for the job
to increase their productivity.
While Paraguay still does not have an obligatory electronic invoice system, most of the medium and
small businesses still depend entirely on manual invoice receipts. They spend a lot of time searching
for errors and verifying it themselves before taking them for the tax return procedure. All Invoices
must be without scratches, overwriting or amendments for manual mechanisms, mechanical or
computerized systems by law according to the Decree No. 6539/05.
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To alleviate the time spent on revision procedures in medium and small businesses, the idea of creating
a machine learning scanning system application with the help of AutoML and PostgreSQL is brought
in order to reduce the time spent in the reviewing invoice process and indirectly improve their
productivity.
Now the questions that come to mind are; Will Cloud AutoML be good enough for anyone to take
advantage of and also be applied to aid entrepreneurs with their medium and small businesses? Will
our project help medium and small businesses improve their productivity and reduce their lost time?
1.4 Importance and Justification
Paraguay continues to be one of the countries that still have hand-made invoices, for this reason, we
decided to create a tool merged with Google's AutoML, which helps to detect these types of invoice
errors in an automated system, helping companies reduce time, cost, and, in turn, better optimize
results within the reach of a click.
1.5 Objective.
a. General Objectives
Develop an interface application tool for medium and small businesses to corroborate and allocate
invoice errors using AutoML.
b. Specific Objectives
Generate an effective invoice error recognition system using AutoML Cloud Vision, obtain an
acceptable accurate error detection system and integrate AutoML Cloud Vision and other softwares
such as PostgreSQL and Heroku to create the invoice error search tool application.
1.6 Hypothesis
Suppose individuals without experience in Machine Learning demonstrate the application of Cloud
AutoML create an application that provides an improvement in the overall productivity of medium
and small businesses. In that case, Cloud AutoML has great potential not only for data scientists but
also for any other professional.
1.7 Methods and Tools
Table 1: Methods and Tools
Techniques

Tools

Programming Languages

Python

Data training and analysis

Vision Cloud AutoML by Google

Database storage and management

PostgreSQL
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2. Research Methodology
2.1 Theoretical Framework
Terminology related to the tools used throughout the project.
a. Machine Learning: An application of artificial intelligence (AI) that provides systems the ability
to automatically learn and improve from experience without being explicitly programmed.
Machine learning focuses on the development of computer programs that can access data and use
it to learn for themselves. (Expert System Team, 2020.)
b. Automated Machine Learning (AutoML): The automation of the machine learning process to
make machine learning jobs simpler, easier, and faster. (Henry Lim, n.d.)
c. Training models: The sample of data used to fit the model. (Jason Brownlee, 2017.)
d. Test Dataset: The sample of data used to provide an unbiased evaluation of a final model fit on
the training dataset.
e. Application Program Interface (API): API stands for application programming interface, a
concept that applies everywhere from command-line tools to enterprise Java code to Ruby on Rails
web apps. (Jonathan Freeman, 2019.)
f. User Interface (UI): The user interface (UI) is the point of human-computer interaction and
communication in a device. This can include display screens, keyboards, a mouse, and the
appearance of a desktop. It is also the way through which a user interacts with an application or a
website. (Margaret Rouse, 2019.)
g. Deployment: Encompasses all the processes involved in getting new software or hardware up and
running properly in its environment, including installation, configuration, running, testing, and
making necessary changes. (Margaret Rouse, 2008.)
h. Database: An organized collection of structured data to make it easily accessible, manageable,
and update. In simple words, you can say, a database in a place where the data is stored. (Vaishnavi
M R, 2019.)
i. Structured Query Language (SQL): Used to share and manage data, particularly data that is
found in relational database management systems (RDBMS), you can query, update, and
reorganize data, as well as create and modify the schema (structure) of a database system and
control access to its data. (Patricia Pickett, 2020.)
2.2 Instruments and Roles
a. Cloud AutoML: is application software in the Artificial Intelligence sector. With Google's
advanced neural-architecture search, innovative technology, and transfer learning. This application
helps individuals with limited knowledge in Machine Learning to easily create high-grade trained
models of any type of data, of any size with the tools that they offer.
In this project, the main features that are used are Cloud Vision and AutoML Vision with the objectdetection feature and its role is to train high-quality image recognition models and enables
developers to train custom machine learning models that can detect individual objects in a given
image along with its bounding box and label.
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Figure 0.1: AutoML Vision Process Demonstration
b. PostgreSQL: A powerful, free and highly extensible open source object-relational database
system that uses and extends the SQL language combined with many features that safely store and
scale the most complicated data workloads. It contains many features, such as indexes, and has
defined APIs so that you can build out with PostgreSQL to solve your challenges. It has been
proven to be highly scalable both in the sheer quantity of data it can manage and in the number of
concurrent users it can accommodate.
c. Heroku: A cloud platform that enables companies to build, deliver, monitor, and host applications
in the cloud. Since Heroku is a cloud platform, it using in the project for our server, so that means
the developers do not have to worry about the infrastructure, but only must focus on the
development of the application, which avoids all the problems that can lead to the ideas raised just
to the URL. Heroku, unlike many other platforms, allows you to develop with practically any
programming language: Ruby, Java, PHP, NodeJs, Python, Go, Scala, or Clojure, which they use
to make a compilation system that produces an application that is ready for use.

Figure 0.2: Heroku main functions
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d. Google Drive: is the internet data storage service provided by Google in its free version that has
a limited capacity. It is a service that works like a Windows Office or OpenOffice package but
online, it allows you to create folders to store and upload files of any type. One of its great
features is being able to produce and modify documents online in different formats of a word
processor, spreadsheets, pdf, slide editor. You can also create forms for surveys, exams, reports,
etc. Edit and insert drawings and images.

Figure 0.3: Google Drive main functions
e. Celery: An asynchronous task queue based on distributed message passing. It focuses on tasks in
real time, but also supports the scheduling of periodic tasks.Celery enables Python applications
to quickly implement task queues for many workers.Takes care of the difficult part of receiving
tasks and assigning them properly to workers.
f. OAuth2.0: An authorization framework, which allows applications to gain limited access to user
accounts for certain services, such as Facebook, Twitter, GitHub, Steam, BitBucket, LinkedIn, and
many more. It also provides an authorization flow for web applications, mobile applications and
even desktop programs.

Figure 0.4: OAuth2 main functions
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g. Python: Python is a language of the interpreted, multiparadigm type: supports object orientation.
Also is an Imperative and functional programming and is dynamic, multiplatform and
multipurpose.
h. Flask: A micro framework developed by Armin Ronacher that allows you to create web
applications in the blink of an eye, all with an absurdly small amount of lines of code. Flask does
not come with hundreds of modules to perform the most common tasks in web development, what
it focuses the most on is being able to provide the minimum necessary so that you can get a basic
application up and running in a matter of minutes. It is perfect, for example, for rapid prototyping
of projects.
i. Vue.js: Its name suggests is a javascript framework, so it is a set of tools and functions that allow
to develop web pages in a more comfortable way. Vue was born with the need to not have to write
so much javascript code and above all with the idea of saving the programmer time.
2.3 Consumer Behavior
A consumer analysis helps detect customer needs and know how to satisfy them, find out their habits,
places they go, preferences and key factors; The final objective is to provide data that allow improving
market techniques for the sale of a product or service and whether to meet the unmet demand of
consumers.
2.4 Segmentation
A well-segmented market allows the business to focus on the best marketing strategies.
a. General Segmentation:
Country: Paraguay
Size of the Population: 6.9 million habitants
Size of the Businesses: Small and Medium businesses
b. Specific Segmentation:
Level of Use: From potential customer to habitual customer.
Frequency of Use: at least monthly.
Expected benefits: A noticeable reduced amount of time spent in the invoice reviewing process
and in consequence improving their productivity.
2.5 Application



Name: Inpy.Io
Characteristics: Easy to use platform for small and medium businesses that aids the invoice
reviewing procedure before taxations to reduce time.
 System procedure:
 Service: Invoice-checking automated tool
 Channels: Website/ application
 Coverage: On-line
 Localization: Paraguay
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2.7 Design Methodology
2.7.1 Planning Phase:
Here it will be explained how the application will be composed of either parts or modules.
General Functional Requirements:
1. User LogIn:
 The user can log in with her email and password.
 When the user logs in, they are redirected to the user list view to see who has logged in as
an administrator.
 When the user logs in, they are redirected to the user list view to see who has logged in as
a customer.
 The system has a pre-set administrator user.
 A deactivated user account cannot log in back again.
 If a deactivated user tries to log in, a message appears saying "The administrator must
activate their user to log in.
2. Password Recovery Requirements:








Users can ask for password recovery from the login section.
The administrator can request password recovery by indicating the email address of the
account to be recovered.
When you send the password recovery form, a recovery email is sent to the indicated email.
The recovery email contains a link that redirects to the password change page.
The password change page contains the password change form where the new password and
the confirmation of the new password are entered.
Submitting the password change form redirects you to the login view.
After sending the password change form, the user must log in using the password using the
new password.
Administration
3. List of users:





The user list will only be available to system administrators.
The administrator can view the list of users registered in the system.
The administrator can filter the users of the list through a search engine.
The administrator can enter the detail view of a user by clicking on the user.

4. Registration Requests:





The administrator can view the registration requests to the system.
The administrator can accept registration requests.
The administrator can reject the registration requests.
By accepting a registration request the registered user is activated.
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5. User details









The username
The user's CI
User phone
User email
The user's date of birth
User status (On / Off)
List of user's companies
In the user detail view display, the
administrator can activate or
deactivate a user.
6. Company details:





Client

Company name
Business name
RUC No. (Company ID)
Number of total uploaded
invoices
Number of invoices processed









In the user detail view display, the
administrator can assign or deassign administrator privileges to
a user.
The administrator can enter the
company detail view by clicking
on a company.

Number of invoices in process
Average invoices uploaded per
month
List of amounts of invoices
uploaded per month

7. Register:


A customer can register through
 Date of birth
the forms available in the
 Password
application platform.
 Password Confirmation
 In the registration form you must
 Acceptance of terms and
enter:
conditions
 Name
 When registering a user
automatically goes to deactivated
 E-mail
status
 CI
Telephone

8. Businesses:
 The customer can register their companies in the company creation view
To create your company, the client must register the following data:
 Company fancy name
 Business name
 RUC
 The client can see the list of companies created
 The client can enter a company's panel by clicking on the company
9. Invoices:
In the company panel you can see the list of invoices, For example:
 ID
 Upload Date
 Invoice number
 Label (Correct / Amended /
Business
name
Overwritten)

 RUC
 Status (Processed / In Process)
Date
of
issue

Details invoices must show:
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 ID
 Status (Processed / In Process)
Invoice
number

 Total amount
 Business name
 VAT 5%
 RUC
 VAT 10%
 Date of issue
 Sale condition
 Upload Date
 Invoice image
Label
(Correct
/
Amended
/
Blots)

10. Error detection system:
 The system will be able to detect errors in the invoices uploaded by the client
 Client uploads can be done from the invoice processing form
 Instructions on the upload format will be given in the invoice processing form
The processing form must contain a zip with the following files:
The sales book: It must be in excel or csv format, as a header it must have the following cells:
 Invoice number
 VAT 10%
 Business name
 Total amount
 RUC
 Sale condition
 Date of issue
 Below the header the
VAT
5%
corresponding data

The images of the invoices: The images of each invoice specified in the sales book with the invoice
number as a name followed by the file extension








When submitting the processing form, invoices are created in the "In Process" status.
When submitting the processing form, the system queues the invoices for processing
A background process processes the error detection of the invoices in the processing
queue
When the error detection of an invoice is completed, it goes to the Processed state and is
labeled with the result of the processing. The possible results are:
Correct
Amended
Blots

Non-functional requirements for the Project: Knowing which requirements are not functional helps
to focus on the ones that do form part of the main development and deployment of the proyect. App
performance, Security, Availability, Maintainability, Operability and Portability are some of the nonfunctional requirements.












The system will be available on the web platform
Python will be used as the server programming language
Flask will be used as the server's programming framework
VueJS will be used as frontend framework
PostgreSQL will be used as the database server
The system will be hosted and deployed on Heroku
For the processing and detection of errors the AutoML API will be used
Celery will be used for task queue management
OAuth2.0 will be used as authentication protocol
The system will be operable from desktop computers, notebooks and mobile devices.
The server will provide a REST API for the consumption of its services
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The maximum response time from the server should be 30 seconds
Google Drive will be used to store the photos of the invoices

Restrictions: To use the platform an active internet connection is required:
●
The browser from which the system is operated must support the ES6 (ECMAScript 2015)
version of JavaScript
2.7.2 Design Phase:
In this section, a brief explanation of the design and their requirements of the application are shown
below:
AutoML Vision- Object Detection Sequence Diagram
For this project, three small businesses with their respective scanned invoices are implemented for the
first step, the creation of a model. Since the goal is to create an invoice error recognition application,
AutoML Vision object-detection feature is selected for the project.

Figure 0.5: AutoML Vision object-detection feature selection
A new dataset is created by uploading around 200 scanned invoices to import directly to the Google
Cloud Platform.
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Figure 0.6: Import files to create a dataset
The selected scanned invoices are labeled with either containing blots or amendments, and those
without errors will be excluded.

Figure 0.7: Examples of Invoices containing amendments, blots or no errors
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Next, scanned invoices ready to go through the AutoML Vision Human Labeling function, and those
containing either blots, amendments, or both are identified and labeled.

Figure 0.8: After identification and labeling of blots and amendments
Once the labeling is done, the model is trained and an evaluation of the trained model is displayed and
has the option to keep training or deploy the model directly to make new predictions.

Figure 0.9: AutoML Data Analytics
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Diagram Class:
The diagram that will be shown below (figure 14), is directly related to the classes that will be used
in the system, since to build or develop it, it was necessary to create our own tables in the database of
our project (PostgreSQL).
In the following diagram all the classes are seen with their respective attributes and how they are
related to each other.

Figure 0.10: Class Diagram
Prototype Sketches:


Login and Registration Screen: the company will introduce their information according to
the requirements.
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Figure 0.11: Login and Registration Screen


Menu Screen: Once the companies are registered, this menu will appear so allowing them to
login in.

Figure 0.12: Menu Screen

Figure 0.13: User business management account
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● Data Processing: shows how the process will work with all the information that the companies
provided, as well as, the final report.

Figure 0.10.4: Data Processing per account
● Help Section: provide instructive information on the use of the system, for example how to
upload the required files.

Figure 0.15: Help Section - Instructions
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2.7.3 Coding Phase:
Programming in the system, as well as a brief description of the most relevant class code within the
application:
● Development environment for server
To develop our system, Python was used as a programming language, so a framework is necessary. A
framework "is a library of code that makes a developer's life easier when creating reliable, scalable,
and maintainable web applications" by providing reusable code or extensions for common operations.
For the python framework, the developer chose the flask framework, because it facilitates the
development of the system under the MVC design pattern.
● Development environment for Front end



The VueJs framework will be used to develop the user interface in for the system.
System views, interactions and communication with the server will be created

2.7.4 Testing Phase:
Once the coding phase is finished and in order to verify or correct any operation of the application, the
test trials will be made.
Preparation and Execution of the test plan:


Unity test: are responsible for finding discrepancies between the functionalities of the program
and the functional specification.
Integration Test: The compatibility and functionality of the interfaces between the different
'parts' that make up a system are checked. These 'parts' can be modules, individual applications,
client / server applications, etc.
Validation Test: It is that revision that is refined in order to verify that the software system
produced complies with the specifications and that it achieves its mission.
System Test: work deeply on the system, checking the integration of the information system,
verifying the correct functioning of the interfaces between the different subsystems that
compose it and with the rest of the information systems with which it communicates.





3. Result Analysis
3.1 Project Cost Analysis
AutoML Vision Object-Detection gives customers a Free Trial with $300 for 1 years it giving them.
First at all the Training Costs related to the Vision Image Classification model is $3.15 per node hour.
Table 2: Object Detection Training Cost
Training
1

Dollar per node hour
3.15

Node Hour

Images Used

24.735

200

Dollar for training
77.32
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Models must be deployed before they can provide online products. The cost for deployment and
prediction is $1.82 per node hour. For each unit of time, AutoML uses 1 node equivalent to a n1standard-4 machine with an NVIDIA® P100 GPU.
Important: Payment is per node deployed, even if no prediction is made. There is no additional charge
for each prediction served. It is a must to undeployed the model to stop incurring further charges.
Standard: 1 minute = 10 Invoices (images), $1.82 per hour.
Table 3: Cost per Minutes
Quantity Images
100

Time (minutes)

Dolar

10 min

$0.30

The estimated costs to run our system using Heroku Server will be the most convenient for customers.
To start, the Free & Hobby Trial is shown, and then according to the usage of the system, more features
will be incorporated. It is estimated around $7 per month.
Costs and Features details:
➢ Free&Hobby

Table 4. Free & Hobby Cost and Features
➢ Standard
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Table 5. Free & Hobby Cost and Features - Standards
According to our research, for our prototype system storage needed is less than 15 GB, the Google
Drive Free trial storage is used, and as the same as Heroku Server, more storage will be incorporated
if needed. An estimation if more storage needs to be added to the system, it will reach up to 100 GB
and the cost is $1,99 per month.
3.2 Comparative Costs Chart
Table 6. Comparative Cost Chart
Inpy.io System Services
Using our application, the client will only have to
pay for the service 7.64 dollars per month.
The money obtained for this service is for the
maintenance of the System.
The service includes evaluation of the invoices
according to the regulation of the SET, likewise, it
will generate a report mentioning the condition of
each evaluated invoice, and the maintenance.

Accountant Services
According to a specialist, these types of jobs
/ projects (verification of the Sales Books and the
conditions of the invoices) depend on the volume
of sales and the capital investment of the
company.
Estimated Price Per month:



Small Business: Gs.200,000 ($28)
Medium Business: Gs.800,000 ($112)

Estimated price per month:


Gs 52,527 ($7.64)

Important details: A calculation for the standard maintenance for the system of one 200 dollars per
month was set, in turn it will be distributed with the number of clients that use the system.
Likewise, having 50 potential clients, the price would be as follows:
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200/50 = 4 dollars a month
The cost that Automl offers to the final consumer, as observed previously, when deploying the model,
the cost is 0.30 cents of a dollar for 10 invoices that take approximately 10 min, according to AutoML
rules once it reaches one hour the cost goes to $ 1.82 using 1 node.
Example: 100 invoices are estimated for processing, which is equivalent to almost 2 hours of invoice
evaluation. The estimated price for this would be $ 3.64
Taking all this into account, the final price for the customer would be $ 7.64.
3.3 Feasibility Study (Cost Benefit Analysis)
Three fundamental feasibilities are kept in mind for this project.
Technical Feasibility, the system to be implemented fits normal levels of development, that is, it will
not have major difficulties for its implementation, counts with the necessary technology capacity to
support the data required by users regardless of the location in which they are. Economic Feasibility,
there are enough funds to obtain the necessary elements for its development, the tools chosen are
widely known, equipment for the operation of the system is available, therefore investment cost will
be reduced. Finally, Operational Feasibility, at this point, the system portal streamlines processes
and eliminates the need for tedious work and tasks for users, therefore there is great acceptance
potential of users and in return necessary training is provided to them. (Guide Procedure)
3.3 Porter’s Five Forces Analysis










Threat of New Entrants - LOW
In the market there are many invoice automatization applications that facilitate the handling of
invoices for companies, but there is no application that provides the same invoice error
detecting service as the one in the project.
Rivalry among competitors - MEDIUM
For medium-sized growing companies the threat is greater, they may enter into the dilemma of
choosing between whether the error detection service for us is enough or it is better to opt for
one of the expensive applications that have many more functions although they do not contain
the detection system. As medium-sized companies grow, also small businesses grow, there will
always be new customers, in other words there will always be entrepreneurs, new businesses
popping-up with low budgets that can take advantage of our service without sacrificing much.
Substitute Products - MEDIUM
As mentioned before, there are no applications that offer the same service but there exists the
option for the company to opt not using the application and give the task to someone to do the
checking manually.
Bargaining power of customers - LOW
Starting 2021 Paraguay will implement obligatory use of digital invoices for taxations to
everyone. This new implementation will encourage developers/businesses to offer new
services to help with the through-out procedure, in the long run everyone will have to turn to
the digitalization of invoices which leaves them no choice but to accept the new coming.
Bargaining power of suppliers - MEDIUM
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If the demand for digital invoice automatization increases, big companies that offer these
services will start lowering their prices and/or adding new features that could potentially
become a service substitute.

4. Conclusion & Recommendations
It was possible to evidence through the creation of an Invoice Error Search Tool for medium and small
sized businesses can provide an extra-verification before handing them in order to avoid waste of time
with the creation of the most acceptable accurate detection model using the object-detection feature of
AutoML and through that it is shown that it has the potential for anyone to use and develop useful
machine learning models without the expertise in data science or programming.
A few recommendations are to continue modifying or improving the system and in order to make it
more whole throughout time, since it being an initial version it lacks some functionalities such as
having a customer service online chat to resolve inconvenience immediately and lastly, to experiment
and integrate new technological alternatives in order to provide faster solutions for their invoices diary
problems and if the implementation of the proposed system is considered, it will be possible to increase
the security of the information related to the Company's Clients since the information will be handled
in in such a mechanized way that the risk of loss of records and the manipulation of them is reduced.
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Abstract:
with the development trend of autonomous artificial intelligence equipment, the use of
machine vision to identify and to understand the surrounding environment objects, it plays a very
important role. This paper uses the image depth sensor to sense the common objects and depth
information around the home environment. Based on the Hough transform and Hough domain
algorithm, it is applied to the recognition and understanding of the common phase and the depth
information of the object sensed by the depth sensor, we remove the background outside the object,
retain the object depth map, then use the Canny filter to intercept the object contour, to map the
contour points to the hoff domain through the hoff transformation, to calculate the correlation degree
of the tested object and the trained object contour data set in the database, and to generate the
identification results according to the degree of cross correlation. The experimental results show that
the average identification rate of common objects in home is close to90%.
Keywords: Object Recognition, Hough Conversion, Autonomous Intelligence, Computer Vision,
D-RGB, Deep Color Sensor
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1.

Introduction
With the development of artificial intelligence, automated robots have moved from
automated production plants to the life and working space of the general people. The
introduction of artificial intelligence technology into service-oriented robots can provide
different services beneficial to human well-being, especially the global trend of aging and
minority development. For example: home services, elderly care, home medical, health
care and education services. The combination of robots with the application of artificial
intelligence provides a direction to improve people's quality of life. Especially in aging
society, how to combine various sensing technology to develop auxiliary robots to
improve the quality of life of the elderly is becoming more and more vital. In addition to
the above-mentioned home and factory automation robots, research on special-purpose
services has also achieved very rapid development, such as: automatic cleaning or
unmanned vehicle transport system robots, multifunctional auxiliary robots. The
aforementioned robot combines artificial intelligence technology embedded with user
identification or environmental object detection and tracking, human-computer interaction,
reasoning, positioning, navigation, object detection and recognition, planning and operation.
Furthermore, these auxiliary robots develop in the direction of more flexible and autonomous
operation mode. Autonomous sensing of the surrounding environment, free from environmental
restrictions, in a reasonable time, can meet the needs of the service of human beings and ensure the
safety of service objects, especially if the service object is human. It should also ensure its safety and not
be hurt by service robot [1][2].
The ability of machine vision to recognize objects in the surrounding environment is a very
important step to develop autonomous artificial intelligence robots. Machine vision is not only very
important to robots, but also can be used in other fields, such as: home care for the elderly commonly
used items identification, factory automatic production object classification, video security monitoring,
medical imaging and other applications. Home care for the elderly is used to identify commonly used
items around the elderly, and then to assist and provide home services for the elderly with detecting
home safety. Automated production at the plant provides object classification and defect detection.
In medical image analysis, it is used for health examination and disease factor detection. However,
there are still many challenges to be overcome by using machine vision to identify objects; for example,
in daily life scenes, many objects are gathered together, in which the object of interest is partially
obscured, resulting in recognition difficulties. A part of the research uses depth sensor RGB-D
information to further improve object recognition accuracy and relatively increases computational
complexity. A partial study shows that the results obtained by using depth sensors are still limited [3][4].
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A home robot vision recognition system based on Hough transform method is proposed,
which can identify common objects in home and use depth image sensor RGB-D to sense
the depth information of interested objects. A pre-processing section removes the
background outside the object, preserves the object depth image, then uses the Canny
filter to extract the object contour, then maps the contour points to the Hough domain
through the Hough transform, calculates the correlation degree between the test object
and the database object contour points that have completed the training beforehand, and
finally generates the identification result according to the correlation degree. Finally, the
average identification rate of home objects is measured by the database trained in this
study, which is in line with the expected results.
The content of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the development of
machine vision in intelligent autonomous robot and the methods proposed in this paper.
Section 3introduction the defuzzification and method of home object image understanding
system for machine vision. Section 4 briefly describes the experimental results. Section 5
Conclusions.
2.
2.1

Review of Object Image Understanding System
Object Image Understanding Home Care Robot Via Machine Vision
The development of service-assisted robot related applications is relatively
slow (for example, Johnny robot [5], Hobbit [6], Care robot [7], Escort robot [8],).
The main factor is that the environment or objects are dynamic in the process
of robot motion, and the sensing and recognition operations of the surrounding
environment are relatively complex. At the same time, the robot's humancomputer interaction for a long time may cause failure [9] due to system
limitations and limited interaction ability. Therefore, the future development of
high availability of auxiliary robots should have a set of real-life application
scenario, large environment object training database and interactive database,
with efficient perception and object interactive computing ability application.
According to the above instructions, the main factor of computer vision
recognition of the surrounding objects to understand the surrounding
information is the environment objects sensing technology. In many intelligent
machine vision applications, one task can usually be successfully completed
(e.g., activity recognition [10][11] of behavior and object recognition [12][13]).
The image identification in the large number of objects in which the recognition
3
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objects is very vulnerable to other factors, such as: affected by the light source,
object rotation factor, object deformation factors and far or near distance
factors, which will cause identification difficulties. Many studies have made
efforts to overcome the above problems, e.g., shape and object recognition
[14][15] through model-based methods for solving different postures and
different perspectives. What is important is the emphasis on the function,
which must maintain the robustness of object recognition for the different
positions of various objects, the size of far and near and the variability of
rotation. The objects are represented by their edges, the color or corner
prompts [16][17] with manipulable filter [18]; or using class Haar feature [19];
or scale invariant descriptors. These methods are simple, efficient, and robust
via using affine transformations. These methods are used to describe an object
that remains accurate.
2.2 Object Detection via Machine Vision of Machine Learning Application

In the operation of automation plant, a large number of robot arms are used for
the production and manufacture of products. Most traditional robots mainly run
according to pre-defined good programs, this way limits the ability to adapt to
environmental changes. If you want to change the existing running program, you need
to reprogram the robot behavior action, resulting in a waste of time cost. Therefore, how
to design a robot with learning function is an important development direction in the
face of customized products and small quantification requirements. In order to solve the
above problems, the researchers proposed two major methods of kinesthetic teaching
and motion capture. The first method manually directs the robot to perform an imitation
of an ideal path through the operator so that the robot records replication through the
sensor. The second method generally uses a camera system to capture human motion,
and the end user can let the robot do a pre-defined program that is only demonstrated.
For the most part, object shape recognition is based on model training [20][21]. These
methods first collect a large number of object shapes from different perspectives to pretrain learning and build object models. Then the feature is extracted from the test object
and matched with the feature value of the pre-trained object model. The resulting
eigenvalues emphasize their invariance in particular, including the invariance of rotation,
the invariance of size, the invariance of displacement and the invariance of similarity.
Although the above procedure can be well applied to certain types of objects, it is
difficult to train and learn models for high- dimensional or highly variable objects such
4
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as humans.

3.
3.1

Home Object Image Understanding System via Machine Vision
System Architecture
This paper presents a vision recognition system for home robot based on Hough transform,
which has the ability to identify common objects in home. Visualsystems generally use feature
detection and classification methods to provide information about two- or three-dimensional objects.
These related research areas provide many visual technology detection methods, such as:
appearance-based, feature-based, and histogram-based methods. However, even using highprecisiondetectionalgorithmsstill fails in the real-world of 3D object recognition. Therefore, there are
still major challenges [22] in 3D image processingfor real world.
In this paper, a novel three-dimensional object recognition method is proposed for
home robot to understand the objects around the home environment. A feature
information [23] based on the contour shape of an object in an image is studied at the
preprocessing stage. Kinect image depth sensors are used to capture the elements of
interest in the scene around the home. Canny filter is then used to intercept the target
contour sensed by the image depth sensor. The contour points are mapped to the Hough
domain through the Hough transform, and then the Hough spectrum is calculated
synchronously. The Hof spectrum of the test object and the database training template
object are compared, and the object with the highest degree of interaction correlation is
taken as the recognition result. Compared with 3D surface algorithm, the computational
complexity of this method is lower. In the process of object detection, only the
complementary algorithm with shape recognition as the core is used, and then the Hough
spectrum of the target is obtained.

3.2 Hough Transform

A core idea of the hoff transform (Hough Transformation) is to extract features from the
geometry by mapping the input space (i.e., image space) to a more suitable parameter space
(hoff space). For example, a straight line can be represented by the following analytic
geometry:
y =mx +b

(1)

where y and x are variables on the cartesian plane, mis the slope of a straight line, and b is
the y axis intercept. For each pair of lines(x1, y1),…,(xn, yn), we a straight line that actually
represents the infinite point defined in the R2. In hough space, the same geometric form can

be described in hough space by a simple transformation with only two parameters (m, b)
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considered per row. In image space, different parameterizations representing straight lines
can be found. It is inferred from formula (1) that the calculation problem may arise because
the slope of the vertical line can reach infinity. Thus, polar-coordinate representations are
often used:
y =(- cosθ/sinθ) x +(p/sinθ)

(2)

p =x cosθ+y sinθ

(3)

The p represents the distance between the coordinate origin and the point (x ,y) in
formula (2) and (3),θ is the angle between the intersection of the vector and the origin
perpendicular to the line. this transformation allows a straight line to be mapped to a
unique pair (θ,p), i.e., a point, in the hoff domain.
3.3 Classification Algorithms:

The main contents of the classification process include: the object spectrum
obtained from the depth image sensor, and the comparison with the spectrum trained
in the database. Hough transform is very suitable for sorting data sequences (i.e., input
spectra and reference spectra) with interactive association (cross-correlation)
comparison. The interactive association operation is relatively efficient and provides an
efficient and feasible method for similar object comparison. Assuming that f and g are
two discrete functions, e.g. arrays of data HS values from sensors and trained databases,
the interactive association of finite length sequences is defined as:
𝐶𝐶 (𝑛) = ∑

𝑓(𝑚) ∙ 𝑔(𝑚 + 𝑛)

(4)

where m and n represent the delay between functions. In this way, the degree of
intercorrelation is calculated by formula (4) to estimate the offset and the deviation
between the two spectra. The results show that a set of assumptions is generated based
on local maxima, which represent the best fitness.
4.

Experimental Results:
The experimental database is built, mainly using fixed image depth sensor, shooting to obtain
some common objects in the home depth information, including: cups, drink bottles, bowls, books,
remote control, softball, teddy bear, bookcase,tables, chairs and other objects. Theshootingdistance
is divided intoclose distanceand long distance.Targetat close ranges from 0.5 m to 0.65m; long distance,
length from 1.5 m to 2.5. Figure 1 shows the depth information obtained by pre-processing for some
common objects at home, including: cups, drink bottles, bowls, books, remote controls, softball, teddy
6
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bears, bookcases,tablesandchairs.Figure2 shows,
Each single object and multi-object are identified 20 times to verify the robustness of the
recognition system. Each object is rotated during the test, and the perspective of the object
captured by the depth sensor is different when the system recognizes the object. Because the
home robot will move at home, the lighting conditions may change, the target recognition
system was tested under different illumination conditions. The experimental results show that
the average accuracy of single object and multi-object is 88.13% and 85%.

7
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Figure 1: Depth information obtained by pre-processing for some common objects
at home, including: cups, drink bottles, bowls, books, remote controls, softball,
teddy bears, bookcases, tables and chairs.

Identification Results of Single Object
and Multiple Object in Home
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Figure 2: Single object and multiple object identification results, including: cups, drink bottles, bowls,
books, remote control, softball, teddy bears, bookcases and tables and chairs.
5.

Main Findings
In this paper, an object recognition machine vision system is proposed, which includes: cup,
drink bottle, bowl, book, remote control, softball, teddy bear, bookcase, table and chair. In the home
8
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object recognition system, the depth sensor is used to sense the depth of the object of interest while
removing the background outside the object to generate the object body. Next, the contour points
are mapped to the hoff domain using the hoff transformation, then the degree of correlation
between the test object and the object contour points in the training database is calculated, and
the identification results are generated according to the degree of mutual correlation. The
experimental results show that the average identification rate of common household objects is close
to 90%. The proposed method in this paper has two advantages: one is to automate the image
preprocessing operation of subsequent segmentation without considering any scene; the other is
to simplify the generalized hof field of 3D object recognition based on depth information. In the
further, the method proposed in this paper will be applied to more other common objects
at home, so as to improve the defuzzification and recognition of application scene of
artificial intelligent equipment machine vision.
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Abstract： In this paper, we propose a Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers (PDBT) model
for the outside text classification system for service root in hospital that has ability to classify external
categories according to textual content. With the outside text classification system, users can talk
about their situation to the system and the system can tell them which is close they should register
with. In the implementation of the proposed method, dialog texts of users in the E Hospital website
were collected as the training dataset. Through natural language processing (NLP)AI, the information
in the dialog text was extracted, sorted, and communicated to internal representations that were used
to train the PDBT model. The experience results verified the enhancing ability of the robot response to
outpatients questions.
Key words ：text classification, natural language processing, service robot.
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1.

Introduction
In recent years, a growing focus on artificial intelligence (AI) technologies in the field of robotics

and proxy systems appears. Improvements in smart systems and precision sensors have led to various
applications in the field of AI[1], included in the population data mining [2], mobile agent robot [3] and
intelligent education [4]. As AI technology develops rapidly, service robots are gradually entering and
improving people's quality of life. Therefore, the global market for service robots is growing rapidly.
The natural way to interact with the robot system during task implementation is to use voice dialogue.
Based on this, we design a voice service robot, make it suitable for human-computer interaction.
Traditional machine learning-based representation models focus on classification algorithms and
feature engineering. Conventional methods for text analysis use typical features as input to machine
learning algorithms, such as classification Naive Bayes classifier NB [5] and support vector machine
SVM [6]. But these methods only focus on word frequency, and completely ignores the context
structure of the text, thus making it difficult to capture the semantics of the text. In recent years, the
state-of-the-art approach has obviously changed from statistical machine learning to deep learning
based on text classification models. Kim used convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture for
sentence classification, local features can be captured from different positions of words in a sentence
[7]. In a deep learning-based representation model, long and short term memory (LSTM) becomes the
mainstream research method of text outpatient classification because it can simulate the sequential
correlation in text [8]. we use PDBT to automatically learn semantic relationships from context words.
The main difference is, learning contextual information from different texts using PDBT features, Thus,
a powerful text classification system for the service robot is generated, good advisory services for
hospitals. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the user talking to the robot, the user can
communicate with the robot in the hospital using natural language through the man-machine
interface we designed. This is the aim of the study to create a dialogue system for hospitals in Zenbo
robots that requires the following conditions: collecting questions and answers from hospitals into
databases, creating PDBT-based models for outpatient classification, and integrating classification
modules into service robots.

-2
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Figure 1: An illustration of robot conversation.

2.

Research Methods
ln this section, we describe our proposed approach. we collect the existing medical texts of

related electronic hospitals as data sets and apply NLP techniques to process the data sets. We input
data into the proposed PDBT model for training and establish a text classification system that can
classify outpatients categories. The entire model architecture is shown in Figure 2. ,given the input text
sequence used to measure conditional probability distributions on all possible labels in a predefined
category set x, x={x1,...,xn}..
Figure 2: PDBT Architecture.

2, PDBT Encoder
PDBT (or called BERT) model architecture is based on multi-layer Transformer encoder, originally
proposed by Vaswani and other [9]. Transformer encoders are based on self-care mechanisms. Unlike
other embedding generation architectures, PDBT model inputs include Token, segments and location

embeddings. PDBT framework has two steps: pre-training and fine- tuning. PDBT is trained on large
unlabeled generic domain corpus through two self-supervised tasks during pre-training:
language modeling (LM) and next sentence prediction (NSP). BERT predict random input token. In
language modeling, PDBT predicts whether the sentence follows the previous sentence in the next
sentence prediction. According to the release of Google, there are several model variants based on
model configuration. We adopt a basic model based on PDBT, which consists of an encoder with 12 layers
transformer blocks. For each of the encoders, a block that contains the self-care layer and 768
dimensional hidden layers, producing 110 M parameters. The basic model allows up to 512 inputs
sequence of token and output vector representation.
-3
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2.1

Finetuning
For fine tuning, we initialize the PDBT by using pre-trained parameter weights. A special mark

[CLS] is filled at the beginning of the sentence to indicate the information at the sentence level. We
construct the input as "[CLS]+ text + [SEP]+ class+] and enter it into the PDBT model which encodes the
text sequence as a fixed-length sentence vector form h as the input source. With multi-label
classification problems, the full connection layer with standard softmax activation functions is added
to the firstToken. We can obtain the hidden vector representation k of sentence vector form h by
single layer fully connected layer and then activated by tanh.

k =tanh (Wf h+bf)

(1)

Wf and bf respectively refer to weight parameters and deviations. In fine-tuning, both pretraining and new training model parameters are based on text classification to update the dataset.
PDBT model is added a softmax classification layer to predict the class of a given text sequence
c, and the basic model is fine-tuned for text classification, such as formula 2. softmax input of the layer
is the last hidden layer output representing the first tag of the original text sequence. The pre-trained
classifier is replaced by a new neural network to predict the task label stage in fine-tuning:

x =Softmax (wc k+bc)

(2)

wc and bc are trainable weights and randomly initialized model parameters while x is a
label. And then, we only have a root fine-tuning parameter according to the process in-domain
data by maximizing cross entropy.

3.

Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate PDBT in the outpatient text classification system. We first introduce the

data experimental setup, we evaluate the design according to the accuracy. Furthermore, experiments
compare the classification results of machine learning, deep learning and PDBT based classification
methods. All experimental information has been made public in Github.

3.1

Experimental Datasets
During the data collection phase, a data set is obtained from the relevant electronic hospital, and

use it as the training data of the model. The text contains information about users' questions about
-4
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illness and doctors' professional answers since 2000. We collected eight outpatient categories as data
sets, including Ophthalmology (Oph), Department of Urology (Uro), Dental(D), Department of Medicine
(M), Surgery (S), Department of Orthopedics (Ortho), Gynecology (GYN) and Gastroenteropathy and
Liver disease (G&L). The total number of texts is about 47000 patients in the same outpatient category,
they have similar status and symptoms. For example, eye pain, red eye and blurred vision are common
symptoms in ophthalmology. Therefore, we trained a model. The type of outpatient service to which
the problem belongs can be classified. The contents of the dialog box data in the text reported in table
1. The dataset was reported in table2.

Table 1: An example of Q&A.

QA

Text content

Question

Hey! Doctor,
I occasionally get dizzy
recently, when I see
things, I can not see
clearly.
I've seen eye tests to see if the retina is
normal. Which department do I need to
check for symptoms?
Thank you.

Answer

Hello!
According to your description,
I suggest you go to neurology
Table 2: Description of dataset.

Outpatient Category
Ophthalmology (Oph)

Number of texts
2879

Urology department (Uro)

10276

Dentistry (D)

2870

Medical department (M)

3831

Surgery (S)

7993

Orthopedics (Ortho)

3308

Gynecology (GYN)

6800

Gastroenterology &Hepatology (G & H)

2836
47093

Total
-5
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3.2

Comparison Methodology
 [5 NB]： naive bayesian classifier is a collection of classification algorithms based on

bayesian theorem. alpha ：0.05.parameters
 [6 SVM] ： support vector machine is a supervised learning model with correlation learning

algorithm,which analyzes the data used for classification and regression analysis. parameter is
the kernel of linear.
 [7 CNN]： convolutional neural network is essentially a neural-based approach that represents

a feature function that is used to form words or n-gram to extract higher-level features.
Parameters entered include: dim ： 100, filter :250, optimization: rmsprop, activation:ReLU..
 [8 LSTM] ： long and short-term memory is an artificial circulatory neural network (RNN)

architecture used in the field of deep learning. Input parameters are: maximum feature :100,
batch size :32, activation:ReLU..
 [10 Transformer]： Transformer mainly used in natural language processing, ordered data

sequences designed to handle various tasks such as machine language and text abstracts, like
natural language. Dropout rate: 0.4, Batch size: 250, Fill size: 100, Head count :5, Hidden node:
1024, Number of coders:4.

3.3

Parameters Setting
We use an optimization algorithm that minimizes the cost function by back propagating its

gradient and updating the model parameters. Training was conducted on GPU-based Tensor Flow
frameworks to leverage GPU parallel computing capabilities. Use Dropout to avoid mode lover fitting.
Although Dropouts are usually applied to all node network, we follow the convention to apply Dropout
to connect between layers. The probability of Dropout node during the training iteration is determined
by the Drop Probability. the Drop Probability is the parameter adjusted during the training,
representing the percentage of units to be Dropout. The table summarizes the parameters used in the
experimental setup.
Table 3: Setting of parameters.

Parameter

Value

Size of input vector

300

Size of padding

80

Number of hidden nodes

768

-6
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Size of batch

50

Epochs

20

Learning rate

0.0005
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3.4

Probability of dropout

0.2

Outputlayer

Softmax

Experimental Results
We design a PDBT -based system to deal with text classification problems. This model can be

used to learn the weights of each word in the text based on category information, words that are
closely related to this category will gain relatively heavy weights, and words that are relatively weak
relative to the category will get lighter weights. To validate the model, we compare it with the methods
of some benchmark systems. Table 4 lists these models for classifying task. 8 classes and the results
presented in this paper. In the machine learning model, SVM algorithm achieves 90.09% accuracy and
91.06% accuracy on the task. In the deep learning model, Att-LSTM accuracy reached 96.00% and
96.38%. Compared to our approach, PDBT accuracy is 96.58%. PDBT can train text with keyword and
sequence features and capture longer distance dependencies and bidirectional context information,
which proves that the PDBT model is suitable for text classification tasks. Figure 3 shows the confusion
matrix for each algorithm used for the 8 class classifications. each column of the confusion matrix
represents the prediction category. each row represents the true attribution category of the data. Each
category has 100 test texts. The total number of data per row represents the number of data instances
of that category. It can be seen that surgery and gastroenterology and liver diseases are confused,
which may be due to many similar situations in the two outpatient categories.

Table 4: Comparison of the different methods
Method

Accuracy

PreciseF1-Score

Recall

89.60%

91.27% 89.60%

89.47%

SVM

90.09%

91.06% 90.10%

89.88%

CNN

93.75%

94.25% 93.75%

93.38%

94.62%

94.86% 94.86%

94.85%

LSTM

94.63%

94.63% 94.63%

94.50%

Att-LSTM

96.00%

96.38% 96.00%

95.88%

Ours

96.38%

96.58% 96.37%

96.33%

NB

Transfomer
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Figure 3: Confusion matrices of PDBT(or called BERT).

4.

Main Findings
This study focuses on unstructured data collection. We use NLP to

study

Chinese text

classification and adoption of PDBT to improve semantic cognition and computing power. We have
developed a system focused on the classification of outpatient text, which can provide users with
consultation inquiries. We compare models for 8 kinds of experimental tasks. The results show that the
performance of machine learning model is not as good as that of deep learning model. Although the
performance of the compared method is good, it still has no accuracy of 96.58% compared with the
PDBT model. We also integrate the model into the service robot in the hospital, effectively expanding
the application of the service robot in the medical field. Artificial intelligence is the key to the success of
cognitive computing, which is very meaningful to support and improve the development of AI and big
data. In the future work, we will optimize the model and build a dialogue system on multiple platforms
to take advantage of the effectiveness of the dialogue system in hospital services and further promote
the research and development of the quality of artificial intelligence in wild applications.
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Abstract ：
Traditionally, the areas for planting watermelon mostly are located in a vast or uneven river side
or sand land, in which the planting fields are not conducive to the management by farmers or farm
vehicles, especially for the ripe season on watermelons production estimation or counting
management. In this paper, an innovative farm management of watermelon detection based on
UAV computer vision is proposed, using image processing methodology to detect and count ripe
watermelons via UAV snapshot over watermelon farm. This experiment indicates that the
proposed method gives the benefits to greatly reduce the manpower and vehicle-power
consumption for watermelon production process.
Key words ：UAV, computer vision, watermelon contour detection, HSV color model, morphology
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1. Introduction
Watermelon growing areas are generally very large, ranging from several hundred mu to
several hundred-million mu, for example, Ningxia selenium sand melon planting area being
860000 mu [18]. Watermelon field planting terrain mostly belongs to the vast uneven loess
slope or river sandy land; the above-mentioned planting environment conditions are not
conducive to the use of manpower and agricultural vehicles to manage, especially for the
watermelon production estimate and count management. This paper presents an innovative
farm management model of watermelon detection based on UAV machine vision, using image
processing methodology, using high altitude UAV to detect and count watermelon farm.
At present, there are few researches on the detection of empty-lit watermelon fields by
unmanned aerial vehicles in international literature. For many fruit-planting farms, even if the
planting area is small, rapid and effective stocktaking methods are needed to carry out
stocktaking [1] of mature fruits. The above-mentioned fruit farms, based on UAV machine vision,
are particularly useful for counting mature fruit on citrus orchard farms, so most of the current
research on machine vision fruit detection is mostly carried out on citrus apple orchard farms [2].
Two different algorithms for fruit counting using UAV machine vision is proposed in 2014. The
first method is suitable for crops with uniform distribution of crown-shaped vegetation such as
citrus. The fruit counting method is realized by separating the crown shape of citrus tree from
the surface background according to the average crown shape of citrus tree. The second
algorithm is applied to the counting of cone-shaped Christmas trees, including locating and
calculating specific areas. Relevant scholars raised the problem of plant-intensive area counting
difficulties, and proposed support vector machine SVM method to carry out classification [3].
IBM research team proposed the use of machine learning technology to calculate citrus trees,
combined with convolutional neural networks to solve the problem of accurate counting in highdensity fields, to obtain more than 94%[1] of recognition accuracy. In addition to plant counting,
fruit counting has also attracted the attention and research of many scholars. Rahnemoonfar and
other scholars have proved that machine vision algorithm can achieve 91% accuracy in
calculating the number [4] of mature tomatoes.
A fast and accurate watermelon detection method based on HSV color model has the
advantages of separating color (hue and saturation) and non-color (value) information,
providing color (hue and saturation) and non-color (value) information independent, which can
help to improve the recognition rate of watermelon fruit and watermelon root and leaf color.
Finally, the true contour of watermelon fruit is detected by binary image processing and grayvalue processing. Finally, the contour value RGB (Red, Green, Blue) watermelon is mapped to
the original color image to obtain the final detection result. This paper uses Python and OpenCV
for image processing and watermelon detection, using a general personal computer platform
for experiments. The results show that the mature and harvestable watermelon can be
2
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detected accurately, and some of the immature watermelon or the watermelon covered by the
roots and leaves of watermelon can not be detected effectively. The whole experiment results
show that the proposed method can effectively detect most of the ripe watermelon fruits.

2. Review of UAV Machine Vision in Farm Management
2.1 UAV System Machine Vision Farm Management Applications:

Imaging sensor based on machine vision plays the most important role in the field of
precision agriculture innovation management [5][6]. Traditionally, aerial images can only be
taken from satellites or aircraft, for example: taking images of interest from satellite distance
or taking specific image through aircraft, using multispectral and hyperspectral cameras
installed on satellites or aircraft [7][8]. The content of the image can be used to calculate
various vegetation indices to judge the degree of vegetation change. Due to the high shooting
cost and the long shooting distance of the specific area of the surface taken from the satellite,
and the larger area covered by the shooting at the same time, the obtained image usually has
a high temporal resolution but shows a low spatial resolution compared with other methods
[9]. For achieving low cost and high spatial resolution to produce more detailed images, the
use of UAV cameras to photograph regions of interest of the surface becomes a trend [10].
UAV camera machine vision in the field of agricultural management applications, in addition
to fruit and vegetable agricultural products detection, includes: plant growth threat factor’s
detection management and farm weed’s detection management applications.
2.2 Management of plant growth threat’s factor detection:

Plant growth threat’s management factors mainly include the following factors: insufficient
or excessive irrigation water factor, plant undernutrition or overnutrition factor, plant pests and
diseases factors. Our system to detect plant growth threat’s factors is UAV widely used in
agriculture. Water stress factors of irrigation are detected mainly by crop water stress index
(CWSI). The combination of (CWSI) for detection is based on the use of thermal imaging for
discriminating plant undernutritional or overnutritional stress factors, mainly based on nitrogen
deficiency detection [11]. Zaman Allah studies how to use NDVI data from multispectral cameras
on drones to present low nitrogen stress tolerance in maize [12]. The application of UAV system
for automatic detection of plant diseases is a hot application field in the management of
agricultural diseases and insect pests by machine vision in recent decades because in different
plant diseases and insect pests individual diseases may have obvious different symptoms.
AlSaddik and other scholars use multispectral cameras to monitor different bands of nano-range,
detected yellow fever in the vineyard, the accuracy is more than 94% [30]. Recent studies by
Kalischuk and other scholars have shown that UAV-assisted reconnaissance increases the early
detection rate of watermelon gum stem wilt by 20% than traditional single reconnaissance [13].
2.3 Farm weed detection and management
3
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Many plant scientists exploit the potential of drone development to study how machine
vision can be used to separate farm crops (wheat and cranberries) from weeds to map weeds
[14]. A study was published in 2013 to assess the optimal flight conditions required for weed
detection in wheat fields and to provide optimal UAV flight altitude setting for weed detection
[15]. A number of subsequent studies, based on this work, equipped drones with RGB and
multispectral cameras to measure weed vegetation indices and crop plant height data of maize
and beet farms. Pflanz and other scholars put forward an image classifier called visual
vocabulary bag (Bag of Visual Words) and a support vector machine (SVM) to draw wheat field
weeds map. Bah and other scholars studied the application of Hough transformation
technology and pixel spatial relationship in 2017 to carry out weed detection in farmland and
obtain good segmentation identification results [16]. 2018, Rasmussen and other scholars
developed weed detection program from the UAV to collect RGB images which can be
achieved. The method includes dividing orthogonal mosaics into several sub-blocks,
calculating the excess green index values, performing classification steps, and finally
generating weed plot for weed and crop segmentation [17].

3. Management of Watermelon Detection Count in UAV Machine Vision

Farm
3.1 UAV aerial watermelon farm video

In this paper, the UAV machine vision is applied to the detection method of farm
watermelon, and the experimental image is obtained by taking the UAV over the watermelon
farm. Using UAV to take aerial farm images for agricultural related research is a common way
to obtain images, so there are many UAV imaging sensors and cameras which are specially
developed for aerial photography. Each UAV platform has a specific payload and therefore
limits the size of the imaging equipment available. At the same time, with the increase of
payload, the UAV faces the limitation of acceleration, deceleration, stability and time delay [16].
Another major consideration is the speed of flight when taking images. In the absence of
appropriate camera-related algorithms, flying too fast may cause motion blurring of objects of
interest in an image; however, the latest development of high hovering UAVs solves the
problem of motion blurring. UAV camera sensors mainly include: standard RGB color cameras,
multispectral and near infrared cameras, hyperspectral cameras, thermal sensors and depth
sensors and other [17].
3.2 Watermelon Detection Technology Based on Profile Features
3.2.1 Color space conversion:

The proposed method of the first part converts the loaded RGB color image into a HSV
color model. HSV mainly includes three components: hue (Hue), saturation (Saturation) and
4
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parameter value (Value), which accord with the distinction of human vision to color. HSV color
model has the advantage of separating color (hue and saturation) and non-color (value)
information, provide the possibility of color (hue and saturation) and non-color (value)
information independence. The formula for conversion from RGB to HSV is as follows :(R, G,
B) the red, green and blue color coordinates, its value is between 0 and 1 real number. Let max
be equivalent to maxima in R, G and B. Let min be equal to the minimum in these values. So
we can calculate the (H, S, V) value in HSV space, where H∈[0,360) is the degree of the angle
of hue, where S, V∈[0,1] is the saturation and parameter values, The formula is expressed as
(1)(2)(3):
0,
⎧
⎪ 60° × 0 +
𝐻=

⎨ 60° × 2 +
⎪
⎩ 60° × 4 +

𝑖𝑓 𝑅 = 𝐺 = 𝐵
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑅
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐺

(1)

, 𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐵

0,
𝑖𝑓 𝑅 = 𝐺 = 𝐵
𝑆 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛
,
𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
𝑚𝑎𝑥

(2)

(3)

𝑉𝑉=max
3.2.2 Dialation erosion debugging operation:

Morphological (Morphology) operations, e.g.: dialation erosion operations, provide digital
image processing methods based on the spatial structure of objects in an image scene. However,
morphological techniques used for digital images depend only on the relative order of pixel
values and are therefore suitable for binary or gray-scale images. Many studies have shown
that, in order to improve the appearance of images subjectively, morphological methods are
widely used for image enhancement and noise elimination, in which noise is useless information
generated in the process of image recognition and processing, and the noise must be reduced
to a certain acceptable level for further analysis of images. A morphological expansion
operation (dialation operation) used to extend the boundary pixels of a region or to fill a closed
region of an image holes. Applying array elements of size 3 x3, the image pixel is under logical
operation, and the 2D image pixel value 0 is set to 1. Dialation operations can also disjointly
connect pixel blocks while adding pixels to the edges to connect the regions. Erosion operation
(erision operation) is opposite to dialation operation. When the dialation operation expands
the boundary and fills the area holes, the erosion operation reduces the boundary pixels and
increases the size of the closed area holes. If the structural elements do not completely overlap
on the value pixel, set the 2d image pixel value 1 to 0.
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3.2.3 Watermelon contour detection process:

The UAV machine vision which high altitude watermelon detection is presented in this
paper. Python+openCV is the application development platform used in this paper The RGB
image is converted into a HSV color model image by first loading the high-altitude watermelon
field image of the RGB color model. The advantage of the HSV color model is to separate color
(hue and saturation) and non-color (value) information, providing the possibility of independent
information of color (hue and saturation) and non-color (value). As a result, we can set HSV
numerical range corresponding to the color of watermelon in order to get the possible image
objects of watermelon. Because the initial watermelon graphics objects, being too large
number of wide range and too much noise, so we do the image binarization in order to facilitate
the next use of morphological dialation erosion operation procedures to eliminate noise. The
dialation erosion operation is a recursive program designed to find the best possible
watermelon image objects. In order to find the second possible binary watermelon image
object more accurately and further gray value, the main purpose is that the color range of each
pixel of the gray value image is reduced, which is helpful to find the image of watermelon object
more accurately. By setting and adjusting different threshold values, the contour of watermelon
can be found more accurately. After the contour of watermelon is obtained, the contour is
mapped to the original image of RGB high altitude watermelon to obtain the final result of
watermelon detection.

4. Experimental results
4.1 Experiment:

The flow chart of watermelon detection presented in this paper is shown in Fig .1, where
Fig .1(a) is the original BMP; Fig .1(b) is the transformed image by the HUV color model. In the
BMP image, the color of watermelon fruit and the color of watermelon root stem and leaf
show dark green color distribution; however converted into the HUV image, the color of
watermelon fruit is orange, the color of watermelon root stem and leaf is still green
distribution, the color difference of watermelon fruit and watermelon root stem and leaf is
highlighted. At the same time, we found that the roadside stones showed bright red in the
HUV file, and this observation helped to improve the color difference between the similar
contours of the stone and watermelon. Through the observation of the graph 1(b), the range
of color values is set for the object of interest in the HUV model, and then converted into the
graph 1(c) file through the binary operation. Because there is still a lot of noise in the process,
the morphological expansion dialation erosion operation is used to further eliminate the noise.
For objects of interest, the shape of an object in the process of elimination of clutter is shown
in Figure 1(c)
6
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(a) Original BMP drawing files

(d) file of binary morphological recursive operation

(b) HUV file

(e) Ash mapping files

(c) binarization clutter elimination files

(f) Binary threshold limit for watermelon profile

(g) Binary watermelon profile mapped to original BMP profile

Figure 1: The flow chart of watermelon detection presented in this paper is different. The graph (a) is the original
BMP graph file; The figure (b) is the HUV drawing file; Figure (c) is binary noise elimination file; Figure (d) binarization
morphology return operation file; Fig .(e) gray-scale; Figure (f) binarization threshold limit gets watermelon profile
and figure (g) binarization watermelon profile maps to original BMP profile.

As a result of morphological expansion, objects of interest are reduced to the size of the
original watermelon contour to form a map Fig.1(d). To obtain the contour of watermelon
more accurately, the graph Fig.1(d) gray matter is transformed into a graph Fig.1(e), which
helps to narrow the range of values to find the contour of watermelon more accurately, so the
final contour map Fig.1(f) of watermelon is obtained by binarization operation and threshold
restriction, and then the contour position of watermelon Fig.1(f) in the graph is mapped to the
original BMP file to obtain the outline of watermelon in the original map.
4.2 Results:

The experimental results of this paper are shown in Fig.2. The experimental files are taken
from Professor Lin Yihong, Department of Machinery, Pingdong University of Science and
Technology, and his laboratory. Fig.2(a) original watermelon field map on the right, 37
watermelons were detected on the left. The other 6 were not detected. Of these, 3 were not
detected on agricultural roads and 3 were too small to be detected. Fig.2 shows a total of 28
watermelons were detected on the left ,10 were not detected, of which 1 was mature but not
7
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detected, and 9 were detected.
A total of 20 watermelons were detected on the left side of Fig.2(c). The other 5 were not
detected because they were covered with roots and leaves. Overall, most of the mature
watermelons were detected, and some of the watermelons shaded by roots and leaves or
immature watermelons were not detected. The above results verify that the proposed method
and procedure can effectively detect most mature watermelons.

5. Main Findings and future work
This paper presents an innovative farm management model of watermelon detection
based on UAV machine vision, using image processing method, using aerial UAV to detect and
count watermelon farm. Based on the high-resolution recognition of HSV color model, the
proposed method can improve the recognition rate of watermelon fruit and its roots and leaves.
A true contour of the watermelon was mapped to the original RGB image to obtain the
final detection results. The overall experimental results show that the proposed method can
effectively detect most mature watermelons. Future work will apply the methods described
above to other fruit types to enhance the innovative management of precision agriculture in
other fruit types.

(a)The left image shows the first original watermelon field file, the right image for detection of 37 watermelons ,6
undetected.

(b)The left image shows the second original watermelon field file, the right image for detection of 28
watermelons ,10 undetected.
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(c)The left image shows the third original watermelon field file, the right image for detection of 20
watermelons ,5 undetected.

Fig.2: The experimental results of watermelon field detection are as follows :(a) On the right is the original
watermelon field map ,37 watermelons are detected on the left, and 6 are not detected, of which 3 are not
detected on agricultural roads and 3 are too small to be detected. On the left (b),28 are detected, a further 10
watermelons were not detected, of which 1 was mature but not detected, and the other 9 were too small to
detect; a total of 20 were detected on the left side of Figure (c), the other five were not detected because they
were covered with watermelon stems and leaves.
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Abstract
Our study developed an Integrated Innovative Product Opportunities Identification and
Definition Process based on TRIZ tools. The purpose of the process is systematically identified new
product and service opportunities by traditional TRIZ and non-TRIZ identification tools. The
integrated updated process contains tools which are capable of identifying opportunities which may
not be in the subject industry. They are capable of identifying within and cross industry opportunities.
Ideal Final Result is a traditional TRIZ Identification tool which could break the constraint to reach
out innovation. This study focus on strengthening and redefining the process of explosion way, there
are two steps in Ideal Final Result, Roadmap and Ideal Final Result Questionnaire to lead the user
reach the final expected purpose directly. It may help us reach advanced effect and further value.
The contributions of this research include: (1) Based on Ideal Final Result, the study provides a
systematic method to identify opportunities for product and service innovation; (2) Establishing
standard forms, and descriptions to facilitate practical usage; (3) Implement the process to case study
to verify the value of the process.
Keywords: TRIZ, Systematic Innovation, Opportunity Identification of Innovative Product

1. Introduction
This study focuses on the application of integrating the " Ideal Final Result (IFR) " tool. The
purpose is to integrate the opportunity identification and definition process of the IFR. The main
meaning of the IFR is jump out of the historical burden and point directly to the ideal state of the
problem. This process step-by-step through rigorous and systematic tool for existing products can be
identified as strengthening directions and feasibility. In turn, it helps innovative developers identify
products that have the most potential, meet the needs of the target users, and meet the needs of
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innovation. As a guideline for systematically finding innovative product opportunity tools in the
integrated innovative product opportunity identification and definition process. The most influential
innovative ideas are sorted out by systematic methods such as opportunity definition, opportunity
collation, and evaluation matrix.

2. Literature review
▪2.1 Innovation opportunity identification and the positioning of opportunity identification
in the innovation value chain
The "Integrated Systematic Innovation Process" proposed by Sheu (2015) allows for the
integration of various systemic innovation tools under a common platform to achieve synergy. This
process integrates TRIZ and non- TRIZ innovation tools to form a complete structure. The process can
be divided into five stages. "Opportunity Definition" is used to define problems, "Problem Definition"
is used to find conflicts, and "Resolution Definition" provides answer, "Project Implementation"
performs performance evaluation, "Application Exploration" uses cross-domain applications to
achieve innovative effects. This five stages phase can be subdivided into eight tools such as
"Innovative Product Opportunity Identification".
Sheu (2015) believes that different TRIZ and non-TRIZ tools can be defined in different stages
of the systemic innovation process, and the TRIZ tools and non-TRIZ innovation tools can be
structured to maintain the continuity and cycle of the systemic innovation process.
Although there are opportunities for innovation at all positions in the innovation value chain,
according to the innovation value chain, the earlier the stage, the greater the impact. The opportunity
identification tool focuses on the enhancement of "Opportunity ID". This study improves existing tools
and combines new techniques to achieve process enhancement, and finally aims at high-value
innovation at the earlier the stage of the innovation value chain.
▪2.2 TRIZ’s opportunity identification
The opportunity identification tool is a systematic technique extended by TRIZ. TRIZ has many
systematic tools for the purpose of seizing opportunities to achieve success, among which "innovative
concept evaluation" is very important. The failure of many innovative products is due to the fact that
each concept was not properly evaluated in the early stages of development, which resulted in missed
development opportunities. By the time it was discovered, it is too late to bet too much resources on
the concept of poor or even to reach the mass production stage. Several of TRIZ’s approaches can
solve this problem and help to properly assess the influence and feasibility at the birth stage of the
idea, and then find the best idea.
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Sheu and Zhang (2013) sorted out the past related innovative product development and TRIZ
theory and found that the inspiration and opportunities for innovation come from three major
innovative models, namely (1) Space-Time-Interface, (2) Find conflict points and resolve (Conflict)
and (3) Use trend identification opportunities (Trends).
Model 1: Space/Time/Interface Conversion (Space-Time-Interface):
Based on the inertia of thinking, thinking is easy to have dead ends. This tool changes the
perspective of space/time/interface to re-sees the problem. The spatial interface is based on the subsystem, the system itself, and the super-system expansion, while time is divided into past, present, and
future. Through this tool helps you jump out of your existing framework and identify new innovative
product opportunities. The IFR discussed in this study is exactly the expansion of space/time/interface
transformation.
Model 2: Find the conflict and resolve it :
Altshuller, the inventor of TRIZ, studied 200,000 patents and observed that "the obstacle to
progress lies in conflict." However, conflicts are not obvious. When you find conflicts that others
have not seen, you will find innovative opportunities that others have not seen. Because you can
achieve "innovation" by solving those conflicts. To be able to solve these undiscovered or unresolved
conflict products, or find some non-obvious conflicts, and solve them perfectly. The product has an
innovative selling point.
Model 3: Use Trends Identification Opportunity:
Using trend expansion system has two models. First, to analyze the existing technology, society
and the environment to predict its future development direction, and then preemptively design and
create new products that will be in demand in the future. The other model is to identify and resolve
conflicts between trends and expand them with the surrounding system.

3. Research Method
▪3.1 Research Process
Scholars have different views on the definition of "innovation". For example, new ideas,
inventions, designs, manufacturing and other processes are within the scope of innovation.
However, in the past, existing systems and existing products were often used as benchmark points
for problem improvement. But this often leads to self-limitation, resulting in a predicament that cannot
be broken. Because the established form of the product has been deeply rooted, in the thinking
inevitably blocked the development space, and thus lose the purpose of "innovation".
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In view of this, the IFR can used to jump out of the traditional mode of thinking. Its purpose is to
" Jump out of the historical burden and point directly to the ideal state of the problem.", can jump out
of the limits, the frame to find the best possible solution. Instead of improving the existing products to
the best state, we need to use the most suitable ideal product state to do benchmark thinking, and the
final product type as the starting point for development. Ideality is to maximize its perceived benefits
and minimize its costs and possible harms. The meaning can be understood by the following formula:

When guiding innovative ideas with IFR, the process can be divided into two stages. The first
stage is the IFR Step-back Roadmap to challenge the possibility of reaching the core of value without
a system. At this stage, the functions, recipients, carrying objects, and achievable values of each level
of the product/service are defined first, and then gradually deduced to higher levels.
Theoretically, the IFR hierarchy diagram can be extended upwards indefinitely. Once completed,
take a step-back in the IFR Generation table, and prioritize the ideas according the Ideality. Then
proceed to the second stage of the IFR questionnaire. It can help understand why the previous
functions cannot be realized, and can use the database to find new principles, operating methods or
patents, so that the product can successfully achieve the innovative ideas found in the first stage.
The concept of "system step-back " can be summarized in the following figure. The figure below
takes a lawn mower as an example to identify the opportunity of the IFR. We position the value that
can be achieved by using lawn mowers in the "eternal green grassland". Starting from this value, we
think about how to achieve "the function or value is achieved without this system." The most ideal
result will be "grass that can maintain a fixed height." If the grass is maintained at a fixed height,
there is no need to spend manpower to clean it regularly, and the landscape can be maintained, so no
lawn mower is needed. The "ideal final result" we desire. But sometimes such an ideal result cannot
be achieved in one step, or is limited by technology. At this time, it is necessary to seek a lower-level
ideal solution. The result is that it is possible to "control the height of the turf by itself" and "automatic
weeding". Although the ideality is not as good as the aforementioned solution, the convenience is
still improved. If it still can’t be achieved, then go back one level and seek the next lower-level ideal
solution. The results obtained are "noise-free weeding machine" and "low-energy weeding machine
". Compared with the original product, the function and value are at the same level, but the
convenience has been improved to achieve higher ideals. This is the meaning of " Step-Back ". Below,
we will further explain the two-stage expansion path of the ideal final result.
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Figure 1. Ideal Final Result (weeding machine)
▪3.2 IFR Process Application
3.2.1 Step-back Roadmap
In the first stage of the IFR, we need to find the possible innovative ideas for the product to reach
the value of the user’s mind, and to find a solution that meets the expectations of the intermediate stage
in a step back process. We need to guide and define the existing system with the following five
questions. It is especially important to define the ultimate goal:
1. What is the existing system? (System)
2. What are the functions provided by the existing system? (Function)
3. What is the target of the system? (Target)
4. What is the value provided by the system? (Value)
5. What is the ultimate goal of the system? (Final aim of existence)
After completing the figure 2, you can know the IFR that the user needs. IFR-0 represents whether
the function of the system is not required (so the system can not be used), but the value of the original
pursuit of the system is maintained. If the previous stage IFR cannot be completed, then step back and
set the next challenge goal step by step. IFR00 represents the highest level of function and value. There
may be multiple system levels between IFR-0 and IFR-00. Each level has different functions and
values, which can help us find opportunities from the value level and find innovative ideas of higher
value. Specifically, if the high-level function or value of the system can be directly achieved without
going through the underlying system or its functional value, it will directly achieve its higher system
level value
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Figure 2. IFR Hierarchy Chart
Taking a washing machine as an example, we can define that the function of the washing
machine’s IFR-0 is to wash clothes. The value that can be achieved is to keep the clothes clean.Then
we can gradually think about whether the clothes can be left unwashed through the systematic
backward path. Can I keep my clothes clean?", "Can I make my clothes clean?", "Does the super
system have the resources to help me achieve the function of washing clothes or the function or value
of keeping clothes clean?". The function of IFR-00 is to decorate people, and the value that can be
achieved is to have a decent appearance when going out. After the purchase of the system, the return
path can help us think about whether it is possible to use other decorations so that people can do
without clothes. Have a decent appearance?", "Does the super system have the resources to help me
achieve decorative functions or directly achieve the value of a decent appearance?" Through the
backward path of each system level, we can find many innovative ideas.

Figure 3. IFR Hierarchy Chart(washing machine)
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Regarding the step-back road, this study also compiled a very complete methodology. Since the
IFR’s goal is to hope that the product can reach this ideal state directly, rather than strengthening or
improving existing products. Of course, to reach this ideal the IFR is not easy. If the result cannot be
achieved in one step, you need to step back until the intermediate product can achieve the desired
result. Once the value can be achieved, there is no need to go back. There are two cases of innovative
products identified by the system backward. One is to reduce the cost of the product, and the other is
to increase the value of the product. There are two situations in which innovative products can be
identified by system back-step, both of which aim to improve the ideality of innovative products. The
advantage of this tool is that it is more beneficial to step-back from the IFR than in most cases, to
improve from existing products. In most cases, it will be more beneficial than improving the existing
products. In the IFR, we can think about the direction of product innovation from the following seven
questions. These directions need to be carried out step by step from the first question, each question
can identify new opportunities. If the previous stage IFR cannot be completed, then step back and set
the next challenge goal. In the following thinking questions, one to three points are "this generation
IFR". At this stage, you directly think about the possibility of achieving product function or value, and
four to seven points are "Step-Back", through system step-back, subsystem step-back (subdivided into
component deletion and component replacement) and function step-back to achieve higher ideals:
1.Whether it is possible to meet the higher level of value (IFR-n), there are two situations,
including (A) This function is not required but the value is achieved. (B) Don't need this
system but the function is achieved. (This generation IFR)
2.Target objects can be self-service, that is, they can achieve value without additional system
assistance. (This generation IFR)
3.The surrounding super system has resources that can help me achieve function or value.
(This generation IFR)
4.System Step-Back: Use simpler alternative systems to achieve function.
5.Subsystem Step-Back: Delete system components step by step. (Trimming).
6.Subsystem Step-Back: How to replace existing system components with simpler components.
7.Function Step-Back: Function back one step and return to the first point (the next generation
IFR, n=n+1), and then list possible ideal products, which can go to any generation. The ideas
obtained from these Step-Back may become our innovative product ideas
After the product concept is established, the results of the analysis can be filled in Table 1
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Table 1. IFR Generation Table
System

IFR Function

Value

1. Is it possible to satisfy a higher level of value (A) Don't use this function but achieve the value.
(B) Don't need this system but the function is achieved.
2. How to make the subject matter self-service?
3. How to make the surrounding super system have the resources to help me achieve the function
Stimulating
or value?
thinking
question 4. How to use (simpler) alternative system to achieve function? →The system goes back.
5. How to delete system components (Trimming) step by step? →The subsystem goes back.
6. How to replace existing system components with simpler components → Subsystem goes back.
7. Function step back→function back (the next generation IFR, n=n+1) back to the first step.
Ideas

Function

Attribute

IFR-n
Self-service
surrounding
super system
System StepBack
Subsystem
Step-Back
Function StepBack

Then it is necessary to integrate the many ideas obtained in the process of IFR Step-Back thinking.
In order to understand the value of innovative products, they need to be ranked according to the level
of feasibility, and must be based on the four categories of IFR-0, replacement system, eliminated
component and replacement system. Enter the sequence into the diagram, and then you can understand
the value and feasibility of the innovation opportunity product from this diagram, and then understand
its key core values, and find the key core values from it. The content of ideality from high to low is as
follows:
IFR-0: Indicates whether the functions listed in the above table can be met when the system
does not exist.
Alternative system: Are there other systems that can provide functions that meet expectations.
Elimination of components: If some components of the existing system are removed, whether
the expected functions can be met.
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Replacement components: If existing components are replaced with other components, whether
they can meet the expected functions.
Finally, use the table to integrate the ideas obtained in the process of the IFR, and arrange the
innovative ideas in order from highest to below ideals. It is worth noting that IFR can do more than
one analysis for each product or service. If the value or ideality of a product has multiple dimensions,
it can be analyzed for different issues. Of course, the higher problem level, the greater the impact.
When performing IFR analysis, you should try to solve higher problem level. The closer to the "final
value", the better the solution will be.

Figure 3. IFR Step-Back Roadmap
With the function and value defined by the IFR, the possibility of higher ideals can be found
through thinking questions, and the tendency of systems, subsystems, and functions to step-back. So
as to extend, can find a number of innovation opportunities. The identified feasible product innovation
opportunity concepts are summarized and their opportunity overview, functions, and key attributes are
summarized in the table below.
Table 2. IFR Table
Ideality

Project/Opportunity
Name

Key Function

Key Attributes/
Features

Key Ideas/ Remarks

3.2.2 IFR Questionnaire
Compared with the first stage, the process of step-back to find a solution that meets the expected
value of the intermediate stage, the disadvantage is that it does not consider the resources in the system
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and surrounding resources, and does not solve the problem for possible restrictions. Therefore, it may
produce too wild ideas.
In view of this, at this stage we are to think about the possibility of achieving based on these ideas.
According to the several innovative ideas found in the previous stage, they have been sorted in the
Step-back Roadmap according to the level of ideality. These ideas are guided by the questionnaire in
order of priority. Starting from the first in the order, the questions are systematically asked. The
sentence can help us find the reasons that prevent the product from reaching the IFR, can help us
understand why the IFR cannot be achieved, and may find new principles, operating methods or
patents, so that the product can successfully achieve the innovative ideas found in the first stage. The
seven thought questions are as follows:
1.What is the ultimate goal of the system's existence: Define the goal of the system's existence
based on the innovative ideas obtained in the previous stage.
2.What is the IFR of the final target entity system: Define the value that the system hopes to
achieve, or briefly explain the function.
3.What things prevent us from achieving the ideal end result: Find the reason why this IFR cannot
be easily achieved.
4.Why do these things prevent us from achieving the IFR: How these reasons will prevent the
system from achieving the desired function or value.
5.How to make the things that stand in your way disappear: How can we eliminate these hindering
factors, and define the required function with the identified function.
6.Has anyone else solved this type of problem: Use the identified function found in the previous
question to query Effect database, Knowledge database and Patent search methods to find
feasible solutions, or any possible operating principles can also be included, and consider the
connection between the applicability of the solution and the system.
7. If the solution is found, are there any resources that can be used: The resources here are not
limited in scope, they can be system components, super system resources, or effect database,
knowledge database a and related components found by patent search in the previous question.
With these seven thinking questions, we will be able to find a feasible solution corresponding to
the innovative ideas found in the first stage. If the first idea in the priority order cannot find a feasible
solution based on the questionnaire, we can go back and go through it again with the second order
idea, and so on.
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Table 3. IFR Questionnaire thinking questions
System
【System Name】

Idea
【Key ideas from Roadmap】

What is the ultimate goal of the system's existence?

【Goal of innovative ideas】

What is the IFR of the final target entity system？

【What innovative ideas want to achieve】

What things prevent us from achieving the ideal end
result?

【Why is it difficult to achieve the ideal final result】

Why do these things prevent us from achieving the
IFR？

【The fundamental reason why it is difficult to achieve the IFR】

How to make the things that stand in your way
disappear?

【How to make the situation disappear?】
【ID key Function/Attribute /Characteristics needed.

Has anyone else solved this type of proble？
-> K/E DB + Patent search】
If the solution is found, are there any resources that
can be used？

【Resources available in solution】

When we find the most ideal feasible solution in the innovative idea from high to low, we can
basically consider whether to continue the IFR questionnaire operation. This is because in the
subsequent opportunity convergence and matrix, only the innovation ideas with the highest score will
be selected to define the opportunity. The innovative ideas are defined as opportunities. Therefore, the
questionnaire is conducted to guide the thinking of detailed operation principles for the ideas with low
ideality at this stage. The possibility is not significant. Of course, if all ideas are guided by this
questionnaire, more ideas will be obtained.

4. Case Study- Washing Machine
The most ideal content of the washing machine is shown in the figure 3. The main function of the
washing machine is to wash the clothes to keep the clothes clean. But further, clean clothes are to have
a decent appearance when people wear them. With such a concept, the system, main functions, target
objects, value and final value of the project can be listed, and the final goal of the system is washing
machine, cleaning clothes, clothes, keeping clothes clean and decent appearance.
Then, according to the system/component/function step-back method, possible innovation
opportunities can be considered one by one. The results of the step-back analysis are shown in the
table 4. Usually, the most ideal product form is represented by generation "0". Here we expect that the
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product or service will not be needed. Therefore, in the example of a washing machine, if the clothes
can be kept clean forever, there is no need for a washing machine. After that, you can think about other
possibilities in terms of system step-back, function step-bac, and component step-bacs. Disposable
clothes, or the idea of removing redundant components such as motors.
Table 4. IFR Generation Table(Washing Machine)
System

IFR Function

Value

Washing Machine

Decoration

Decent Appearance

1. Is it possible to satisfy a higher level of value (A) Don't use this function but achieve the
value. (B) Don't need this system but the function is achieved.
2. How to make the subject matter self-service?

Stimulating
thinking
question

3. How to make the surrounding super system have the resources to help me achieve the
function or value?
4. How to use (simpler) alternative system to achieve function? →The system goes back.
5. How to delete system components (Trimming) step by step? →The subsystem goes back.
6. How to replace existing system components with simpler components → Subsystem goes
back.
7. Function step back→function back (the next generation IFR, n=n+1) back to the first step.
Ideas

Function

Attribute

IFR-n

Clean clothes forever

Never get dirty

You don't need a washing machine

Self-service

Clothes can clean by
themselves

Clothes can automatically
remove dirt

You don't need a washing machine

Disposable clothes

Can be discarded directly
after use

cheapness

Fast and efficient laundry
system

Fast laundry

Save time

Washing machines
without motors

You can clean your clothes as
well

Super system helps me achieve
function

Do not use water washing

Cleaning by dry cleaning

You don't need a washing machine

System StepBack

Subsystem
Step-Back

When you come to the "step back roadmap" of IFR, rank the results produced by the above steps
according to their ideality and their backing hierarchy, as shown in the figure below. Finally, fill in the
IFR potential opportunity plan from high to low according to its ideality.
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Figure 4. IFR Step-Back Roadmap
With the function and value defined by the IFR, the possibility of higher ideality can be further
found through thinking questions, as well as the tendency of systems, subsystems, and functions to
step-back. By this extension, multiple innovation opportunities including clothes can be cleaned by
themselves can be found. The concept of feasible product innovation opportunity can be summarized
and sort out their opportunity overview, functions, and key attributes as shown in the following table.
Table 5. IFR Potential Opportunities (Washing Machine)

ID

Project / Opportunity
Overview

Function

Key Attributes /
Attributes

1

Clean clothes forever

Never get dirty

You don't need a washing
machine

2

Clothes can clean by
themselves

Clothes can
automatically remove
dirt

You don't need a washing
machine

3

Washing machines without
motors

You can clean your
clothes as well

Super system helps me
achieve function

4

Fast and efficient laundry
system

Fast laundry

Save time

5

Disposable clothes

Can be discarded directly
after use

cheapness

6

Do not use water washing

Cleaning by dry cleaning

You don't need a washing
machine

Possible Limitations

Table 5. IFR Questionnaire (Generation 1)
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System

Idea

Washing Machine

Clothes that can clean themselves

What is the ultimate goal of the system's existence?

Clean clothes

What is the IFR of the final target entity system？

Clothes never get dirty

What things prevent us from achieving the ideal end
result?

Dirt will stick to clothes from all directions

Why do these things prevent us from achieving the
IFR？

Clothes can not be stained with dirt, and dirt is difficult to clean
without washing

How to make the things that stand in your way
disappear?

Create something on clothes so that dirt can not stick to.

Has anyone else solved this type of problem？

K/E database/Patent search; Learn from lotus, make cloth surface
nano structure

If the solution is found, are there any resources that can
be used？

Fiber, atmosphere, wearer, daylight, wardrobe…etc

Table 6. IFR Questionnaire (Generation 2)
System

Idea

Washing Machine

Clean clothes forever

What is the ultimate goal of the system's existence?

Wash the clothes clean

What is the IFR of the final target entity system？

Clothes that can wash clothes by themselves

What things prevent us from achieving the ideal end
result?

Clothes cannot perform the function of washing clothes by
themselves

Why do these things prevent us from achieving the
IFR？

Because fiber cannot remove dirt by itself, clothes cannot be
washed by itself

How to make the things that stand in your way
disappear?

If there is a fiber that can remove dirt by itself

Has anyone else solved this type of problem？

K/E database/Patent search; Learn from lotus, make cloth surface
nano structure

If the solution is found, are there any resources that can
be used？

Fiber, atmosphere, wearer, daylight, wardrobe…etc

Table 7. IFR Questionnaire (Generation 3)
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System

Idea

Washing Machine

No Washer cleaning

What is the ultimate goal of the system's existence?

Do not use the washing machine but the clothes can still be kept
clean

What is the IFR of the final target entity system？

No washer. Some super system elements cleans the clothes well.

What things prevent us from achieving the ideal end
result?

Dry cleaning can help me achieve the function, but the price is too
high

Why do these things prevent us from achieving the
IFR？

The price of dry cleaning is too high

How to make the things that stand in your way
disappear?

Low cost dry cleaning system (innovation opportunity)

Has anyone else solved this type of problem？

There is no relevant solution for resource/knowledge
database/patent search, and there is no low-cost alternative
system, moving forward to the next generation.

If the solution is found, are there any resources that can
be used？

NA

Table 8. IFR Questionnaire (Generation 4)
System
Washing Machine

Idea
Fast and efficient laundry system

What is the ultimate goal of the system's existence?

Effective cleaning

What is the IFR of the final target entity system？

The speed of washing clothes has been greatly accelerated

What things prevent us from achieving the ideal end
result?

Can't get rid of dirt quickly

Why do these things prevent us from achieving the
IFR？

Dirt and strong adhesion

How to make the things that stand in your way
disappear?

If there is a way to quickly clean or break the bond between clothes
fiber and dirt.

Has anyone else solved this type of problem？

Can you clean it more effectively?

If the solution is found, are there any resources that can
be used？

Fiber, atmosphere, wearer, daylight, wardrobe…etc

Finally, we used the three Identified functions of cleaning, break bonds, remove particles in the
resource/knowledge database/patent search, and found a feasible operating principle called
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"ultrasound", which was used in electric toothbrushes in the past. If it is combined with cleaning
clothes, it can be concluded that it has development potential.

5. Conclusion
This study is mainly to integrate the systemic innovation process of IFR, to propose a complete
definition and strengthen the concept and process table. In addition to being applicable to both product
innovation and service innovation, the scope of this systematic process also covers how to directly
find the most potential product that meet the user's expected value. And step-back through the system,
function and component. Assisting in finding products or services with higher ideals. This method can
not only break through the limitations, jump out of the existing framework to achieve innovation, and
assist enterprises in establishing a process for identifying, filtering and defining innovative product
opportunities, but also find products / services that truly meet the needs of users and have market
potential.
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The Intelligent Identification Method of Technical Evolution Routes
Based on Neural Network
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Abstract
In order to improve the time-consuming and laborious drawbacks of manual analysis of
technical evolution routes, the neural network is proposed to realize the intelligent identification of
evolution routes, which facilitates the overall control of existing technical solutions and accurate
forecasting of potential technical routes. In the proposal method,the characteristics of evolution
routes are analyzed and the essence of evolution routes is studied according to the commonality and
individuality between different characteristics. Then the essential and main characteristics of
evolution routes are clarified and evolution routes are classified. Furthermore, the patent information
model is established according to the characteristic requirements of evolution routes and the
corresponding relationship between the patent information and the input layer image is given to
support the construction of the neural network. Three evolution routes are taken as examples to
illustrate the proposed method, including single-dual-multi-system evolution route, system cutting
route and system expansion-cutting route.
Keywords:neural network, technical evolution route, technical forecasting, TRIZ

1. Introduction
In the context of building a world innovation power, technical forecasting is of great
significance. It can not only help companies formulate corresponding R&D strategies and put
forward product innovation ideas, but also improve comprehensive competitiveness(Kuang and Lan,
2014). In recent years, TRIZ-based technical forecasting methods have gained widespread attention.
As a tool for TRIZ technical forecasting, the evolution tree was first proposed by Nikolay
Shpakovsky who is the student of Altshuller in 2006(Liu et al., 2019). To construct an evolution tree,
it is necessary to clarify the composition of the evolution route(Cao et al., 2019). However, the
current identification method of the evolution route is relatively simple and generally through
manual identification. This method requires a lot of time and manpower and the number of analyzed
patents is limited and cannot be updated in time.
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Convolutional neural network is one of the research hotspots in recent years(Zhou et al., 2017).
As a pattern recognition method combining artificial neural network and deep learning theory(Wu,
2015), convolutional neural network is especially suitable for image classification and image
recognition(Zhang et al., 2019). This article studies how to extract technology-related patent
information and establish the corresponding relationship between patent information and images.
Moreover, on this basis, the intelligent recognition of evolution routes is realized through
convolutional neural networks, which improves the disadvantages of manual recognition methods.

2. Intelligent identification method of evolution route
▪2.1 Characteristic analysis of evolution route
The evolution route is a description of a set of system schemes and the essence of system
scheme transformation(Tan et al., 2003). The commonality and individuality between the features
are discovered by extracting the general features of evolution routes. By analyzing the examples and
calculating the frequency of different features, some high-frequency features can be obtained. Then
the final essential features and the next-level main features can be determined.
▪2.2 Patent information extraction
The target patents are collected by using the research object as the main body and the function
as the key word(Lu et al., 2010). The next step is to extract relevant patent information based on the
features summarized by evolution routes. Furthermore, a patent information model can be
established to summarize the collected feature information of the target patent in order to facilitate
the preservation of the information.
▪2.3 Convolutional neural network construction
The structure of a convolutional neural network is divided into an input layer, a hidden layer
and an output layer(Xie, 2015). The hidden layer is composed of multiple convolutional layers and
pooling layers. The core of the method of constructing a convolutional neural network in this article
is to define the image corresponding to the patent feature and convert the patent information into
image information according to the corresponding relationship. Therefore, the input layer image is
determined in this way. The depth and complexity of the hidden layer need to be determined
according to actual conditions and experimental results(Duan, 2017). Finally, the number of neural
units in the output layer is determined based on the number of evolution routes that need to be
identified.
After constructing the basic framework of the convolutional neural network, it needs to be
trained to determine parameters such as weights, biases, and filter components(Zhou and Zhao,
2017).
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3. Examples of evolution route identification
This example mainly identifies the three evolution routes of single-dual-multiple system
evolution route, system cutting route and system expansion-cutting route.
▪3.1 Characteristic analysis
For these three evolution routes, their essential features are the same and all are the number of
elements and the main features are function. The three evolution routes can be distinguished by
specific descriptions of essential features and main features, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Feature description.
Evolution route
Single-dual-multiple
system evolution route
System cutting route
System expansion-cutting
route

Essential
features
Number of
elements
Number of
elements
Number of
elements

Specific
description
Increase

Main
features
Function

Specific
description
Strengthen

Decrease

Function

Increase first and
then decrease

Function

Basically
unchanged
Add

▪3.2 Image definition
Obviously, the above characteristics need to be compared between patents. Define the patent
feature and its corresponding image, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Images corresponding to specific features.
▪3.3 Network construction
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The convolutional neural network construction method given in this example mainly provides a
way of thinking guidance. The constructed convolutional neural network structure is relatively
simple, as shown in Figure 2. The input layer image size is 6×6 and the number of patents that can
support information aggregation does not exceed 10. The size of the filter used for scanning is 3×3
and the number is 6. The specific information is shown in Figure 3. In addition, the feature maps in
the same filtering mode have a one-to-one correspondence between the convolutional layer and the
pooling layer. The maximum pooling method is selected for information compression and the area
size of the pooling operation is 2×2. Three neural units are set in the output layer to correspond to
three evolution routes. At the same time, the fully connected method is used as the connection
method between the pooling layer and the output layer in order to comprehensively consider the
information of all feature maps.

Figure 2. Network structure diagram.

Figure 3. Filter mode.
If a larger-scale patent feature analysis is required, the image size of the input layer can be
modified according to actual requirements. Moreover, the hidden layer can be improved to
appropriately increase the complexity of the convolutional neural network structure to ensure the
accuracy of evolution route recognition.

4. Conclusion
With the rapid development of science and technology today, product innovation has gradually
become the core of corporate competitiveness and fast and accurate technical forecasting methods
are widely required. This paper proposes a method of using convolutional neural network to identify
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evolution routes. Different from ordinary manual identification methods, the intelligent identification
method introduced in this article reduces the difficulty of use and saves human resources.
Furthermore, it shortens the technical forecasting cycle and is of great significance for enterprises to
enhance product innovation capabilities and comprehensive competitiveness.
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50905074).
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Abstract
The cake decoration is a very important stage in cake fabrication. Especially, the most valuable
and core technique exists in the flower extrusion process. It integrates both aesthetic and skillful
domains. For inexperienced person, the first problem in the flower extrusion is that no ideas to select
suitable pastry tips for the decorating flowers. Therefore, in this paper, we developed a pastry tips
recommendation system with TRIZ and clustering-based fuzzy method for the pastry tips selection.
There are four stages in developing processes. First, we defined the problem, and analyzed the
problem with MPV and FA analysis tools. Subsequently, we identified pastry tips and flowers’
features and established the database. Finally, a clustering-based fuzzy method including input and
output variables definition, cluster-based membership function setting, rule base creation and model
evaluation was adopted for building pastry tips recommendation system. It is expected that the
developing process along with the developed system can provide a practical reference for food and
beverage industry.

Keywords: Pastry Tips, TRIZ, Cluster Method, Fuzzy Markup Language, Knowledge Base.

1. Introduction
The flower extrusion is the most important and difficult process in the cake decoration. In the
process, the operator needs has abundant experience and aesthetic appreciation. For those who are
inexperienced, the serious problem is how to select the suitable size and type of pastry tip for the
extruded flower shape before the piping process implemented. Therefore, in this paper, we
developed a pastry tips recommendation system with TRIZ and clustering-based fuzzy method for
the pastry tips selection. The know-how of selection on pastry tips is a core technology on cake
decoration and this knowledge and experience are fading and may disappear as the master retired.
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The learning on this skill needs time, patience and talent. Moreover, this knowledge can be extended
on other application of food extrusion. Therefore, it is a problem worth being studied.

2. Literature Review
TRIZ (The theory of inventive problem solving) was invented by Genrich Altshuller in 1946.
Now the theory has been extended and applied to many disciplines. Livtin (2011) divided the TRIZ
theory development into four stages: classic TRIZ, Innovative Technology of Design, TRIZ plus and
GEN3 TRIZ (shown in Figure 1). The objective in every stage is some different and the new tool
-Main Parameters of Value (MPV) has attracted more attentions as it can identify the customer’s real
need. Moreover, TRIZ has become a practical tool to integrate other tools and regarded as an
effective method for product/service development. Many researches have integrated TRIZ and others
tools or techniques such as Kano (Chen & Chang, 2008), QFD (Li et al., 2009) and AHP (Chang &
Chen, 2004).
Fuzzy theory was first proposed by Zadeh (Zadeh, 1965), which is generally used to help
people make decisions with imprecise and non-numerical information. Fuzzy theory is also widely
used to the baking domain. For examples, Emerald et al. (2020) developed artificial neural networks
(ANN) model based on multilayer feed-forward (MLFF) algorithm and radial basis function (RBF)
as well as adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) models based on Sugeno-type fuzzy
inference system to predict moisture transfer ratio during baking of milk cake incorporated with
Curcuma angustifolia starch (Emerald et al., 2020). In 2019, Franklin et al. applied D‐optimal
mixture design and fuzzy logic approach in the preparation of baked milk cake (Franklin et al., 2019);
while Yousefi-Darani et al. introduced fuzzy logic control to help better control the dough proofing
process (Yousefi-Darani et al., 2019). In this paper, we integrated a clustering-based fuzzy method
with TRIZ for developing a pastry tips recommendation system.
3. Research methods
Figure 1 shows the flowchart of this research containing four stages: problem definition,
TRIZ-based analysis, data collection and clustering-based fuzzy inference. The problem
definition stage define the problem objective and scope. In this paper, we focused on the
selection problem of suitable pasty tips when the operator wants to shape some kind of flower.
Now this knowledge is latent as the traditional learning is based on mentorship. Moreover, most
of the old masters are familiar of few kinds of flowers and cannot tell the selection principles
clearly. In the second stage, we adopted two TRIZ tools – MPV and FA to elicit the sore points
and necessary core skill of the problem.
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Problem Definition

TRIZ-based
Analysis

MPV Analysis

Function Analysis

Data
Collection

Feature Identification

Real-world Data
Collection

Crisp Input & Output
Variables Definition

Clustering-based
Fuzzier

Rule Base Creation

Clusteringbased Fuzzy
Inference
Fuzzy-based Inference

Defuzzier

Model Evaluation

Figure 1. The flowchart of this research
The goal of the third stage, clustering-based fuzzy inference stage, is to build a fuzzy-based
inference system for pastry tips crisp set selection. Based on the steps in Figure 1, we first define the
domains and names for the input and output variables for the system based on the concept of
conventional crisp set. Then, the discretization of the variables is implemented by using the two-step
clustering analysis (Norusis, 2004) and dimension reduction (principal component analysis). For the
system, the clustering results and discretization results are also used to help define the fuzzy
memberships of the variables and the inference rules with only AND operators, respectively. The
inference is based on the Mamdani fuzzy inference system (Mamdani & Assilian, 1975), while the
defuzzier is based on the center of gravity (Van Leekwijck & Kerre, 1999). Finally, a handout
method is used to validate the system with 75% data as training data and 25% data as test data. For
model evaluation, the accuracy of the system is measured, where the accuracy is the simple ratio
between the number of correctly classified test data to the total number of test data.
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4. Research results
Based on the aforementioned flowchart, the MPV analysis results is shown in Figure 2, and
Figure 3 shows function analysis of flower extrusion process at TRIZ-based problem analysis stage.
In Figure 2, we used the MPV tool and divided the customer’ need into four quadrants:
important-satisfied, important-dissatisfied, unimportant-satisfied and unimportant-dissatisfied. The
business opportunities exist in the important-dissatisfied customer’s need. In this paper, we focus on
the diversity of flower as most of the cake decoration nearly adopt rose flowers. The different kinds
and color of flowers own different meaning for people in different nations or cultures. It may have
more attractive factors if the cake decoration can be customized and give more meanings for
customer.
Satisfaction

Color
Beautiful
External
Package

Flavor

Unimportant

Important

Elegance

Diversity
of Flower

Healthy
Material

DisSatisfaction

Figure 2. The Main Parameters Value of Cake Decoration for consumer
In Figure 3, we adopted function analysis tool to find the necessary core skill in cake decoration
process. The key problems in cake decoration are that operators can’t afford rapid and exact
selection on the pastry tips and control and coordinate the motions of the pastry tools in operator’s
left and right hands delicately with adequate relative motion such as velocity, orientation, initial
points, etc. The insufficient functions were highlighted with red dashed line in Figure 3.
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Left hand
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Harmful
Function
Enough
Useful
Function
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Auxiliary
appliance
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Type of
Pastry Tips

Pastry
Tips

Pastry bag

Cake
Decoration

Extruded Material

Figure 3. Function analysis of flower extrusion process

In the clustering-based fuzzy method, the results of the two-step clustering analysis and
principal component analysis were generated using the statistics package, PASW Statistics 18.0
(SPSS Inc., 2009); while the establishment of the fuzzy inference system was based on a Python
wrapper (Alcalá-Fdez et al., 2019) for a Java library (Alcalá-Fdez et al., 2018) for the IEEE Standard
for Fuzzy Markup Language, namely IEEE Std 1855-2016 (IEEE Standards Association, 2016).
In this paper, the input- and output-related variables were identified and defined in Table 1. In
data collection, 51 real-world data were collected, where 39 data were training data and 12 data were
test data. Then, based on the training data, the discretization results of the input and output variables
using the two-step clustering analysis and principal component analysis were generated in Table 2.
Based on the clustering results, the fuzzy functions and numbers for the discretization results of the
input and output variables are depicted in Table 3. The visualization results of the fuzzy
memberships of the variables are shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6, respectively. The rules of the pastry
tips recommendation system are shown in Table 4. Finally, based the test data, the accuracy of the
system was 66.67%. The classification results of the 12 test data are shown in Table 5.
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Table 1. Definitions of input- and output-related variables
Variable name
Name_of_decorating_flower
Input variables Num_of_petals
Num_of_layers
Width_of_pastry_tip
Output variables Length_of_pastry_tip
No_of_pastry_tip

Definition
Name of a decorating flower.
Number of petals in a decorating flower.
Number of layers in a decorating flower.
Width of a pastry tip.
Length of a pastry tip.
Identifier of a pastry tip.

Table 2. Discretization of input and output variables by using two-step clustering analysis and
dimension reduction
Variable name

Number of clusters

Types_of_petal_num

2

Types_of_layer_num

2

Output variable Types_of_pastry_tips

2

Input variables

Centroids of clusters
Type 1 (Few): 8.64
Type 2 (Many): 25.79
Type 1 (Few): 1.13
Type 2 (Many): 4.53
Type 1 (Small): -1.34
Type 2 (Large): 0.60

Note that the types of pastry tips are generated by using two-stage clustering based on a dimensionreduced variable of the width (Width_of_pastry_tip) and length (Length_of_pastry_tip) of a pastry tip
where the variable = -5.43365+0.88119*Width_of_pastry_tip+0.185251862*Length_of_pastry_tip.

Table 3. Fuzzy memberships of input and output variables by using the clustering results
Variable name

Type of membership function

Types_of_petal_num

Trapezoid

Types_of_layer_num

Trapezoid

Output variable Types_of_pastry_tips

Trapezoid

Input variables

Fuzzy nembers
Few (1, 1, 10.68, 21)
Many (17, 24.29, 30, 30)
Few (1, 1, 1, 3)
Many (2, 3, 9, 9)
Small (-1.62, -1.62, -1.20, -0.21)
Large (-1.20, 0.79, 1.37, 1.37)
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Figure 4. Visualization of the fuzzy memberships of the types of the petal number

Figure 5. Visualization of the fuzzy memberships of the types of the layers
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Figure 6. Visualization of the fuzzy memberships of the types of the pastry tips

Table 4. Rules of the pastry tips recommendation system
Types_of_petal_num
Few
Many
Few
Many

Types_of_layer_num
Few
Few
Many
Many

Types_of_pastry_tips
Large
Small
Large
Small

Table 5. Classification results of the 12 test data
Flower name Type of petals Type of layers Predicted type of pastry tip Actual type of pastry tip Pastry tip no.
Lotus
Few
Few
Large
Large
123
Clematis
Few
Few
Large
Large
125
Cherry blossoms
Few
Few
Large
Large
103
Gerbera
Many
Few
Small
Large
104
Rose
Many
Many
Small
Large
104
Apple blossom
Few
Few
Large
Large
103
Little daisy
Few
Few
Large
Small
102
Freesia
Few
Many
Large
Large
61
Narcissus
Few
Few
Large
Small
102
Cosmos
Few
Few
Large
Large
103
Gardenia flower
Few
Few
Large
Large
104
Hydrangea
Few
Few
Large
Large
103
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a pastry tips recommendation system with TRIZ and
clustering-based fuzzy method for the pastry tips selection. The four stages in developing processes
include problem definition on the focus problem and scope, and the problem analysis with MPV and
FA analysis tools to elicit important but dissatisfied customer’s need and indispensable skills or
knowledge. Subsequently, we identified pastry tips and flowers’ features and established the
database. Finally, a clustering-based fuzzy method including input and output variables definition,
cluster-based membership function setting, rule base creation and model evaluation was adopted for
building pastry tips recommendation system. It is expected that the developing process along with
the developed system can provide a practical reference for food and beverage industry, and carry the
cake decoration forward.
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Abstract
In TRIZ application it is required to select a suitable scheme to analyze the encountered
problem, and then apply proper principles to provide solution triggers. In the past, the
aforementioned resolving procedure was mostly based on human judgment. Moreover, the product
development process is aimed to increase the Ideality of product design to achieve distinct
innovation. The Ideality can be effectively improved by the trend lines of the evolution in TRIZ, but
it is quite critical to choose appropriate evolutionary lines to analyze the content of the product.
Therefore, this paper uses text mining to explore evolutionary trends and patent documents that may
be relevant, and then assists product developers to choose evolutionary lines suitable for resolving
design problems. The first step is patent search from the on-line patent database to collect relevant
patents based on the design subject, which an elliptical machine is taken as case study. Secondly, we
construct a classifier for evolutionary trends by performing dependency parsing on the patent text to
extract the SAO (Subject-Action-Object) grammatical structure, and apply semantic similarity
calculation to analyze the evolutionary trends of the patents. The next is to examine the product
design requirements for the design case, then apply similar text mining process to obtain the related
patents for these design requirements. Finally, we will compare the relevant patents for product
design requirements with the evolutionary trends classifier, and then provide advices of possibly
suitable evolutionary trend lines for the product design.
Keywords: Evolutionary Trends, Semantic Similarity, Text Mining, TRIZ, Patent Search

1. Introduction
TRIZ theory (Altshuller, 2000) is useful to provide a number of systematic approaches to
problem solving. However, it still relies on human judgements to find a promising solution. If
critical elements, such as engineering parameters, evolutionary trends, etc. are incorrectly applied, it
may lead to the state away from the ideal solution. For example, in contradiction analysis, some
problems may consist of several characteristics in nature. Selecting different set of improving
parameter and worsening parameter will result in different set of inventive principles. The direction
of problem solving may then vary because of human’s subjective consciousness. In addition, we
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believe that "the evolution of any system is to advance towards idealization through the resolution of
system contradictions". Evolutionary trends in TRIZ may effectively improve products and enhance
innovation through evolving stages and benefits in-betweens. Nevertheless, the evolutionary trends
analysis also requires personal experiences to select suitable trends to apply to the problem.
Therefore, introduction of intelligence mechanism to assist the product development process will
compensate for the negative effects caused by personal subjective judgment and psychological
inertia. Authors propose to make good use of patent database as a resource and text mining to help
explore the similarity between product design requirements and evolutionary trends. It can then
automatically classify and recommend appropriate trends to analyze and improve product design.

2. Literature Review
▪2.1 Patterns of Evolutionary Trends
Altshuller recognized that technological systems evolve not accidentally but in accordance with
certain patterns. These patterns can be revealed from the world’s accumulated patent information and
intentionally applied for the purpose of advancing a system through its evolutionary stages. There
are eight patterns in classical TRIZ as described subsequently:
(1) Stages of evolution of a technological system;
(2) Evolution toward increased Ideality;
(3) Non-uniform development of system elements;
(4) Evolution toward increased dynamism and controllability;
(5) Increased complexity followed by simplification;
(6) Evolution with matching and mismatching elements;
(7) Evolution toward micro-levels and increased use of fields;
(8) Evolution toward decreased human involvement.
Additional work has been made by TRIZ researchers to further interpret the evolutionary patterns
into 37 trend lines, which are listed in details in Table 1 (Mann, 2007). In each trend there are
increasing benefits from evolving between stages. For instance, the trend line of “Space
Segmentation” is shown in Figure 1.
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Time Related
Trends

Interface Related Trends

Space Related Trends

Table 1. The 37 trend lines of evolution
T1. Smart Materials (4)
T2. Space Segmentation (5)
T3. Surface Segmentation (4)
T4. Object Segmentation (9)
T5.Macro to Nano Scale Space (6)
T6. Webs and Fibers (4)
T7. Decreasing Density (3)
T14. Mono-Bi-Poly(Similar-Interface) (4)
T15. Mono-Bi-Poly(Various-Interface) (4)
T16. Mono-Bi-Poly(Increasing-Interface) (4)
T17. Nesting-Up (3)
T18. Reduced Damping (3)
T19. Senses Interaction (5)
T20. Color Interaction (4)
T21. Transparency (4)
T22. Customer Purchase Focus (4)

T8. Geometric Evolution(Linear) (4)
T9.Geometric Evolution(Volumetric)(4)
T10.Increasing Asymmetry (4)
T11.Boundary Breakdown-Space (3)
T12.Nesting-Down (4)
T13.Dynamization (6)
T23. Market Evolution (5)
T24. Design Point (4)
T25. Degrees of Freedom (6)
T26. Boundary Breakdown-interface (3)
T27. Trimming (4)
T28. Controllability (4)
T29. Human Involvement (6)
T30. Design Methodology (6)
T31. Reducing Energy Conversions (4)

T32. Action Co-ordination (4)

T35. Mono-Bi-Poly(Similar-Time) (4)

T33. Rhythm Co-ordination (4)

T36. Mono-Bi-Poly(Various-Time) (4)

T34. Non-linearity (3)

T37. Macro to Nano Scale-Time (6)

Figure 1. The Space Segmentation trend and its evolving benefits
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▪2.2 Subject-Action-Object Based Text Mining
SAO (Subject-Action-Object) structure is composed of subject (noun phrase), action (verb
phrase) and object (noun phrase). SAO structure is usually used to express technical functions. This
simple structure clearly expresses the relationship between functions, effects, solutions, technical
concepts and components that appear in the patent text (Cascini, Fantechi & Spinicci, 2004).
Among them, AO stands for function and S stands for tools, methods or systems that realize AO
functions. For example, Ki & Kim (2017) mentioned in the study:
"Nanosensor detects micro-signal",
S structure contains Nanosensor,
A structure contains detects,
O structure contains micro-signal,
where AO structure "detects micro-signal" represents the problem, and nanosensor of S
structure is a method or tool to solve the detection of micro signals.
In order to extract the SAO structure from the text, it must be analyzed through part-of-speech
tagging. Therefore, natural language processing is required. In the past, the related research on
extracting the SAO structure for evolutionary trends classification is "TrendPerceptor" (Yoon & Kim,
2012), which is an evolution trend analysis system for patents, and patent technology identification
(Park, Ree and Kim, 2013), using Stanford Parser (de Marneffe & Manning, 2008) to label the
dependencies from the patent text to extract the SAO structure in the text.
▪2.3 Word2vec Based Semantic Similarity
In order to convert the text in the patent into a language that the machine can understand,
natural language processing usually converts the text into a vector form, such as [0,0,0,0,1] and
[0,0,1,0,0 ], etc. Each vector represents a word, and the dimension of the vector depends on the size
of the dictionary.
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) is a shallow neural network model for training word vectors.
It is mainly used to generate word vectors. Through training, the content of text or sentences can be
converted into vector value in high-dimensional vector space. Each word in the text or sentence will
have its own space vector. Word2Vec has two shallow neural network models, namely CBOW
(Continuous Bag-of-Words Model) and Skip-Gram (Continuous Skip-gram Model). CBOW predicts
the current word based on the context, and Skip-Gram predicts the context based on the current
word.
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Since Word2Vec belongs to a vector space model, words with more similar semantics will have
a smaller angle in the vector space, so the semantic similarity can be calculated from the cosine
similarity. Li et al. (2017) mentioned the semantic similarity algorithm of the vector space model as
shown in Equation (1).
(1)

ei refers to the i-th word in text e, and fj refers to the j-th word in text f. The similarity with the two
words can be obtained by calculating the cosine angle between the two vectors. When the angle is
closer to 0, the cosine value will be closer to 1.

3. Methodology
The research method is mainly divided into three phases, as shown in Figure 2, including data
pre-processing, classification engine and result synthesis. Data pre-processing includes the
construction of the evolution dictionary, the construction of the customer needs dictionary, and the
construction of the patent text data set and the dependency analysis of the patent text data set. The
classification engine includes word vector training and semantic similarity calculation. The phase of
result synthesis is the comparison and analysis intended for the evolution trend advisory model.
▪3.1 Data Pre-processing
In order to classify the evolutionary trends, we must first establish the evolution dictionary for
judging the evolutionary trends. The evolution dictionary is composed of two words and conforms to
part of the meaning of the evolution stage. After sorting out the evolution keywords of each trend in
sequence, it then creates a csv file for reading through python program. The example is shown in
Figure 3.
Once the evolution dictionary is established, the dictionary of customer needs must be built by
collecting from customers or marketing personnel. Similar to the evolution dictionary, it is also
composed of two words and can express certain meaning of customer need. After sorting out the
keywords of each customer needs in sequence, it also creates a csv file for reading through python
program, and the example is shown in Figure 4.
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37 Evolutionary
trends

Evolution
dictionary

1.Construct as CSV file
2.Each set of keywords
consists of two words

Collect customer
needs

Customer
needs
dictionary

1.Construct as CSV file
2.Each set of keywords consists of two words

Patent database

Patents data
set

1.patent name
2.Patent content
3.Patent announcement number

Dependency
parsing

Use python to parse the
patent data sets.

Word vector
training

Use Word2vec to train word vectors

Data Pre-processing

Classification Engine

Result Synthesis

Semantic
Similarity
Analysis of
evolutionary
trend advisory
model

1.Calculate the semantic similarity between
patent data set and evolution dictionary
2.Calculate the semantic similarity between
patent data set and customer needs dictionary
Analyze the results that meet the
semantic similarity threshold

Figure 2. Flow chart of the methodology

Figure 3. Evolution dictionary and keywords
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Figure 4. Customer needs dictionary and keywords
In the construction of the patent data set, it is necessary to search and download related patents
of the product from the patent database, and then collect the patent name, patent content, and patent
announcement number as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Patent Collection into csv file
▪3.2 Classification Engine
This phase is to calculate the semantic similarity in the vector space model, and use Word2vec
to train the word vector for the patent data set. Word2vec can output the image of the word vector on
the two-dimensional plane through the visualization of the word vector.
The generated word vector is visualized after dimensionality reduction through TSNE as shown
in Figure 6. The closer the coordinate distance between two words, the higher the similarity is. For
example, measures, measure, measuring, and measured are very close in the two-dimensional
coordinates, which means the higher the semantic similarity.
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Figure 6. Word vector visualization of keywords for customer needs dictionary
The obtained word vector can be used for semantic similarity calculation for classifying
evolution trends as well as design requirements. The detailed calculation method is shown in Figure
7. The dependency relationship "nmod" can extract that "morning" and "flight" are composed of two
words. The "passive" in the evolution trend dictionary needs to be calculated for semantic similarity
with "morning", and the "material" is calculated the semantic similarity with "flight". Finally, the
two semantic similarities are added together to obtain the phrase similarity.

Figure 7. Semantic similarity calculation method (Jurafsky & Martin, 2019)
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Since each dependency for the pair of “amod” and “dobj” is composed of two words, the
semantic similarity calculation method of evolutionary dictionary is to add the calculated similarity
between the first word of the evolution dictionary and the current text, then plus the calculated
similarity between the second word of the evolution dictionary and the dependency word. The
example is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Semantic similarity calculation method of evolutionary dictionary
In this study, Pati is the i-th phrase in the SAO grammatical structure extracted from patent
documents, and Dicj is the j-th phrase in the SAO evolutionary trend structure dictionary. Phrase Pati
and phase Dicj are both composed of two words. Therefore, the semantic similarity calculation
formula between the patent text and the evolution trend keyword in this experiment can be
summarized as formula (2). Since formula (2) is the sum of the similarity of two groups of word
vectors, Sim (Pati , Dicj) has a range of [ -2 , 2 ].

Likewise, the semantic similarity calculation method of customer needs dictionary is to add
the calculated similarity between the first word of the customer needs dictionary and the current text,
then plus the calculated similarity between the second word of the customer needs dictionary and
“amod” or “dobj” dependency word. The example is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Semantic similarity calculation method of customer needs dictionary
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The customer needs similarity calculation equation is the same as that of Equation (2). As long as the
evolution dictionary is replaced by the customer needs dictionary, Equation (3) can be obtained.

▪3.3 Results Synthesis
For the calculation result of Figure 10 as an example, the “connect device” is a word
constructed from a group of SAO sections in the patent text. In the evolutionary dictionary, "similar
device" refers to a group of phrases belonging to trend line #14. After the semantic similarity of the
two sets of words, [connect, similar] and [device, device], are calculated and added, the semantic
similarity value 1.3862 is obtained.

Figure 10. Semantic similarity calculation result of evolutionary trend dictionary
The description of the customer needs classification is shown in Figure 11. One of the SAO
structure words, "right handle", extracted from the patent and the "easy handle" from the customer
needs dictionary are calculated for the semantic similarity of “right” and “easy”, “handle” and
“handle”. They are then added together, and the calculation result is close to 1.5384.
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Figure 11. Semantic similarity calculation result of customer needs dictionary
According to the previous calculation methods and results, the threshold of classification
similarity for evolution trends or customer needs is set to 1.6, because the significance is more
perceptible in our experiments. That is, when the threshold value is greater than or equal to 1.6, it is
judged that the phrase in the patent text is relevant to the evolution trends. On the contrast, it is
irrelevant if the threshold value is less than 1.6. As long as the judgment is relevant, it will label and
store the tag value of the evolution trend and the current phrase, and then aggregate the total number
of times that they are related. If irrelevant, the next group of words will be examined and calculated
for similarity in a recursive way. The same process is also applied to judging the customer needs.
The flowcharts of each classification method are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13.
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Patent data set

Text pre-processing

Evolution
dictionary

Semantic similarity
calculation
No,
Check for
the next

if 𝑆𝑖𝑚 𝑃𝑎𝑡 , 𝐷𝑖𝑐

>= 1.6

Judging semantic
similarity>=1.6

Yes

Classified as Evolutiontrend-related

Figure 12. Flowchart of evolution trends classification

Patent data set

Text pre-processing

Customer needs
dictionary

Semantic similarity
calculation
No,
check for
the next

if 𝑆𝑖𝑚 𝑃𝑎𝑡 , 𝐷𝑅

>=1.6

Judging semantic
similarity>=1.6

Yes

Classified as customerneeds-related

Figure 13. Flowchart of customer needs classification
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The classification results in Figure 12 and Figure 13 are then used to construct the evolutionary
trend advisory model as shown in Figure 14. After comparing these two classification results, the
patents that are commonly classified in both categories will be stored for the evolutionary trend
advisory analysis and provide suggested evolutionary trend lines to the design team.
Customer needs
classification results

Comparison of two
classification results

Evolutionary trends
classification results

Evolutionary trend advisory
model analysis

Figure 14. Evolutionary trend advisory model analysis

4. Case Study
After semantic similarity calculation, some of the classification results are shown in Figure 15.
Table 2 summarizes the classification results and phrases with similarity ≥ 1.6. It can be seen from
Table 2 that not every patent can meet the needs of customers. This research will classify the
subsequent evolutionary trend of patents that match the customer needs.

Figure 15. Advisory model analysis method
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Table 2. Customer needs classification results
Patent No.

SAO structure words
from patent

US10549153

transparent displays

6

clear display

different modes

3

many modes

stride adjust

12

adjust pace

US09474925

easy assembly

11

simple assembly

US07670267

pace adjust

12

adjust pace

easy maintenance

13

easy maintain

different modes

3

many modes

speed adjust

12

adjust pace

stride adjust

12

adjust pace

guiding element

5

guide function

US09278250

low cost

20

low cost

US09586086

easier maintenance

13

easy maintain

US07682288

speed adjust

12

adjust pace

US10022586

convenient operation

1

convenient operate

US09302145

stride adjust

12

adjust pace

US07682293

several modes

3

many modes

US10518126

path adjust

12

adjust step

US09636540

stride adjusting

12

adjust step

US20160184626

low cost

20

low cost

US07670268

speed adjust

12

adjust step

US20140206507

path adjust

12

adjust step

US08734298

path adjust

12

adjust step

US10549144

path adjust

12

adjust step

US08147384

path adjust

12

adjust step

US08449437

path adjusting

12

adjust step

US09974998

element guiding

5

guide function

US07811207

path adjust

12

adjust step

US07686743

several modes

3

many modes

US09295874

US10213644
US08485945
US09248338

Customer needs label

Customer needs key word

According to the classification results obtained in Table 2, the patents that meet the needs of
customer are classified according to the evolutionary trend, as shown in Figure 16. If the patent is
classified as evolutionary trend, it will be counted in the pivot analysis table.
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Figure 16. Classification results of patent evolutionary trends
After transposing the results in Figure 16 and sorting the occurrence times of the evolution
trend from large to small, as shown in Figure 17, the evolutionary trends and total count are further
extracted and consolidated into Table 3, which is the recommended result of the evolutionary trends
for this design case.

Figure 17. Sorted evolutionary trends classification results
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Table 3. Evolutionary trends advisory model analysis
Evolutionary
Evolutionary trend
trend label
15
14
16
1
36
13
17
31
10
35
29
2
37
3
4
7
11
19
27
28
6
12
23
25
18
26
32
33

Mono-Bi-Poly (Various) Surface
Mono-Bi-Poly (Similar) Surface
Mono-Bi-Poly (Increasing Difference)
Smart Material
Mono-Bi-Poly (Various) Time
Dynamization
Nesting-Up
Reducing Energy Conversions
Geometric Evolution (Linear)
Mono-Bi-Poly (Similar)Time
Human Involvement
Space Segmentation
Evolution Marco to Nano Scale
Surface Segmentation
Object Segmentation
Decreasing Density
Geometric Evolution (Volumetric)
Senses Interaction
Trimming
Controllability
Web and Fibers
Nesting-Down
Market Evolution
Degrees of Freedom
Reduced Damping
Boundary Breakdown-Space(Surface)
Action Co-ordination
Rhythm Co-ordination

Number of
occurrences of
evolutionary trend
23
21
15
14
14
13
10
9
8
8
7
6
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

5. Conclusion
This research establishes a methodology to recommend possibly relevant evolutionary trend
lines for product design. By performing dependency analysis to extract the SAO structure of the
patent text, and use Word2vec semantic similarity calculation to classify the patent text with respect
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to the design requirements. Targeting on the classified patents, the semantic similarities to
evolutionary trend lines are calculated and classified as well. Finally all the attained evolution trends
lines and the number of occurrences of their keywords are sorted and the evolutionary trend
recommendation list for the product design is obtained.
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Abstract
The paper discusses ways to further develop TRIZ. The conclusion is made about transition of
TRIZ development to new S-curve, mainly by means of transition to supersystem. Possible ways of
transition to the supersystem, that complement existing ones are shown such as extension of TRIZ to
non-anthropogenic systems (applied dialectics), introduction into the education system not only as
content, but also as a teaching method, as well as application of TRIZ in foresight (medium-term
prediction) tasks. It was concluded that TRIZ should be used to achieve the UN Sustainable
Development Goals.
Keywords: TRIZ, TRIZ-pedagogics, applied dialectics, knowledge invention, foresight, Sustainable
Development Goals.

1. Introduction
G.S. Altshuller created TRIZ for about 40 years. A slender and holistic system of inventive
thinking based on the Laws of Technical System Evolution discovered by him was created. Then the
followers and disciples of G.S. Altshuller made separate additions and clarifications to the
"intellectual tools" of TRIZ, and continue to work on improving ARIZ. Does this mean that TRIZ
has ceased to develop? Of course not. Reflexively applying TRIZ to TRIZ itself, we can say that
TRIZ passed the first S-curve and goes to the next. It is quite obvious that this happens by transition
to the super-system. Now the most obvious ways of this transition are:
1. Expanding the use of TRIZ in innovative corporations in the world (as required by Industry
4.0).
2. Application of TRIZ for improving non-technical anthropogenic (social, art, economic, etc.)
systems.
However, there are other, so far less noticeable, but promising ways of such transition. It is they
that are considered in this paper.
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2.1. TRIZ and Applied Dialectics
At conferences and meetings of specialists on TRIZ, in publications on TRIZ, the term
"Applied Dialectics" is increasingly found. As a rule, it is meant that the abbreviation "TRIZ" and
the phrase "Applied Dialectics" are synonyms. Referring to the same science, these terms emphasize
various aspects of it: the words "Theory of Inventive Problems Solving" speak of the function of this
science, for which it is intended, and the words "Applied Dialectics" - about the internal structure of
TRIZ, about its relationship with dialectics, since the main content of TRIZ is ways to overcome
contradictions. This kinship was also emphasized by the author of TRIZ G.S. Altshuller, for example,
in the introduction of book (Altshuller et al., 1989), where he said that there are general laws for the
development of systems studied by dialectics, and laws for the development of technical systems
studied by TRIZ.
The active development of new directions for the application of TRIZ, including in education,
where the authors of this article participate, has led to the need to return to the question of whether
the terms "TRIZ" and "Applied Dialectics" are synonymous.
With the growing demand for the study of TRIZ, educational institutions usually cannot teach
TRIZ in an amount of hours sufficient for high-quality mastery of it. This circumstance stimulated
developments on the application of TRIZ in the study of other school subjects and university
disciplines, to the formation of an innovative system of TRIZ-pedagogics. It was during these
developments in TRIZ-pedagogics that it turned out that in order to use it in teaching natural
sciences and humanities disciplines and subjects, new developments in TRIZ itself are required.
This need has become particularly acute when creating the Knowledge Invention Method in
TRIZ-pedaogics, to which the authors of this article also contributed (Pogrebnaya et al, 2010,
Pogrebnaya et al, 2013, Kozlov et al, 2013). Although the important ideas that initiated these new
developments in TRIZ were (perhaps implicitly) formulated earlier, in relation to biology
(Bukhvalov and Murashkovskyi, 1993, Timokhov, 1996, Modestov, 1998).
The Knowledge Invention Method when studying technical and other anthropogenic systems,
consists in the fact that during the educational process the studied system is "re-invented" by
analyzing and overcoming the contradictions in the predecessor system by TRIZ methods. It does
not matter that most of the existing and therefore studied technical and other anthropogenic systems
were created without TRIZ. All the same, when they were created, spontaneously, unknowingly,
contradictions were overcome, and overcome in the ways that are now known as TRIZ laws,
principles, techniques, standards. For example, in the past, the predecessor of the transistor was an
electron tube (Principle 33 - homogeneity), the predecessor of the internal combustion engine - a
steam engine (deployment-folding law, in terms of folding), the predecessor of the Einstein theory of
relativity - the Newton mechanic (Principle 3 – local quality), etc.
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However, in many disciplines and subjects, other educational programs, non-anthropogenic
systems are studied, that is, systems in whose origin people did not participate. Nevertheless, in
relation to one class of non-anthropogenic systems - living (biological) in (Bukhvalov and
Murashkovskyi, 1993, Timokhov, 1996, Modestov, 1998) it is shown that it is possible to learn to
invent using TRIZ by studying such systems. The meaning of the above books is that if you use
TRIZ to overcome the contradictions that exist in living organisms, you can "re-invent" more
advanced living organisms that are already created by evolution. (For example, arthropods originated
from ringworms in accordance with the law corresponding to standard 1.2.2 "Elimination of harmful
connection by the introduction of modified substances").Thus, there is a need to introduce new
concepts, a special case of which, in relation to anthropogenic systems, would be the principles,
techniques and standards of TRIZ. According to the authors, they can be called the laws of
overcoming contradictions.
For anthropogenic systems, it is known that their development goes towards increasing the
degree of ideality. Obviously, it is necessary to find an analogue of the concept of "ideality" for
living systems. From ecology and a number of other sciences it is known that in the living world
there is a law of expansion of life: life seeks to occupy more and more areas of habitat. Since the
development of living organisms goes in this direction, it is natural to accept the expansion of life,
the expansion of habitats as an analogue of increasing the degree of ideality for living systems.
The commonality of laws on the development of anthropogenic and living systems raises the
question of whether this commonality also extends to non-living systems? If we put forward a
plausible hypothesis that the ideal state for non-living systems is a state with a minimum of potential
energy, then it turns out that the laws of overcoming contradictions apply to non-living systems. For
example, when stars are formed from interstellar gas, planets from a protoplanetary cloud, the
minimum of potential energy of matter collected in these stars and planets is achieved due to their
spherical shape (the "law of spheroidality" is an analogue of the principle of spheroidality). The
formation of mountains and ocean depressions during the collision of lithospheric plates drifting
along the Earth's surface is a manifestation of the "law of transition to another dimension" - an
analogue of the principle of transition to another dimension, as well as the "law of local quality" - an
analogue of the principle of local quality.
This expansion of TRIZ to applied dialectics allows not only to study TRIZ even together with
natural science subjects and disciplines, but also to form a worldview, which the authors call
“Sustainable Worldview”, not only to motivate to the sustainable development of civilization, but
also to provide effective "intellectual tools" to solve problems of sustainable development, to
eliminate disruptive innovations and preserve the environment, according to UN 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
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2.2. TRIZ-based Foresitght
Foresight, or medium-term forecasting, is increasingly used in various technological and
socio-economic tasks, including, for example, in territorial development tasks. The goal of the
foresight is usually considered to be to determine the possible future, create the desired image of the
future and determine strategies for achieving it. Unlike futurologists, which give long-term forecasts
of a supersystem nature, foresighters give fairly specific forecasts. The assessment of modern
forsiteght methods by specialists and the public is usually ambiguous: from very enthusiastic to no
less pessimistic. Not all foresight forecasts are correct. Foresiht which forecasts of development, for
example, of local territories, are more reliable. Foresight forecasting of large territories and
long-term trends can produce results that often are very significantly different from the truth.
One of the reasons for this is the widespread historical understanding of the foresight, as not so
much a type of activity, but a decision-making method with a prototype Delphi method, consisting in
a two-stage convergence of the opinions of a group of experts (Japanese version of the foredight).
The convergent opinions of themselves are initially based on the knowledge, experience and
personal position of the experts, that is, they are essentially samples similar to those used in the Trial
and Error Method. If random sampling is accelerated in brainstorming, focal object method,
morphological analysis, etc., then in the Delphi method, many random samples are averaged, which
also does not guarantee the approach of the average to the truth.
Nevertheless, the idea of foresight as an activity that can be carried out not only by the Delphi
method is increasingly strengthened. A combination of different methods is increasingly used,
including, except for Delphi, expert panels, scripting, trend extrapolation, brainstorming, SWOT
analysis, technological roadmaps, relevance trees, mutual influence analysis, etc. However, to date,
there has not been a significant increase in the probability of correct forecasting of long-term trends
in large territories.
There are some successful expert groups that have a higher probability of forecasting. Studying
their experience shows a significant difference in methods. In particular, separate TRIZ tools, for
example, a system analysis technique, are being used. Such an appeal to TRIZ is natural, since it is
TRIZ that is a systematic doctrine of development, contains not only divergent thinking technologies,
but also convergent thinking technologies consistent with the laws of development of the
surrounding world. In the 70s - 80s. XX century TRIZ successfully integrated into such an activity
as functional-cost analysis (Altshuller, 1985). At present, the prerequisites for integrating TRIZ into
the foresight are being formed.
The first work in this direction was the DoTSA'n method (Diagram of Technical System and
Audit) by (V.G. Sibiryakov, 2010) designed to audit investment projects, consisting in a quantitative
assessment of the ideality of the technical system based on an n-dimensional diagram of the current
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state of the research object in the context of the Laws of Technical System Evolution. The diagram
allows us to make forecasts of the future development paths of various systems along the lines of
development known in TRIZ, on which it has gone the least way by the time of analysis. The author
of the method indicates that such lines may become larger over time. V.G. Sibiryakov's
developments are continued by the English specialists Darrell Mann and Adrian Cole (Mann, 2006,
2007) who expanded the chart to 37 lines and called it "the radar chart" of development potential.
They applied the diagram to improve the effectiveness of intellectual property assessment.
What other ways TRIZ intellectual tools can be used in the foredight? First of all, let us pay
attention to the idea expressed about the pre-TRIZ foresight in many publications: the serious
problem of the reliability of the foresight is the lack of linear extrapolation of existing trends. One of
the methods used by foresighters to increase the reliability of linear extrapolation is to identify in the
present such systems that do not have trends and opportunities to change dramatically in the future
(European version of the foresight, based on inertial development). The image of the future they
build around these systems. Such long-term systems can be, for example, the city, hydroelectric
power stations, etc. However, with the constantly accelerating pace of scientific, technical and
socio-economic development, with the transition of society to the stage of innovative reliance and on
these slowly changing systems, it becomes less and less sufficient.
The TRIZ-based foresight enables nonlinear prediction by detecting contradictions in the
systems being analyzed, estimating the transition time to the 3rd stage of the S-curve, and possible
ways to overcome these contradictions. Thus, the foresight itself can change qualitatively. Now,
foresighters during their research, as a rule, do not interfere with the development processes that they
predict. The intervention may be after making predictions - in the form of choosing preferred options
from among those predicted and their implementation.
If ways to overcome pre-predicted contradictions, essentially in social and economic systems,
are found in advance, then this essentially means a significant intervention in the predicted processes
- a positive intervention that accelerates these processes. In some cases (when cost-effective), these
solutions can be implemented immediately, rather than waiting predicted time. Thus, a TRIZ-based
foresight is a connection between the forecast and the process of improving various systems. Here
there is a partial analogy with the Heisenberg uncertainty principle in physics. According to this
principle, any measurement of microscopic bodies inevitably causes a change in their state.
Foresight is also essentially a measurement in which the measured object is not a microscopic body,
but a macroscopic future. Measuring the future with TRIZ changes this future. But such a change is
useful, since it solves current problems. This is another confirmation of the progressive nature of
TRIZ in the foresight. This path also allows to reach the UN 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs).
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Conclusion
In the authors opinion, TRIZ in the era of the fourth technological revolution can become not
only an effective mean of creating innovation, but also an equally effective mean of sustainable
development.
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Abstract
This project starts with the knowledge of market demand information, carries out patent
navigation, conducts patent search, analysis, evaluation, etc., applies trimming methods to the
"disadvantages" of a similar patent to circumvent, regenerate, enhance and expand patents.
Specifically applied: the "three combination tools" of Small Smart People Method, Trimming
Methods and Physical Contradiction problem solving trim the "water supply device" on the target
patent; application of resource analysis to assist the required water supply plan; the use of 9 window
method and evolution trend combining, expanding the solution of the problem. That is, patent
enhancement and expansion, resulting in numerous patent application programs. In addition, at the
stage of patent examination and defense, the theory of " hierarchy" and the corresponding analysis of
patent inventiveness evaluation criteria are adopted, and the answer is won, which helps to authorize
the invention. A total of 31 patent applications were filed for the project, of which 21 patents have
been authorized. The contribution of this project to TRIZ is to apply a variety of innovative methods
to realize the regeneration, enhancement, expansion and portfolio of new patents, and to help
cultivate high-value patents.

Keywords: Patent Navigation, Trimming Methods, Circumvent, Regenerate, Enhance, Small Smart
People, Physical Contradiction, 9 Window, Portfolio.

1. Introduction
There were two Japanese businessmen who visited our company to exchange sprout cultivation
machinery project respectively in the late November, 2015 and in the working period after Chinese
New Year in 2016. The water supply equipment, equipped with high zinc mineral water machine
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which is invented by our company, is drum-type, specialized in industrialized production of sprouts,
that is bean sprout plants, under the condition that no fertilizer is added, and top-grade sprouts will
be available in four to five days. When the project was introduced to us, we saw the equipment in the
figure 1. This is the information from market needs.

Figure 1. Sprout Cultivation Machine.
After domestic market research, it is known that the vast majority of sprouts in China are
cultivated in flat plates. Because of gravity, sprouts roots are downward and their leaves together
with stems upward. Through searching on the internet, there is quite a lot of information of this kind
of online publicity by manufacturers and users sprouts purchasing.
Through earlier patent searches and analysis, we got to know the relevant information of patent
technology in this field at home and broad. We found the closest target patent to our project from
3,270 Chinese patents ( Classification Numbers: A01G3/02), such as the “ Rotary Type sprout
Cultivation Machine” [1]CN98250301.6 applied by Taiwanese, and “ Sprouts Growing Equipment”
[2]CN200820142983.2，from which we learned the equipment was patented for utility model in
1988, and its patent expired in 2008. They applied for its patent protection for another ten years after
revision, but they abstained in December 2015 ( Figures 2 I, II, III, IV). The patent is the only
invention of single-cylinder rotary sprouting machine retrieved at home (afterwards, we searched for
the same Taiwanese patent M352248). We found, we can use this target patent which is invalid,
according to the Patent Law. However, this is not a technological innovation but an imitation. Only
when there is a big breakthrough in technology is innovation and independent intellectual property
rights are expected to be formed.
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I

II

III

IV
Figure 2.

The above situation shows market demands stay with patent barriers, and that technology
challenges exist with innovation opportunities. Now that our goal of innovation and invention has
been clearly defined. Then you can try to use TRIZ theories, methods and tools to solve the various
technical difficulties that may be encountered in the innovation process.
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2. Problem Analysis Process
In the target patent, its sovereignty items: 1. "A sprout plant growing equipment, which is
characterized in that it includes: ... a sprinkler device, the sprinkler device includes at least one
hollow connecting pipe. So the connecting pipe forms a water inlet at the opposite end of the
opening of the cylinder, and the connecting pipe extends into the cylinder and is provided with
several nozzles". The description of "sprinklers" has attracted special attention. Because there are
schematic sprouts in the picture in Figure 2 II, it is very similar to the " Small Smart People ", so
applies the " Small Smart People method" thinking tool in TRZ to try to analyze.

2.1 Small Smart People
As shown in Figure 3, from the rotation of the sprouts, a bunch of sprouts can be simulated as a
group of smart people divided into three teams of upper, middle and lower rotating forward, as
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.
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As shown in Figure 5, the villain appears in the process of advancing: the upper team passes
smoothly, the squadron is blocked and damaged, and the next team goes around the corner with
difficulty.

Figure 5.
As shown in Figure 8, the small smart people is blocked, damaged or even "distressed" because
of the obstruction of the L-shaped water pipe and spout!

Figure 6.
As shown in Figure 7, the red boxes and red letters in the figure indicate that it is the
"disadvantage" of the patent, which needs to be improved. Does it need to be "cut"?
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Disadvantages

Figure 7. Target Patent Disadvantages
As shown in Figure 8, if all the small smart people occupy or pass above the sprinkler and need
to lay a black arc in the "road" above, then the space below will not be wasted? Or remove the
sprinkler. If the sprinkler is removed and there is no water source, how can we grow vegetables?
These assumptions have become a problem, a key point of the technical problem. Explain that
“trimming” is necessary. If it is to be trim, how to realize its water delivery function and what
components are there to replace? It shows that the current problem has not been solved yet, and new
contradictions must be solved! This is the contradiction between "spraying" and "walking".

Figure 8.

2.2 Physical Contradiction
Figure 3 or Figure 9 is indeed misleading the reader or the inventor himself, thinking that the
original sprinkler in the red circle in the figure is not directly related to the sprouts.
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Figure 9.
After reanalysis of operation time and operation area, , it is found that as shown in Figure 10,
the sprouts actually exist in the upper part of the cylinder with the sprinkler as the center. The
operation area is about 90-120 degrees. The operation area is the accumulation area where the
sprouts are injured. The picture shown on the Japanese manufacturer’s website is shown in Figure 10.
There is indeed a damaged accumulation area of sprouts in about 1/4 of the operation time and
operation area.

Figure 10. Injury Zone
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Physical contradiction (physical conflict) is resolved. The above reasoning shows that about 1/4
of the operating time and operating area exist. Do you remove the water spray device? The need
for water and the lack of water constitute a physical contradiction.
In order to analyze the problem conveniently, the problem is reduced first, and the 1/4 graph in
Figure 2 III is selected for analysis as shown in Figure 11. The contradiction here is manifested in
the 90-degree space close to the drive shaft. The "spatial separation method" can be used, and the
corresponding invention principles such as "segmentation, extraction, merging, with the aid of
intermediary, curved surface, and local quality" are worth trying.

Figure 11.
The physical contradiction is resolved. In addition to "spatial separation", "system level
separation" can also be considered. In addition, the understanding of water sources can be more
generalized. Water in different states such as vapor, mist, fog, etc. are all water, and they all have the
same effect on plant growth. Therefore, the corresponding “physical or chemical parameter
change” in the “system level separation” can be boldly conceived to change the aggregation state of
water, and change the spray water to spray mist or mist. Extraction, merging, with the aid of
intermediary, curved surface, local quality" and other principles of the invention, as shown in Figure
12, it is possible to remove the sprinkler device, or directly spray water from the sprinkler on the
original site of the connecting sleeve fog or misty water.
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Figure 12.
The "trimming" method is applied. Use in this process: First, it conforms to the trimming rule X.
The role and function of the corner in the drum space is that the sprout is turned, its function is trim,
and the function provider (corner) can be removed (covered), that is covered by a curved body (also
an application of the "curved surface principle"), the useful sprout rotation space is relatively
expanded, and the sprout rotation is smoother. The second is to comply with the trimming rule E,
that is, to trim off the "L-shaped Water Pipe" and replace it with a "new component, namely a
straight round casing" outside the system, to achieve the same water delivery function.
The regeneration of the "sprinkler device" has passed the analysis of the "small smart method"
mentioned above, the application of the "cutting" rule, and the two kinds of physical contradictions
are solved. The improved sprinkler device, see Figure 13, becomes a "water supply organization";
see Figure 14, after improvement "Humidification mechanism". The damage of the improved
sprout accumulation area on the upper part of the cylinder is greatly reduced, and the situation is
shown in Figure 15.

Figure 13.
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Figure 14.

Figure 15.

2.3 Resource Analysis and Utilization
Use water derived resources. For the cultivation of sprouts, water is an indispensable resource.
Resource analysis based on TRIZ is to discover, excavate and integrate various water resources.
Derived water resources can be obtained by physical, chemical or biological methods.
Different water quality, such as tap water to remove residual chlorine, mineralized water is water
with added minerals, these are obtained by chemical methods; change the different physical
conditions of the water, such as cold, hot water, high and low pressure water, water vapor, water mist,
etc.; sterile water can be obtained by means of disinfection and ultrafiltration.
More important is the integrated utilization of water resources. Firstly, the cheap water
resources in the system are used to obtain the IFR solution (ideal solution). The original invention of
"sprinkler" is changed to "water supply, spray, humidification, and circulation mechanism", and there
are even water and air mixing devices.
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More important is the integrated utilization of water resources. Firstly, the cheap water
resources in the system are used to obtain the IFR solution (ideal solution). The original invention of
"sprinkler" is changed to "water supply, spray, humidification, and circulation mechanism", and there
are even water and air mixing devices.
For example: analysis and full utilization of water resources can form solutions to problems
(such as: a water purification cycle system for sprout cultivation machine and its working method
201610349502.4):
A: Purified water 10 mineralized water 10 magnetized water;
B: Cold water 10 hot water;
C: Purified water, 10 high-pressure air;
D: Collect residual water, circulate water, and reuse water.
There is also a need for multiple resource analysis methods (conducive to the expansion of
subsequent problem-solving solutions): 9 windows method, component analysis method and object
field analysis method.

3. Problem Solution Maximization
3.1 Patent navigation
At the beginning of the project, a special patent guidance was carried out around the sprout
cultivation machine (the project unit is the first batch of pilot enterprises in Fuzhou, Fujian). From
the "Patent Navigation Report", it is known that in the world, for nearly a century. Only 7 out of
1166 patents of the same type are related to the rotary bud cultivation technology, and only three
types of rotary cylinder type equipment are found (Japan 1, Taiwan 2). However, according to the
information provided by the patent navigation report, it can be seen from the Internet that there are
modern sprout production plants in Japan, with more than 100 units installed and an annual output of
over 10000 tons of sprouts. This means that the patented technology of relatively horizontal sprout
cultivation has entered a period of decline, as shown in Figure 16, which is the A curve of the
technological evolution system, while the new rotating sprout cultivation technology has just begun,
forming a new life cycle, that is, the B curve. For this reason, it shows that the rotary sprout
cultivation patent technology department has just begun to grow up, and new patents can be boldly
created.
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Figure 16. The Patented Technology of Life Cycle

3.2 9 Window Method
The above-mentioned improvement plan based on TRIZ is only a case of comprehensive
application of innovative methods in this case. For example, the drum part is only a part of the whole
machine. The whole mechanism also uses TRIZ theory method, and the "9 Window Method" is used
below. To derive the current system, subsystem, super system and past, current and future of sprout
cultivation machinery, see Figure 17. Among them, for the present and future of current systems,
subsystems, and super-systems, such innovative thinking can be conceived at least 10-20 invention
schemes. However, in the actual innovation process, it was found that the 9 Window Method alone
was not enough, and the expansion efforts and ingenuity were still insufficient.

Figure 17. Patent expansion diagram of 9 window sprout equipment
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3.3 9 Application of Evolution Trend
Therefore, on the basis of the above patent expansion direction and limited measures, the
"evolution trend" and "evolution trend question and answer table" in patent enhancement are added,
as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Evolutionary Trend Triggered Solution
№
2

Trend
Device Trimming

Idea
Eliminate sprinkler in target patent
Frame with 4 guide wheels；

3

Trend of Increasing Completeness
of System Components

LED lights installed around incubator。
Transmission :Drive shaft + sleeve
Energy source :LED light is set under the cylinder to make full use of
sunshine; the cylinder body is driven slowly by hydraulic power.
Control System :Pulley frame, movable, convenient for daylighting
and production operation.

4

Mono-Bi-Poly(Increasing
Difference)

Add: lights in the lower half of the tube;
Add: pulley movable bracket.

5

Transition to Super-system:

Add: mobile function, realized by mobile bracket.

Increasing Differentiation
Between Main Function
6

Deeper Integration

Partial reduction system: the partial reduction system of
"single tube rotary sprout cultivation machine";
Complete reduction system: complete reduction system for
"sprout plant breeding equipment".

7

Mono-bi-poly (similar system)

Double system: from single barrel machine to double cylinder machine,
from single machine to double machine;
Multi system, multi machine system, multi machine production line.

8

Increased Various Integrated

Double system: from single cylinder machine to different double cylinder

Systems

machine; from single machine to different double machine device;
Multi system, and then develop into different multi machine production
line.

9

Increase Level of Control

Fixed program human intervention: set up bud growing
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components, environment components, control modules, etc.
External control system: the environmental components
include

air

exchange

module,

lighting

module

and

environmental detection sensor, and the control module is
connected with the environmental components.
16

Function dynamization

Multi

functional

system:

lighting,

water

supply,

ventilation, moisturizing, monitoring and control, to feed
and discharge system.
17

Reducing Human Involvement

Control

function

transfer

(personnel

+

automation,

personnel automation + tools): set up production lines that
can be produced in and out of the factory (manually pushed
out);
Automatic mode realizes seamless connection production
from pre germination, rotary cultivation to harvesting
(artificial).
AGV automatic car is set under the production line to
collect sprout products.
18

Trends of Uneven Development of

Focus on the advanced auxiliary functions: the water supply mechanism

System Components

of the outlet nozzle connected with the casing pipe; the inner cavity
partition board with arc baffle; the front cover of the inlet and outlet with
the door opening and closing; the temperature sensor, humidity sensor
and the rear end cover of the exhaust fan, etc.

20

Space Segmentation

Hollow structure: the incubator is divided into several
hollow cultivation cells;
Capillary / porous structure: the side wall of the
cultivation grid is fixed with a seedling tray with a sieve
hole. The useful functions of the sieve hole include
ventilation, water permeability, fixing bean sprouts, etc.

33

Nesting (up)

Combined with the higher-rise structure: the incubator is
suspended on the truss, and the sprouts can be collected
manually on the ground below the incubator, or the
vegetables can be collected periodically by AGV automatic
car, which also leaves enough space for automatic and
large-scale production.

41

Design Methodology

Considering interference effect: Considering manual cart
to collect vegetables, AGV automatic car can also be used
to collect vegetables;
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Design for prevention of stupidity and accident: due to the
need to deal with high-level and large-scale production,
it is necessary to consider the air purification in the
production area, as well as the preparation and use process
of sterile water supply (acid disinfection water produced
by electrolysis) to ensure that there is no accident.

4. Summary
According to the progress of the above-mentioned project, the application and cooperation of
patent navigation, multiple innovative methods and patent regeneration enhancement have been
carried out. This innovative project has achieved stage results and applied for a total of 31 patents,
including 5 authorized inventions, 16 authorized utility models, and others. In the public and trial
stage.
This case successfully used various methods such as TRIZ cutting and regeneration, which
boosted the author’s confidence in solving technical problems, applied a variety of TRIZ methods
and tools supplemented by patent navigation and patent knowledge application and cooperation,
cultivated high-value patents, and developed patents. Create high-quality, enhance independent
innovation and enhance corporate competitiveness.
In this case, the application of patent navigation and patent search, innovative thinking,
tailoring rules, evolutionary rules, evolutionary trends, etc., patent expansion in the expansion of
problem solving, and the use and cooperation of patent knowledge are also added to popularize and
deepen TRIZ. contribution.
Through this case, let us be convinced that it is an indispensable and effective way for
enterprises to develop innovative theoretical methods (TRIZ) applications and project patent
navigation around the research and development of new products. The integrated application of
innovative methods reflects innovation and innovation in the traditional sense. Reform. In today's
"innovative" era, implementing intellectual property strategies, enhancing independent innovation
capabilities, and innovation-driven enterprise development are of great significance.
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Abstract
Most people develop software by processing fields on screen and storing into files by instinct.
But the program gets more complicated as the program gets bigger. In this paper, we proposed a
concept to decrease the complexity. According to the 24th inventive principles, we propose a rule by
organizing an intermediate data structures before we store data to files and retrieve data from files,
and before we show data on screen. The method can reduce the complexity of program from an
order of O(mxn) to O(m+n). This concept can increase cohesion and decrease coupling of programs,
and also make programs easier maintained. We develop several database programs according to the
rule and get good evidence-based effect.

Keywords: Object-Oriented, Software engineering, TRIZ

1. Introduction
In developing software systems, especially database applications, programmers endeavor a lot
of effort to retrieve data from disks, and putting them on forms. They also endeavor a lot of effort to
save data on forms to physical storage like disks. In case there were m forms and n tables needed to
be processed. In tradition, programmers might develop m*n subroutines to process this operations.
By developing these numerous codes, the program begin to glow complexity and difficult to be
debugged. In case, we can follow some rules, we might develop software easier. These rules are
valuable. In this paper, we propose some rules help programmers develop software easier.
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2. The 40 inventive principles in TRIZ
The 40 Principles of invention are a suite of ideas that purport to aid in solving hard technical
problems. These are generalized by analyzing many patents. These principles are TRIZ important
tools. Inventors can follow the rules numbers in Contradiction Matrices and have clear thoughts to
approach their solutions(Silverstein, et al. 2012).
Among these 40 inventive principles, we utilize the 24th rules(Altshuller 1997, Webb 2002,
Domb and Mann 1999).
Principle 24. Intermediary
1. Use an intermediary carrier article or intermediary process.
2. Merge one object temporarily with another (which can be easily removed).
Principle 10. Preliminary Action
1. Perform, before it is needed, the required change of an object.
2. Pre-arrange objects such that they can come into action from the most convenient place and
without losing time for their delivery.

3. Proposed methodology
In this paper, we utility the 24th principle and the 10th principle and proposed 1 rules to follow
when wring programs.
Rule1. Use intermediary between program forms and data tables to decrease the complexity of
programs.
Traditional, people write programs in a directory way. In case, we have m program forms and n
data tables, and these are relevant. In Figure 1, m window forms and n data tables creates m*n
relations. And we must implement reading and writing operations for each relation. Thus, we need 2
m*n subroutines.
But if we design data structure of object layer, and lay them between the program forms and
data tables. In Figure 2, by adding a layer, the relation numbers decreases to O(m+n). The data
structure had better design as a real word object that makes us think in an instinct way.
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Figure 1 m window forms and n data tables creates m*n relations
But if we design data structure of object layer, and lay them between the program forms and
data tables.

Figure 2 By adding a layer, the relation numbers decreases to O(m+n)
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4. Examples
In this section, we illustrate an example from a project we developed. This project is to
calculate a set of patterns of cutting steels. A project is composed of figures. A figure is composed of
structural members. A structural member is composed of materials and parts. And a project is stored
in separated data tables on disks. Traditional, each program form needs retrieve data from data tables.
So, programmers tend to implement subroutine for each form. Sometimes, a program from need
retrieve data from several data tables. They need implement many codes.
By using intermediary, we design a data structure of a project and lay them as an intermediary
between program forms and data tables. Each reading and writing operation must use this data
structure first. So, the codes needed be implemented decrease a lot. By this way, program cohesion is
increase. In Figure 3, we layer an intermediary between physical storage and program makes the less
codes.

Figure 3 Compared with traditional method, proposed method is easy to implement
Table 1 is an example of intermediary. It is defined by some data structural container. It presents
a project’s attributes and figures’ definition. The codes, “public E_Project(int pidnum)”,compose of
a group of complicate codes to read data from physical storage. With these simple codes, a data
structure of steel project is created. The program form can only concerns about values of the project,
and has nothing to do with physical storages. So program and physical storage has no couple, which
makes programmers easily debug.
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Table 1 An example of intermediary.
public class E_Project
{
public int r_pid;
//Project ID
public int r_customer_no;
// Customer ID
public string r_project_no;
public string r_project_name;
public string r_include_bolt_weight;
public float r_total_weight;
public float r_total_area;
public string r_include_inventory;
public string r_lock;
public int r_unit_weight_point;
public int r_total_weight_point;
public string r_A8_C1;
public string r_A9_C2;
public string r_create_date;
public string r_work_date;
public float r_bolt_total_weight;
public float r_body_total_weight;
public List<PDiagram_information> r_diagram = new
List<PDiagram_information> ();
public E_Project(int pidnum);
{
//Code for read data from disk
}
}

During the final stage, the user asked us to modify the specification. We easily modify the
program with the new specification. Modifying codes under new implement method is much less
than the traditional method. Since, fewer subroutines need be checked under our proposed rule.

5.

Conclusion

TRIZ is useful in many fields, but most applications are under physical materials. Software is
not a physical material. In this paper, we develop programs with the 40 inventive principles of TRIZ.
TRIZ is an innovation philosophy. So, TRIZ is also useful in software. When developing programs,
we can also review the 40 inventive principles and get good insight.
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Abstract
Writing programs consumes amount of energy. Nowadays, programs are getting so complicated
that we must do a lot of survey works online to get correct and effective codes. At most times, we
must repeat these process many times. Since we don’t know what problem we will encounter, and
codes are so complicated we are hardly to memorize them in mind. However, if we think programs
in abstraction, most data we must deal with is in data structure format, like array, list, map, stacks,
and so on. All the problem-solving process is based on TRIZ approach to solve problems. We map
real world model to data structure, manipulate these data structure, and map the data structure to read
world model. During these processes, like TRIZ approach, functions of manipulating data structure
can be extracted, they are about the same codes. If we use preliminary action to collect these codes,
we can reuse these codes of efficiency. So, when we are coding, we can collect some abstraction
code we write into a pool, we can reuse them. This method can help we develop programs
efficiently.

Keywords: Object-Oriented, Software engineering, TRIZ

1. Introduction
In developing software systems, programmers tend to collect their codes as library in order to
use them in the future. Sometimes, programmers will try to approach solutions online. It is a good
idea, but they might collect so many useless codes, just like collecting a mess of garbage and jewels.
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In this paper, we utilize the problem-solving method and the 40 inventive principles to retrieve
useful codes to collect.

2. The 40 inventive principles and problem-solving method in TRIZ
The problem-solving method in TRIZ is the essential of TRIZ [Figure 1]. We can utilize the
TRIZ general solutions from previous inventions effectively(Altschuller 2000).

Figure 1 The TRIZ Problem solving method
The 40 Principles of invention are a suite of ideas that purport to aid in solving hard technical
problems. These are generalized by analyzing many patents. These principles are TRIZ important
tools. Inventors can follow the rules numbers in Contradiction Matrices and have clear thoughts to
approach their solutions(Webb 2002, DE CARLO, et al. 2012).
Among these 40 inventive principles, we utilize the 24th rules(Altshuller 1997, Mann 2002).
Principle 10. Preliminary Action
1. Perform, before it is needed, the required change of an object.
2. Pre-arrange objects such that they can come into action from the most convenient place and
without losing time for their delivery.

3. Proposed methodology
In this paper, we utilize the 10th principle and the problem-method in TRIZ to decrease our
effort in coding. In most case, programmers collect codes as possible as they can. But experienced
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programmers can solve small problems easily. The problems really bother them are the complicated
codes.
As everyone knows, program is used to solve problems in real world. So we can follow the
problem-solving model in TRIZ to abstract the problem to abstract problem. In Figure 2, we can
model the elements in problems to some data containers, such arrays, lists, stacks, and so on. And the
problems are transformed into operations of data containers. After that, we can easily find so many
solutions online. These are codes we really need to collect them into library.

Figure 2 We can model the elements in problems to some data containers.
During our coding process, we are acknowledged that we usually the same methods to coding.
The computer language technological issues and functions we face are always repeatedly. After
solving the problems, we can reuse these codes. SO, these code are actually we need to collect them
into our library.
Figure 3 show these codes we need and use most are data contains' operations. For instance,
most data are stored in database. The operations in database most are inserting, updating, deleting
and searching and relational operations. So, we can collect these typical codes is enough for use.
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Figure 3 These codes we need most are data contains' operations

4. Conclusion
TRIZ’s problem-solving model is very import to various inventive fields. In software, it helps
us filter codes we actually need. We can collect these codes into our library. And next time we need
to solve about the same problems, we can find they are ready for us. We only adjust contents in the
data containers and no need to figure out computer language technological issues.
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Abstract
The fastener manufacturing industry is an important industry in Taiwan. Most of the
manufacturing factories are located in the Southern Taiwan, especially in Kaohsiung city.
They have provided employment opportunities. Traditionally, the problem solving methods of
failures mostly based on experiences passed from old technician to apprentices. This may
result in the lower productivity and knowledge gap. Therefore, in order to solve the
above-mentioned problems, the knowledge and experience of prior problem solving processes
and methods should be systematically classified and reused.
In this paper, we proposed a process model and framework for manufacturing problem
solving with TRIZ and Case Based Reasoning (CBR) for fastener industry. The CBR method
includes four stages - retrieve, reuse, revise and retain. The methodology proposed in this
paper is only preliminary model and we expect that this model can be further developed in the
future.
Keywords: TRIZ, Case-Based Reasoning (CBR), Knowledge Management (KM), Fastener
Manufacturing.

1. Introduction
The fastener manufacturing industry is an important industry in Taiwan. Most of the
manufacturing factories are located in the Southern Taiwan, especially in Kaohsiung city.
They have provided employment opportunities. Traditionally, the problem solving methods of
failures mostly based on experiences passed from old technician to apprentices. This may
result in the lower productivity and knowledge gap. Therefore, in order to solve the
above-mentioned problems, the knowledge and experience of prior problem solving processes
and methods should be systematically classified and reused.

2. Literature Review
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▪2.1 TRIZ
TRIZ is the abbreviation of Teoriya Resheniya Izobreatatelskikh Zadatch, which means
Theory of Inventive Problem Solving in English. It is created by former USSR inventor G.S.
Altshuller in 1946. Since then, many theories, processes and tools for problem solving are
invented based on TRIZ (Altshuller, 1996). TRIZ is a systematic innovation to solve problems
quickly and effectively whereas random problem solving can only solve problems by luck. As
in Figure 1, Sheu et. al (2020) states there are seven pillars in the philosophy of TRIZ. They
are “Ideality”, “Resources”, Functionality-Value”, “Space/Time/Domain/Interface”, System
Transfer” and “ System Transition. The methodology/process of TRIZ is a complete problem
definition/analysis/solving process. The are various numbers of TRIZ tools available. Many
researchers use integrated TRIZ method with other tools to solve domain problems. (Wu et al,
2020; Sauli et al, 2019)

Figure 1. Hierarchical view of TRIZ(Sheu et al, 2020)
2.2 CBR
The Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is a problem solving methodology based on linking
the problem descriptions and conclusions. Solutions from previously solved problems can be
to solve similar new problems. Problems can be solved quickly from previous solutions. CBR
is more useful in domain knowledge than general knowledge (Kolodner, 1992).
As in Figure 2, a general CBR cycle can be described by the following four processes: (1)
RETRIEVE the most similar case or cases, (2) REUSE the information and knowledge in that
case to solve the problem, (3) REVISE the proposed solution and (4) RETAIN the parts of
this experience likely to be useful for future problem solving (Aamodt and Plaza, 1994).
Young and Chen (2012) used CBR to compare the actual case with past cases with the highest
similarity for mold design. The design process can be speeded up with only little changes. Lee
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et al (2014) proposed a computer aided design using ontology to distinguish the product
categories. It will be better to use CBR to build a knowledge base to find similar cases
quickly.

Figure 2. The CBR Cycle (Aamodt and Plaza, 1994)

3. Research Method
Figure 3 shows the principle of the method for CBR-based KMM to provide solution
suggestions. The model includes four stages: (1) Specific Problem, (2) Model of Problem, (3)
Model of Solutions (4) Specific Solutions.
In the first stage, “Specific Problem”, we gather data of the problem and use tools to
analyze the problems. In the second stage, “Model of Problem”, we use tools to construct
problem model to find out the root causes. In the third stage, ‘Model of Solutions”, we use
tools to evaluate the causes of the problem. In the fourth stage, “Specific Solutions”, we
evaluate the solutions and make corrective actions to prevent further failure.
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CBR-based Knowledge Management Model
MODEL OF SOLUTIONS
(1) Human
(2) Machine
(3) Material
(4) Method
(5) Environment
(6) Product
(7) Measurement

MODEL OF PROBLEM
How to apply prior successful cases based on
features of problem solving process?

Problem
Abstracting

Specify

SPECIFIC PROBLEM

SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

How to effectively solve the manufacturing
process problem?

Adopt this CBR-based KMM to provide
the solution suggestion

Traditional Problem Solving Way

Figure 3. The principle of the method for CBR-based KMM to provide solution
suggestions

4. Result
In this paper, we proposed a process model and framework for manufacturing problem
solving with TRIZ and Case Based Reasoning (CBR) for fastener industry. The CBR method
includes four stages - retrieve, reuse, revise and retain.
Figure 4 shows an example of the tradition way to investigate and exam the causes of the
manufacturing problem. When there is a failure in the tool, we conduct the procedures to find
out the causes. Some of the procedures in includes material testing, metallography, data
analyzing and more. All these procedures are time consuming. An investigation would take
days to months.
SPECIFIC PROBLEM

SPECIFIC SOLUTION

Experience

Material Test

Finite Element Analysis

Traditional Problem Solving Way

Figure 4. Traditional Manufacturing Problem Solving
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In Figure 5, we proposed two modules, TRIZ-based manufacturing problem solving
module and CBR-based knowledge management module. The TRIZ-based manufacturing
problem solving module is the backbone of the problem solving processes. The CBR-based
knowledge management module provides the support to faster way to find the causes and
suggests
similar
solutions
from
previous
solved
problems.
TRIZ-Based Manufacturing
Problem Solving Module

CBR-Based Knowledge
Management Module

New Problem

Problem Definition
Problem Description, Quality Assessment, etc.

Retrieve

Case Base

Problem Analysis
Function Analysis, Cause Effect Analysis, etc.

Reuse
Solution Generation
40 Inventive Principles, Effects Database, ARIZ etc.

Solution Evaluation
AHP, Pugh Martix, Experiment, etc.

Revise

Retain

Figure 5. Process model for the manufacturing problem solving with TRIZ and CBR
Figure 6 shows the ERP system adds problem solving module and CBR module. These
two modules will help process engineer to reduce the time needed to investigate a problem.

Enterprise Resource Planning
System (AS-IS)

ERP along with MPSM and
KMM (TO-BE)

Order

Manufacture

Inventory

Order

Manufacture

Inventory

Quality

Purchase

Finance

Quality

Purchase

Finance

TRIZ-Based
Manufacturing Problem
Solving Module

CBR-Based Knowledge
Management Module

Fig. 6 The comparison of traditional ERP system and ERP along with MPSM and KMM
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a process model and framework for manufacturing problem
solving with TRIZ and CBR for fastener industry. The CBR method includes four stages retrieve, reuse, revise and retain. The methodology proposed in this paper is only preliminary
model and we expect that this model can be further developed in the future.
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Abstract
In today’s world, organizations face the challenge of an increasingly competitive and volatile
market, where the ability to react quickly to problems and changes is imperative.
TRIZ is a methodology capable of resolving problems through the elimination of contradictions.
During this process, TRIZ has a variety of tools available that can help formulate and solve problems.
In the model introduced in this paper, this methodology has the role of finding solutions, in a simple
and creative way, for the problems that emerge during every step of the process.
The Kano model was created with the objective of evaluating the relationship between the
performance of a product/service characteristic and the satisfaction of the customer. In this paper,
this model is used to correctly interpret the importance of the customer requirements in terms of his
relationship with customer satisfaction and the identification of the attributes that the marketing team
must focus on in order to captivate the customer.
QFD is a methodology capable of bringing the voice of the customer into the design of a
product or service. To achieve that, it uses a series of matrix that assure the implementation of the
customer wills during every phase of the process.
This paper introduces a new model that combines TRIZ, Kano model and QFD that can be
applied to a large range of systems. This model has two main branches, one for the improvement of
existing products/services and the other for the development of new products/services.
Keywords: Kano Model, Problem Solving, QFD, TRIZ, Voice of the Customer.

1. Introduction
In the current scenario, companies and organizations face an increasingly competitive and
volatile market, where the ability to react quickly to problems and changes in the market paradigm is
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imperative. Thus, in order to ensure its competitiveness in the market, it is necessary to adopt new
strategies to meet the new challenges (Navas, 2013).
TRIZ is a Russian acronym for “Theory of Inventive Problem Solving”. TRIZ presents a
systematic approach to analyze complex problems where creativity is needed, as well as tools and
strategies to obtain solutions to them. The main objective of TRIZ is the search for increasingly ideal
solutions, through several iterations using its tools and database, in order to overcome the need to
make commitments (Altshuller et.al., 1999).
TRIZ is also effective in solving problems with existing products and services, using tools such
as the matrix of contradictions. The combination of all these concepts - analysis of contradictions,
the search for the ideal solution among others - makes innovation and problem solving cease to be
seen as a moment of inspiration or as a discontinuous and unpredictable occurrence and become seen
as a planned and managed activity (Altshuller, 2001).
TRIZ's analytical strategies and tools can be combined with other methodologies, in order to
overcome some of its limitations and cover other aspects of the creative process. One of these
methodologies is the Kano model (Berger et.al., 1993).
The characterization of the customer requirements is critical for a company. Realizing their
relative importance as well as the levels of satisfaction they can create is fundamental. The design of
a product or service is an activity that must be made difficult decisions about the features to include.
All the information can be collected for those requirements that can sacrificed and those that take
priority are of high importance for any company.
Customer satisfaction is a growing concern in the business world. More and more companies
use satisfaction indexes as a barometer of the performance of products and services and as indicators
of their future. There is a growing number of consultancy companies that focus on promoting
strategies for increasing consumer satisfaction rates.
QFD is a methodology that allows the introduction of the “voice of the customer” in the process
of developing a product in order to ensure that the quality of the product is defined by the customer.
The integration of methodologies such as TRIZ, the Kano model, QFD and others, allows the
establishment of a process of conceiving new ideas and improving existing ones, ranging from the
collection of customer requirements to the resolution of conflicts that occur during any phase of that
same process (Vicente, 2017).
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2. TRIZ-Kano-QFD Model Proposal
This section presents a theoretical model that combines the Kano model, TRIZ and QFD and
that can be applied to both technical and organizational systems. This model has two main branches,
one for the improvement of existing products / services and the other for the development of new
products / services.
In the case of the need to improve a product / service, this model essentially focuses on the
various tools of TRIZ in an attempt to find satisfactory solutions. Only in the event that no ideal
solutions are found, the Kano model is applied in conjunction with TRIZ and QFD.
In this model, only the first quality house of the cascade of quality houses is presented in detail,
since this is the stage in which the three methodologies can be used in a complementary way.
Figure 1 shows the representative model flowchart.
The first phase of this methodology consists of an analysis of the technical / organizational
system in question with the aim of identifying the type of existing need. Is it necessary to improve an
existing product or service or is it necessary to build one very new? The answer to this question
allows you to choose the appropriate flowchart branch.
In this branch of the flowchart, illustrated by Figure 1, mostly TRIZ tools are used in an attempt
to improve the system's level of ideality.
Initially, it is necessary to identify the specific problems. After collecting this information, a
screening is carried out in order to identify which problems are really important. The Pareto diagram
can prove to be an important tool at this stage, since it allows defining priorities in solving the
problems encountered. The Pareto principle establishes that, in the vast majority of situations, 20%
of problems are responsible for 80% of losses.
The Pareto diagram can be constructed in the form of a bar diagram that orders the frequencies
of occurrences in descending order and allows to identify the class a in which each of the problems
is inserted. Once the most significant problems have been defined, cause analysis techniques such as
the five whys method and the Ishikawa diagram should be used in order to understand whether the
problems previously identified represent the origin or are caused by other problems.
An analysis should also be made of existing resources, system limitations and elements to be
improved.
The next phase of the process corresponds to modeling the problem in its conceptual form.
Once identified, the problems must be described and formulated using TRIZ tools such as functional
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analysis and substance-field analysis. The s-curves must be established and the ideal final result must
be identified. These tools and concepts help to understand problems clearly and to identify conflicts
and contradictions with precision.

Figure 1. Theoretical model of joint use of TRIZ, Kano model and QFD.
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Knowing the problems in their conceptual form, it is now possible to resolve them using TRIZ
tools. Depending on the type of contradiction that exists, the flowchart indicates the appropriate tool
in each situation, depending on the problem formulation method.
3. Conclusions
The work of this article focused on the development of a theoretical model able to improve
products and services, as well as create them from scratch. To this end, several methodologies were
used, such as TRIZ, the Kano model and the Quality Deployment Function (QFD).
TRIZ, in this model, has the function of finding solutions in a simple and creative way to the
problems that arise during the implementation of the other methodologies. For example, one of the
limitations of the QFD is the fact that this methodology does not have tools capable of resolving the
conflicts (contradictions) that occur during the process of building quality houses. Thus, the use of a
methodology such as TRIZ allows the creation of conceptual solutions that, normally, can be adapted
to solve specific problems that may arise.
On the other hand, the Kano model allows, not only, the correct interpretation of the importance
of customer requirements in terms of their relationship to customer satisfaction, as well as the
identification of the attributes of a product or service in which the marketing team whether to focus.
The attractive attributes are those that allow the differentiation of our product / service in the market,
so its identification is essential as it allows to guide the organization when communicating with the
customer.
There were some difficulties in the model creation because of its theoretical nature. The
different existing products and services, as well as the different philosophies that organizations can
adopt, made it difficult to create a comprehensive model. In this way, an effort was made at the level
of abstraction necessary to anticipate possible difficulties that may occur during the process of
implementing the model, as well as the choice of steps that adapt to the greatest number of possible
situations.
The proposed model outlines all the steps necessary for its application and each one is
explained in a simple and detailed way in order to facilitate its use.
The use of these three methodologies individually, as well as together, is still little explored in
Portugal, so this study can help to elucidate what advantages each can bring to an organization and
also the complementary way in which all of them can be implemented.
In terms of future work, it would be important to test this model in practical cases, in order to
test its applicability and validity in the most diverse areas.
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Summary
This study modifies the hierarchical classification theory of invention which is proposed
by Altsuller and establishes a set of objective processes and explanations. Patent examining to
determine its level of invention is a time-consuming task because of the need of determining the
novelty and comparative level of many patents in its related application areas. This study developed a
computer-aided system to evaluate the level of invention by comparing the innovation of operating
principles, the innovation of feature functions in the application domain and the innovation of
combinations of characteristic parameters. The developed system in this study uses web crawlers, file
feature selection, and similarity analysis assisting to evaluate patent innovation.
The overall contributions of this study are as follows: 1) An objective method proposed to distinguish
the objectivism between level 2 and level 3 with the comparison between the modified and the more
ambiguous classification method proposed by conventional Altsuller’s method. 2) By comparison with
manual patent search, the establishment of a computer-aided system allows users to compare various
patents in the same application field more comprehensively. As long as its concept includes the six key
elements of feature function, even if a patent application has not been proved, the system can also be
used

to

evaluate

the

innovation of any

idea. 3) Use WordNet synonyms to expand

the

function / attribute list so that users can all inclusively identify feature functions and attributes during
patent search. 4) According to the field of TRIZ, more than 900 scientific principles are classified to
make a more effective and innovative classification of the operating principles to fit this patent concept.
Keywords: patent innovation analysis, computer-aided analysis, similarity calculation, invention level,
web crawler
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1. Introduction
(1) Research background and motivation
In the hierarchical classification of innovation proposed by Altsuller , the invention is divided into
five levels. However, the standard of each level is inconsistent and difficult to fully explain the
differences between the various levels. For example, how to distinguish between Level 2 and Level 3,
Level 4 and Level 5? It needs to rely on both subjective expertise and long-term analysis.
Research motivation: The objective of the research is to improve the shortcomings of the existing
innovation level, increase its practical value, and apply it to patent analysis by achieving the following
two key points.
1. To propose an improved level of innovation theory
2. To establish computer-aided software utilized in evaluating patent innovation.
Table. 1, Altsuller hierarchy define the invention ( Linshi Jiang, 2013 )
Level

Content

Proportion

Example
Hydrogen-fueled

Fifth level

New discovery

1%

vehicles,

eco-friendly

invention with enhancement of riders’
comfort.
Ceramic technology and memory alloys are

New ideas, new inventions in
Fourth level

science, not in technology

used in engine cylinders and piston rings to
4%

aggrandize

engine

efficiency

and

to

enhance riders’ comfort.
Major improvements to the
Third level

core of inventions

Automatic transmission replaces manual
18%

Minor improvements to
Second level

existing systems

Adjust steering wheel to enhance driver’s
45%

Appearance modification,
First level

parameter adjustment, no
technical innovation

transmission to enhance riders’ comfort.

comfort
Aggrandize the thickness of the car seat

32%

and enhance the comfort of ride

(2) The Objective of Research
An innovation-level evaluation has long been heavily relied on human expert in their logical
reasoning, and rather more subjective judgmental values. Therefore, this study is aimed to achieve a
both objective and efficient evaluation process via the assistance of similarity mathematical
calculations with computer databases.
2. Literature Review
(1) the classification of innovation
According to the definition of Soviet inventor, Genrich Altshuller , innovation can be divided into
five levels: Level 1 :Innovation is a simple improvement with obvious solutions. Although such
problems can be solved by using well-known methods in its profession, it cannot be concluded as
innovation. Level 2: Innovation will decrease the contradictions in its system improving the system for
a limited degree, and the new technologies will consequently be introduced to make partial alterations
in its original system. Level 3: Innovation will make a substantial change to the system by introducing
new elements to solve the contradictory problems in the system. Level 4: Innovation will introduce a
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new generation of system, which is a complete change of the paradigm (Paradigm Shift), and
surprisingly produce a great deal of effect. Level 5: Innovation belongs to a new phenomenon
discovery. It is a scientific exploration. It needs to invest considerable time to achieve results, and
sometimes it may be an unexpected scientific discovery. Sheu believes that Altshuller 's Level 2 and
Level 3 were originally distinguished by the degree of problem improvement, but it is difficult to
discern the difference in practice.
(2) The Keywords of Patent search (Patent Retrieval)
This research utilizes the key patent elements (Xu Dongliang, TRIZ Systematic Patent Avoidance
and Regeneration, 2017) to identify the value of patent, and develops follow-up methods to evaluate
the innovation of the patent in employing six key elements of patents to construct search keywords, by
which the patent search can be scrutinized more accurately and comprehensively , as shown
in Table 2 . Li et al. (2009). It is believed that some patent applications will deliberately use rare proper
nouns when they are drafted to avoid being searched by others. In order to avoid leaving out important
patents, keywords are expanded with WordNet as synonyms
Table 2、Six Elements of Patent ( Xu Dongliang, 2017)
The main function

Feature function

Function

[Main purpose of system design]

[Feature functions of patent claims]

Tool

[Components for providing
functions]

[Elements for providing characteristic function]

Recipient

[Components for accepting main

[Components to accept feature functions]

functions (subject matter)]
Principle

[The main functions (effectiveness)of

[Feature functions (effectiveness) of operation

of works

operation principle]

principle]

Attributes

[Characteristic properties of tool or

[Characteristic properties of tool or receiver]

receiver]
Value

[The achieved value with the main
function]

The achieved value with the feature function]

(3) The Classification of Patent
The USPTO and EPO spearheaded the birth of the global "Cooperative Patent Classification
System" (Cooperative Patent Classification, CPC), which improves the consistency of international
search and the addition of Part Y to summarize inventions for cross-domain integration, making the
entire classification system more complete.
Lu Yikai et al. (2016) pointed out that IPC is mainly classified according to technical principles,
and CPC is mainly subdivided into more specific classifications based on product applications and
functions. In the description page of the Google Patent Database (About Google Patents, 2017), it is
mentioned that the Cooperative Patent Classification System (CPC) is the most suitable method for
narrowing the search.
(4) The Web Crawler
The Web Crawler appeared as early as 1993 (Seyed, 2013). It has been applied to search for the
webpage through the web address (URL) of the webpage by starting off a certain page of the website,
reading the content of the webpage, finding the other link addresses in the webpage, and then using
these link addresses to find the next webpage, and so on.
Most users search webpages through browsers whose disadvantage are the slowness of speed and the
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potential omitting some information. Through web crawlers, huge amounts of webpage data can be
collected at once and even reach web addresses that traditional search engines cannot reach.
(5) The Calculation of Similarity Correlation
Similarity as its name suggested, a measure of the degree of association with two separate
classifications, was first introduced by Peirce et al in AD 1900, putting forward the concept of
correlation coefficients of binary output variables, and contributed significantly to evolutionary
changes in variant correlation of similarity. Binary similarity comparison is presented, using a paired
contingency table, binary logic, and binary variable observations, as shown in Table 3. The
i and j matrix variables represent the attributes of the binary variable observations where Table a with
observation value i and observation value j are the numbers of attributes of (1,1) , which is suggested
both have the very same attribute at the very same time ; Table b with observation values i and j are
the numbers of attributes of (0,1) , which is inferred the observation value i does not have this attribute ,
and the pairing is not successful ; Table c indicates the observation values i and j are the numbers of
attributes of (1,0) , which is implied the observation value j does not have this attribute ; last but not
least , Table d indicates the observation value i and j are the numbers of attributes of (0,0) , which
indicates neither of the numbers of attributes has this attribute.
Table 3, Paired Contingency Table of Binary Variable Observations
i

1(Presence)

0(Absence)

Sum

1(Presence)

a

b

a+b

0(Absence)

c

d

c+d

Sum

a+c

b+d

a+b+c+d

j

Since the similarity theory developed, there have been nearly one hundred formulas to calculate the
degree of similarity. Table 4 is the most common binary similarity calculation formula.
Table 4. 、 Common Binary Similarity Calculation Formula
Name

Formula

Jaccard (Jaccard, P. , 1901)

a
a+b+c

Dice (Dice, LR , 1945)

2a
2a + b + c

(6) The Array of Problem Characteristics
"Problem Characteristic Array (PCA)" is that in the form of an array all the characteristics of the
problem are included and clearly presented to construct a standard model of the problem so that the
problem can be compared and analyzed. It is mainly composed of two parts-“Attribute Array” and
“Function Array", as shown in Table 5. Among them, “P “represents
attributes; “K “ repress ents the total number of functions.

the

total

number

of

Table 5、Array of problem characteristics based on attributes and functions
PCA
Function Array

Attribute Array
1

2

…

Indirection Function
P

1

2

…

Direction Array
P

1

2

…

K
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(7) The Retrieval of Document Features
TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Invers Document Frequency) is a weighting method which commonly
used for document feature extraction. A statistical method is used to calculate the importance of a word
in the entire database based on the number of times the word appears in the text and the number of
documents in which the word appears in the entire database. Its advantage is to offset some of the
common but no crucial words, while retaining the important words to represent the entire text. The
calculation method is shown in formula [1] .
𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑗 ×𝑖𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑗 [1]
Among them is the vocabulary frequency (TF, Term Frequency), which represents the characteristic
meaning of the document; it is the inverse document frequency (IDF, Inverse Document Frequency),
which refers to the number of times a keyword appears in the entire file collection and is mainly used
to filter out the common words in all documents that are not representative of the documents.
Formula [2] is a term frequency (TF) of the formula wherein the characteristic word” i “in the text “j
“appears in the number of occurrences in the text “j “, which all words appear in the ordinal number
“k“.
Formula [2] is a term frequency (TF) of the formula wherein, 𝑛𝑖𝑗 for the characteristic words i in the
text appears j number of occurrences, the 𝑛𝑘𝑗 text j all words appearing in the first k th.
𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑗 =

𝑛𝑖𝑗
∑𝑘 𝑛𝑘𝑗

[2]

Equation [3] is the formula for inverting file frequency (IDF) :
𝑁

𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( ) [3]
𝑛𝑖

The number of the characteristic word” i “appearing in the entire file set “N “can be used to
distinguish the characteristic word “ i” with the importance of representativeness in files.
3. Research Approaches
The purpose of the study is to propose an improved identification method on innovation level more
objectively and develop computer-aided software more user friendly through systematic processes and
steps, helping users identify the innovation level of patent documents or invention ideas, as shown in
Figure 1.
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FIG. 1、Patent innovative assessment process (finishing of the present study)
(1) Establish a Reference Patent Library
It is learned from the previous literature review that the definition of product innovation is a
concept compared to the present or the past, so it is necessary to construct a reference database as a
benchmark for users to compare to. Given Google Patent Search API service was terminated in May,
2011, we search for and retrieve patent content by utilizing our self-written web crawler to establish
our own reference patent-databased library as reference to level 1 to level 4. The construction process
of the reference patent database is shown in Figure 2
(2) Evaluation Criteria for Innovation Level
In the study, innovation level evaluation criteria as follows in Figure 3:

FIG. 2、The construction process of the reference patent database
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FIG. 3、Innovation-level assessment process (summarized study)
Before evaluating the innovation of a patent design concept, it should be confirmed whether it has
industrial applicability and advancement. If it has neither of them, it fails to reach the standard of the
patent application. Level 5 is categorized as a new principle of operation (Action Principle) shown in
the concept of the patent design. Level 4 is categorized as a design with the absence of new
principle (Action Principle) but with an application in unprecedented field (Applied Field) shown in the
patent concept. Level 3 is categorized as a design with no application in an unprecedented field but
with a new function (New Generic Function) manifested in the patent concept. Level 2 is categorized
as a design with no new function but with a new parameter combination in the patent concept. Level 1
is categorized as a design of the enhancement of the same parameter value shown in the patent concept.
(3) Attribute - Function List
In the study, “The Finishing Attribute- Function List” ( Table 6 , Table 7 ) summarized by Dengnai
Cheng (2015), implements WordNet to expand synonym expansion together with conducted keywords,
allowing users to search for references more comprehensively by texting query word in both synonym
and keyword.
Table 6、Attribute List
Numbering

English name

Chinese name

definition

Expansion
attribute

The rate of change of the
speed vector with respect to
1

Acceleration

Acceleration

time describes the direction
and speed of the speed
change. - Wiki
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The measured value and the
characteristics of the system

2

Accuracy

are
really
worth
Exactness,
approximating, and reducing
Correctness,
possible errors in the
accurateness
measuring
process
can

Accuracy

increase the accuracy of the
measurement.
⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

The mass of the object in the
Coefficient of thermal Thermal

84

expansion

expansion

coefficient

gravity field. The "force" of
an object is applied to its
support or suspension, or to
the surface where it rests.

Table 7、Function List
Label
1

English
Name
Absorb

2

Chinese Name
Absorb, Suck,

Absorb

Accumulate Accumulation
⋮

61

⋮
Wet

Expand Function

Imbibe, Soak up, Sop up, Suck up Mechanical

Accumulate, cumulate, conglomerate, pile up,
gather, amass

⋮

classification

⋮

Humidification Moisten, soak

Mechanical
⋮
Mechanical

(4) Reference patent database scope
In the description page of Google Patent Database (About Google Patents, 2017), it is mentioned
that the Cooperative Patent Classification System (CPC) is the most suitable method for narrowing the
search scope. This study uses the Cooperative Patent Classification System (CPC) to distinguish
different industries Perform patent analysis search and analysis. After actual testing, this study uses the
first three layers of classification codes to form search instructions (connected by AND) to define the
concept of the industrial field.
Taking patent US8092166 as an example, CPC classification numbers are: Y10S239 / 07, Y10S415 /
914, F04F5 / 16, F04F5 / 46, F04D25 / 08, F04D29 / 441, and the search range of
classification numbers is shown in Figure 4:

FIG. 4、US8092166 retrieval range of DOI
It is suggested that by searching keywords through Espacenet 's semantic search engine ,the
unpatented
inventions
can
be
evaluated
with
this
( https://worldwide.espacenet.com/classification?locale=en_EP ) , as shown in Figure 5 .

software
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FIG. 5、Espacenet semantic search engine
(5) Web crawler
In the study, it is found that Google Patent Search page ( https://patents.google.com ) , found that
can be modified as the URL and it can be used to search for query keywords , for
example https://patents.google.com/?q= CAR & q = Electrical's & cpc = b60 , as shown in Figure 6 .

FIG. 6 、Google Patent Search results page
The overall web crawler process is shown in Figure 7:
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FIG. 7、The web crawling process of this research
( 6 ) The Criterion of Level 5 Assessment
In order to know whether the operating principle of this patent's characteristic function exists , this
study includes more than 900 scientific effects and principles collected by Zhang Wu-cheng into six
categories , the same number of field concept of Triz, machinery, electricity, chemistry, nucleus, sound,
and biology for user to examine. The unfiltered invention is to be evaluated by comparing the operating
principle of the characteristic function of the patent to the scientific effect database of this study. If
there is no similar vocabulary in the patent data, it means this patent produces a new principle of theory,
which is a breakthrough invention and, therefore, is categorized as Level 5.
(7) The Criterion of Level 4. Assessment
The rating index of level 4 is suggested that the operation principle of this patent is unprecedented in
the same field. If the reference library does not use the same principle of operation of the patent. A
level 4 invention is indicated by filtering it with the inquiry words containing the reference library
search keyword: [CPC Classification (third order)] AND [patent principle test operation] AND [patent
filing date].
(8) The Criterion of Level 3 Evaluation
The rating index of level 3 is suggested a new function happening without applying the same feature
function in this patent by filtering it with query-word combination of a reference
database: [CPC classification number (third order)] and [operation principle of patent to be tested] and
[patent feature to be tested ] and [patent filing date]. After running through the examination, the patent
shows no reference database with the same feature function, it means that this is a level 3 invention.
( 9 ) The Criterion of Level 2 Assessment
The rating index of level 2 is suggested the patent produces a new parameter combination in the same
field by filtering it with query-word combination as keyword search in established reference database
as follows: [CPC classification number (third order)] and [to-be-tested patent operation principle] and
[to -be-tested patent feature] and [patent filing date]. The evaluation process of level 2 is shown in
Figure 3.8.
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FIG. 8、Second-level evaluation process of this research
The bezel angle 16, therefore the angle between the actual end faces 14 of the rollers 2, 3 and the
bezels 15 is preferably roughly 1.5 ° greater than the bearing pressure angle which is set in operation.
As shown in FIG. 2, this results in that between the rollers 2 , 3 and the guide ring 9 —more accurately
between the end faces 14 of the rollers 2 , < b> 3 and the guide ring 9 —there is always an opening
angle 17 which arises from the difference from the bezel angle 16 > and the bearing pressure angle. It
is ensured by the opening angle 17 that between the end faces 14 of the rollers 2 , 3 and the guide
ring 9 at rest, only one point of contact occurs in operation, so that when relative movements occur in
operation, only ever linear contact occurs. In addition the gap described by the opening angle 17
between the guide ring 9 and the rollers 2 , 3 can be used to build up and maintain a lubricant film.
Then, a Parser has to be applied to remove the hypertext markup language and then draw out the text
before an analysis proceeding. The Python packages BeautifulSoup 4 Parser from Python packages is
utilized in the study for the markup language removal. The results are as follows:
The bezel angle 16, therefore the angle between the actual end faces 14 of the rollers 2, 3 and the
bezels 15 is preferably roughly 1.5 ° greater than the bearing pressure angle which is set in operation.
As shown in FIG. 2, this results in that between the rollers 2, 3 and the guide ring 9—more accurately
between the end faces 14 of the rollers 2, 3 and the guide ring 9—there is always an opening angle 17
which arises from the difference from the bezel angle 16 and the bearing pressure angle. It is ensured
by the opening angle 17 that between the end faces 14 of the rollers 2, 3 and the guide ring 9 at rest,
only one point of contact occurs in operation, so that when relative movements occur in operation, only
ever linear contact occurs. In addition the gap described by the opening angle 17 between the guide
ring 9 and the rollers 2, 3 can be used to build up and maintain a lubricant film.
In order to identify patent parameter combination more accurately, the attribute list adopted in the
two studies of Lu Zongxing (2012) and Deng Naicheng (2013) is used as the engineering parameter
vocabulary database; this is an unusual method comparing to the long-known method of frequency
word bank exploration. The attribute list of engineering parameters is manually collected. In this study,
several attributes are added, and synonyms are added to expand attributes in WordNet, making the
engineering parameter lexicon more comprehensively. Some functional attributes with parameter
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vocabulary are shown in Table 8.
Table 8、Thesaurus of parameters
Category

Vocabulary

Category

Vocabulary

Categ
ory

Vocabulary

1

Acceleration

8

Area

15

Conductivity-heat

2

Accuracy

8

Surface

16

Controllability

2

Exactness

8

Expanse

17

Convenience

2

Correctness

8

Region

18

Cost

2

Accurateness

8

Country

18

Money

3

Adaptability

8

Process

18

Price

3

Flexibility

8

Zone

18

Toll

3

Suitability

8

Extent

18

Monetary value

3

Applicability

9

Brightness

18

Expenditure

3

Malleability

9

Luminance

18

Outlay

3

Plasticity

9

Intensity

18

Outgo

4

Mount of substance

9

Lightness

19

Electric current

4

Matter

9

Luminosity

19

Electrical current

4

Substance type

10

Cleanliness

19

Electrical current path

4

Physical entity

11

Color

20

Density

4

Part

11

Hue

20

Tightness

4

Portion

11

Pigment

20

Concentration

4

Component part

11

Dyeware

20

Compactness

5

Aesthetic

11

Color

5

Fineness

11

Coloration

5

Esthetic

12

Compatibility

5

Artistic

13

Concentration

5

Pleasing

13

Density

…

…

6

Amplitude

13

Denseness

6

Shift

13

Tightness

7

Angle

13

Compactness

7

Backer

14

Conductivity-electr
ical

Firstly, the phrases after hyphenation are compared with the engineering parameter vocabulary
database of this research. The non-parameter words are then removed, and the TF-IDF value of each
category is calculated afterwards. And the results are then collected as shown in Table 9:
Table 9、TF-IDF calculation results
Parameter
category
Category j
Patent No
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Patent i

TF − IDFij

In order to reinforce the featured characteristic parameter combinations and reduce noise in this
study, thirty patent parameters are collected to calculate TF-IDF to show the relationship between
characteristic parameter and each interval point before manual verification. An eigenvalue
ratio formula [4] is calculated and drawn into Figure 9:
Eigenvalue ratio：

Numbers of representive paramter
Numbers of parameters in a TF−IDF Interval

[4]

FIG. 9、TF-the IDF values eigenvalue ratio
It is seen by FIG 9. that when the TF-IDF value is less than 0.1, the probability of the parameter
representative of 0.43 decreased to less than 0.5, so the study removes the parameters whose
TF-IDF value is 0.1 or less ; therefore , patent parameter combinations can be obtained from the patent
pool as Table 10 shows:
Table 10、List of parameter combinations

Convert the parameter combination of each selected patent and the to-be-tested patent parameter
combination into a pattern of attribute arrays, as shown in Figure 10.
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FIG. 10、Schematic diagram of binary similarity comparison in this study
The Dice coefficient is used to calculate the similarity of the parameter combination. If the two
patents are greater than 0.5, the similarity in those two patents is indicated. In our study,
the Dice coefficient is applied to calculate the similarity is not only because it is the system to show the
perspective of “a set”, bigger number the intersection of 2 vectors, greater the similarity, which
corresponds with the setting of comparing parameter combinations in this study, but also because
Dice can accentuate the two vectors facilitating to identify similar patent portfolios.
(10) The Criterion of Level 1 Evaluation
The rating index of level 1 is suggested the patent has similar parameter combinations in the same
field but on different thresholds. To evaluate a patent to see if it can be viewed as level 1 patent , then
its parameter combination has to be similar as that in patent reference pool, which is undoubtedly
categorized as Level 1.
4. Software Construction
In this chapter of the research, the system design and construction of this computer-aided system will
be clarified, in which the software is written by “HTML ", " PHP " and " Python ". The software of
user interaction interface is mainly constructed with “HTML ",” PHP " and “JavaScript” ; on the other
hand , the web crawler and similarity calculation model are mainly constructed with " Python ".
(1) Six Major Patent Elements for Input Interface
Enter the six major patent elements as well as the CPC classification code, the filing date, and the
weighting of Dice similarity calculation (2 as default value).The six major elements of the patent input
interface, as shown in Figure 11.

FIG. 11、Input interface for the six major elements of patents
(2) The Interface of Level 5 Assessment
In the level 5 interface, the following provides the tabulation of scientific principles listed according
to six main category fields which are machinery, electricity, chemistry, nucleus, sound, and biology for
users' reference. The evaluation interface of Level 5 is shown in Figure 12
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FIG. 12、Level 5 assessment interface
(3) The Interface of Level 4 Assessment
In the interface of level 4, when data of six patent elements are imported in its interface by users, the
webpage below will automatically display the search results for users‘ reference by clicking on the
URL; therefore, the patent webpage will be shown on the screen. The evaluation interface of level 4 is
shown, for instance, in Figure 13.

FIG. 13、Level 4 evaluation interface
(4) The Interface of Level 3 Assessment
In the level 3 interface, when the information of the six main patent elements are imported by users ,
the research results will automatically be displayed below for users’ reference by clicking on the URL ;
thereby, the patent webpage will be seen on the screen. In Figure 14, for example, the evaluation
interface of Level 3 is shown
( 5 ) The Interface of Level 2 Assessment
In the second-level interface, when the information of the six main patent elements is imported by
users , the analysis result of the TF-IDF weight of the parameters in each patent, the combination of
each patent feature parameter , and the similarity analysis result will automatically be displayed below .
The evaluation interface of Level 2, for reference, is shown in Figure 15.
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FIG. 14、Level 3 evaluation interface

FIG. 15、Level 2 evaluation interface
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(6) The Interface of Report Output
In the report output interface , not only the patent information are listed , but the innovation level
analysis results are also added .The report output interface, for reference , is shown in Figure 16 .

FIG. 16、Report output interface
5. The Verification of Sample Case
(1) US 3528206 Thermal expansion compensation device
The compensator is either called expansion joint, or contraction joint which is a kind of
compensation element , and is widely used in modern industry . The use of the effective expansion and
contraction of the bellows in its working body is to absorb the dimensional changes caused by thermal
expansion and contraction of pipelines, pipes, containers, etc.
The structure of the conventional thermal compensator mentioned in this patent is shown in Figure 17 :

FIG. 17、US 3528206 original thermal compensator structure diagram
As shown in Fig. 5.2, when both face end 11 and 12 of the metal cylindrical rod stabilize the length
of the rod and maintain a fixed size of modulation unit between the two end faces , it is recognized as
zero thermal expansion . Due to the thermal expansion, an annular metal housing closely attached to
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the outer rod 10, the housing 13 will expand outwardly to remove a number of radially compressive
force of the rod 10 , which often causes the changing length of the rod 10 .
US 3528206 propose a new compensator structure:

FIG. 18、US 3528206 improved thermal compensator structure diagram
As shown in FIG 5.2, the tube 14 with the two end portion 15 and 16 can be easily mounted by the
optical element which includes stability of mechanical or dimensional precision. The tube 14 is made
of Yin steel, and the surrounding ring is made of nickel steel. By comparing with Yin Steel
(about 10 ℃), the thermal expansion coefficient of nickel steel is not only larger (19 ± 10 ℃), but also
the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the ring to the cross-sectional area of Yin Steel is about 1: 6. This
design can make the thermal expansion coefficient of the entire compensator reach 110 ℃ so as to
achieve the effect of maintaining the precise size of the mechanism.
Firstly, register the six major elements of patent shown in Figure 19:

FIG. 19、US 3528206 patent six major elements input interface

Visit the Level 5 evaluation page and find that the thermal expansion (Thermal
Expansion) already exists in the scientific principle database, so Level 5 does not pass,
click YES to enter the next step, as shown in Figure 20.
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Select YES to enter next step

Find the thermal
expansion already
exists in the scientific

principle database
FIG. 20、US 3528206 level 5 evaluation page
By visiting the Level 4 evaluation page, as shown in Figure 21, the system will run the search
keywords automatically with the previous six elements entered accordingly and then press the query
key after confirming that the system will search for " thermal expansion " in the full text of the patent
in the H01S classification code for patents, the search results will appear below. If search results show
up in the screen, this principle has been used in this field. Then it is advised to check the patents that
use thermal expansion by browsing the search results manually with the click of the URL on the right
side of the patent title to open the patent page. It can be seen from the search results that the “Thermal
Expansion” technology has been used in the field of H01S. Therefore, Level 4 clearly fails, and go
further and click YES to visit the Level 3 evaluation page.

FIG. 21、US 3528206 level 4 evaluation page
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When visiting Level 3 webpage as shown in Figure 22, the system will automatically search the
previous keywords accordingly. When pressing the query words without correction, the query results
will appear directly below.

FIG. 22、US 3528206 level 3 evaluation page
After browsing Level 3 on the hunt of the search results, the patents of US 3484718 and the pending
patent US 3528206 are found, for example, both of which use the thermal expansion to maintain the
size. The patent elements of US3484718 and the pending patent US 3528206 is shown in Table 12. For
example. The comparison of the patent elements of US3484718 and the pending patent US 3528206 is
shown in Table 11.
Table 11、US3484718 Comparison of Patent Elements and to-be tested Patent US 3528206

In the field of H01S , both two patents are found to apply the same principle in operation of “thermal
expansion“ to maintain function, which represents the patent has no new features in the
field ;consequently, it is not qualified as Level 3 patent. Then press “Yes” next to move on to the Level
2 evaluation page.
After visiting Level 2, the system will automatically enter the previous keyword accordingly only if
there is no correction, and the query results will appear below. The result will show the parameter
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combination of each patent. According to the threshold set in this study, the TF-IDF value will be
displayed when it is greater than 0.1, as shown in Figure 23.

FIG. 23、US 3528206 combinations of level 2 patent parameter
Next is the similarity calculation part. The similarity between the patent portfolio of this patent and
the patent in the patent pool is less than 0.5 (Figure 24), so it is judged that there is no similar patent
portfolio, that is, this patent generates new parameters in the patent pool, which is identified that the
combination
belongs
to Level
2;
therefore,
page (Figure 25) next .The whole process ends here.

Press “Yes

“to visit

the

explanation

FIG. 24、U 3528206 similarity of combination of featured parameter calculation
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FIG. 25、US 3528206 evaluation result comment page
To Summarize, this case was identified as level 3 patent in the book of Victor Fay and Eugene
Rivin by applying Autsuller 's invention hierarchy theory, ; however , in our proposed study , it is
categorized as level 2 patent with the invention hierarchy theory. It is speculated that the scholars
throughout the time have applied manual inspection to determine the invention level of a patent, which
is time-consuming and easy to miss out important information. The evaluation of level 2 and 3 patent
in Autsuller 's invention hierarchy theory is based on the improvement degree of a problem
theoretically , whereas the degree of problem improvement is rather difficult to discern pragmatically.
(2) US 8721307 Device for blowing air by means of narrow slit nozzle assembly
This case is a mechanism design of a leafless electric fan. This technology includes a base that
generates an air flow to supply the air flow and a nozzle assembly supported by the base. The inlet end
of the air flow channel is opened on the outer surface of the base, and the output end is connected to the
nozzle assembly through a pivot member. The inlet end of the nozzle assembly is connected to the
output end of the base through a pivot assembly. The nozzle assembly can be fixed on the base through
the pivoting member with a newly improved functionality of being foldable and stored conveniently.
The folding structure mentioned in this patent is shown in Figure 26:

Figure 26、US 8721307 structural design drawing
First register the six main patent elements:
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Figure 27、US 8721307 the login page of six main patent elements
Visit the level 5 evaluation webpage, query scientific principles and it is found that in mechanical
category (Mechanical) a pivot (Pivot) patent has been registered; therefore, it failed through at level 5.

Figure 28、US 8721307 level 5 evaluation page
To visit further on to the level 4 webpage for evaluation, the query results appear to display other
pivots which are already applied in the same field (pivot) patents, so the pivot (pivot) in this area is not
a new application shown in Figure 29, as a result, level 4 is not through.
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Figure 29、US 8721307 level 4 evaluation page
Visiting the level 3 evaluation page, the query results show that other patents that apply the principle
of pivot in achieving folding function have appeared in the same field, as shown in Figure 30, for
example, US20130004330 Foldable Electric Fan. The to-be-tested patent US 8721307 has not
developed new functional applications in this field; consequently, the third level failed.
Moving onto the level 2 webpage for evaluation, the to-be-tested patent US 8721307 wherein the
engineering parameters on “angle” and “distance” patents with the same alignment of the art, has been
found to present a similar combination of parameters of the patent, as shown in FIG 31, for
example, US 4,838,151, US4872399, RE34334 are all folding patents of the electric fan emphasizing
the pivoting angle of the pivot and the size of the component installation. The patent of to-be-tested US
8721307 does not perform a new parameter combination in this field; therefore, it fails through level 2
evaluation.
According to the definition of our study, the to-be-tested patent US 8721307 applies the existing
parameter combination, which is categorized as level 1.
However, in the innovation viewpoint of Alltsuller’s hierarchical theory, patent US 8721307 can be
identified as level 2 patent for using a similar method to solve the problem of conflict (fan should be
large enough for enough air volume , but the volume might cause inconvenience for storage) . However,
from the perspective in our study, many patents have already existed on the concept of foldable electric
fans. Although there are conflict resolutions, the degree of innovation is not enough to reach level 2.
Therefore, in our study, the newly improved system determines that US 8721307 belongs to level 1
patent.
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Figure 30、US 8721307 level 3 evaluation page
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Figure 31、 US 8721307 level 2 evaluation page
(3) The Verification Results of Sample Patent Collection
In our study , the forty-five patents , mainly in the field of machinery, have been verified by
comparing the evaluation results using the innovation level of Altsuller and the innovation level
proposed in our study, as shown in Table 12.
Table 12、Validation results of the innovation-level assessment method proposed in this study
Patent No

Title

Altsuller
LOI

This study
proposes
LOI

US 3059452

Ice Cap Container for Picnic Jug Cooler

1

1

US 5259156

Grinding method and clamping device

2

2

US 3528206

Thermal expansion compensation device

3

2

US 3906166

Radio telephone system

4

4

US 6116629

Collapsible bicycle

1

1

US 5538348

Self-aligning roller bearing with cage

2 or 3

2
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US 4448435

Foldable and portable vehicle

2 or 3

2

US 4462606

Foldable and portable vehicle

2 or 3

2

2 or 3

2

2 or 3

2

US 4557613

Spherical roller bearing having reciprocal crowning for
skew control

US 4634138

Folding bicycle

US 4685184

Self-lubricated track-roller bearing and method of
constructing the same

2

2

US 6116785

Self-aligning roller bearing

2

2

2 or 3

3

US 4303904

Universally applicable, in-motion and automatic toll
2 or 3
paying system using microwaves

3

US 6296395

Self-aligning roller bearing

2 or 3

2

US 5498196

Wafer polishing method and apparatus

2

2

US 6309279

Arrangements for wafer polishing

2

2

US 5957764

Modular wafer polishing apparatus and method

2 or 3

3

2

2

2

2

US 8721307

US 8647174

Device for blowing air by means of narrow slit nozzle
assembly

Semiconductor wafer polishing method
and polishing pad shaping jig

US 6267655

Retaining ring for wafer polishing

US 8152597

Wafer grinding method and wafer grinding machine

2 or 3

2

US 6565705

Wafer carrier used for chemical mechanic polishing

2 or 3

3

US 7217172

Enhanced end effector arm arrangement for CMP pad
conditioning

2

2

US 8021566

Method for pre-conditioning CMP polishing pad

2 or 3

3

CN 1471141

Chemical machinery grinding equipment

2

1

1

1

3

3

1

1

2 or 3

3

1

1

2 or 3

2

CN 105081957
CN 1314514

Chemical mechanical polishing method for wafer
planarization production
Wafer carrier structure for chemical and mechanical
grinder

CN 1607994

Method and apparatus for applying downward force on
wafer during cmp

US 8454322

Fan having a magnetically attached remote control

US 8430624

Fan assembly

US 20120230658 Fan assembly
US 7677723

Eyeglasses with a heart rate monitor

2 or 3

2

US 6302770

In-situ pad conditioning for CMP polisher

2 or 3

2

2 or 3

2

1

1

US 5906754

Apparatus integrating pad conditioner with awafer
carrier for chemical-mechanical polishing applications

US 20030190873 Chemical-mechanical polishing platform
CN 1855380

Chemical machinery polisher

2

2

CN 1197687

Work-table of chemicomechanical grinding mill

2

2

US 6887138

Chemical mechanical polish
(CMP) conditioning-disk holder

1

1
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US 5569349

Thermal stereolithography

1

1

US 7677723

Eyeglasses with a heart rate monitor

4

2

US 4717094

Aircraft engine mount system with vibration isolators

2 or 3

2

US 6960114

Pad conditioner of CMP equipment

3

3

US 8279716

Smart-watch including flip up display

2 or 3

2

1

1

CN 104882319

The lighted keypad, backlight and backlight module
group erecting methods

It can vividly be viewed from the table that the innovation level of Altsuller is often difficult to
distinguish between the level 2 and the level 3 whereas the innovation level proposed by our research
can clearly distinguish the level 2 and the level 3. However , in some innovation-level books, the
valuation results of examples are different from our research , but with manual verification, it can be
found that this research applies the search system to find similar functional patents to better understand
the current status of technological development and better establish a more objective and complete
innovative evaluation process.
6. The Conclusion and Contribution
(1) Conclusion
In practical operation, each invention level cannot be clearly categorized, which has long been
caused by apparent confusions among the definitions of the conventional invention level theory for
each level .It is both hard and subjective to define the degree of improvement by taking the confusions
between level 2 and 3 for example ,the definition of level 2 is identified by the idea of less essentially
major improvement of the existing system ; nevertheless, the definition of level 3 is identified by the
idea of more essentially major improvement of the system . In our study, the definition of the invention
level 3 in the conventional theory has been modified as new functions in the same field produced, and
the invention level 2, as a new parameter combination generated, so as to feature the differences in
each definition of the 5 levels while not being against the quintessential gist of each level. It is the level
4 that defines the industry field with CPC classification numbers; therefore, level 4 and level 5 can be
clearly distinguished in the given system. The Google Patent Database has a wide variety of patent
information; however, the interface of the search retrieval is not conveniently use. The purpose of our
study is to accelerate the search process by introducing an advanced search retrieval application system
and the search interface with the design of the six main patent elements based, allowing users to
retrieve the target patent more systematically.
(2) The Contribution
The overall contribution of our study is as follows:
Firstly, a new innovative logic system on evaluation of the invention level theory has been
proposed to distinguish level 2 and level 3, level 4 and level 5 more objectively and time-efficiently
by developing a set of practical methods. Through the several case verification, it is proven that our
theory is far superior to Atsuller 's invention hierarchy theory in terms of both usability and accuracy .
Secondly, a computer-aided evaluation system has been established to identify the invention level
of a patent. Even if it is only an invention concept that has not yet been applied for a patent, as long as
it has the six main elements of patent information, the system can be operated to query the current
patent data of related technologies.
Thirdly, a patent search interface based on the six main patent elements has been established. For
Triz users, our newly developed patent search interface is more suitable than that of the
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current Google Patent Search.
Fourthly, WordNet synonyms are unprecedentedly applied to increase the extended attributes in the
functional attribute list with the adding of the extended functions to the functional list. This will be
used as reference for formulating query words in future patent search to make the search results more
comprehensive.
Last but not least, more than 900 scientific principle nouns are classified by the field of TRIZ, so as
to be more time-efficient when querying scientific principles and identifying fields.
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Applying TRIZ Evolutionary Trends to the Innovative Product Design
of Refrigerator
Wen-Chun Tsai、Yu-Li Chen
Department of Business Administration, Chung Yuan Christian University
E-mail: wctsai@cycu.edu.tw
Abstract
Household refrigerators have become an important appliance product to family life. In recent
years, the domestic brands, facing fierce price competition, are difficult to increase product sales.
The refrigerator market is also approaching saturation. To grasp the needs of this consumer, it is
necessary to improve and enhance the innovative functionality of the product. Therefore, this study
adopts the TRIZ 37 parameter evolution trend tool proposed by D. Mann, and takes the international
brand, i.e. Hitachi, Kolin, Panasonic, Sanlux Sanyo and Tatung as the research objects, and collects
the function data of the refrigerator according to the main purchase motivation of the consumers.
The four categories of "convenient", "space design", "temperature control" and "appearance" are
used to map the classification results to the evolutionary trend radar map, to understand the current
status and limits of functional evolution.
With the application of evolution of TRIZ's 37 parameters, the following contributions and
conclusions are completed: (1) Understand the current status of the evolution of the refrigerator in
terms of function, shown in the evolutionary trend radar chart. (2) The I25 degrees of freedom and
I30 design methods have considerable potential for evolution in the evolution trend parameters. (3)
In the study, it was found that users will adjust the use of refrigerator mode according to individual
needs, and the emerging concept of refrigerator intelligentization.
Keywords: TRIZ, Innovative Product Design, 37 Evolutionary Trends
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運用 TRIZ 演化趨勢於冰箱產品創新設計之研究
蔡文鈞 1、陳佑俐 2
1

中原大學企業管理學系 助理教授
2

中原大學企業管理學系 研究生
E-mail: wctsai@cycu.edu.tw

摘

要
家用冰箱已經成為家庭生活不可或缺的一個重要家電產品，近年來卻面臨東南亞進口產品

競爭對手，採取價格競爭激烈手段，以及日系進口高單價產品來瓜分市場下，國內廠牌無法提
升產品銷售量，目前冰箱市場已趨近飽和。若要掌握此消費者需求，除產品之穩定性外，須針
對產品之創新功能性進行改善與提升，故本研究採用 D.Mann 所提出的 TRIZ 37 項參數演化趨
勢工具，以國際牌、日立、歌林、聲寶、台灣三洋、大同為研究對象，進行冰箱功能資料收集，
依照消費者主要選購動機「方便」
、
「空間設計」
、
「溫度控制」
、
「外觀」四項分類，將分類結果
繪製出演化趨勢雷達圖，瞭解功能演化現狀與極限，以此作為未來產品創新參考。
藉由 TRIZ 37 項參數演化趨勢，應用在冰箱功能面的發展的研究，完成以下初步的貢獻與
結論：(1) 瞭解到目前冰箱在功能方面演化的現狀，並繪製成演化趨勢雷達圖，成功地提出尚
未運用的演化參數，成功完成冰箱新產品構思；(2) 目前冰箱功能面上演化極限及潛力，在演
化趨勢參數中 I25 自由度、I30 設計方法，具有相當大的演化潛力趨勢，故可透過這幾項演化
趨勢構思出差異化商品；(3) 本研究發現使用者個人化需求來調整使用冰箱模式，以及冰箱智
能化的概念，可作為日後冰箱製造業者創新開發之參考。

關鍵詞: 發明問題解決理論(TRIZ)、產品創新設計、37 項演化趨勢

1. 緒論
家用冰箱為家庭生活不可或缺的一個重要家電產品，由於其高普及率，面臨國內市場規模
不足及國際廠商價格優勢，國內生產冰箱銷售狀況，幾乎是每況愈下。冰箱產業之功能已屬於
成熟產業，目前市場已趨近飽和，市場需求大多來自替換舊產品為主，而替換之原因除原本舊
產品故障外，對產品之性能之不滿意亦是另一主要因素，若要掌握此消費者需求，除產品之穩
定性外，須針對產品之創新性進行改善與提升。
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家電業者也留意到市場脈動，為了滿足消費者對冰箱的需求性，在冰箱「性能」上不斷提
升，研發更貼近使用者習慣的冰箱，提升使用的方便性，以及保鮮性能年年推陳出新，冷凍、
冷藏都能鎖住食物的原味，抓住消費者的心；在「設計」方面，冰箱外觀、色彩、設計感符合
居家設計風格受到消費者青睞外，消費者同時也重視「尺寸符合家中需求」
，主要是生活習慣
改變，民眾習慣一次購足食材，導致消費者對「大容量」需求提高，不僅冰箱追求內壁變薄，
還需要將小空間靈活運用。因此，「方便性」
、
「溫度控制」
、「外觀」
、
「空間設計」為消費者在
選購冰箱時，最先優先考慮的因素，這四項因素也考驗著家電業者不斷推出創新的產品，隨著
時代變遷滿足消費者的需求。
本論文主要研究目的在於探討冰箱功能演進趨勢，有別於過去大部分學者以專利、功能面
探討出產品功能演化趨勢，本論文是以消費者角度觀察冰箱功能演變過程，從「方便」
、
「空間
設計」、「溫度控制」、「外觀設計」四種構面，去探討國內冰箱產業創新功能演變過程，以
Panasonic 國際牌、HITACHI 日立、Kolin 歌林、SAMPO 聲寶、SANYO 台灣三洋、TATUNG
大同為研究對象，收集各廠牌歷年廣告文宣資料，運用學者 D.Mann 所提出 37 項演化趨勢理
論，依本研究四種功能構面「方便性」
、
「溫度控制」
、
「外觀設計」
、
「空間設計」做分類，並將
分類結果繪製成演化趨勢雷達圖，瞭解目前冰箱功能所處演化趨勢的階段，再分析各演化參數
的潛力與極限，推想符合市場需求且新創概念的冰箱。

2. 文獻探討
2.1 TRIZ 發明問題解決理論
TRIZ 創新發明解決理論(Theory of Inventive Problem Solving)，是由蘇聯學者 Altshuller，
於 1946 年提出創新原理解決方法(Altshuller, 1999)。當時他在審核專利作業時，察覺到任何一
種技術的創新過程中都有一定的程序跟步驟，Altshuller 分析了世界近 250 萬筆的發明專利進
行長期的歸納與分析，發現不同領域界面對各種創新發明的問題，存在著共同的基礎問題與解
決問題的基礎原則，利用這些發現進而整理出一套系統性的創新發明法則，並建立起 TRIZ 理
論體系，掌握了這些規律，就能主動地進行產品設計並能預測產品的未來趨勢。
當一般人遇到特定問題時，會以自身的經驗，自身具備的技能，或是透過群眾腦力激盪的
方式，尋找問題的答案，也就是從特定問題直接發想特定問題的解答，但這樣的方式很容易將
問題發散，憑藉著有限的思維，不容易找到具完整性的答案。反觀於 TRIZ，是將特定問題點
轉化成標準問題，透過 Altshuller 大量分析專利與案件所建構的 TRIZ 工具，得知標準解答，
再將標準解答轉換成該特定問題解答，這就是 TRIZ 解決問題方法的基本流程。
在上述的基本流程下，Altshuller 與他的 TRIZ 團隊，陸續提出很多創新發明之問題解決分
析工具，一般泛稱為 TRIZ 理論技術方法，包括 40 創意原則、ARIZ 發明問題解決演算法、理
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想性觀念、工程系統的進化趨勢、矛盾矩陣表及物質-場分析…等等。綜合來說，TRIZ 是一種
應用前人的智慧與經驗，所發展出系統改良的方法；是一種自覺性演化的技術系統和解決工程
問題的方法；也是一種消除工程衝突，而不抵消妥協的工具；更是無數發明家的知識與經驗，
來增加工程人員知識創造力和解決問題技巧的方法（李國豪，2011）
。
2.2 TRIZ 技術系統演化趨勢理論與產品創新
TRIZ 技術系統演化趨勢理論(Patterns of Evolution of Technological Systems)是 TRIZ 眾多
工具中的一種，Altshuller 從世界專利分析和研究，察覺到技術系統在結構上演化趨勢，及技
術系統演化模式演化路線，每條演化路線是從結構演化的特點，描述產品技術所處的狀態序
列，產品是如何從一種技術移轉到另一種技術，在新技術裡可能是性能價值提昇功能增加也有
可能是成本降低，即產品延演化路線演化過程是新舊技術更替的過程，依據當前的產品技術所
處狀態，經由設計可使其移動到新的狀態，有助於完成產品的創新設計和改善設計，同時在同
一個工程領域中總結出的演化模式及演化路線，可以在另一工程領域中實現，即技術演化模式
及演化路線具有可傳遞性，因此 TRIZ 理論不僅能預測技術的發展，而且還能展現預測的結果，
實現產品可能狀態，對於產品創新具有指導作用。
Altshuller 透過大量分析專利與案件，得知每一個功能系統的演化並非隨機發生，而是依
循著可預測的模式進行，所以先提出八大技術系統演化趨勢（陳琪琪，2013）
，分別為：(1)增
加理想性：增加系統的有用功能，並減少系統的有害功能；(2)遵循生命週期階段演化：沿著
技術系統演化（S 曲線）的四個階段，分別為嬰兒期、成長期、成熟期、衰退期，系統功能設
計會有所不同；(3)系統元件非均衡發展：系統是由多個子系統所組成，每個子系統都有各自 S
曲線演化，並在不同時間達到演化極限；(4)增加動態與可控制性：為了適應不斷變化的環境，
讓系統功能擁有更高的彈性或多樣性；(5)增加複雜性再簡單化：系統演化先是不斷增加功能
及品質來滿足需求，經過一段時間後，再透過系統整合逐漸簡化；(6)部份耦合與非耦合：在
相同性質的系統加入不同性質的系統，或是將不同性質的系統整合成同性質的系統，以尋求突
破的解答；(7)從大系統到極小系統的轉換：系統逐漸地朝向縮小化和簡便化的方向演進；(8)
減少人為參與增加自動化。
很多技術的進化可以依循著 Altshuller 八大技術系統演化趨勢來解釋，但實際上的運用，
仍然有很多不足的地方。學者 Mann (2007)提出的 37 項技術演化趨勢，可分為空間（13 項）
、
介面（18 項）
、時間（6 項）三大類，使用者透過三大類、37 項的演化趨勢，可以有效地決定
技術系統未來的趨向，具有良好的可操作性、系統性和實用性，並經過實踐檢驗適合一般產品
開發使用，以下表 1 至表 3 為各項演化趨勢的簡要說明。
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表 1：空間類別的演化趨勢
項目
S1 智慧材料
S2 空間分割
S3 表面分割
S4 物件分割
S5 從巨觀進化到微觀
S6 網狀纖維
S7 減少密度
S8 增加非對稱性
S9 打破邊界
S10 幾何進化(線性)
S11 幾何進化(立體)
S12 向下縮合
S13 動態性

演化趨勢
被動材料單向適應材料雙向適應材料全向適應材料
單一固體中空結構多孔結構毛細孔結構多孔結構+有效元素
光滑表面肋狀表面立體粗糙面作用孔面
單一固體分割固體粒狀固體液體泡沫/氣霧氣體電漿
能場真空
MacroMilliMicroNanoPicoFemto
均質平面架構二維網狀架構立體纖維添加作用元素
金屬塑膠氣體
對稱系統線性非對稱平面非對稱匹配非對稱
多重邊界少數邊界無邊界
點一維線性二維平面三維表面
平面結構二維結構軸對稱結構三維結構
非結構化二階結構三階結構遞迴架構
不動系統連結系統完全彈性系統液態/氣態系統能源基系統
表 2：介面類別的演化趨勢

項目

演化趨勢

I14 單-雙-多(同質性)
I15 單-雙-多(變異性)
I16 單-雙-多(增加差異)
I17 向上整合
I18 減少受迫阻尼震盪
I19 增加感官的使用
I20 增加顏色的使用
I21 增加透明
I22 顧客採購所關注的焦點
I23 市場進化
I24 設計考量

單系統雙系統三系統多系統
單系統雙系統三系統多系統
相似組件變異組件含修正組件多系統
非結構化與較高層結構結合完全與較高層結構整合
過阻尼來回震盪無震盪+有效控制
1 個感官2 個感官3 個感官4 個感官5 個感官
單色或無色雙色使用可見光譜色全彩
不透明部份透明全部透明可動透明組件
表現可靠方便價格
商品產品服務體驗傳授/轉換
單點設計最佳化雙點設計最佳化不連續操作多點設計最佳
化持續設計再最佳化
1 自由度2 自由度3 自由度4 自由度5 自由度6 自由度
多重邊界少數邊界無邊界
複雜系統消除非關鍵組件消除非關鍵次組件簡約後系統
直接控制中介作動回饋智慧回饋
人力人力+工具人力+動力工具人力+半自動工具人力+
自動工具自動化工具
試誤法穩定狀態設計考慮暫時效應考慮磨耗效果考慮
耦合效果防呆設計
三次能源轉換二次能源轉換一次能源轉換零次能源轉換

I25 自由度
I26 打破邊界
I27 簡約設計
I28 控制度
I29 減少人為參與
I30 設計方法
I31 減少能源轉換
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表 3：時間類別的演化趨勢
項目
T32 動作協調
T33 節奏協調
T34 非線性
T35 單-雙-多(同質性)
T36 單-雙-多(變異性)
T37 從巨觀進化到微觀

演化趨勢
不協調動作部份協調動作完全協調動作間隔時不同動作
持續動作週期動作共振/共鳴行波
線性系統部份非線性完全非線性系統
單系統雙系統三系統多系統
單系統雙系統三系統多系統
MacroMilliMicroNanoPicoFemto

2.3 技術演化潛力雷達圖
技術系統演化模式和演化路徑提供設計人員瞭解各類技術系統演化情況，為設計人員在產
品技術開發方向提供了理論依據，圖 1 為 D. Mann 37 項技術系統演化潛力雷達圖。圖 1 中 37
條射線表示該構件或系統在技術演化的演化模式，深色區域表示產品將沿演化路徑演化，最後
將達到外圍虛線，外圍虛線即表示系統內的各演化已達該趨勢演化極限，離外圍虛線越遠者即
表示此趨勢較有演化潛力，可能潛藏著較多發明創新機會，達極限表示系統內的此一趨勢將不
再演化或已無演化必要，也可能表示此一趨勢將由另一全新或破壞式創新趨勢取代

37 項演化趨勢
各項演化趨
勢極限

深色區域表示
現有產品已完
成的系統演化
圖 1：D. Mann 37 項技術演化潛力雷達圖
資料來源：Mann(2007)

3. 研究方法
3.1 研究方法及步驟
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本研究的核心理論是藉由 37 項演化趨勢，可以探討冰箱各項功能上演變與趨勢之間的關
係。首先，本研究廣泛進行冰箱功能資料收集，再進行 TRIZ 演化等級判斷，接著繪出功能演
化雷達圖，再依此項進行演化趨勢分析，得知現階段冰箱功能發展現況及極限，依據此結果，
再去推想冰箱未來發展方向。本論文研究方法及步驟如圖 2 所示。
冰箱功能

TRIZ 演化

繪製演化

系統演化

創新產品

資料蒐集

等級判斷

雷達圖

潛力分析

構思

圖 2：研究步驟
3.2 冰箱產品功能蒐集
本研究主要以冰箱功能作為研究目標，收集資料範圍設定國內冰箱業界具有代表性公司分
別為 Panasonic 國際牌、HITACHI 日立、KOLIN 歌林、SAMPO 聲寶、SANYO 台灣三洋、TATUNG
大同作為研究對象，收集五家公司歷年廣告文宣資料，自民國 84 年到民國 105 年間之家用冰
箱產品功能相關資料，如圖 3 所示，總計有 90 本廣告文宣、288 件功能資料，內容部份有重
複，現有功能並非每年全部發展成新功能，因此，在彙整廣告文宣中的主打特殊功能、冰箱基
本規格之後，發現每三年期間，冰箱功能會改變一次，故將以三年為週期進行統計。

圖 3：冰箱廣告文宣與基本規格之資料範例
由於本研究以冰箱功能作為研究目標，為了瞭解使用者對目前冰箱購買動機、使用狀況，
參考漂亮居家雜誌的問卷調查，「安全」
、「節能」
、「性能」
、
「設計」
、
「服務」是消費者在購買
冰箱的重要考量因素，其中「安全」、「節能」已成為基本配備，
「性能」
、
「設計」成為讓消費
者願意購買的關鍵因素，對於性能好、設計佳的冰箱，會讓消費者提升預算購買。所謂「性能」
是指更貼近使用習慣的冰箱，提升使用的「方便性」
，以及透過「溫度控制」能鎖住食物的原
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味；
「設計」方面是指冰箱「外觀設計」以及內部「空間設計」
。故本研究將蒐集冰箱功能內容
資料，依「方便」
、
「空間設計」
、
「溫度控制」
、
「外觀設計」分類區分，再細分個別相關之功能
共 14 項，探討國內冰箱產品創新功能演變過程，如表 4 所示。
表 4：消費者選購冰箱之關鍵因素及相關功能
關鍵因素

功能
1. 製冰功能
2. 燈光照明
方便性 3. 除臭功能
4. 關門警示
5. 電動抽屜／門
6. 內部空間分層存放
空間設計 7. 冷藏室與冷凍室位置
8. 冰箱寬度
9. 溫度控制界面
10. 冰箱氣流
溫度控制
11. 急速冷凍室
12. 微凍結室
13. 外觀顏色
外觀設計
14. 庫外液晶顯示面板

功能演化說明
製冰盒扭轉式製冰盒自動偵測製冰系統
無燈光照明冷藏有燈光冷凍與冷藏皆有燈光
使用者外購除臭裝置冰箱內建除臭裝置急速除臭按鍵
冰箱門沒關好發出警示聲發出警示聲與顯示警示燈
手動拉門輕觸電動門
單層開放式單層密閉隔間單層密閉多格
冷凍在上，冷藏在下冷藏室在上，冷凍室在下
冰箱強調超大容量寬度變窄，廚房空間寬敞
庫內調整溫度庫外調整溫度自動調節溫度
直吹氣流廣角氣流3D 氣流
無要求冷凍速度短時間內冷凍食物熱料理急速冷凍
冷凍食材需解凍料理食材取出即可料理
單色淺色系雙色系顏色選擇豐富
庫外溫控面板多功能面板

4. 研究分析與結果
4.1 冰箱功能演化參數與等級判斷
本研究根據表 4 中的各項功能演化說明，分別就「方便性」
、
「空間設計」
、
「溫度控制」
、
「外
觀設計」的分類，對照 37 項演化趨勢，找出符合的演化趨勢參數，並判斷演化等級。以「方
便性」的製冰功能為例，以往製冰時，消費者需要將製冰盒拉出來倒入液體，在以平放方式放
入冷凍室，當液體結成固體，在手動完成製冰，製冰數量有限，沒辦法儲存冰塊，如果夏季需
要大量冰塊時，無法滿足消費者；演變成扭轉式製冰盒，還是需要將製冰盒拉出，手動倒入液
體，但差別在於製冰盒採用扭轉式設計，當液體結成固體，輕輕扭轉，冰塊自動脫落至儲冰盒
中，輕鬆好用；演變成製冰動作時無需人為操作，只需把冷藏室水箱裝滿，水箱會自動運轉至
冷凍製冰，再由智慧型感溫器感測製冰完成，讓冰塊源源不絕，如圖 4 所示。

圖 4：製冰功能的演化過程
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其中自動給水製冰系統，將給水、製冰、離冰的三項步驟，形成連續性、自動化的操作流
程，可對應至 S13「動態性」第三階段（完全彈性系統）
，以及 I29「減少人為參與」第五階段
（人力＋自動工具）
，此系統也讓使用者更佳方便製作冰塊，可對應至 I22「顧客採購所關注
的焦點」第三階段（方便），再者，從 I28「控制度」而言，當水箱沒水時，指示燈會亮起，
告知使用者要添加冷開水，讓製冰功能保持循環，達到第三階段（回饋）
，最後，在自動偵測
製冰過程中，將冷藏室水箱的水抽至冷凍室製冰盒內，開始製冰，當製冰完成後，蓄冰盒有感
測器檢測冰塊儲存量是否足夠，不足時製冰盒會自動扭轉，將剛製成的冰塊倒入蓄冰盒，透過
自動製冰、自動離冰兩個系統，彼此交互感測，讓使用者隨時都有冰塊享用，可對應於 T32
「動作協調」第三階段（完全協調動作），以及 T33「節奏協調」第三階段（共振/共鳴）
，如
表 5 所示。其他的冰箱功能演化，也根據所蒐集冰箱功能內容資料，依循上述的方法進行判斷，
彙整如表 5 至表 8 所示。
表 5：「方便性」之演化參數與等級判斷
關鍵因素

功能

判斷參數等級說明
自動給水製冰系統
自動製冰具便利性
水箱補水訊息回饋
自動製冰、自動離冰

製冰功能

冷凍與冷藏皆有燈光
燈光照明

光線可部份穿透
燈光照明具穩定性
內建除臭裝置
急速除臭按鍵
提醒聲與警示燈
警示具提醒效果
聲音與燈號雙重設計
輕觸方式開關

方便性
除臭功能
關門警示

電動抽屜／門

演化趨勢參數
動態性
減少人為參與
顧客採購所關注的焦點
控制度
動作協調
節奏協調
打破邊界
單-雙-多(同質性)
增加透明
顧客採購所關注的焦點
顧客採購所關注的焦點
控制度
增加感官的使用
顧客採購所關注的焦點
設計考量
顧客採購所關注的焦點
減少人為參與
控制度

演化等級
S13-3
I29-5
I22-3
I28-3
T32-3
T33-3
S9-2
I14-2
I21-2
I22-2
I22-2
I28-2
I19-2
I22-1
I24-2
I22-3
I29-5
I28-2

表 6：「空間設計」之演化參數與等級判斷
關鍵因素

功能

判斷參數等級說明
單層密閉多格
空間分層存放
方便整理取用
冷藏室與冷凍 冷藏室在上，冷凍室在下

演化趨勢參數
單-雙-多(同質性)
顧客採購所關注的焦點
自由度

演化等級
I14-4
I22-3
I25-1
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空間設計

室位置
冰箱寬度

調整冷藏與冷凍室位置
依使用者使用頻率調整
寬度變窄，廚房空間寬敞

打破邊界
設計方法
顧客採購所關注的焦點

I26-2
I30-2
I22-3

表 7：「溫度控制」之演化參數與等級判斷
關鍵因素

功能

判斷參數等級說明
無需調整溫度
多點感應器設置
既定溫控調節模式
溫度控制界面
自動偵測調節溫度

溫度控制
冰箱氣流
急速冷凍室
微凍結室

達到穩定設計狀態
3D 氣流，冷度均勻分布
由上、左、右三方向吹動
達到穩定設計狀態
熱料理急速冷凍
冷凍室與微凍結室

演化趨勢參數
顧客採購所關注的焦點
設計考量
自由度
控制度
減少人為參與
設計方法
顧客採購所關注的焦點
幾何進化(立體)
設計方法
顧客採購所關注的焦點
單-雙-多(同質性)

演化等級
I22-3
I24-3
I25-1
I28-3
I29-5
I30-2
I22-2
S11-2
I30-2
I22-3
I14-2

表 8：「外觀設計」之演化參數與等級判斷
關鍵因素

外觀設計

功能
外觀顏色

判斷參數等級說明
金屬鏡面，顏色選擇豐富
多功能面板
庫外液晶顯示 面板熄燈即隱藏
面板
簡化面板功能

演化趨勢參數
增加顏色的使用
單-雙-多(變異性)
增加透明
顧客採購所關注的焦點
簡約設計

演化等級
I20-3
I15-4
I21-1
I22-3
I27-2

4.2 繪製冰箱功能演化雷達圖
本研究蒐集冰箱功能內容資料，依「方便性」
、
「空間設計」
、
「溫度控制」
、
「外觀設計」分
類區分，進行演化趨勢參數辨識及演化等級判斷，如表 5 至表 8 所示。在各項資料表中，若該
項功能僅對應一項功能演化特徵值，則將此功能直接歸類至該項演化趨勢參數等級，但若一項
演化趨勢參數對應超過一項以上的功能，則採用平均數法進行計算，其平均值即為此項演化趨
勢參數等級。最後透過 Microsoft Excel，繪製對應於「方便」
、
「空間設計」
、
「溫度控制」
、
「外
觀設計」的演化雷達圖，如圖 5 至圖 8 所示，並在圖中呈現出目前演化狀態與演化極限，以便
發掘具有產品發展潛力的參數，進行冰箱未來趨勢的創新產品構思。
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圖 5：
「方便性」功能演化雷達圖

圖 6：「空間設計」功能演化雷達圖

圖 7：
「溫度控制」功能演化雷達圖

圖 8：「外觀設計」功能演化雷達圖

5. 創新產品構思
5.1「方便性」創新構思
(1) 燈光照明功能
S9「打破邊界」目前處於第二階段（少數邊界），預測往第三階段（無邊界）邁進，I14
「單-雙-多(同質性)」目前處於第二階段（雙系統）
，預測往第四階段（多系統）邁進，國人每
天使用手機超過兩個小時已有 80%以上，冰箱將會往智慧型家電邁進，須結合「通訊功能」
、
「攝影機」
、
「傳感器」
，冰箱跟使用者須雙向互動，使用者可輕鬆管理自己的冰箱。I21「增加
透明」目前處於第二階段（部份透明）
，預測往第三階段（全部透明）邁進，透過通訊軟體來
監控冰箱內部食物狀況，冰箱燈光須完全穿過，無任何限制，要讓使用者可透過手機清楚看到
冰箱內部狀況。使用者可透過通訊軟體來監控冰箱內部狀況，這時考慮到不同操作模式(開門、
關門…等)，冰箱照明須在透明、部分透明及不透明三者間改變，冰箱即使門關起，使用者也
可得知冰箱內部狀況，如圖 9 所示。
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全室皆有燈光
照明、攝影機

可透過手機
查詢冰箱狀

圖 9：「燈光照明」功能創新設計
(2) 關門警示功能
I22「顧客採購所關注」目前處於第一階段（表現），預測往第二階段（可靠）邁進，I19
「增加感官的使用」目前處於第二階段（2 個感官）
，預測往第三階段（3 個感官）邁進，使用
者一時疏忽常忘了關冰箱門，目前設計僅有警示燈與提醒聲來告知使用者，可在冰箱內部多點
操作點設置溫度感應器，能清楚偵測到溫度變化，當溫度異常升高時，可透過通訊軟體主動傳
送訊息給使用者，告知冰箱哪區域未關好，讓使用者更信賴關門警示功能，如圖 10 所示。

加裝溫度感應器

門未關好，會主動傳
送訊息給使用者

圖 10：「關門警示」功能創新設計
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5.2「空間設計」創新構思
(1) 冷藏室與冷凍室位置
I25「自由度」處於第一階段（1 自由度）
，預測往第三階段（3 自由度）邁進，I26「打破
邊界」目前處於第二階段（少數邊界）
，預測往第三階段（無邊界）邁進，國人居住空間小，
又有過年習俗，因此冰箱須具備彈性空間設計，冷凍室、冷藏室、蔬果室自由切換，不需要任
何限制，不須再為保存食物空間不足傷透腦筋，增加使用者方便。I30「設計方法」目前處於
第二階段（穩定狀態設計），預測往第三階段（考慮暫時效果）邁進，考慮不同的暫時效果操
作狀況，不需要任何限制，冷凍、冷藏、蔬果室可自由切換，如圖 11 所示。

蔬果室

互

冷藏室

換
冷凍室

圖 11：
「彈性空間」功能創新設計
5.3「溫度控制」創新構思
(1) 溫度控制界面
I25「自由度」目前處於第一階段（1 自由度）
，預測往第二階段（2 自由度）邁進，I30「設
計方法」目前處於第二階段（穩定狀態設計），預測往第三階段（考慮暫時效應）邁進，挖掘
潛在用戶的痛點，例如：熱愛烘培的族群，需要隨時掌握溫度，冰箱的溫控界面可直接調整各
區域的溫度，也可以透過手機通訊軟體來調整溫度控制，讓使用者隨時掌握某區塊隔層溫度，
增添使用者使用上便利性。I28「控制度」目前處於第三階段（回饋）
，預測往第四階段（智慧
回饋）邁進，讓使用者可以自由設定區域溫度，隨時掌握某區塊隔層溫度，且自動對使用者對
發訊者傳遞告知此溫度已維持時間，增添使用者使用上便利性，如圖 12 所示。
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自由設定區域溫度

透過手機隨時
掌握溫度

圖 12：「溫度控制」功能創新設計
5.4「外觀設計」創新構思
(1) 外觀顏色、庫外液晶顯示面板功能
I21「增加透明」目前處於第一階段（不透明）
，預測往第二階段（部份透明）邁進，掌握
未來科技功能，引進「變色玻璃」將不透明的玻璃變成透明，無須打開冰箱就可知道冰箱內部
食物狀況，可以減少能源損耗。另外，I20「增 加 顏 色 」目前處於第三階段（使用可見光譜色）
，
預測往第四階段（全彩）邁進，透過智慧玻璃的運用，可隨著裝潢而有所變化，顏色選擇豐富，
讓消費者依照自己喜好選擇。I27「簡約設計」目前處於第二階段（消除非關鍵組件）
，預測往
第三階段（消除非關鍵次組件）邁進，可同時引進「手勢感應器」使用者只要揮動雙手，就可
以將不透明的玻璃變成透明，如圖 13 所示

採用變色玻璃，可依個人喜好調整
雙手一揮，看到冰箱內部狀況

圖 13：「外觀設計」功能創新設計
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production
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Abstract
The ever-increasing trend of small-batch, customized production of metal sheet processing
raises higher demands on the production layout of metal sheet plants. This paper analyzes some
existed methods of production layout analysis and production bottleneck analysis, pointing out the
inconsistency with the present needs of metal sheet enterprises. By taking S Company as an example,
Systematic Layout Planning (SLP) is performed to design the production layout, after which
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is used to analyze the production bottleneck in the workshop. The
effectiveness of the method is verified compared with the current situation. At last, this paper gives a
brief summary and prospects the direction of future work.
Keywords: Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), bottleneck problem, production layout, systematic
layout planning (SLP)

1. Introduction
The optimal design of equipment layout is one of the important and complex problems in the
modern manufacturing industry. Production layout is of tremendous significance for companies to
improve production efficiency and save production cost. Whether the equipment layout in the
workshop is scientific and reasonable will directly affect the production efficiency of the enterprise.
A reasonable equipment layout of the workshop can reduce transportation costs, improve the service
life of the equipment and increase warehouse utilization. At present, the trend of small-batch and
customized production in the sheet metal industry is rapidly developing, putting more emphasis on
simple and rapid production layout methods. Research on it will be of great help for small and
medium enterprises (SME).
After the production equipment layout has been determined, the analysis of production
bottleneck can help managers adjust production plans in order to avoid waste of resources, to ensure
fluent logistics flow and to prevent material accumulation or material shortages. With the
development of the theory of constraints (TOC), the definition of production bottlenecks has
gradually become broader and many methods of logistics bottlenecks and process bottlenecks
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analysis are raised. The adjustment of production bottleneck is more difficult than the analysis of
production bottleneck. It requires much more complex mathematical tools, which is harder for
managers in SME to master.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the existed work on layout
problem and bottleneck analysis. In Section 3 and Section 4, this paper takes S Company as an
example, performing SLP to design equipment layout, analyzing the production bottleneck and
evaluating the operation process of the methods this paper uses. In Section 5, conclusions are drawn
and the direction of future work is raised.

2. Related works
The research on the layout method of production equipment can be traced back to 1961, when
Systematic Layout Planning (SLP) is proposed by Richard Muther. By entering five parameters:
Product, Quantity, Routing, Support Services and Timing Data, this method obtains the system
layout result through a series of calculations. After that, many scholars combined SLP with other
algorithms to obtain better solutions. Hu et al. (2018) raised a new algorithm based on SA-PSO in
order to optimize the workshop layout with the smallest material handling cost and the closest
non-logistics relationship between equipment, and established a dual objective optimization function.
Zheng (2018) focused on logistics buffer layout optimization, using genetic algorithm to obtain
layout optimization solution. Yi et al. (2013) also established a multi-objective layout optimization
design model. They proposed the differential cell multi-objective genetic algorithm, which integrated
the good diversity of cell algorithm and differential evolution strategy to solve complex problems
with strong convergence and wide coverage. These methods can perform very detailed calculations,
but they are too complicated for the managers of SME to master them well.
The analysis of production bottlenecks can be traced back to the theory of constraints (TOC).
This theory was first proposed by Israeli management scientist Goldratt in order to solve the
disadvantages in the process of achieving production goals in the system. Similar to the production
equipment layout method, scholars have often used heuristic algorithms to analyze production
bottlenecks in recent years. The heuristic algorithm also raises challenges for engineers to apply the
algorithm. In order to provide a bottleneck analysis method that is as simple and reliable as possible,
we refer to Li's work (2017), using the analytic hierarchy process for analysis.
Production equipment layout and production bottlenecks have an important impact on the
efficiency of the production workshop. Currently, there is not much research on how these two
problems are combined. If these two problems can be combined, managers can get more information
and establish a production plan upon this information that makes fuller use of resources and reduces
waste. Managers can not only deploy the new plant based on this new method but also optimize and
modify the old plant.
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3. Facility layout of workshop based on SLP
This paper took S company as an example and performed SLP to obtain a layout plan. First of
all, we performed logistics analysis based on the current equipment layout plan. Figure 1 shows the
current equipment layout of the workshop.

Figure 1. The current equipment layout of the workshop
In Figure 1, zone 1 is used for storing raw materials. Equipment 2 is used for cutting raw
materials, getting ready for subsequent processes. Warehouse 3 is used for storing pre-processed
materials which are used by other equipment. Equipment 4 is used for cutting metal sheet into the
specific shape. In this workshop, there are 2 machine tools. Equipment 5 is used for bending metal
sheet. Equipment 6 is used for welding several parts together. The assembly work will be performed
in Zone 7. More details of logistics route are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Distance of logistics route in the workshop
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Route
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
4-6
4-7
5-7
5-6
6-7

Distance
119
80
171+358=529
309
505+676=1181
81
85
209
94
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Total

2687

By considering the amount of materials together with route distance, we can divide the logistics
relationship into 5 levels according to the level of intensity. About 10% are level A, about 20% are
level E, about 30% are level I, and about 40% are level O. The levels of logistics relationship are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Levels of logistics relationship
No.

Route

Logistics intensity (Amount of pallet×Distance)

Level

1

1-2

119×500

E

2

2-3

80×500

I

3

3-4

529×500

A

4

4-5

309×100

I

5

4-6

1181×100

E

6

4-7

81×100

O

7

5-7

85×100

O

8

5-6

209×100

I

9

6-7

94×100

O

Based on this, we have drawn an Operation Units Logistics Correlogram. More details are
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The current equipment layout of the workshop
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Non-logistics relations were also considered. The classification of non-logistics relations is
divided into 6 levels. Compared with logistics relations, there is an X level to indicate that the two
are not connected.
After the logistics relationship and non-logistics relationship were determined, we determined
the weight of the logistics and non-logistics relationship and then determined the comprehensive
relationship between each operation unit. Since there are few workers in the model, this paper
determines the weight of the logistics and non-logistics relationship as 3:1. We determined the
arrangement order of work station, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Arrangement order of work station
Work station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Logistics
3
5
6
11
5
5
5

Non-logistics
5
4
4
3
8
5
4

Arrangement order
7
6
3
1
2
4
5

We used a relatively simple method to design the production layout plan, the stronger the
relationship is, the closer the operation units are. A feasible solution is as follows.

Figure3. A feasible solution
It shows that the production plan we determined is very similar to the actual plan of the
enterprise, which proves the effectiveness of the method. The use of this simple method can
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eliminate the errors caused by the manager's subjective factors, and a feasible solution can be
quickly obtained when the actual architectural layout is more complicated.

4. Production bottleneck analysis
After obtaining the production layout plan, we analyzed the bottlenecks in the equipment layout
plan. We used average waiting time, process load rate, and product delay penalty values to analyze
the bottleneck. These three indexes can comprehensively identify the bottleneck production process
from the aspects of input, production, and output. The formulae are shown as follows.

(1)

(2)

(3)
In the formula we mentioned above,
values,

is average waiting time,

the processing amount of component j,
machine i,
machine i,

is process load rate,

is the processing time of component j on machine i,

is

is the available processing time in planned period of

is the failure rate of machine i,

is the latest completion time of component j on

is the completion time of component j on machine i,

value of component j,

is product delay penalty

is the delay unit penalty

is waiting time for component j to be processed on machine i,

is the

amount of components.
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After calculating the values of these three indicators, the weights of these indexes were
determined respectively. The values are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Weights of three indexes
Process
Weight

Cutting
0.57

Bending
0.29

Welding
0.14

After calculating the bottleneck process index value of each production process, the bottleneck
was determined. The bottleneck process index values are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Bottleneck process index values
Process
Value

Cutting
254.2913

Bending
123.4895

Welding
998.025

The process with the smallest value of the bottleneck index is the bottleneck process. In our
example, the bottleneck process is the welding process, which is consistent with the actual situation.
This verifies the correctness of the method we used.

5. Conclusion
This paper analyzes the existing methods for production layout design and production
bottleneck analysis. Taking the production workshop of S Company as an example, this paper
performs SLP and production bottleneck analysis. The following conclusions can be obtained by
comparing with the actual situation:
1. When the workshop layout is relatively simple, the layout plan based on experience is similar
to the results obtained by performing SLP, but when the workshop configuration is complex,
performing SLP can help managers quickly find a feasible layout plan.
2. Although relatively complex formulas are required when using Analytic Hierarchy Process to
analyze production bottlenecks, these formulas can be calculated with the assistance of Excel. It can
be quickly mastered by managers.
3.The weighting factors can be adjusted according to different workshops. The specific value
can be adjusted by professionals.
4. In this case, the welding process is at the end of the assembly line, and the bottleneck's
restrictive effect on the production layout design is not so obvious.
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In the future, how to deeply combine production layout design and production bottleneck
analysis can be researched. It is a prospected direction to propose a method which can guide the
production layout and reduce the bottleneck by adjusting layout plan considering production
bottleneck.
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再探知識網絡之本質-以主路徑分析為法
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摘要
本研究探討「知識網絡」(Knowledge Network)文獻之發展軌跡,從學術資料庫（Scopus）
檢索歷年與其相關學術之文獻,進行知識網絡之發展脈絡的探索與趨勢彙整。由學術資料庫獲
得 2803 篇文獻,有效構成分析條件為 2751 篇文獻,並針對知識網絡的學術文獻之引用資料建立
引用網絡,再對引用網絡採用主路徑分析,讓複雜的網絡文章形成具有系統性的主路徑,以得到
關於知識網絡之總體發展軌跡,並理解不同研究者對相關議題觀點的相似與分岐。另利用集群
分析與文字雲分析獲得四大研究主題分別為：創新與績效、知識管理與知識分享、創新技術、
系統流程處理。且統計每年關注此議題人數與文章數之成長軌跡,同時也揭露相關論文皆被發
表在哪些重要期刊。本研究彙整歷年相關知識網絡之文獻,提供一個獨特的方法以描繪知識網
絡理論與實務之應用發展,並歸納各時期研究者與時俱進之論點,以供後續對此議題有興趣之
研究者作為參考。
關鍵詞：知識網絡、主路徑分析、知識管理與知識分享、創新、系統流程
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1. 緒論
近年來,關於「工業 4.0」、「智慧製造」
、「AI」、
「區塊鏈」
、
「生態系」
、
「5G」…等類似新
議題不斷推陳出新,並於產業界造成極大的轟動與討論空間,使得企業與市場環境關係亦更日
趨複雜,相對地,企業於如此的競爭環境之下,必須不斷地追求創新方能於市場中持續生存,然
「知識」是建立企業競爭優勢的關鍵資源(Barney,1991; Teece,1997),且有越來越多的證據顯
示，關於個人、組織和國家的經濟表現也須依賴著「知識」的成長與發展（Giuliani,2013;
Boschma,2007; Grabher,2006;Smith,2004;Kessels,2001)。因此,如何善用「知識」,並以「知識」
為基礎,以創造或維持企業的持續性競爭優勢（sustainable competitive advantage; SCA）,這議
題 似 乎 正 考 驗 著 每 家 企 業 的 經 理 人 對 於 公 司 資 源 的 運 用 與 策 略 的 選 擇 （ Nickerson &
Zerger,2004; Teece,2007,Barney,2001）。
越來越多的策略學者們基於「知識觀點」,己經意識到知識的發展和部署是企業競爭優勢
的主要來源（Eisenhardt ＆ Martin,2000; Grant,1996）,且有學者主張企業應利用其企業網絡之
關係,以獲得更多、更新的技術與知識資訊（Kogut & Zander,1992）,並指出各企業所擁有的知
識決定了企業經營之發展;但由於各家的企業,彼此的知識及所擁有的資源有所不同,導致單一
企業難以完全獨自生存於競爭市場之中,故每一企業均透過與外部其他企業進行彼此間價值的
相互交換之合作關係時,即建立了屬於本身企業之「企業網絡」
（Wang,2018）
。同時,也因為知
識本身具有異質性與互補性的特徵,所以企業於企業網絡中交換異質而有用的知識,導致知識
於企業間彼此合作的過程中所流動,形成了知識流,最後,這股知識流匯集呈現出一種「知識網
絡」的圖像,所以企業透過知識網絡之故,而獲得本身所需之相關知識、資訊及其它資源,進而
使企業創造競爭優勢（Grigoriou,2017; Cohen,1990)。
由此可知,知識網絡對於企業的重要性自然不可言喻,然而眾家學者們研究知識網絡這個
概念雖然亦己發展幾十年,但對於知識網絡之本質與應用依然讓人感覺猶如百花爭鳴、莫衷一
是。因此,本研究將採用主路徑 (Man-paths)分析方法觀察過往關於知識網絡（knowledge
network）之所有文獻, 並以集群分析及文字雲分析做一系統性的整理與研究,以冀探討知識網
絡之整體發展軌跡及理論概念之分合關係，更探究過往對於知識網絡之應用範圍,以供後續研
究者參考。

2. 文獻回顧
Heidorn G.E.（1978）在「Natural language dialogue for managing an on-line calendar」所發
表的文章中首次提及攸關「知識網絡」一詞。但是,此議題在當時並未受到太多的矚目與關注,
直到近 20 年左右,有越來越多的學術領域持續在探索知識是如何影響組織運作與企業績效？
以及群體和個人是如何來管理知識？研究證實,新知識是由現有知識創新組合而成
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（Fleming,2001;Nelson ＆Winter,1982）
。而社會關係與其構成的網絡亦將影響個人和群體獲
取、轉移、吸收和應用知識的能力（Galunic & Rodan,1998;Nahapiet &
Ghoshal,1998,Cohen,1990）。
知識網絡之研究涉及了多個學術領域,例如,管理學者研究了團隊內外的社會網絡結構如
何影響交換、組合和創造知識（Nerkar & Paruchuri,2005）
、社會學家研究了知識網絡和由組織
之間的協作關係所形成的社交網絡,而該社交網絡對於組織創造力的影響（Guan &
Liu,2016）
、經濟學者們也已經探索了網絡是如何影響知識的產生以及擴散（Jackson,2008）
、
在組織部份,學者們研究企業的跨部門關係是如何影響知識分享及轉移（Hansen,2002）,在資
訊部份,學者們為了有效地管理電子維修知識資源，提出了一種電子維修知識網絡模型
（Guo,Sun,Tang,Huang,& Zhang ,2013）,而在氣象學中則將知識網絡運用於對水資源的氣候訊
息管理（Kirchhoff ,2013）,更有其它學者將知識網絡運用於旅遊經濟的研究（Xiao,Li ,&
Lin,2011）
。
而這些知識網絡研究的多樣性卻也反應出了一種現象,這種現象突顯了幾個問題,例如,這
些研究有沒有趨同性? 各研究的實證結果是由何種類型知識所積累而成並直接反應於該學術
領域？另外,研究人員是否專注於同領域或是跨領域、跨層次做研究? 隨著知識網絡在各個領
域和各層面的不斷發展,而深入探討這些不同研究領域的一致性與整合程度就顯得越來越重要,
因此,本研究認為有必要、有系統地釐清或解決以上此類問題。
3. 研究方法
本研究結合了主路徑分析（main path analysis）
、集群分析（cluster analysis）與文
字探勘（text mining）三種的方法,來完整解析「知識網絡」的整體發展軌跡。首先,主路徑分
析（main path analysis）是將集合過往的學術文獻,並將各文獻彼此之間的引用關係,做一系統
性的整理,以探索知識網絡的總體發展軌跡,集群分析（cluster analysis）是用於找出知識網絡
相關文獻之各個集群的主要研究議題,文字探勘（text mining）則是針對知識網絡文獻的摘要
與其關鍵字詞進行文字與名詞出現頻率的統計,主要是用以找出研究者的研究重點。
3.1 主路徑分析
主路徑分析是一種釐清各文獻的引用關係之分析,藉由文獻間之引用關係以找出
彼此間之脈絡軌跡,由 Hummon & Doreian (1989) 率先推出主路徑概念。主路徑分析的基本概
念是將引用資料和社會網絡分析做連結，找出相關知識擴散的發展軌跡，以將論文間複雜的引
用網絡簡化成一條主路徑，可看出相關論述之分合關係。主路徑分析用途甚廣, Hummon 曾
與多位學者做較大量的引用分析研究，例如 Hummon, Doreian & Freeman (1990) 的生產力文
獻引用分析，Hummon & Carley (1993) 的社會網絡領域引用分析以及 Carley, Hummon &
Harty (1993) 衝突-解決方面的引證分析。大量資料要做引用分析研究有相當困難度，為了解
決此問題，Batagelj & Mrvar (1998) 發展出 Pajek 軟體，將複雜的引用主路徑給予圖形化。但
傳統的主路徑分析尚有一些限制，有可能會遺漏掉某些重要的連結，因此，Liu & Lu (2012) 提
出關鍵延伸主路徑 (Key-Route Main Paths) 分析方法，也就是先找出最大權重的連結，從連結
的前端向前找出主路徑，再從連結的後端往後找出主路徑，做完所有的連結後，將全部所找到
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的主路徑聯集起來，即構成關鍵延伸主路徑，這個方法主要優點可看出理論或技術整體發展的
分合現象，更可清楚描述不同階段的知識發展之過程。
本研究之研究目的是為了深探知識網絡之本質與應用,因此,為了瞭解「知識網絡」相關知
識擴散的發展軌跡,因此,本研究採用主路徑分析做為觀察此議題的研究方法,再也適切不過。
3.2 集群分析
集群分析是從大量原始資料中,找出具有某種關聯特性的群體,是一種屬於多變量的分析
程序,其目的在於將巨量資料分成幾個具有相異性的群組,而群組之間的該特徵存在著較大的
差異性,簡單來說,就是其特徵變異性之現象為群內相似、群間相異程度較大。研究者如果欲觀
察所研究的資料之質性是否異同,在資料探索分析部份,集群分析是個非常好用的技巧。由於集
群分析時,所使用之分析方法不同,其結果便有所不同,不同研究者對同一觀察值進行集群分析
時,所決定的集群數量也未必一致,因此,集群分析之使用通常亦較偏向用於探索性分析之研
究。觀察值之集群分析應用是在於將獨立的觀察值分成不同的組別（groups）,且使用集群分
析時,當下並不知觀察值所屬群組之特性,甚至,研究者在使用集群分析前,研究者尚不知道獨
立觀察值究竟可以分為幾個集群,若其集群數量不知,則集群的特性自然也無從得知。集群分析
法之分群邏輯是採用「數值分類法（numerical taxonomy）
」,分類的準則亦並非是研究者事先
決定,而是將其計量的樣本加以分類,分類之後使在同一群組內的樣本具有高度的相似性
（similarity）,且具有較高的同質性（homogeneity）,而處於不同群組之間的樣本則具有高度
的異質性（heterogeneity）; 此法所關注的焦點並不在於估計觀察值在變項上之變異量的差
異;而是利用觀察值在變項變異量的彼此不同,對觀察值加以分組,以利後續對於各群組之分
析。
本研究主要是為了回顧歷年過往關於「知識網絡」之相關文獻,並且試圖從中找出該議題
之本質與應用,故而利用分群分析將所取得的歷年關於知識網絡之文獻資料加以分群,並預期
從各群間找出彼此變項上之差異,因此,本研究選擇了分群分析作為研究方法。
3.3 文字探勘
文字探勘（Text mining）此乃是從一堆具有非結構化特性的文字資料（textual data）
之中,發掘出隱藏在該文字資料背後的有意義資訊,以作為決策目的之參考。儘管文章中之文意
可能模糊,或文意與其背後所隱藏的各種情緒可能有所不同,但文字探勘（Text mining）則具有
系統性識別、擷取、管理、整合與應用文字資料背後所隱藏的知識之能力,因此,使用文字探勘
能取得文章的情緒與意見。
本研究是根據歷年關於「知識網絡」之文獻進行統計分析,其目的是要找出研究者之研究
重點,因此,針對各分群之文獻的摘要與其關鍵字詞進行文字探勘,其目的乃是從各分群之相關
文獻中非結構性的文字資料,找出研究者的研究重點議題,故而選用文字探勘之法。
3.4 資料
本研究之基礎資料來源是以“knowledge network”為關鍵字,並從資料庫 Scopus 擷取學
術文獻,搜索範圍為 1978 年至 2020 年（5 月截止）所發表之相關文獻,共 2803 篇論文,刪除一
些因資料不齊而無法建立引用網絡之文獻,如:沒有作者（匿名）
、年代空白、無來源標題（Source
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Title）之論文,最終有效資料共 2751 篇文獻,作為後續研究探討的資料集。根據統計結果,近
10 年來,每年關注此議題之論文數皆超過百餘篇,如圖一;而到了 2004 年到 2020 年（5 月止）
累積發表之論文數有著明顯的成長趨勢,顯示此議題正受到學者們關注,如圖 2。
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圖 2 歷年「知識網絡」相關文獻之發表累積篇數
表 1 是以 g-index 做為「知識網絡」議題最有影響力之前 20 名期刊的排序基礎,及其發表
相關論文之累積篇數、2000 年之後發表篇數、發表之期刊..等統計資訊。依據下表統計,發表
關於知識網絡文章之前五名的主要期刊分別為 journal of knowledge management、research
policy、regional studies、technological forecasting and social change、scientometrics。我們可以
發現,Journal of knowledge management 期刊之文章不論於發表的篇數或活躍年限並非所有期刊
中之最,且該期刊的 h-index 雖與其他期刊差異不大,但觀察其 g-index 相對較高,顯示有被引
用次數較高的論文發表於此期刊,該期刊受到知識網絡之領域的學者們關注,可謂之該領域之
主流期刊。而 lecture notes in computer science 雖發表篇數相對於其它期刊較多,但其 h-index
與 g-index 卻無相對傑出之表現,顯示該期刊之文章被引用相對較少;而亦發現排名前 20 名之
期刊中,除排名第 19 名 international journal of entrepreneurship and innovation management 在
2011 年後即沒有再收錄過知識網絡領域相關文章之外,其餘期刊尚對於知識網絡之相關議題
尚處於接受期之中。值的一提的是排名第 3 名的 regional studies 期刊,該期刊為 2006 年成立,
較其它期刊成立時間為晚,但卻處於第 3 名位置,顯示該期刊越來越受到該領域學者的重視。
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表 1 排名前 20 影響力之期刊
Total
papers

Papers
after
2000

gindex

40

35

30

18

1998~2020

journal of knowledge management

21

21

21

17

2000~2020

research policy

18

18

18

12

2006~2020

regional studies

19

19

16

10

2002~2019

technological forecasting and social change

28

26

14

11

1990~2020

scientometrics

13

13

13

7

2000~2020

european planning studies

12

12

12

6

2013~2019

plos one

10

10

10

9

2000~2019

entrepreneurship and regional development

10

10

10

8

2000~2020

geoforum

10

10

10

6

2007~2019

industry and innovation

72

68

10

8

1996~2020

lecture notes in computer science

12

11

9

7

1999~2019

international
management

8

8

8

6

2013~2020

journal of business research

8

8

8

6

2006~2019

journal of economic geography

9

9

8

5

2011~2020

journal of the knowledge economy

8

8

8

4

2006~2020

technology
management

7

7

7

5

2005~2020

global networks

7

6

7

4

1999~2020

industrial marketing management

7

7

7

4

2002~2011

international journal of entrepreneurship and
innovation management

11

11

7

4

2018~2020

sustainability

hActive years
index

Name

journal

analysis

of

and

technology

strategic

註：h-index 表示有 h 篇至少被引用 h 次;g-index 主要是改善 h-index 無法完整反映高被引用文獻的缺點,亦即某
作者發表的所有論文依照被引用次數從高到低排列,前 g 篇論文累計被引用次數大於或等於 g2 時,即為該期刊或
作者的 g-index,這兩個指數的意義均表示該論文影響程度。
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4. 結果與討論
4.1 學術文獻的總體發展軌跡
本研究以 key-route 主路徑分析來深探「知識網絡」的總體發展之軌跡,故藉由論文間彼此
引用關係之連結軌跡,以便能瞭解過去至今學術界在此領域主要從事哪些研究。Key-route 主路
徑如圖 3 所示,我們發現在此領域具有影響力的論文都是在描述創新的應用,其主路徑上的論
文都與創新有關,或許這說明了知識的確是可以協助企業之創新（Grigoriou,2017;Cohen,1990）
。
圖中綠色節點代表著源點,藍色則是代表著匯點,連結線若是愈粗,則表示該文獻之影響力
愈大,換句話說,源點就是起頭點,匯點就是結束點。而每節點的代號是以第一作者的姓氏,加上
其它共同作者姓氏的第一個字母,其數字則代表該論文的出版年代,以下簡要介紹具有代表性
論文。

創新與績效

創新技術

圖 3 學術文獻總體發展軌跡
圖 3 右側是關於知識網絡應用於創新技術的相關論文。該領域之應用起於 2004 年,此時的
學者強調企業的地理優勢與其組織的形式,並驗證該類型企業的知識網絡與創新的聯結關係
（Owen smith & Powell ,2004）,也開啟了一連串描述知識網絡與創新技術應用的相關主題研究,
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其中包括了企業於網絡中的地位（Boschma & Ter ,2007）
、企業的能力（Ter & Boschma,2011）、
網絡是動態（Giuliani,2013）、網絡結構及網絡動態性模型（Broekel,Balland ,Burger,&
Van,2014）
、商業和技術的知識網絡動態發展（Balland ,Belso & Morrison,2016）
、社會和制度影
響企業生存（Giuliani,Balland & Matta ,2019）,由此可知,知識網絡一直是企業創新技術的基礎。
在創新與績效方面,知識網絡一直扮演著重要的角色。不論是探討知識網絡與探索性創新之
關係（Wang,Rodan ,Fruin & Xu,2014）,或是研究組織網絡、協作網絡與開發性創新及探索性
創新之影響（GuanL,2016）,還是知識網絡及發明人的社交網絡對創新的影響（Brennecke &
Rank ,2017）以及知識網絡對企業創新績效的影響（Wang,Chen & Fang,2018）,都可以清楚觀
察到研究創新與績效的議題始終離不開和知識網絡的關係。
學術文獻總體發展軌跡是利用主路徑分析從過往文獻中,以巨觀的角度尋找出影響力較高
的論文,並藉由引用關係之路徑形成的發展軌跡,從圖 3 中,我們不難發現都是與創新相關的研
究。為了更一步瞭解知識網絡在其他領域的應用情形,將以更細微之角度,利用分群技術來探討
其它的應用領域。
4.2 學術上的研究主題
從學術文獻總體發展軌跡可以看出知識網絡中較具影響力的都屬於創新的研究,但我們亦渴望
了解知識網絡在其它次領域的發展情形,所以我們把所有文獻再進一步做分群,並選擇文獻較
多之群組且具代表性之文獻,並取其摘要及關鍵字詞做文字雲分析,且為該群組研究主題提供
命名。
經由上述步驟,集群分析共得到了 4 組的群組,表 2 列出各群組的研究主題、論文篇數、關
鍵字/詞,以及文字雲分析結果。文字雲是將該群組內所有的論文摘要與關鍵字/詞統計分析,
再以文字雲方式呈現。4 大群組中有 2 個是與創新有關的研究,分別是創新技術、創新與績效;
另有 2 群組則分別是知識管理與知識分享以及系統流程處理。
表 2 學術文獻研究主題
群別

研究
主題

論文
篇數

關鍵字/詞

文字雲
分析

Innovation (1.3)
Collaboration (0.55)
Performance (0.55)

Cluster 0

創新與
績效

110

Centrality (0.55)
Relationships

(0.46)
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Knowledge-Management (1.02)
Knowledge-Sharing (0.82)

Cluster 1

知識管理與
知識分享

Organizations

44

(0.68)

Collaboration (0.48)
Development (0.48)

Innovation

(1.16)

Cluster (0.75)
Technological (0.43)

Cluster 2

創新技術

156

Dynamics

(0.33)

Development

Method

(0.31)

(1.3)

Model (1.17)

Cluster 3

系統流程
處理

30

Design

(0.90)

System

(0.83)

Process

(0.67)

註:括號中數字為關鍵字/詞在該群組論文的每篇平均出現次數

當我們了解此 4 大群組之研究主題後,我們想要更進一步了解 4 大群組與總體主路徑的連
結關係,因此,我們使用了 Branch 功能,讓總體主路徑中只標註與 4 大群組所連結的論文,其所
得結果如圖 4 所示;關於創新的應用,己上一節所闡述,後續將敘述有關知識管理與知識分享以
及系統流程處理之另 2 群。
知識網絡應用於知識管理與知識分享是一獨立分支,此一群組並不與任何
一群有所連結,由此可知在知識網絡領域中,知識管理與知識分享是一獨立門派。
此一群組起於 2002 年,此時的知識網絡一開始是應用在無線射頻識別系統（RFID）,主要是使
用於工業自動化水平線的一種標籤識別（ Boukraa & Ando, 2002）, 後續研究者更依循將其知
識累積,所做的研究分別包括了直接點出管理層在知識網絡中所扮演的功能
（Schönström,2005）
、跨學科旅遊研究中的科學共同體（Ying & Xiao,2012）
、知識鏈的鏈間耦
合（Wei & Gu,2013）,若將此一群組以主路徑分析,則可得此一主路徑是以 Schönström（2005）
為主體核心,因此,我們可以知道此一群組知識網絡對於知識管理與知識分享的應用著重在組
織的合作與發展。
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創
新
技
術

知識管理與
知識分享

創新與
績效

系統流
程處理

圖 4 次領域與總體主路徑關係圖
另一群組則是源起 2004 年,Joshi,Thakore & Su(2004)研究了拍賣網站的
存放網絡伺服器軟體(web server),而後續研究者基於 Web 的知識網絡的概念,描述了知識模型,
然後討論了知識網絡的總體架構框架（Lee,Su & Lam ,2004）;我們可以很清楚知道此一群之核
心為「web」,重點在系統之模型與方法,因此,我們將此一群組命名為「系統流程處理」
。我們
彙整了前 4 大群組之文獻,最大文獻量的 2 個群組之研究主題皆與創新領域有關,分別是敘述創
新技術、創新與績效,顯示知識網絡之應用基本上還是以創新應用較受歡迎,且為主體;另兩群
之文獻量依序是知識管理與知識分享、系統流程處理,顯示學者們對於知識網絡之應用除創新
之外,亦重視知識管理與知識分享,這可呼應「知識是建立企業競爭優勢的關鍵資源」一詞,最
後,另有一門派將知識網絡應用於 web,亦可了解這網路世代對於此領域之影響力。
為了更完整瞭解知識網絡的整體全貎,我們亦利用文字雲文析了其餘 16 個分群的文獻,試
圖探索這些 16 的分群的研究主題為何? 其結果分別為組織學習、專業的組織、組織分享的學
習、社會資訊、散居的發展、技術專利分析、子公司創新、區域性創新、管理品質、國際品質
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管理、旅遊分析、社會管理效能、技術分析、氣候科學資訊、創新模型及資訊分享等 16 個分
群,如表 3。我們可以從下表中知道知識網絡的應用性相當廣泛,但其發表之論文數量皆相對較
少,雖然這些回獻皆在該特定領域有其貢獻與價值,但因本研究是以文獻影響力較高之主路徑
分析反應出學術文獻總體發展軌跡,因此 16 分群並未列其中。
表 3 學術研究第 5 至 19 集群之研究主題
研究主題

論文篇數

組織學習

60

專業的組織

23

知識分享的學習

16

社會資訊

15

散居的發展

16

技術專利分析

12

子公司創新

17

區域性創新

12

管理品質

11

國際品質管理

11

旅遊分析

13

社會管理效能

10

技術分析

9

氣候科學資訊

12

文字雲分析
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創新模型

9

資訊分享

11

5. 結論
本研究結合主路徑分析、集群分析和文字探勘三種方法,深探知識網絡文獻的總體發展軌
跡,主路徑分析結果得知知識網絡的應用還是以創新為主,而近 10 年越來越多學者們投入知識
網絡領域之研究,使得知識網絡的應用層面日趨廣泛,除了企業界之外,其應用範圍甚至亦延伸
至氣象學與旅遊業。集群分析結合文字雲分析找出知識網絡的四大主題,分別為創新與績效、
知識管理與知識分享、創新技術、系統流程處理。
雖然知識網絡研究本質上是多層次的，並且在過去幾十年中由於吸引了多學科的關注而迅
速發展,包括了管理學、心理學、社會學和經濟學關於知識網絡的實證研究百花爭鳴,但卻未見
有相關研究針對知識網絡之應用做一系統性之彙整。因此,我們做了幾個貢獻,首先,回顧了知
識網絡文獻所有文獻,並以主路徑分析、集群分析及文字探勘,確認了知識網絡之總體發展軌跡
及應用。其次,我們亦採用此三類分析確認了知識網絡之次領域與總體主路徑關係,我們藉由這
樣一個全面的框架來組織這些文獻，我們用這些文獻來回顧了知識網絡之多層次分析應用的實
證研究。第三,我們從知識網絡之分群中整理出知識網絡理論論證和實證結果中之確定各分群
之連貫性和衝突點。第四,我們通過主路徑分析確定新興研究主題來突顯出未來可再多著墨研
究的領域。最後,我們希望透過本研究能夠使後續研究者加深對知識網絡的了解並擴大對知識
網絡的應用,以作為擬定未來相關策略之參考。
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Abstract:
This paper discusses the innovative mode of all-round education for children and
their elders. First of all, this paper analyzes the present situation and the coming of the age.
Then, analyze the high productivity and production value of the elderly.Finally, we put
forward intergenerational learning, intergenerational education and intergenerational
interaction programs, and understand the practice of community trust, co-education and
co-learning in young and old people in Hong Kong, Japan and the United States.In the
conclusion part, this paper describes the typical practice of four representative young and
old families in Taiwan, and describes the curriculum design, teaching and teaching
emphasis of Taiwan's elementary school in "Young and Old Communion ". In conclusion,
there is a mention of young and old communion, which can be implemented in
combination with Montessori teaching method to meet the needs of young and old people.
Keywords:Children's Education, Intergenerational Learning, Montessori Education
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1.The Age of Child Care
With the development of science and technology, education and education, the
era of high population and minority has come. How to turn the highly enriched
population into positive energy, and then activate innovation, so that the highly
educated can develop self-worth and maintain good quality of life because of the
interaction of the young. On the other hand, the generation of minority makes
learning more qualitative and directional because of the addition of high achiever. To
combine young and old together to learn together, to develop the expertise of the
highly educated, to activate their ability to innovate, to allow the highly educated to
pass on their experience and wisdom, and to gain the opportunity to learn. The aging
of the population turns into a new energy to create the life of the New year's elders.
This combination of young, old and new, so that young, high, social stability of
intergenerational learning model, will become a new model of future education.
In the international high - ranking sources, The ages of 50,60 and 65 were
considered starting points. Taiwan is governed by article 2 of the Long-term Welfare
Act, amended on 31 January 2007, A person over 65 years of age. In academic
research, Considering the feasibility of the study, People over 55 years of age are
usually included in the high school group. Young, Usually 0-2 is used as the childhood
period, 3-6 years old as preschool child, 6-12 years old for national children. In this
article, Children and children over 55 years of age and under 12 years of age, As a
new model of common trust, common learning and common good.
2.High productivity and value of the elderly
The British New England Journal of Medicine (2018) found that companies
recruit people over 60 to senior and responsible positions, Because they are more
productive. A large-scale study in the United States also found that 60-70 was the
most productive time, 70-80 is the second highest productivity, 5O-6O years of age is
the third highest productivity; The study also found that the average age of winners
was 62; (The average executive of Fortune 500 is 63 years old; The average age of the
100 largest churches in the United States is 71; The average pope is 76 years old.
These studies show that, Nature shows in some way that the best time in human life
is 60-80 years old.NEJM published research shows that people reached the peak of
power at the age of 60 and continued to be in their 80s. It can be seen that the ability,
experience and specialty of the elderly over 60 years old can bring high productivity
to the company, which is an important resource of the company and a social asset.
3.Intergenerational learning, intergenerational education and intergenerational
programmes
2
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Society is composed of people of different years. Everyone in society, regardless
of life or work, will face people of different years. Everyone should also learn to get
along with people of different years and live or work together (Huang Fushun 2004).
With the evolution of the times, population aging is one of the characteristics of
social phenomena and the inevitable result of population transformation. Therefore,
the government and the people have invested in the establishment and
improvement of the long-term environment. One of the innovative care methods
discussed in recent years is the intergenerational learning activities of children and
elders (Chen Naijing 2019).Intergenerational learning (intergenerational learning)
refers to arranging different generations to carry out learning activities together, to
communicate, interact, share each other's feelings and opinions in the situation, and
to accomplish meaningful tasks together through mutual cooperation.
Generational learning has many purposes and advantages, Clough(1992) it is
believed that common learning activities between different generations can promote
intergenerational communication, communication and intergenerational awareness,
and have a practical understanding of aging. Student Huang Fushun (2004) has the
following learning advantages in the past generation:
First, make young people and elders, eliminate prejudice, and change the impression
of another generation.
Second, through the mode of mutual exchange of services, to facilitate
intergenerational understanding and care.
Third, through the sharing of issues, challenges and problem solving, to establish
mutual links.
Fourth, through the description of the history of life between the two generations,
the journey of life, the exchange of views between different generations.
Learn to get along with people of different years.
Improve the feelings between parents and children.
By sharing experience with each other, different generations have the opportunity to
learn from each other and improve the learning effect.
Intergenerational education is to link older and younger generations (including
children, adolescents and young people) to exchange values, resources, exchanges,
and encourage and care for each other in a dynamic context. According to the plan of
different generations, through the basis of continuity, system and regularity, we can
achieve a meaningful way of learning and social experience exchange.
The focus of the intergenerational programme will be on the design of
programmes, courses and activities (Yu Zhen ,2008, p .153). It is an initiative to
promote intergenerational learning.The intergenerational programmes involved
3
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include different generations without hematemesis, that is, older and younger
generations in the community, and, of course, ancestral and grandchild relationships
in the family, marital relationships, or relationships between younger adults and
elders (Ministry of Education ,2006 b, p .6). Intergenerational programs can be used
in different fields to share and promote happiness as the theme of development.
They refer to a meaningful and sustainable exchange of resources between
generations for the benefit of individuals and society. Moreover, more general
learning programs are more competitive (Lot ,2008, p .235).
Lohman(2003) that, The planned intergenerational contact energy is on the
intergenerational barrier, To build a bridge, For generations, Enhance
intergenerational interaction, support, And provide mutual care, 2008, Page 153), In
addition to the psychological and physical development of individuals, It also
contributes to family and community development, b ,2006 6 pp). Lin ou Guiying
(2003) also pointed out that, The intergenerational solution is through different
generations, Purposeful cooperation, To support and nurture each other, In such
cooperation, Both senior and younger generations assume a special role, Role design
is used to provide a positive and mutually beneficial opportunity.
4.Types of intergenerational schemes:
According to the Hatton-Yeo(2002), the types of intergenerational programmes
are divided into four types: young people serving young people, young people
serving young people, young people serving the community together, and young
people participating in informal learning activities together. The types of high-quality
people serving young people can be divided into consultants, tutors, caregivers and
caregivers, mature friends and coaches.
4-1.Consultants (mentors)
In the consultant's programme, senior leaders act as mentors, mentors and
supporters, as well as young people's friends, motivators, and often share interests
or preferences. It is mainly guided by schools and community organizations to
promote local activities, improve school skills or young people's self-esteem in
groups, improve academic achievement, increase learning motivation, improve
self-concept, and explore life experience and high-minded culture. For high-minded
people, it can improve life satisfaction and have the opportunity to share life
experiences, feel valued and respected. The researchers believe that the consultant
program can enrich the experience and ideas of the elderly and encourage the
learning motivation of the young, which is a way for the young to warm up the young.
Young people encounter difficulties and have a supportive object to discuss. This
combination can make society more stable and progressive.
4
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4-2.Instructor (tutors)
The role of senior high school students is mainly to improve the learning in the
academic field of young people, so there are often interest or experience guidance in
the subject, which can be carried out in schools, communities or families, often in
individual or group interaction, and the focus of discussion is learning content. If
necessary, the counseling program can cooperate with the consultant program. A
professor of Montessori's education training class in Ohio Dr.Beth, the United States.
She is a teacher trainer who promotes Montessori teaching in universities and
promotes Montessori teaching from the United States to Taiwan and China. After
retirement, Dr.Beth put into home or community counseling at Montessori, helping a
group of American parents who want their children to learn at home, not at
school.At the age of 65, the Dr.Beth is contracted to serve the government. She will
tailor the learning progress of each child and demonstrate Montessori teaching aids
to children and parents according to their development and ability.After Dr.Beth
years of retirement, he worked as a community or home tutor with a professional
Montessori teaching method to help parents learn Montessori teaching methods at
home without having to let their children go to Montessori kindergartens. This is a
good experience guidance, but also a very professional teaching guidance.
Care and nurturers (caregivers and nurturers)
In order to carry out care or care programs, the care center will open the
recruitment and recruitment of high school people or volunteers, so that high school
people can enter care institutions to help children understand aging and learn the
results of aging due to family and their own aging. Intergenerational child care in the
United States is an increasing part of the intergenerational field, which can promote
social and emotional ties between children and high school people.
4-3.Mature friends (mature friends)
Senior friends become friends of young people, can share feelings with each
other, and according to their own life experience to young people start and correct
support. The activities are very diverse. For example: become a net friend, telephone
mood sharing, when friends and so on. For children who are independent, they can
increase their sense of security, establish good intergenerational relationships, and
increase their sense of self-worth for high-income people.
4-4. Instructors (coaches)
Senior students play a guiding role, while young children are learners and
participants in the development of skills or talents. For example: swimming, football,
tennis, dance, painting, photography and other artistic skills, through the help of
coaches, to encourage learners to modify limb movements or skills, so that the
5
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experience of the highly educated to the next generation.
From the above, intergenerational communication and mutual learning can
enhance the development of young people, but also become the future of minority
early learning, which also allows high school people to know themselves, and
enhance the hope of physical ability and life.
5.Hong Kong has introduced BB doctors, starting with intergenerational interaction
Dr. BB, who was appointed by Mr. Lam in Hong Kong in 2012, called his children as
volunteers to visit the Center for the elderly, bringing together the elderly with innocence,
and at the same time implanting the seedlings of the community into the concept of
children.Because of her social work background and the fact that young people's
personality and values must be nurtured from an early age, she decided to combine her
studies in the hope that children could establish a service mentality from an early age and
apply it to the elderly care center. Therefore, children aged 6 months to 6 years old are
encouraged to work as volunteers and to communicate with the elders at the training unit
or training center. He believes that such activities are not only about caring and respecting
the elderly, but most importantly, guiding young children, understanding the traditional
virtues of respect for the elderly and filial piety through visits, and cultivating a good
character of interaction and integration.He also believes that the BB's symptoms are
external stimuli, symptoms and signs of brain degeneration through physical contact.
BB doctors have two main tasks :(1) BB medical visits .6 months to 6 years old BB
visiting activities of elders, promoting positive values, sharing love and learning, and
sustainable development of social service personnel resources.(2) BB treatment research.
From the academic and professional level, this paper discusses how BB can be used as a
medium to communicate with the elderly, and how to relieve the depression and brain
degeneration of the elderly as non-drug adjuvant therapy.The conditions for becoming a bb
doctor are as follows: the age is 6 months to 6 years old; each child needs to donate $120
yuan, each child is accompanied by up to 2 parents free of charge.
BB doctors regularly visit different elderly centers. Each child has one minute of
talent performance time. The so-called performance is just a single song and dance, or a
normal and naturally enjoyable move. Younger BB say ," father-in-law and mother-in-law
are healthy ," and the elderly will be happy.The elderly shake hands and chat with their
children, and enjoy their children's performance. Although they sing a song and read a
poem, they are happy enough to make them happy. At the end of the performance, the
child will send a hand ring to the elderly, chat and interact with each other in the process,
and the elderly will see the lovely BB doctors can not laugh, touch their little friends, and
even kiss them. This is the joy of children and children. According to the parents, the
6
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daughter visited the BB doctor several times, from the initial fear and shyness, to later can
play a show to the elderly, and actively shake hands with the elderly, build self-confidence,
and learn to care about the people around.
6.Japan's implementation of "young homes" due to the high level of urbanization
Japan began to introduce long-term care legislation in the 1990s. In recent years,
the concept of intergenerational communication has been introduced. Children's
gardens are set up with small dementia care centers, and fixed periods are arranged
every day to allow children and elders to carry out joint activities, starting with
pre-development preparations. Walking together along the way to enjoy the scenery
and mutual safety reminders, can enhance each other's good interaction. From this
interaction, the elderly gain vitality from their children, while the children learn from
the elderly to mature care, experience and values to enhance understanding and
respect between generations.
.
7.U.S. drawing, set up a nursery by the nursing home
In the city of Tutu, Saint Vincent, a nursing home, has a nursery next door and
regularly lets children come to the elders' living area to play games with the elders.
The nursing home has another name called the "Generation Learning Center ". In
other words, it is to let different young adults and children" learn ". The advantage of
young and old-age centers is that the needs of the two are met together.
8.Taiwan launched the "Golden Sun Service" to restore warmth through technology
"Distance is no longer a barrier, age is no longer a barrier" is the concept
of technology to create a "lock arbitrary door. Through the combination of the
camera controller and the TV screen, the elderly can connect with the trend of
communication and call the distant children immediately. The team adheres to
the design of "zero learning" and successfully simplifies science and
technology so that older people can also use Mandarin.However, at the
beginning of the development of any door, the team considered that the other
end of the line was not connected, and then during the product market period,
many elderly people reported to the company that their children did not
answer, or that the product was lost. Therefore, the team found that many
older people did not continue to use any of the reasons, mostly not will not
operate, but children "no time" to connect.Therefore, whenever the elderly call
to reflect product problems, in the process of one-to-one communication with
team members, so you come to me, it is actually a chat company service.In
many service experiences, the company has recognized that the elderly really
7
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need to be accompanied, so it has decided to try to set up the "Golden Sun
Service ".
Sun, is quite humanized care service. Through face-to-face
communication by team members, assist children who do not have time to
accompany the elderly, care for the elderly every week, accompany them to
spend their day-to-day chat, and also record the stories and stories of the
elders. Timely review to children, provide child attention reference. The team
member who is responsible for communicating with the elders is called
"Golden Sun ".
The elderly can not only find the warmth of companionship in Jin Sun, but also
absorb life experience and emotional resilience from the elderly. The two
communicate in both directions, and in the future, it may be another form of
intergenerational learning.
9.A New Model of Child Care in Taiwan
The process of sharing and learning between young and old people can bring a
lot of interaction, greatly improve the language and social ability of the original silent
elders, and change the attitude of children to the elderly. The "child-age care,
co-learning" model, which will be the future focus of care, will be described in four
different ways:
9-1. Taichung Chaoyang University of Science and Technology
Taichung Chaoyang University of Science and Technology set up Taichung's first
"Young Old Garden" in 103, with seven permanent elders who were mostly slightly
incapacitated or physically degraded, with an average age of 80 years. Children
attached to Chaoyang University of Science and Technology, with children to watch,
the elderly see children, become more dynamic. The elderly can not only move their
muscles and bones, but also attend classes with their children.
9-2. ADDITIONAL ROLDING CENTRE OF THE RONG MING HOLIDAY, TAI Chung
Zhongrong Rizhao Center, which enrolls people living in Taichung City, has been
evaluated by the long-term care management center for people over 65 years of age,
aborigines over 55 years of age, adults over 50 years of age with dementia, and
disabled persons with physical and mental disabilities. Through regular course
arrangement, the center and the near young children interact with each other to
allow the elderly to do morning exercises and learn to make snacks together, such as
spring roll making, hand-made almonds, and participating in intellectual games.
9-3.The North Miao Market Photo Center is attached to the hospital
The North Miao Market Photo Center, attached to the Department of Health
and Welfare, opened on December 23,108. In order to rebuild the value of the
8
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elderly, eliminate the influence of generations, create intergenerational integration,
and promote the series of activities of "aesthetic sense of the elderly and the young ",
Rizhao Center leaders through" intergenerational learning ", in the process of
creative interaction, exciting atmosphere and sparks. The elderly find vitality in the
interaction with their children, and the children learn to pay and care for the elderly
through activities.
9-4. New Town Workstation of the Fund
At the beginning of the 107 school year, the three elders of the new town
workstation will take a "life class" every Thursday morning with the second grade
students to enhance the social interaction of the elders. Also let the students learn to
treat each other positively. The design of the module for preventing disability and
delaying dementia can increase the motivation and attendance rate of the elderly to
participate in the activities, and stimulate the learning and interaction ability of the
elderly and the children at the same time. In addition, it can increase the
interpersonal link, reduce the possibility of disease degradation, and cultivate
children's character education of respecting the elderly.
9-5. The special course of the National Primary School
Taichung Municipal Government Bureau of Education has been promoting the
"Young and Old Together" course in 6 schools in Shek Kip Mei District, Yuying Primary
School in Houli District, Ma Kip Mei Primary School in Wai Po District, Da Zhen Kuan
Primary School in Shek Kip Mei District, Xinxing Primary School in Tan Zi District and
Cao Hu Primary School in Dali District since 105. Let the school children and the silver
elders together to make Kun Chi, identify plant leaves, learn to make paper clay, the
process not only enhance the feelings of grandchildren, but also let the elderly learn
fun, and learn to get along with the elderly, cultivate care, respect the attitude of the
elderly.
Tu Niuguo Primary School, which participated in the project, was developed by
senior students with 32 community leaders of the Old and Fifth Age Foundation to
identify leaf parallel pages and web pages, and to make a standard for the production
of Tianniu or Zanzibar. Chen Wei, the prime minister of Tu Niu, said he hoped that
through lively teaching activities, students would experience the fun of learning with
their elders, and would deeply plant their inner hearts and promote the integration
of generations and cultivate their moral character.
In Houli District, Britain took "flower" as the theme, arranged 15 elders and
children to become classmates, under the guidance of teachers ,2 hours a week to
learn paper clay making. Wang Shu-neng, president of Yuying Primary School, said
that some elders and their grandchildren can help promote each other's feelings, and
9
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in co-study, children also learn to get along with the elders, will actively care for the
elderly and cultivate the attitude of respecting the elderly.
9-6. the National Primary School has set up a "Children and the Old"
2016The head of Datong Primary School, Lin Jian, took over as president in
August, and the Datong Fule School opened in the same month. She said that after
taking over, she was given a heavy responsibility to the young and old.
In Lin's "Love makes Life shine: a Plan for the Development of the characteristics
of Learning between the Old and the Young ", the study of the old and the young
together in a room is to let the school education pay attention to the growth of
children and the life courses of the people, things and things around them. More
hope to share teaching field and learning activities, children can also undertake the
life experience of the elderly, learn empathy, the elderly can also be accompanied,
warm up the school time, infected campus vitality.
Students from primary school in Datong need to join the school of old and
young from one to six levels. In addition to developing the original science and
technology education in Datong, they also join the care of life education for
generations. Let students pay attention to the phenomenon of aging society, and use
the special curriculum to create a healthy community demonstration field. At the
same time, it can not only meet the needs of teaching, but also update the landscape
of campus.
106 Primary School Students in Datong
A Light of —— Human
Nature
A Middle-aged ——
Industry

Advanced ——
Environment

Grade 1

Da Tong: Life Code

Grade II

Tai Tong: Call me Tai Hong Po

Grade III

Health-raising Datong: Dr.
Shenxing

Grade 4

Science and Technology Datong:
Small Naimi Male Soldier

Grade 5

Green Energy Datong: Green
Dreamer

Grade 6

Happy living Datong: Fule small
memory

10.Low-level "Light of Human Nature ", Integration into Life Education
"Sunshine, Life and Happiness" is the characteristic of the course of primary and
10
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secondary school in Datong. It will be divided into "Light of Human Nature
".Integration of low-level language courses, one-year "Da Tong: big password for Life
", by a comprehensive group of young and old students, so that one-year students
can clearly explain the reasons set up by the Rizhao Center of Datong Fu Le School,
and can understand the meaning and concern of family generations, and can also
interact and share works with middle and senior parents.The two-year "Tai Datong:
my Dagang Po" is to make children aware of the changes and ups and downs
of the Dagang Po community in the local industry, so as to understand the
reasons for the establishment of Rizhao Center in the community, and to
create children's poems for the elders to share with the elders.
11.Middle-aged "Industrial Light ", integrated into natural courses
The three-year level is "foster Datong: a doctor of God ". It is to let
students understand the importance of natural and organic diet to human
health. Together with the elders of Datong Fule School, they choose to plant
edible plants and share vegetables with the elders.The four-year "Science and
Technology Datong: Naimi Little Xiong Bing" uses Naimi Science and Technology to
observe plant observation and artistic creation, and to observe the scientific
concepts used in daily life.
12.Advanced "Light of the Environment ", incorporating the nature and
production of microphoto courses
Five years into the natural course of "Green Energy Datong: Green Dreamer ", to
understand the impact of green energy and lifestyle on the environment, the use of
recycled materials and green energy materials to make healthy energy conservation
housing.Six years of "happy life Datong: happy little memory ", students will become
small memory, read the life story of Rizhao center students, and make micro-film,
convey the care of the elderly, experience the true meaning of the old, but also
develop more ideas for children.
Active learning between the elderly and their children is a very good learning
model. The elderly have a rich life experience to share with the children. Therefore,
the children will know how to respect the elderly, and the vitality of the children can
also infect the elderly.Cai Baiying said Datong Fule School is a pole for Rizhao Center
and Generation Education, not only for children, but also for the elderly. The present
campus can not be separated from society, let children not only study in school, learn
with the elders at the level of life, let children know the elders, accept the elders, and
then actively care for the elders, which is helpful to the children and more beneficial
to the parents.
11
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To promote the sharing of children and old, become the characteristics of
primary education in Datong, can let the students out of their own way, schools will
become more and more people, do not need to worry about the problem of school.
Fan also said that whether students make sandwiches with the elderly, sing together, or
hold sports meetings together, they can let students understand the aging phenomena of the
elderly, such as reaction and slow movement, which may bring about by the old age, so
that students can cultivate empathy, help and support the elderly.
From a medical point of view, the Datong Fule School plans a small part of the idle
classroom in the country that is still in operation. Through the design of interactive courses,
primary school children and Rizhao Center elders have various degrees of interaction, learn
to understand each other, so that children can better understand the elderly. In addition to
children and old school together, children and old together meal is the future of Datong
small want to promote, because for children and elders to eat, help elders eat, chat and
clean up dishes, so that the elderly feel valued, but also let children learn how to eat with
the elderly, body and body.

In line with the above, young and old people can create a three-good situation, young
students, the elderly have a sense of warmth and peace. The mode and age of shared care
for young and old people are mostly pluralistic and creative. The age of shared care for
young and old people ranges from young children to children; from face-to-face learning to
the use of science and technology to mutual concern; from juvenile, primary and non-profit
institutions to hospitals attached to hospitals; and the time and place of their execution is
mostly to send the elderly to the kindergarten or children to the elderly to study, and most
of the study time is half-day or small hours. The researchers believe that childcare can be
combined with Montessori's teaching model, so that children and elders can learn and
interact all day long to meet the needs of the elderly and young. The way Montessori
teaches is to adopt the mode of "mixed learning ", that is, to arrange children of different
ages to study together, the purpose of which is to let children learn and adapt to the people,
things and things that need to be learned and faced in the future real society. It is very
consistent with Montessori's teaching spirit to let young and old learn in the classroom. In
addition, there are many scientific teaching aids and learning areas in the Montessori
classroom, where children can learn and develop cognition. From the operation of teaching
aids, the elderly can enhance memory, prevent mental retardation, and even help to
improve the quality and stability of manual and eye care.
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Abstract: The famous "tragedy of public resources "(Tragedy of the Commons) is
often used to explain many problems in public economics. The term "commons"
refers to the non-owner's external resources, and it is the nature of the non-owner
that leads to the excessive use of such non-owner resources because of selfish
desires, which leads to the consumption of such non-owner resources greater than
the maximum limit of the normal production capacity of the resources, and if not
stopped, it will lead to the failure of the irreversibility of the resources. In this paper,
we regard free social resources as a kind of non-owner resources. For non-owner
resources, if we do not take certain measures to prevent and let people free use of
the resources, it is likely that there will be a "Hadin tragedy" phenomenon. We will
build a model to discuss around the problem of property rights and restrictions on
the use of two preventive measures. After applying the model analysis of these two
methods, we will further verify the necessity and importance of macro-control in the
contemporary market and society by verifying and analyzing the government's
restrictive policies during the pneumonia epidemic of coronavirus.
Keywords: Hadin Tragedy, Macro-Control, Public Property Rights, Public Resources
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1. Introductory
"Hadin tragedy ", also known as" public resource tragedy in public economics,
was published by G arrit Hadin in the journal Science in 1968. 《The Tragedy of the
Commons》 refers to the unlimited use of unmanaged external resources, resulting
in the consumption of resources greater than the upper limit of the normal production
capacity of resources, and ultimately leads to the failure of irreversibility of resources.
In order to better understand the Hadin tragedy, we first look at the classic example:
in a fertile grassland, there is a group of happy herdsmen, who live by cattle, at first
they agreed that each person can only put 10 cattles on this grass. At first, because the
market demand for milk is not high, ten cows per person can just meet the market
demand for milk. Later, as people's consumption level increased, the market demand
for milk became more, so each put ten cows to produce milk has been unable to supply
the market demand for milk, so the market price of milk rose. At this time, a herdsman
secretly put an extra cow in order to earn more money, other herdsmen saw and
followed suit, so the number of cattle on this grassland increased sharply, because the
grassland resources are not enough to raise so many cattle, so the phenomenon of
overgrazing, grassland degradation appears. Because there is not enough food, cattle
starves. From this example, we can see that, because forage resources are a kind of
unoccupied resources, there is no property right protection, so that herdsmen, after
receiving the influence of market information, in order to increase their personal
income, increased their output and income by generating external negative cost and
external diseconomies, and because of the lack of corresponding regulatory
restrictions, the final consumption of forage resources is greater than the maximum
amount that can be produced in the forage growth cycle, and eventually lead to the
degradation of forage. In this example, there are three main body of forage, herdsmen,
and market three and two factor of property right and restriction means. The market
transmits price information to herdsmen, the behavior of herdsmen is initiated by
price information, and then adjust the utilization of forage resources, so in this
example, herdsmen are intermediates connecting the two endpoints of market and
forage resources. Market to herdsmen and then to forage resources is an information
chain, we can see that the market passes the information of demand to forage
resources finally through this information chain, but we can see that the information
of market to forage is not conducive to the development of forage resources because
of the lack of objective rationality in the middle transmission point of herders, the
supply of forage resources can not be loaded with the limits that can be provided.
Therefore, in order to prevent herdsmen from appearing wrong market behavior,
excessive use and trampling of forage can be prevented by improving herdsmen's
rationality and guiding herdsmen's market behavior. Therefore, to solve the Hadin
tragedy, we can start with the herdsmen of the intermediary through, limiting and
controlling the wrong market behavior of the herdsmen, so as to prevent the
phenomenon of forage tragedy.
The above situation, applied to the control of pneumonia epidemic prevention,
2
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the people are equivalent to herdsmen, the safe environment without epidemic
infection in society is equivalent to the forage resources, the market information is
equivalent to the number and probability percentage of people who have died and
infected pneumonia caused by the epidemic Corona Virus, the implementation of two
factors of preventive instrument i.e., such as the definition of safe environmental
property rights without epidemic infection and the government policy of macrocontrol restriction.

2. Modelling and Solving Hadin Tragedy
The root cause of the Hadin tragedy is the lack of ownership of resources, that is,
the property rights of resources, and the infinite system of resource utilization.
Therefore, the fundamental way to solve the tragedy of Hadin should start with solving
the problem of property rights and the moderate regulation or restriction of resource
utilization. Next, we will build a model to analyze the two solutions.

2.1 Presumptions of Modelling
To focus our analysis, we assume a model:
1. The intensity of information transmitted to pastoralists by free markets without
regulatory restrictions is assumed to be X, and its value range is (0,+∞);
2. The parameter of herders' own response behavior to information X is set to A, the
range of herders' response behavior action ability is (0,1);
3. Suppose that the influence value of macro-control limiting factors on herdsmen's
actions is set B, and its value range is (0,+∞);
4. Setting the damage score after the action of pastoralist reaction behavior as the W;
W value will be negative function of the policy response value, B, of pastoralist as
above: W =W (B),

< 0;

5. Then we assume that the maximum utilization value of the public resource is C, its
range is (0,+∞).
6. We assume that the P is the probability of happening a Hadin tragedy in a certain
period of time, and P=W/(C+W); if the maximum utilization value of the public
resource C is unlimited and the C tends to +∞, then the probability of Hadin
tragedy is approaching 0.The probability P of Hadin tragedy is close to 1 if the
maximum utilization value C of public resource is very small and then C tends to
0.The damage caused by the herdsmen's response to the government's regulation
policy, W, reduced to 0, which means that the regulation policy and the herdsmen's
action response are fully effective, which effectively and accurately prevents the
occurrence of the Hadin tragedy, so that P=O.

2.2 Modeling and Analysis of Hadin Tragedy
3
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1. In a certain period of time, C is a random variable in (0,+∞);
2. When there is no government macro-control restriction in the model, then the B
value affecting herdsmen's behavior is very small, the B is approaching 0, and the
W is approaching +∞, and then the P value is approaching 1. This implies that
there is bound to be Hadin tragedy.
3. When there is no protection of property rights, the herdsmen's ability to look to
the future is relatively low, that is, they are prone to choose discounted shortsighted preference. At this time, because the herdsmen's ability to react to the
market without property rights protection is large, so the value of the A will
approach to 1, and then the value of the A*X will approach to the X, market will
quickly respond to the endless use of the public resources, which will lead to the
Hadin tragedy of pasture depletion; if this deterioration is not stopped, it will
quickly damage the maximum utilization value of public resources C that can be
produced in the future, and when the hidden potential value of C is exhausted,
the worst result of the Hadin tragedy of resource exhaustion will occur.

2.3 Prevention of Hadin Tragedy through Determination of Property
Rights
1. When the property rights of public resources is determined, the herdsmen will
analyze the market information properly based on the consideration of their own
long-term interests;
2. Because the government carries on the property rights definition restriction to the
public resources, the herdsmen's behavior reaction value B will tend to the bigger
value;
3. Based on the previous two reasons, the regulation and paid use of public
resources after the definition of property rights make the maximum value of
utilization C become larger, forage will tend to be perpetually evergreen +∞, so
the value calculated by the P will tend to 0, that is, the possibility of the occurrence
of Hadin tragedy will approach to 0.
From the above analysis, we can see that after defining the property rights, the
system composed of the herdsmen and the market is in a stable situation, which can
prevent the interests revealed by the market information from misleading the
herdsmen's behavior of harming the pasture, and improve the legitimate behavior of
decision-making ability after the herdsmen judge and analyze the market information,
which can prevent the occurrence of the Hadin tragedy phenomenon.

2.4 Macro-control Reduces Probability of Hadin Tragedy
1. Assuming that there is no defined property rights, the value of the A approaches
to 1;
2. Because the government carries out the macro-control restrictive use of public
4
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resources, the value of herdsmen's reaction behavior B will tend to be larger,
which makes the damage value of herdsmen's reaction behavior W tend to 0, thus
reducing the P value P=W/(C+W).
That is, by adjusting the B value and the W value, the probability of the
phenomenon of "Hadin tragedy" can be reduced.

2.5 Effectiveness of Macro-control in Solving Public Problems
From the above analysis, we can see that through the two instruments of the
definition of property rights and macro-control of restricted use, both of which can
reduce the probability of "Hadin tragedy" to a certain extent. So which of these two
methods does better?
Through the above analysis, we can see that the definition of property rights
changes the parameters of people's ability to respond to information A, while macrocontrol limits the restricted use is through the direct impact of people's behavior on
the value B of public resources. According to Herbert A. Simon, the Nobel laureate in
economics in 1978, a study of limited rationality shows that economic people do not
choose the "optimal" standard in making decisions, but the "satisfactory" standard2,5.
That is to say, even though some methods are used to optimize human-related
information processing parameters, the change of parameter A will vary from person
to person and rarely reach the optimal state due to human limited rationality, and this
shows that there is great uncertainty in the way to reduce the generation of Hadin
tragedy by adjusting the action value A. Conversely, if we change the policy response
value of the B to reduce the probability of the final value through macro-control policy
restrictions, it is directly effective. Because the B change is due to the government
regulation of external factors, which is a direct addition to the policy, it excludes the
limited rationality of people caused by the ignorance to achieve our expected results.
At the same time, in order to operate easily, changing the value of the B is much easier
to reach our intended effect. When we want to reduce the final probability by 30%,
we can reduce the final probability by 30% by reducing the A or B value. But A’s change
is based on the proper education of the economic person to improve the economic
person's ability to process information correctly, in fact, this method is also feasible,
but a person's study and learning recognition need a certain time, that is to say, when
we want to achieve this goal, we must first educate the economic person for a period
of time so that it can achieve the desired results as far as possible. But factors such as
the ability of economic person to learn and the degree of education will affect our
ultimate behavioral outcomes.Restricted by the economic man's limited rationality,
the economic man's final reaction to the information behavior action may not be
completely in accordance with our expectations. Therefore, it is often not so easy to
achieve the desired final probability value by changing the parameters of one's own
response behavior to information, and often can not achieve the desired results.
However, when we use legal policies through government macro-control to limit the
use to adjust the value B of external influencing factors, we can directly achieve the
desired effect, and because the influence of human finite rationality is excluded, it is
5
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easier to adjust the value B to reach the final probability value we want. This shows
that macro-control restrictions on the direct use in reducing the "Hadin tragedy"
phenomenon have much more effective performance. In fact, in real life we often see
the shadow of macro-control, and in many ways, macro-control is very effective. Next,
we will analyze the macro-control policy effectiveness to prevent the epidemic
infection of pneumonia Corona Virus.

3. Macro-control Shows Superiority in Preventing Pneumonia Corona
Virus
Lunar New Year in 2020, a sudden outbreak of pneumonia Corona Virus storm,
Wuhan as the center, spread in China. But compared with SARS in 2002, China's
response to the war against epidemic is a good model for all countries. Let's delve into
why a 1.4 billion people in China can control the epidemic so well. In fact, the macrocontrol policy of the Chinese government is the key. Here we can analyze the
justification specifically through our modeling.

3.1 Conditional Assumptions for Modelling
1. Assuming that A is a parameter of freedom of thought without control, the higher
the A value, the more they tend to go out at the ideological level, and the value of
the A is (0,1);
2. Assume that X is the value of people's own resistance, that is, the value of X varies
from person to person, and the value range of each person's X variable is (0,+∞);
3. B is the policy response value of the people to the government’s to restricting
people's free going out behavior, its influence value is (0,+∞);
4. C is the maximum security threshold for people over a certain period of time.
When people go out freely, the closer the disease damage value is the more likely
people will be infected; the W value will have a negative relationship with people's
policy response value B to government restrictions on going out.
5. P is the probability that people are infected with pneumonia Corona Virus
epidemic, which is defined as P=W/(C+W). When people abide by the policy of
restricted going out, the damage value of infection W approaching 0,
corresponding to the probability of people suffering from disease is very small, P
≈0. When people do not abide by the policy of restricted going out, the maximum
safety threshold of people does not exist, C≈0, so the corresponding people have
a high probability of getting infected and sick, P≈1.

3.2 Model Analysis
When the government does not carry out macro-control and does not carry out
6
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propaganda and education, people's freedom is on the high side, so the probability
value of infectious pneumonia disease will be higher.As people become aware of the
severity of the epidemic, they begin to consciously reduce their outdoors activity, that
is, the value of the A is reduced, and the final probability of infection is reduced. But
because of the limited rationality of people, there are individual differences in people's
self-restraint, so the degree of change of action A is uneven. People's acceptance of
education is different, that is to say, through the way of education propaganda, the
results obtained vary from person to person, and because of human limited rationality,
the value of each individual's A will be more difficult to reach our expectations, thus
leading to the larger final W of infectious disease damage value, that is, the
corresponding average probability of infection will be very large, the P value will be
closer to 1. Therefore, through the way of education propaganda, to restrict people's
travel outside to control the epidemic infection in terms of implementation, results are
more unsatisfactory. As we adjust through the B, restrict going out and carry out the
whole set of supporting measures of prevention and control, we can achieve our
expectation because it is through macro-control to directly restrict going out and
directly carry out the whole set of prevention and control measures, so China can
effectively achieve the effect of preventing and controlling the epidemic of pneumonia
Corona Virus.

4. Conclusion: Argumentation of Excellence and Effectiveness
Through the above analysis, we can see the restrictive behavior mode of macrocontrol appearing the advantages and effectiveness in solving public problems when
facing emergent events. It excludes the influence of non-estimative potential factors
such as limited rationality and incomplete self-control, so it can achieve the desired
good results. In this pneumonia epidemic event, it also reflected very well.
We conclude that the government adopts macro-control and restrictive behavior
policy to solve emergent problems, and it is better supplemented by educational
propaganda to improve the behavior pattern of individuals to deal with information
correctly.This paper provides a valuable argument and support for the effectiveness
and excellence of the government's macro-control and restriction policy.
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Abstract: This paper discusses the hidden worries derived from the development of
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1. Introduction
Stanford University, October 19,2018, created the "People-Oriented Institute of
Artificial Intelligence (Stanford Human-Centered AI Institute (HAI)" with the goal of:
putting humanity at the center of AI. Put human nature at the center of artificial
intelligence.
HAI’s creation goal, give us the wisdom inspiration, is: artificial intelligence science
and technology should be based on humanistic social care, research direction should
focus on :(1) affect human nature to the good work of brain cognitive science of design,
development and application ;(2) should explore artificial intelligence of human social
life care enhancement function ;(3)People should be oriented to humanistic social care
and to the good for artificial intelligence science and technology development [1].

2. Some Hidden Worries Arising from the Development of Artificial
Intelligence Technology [2]
Artificial intelligence technology and its applications, breadth, depth, height,
accuracy, and amazing speed have resulted in the following hidden worries:
1、 With the rapid development of automation and artificial intelligence, people's
job opportunities are widely replaced by the hidden worries. How should we
reconcile the solution?
2、 With the rapid development of artificial intelligence, more and more content
is generated, but it is also more and more difficult to distinguish between facts
and fiction. How should we ensure the true factuality of the generated content?
3、 Artificial intelligence of machine learning can easily amplify the event of bias
and uneven. How can we stop the spread of bias and inequality that machine
learning can create?
4、 The development and use of artificial intelligence, with low entry threshold,
spread all over the world and scattered in various industries and events. How
can we lead responsibly, scientifically, humanely, systematically and effectively
to the direction of good? Do good for people.
5、 Artificial intelligence face recognition software and hardware technology
have been used to monitor the public, do racial induction, against the human
branch, freedom, trust, transparency and other good social values and
morality.
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3. Standard Certification of “AISCID” Triggered by “HAI” Created by
Stanford University [3]
As we can build and guide artificial intelligence technology and its application with
the collective strength of cross-departmental and cross-inter disciplinary dialogue, we
should take humanistic and social care as the basis, so as to establish the certification
mechanism and system of artificial intelligence social care screening law AI Social Care
Inspection Decree, (AISCID) which should possess the international legal enforcement
effect.
Artificial intelligence technology and its application, is a powerful and great tool
force, its ultimate ideal is to develop the good virtue of strengthening human nature
and assist to enhance human professional knowledge and wisdom potential, to
promote good and suppress evil, rather than the side of the front to reduce good and
increase evil [4][5].
Then we explore the "AISCID" normative authentication mechanism from W and
2H:
1、 Who?
Who will let AI assist in solving problems with humanistic social care? This is a
matter of proactive accountability guidance mechanisms (leading mechanism
problem) belonging to AI resources.
2、 What?
What should do for us to meet urgent needs with humanistic social care? This
is the allocation (resources allocation) problem of AI resources.
3、 Where?
Where should AI be given to help with the sequential priority? Where is most
urgently in need of human and social care? This is the problem of AI resource
utilization arrangement (utilization placement).
4、 Whom?
National income by AI industry will be given to those who contribute to
AI industry according to their contribution weights. This is a matter of income
distribution of factors of participating in AI resources generation.
5、 Which?
Which priority is AI the most urgent need to assist in the direction and use
of social care? This is a matter of choice of uses of AI scientific and
technological function.
6、 How to do?
How can we make AI efficiently do the work with humanistic social care?
This is a question of the efficient utilization of AI resources.
7、 How much?
How should we decide the right amount of equilibrium AI resources to
assist in solving the work with humanistic social care? This is the optimal
application problem of AI industry.
3
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4. Examples of Artificial Intelligence with Humanistic Social Care
The world's leading AI companies have introduced exemplary cases of humanistic
and social care as follows [6]:
1. Saqib Shaikh, Microsoft Blind Programmer In 2016, designed S eeing AI smart
glasses, A PP, installed in ios with cell phone cameras. To help blind people
see and appreciate the world, M icrosoft and exploiters Shaikh thus receive
the highest salutation and applause of humanistic social care.
2. AI researchers in Italy used AI technology to predict early changes in the tiny
structure of the brain 10 years before Alzheimer's disease.
3. At present, there are some AI researchers at home and abroad who are
developing and designing the application of AI technology to predict the
diagnosis of cancer, various types of heart disease and all organs of the
viscera.
4. Within 10 minutes, for example, AI BM AI Watson, can diagnose a patient's
cancer lesion and prescribe treatment, which fully reflects the humanistic
and social care feelings of "AI + medical treatment ".
5. Moreover, such as: China's medical photography intelligent company,
dedicated to "AI + medical" intelligent services, the integration of computer
machine vision and big data medical treatment, the application of deep
learning technology, the development of auxiliary medical imaging diagnosis
text intelligent recognition system (OCR ,Optical Character Recognition), can
greatly improve the efficiency and accuracy of doctors to diagnose diseases.
Identification of medical documents (OCR), to get his medical bills, such as: blood
routine, liver function, three high viscera disease, Photo upload, AI the system can
identify and interpret disease data, according to the corresponding AI medical
implications and convalescent maintenance recommendations. In addition, OCR of AI
technology applications, as a radiologist, Computerized Tomography (CT), provided
with X-rays, MRI, pathological sections, fundus images, and electrocardiograms, etc.,
can effectively assist in diagnosis. For this type of AI development and design company,
combining word recognition (OCR), face recognition (FR), deep learning (DL), big data
analysis (BD), it's all about humanity and society, Model case of social self-interest:
application of superb AI technology + medical care to minimize misdiagnosis, missed
diagnosis, late diagnosis, waiting for diagnosis, etc., which improve the quality
assurance of doctors and patients [7].

5. Google Highlights Humanistic and Social Concern for the AI
Development of Science and Technology
4
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Google CEO Sundar Pichai, I /O the developer conference in 2019, announced the
latest highlights of Google AI technology and its applications, highlighting in particular
its integration with humanistic and social care, as follows [8][0]:
1. Google Search, adding 3 cameras and AR technologies:
Just enter the content you want to search in the search box, through 3D
and AR design, the relevant object to search will appear in the real scene.
For example: the camera is aimed at the street, then the mobile phone
shows: Where can you buy food? Where can I reach your destination?
For example: search a pair of shoes or great white shark, you can show
shoes or great white shark on the table, which can be compared with physical
objects.
If you search for a podcast, the podcast will appear and can be stored
and heard later.
2. Google Lens, newly adding voice reading intelligent function:
Because Google has a strong knowledge map and application ecology,
when you can read it aloud, Google could display the original text and
translate it into 14 languages, such as English, Chinese and Japanese.
3. At a restaurant, Google Lens can automatically identify the menu, display the
most popular dishes, search for dishes, and help you check out the price
payable.
4. Google Len’s use of low threshold, capacity compression to less than 100 KB,
and the price of only 200 dollars per mobile phone, which make you can use
this function economically.
5. Dialogue with Duplex. He is able to understand the content and tone of voice
as human as a human and do a good job for you.
6. Google Assistant ： having amazing ability
Google intelligent assistant, integrated machine learning model, can
recognize different syllable composition of words. The speed of executing
voice command is super fast, which is equivalent to "cram Google data center
into their own pocket ", bring the most powerful system to mobile phone,
have cross-APP processing ability. When your voice just fell, your mail has
been finished, it’s listening to sound execution ability is amazing.
Through deep learning, 100GB of memory, compressed to 1.5GB, which
can be used in mobile phones. The picks for you and personal references
functions of the intelligent assistant can infer and understand the user's needs
and direct audio real-time subtitles on the device so that intelligent reply can
be used words, phrases and complete reply. The system can predict the words
and sentences to be used by users typing, so it can provide more accurate
personalized services.
The Google Assistant is embedded in the Google online map navigation
software (Waze), which can be used on the mobile phone of the smart
assistant, and the driving mode is controlled by voice, which can help the
visually impaired and the hand impaired to facilitate driving. This mode has a
5
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minimalist dashboard view to display information about driving destinations,
directions, music, road conditions, etc.
7. The introduction of Live Caption functions for mobile phone with audio, video,
telephone and other voice, and online real-time automatic generation of
subtitles could help the hearing impaired and the mouth impaired of 500
million deaf people to facilitate communication and dialogue.
Live Relay function, the other voice can be generated to the real-time text,
can help deaf people call. The application of machine learning technology can
identify the eyes of patients with ALD in real time, so that ALD patients can
express their meaning and could be understood.
The introduction of a project (Project Euphonia) to make people with oral
disabilities happy and to improve AI speech algorithms can better understand
people with language disabilities and other special sounds, and thus help
people communicate universally.
8. The Google has been introducing universal price smart speakers, smart locks,
smart lights, security cameras, real-time video transmission, security
monitors, user privacy designs, facial recognition designs that link their
photos to personal information, showing personal travel, work plans and
preferences, identifying gestures with machine learning on the device,
manipulating device switches, and so on.
9. Google takes around "innovation, security, privacy" as three major axes in the
humanities and social care of the scientific and technological inventions:
inclusive price, small power consumption, fast charging, security, privacy,
software continuous update, set to see the time of mobile phone, security
control harassment phone, etc.
The development of human and social care in Google "AI first ": early
diagnosis of lung cancer using medical care, in-depth learning, can improve
survival rates for 40 per cent of patients; detection of bacterial lesions to
improve public health; prediction of natural disasters such as floods,
earthquakes, fires, droughts, etc.; scientific and technological inventions
such as zero-delay speech transcription, audio real-time subtitles, intelligent
recovery, Google map AR on-site navigation, etc., to bring convenience,
safety and privacy to people's lives; and assistance to vulnerable persons
with disabilities to facilitate their communication and life like normal people.
Google realizes that in the development and evolution of artificial
intelligence technology, we must focus on the concern of the human society
in order to win wide applause and sustainable evergreen.

6. Heuristic Suggestions
AI’s science and technology and their applications should be used to practice the
policy objectives of General Secretary Xi, Leader of the State: to satisfy the people's
6
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desire for a better life.
Al’s the development of science and technology, we should bear in mind Leader
Xi’s strong strategic direction of artificial intelligence in the political Bureau of the
Central Committee on October 31,2018: to govern with wisdom, to open up a new
pattern of social governance; to improve quality with wisdom, to develop and
empower with high quality; and to seek wisdom for the benefit of mankind.
For example: the device of AI designed air conditioning, can use voice control
switch, temperature adjustment, and selection function so that it makes the visually
impaired convenient life who do not use remote control and buttons. Voice and text
can be freely translated into speech recognition so that the hearing impaired and the
hand impaired can communicate with the barrier-free, learning without barriers.
Free conversion of sign language and words of AI technology make the dumb mouth
communicate without hindrance.AI helmet machine with auxiliary vision system can
read out the scene captured by the camera, so that the visually impaired can see the
surrounding environment without hindrance.AI science and technology and its
application help the hearing, hand, mouth, vision and other obstacles so that people
can live with dignity and achieve good wishes. The AI technology of face recognition
(FR) via spanning age helps us find separated children and old people. Let AI become
our good working partners and good friends. Guided by the responsibility of correctly
developing designing AI science and technology, everyone is not left behind, taking
care of the whole people, reflecting the feelings of AI humanistic and social care with
"good "," love "," public welfare" and so on filling, with the pattern of human high
integrity, consideration and moving harmonious intelligent empathy.
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1、

Evolution of Artificial Intelligence Education1

The representative technology of the fourth industrial revolution is artificial
intelligence AI, VR, AR, MR, quantum communication, big data, Internet of things 5G.
Artificial intelligence talent training method of new engineering course is the idea,
method and mode of 《AI +X》 talent training.
The development of AI education has gone through the following three stages:
Artificial intelligence is to study how to use artificial methods to simulate and
realize the science of human intelligence and its engineering application, it is the
machine as the carrier of human intelligence and biological intelligence.
Phase I of AI Education:
Starting in the summer of 1956, at an academic seminar Dartmouth College in the
United States, the semiotic school proposed the term 《Artificial Intelligence》 AI.
They work hard to study: to enable machines to recognize, think and learn like people,
and to use machines to simulate the discipline of human intelligence.
Symbolism, based on human rational intelligence, is based on knowledge,
experience and reasoning ability. Therefore, it advocates the use of symbolic reasoning
model of knowledge expression and logical symbol system to simulate human rational
intelligence and rational behavior.
However, due to the lack of theoretical support of semiotics and the lack of
extensive generalization ability, artificial intelligence in this period of time, it’s
development is slow, and it’s large-scale application is limited.
Phase II of AI Education:
Starting in the 1980s, the School of Connectivity proposed two network models,
Hopfield and BP. Connectivity school argues that artificial intelligence originates from
bionics and is a statistical learning theory and method based on neural network and
interconnection mechanism.
BP networks applies multilayer network models and artificial neural network
models to simulate human perception, using big data to study image processing and
pattern recognition. But B P the system built by the network, the weaknesses are: nonexplanatory, large amount of data, insufficient computing resources, and limited to use
in specific scenarios, which can not meet the needs of the industry.
Phase III of AI Education:
Beginning in the early 21st century, based on deep learning and big data cloud
computing, AI is dominated by: computer vision, speech recognition, natural language
processing (NLP), high accuracy and other technological breakthroughs, which is
widely used in the industry.
China Computer Congress proposed in 2016 AI has entered the post-depth
learning era, is building interpretable, robust, safe and credible innovation theory and
new technology methods to promote the innovative application of AI in various fields.
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2、

Education Policy on the Development of Artificial Intelligence in

China3,4,5
Chen Baosheng, Minister of Education of China, on May 16,2019, in the keynote
report of the International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Education, when
developing the "China Intelligent Education Development Program ", proposed: in
colleges and universities, setting up layout artificial intelligence related disciplines and
professional systems, exploring the" artificial intelligence+X "talent training model,
promoting the construction of 100 national virtual simulation experimental teaching
centers, and strengthening the training of composite or cross-interdisciplinary and
applied artificial intelligence talents.
The Ministry of Education of China should vigorously implement the education of
all people's intelligence, open the artificial intelligence research and development
platform and exhibition hall to the public, encourage the creation of artificial
intelligence science popularization, and support social institutions to carry out artificial
intelligence skills training.
China Artificial Intelligence Society (CAIS) was established in September 1981,
marking the birth of the subject of artificial intelligence in China, which has been nearly
40 years. In 2005, Peking University opened intelligent science and technology major,
for 15 years, Chinese colleges and universities have been training the artificial
intelligence professionals needed for the upgrading of social industry’s science and
technology.
In 2017, the State Council of China issued the "New Generation of Artificial
Intelligence Development Plan ", which proposed: for 2030, China's new generation of
artificial intelligence development with guiding ideology, strategic objectives, key tasks
and safeguards.
In 2018, China's Ministry of Education issued a notice on the "Innovation Action
of Artificial Intelligence in Higher Education ": guiding colleges and universities to aim
at the foreword of the current world's scientific and technological development,
constantly improving the ability of scientific and technological innovation, training
intelligent talent and international cooperation and exchange in the field of artificial
intelligence, and providing strategic support for the" New Generation of Artificial
Intelligence Development Plan "issued by the State Council in 2017.
On June 24,2020, Tsinghua University of China set up the Institute of International
Governance of Artificial Intelligence to improve the global governance of artificial
intelligence, contributing Chinese wisdom, injecting Chinese strength, carrying out the
important idea of Leader Xi Jinping to build a community of human destiny, and
leading the reform of global governance system. The institute marks: Tsinghua
University artificial intelligence with technology, industry and governance, the layout
of the troika and the itinerary of scientific research matrix; integration of the power of
artificial intelligence related research in China, combined with the "hard science" in
the field of science and technology and the "soft science" in the field of humanities
3
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and social care; artificial intelligence research should stand high, large, true, wide and
deep, which produces good performance and results.
China is establishing, standardizing and perfecting the system of artificial
intelligence education at all levels, encouraging colleges and universities to broaden
the content of artificial intelligence professional education on the basis of the original
discipline, and to focus on training high-quality artificial intelligence talents and
upgrading them to the national educational focus. Artificial intelligence is China's
national development strategy, the core technology of intelligent manufacturing, the
guide to the upgrading of economic structure, and the deep integration of emerging
science and technology with emerging industries4,5.

3、

Ideas and Methods of Cultivating Artificial Intelligence Talents in

New Engineering
According to MIT’s new engineering spirits and Fudan’s 10 new engineering
consensus, artificial intelligence talent training concept6,7,8,13 is triggered as follows:
3-1. In the practical training course, we need there are real industry cases with big
data experimental environment support and complete experimental facilities.
3-2. To give students more and more active in doing by learning with independent
thinking capabilities, teaching mode should be "learning theory and practice"
with equal emphasis.
3-3. In the course setting of teaching, we should try our best to integrate crossinter disciplinary and cross-professional, so that teachers and students can
understand the comprehensive application development and value of each
major in the social and economic market.
3-4. Teaching materials and teaching activities should be close to the actual cases
of enterprises in the market, keep pace with the times, keep up with the
mainstream of the times and the latest development of technology, so that
teachers and students know the practical application value of the knowledge
learned in the economic market.
3-5. To sum up the concept of artificial intelligence talent training education, we
need to have the ability of complex talents, and train students to have the
ability of innovative thinking, critical evaluation and thinking, logical analysis,
engineering practice, cross-border integration and cooperation, and enhance
market value.
The execution of high-quality compound artificial intelligence talent in the new
engineering training method, includes:
（1） To have a solid foundation of traditional engineering;
（2） To learn expertise in interdisciplinary fields;
（3） To meet and adapt to changing market needs;
（4） To innovate the scientific research internet, internet of things, MR,
intelligent robot, digital technology, edge computing, computer algorithm,
4
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hardware and software design, information, communication, automation,
control, intelligence and other new technologies, new forms, new formats,
new industries, new economy of artificial intelligence science and its
application of new engineering courses focus, focus on arts and science
integration, science and technology cooperation, cross-inter disciplinary
integration, subject string, cross-domain teamwork (Capstone of IEET), and
chain innovation.

4、

China's Ministry of Education's New Engineering Artificial

Intelligence Talent Training Program
The Ministry of Education of China issued the Action Plan for the Innovation of
Artificial Intelligence in Colleges and Universities in 2018, which is a new engineering
construction plan for the cultivation of innovative and compound or inter-disciplinary
talents of artificial intelligence. Its concrete practice are described below13：
4-1. By 2020, the construction of 100" artificial intelligence +X "in line with the
characteristics of the specialty discipline of training new models, and the
establishment of 50 artificial intelligence colleges, research institutes, crossresearch center.
4-2. Emphasis on "artificial intelligence +" computer, control, digital, statistics,
physics, biology, psychology, sociology, law, economics, finance, banking, ecommerce, medicine, nursing, agronomy, engineering, design, art aesthetics,
literature and culture, humanistic care, life and other disciplines of
professional education with cross-integration talent training model.
4-3. To transform and upgrade the original traditional subject specialty, to train
the artificial intelligence talents in the new field engineering, and to form the
innovative teaching methods of "science and engineering "," industrial
medicine "," industrial agronomy"," industrial literature" and so on.
4-4. "Subject-based" or "Discipline-based" and "market-oriented ", both pay equal
attention to each other, and become the responsibility and obligation of the
new engineering intelligent talent training in various disciplines in colleges
and universities.
4-5. To focus on the discipline construction in professional curriculum construction.
The quality of talent training is determined by the development level of
discipline construction, the rationality of professional curriculum setting,
professional knowledge, scientific and technological frontier, and the quality
level of teaching and teachers.
4-6. The contents of professional courses should be integrated into the practical
training of engineering practice, the elements of technological innovation, the
international competitiveness, the ability of interdisciplinary integration and
compounding, the development of advanced research and development of
science and technology, the cooperation of project development and team
5
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organization and management, market research and development, etc.
4-7. In the digital age of the new industry economy and society, students should
be taught the necessary cognitive ability and processing skills of using
information and communication technology to retrieve, understand, evaluate,
create, communicate, use, receive and give digital information.
4-8. In the era of artificial intelligence, students should have the following three
digital literacy education :(1) general literacy ;(2) innovation literacy ;(3)
interdisciplinary literacy.
（1） General literacy, including: office automation software, image
processing software, cloud applications, web editing tools, skills in the
use of digital tools, etc.
（2） Innovation literacy, including: audio and video creation in editing,
animation production, programming, hardware and software equipment
knowledge and other innovative capabilities.
（3） Interdisciplinary literacy, including: the integration of computer
science and digital media into various applications of programming and
video editing, the integration of sociology into online interpersonal social
behavior, psychology and economic business into computer-based
financial technology, human-computer interaction trading, and
investment of wealth management.
4-9. At the core of the curriculum content of artificial intelligence staff training in
new engineering, new technology, new digital industry, new economy and
society, we should pay special attention to digital literacy education, which
includes: refining the knowledge system of digital literacy into different
building blocks and cutting modules; constructing the quantitative index
system of teaching evaluation and evaluation of designing digital literacy
training students' ability and the evaluation results. To cultivate the digital
literacy teaching ability of training teachers, teachers should master the
digital literacy technology, methods and theories needed to train and educate
students comprehensively and skillfully, and integrate digital ability,
technology and knowledge into the whole process of talent training through
the content of teaching courses.
4-10. Basing on IEET, one of the school spirit, we should train students to apply
professional knowledge to solve complex engineering problems. Taking the
project case as the center, all kinds of real artificial intelligence engineering
practice training projects to be solved, let the students choose and participate
in a clear practical training sub-project, and solve the problem in a
professional way by cross-disciplinary course string. The students form a team
cooperation around the common project, which can improve the students'
engineering practice via cross-disciplinary and cross-professional compound
application ability, broaden the comprehensive ability and high vision of
employment and research.
4-11. It is necessary to investigate the differences of students' individual
advantages, guide students' development of suitability, stimulate their
6
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potential, actively explore, learn independently, and participate in innovation
and entrepreneurship competitions. To cultivate the first-class achievements,
first-class engineers, first-class craftsmen and first-class entrepreneurs in the
future of artificial intelligence engineering development by means of
information-based teaching and intelligent innovative teaching methods of
intelligent engineering practice training projects with inter discipline, crossspecialty group, cross-integration of courses, team division and cooperation,
in order to meet the needs of the development and upgrading of science and
technology industry and artificial intelligence complex innovation talents.

5、

Conclusions: Open AI Implications10,12

Elon Musk, Tesla Founder Born on 28 June 1971, and Y Combinator CEO Sam
Altman, the creation of non-profit institutions Open AI and Deep Mind, (both they)
aim to develop universal AI with human capabilities.
The Open AI's total funding has exceeded $1 billion, focusing on long-term, basic
technological research and development, particularly for enhanced learning. The main
business of the Open AI has two: the game and Robot. The main studies of Robot are
three: moving, navigating, and operating. Researchers do not have to be responsible
for the profits of products and companies, only focus on exploring the future research
development of AI, and share the AI research results with everyone. Sharing can make
AI better, open to the public is Open AI’s core values.
Open AI research director is Ilya Sutskever is the top researcher of the AI, so
called" root is the seedling red ", being outstanding prominent. Open AI research and
operate in an open source way to counter the "technology monopoly" of giants such
as Google, Facebook, arguing that AI research is a pure and clean, not driven by
product marketing profits.
Open AI will eventually transcend human intelligence, it’s open, open source,
anyone can use anything else than can only be used by companies such as Google,
Facebook, Amazon. On 28 April and December 2016, Gym and Universe of the Open
AI development platform were released respectively, Gym platform has worked with
Google Tensor Flow open tools. The researchers built their own algorithms, putting
their algorithms in different environments, and then the basic algorithm is released on
Gym platform, sharing with others. Universe is an open source platform that can
measure and train AI level of general intelligence in almost all environments. AI can be
smart to use computers like humans, smart to capture screen pixels to generate
commands to the keyboard and mouse to operate the remote desktop. There are over
1,000 training environments, with Microsoft and Nvidia and other companies involved.
Open AI upgrades NLP model to GPT-3, with high power of 175 billions parameters and
45TB text.
The above Open AI company's artificial intelligence technology research and
development level and open sharing of open source management mode bring us the
following educational enlightenment: we must accelerate the long tail comprehensive
7
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cultivation of "artificial intelligence+" new engineering talents, and adhere to the
principle of open, green, sharing, innovation and adjustment with open source
development view to cultivate AI talents11,13.
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Abstract
Most of the general patent regeneration methods attempt to achieve the same values/results of
the existing patent without using current technology or designs. Unlike the traditional patent
regeneration within the same field of the patent, in this paper, the authors developed a set of
systematic approaches that utilize existing products or patents as a starting point to find possible
application opportunities in other fields and further regenerate new patents in other disciplines.
There are three major problem solving modes developed in this research by way of using reverse
effects and reverse resources database to identify the opportunities based on cross-field patent
regeneration.
The main contributions of this research include (1) Developing a set of systematic approaches of
patent cross-domain regeneration, (2) Establishing standard processes in the form of tables,
descriptions and cases to facilitate patent cross-field regeneration in a systematic method, and (3)
Building the reverse effects and resources database software prototype to help the users to identify
the new cross-field opportunities based on existing technology or products.
Keywords: TRIZ, Systematic Innovation, Effects and Resources Database, Patent Regeneration

1. Introduction
The end of the traditional R&D model is to form new technologies or products and apply for
patents. Applying for a patent can protect the product or technology. In the process of invention, the
inventor already have a certain understanding of the technology. Sheu (2013) issueed an innovative
value chain, as shown in Fig. 1.
In addition, Sheu (2017) reorganized methods for patent circumvention, regeneration and
enhancement.Traditional patent regeneration methods make patents to achieve the main functions,
features, and service objects, and re-sloved problems with innovative methods. Based on the concept
of achieving the same value, it is limited to the scope of the solution, unable to cross specific areas,
and generate answers in other areas. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to develop a systematic
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approach –“ cross-field patent regeneration”, enabling existing products or patents to find
application opportunities and solutions in other fields.

Fig. 1 Innovative value chain (Sheu, 2013)

2. Research method
2.1 Research tool
The research tool in the paper include reverse effects and resources database. The reverse effects and
resources database is developed by Fan (2019), and it is divided into four parts:
1. Resource-Generic Functions Database (Re-Gn DB)：User enters specific resource to get all
generic functions that the resource can achieve.
2. Resource- Generic Attributes Database (Re-Ga DB)：User enters specific resource to get all
generic attributes that the resource can change or maintain.
3. Effect-Generic Functions Database (Ef-Gn DB)：User enters specific effect to get all generic
functions that the resource can achieve.
4.

Effect-Generic Attributes Database (Ef-Ga DB)：User enters specific effect to get all

The software homepage is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Homepage of the reverse effects and resources database

2.1.1 Reverse effects database
The purpose of the traditional effect database is to retrieve the effects list based on the generic
function or generic attribute entered by the user. It provide the user with a new effect to replace the
original one; The reverse effects database allows the user to input the specific effect of the patent,
product or technology, and find out what generic functions or attributes can the effect achieve. See
“Table 1” for comparison.
Table 1 Traditional/ reverse effects database comparison table
Traditional effect database

Reverse effect database

Input

generic functions or attributes

effect

Output

effect

generic functions or attributes

Problem-sloving tool

Application /New product
Identification Tool

Category

The usage process is shown in Fig. 3. The above is for the effect-generic function database.
The following is for the effect-general attribute database:

Fig. 2 The usage process for reverse effects database
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2.1.2 Reverse resources database
The purpose of the traditional resources database is to retrieve the resources list based on the
generic function or generic attribute entered by the user. It provide the user with a new resource to
replace the original one; The reverse resources database allows the user to input the specific resource
of the patent, product or technology, and find out what generic functions or attributes can the
resource achieve. See Table 2 for comparison.
Table 2 Traditional/ reverse resources database comparison table
Input

Traditional resource database

Reverse resource database

generic functions or attributes

resource

resource

generic functions or attributes

Problem-sloving tool

Application /New product
Identification Tool

Output
Category

The usage process is shown in Fig. 4. The above is for the resource-generic function database.
The following is for the resource-general attribute database:

Fig. 3 The usage process for reverse resources database

2.2 The principle of the method
This study uses the principle of TRIZ developed by Altshuller (1996) to solve the patent
cross-field regeneration. The specific question in this study is “How to apply patents, products and
technologies to other fields?” After modeling the original specific problem. Namely, “How to apply
specific effect or resource of the patents, products and technologies to other fields?” Then, by using
the reverse database to hint all generic functions/attribute that the specific effect can achieve/change
or maintain and all generic functions/attribute that the specific resource can achieve/change or
maintain. Thus, concept and specific solutions have generated, shown as Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4 The principle of the method for cross-field patent regeneration

2.3 Three modes of cross-field patent regeneration
The cross-field patent regeneration is divided into three modes according to the difference
between the problem solving objects and purposes as following:
1.

Cross-field patent regeneration mode A (Resource cross-field regeneration)：The
object is the component, the purpose is to apply the resource of the original patent or
product to other fields (find new functions or attribute for the resource).

2.

Cross-field patent regeneration mode B (Function cross-field regeneration)：The
object is the function, the purpose is to apply the effect of the original patent or
product to other fields (find new functions for the effect).

3.

Cross-field patent regeneration mode C (Attribute cross-field regeneration)：The
object is the function, the purpose is to apply the effect of the original patent or
product to other fields (find new attributes for the effect)

2.3.1 Symbols for cross-field patent regeneration
See the symbols and its meaning in Table 3.
Table 3 Symbols for cross-field patent regeneration
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2.3.2 Resource cross-field regeneration (mode A)
The cross-field regeneration mode A identifies the target patent’s resource. Through the
resource-generic function database, we can get the other generic functions that the original resource
can achieve, and then convert it into specific functions in other fields; through the resources generic attribute database , we can get the other generic attributes that the original resource can
achieve, and then convert it into specific attributes in other fields.Detailed thinking process shown as
follows:
1.

Identify the current application field of the target patent.

2.

Identify the specific function of the target patent F0

3.

Get a list of resources for the system.

4.

Identify the key resource R0 (usually a component that provides key technologies) for
cross-field regeneration.

5.

Search the reverse resource database (resource-generic function) and view the list of generic
functions that R0 can achieve.

6.

Select the new generic function GFn with ideas from the list of generic functions.

7.

Specialize GFn as a new specific function Fn. (A generic function GF1 can be specified as one or
more specific functions)

8.

F1 is a new specific feature in the new field, confirming new areas.

9.

Search the reverse resource database (resources - generic attributes) and view a list of generic
attributes that R0 can change or maintain.

10. Pick the new generic property GAn with ideas from the list of generic functions.
11. Specialize GAn to change or maintain a new specific attribute An.
12. An is a new specific attribute of the new field, confirming and completing resource cross-field
regeneration.
The problem solving mode is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Resource cross-field regeneration
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2.3.3 Function cross-field regeneration (mode B)
The cross-field regeneration mode B identifies the target patent’s effect. Through the
effect-generic function database, we can get the other generic functions that the original resource can
achieve, and then convert it into specific functions in other fields. In addition, we can see if we can
deploy the parameter in formula of the effect to achieve the new function. Detailed thinking process
shown as follows:
1. Identify the current application field of the target patent
2. Identify the specific function of the target patent F0
3. The specific function F0 is generalized to the generic function GF0.
4. Ask if the generic function GF0 can directly find a new specific function Fn in the new field?
5. Identify the scientific effect E0 of the system.
6. Search the reverse effect database (effect-generic function) and view the list of generic functions
that E0 can achieve.
7. Select the new generic function GFn with ideas from the list of generic functions.
8. Specialize GFn as a new specific function Fn. (A generic function GF1 can be specified as one or
more specific functions)
9. Deploy the scientific effect E0 formula and ask if we can manipulate its parameters to achieve the
new specific function Fn. Fn is a new specific feature in the new field, confirming and completing
function cross-field regeneration.
The problem solving mode is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5 Function cross-field regeneration

2.3.4 Attribute cross-field regeneration (mode C)
The cross-field regeneration mode B identifies the target patent’s effect. Through the
effect-generic function database, we can get the other generic functions that the original resource can
achieve, and then convert it into specific functions in other fields. In addition, we can see if we can
deploy the parameter in formula of the effect to achieve the new function. Detailed thinking process
shown as follows:
1. Identify the current application field of the target patent
2. Identify the specific function of the target patent F0
3. Identify the scientific effect E0 of the system.
4. Search the reverse effect database (effect-generic attribute) and view the list of generic attributes
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that E0 can change or maintain.
5. Select the new generic attribute GAn with ideas from the list of generic attributes.
6. Specialize GAn as a new specific attribute An.
7. Deploy the scientific effect E0 formula and ask if we can manipulate its parameters to change or
maintain the new specific attribute An. An is a new specific feature in the new field, confirming
and completing attribute cross-field regeneration.
The problem solving mode is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6 Attribute cross-field regeneration

2.4 Problem solving process
2.4.1 Patent analysis
Select the specific target patent through the company's patent data or search results, and fill in
the patent summary table to record the target patent information obtained by the search, as shown in
Table 4.
Table 4 Patent summary table (Shue, 2017)

2.4.2 Defining object fields
This paper uses the CPC classification as the guildlines for field judgment. The “cross-field” of
patent regeneration is defined as “CPC class” level. The concept is shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 7 Definition of “Cross-field”

2.4.3 Resource cross-field regeneration
The patent cross-field regeneration model A, that is, resource cross-field regeneration, is to find
out the new functions that R0 can achieve or new attributes that R0 can change or maintain. This
paper has developed a thought-provoking question and form as Table 5.This section takes the patent
number CN207444070U as an example, and fills in the thought-provoking form as shown in Table 6.
The patent utilizes the characteristics of convex lens concentrating, which will be able to generate a
trap light from light source, and use the convex lens to collect the light of the source and concentrate
it on the high voltage power grid below to eliminate mosquitoes. Its classification is A01: the
agricultural field. Through the thought-provoking questions, filling out the form, the user can get the
concept solutions to apply the convex lens to other fields.

2.4.4 Function cross-field regeneration
The patent cross-field regeneration model B, that is, function cross-field regeneration, is to find
out the new functions that E0 can achieve. This paper has developed a thought-provoking question
and form as Table 7, and the same example of thought-provoking form forfunction cross-field
regeneration as Table 8.
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2.4.5 Attribute cross-field regeneration
The patent cross-field regeneration model C, that is, attribute cross-field regeneration, is to find
out the new attributes that E0 can change or maintain. This paper has developed a thought-provoking
question and form as Table 9, and the same example of thought-provoking form for attribute
cross-field regeneration as Table 10.
Table 5 Thought-provoking form for resource cross-field regeneration
CPC class of patent
(can be converted by
IPC)
Patent specific
function
Resource list of the
patent system
Thought-provoking
question

{ GFn that R0 can
achieve}
(Use Re-Gn DB)
Choose GFn
Specify GFn
{ GAn that R0 can
change or maintain}
(Use Re-Ga DB)
Choose GAn
Specify GAn
CPC Class of Fn/ An
Cross field?

{Fill in the CPC Class}
{ Fill in F0}
{ Fill in Resource list }

Current patent
field
Patent generic
function
Key resource R0

{Fill in current patent field}

{ Fill in GF0}
{ Fill in R0}

1. How to use the key resource R0 to achieve the new generic function GFn?
2. What is the new specific function Fn that can be used to achieve the
function GF1?
3. What is the field of new specific function(s)? Cross-field?
4. How to use the key resource R0 to change or maintain the new
genericattribute GAn?
5. What is the new specific attribute An of GA1?
6. What is the field of the new specific attribute? Cross-field?
{Fill in GFn list that R0 can achieve}
{ Fill in GFn }
{Fill in Fn}
{Fill in GAn list that R0 can achieve}

{Fill in CPC Class of Fn/
An }

{ Fill in GAn }
{Fill in An}
Field of the CPC
class

{ Fill in field of CPC
class}

{Yes/ No}
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Table 6 Example of thought-provoking form for resource cross-field regeneration
CPC class of patent
(can be converted by
IPC)
Patent specific
function
Resource list of the
patent system
Thought-provoking
question

{ GFn that R0 can
achieve}
(Use Re-Gn DB)

Choose GFn
Specify GFn

{ GAn that R0 can
change or maintain}
(Use Re-Ga DB)

Choose GAn
Specify GAn

CPC Class of Fn/ An

Cross field?

A01

Current patent
field

Agricultural

Convex lens
Patent generic
Concentrate Field
concentrates light
function
Convex lens, base,
Key resource
support rod, lamp board,
R0
Convex lens (Lens)
lamp, high voltage power
grid
1. How to use the key resource R0 to achieve the new generic function GFn?
2. What is the new specific function Fn that can be used to achieve the
function G1?
3. What is the field of new specific function(s)? Cross-field?
4. How to use the key resource R0 to change or maintain the new
genericattribute GAn?
5. What is the new specific attribute An of GA1?
6. What is the field of the new specific attribute? Cross-field?
Bend Field
Detect Solid
Change Phase Divided
Heat Solid
Dilute Field
Solid
Join Field
Evaporate Liquid
Clean Field
Melt Divided Solid
Evaporate Solid
Compress Field
Melt Solid
Expand Field
Concentrate Field
Orient Field
Heat Divided Solid
Constrain Field
Rotate Field
Heat Gas
Detect Divided Solid
Separate Field
Heat Liquid
Detect Field
Melt Solid, Bend Field
Use a convex lens to melt solids → melt 3D printing materials
Use a convex lens to melt solids → food plastic sealing
Use convex lens bending field → diver concentrating head light to visit
the underwater cave
Change Brightness
Decrease Temperature Measure Brightness
Change Colour
Decrease Translucency Measure Length
Change Energy
Increase Brightness
Stabilise Brightness
Change Temperature
Increase Temperature
Stabilise Temperature
Change Translucency
Increase Translucency
Stabilise Translucency
Decrease Brightness
Increase Brightness
Increase Brightness → Removable lens for lighting
F1：B33
F2：B65
F3：F21
A1：F21

Field of the
CPC class

F1:Laminated manufacturing
F2 food plastic sealing:
transportation, packaging and
storage
F3 diver spotlight: lighting
A1: Lighting

Yes
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Table 7 Thought-provoking form for function cross-field regeneration
CPC class of patent
Current patent
{Fill in current patent field}
{Fill in the CPC
(can be converted by
field
Class}
IPC)
Patent specific
Patent generic
{ Fill in F0}
{ Fill in G0}
function
function
Effect of F0
{Fill in E0}
Thought-provoking 1. How to use the original generic function G to achieve a new specific
0
question
function Fn?
2. What are the new generic function GFn that can original effects E0 can
achieve?
3. What new specific function(s) Fn that new generic function G1 selected
in the GFn list can achieve?
4. Can I perform parameter manuplation on the E0’s formula to achieve
the new specific function Fn?
5. What is the field of new specific function(s)? Cross-field?
Fn that G0 can achieve
{ GFn that E0 can
achieve}
(Use Ef-Gn DB)
Choose GFn
Specify GFn
Formula for E0

CPC Class of Fn
Cross field?

{Fill in Fn that G0 can achieve}
{Fill in GFn that E0 can achieve }
{ Fill in GFn }
{Fill in Fn}
{Fill in Formula for
E0}

Fn from parameter
deployment of
formula

{Fill in Fn from parameter
deployment of formula}

{Fill in CPC Class of
Fn}

Field of the CPC
class

{ Fill in field of CPC
class}

{Yes/ No}
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Table 8 Example of thought-provoking form for function cross-field regeneration
CPC class of
Current
patent
patent field
A01
Agricultural
(can be converted
by IPC)
Patent specific
Patent generic
Convex lens concentrates light
Concentrate Field
function
function
Effect of F0
Focusing
Thought-provoking 1. How to use the original generic function GF0 to achieve a new specific
question
function Fn?
2. What are the new generic function GFn that can original effects E0 can
achieve?
3. What new specific function(s) Fn that new generic function GF1 selected in
the GFn list can achieve?
4. Can I perform parameter manuplation on the E0’s formula to achieve the
new specific function Fn?
5. What is the field of new specific function(s)? Cross-field?
Fn that G0 can
Concentrate Field → Project game background in all directions
achieve
Concentrate Field → Concentrated ultraviolet rays for sterilization of medical
supplies
{ GFn that E0 can
Accumulate Field
Constrain Field
Heat Gas
achieve}
Bend Field
Detect Field
Heat Liquid
(Use Ef-Gn DB)
Clean Field
Detect Gas
Heat Solid
Compress Field
Detect Liquid
Orient Field
Concentrate Field
Expand Field
Rotate Field
Choose GFn
Heat Gas, Orient Field
Specify GFn
Orient Field → Use Light source and focus to define position
Heat Gas → Convex lens heating steam engine
Formula for E0

CPC Class of Fn

Cross field?

d： Air thickness
R1&R2： Radius of curvature of
the lens
n： Refractive index o
focal length：

F1：G03
F2：A61
F3：G01
F4：F01

Fn from
parameter
deployment of
formula

N/A

Field of the CPC
class

F1:
Photography,
electronic diagram
F2: Medicine, Veterinary
and Health
F3: Measurement
F4: general machine,
engine or steam engine

Yes
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Table 9 Thought-provoking form for attribute cross-field regeneration
CPC class of patent
Current patent
{Fill in current patent field}
{Fill in the CPC
(can be converted by
field
Class}
IPC)
Patent specific
Patent generic
{ Fill in F0}
{ Fill in GF0}
function
function
Effect of F0
{Fill in E0}
Thought-provoking 1. What are the new generic attribute GAn that can original effects E can
0
question
change or maintain?
2. What new specific attribute(s) An that new generic attribute G1 selected
in the GAn list can change or maintain?
3. Can I perform parameter manuplation on the E0’s formula to change or
maintain the new specific attribute An?
4. What is the field of new specific attribute(s)? Cross-field?
{ GAn that E0 can
change or maintain}
(Use Ef-Ga DB)
Choose GAn
Specify GAn
Formula for E0

CPC Class of An
Cross field?

{Fill in GAn that E0 can change or maintain }
{ Fill in GAn }
{Fill in An}
{Fill in Formula for
E0}

An from parameter
deployment of
formula

{Fill in An from
parameter deployment of
formula}

{Fill in CPC Class of
An }

Field of the CPC
class

{ Fill in field of CPC
class}

{Yes/ No}
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Table 10 Example of thought-provoking form for attribute cross-field regeneration
CPC class of patent
Current patent field
(can be converted
A01
Agricultural
by IPC)
Patent specific
Patent generic
Convex lens concentrates light
Concentrate Field
function
function
Effect of F0
Focusing
Thought-provoking 1. What are the new generic attribute GAn that can original effects E0 can
question
change or maintain?
2. What new specific attribute(s) An that new generic attribute G1 selected in
the GAn list can change or maintain?
3. Can I perform parameter manuplation on the E0’s formula to change or
maintain the new specific attribute An?
4. What is the field of new specific attribute(s)? Cross-field?
{ GAn that E0 can
Change Brightness
Increase Brightness
Measure Colour
change or
Change Energy
Increase Energy
Measure Frequency
maintain}
Change Power
Increase Power
Measure Length
(Use Ef-Ga DB)
Change Pressure
Increase Pressure
Measure Position
Change Sound
Increase Sound
Stabilise Brightness
Change Temperature
Increase Temperature
Choose GAn
Increase Energy, Increase Temperature
Specify GAn
Increase Energy → Increase UV energy for medical sterilization
Increase Energy → Increase FIR energy to promote blood circulation
Increase Energy → Increase X-ray energy, locally develop strong X-rays at
airport security
Increase Temperature → accumulate laser light for local precision welding
Formula for E0

CPC Class of An

d： Air thickness
R1&R2： Radius of curvature of the
lens
n： Refractive index o
focal length：

A1：A61
A2：A61
A3：G01
A4：B23
A5：A61

Cross field?

An from parameter
deployment of
formula

With the same
curvature and the same
focal length, increase
the refractive index of
the material to make
the lens thinner → for
minimally invasive
surgery

Field of the CPC
class

A1: Medicine,
Veterinary and Health
A2: Medicine,
Veterinary and Health
A3: Measurement
A4: Machine tools and
welders
A5: Medicine,
Veterinary and Health

Yes

2.4.6 Solutions screening
After completing the three patent cross-field regeneration thinking form, all the ideas need to be
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integrated and screened. The process is as follows:
1. Whether the sloution is suitable for the standard “industrial applicability”, that is, whether the
patent application can be applied in the industry, if yes, proceed to process 2; if not, skip to step
4.
2. Whether the sloution is suitable for the standard “novel”, that is, whether the patent is pending or
not already known to the public. If yes, proceed to process 3; if not, skip to step 4.
3. Whether the sloution is suitable for the standard “progressive”, that is, confirming that the patent
can not be easily accomplished by common sense or its knowledge.
4. Confirm that the answer satisfies the three requirements of the patent in sequence, and if the
three elements are not satisfied, the answer is not patentable.
This solutions screening table as shown in Table 11.
Table 11 Solutions screening table
ID

Modes

1

{Fill
in
mode}

2

{Fill
in
mode}

...

{Fill
in
mode}

Concept
solution
{Fill in
the
concept
solution}
{Fill in
the
concept
solution}
{Fill in
the
concept
solution}

Industrial
applicability

Novel

{Y/N}

{Y/N}

{Y/N}

{Y/N}

{Figure}

{Y/N}

{Y/N}

{Y/N}

{Y/N}

{Figure}

{Y/N}

{Y/N}

{Y/N}

{Y/N}

{Figure}

Progressive Patentable?

Figure

3. Summary
This research develops a complete systematic methods for patent cross-field regeneration, and
also designs the thought-provoking forms and the software “reverse effects and resources database” .
The example is also used to verify the methods.
The main contributions of this study are as follows:
1.

Develop a systematic methods for patent cross-field regeneration.

2.

Systematize the steps for patent cross-field regeneration and establish standard processes form,
descriptions, and example to help users process patent cross-field regeneration in a systematic
process.

3.

Establish a reverse effects database to provide a corresponding relationship between the effect
and the generic function/ attribute.

4.

Establish a reverse resources database to provide a corresponding relationship between the
resources and the generic function/ attribute.

5.

Develop a user-friendly user interface to help users complete patent cross-field regeneration
through software and forms.
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Abstract
In traditional TRIZ problem solving, for example using trends, the problem solver needs to look
through many potential trends to locate a small number of solution models. The process is time
consuming, highly subjective depending on individual’s expertise, and hardly repeatable if judged by
different experts. Instead of purely relying on logical reasoning and expert’s knowledge, this research
developed a mathematical approach to identify TRIZ trend solution models using support vector
machine. The use of quantitative methods allows the users quickly and objectively to obtain solution
models with priority based on existing trends and solved database which is the cumulative judgements
of many expert knowledge instead of individual expert’s judgment. This provides a paradigm-shift
new TRIZ-based problem-solving approach. The contributions of this research include: (1) Using the
support vector machine to identify suitable trends for problem solving with priority which is faster,
effective, objective, repeatable, and is capable of accumulating TRIZ experts’ experience in problem
solving compared to traditional TRIZ problem solving. (2) Implying and opening up many research
opportunities for using various mathematical classifiers to identify various TRIZ problem solving tools,
such as trends, effects, standards, inventive principles, etc.
Keywords: data mining, evolutionary trend, support vector machine, systematic innovation, TRIZ

1. Introduction
The concept of the problem-solving process of TRIZ is that after the "specific problem" is
transformed into the "model of problem", the corresponding "model of solution" is found from the
"model of problem". Finally, the "model of solution" transformed into a "specific solution" for the
specific problem. Sheng Chia Chiu (2017) proposed this concept, through this problem-solving
process, we analyze that there is a relationship of "similar problems with similar solutions" between
"specific problems" and "specific solutions". Therefore, we can refer to the similar problems solved
by previous researchers and the way of solving problems to find a specific solution to the specific
problem. However, the problem-solving process of TRIZ needs to rely on expert experience, logical
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reasoning and subjective judgment, and requires professional training and adjustment of logical
thinking methods and time to reach the answer, as the circle shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TRIZ problem-solving process
Therefore, this research uses the evolution trend of TRIZ as a problem-solving tool and the
support vector machine as a computer-assisted method for finding solutions. This research aims to
provides a more objective decision-making method for problem solvers. The purpose is to improve
the subjective judgment and time spent which are dependent on experts, and to improve the
convenience: (1) Import the support vector machine as the basis of classification, reduce the error and
time of subjective judgment, and make problem solving more efficient. (2) Use three definitional
thinking modes and compare the effects of the three definitions. (3) Those with non-program
background can also use this software developed by the thinking modes to solve problems.
Section 2 introduces what evolutionary trend and support vector machine are. Section 3 shows
how to perform SVM on solving TRIZ problem. Section 4 represents the user interface we constructed
to make it more convenience to solve the problem. Section 5 verifies the result of the research. Section
6 provides conclusions and contributions.

2. Literature review
This session briefly reviews evolutionary trend and support vector machine.
▪2.1 Evolutionary trend
Evolutionary trend is an innovative tool for exploring the "development trend of the system in
the future". After Altshuller proposed this tool, the evolutionary trend has been developing for a period
of time. Thanks to many scholars' researches and improvement, the theory of the evolutionary trend is
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quite complete. Therefore, the evolution trend can be regarded as a mature and systematic innovation
tool, and it has been widely used.
The evolutionary trend theory contains a number of trends in different thinking aspects. Each
trend is divided into several stages, and the number of stages is not the same. Between stages is a leaptype evolutionary process. In any trend, the evolution of the stage has a context to follow. So, users
can use the context as a reference for the system evolution.
At present, because of the evolutionary trend, solutions with higher innovative value are often
obtained, so many experts and scholars have in-depth research. Although the evolution trend is an
effective tool for solving problems, it is usually necessary to have a considerable in-depth
understanding of the relevant fields of the problems when solving the problem, or rely on well-trained
experts to compare the problems and the evolution trends one by one through manual methods, and
thus the valuable innovative answers can be obtained. However, there are many evolution trends after
integration. If the evolution trend analysis is carried out by traditional methods, it is quite timeconsuming and the judgment results may lack objectivity.
In order to solve the above-mentioned problems concerning evolutionary trends, Qiu Shengjia
(2013) proposed to identify trend answers by a binary pattern similarity comparison method, which
uses a binary method to analyze functions and attributes, and compares the problem with past cases
with Taguchi method for similarity comparison. Deng Naicheng (2015) proposed to identify trend
solutions by means of ternary similarity comparison, and compared similarity by mathematical and
physical methods calculated by distance function. Finally, through a humanized software interface,
Deng Naicheng (2015) assisted users in finding more efficient solutions than traditional methods.
Wang Yaoting (2017) added Lu Zongxing's (2012) evolution trend list to make the evolution trend
more complete.
The evolution trend can use the classification or clustering method developed in recent years,
refer to Cong, H., & Tong, LH (2008). And the function and attribute analysis methods of the
predecessors as the basis, the support vector machine, one of the classification methods, will classify
the evolution trends. A set of prioritized answers are obtained according to the classification results,
and the problem solving of the new evolution trend is discussed by statistical methods.
▪2.2 Support vector machine (SVM)
Support vector machine is a classification algorithm proposed by Vapnik (1995) et al. It is a
machine learning system developed mainly on the basis of statistical learning theory (SLT) to deal
with the classification and regression of multi-dimensional functions.
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The support vector machine hopes to find a hyperplane in a finite dimension to perform linear
segmentation on the training data. The mathematical formula of this hyperplane H is shown in
Equation (1).

w1 x1  w2 x2  w3 x3    wm xm  b  w  x  b  0

(1)

where

wi , xi , b  R
x   x1 , x2 , x3 , , xm  , w  w1 , w2 , w3 , , wm   R n
where w is the normal vector of the hyperplane, x is support vector and b is the offset term.
According to this hyperplane, the data can be classified, and the data can be divided into positive and
negative categories. Therefore, when we have a set of training data, we can obtain the hyperplane
decision function of this set of training data, as shown in Equation (2).

fˆ  x   w1 x1  w 2 x 2  w 3 x 3    w m x m  b  w  x  b

(2)

where

wi , xi , b  R
x   x1 , x2 , x3 , , xm  , w  w1 , w2 , w3 , , wm   R n
All points falling on this hyperplane must satisfy fˆ  xi   w  xi  b  0 . If the hyperplane can
correctly classify this set of training data D, this set of training data is called linear separable data.
After the training data is substituted into the obtained decision function, if fˆ  xi   0 , the data will be
located above the hyperplane, and the data will be classified into positive categories, namely yi  1 .
If fˆ  xi   0 , the data is located below this hyperplane, the data will be divided into negative
categories, namely yi  1 . As shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The best hyperplane divides the data into two categories

3. Research methods
This research combines the views of many scholars on evolutionary trends, using the 52
evolutionary trends derived from the two evolutionary trends theories "Gen 3" and "Mann" developed
by Lu Zongxing (2012) and the two new ones added by Wang Yaoting (2016). A total of 54 trends are
used as the basis for integration and research. In addition, Qiu Shengjia (2013) uses the binary
similarity index to identify the evolution trend solution model and Deng Naicheng (2015) has the fuzzy
concept of the ternary similarity index to identify the evolution trend solution model. This research
proposes an evolutionary trend solution model based on support vector machine identification, and
compares the performance of problem solving.
This research is based on the "attribute and function analysis" of evolutionary trends, and refers
to Deng Naicheng (2015) similarity algorithm and definition. This research proposes to use machine
learning to identify system problems by continuation of Qiu Shengjia's (2013) dual definition concept
and Deng Naicheng's (2015) ternary definition concept, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Three definition methods
Calculation Definition
methods
methods

Method 1
Method 2
Method 3

Binary
strict
Binary
loose
Ternary

The corresponding
value when the
attribute
or
function is related
to the problem
1

The corresponding
value when the
attribute or function
may be related to the
problem
0

The corresponding
value when
the
attribute or function
is not related to the
problem
0

1

1

0

1

0.5

0
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In section 3.1, introduce arrays that describe the problem, solved cases and trends; 3.2 are steps
to perform classification; 3.3 will derive how SVM model work in the research; 3.4 sets the weighted
variables that needs.
▪3.1 Standardized array
Express the characteristics of problems and trends through a standardized array. In section 3.1.1,
introduce the problem characteristic array; 3.1.2 introduces solution array; 3.1.3 introduces case array;
3.1.4 introduces trend characteristic array.
▪3.1.1 Problem Characteristic Array (PCA)
"Problem Characteristic Array (PCA)" describes the characteristics of the problem, and after the
problem is standardized, the problem content is clearly displayed. This enables problems to be
compared and analyzed, and the data can be conveniently stored in the database, and can also be used
by other TRIZ tools.
The problem characteristic array includes an attribute array and a function array, and the attributes
and function parameters are expressed mathematically. The attribute array represents the
characteristics related to the problem. The function array is divided into two parts, one part is the direct
function array, which represents the functions that the problem needs to achieve; and the other part is
the indirect function array, which represents the change or maintenance of attributes to solve the
problem, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Array of problem characteristics based on attributes and functions
PCA
Function array

Problem
number

Attribute array
Indirect function
1

2

…

P

1

2

…

Direct function
P

1

2

…

K

i

 Binary classification:
In a binary array, 1 or 0 is used to represent "attribute elements" and "functional elements" that
are "related" or "unrelated".
• In the attribute array, if the attribute is "determined" as the characteristic attribute of the
problem or the attribute that needs to be changed, the value is represented by 1; otherwise, it is 0.
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• In the direct function array, if the function "determines" the function that needs to be
achieved to solve the problem, the value is represented by 1; otherwise, it is 0.
• In the indirect function array, if it represents the change of the attribute or maintains
"determined" to help solve the problem, the value is represented by 1; otherwise, it is 0.
 Ternary classification:
In the ternary classification, 1, 0.5 and 0 are used to represent the "attribute elements" and
"functional elements" of "relevant", "partially relevant" or "irrelevant".
• In the attribute array, if the attribute is "determined" as a characteristic attribute of the
problem or an attribute that needs to be changed, the value is represented by 1; if the attribute "may"
be a characteristic attribute of the problem or an attribute that needs to be changed, the value is
expressed as 0.5 means; if the attribute is "definitely not" the characteristic attribute of the problem
or the attribute that needs to be changed, the value is expressed as 0.
• In the direct function array, if the function "determines" the function that needs to be
achieved to solve the problem, the value is represented by 1; if the function "may" be a function
that needs to be achieved to solve the problem, the value is 0.5 Means; if the function is "definitely
not" to solve the problem, the value is expressed as 0.
• In the indirect function array, if the attribute change or maintenance "determines" to help
solve the problem, the value is represented by 1; if the attribute change or maintenance "may" help
solve the problem, the value is represented by 0.5; If the change of the attribute or the maintenance
"definitely cannot" help solve the problem, the value is represented by 0.

▪3.1.2 Solution Array (SA)
"Solution Array (SA)" uses the solution model of the TRIZ problem-solving tool to present the
problem-solving situation, and expresses the problem-solving model through an array. Because the
TRIZ tool discussed in this study is an evolutionary trend, the solution array is represented by 54
evolutionary trends. As shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Original evolution trend solution array
Trend 1
t1

SA
Trend 2
t2

…
…

Trend T
tT

t represents the trend T, when t is "1", as long as there is a stage in the trend T that can be the
answer to the problem, it means that the trend T can be used as the solution model of the problem;
when t is "0", it means that the trend T cannot be used as the solution model of the problem.
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▪3.1.3 Case Array (CA)
The combination of the problem characteristic array (PCA) and the solution array (SA) is the
"Case Array (CA)". The method of using this array is similar to the problem characteristic array and
the solution array. Each case has been answered and arranged according to the solved case number.
When classifying, this research will express the collected and answered cases in a case array, and then
train them according to 54 different trends. The answered cases that can be classified as answers to the
specific problem are adjusted according to the problem as the specific answer to the related problem,
as shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Case Array
CA
PCA

SA
Function array

Attribute array

Solution array
Indirect function

Direct function

1

1

Case
1

2

…

P

2

…

P

2

…

K

1

2

…

T

1
2
⋮
C

▪3.1.4 Trend Characteristic Array (TCA)
The evolutionary trend itself is a solution, and its related characteristic attributes and functions
are represented by the "Trend Characteristic Array (TCA)". Unlike the case array, the trend
characteristic array has no answer array, because itself is a model of solution. In this study, trends will
be added to the cases and be trained with the case array. The trend itself has multiple stages, but
because the number of cases is not enough for training, the trend characteristic array of Deng Naicheng
(2015) is modified. Combine the stages of the original trend, and each solvable stage belongs to the
same trend. For example, if a trend has three stages, all three stages are the trend. In the training set,
this trend has three trend solution data. Among them, M represents this is the m-th trend; P represents
the total number of attributes; K represents the total number of functions, as shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Trend Characteristic Array
TCA
Mth
Trend



Attribute array
1

2

…

P

Function array
Indirect function
Direct function
1
2
…
P
1
2
…
K

Binary classification calculation method:

In a binary array, 1 or 0 is used to represent "attribute elements" and "functional elements" that
are "related" or "unrelated".
 In the attribute array, if the attribute is "determined" as the characteristic attribute or attribute
of the trend, the value is represented by 1; otherwise, it is 0.
 In the direct function array, if the problem is solved, the function "determines" the function
that can be achieved, the value is represented by 1; otherwise, it is 0.
 In the indirect function array, if the attribute change or maintain "determines" to help solve
the problem, the value is represented by 1; otherwise, it is 0.


Ternary classification calculation method:

In the ternary similarity calculation method, both "attribute elements" and "functional elements"
use 1, 0.5 and 0 to represent "relevant", "partially relevant" or "irrelevant".
 In the attribute array, if the attribute is "determined" as the trend attribute or possessed
attribute, the value is represented by 1; if the attribute is "may" be the characteristic attribute or
possessed attribute of the trend, the value is represented by 0.5 ; If the attribute is "definitely not" as
the characteristic attribute or possessed attribute of the trend, the value is represented by 0.
 In the direct function array, if the function "determines" the function that can be achieved
when the problem is solved, the value is represented by 1; if the problem is solved, the function "may"
be achieved by the function, the value is represented by 0.5; If the problem is solved, the function
"definitely cannot" be achieved, the value is represented by 0.
 In the indirect function array, if the attribute changed or maintained "determines" to help
solve the problem when the problem is solved, the value is represented by 1; if the problem is solved,
the attribute change or maintain "may" can help solve the problem , The value of the field is
represented by 0.5; if the attribute changed or maintained "definitely cannot" help solve the problem
when the problem is solved, the value of the field is represented by 0.
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▪3.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classification
When using the support vector machine to classify the standardized array, the problem
characteristic array needs to be substituted into the trained data set for testing. These data sets include
case arrays and trend characteristic arrays.
Based on the TRIZ theory, "similar problems have similar answers". We use the support vector
machine to find the already-answered problems that are similar to the problem, and then use it to solve
the problem to find a similar answer. And in the past problem-solving experience, it is found that the
function array is more important than the attribute array. Therefore, we use two classifiers: attribute
classifier and functional classifier. After the problem characteristic array passes through two classifiers,
two scores will be obtained respectively, and then multiplied by the weight value of the function and
attribute, and the model of solution will be prioritized according to the final weighted score. The
detailed steps are as follows:
Step 1: Put the case array and the trend characteristic array into the database, and train them
according to the 54 trends to obtain 54 attribute classifiers and function classifiers. Each classifier will
get a decision function.
Step 2: Substitute the functional part of the problem characteristic array into the decision function
of the functional classifier.
Step 3: If the characteristic array of the problem to be tested is marked as "+1", the case of the
trend can be used as the answer to the problem. In addition, according to the classification of the
support vector machine, the farther the classified data point is from the distinguishing plane, the better
the classification effect. The distance between the classified data point and the distinguishing plane is
the decision value obtained after the problem is substituted into the decision function of the classifier.
The decision value is an important basis for subsequent ranking.
Step 4: Substitute the attribute part of the problem characteristic array into the decision function
of the attribute classifier.
Step 5: If the characteristic array of the problem being tested is marked as "+1", then the trend
case can be used as the answer to the problem. In addition, according to the classification of the support
vector machine, the farther the classified data point is from the distinguishing plane, the better the
classification effect. The distance between the classified data point and the distinguishing plane is the
decision value obtained after the problem is substituted into the decision function of the classifier. The
decision value is an important basis for subsequent ranking.
Step 6: Multiply the decision value obtained in Step 3 by the function weight, multiply the
decision value obtained in Step 5 by the attribute weight, and add the two together.
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Step 7: After all trends are tested, sort the trend solutions according to the weighted score results
of step 6.
The higher the order of the solution, the more likely it is to be a model for the specific problem.
According to this concept, the solution model of a specific problem can be found from the answer
database. The overall structure of the calculation method is shown in Figure 3.

Concept of SVM
classifier

Attribute

Function

classifier

classifier

Problem
characteristic
array to test

Case
array and trend
characteristic
array to train

Problem
characteristic
array to test

Case
array and trend
characteristic
array to train

Figure 3. Application of support vector machine classification method to the framework of
evolutionary trend theory

▪3.3 Standardized array classification method
This section introduces how to use SVM for classification in this research after standardizing the
problem characteristic array, trend characteristic array and case array, and derives how this research
applies the SVM principle to the array. Since the trend itself is a kind of case, this study will train the
trend together with the solved cases when training the data. In addition, the similarity calculation
method is divided into two calculation steps: "attribute array classifier" and "function array classifier".
In the end, each is multiplied by the weight, as described below. The variables in the problem
characteristic array, case array and trend characteristic array tables are shown in Table 6, Table 7, and
Table 8.
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Table 6. Variables matched with the case array

CA
PCA

SA
Function array

Solution
array

Attribute array
Indirect function

Direct function

Case
1

2

…

P

1

2

…

P

1

2

…

K

1

𝑧

𝑧

…

𝑧

𝑧

𝑧

…

𝑧

𝑧

𝑧

…

𝑧

2

𝑧

𝑧

…

𝑧

𝑧

𝑧

…

𝑧

𝑧

𝑧

…

𝑧

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋱

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋱

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋱

⋮

C

𝑧

𝑧

…

𝑧

𝑧

𝑧

…

𝑧

𝑧

𝑧

…

𝑧

1 2 … T

The symbols in Table 6 are defined as follows:
(1)

𝑧 : Indicates whether the attribute p is the characteristic attribute of the problem or the

attribute that needs to be changed when classifying the trend t in the c-th case, where A represents the
attribute.
(2)

𝑧 : Indicates whether the change or maintenance of the attribute p can help us solve the

problem when the problem is solved in the c-th case when classifying the trend t, where f stands for
indirect function.
(3) 𝑧 : Indicates whether the function k can help us solve the problem when the problem is
solved in the c-th case when classifying the trend t, where F stands for direct function.
(4) P: There are 80 attributes in total. (Number of attributes collected by this research)
(5) K: There are 62 functions in total. (Number of functions collected by this research)
Table 7. Variables matched with the problem characteristic array
PCA
Problem
number

Attribute array

Function array
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Indirect function

i

Direct function

1

2

…

P

1

2

…

P

1

2

…

K

𝑥

𝑥

…

𝑥

𝑥

𝑥

…

𝑥

𝑥

𝑥

…

𝑥

The symbols in Table 7 are defined as follows:
(1)

𝑥 : Indicates whether the attribute p is the characteristic attribute of the problem or the

attribute that needs to be changed in the i-th specific problem, where A represents the attribute.
(2)

𝑥 : Indicates whether the change or maintenance of the attribute p can help us solve the

problem in the i-th specific problem when the problem is solved, where f stands for indirect function.
(3) 𝑥 : In the i-th specific problem, when solving the problem, whether the achievement of
function k can help us solve the problem, where F stands for direct function.
(4) P: There are 80 attributes in total. (Number of attributes collected by this research)
(5) K: There are 62 functions in total. (Number of functions collected by this research)
Table 8. Variables matched with the trend characteristic array
TCA
Attribute array

Nth
Trend

1
𝑡

n

2
𝑡

…
…

P
𝑡

Function array
Indirect function
Direct function
1
2
…
P
1
2
… K
…
…
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡

The symbols in Table 8 are defined as follows:
(1)

𝑡 : Indicates whether the attribute p in the nth trend is the characteristic attribute

or the attribute owned by the trend when classifying the trend t, where A represents the
attribute.
(2)

𝑡 : Indicates whether the change or maintenance of the attribute p in the nth trend

can help us solve the problem when classifying the trend t, where A represents indirect
function.
(3) 𝑡 : Indicates whether the function k can help us solve the problem when the
problem is solved in the nth trend when classifying the trend t, where A represents the direct
function.
(4) P: There are 80 attributes in total. (Number of attributes collected by this research)
(5) K: There are 62 functions in total. (Number of functions collected by this research)
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Other symbol definitions:
A
(1) d : In the attribute classifier, the decision value obtained after the sample is
brought into the decision function.
A

W : The weight of the attribute classifier on the sample.

(2)

F& f
d : In the function classifier, the decision value obtained after the sample is
(3)
brought into the decision function.
F& f

(4)

W : The weight of the functional classifier on the sample.

Figure 4 shows the classifier concept of support vector machines. Since the importance of the
function is greater than the attribute, this study divides the classification into two parts.

Figure 4. Support vector machine classification concept


Part 1: Function array classifier

As in Equations (1) and (4), function classifier optimization constraint after substituting into the
array.

Minimize

1
w
2

2

subject to



yi w1 w2 ... wPK   [ f1 z1t

f t
1 2

z

...

f t
1 P

z

F t
1 1

z

F t
1 2

z

...



z ]  b 1  0,

F t
1 K

(3)

i=1, 2, …, C
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y j w1 w2 ... wPK   [ 1f t1t

f t
1 2

t

f t
1 P

...

F t
1 1

t

F t
1 2

t

t



t ]  b  1  0, (4)

F t
1 K

...

j=1, 2, …, N
where w  w1

w2 ... wPK  , is the normal vector of the hyperplane.
Table 9. Variables matched with the array
Attribute
array
𝑥

Problem characteristic array

Indirect
function
𝑥

Direct
function
𝑥

Case array

𝑧

𝑧

𝑧

Trend characteristic array

𝑡

𝑡

𝑡

For the convenience of solving, the above main problem is transformed by Lagrange multiplier.
Transform the optimization problem from the original restrictive optimization problem to the nonrestrictive optimization problem. As Equation (5):

1 2
w
2
subject to y i w1

Minimize



w2

w P   [ f1 z pt

...

F
1



z kt ]  b  1  0,

i = 1, 2, …, C



y j w1

w2

...

w P   [ 1f t pt



t ]  b  1  0,

F t
1 k

j = 1, 2, …, N
where w  w1

(5)

w2 ... wPK  , is the normal vector of the hyperplane.

Through calculation, we can derive Equation (6).

L p w , b,  



1 2 C
w  i1 i yi w   fi zpt
2

1 2 C
w  i 1i yi w   fi zpt
2

F
i

F
i

zkt   b   1  i1 i yi w   fi tpt

zkt  i 1i yi w   fi tpt
N

N

t  b i  1i yi 

F t
i k

C N

C N

i 1

i

t   b   1

F t
i k

(6)

C is the number of cases and N is the number of trends, i  0 , i  1,2,, C  N called
Lagrange multiplier, corresponding to each inequality.
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From the main problem to the optimization problem of minimizing L p w ,b,   and restricting

 i  0 . The dual problems of w and b can be obtained by taking partial differentiation of
L p w ,b,   , and substituting functional variables into Equation (6) to obtain the following Equation
(7):

 L p w , b ,  
w

 w 

C

i 1

 w  i  1  i y i  fi z pt
C

 i y i  fi z pt

F
i

F
i

z kt  i  1  i y i  fi t pt
N

z kt   i  1  i y i  fi t pt
N

F
i

F
i

t kt   0

t kt 

(7)

Partial differential formula 2 substituting functional variables as Equation (8).

Lp w , b,  
b

 i 1 i yi  0
m

m

i 1



 i yi  0

(8)

Substitute the restriction obtained above back to the original Equation (6) L p w ,b,   to obtain
the new Lagrange quadratic function formula LD   to Equation (9):

LD   


2
1
C
w  i 1 i yi w   fi zpt
2

1 C
{  yi y j i j  fi z pt
2 i, j 1

F
i

zkt   i 1 i yi w   fi tpt

z kt   fj z pt

F
j

 i 1 j1yi y j i j  fi zpt

F
i

zkt   fi tpt

F t
i k

 {i , j 1 yi y j i j  fi zpt

F
i

zkt   fj z p

F
j

 i 1 j1 yi y j i j  fi zpt

F
i

zkt   fj t p

F
j K

N

C

C

N

C

CN

 b i  1  i yi 


1
2

C

z kt   i 1 j1yi y j i j  fi t pt

 

C

N

i, j 1

F t
i k

t   fj tpt

F t
i k

zK   i 1 j1 yi y j i j  fi t p

t

C

 

yi y j i j  fi tpt

F
j

t }

F
i K

F
j

t   fj tpt

F t
j k

z kt   i 1 j1yi y j i j  fi t pt

F t
i k

F t
i k

z kt 

F t
j k

t   fj zpt

N

N

i, j 1

i

t   fj z pt

N

yi y j i j  fi tpt

CN

i 1

zkt 

t }

i

C



+ i 1 j1yi y j i j  fi zpt
N

t

CN

F t
i k

CN

i 1

 i  {i , j 1 yi y j i j  fi z pt

CN

i 1

t   b i  1 i yi 

N

F
i

F
i

zkt   fj tpt

F
i

z kt   fj z pt

F
j

C

N

t  + i , j 1 yi y j i j  fi tpt

F t
j k

N

t   fj tpt

F t
i k

t   fj z pt

F t
j k

t

 }

F
j

z kt 

(9)
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L p w ,b,  

After sorting, the original solution of the minimum value

is transformed into the

dual problem of finding the maximum value LD   . After substituting the functional variables into
Equation (9), the new objective and restriction equations are:
Maximize

 i  {i , j 1 yi y j i j  fi z pt

LD   

1
2

CN

i 1

C

 i 1 j1yi y j i j  fi zpt
N

C

subject to

i



F
i

F
i

zkt   fj tpt

F t
j k

t

z kt   fj z pt

 

N

i , j 1

F
j

z kt   i 1 j1yi y j i j  fi t pt
C

t   fj z pt

N

yi y j i j  fi t p

t   fj tpt

F
i K

F t
i k

F
j

z kt 

 }

F t
j k

t

N C

ci

 i yi  0 ,   i  0

(10)

can be obtained from Equation (8), and substituting the obtained  i



into Equation (7) to

obtain optimal w  .
w   i 1 i yi  fi zpt


C

F
i

z kt   i 1 i yi  fi t pt


N

F t
i k

t



(11)

 i is the best solution of the new objective formula and the restriction formula, the optimization


problem must satisfy the KKT condition (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker complementarity conditions), and the
functional variables are substituted, as shown in Equation (12):
 i   y i  w    fi z pt

F
i

 i   y i  w    fi t pt

F t
i k



 

z kt  b   1  0,

i  1,2...C

  b   1   0,

i  1,2...N

t



Each Lagrange multiplier  i
f
2

z pt ,…,



f
i

y i w   [ fi t pt

z pt ,

F t
1 k

z ,



F
2



(12)

corresponds to each training data in the function array

zkt ,…,

F
i



y i w   [ fi z pt

zkt . If  i   0 ,

F
i

t ]  b   1  0 . Indicates that the functional training data

F t
i k

corresponding to Lagrange multiplier  i





z kt ]  b   1  0
f
i

z pt ,

F
i

zkt ,

t ,

f t
i p

f
1

z pt ,

and

t

F t
i p

are support vectors, and these support vectors happen to

fall on the boundary of the distinguishing plane. Assume data x p is the attribute case or trend of the



support vector, we can obtain y p  w  x p  b   1 by the above KKT conditions. After multiplying


both sides by y p , w  x p  b  y p is obtained and the following Equation (13) is obtained:

b   y p  w   x p  y p  ( i I  i y i  fi z pt


sv

F
i

z kt  x p  i  1  i y i  fi t pt
N



t  x p )

F t
i k

(13)
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Substituting the above b and w  into the Equation (2), we obtain the decision function

f xˆ   signw  xˆ  b  . Express the function array part of the problem characteristic array [ 𝑥

𝑥 ]

as x̂ , and substitute it into the decision function f  xˆ to obtain the decision value. We use the
symbol

f &F

d to represent the decision value obtained by substituting the problem characteristic array

into the decision function. In the support vector machine principle, when f xˆ   0 , the problem
characteristic array x̂ is in the same category as the data marked "+1". This problem can be answered

by the trend of such cases. When f xˆ  0 , it means that the problem characteristic array x̂ belongs
to the same category as the data marked as "-1". This problem cannot be answered by the trend of such
cases. The decision value indicates the distance between the problem characteristic array and the
hyperplane. Therefore, if there are two or more trends at the same time when the decision value is
greater than 0, the higher the decision value, it means that this trend has a higher chance of being the
answer to the problem compared to other trends. If there are two or more trends at the same time when
the decision value is less than 0, the lower the decision value, it means that this trend has a lower
chance of being the answer to the problem compared to other trends. Therefore, this study uses the
decision value as an important basis for solution prioritization.
The decision value
by the weight

f &F

f &F

d obtained by the function classifier of the problem will be multiplied

W of the function classifier. Therefore, when the problem characteristic array passes

through the function classifier of each trend, the function weighted decision value of all trends will be
obtained.



Part 2: Attribute Array Classifier

Optimized restriction formula of attribute classifier after substituting into array as Equation (14)
and (15).

Minimize

1
w
2

subject to

y i w1



2

w2

... wP  



A t
1 1

A
1

z

z2

t

...

A
1

t

 

z P  b  1  0,

(14)

i = 1, 2, …, C



y j w1 w2 ... wP   [ A1 t1t

A t
1 2

t

...



t ]  b  1  0,

A t
1 P

(15)

j = 1, 2, …, N
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where w  w1 w2 ... wP  , is the normal vector of the hyperplane.
Table 10. variables in arrays
Problem characteristic array
Case array

Attribute array
𝑥
𝑧

Indirect function
𝑥
𝑧

Direct function
𝑥
𝑧

𝑡

𝑡

𝑡

Trend characteristic array

By Table 10, we substitute variables in Equations (14) nad (15) into Equations (16) and (17) as
shown below:

Minimize

1
w
2

subject to

y i w1



2

w2

...



w P  [ A1 z pt ]  b  1  0,

(16)

i = 1, 2, …, C



y j w1



... wP  [ A1 t pt ]  b  1  0,

w2

(17)

j = 1, 2, …, N
where w  w1 w2 ... wP  , is the normal vector of the hyperplane.
For the convenience of solving, the above main problem is transformed by Lagrange multiplier.
Transform the optimization problem from the original restrictive optimization problem to the nonrestrictive optimization problem. As Equation (18):

L p w , b,  



1 2 C
N
w  i1 i yi w   Ai zpt   b   1  i1 i yi w   Ai tpt   b   1
2

2
1
C
N
CN
CN
w  i 1 i yi w   Ai zpt   i 1 i yi w   Ai tpt   b i  1 i yi  i  1 i
2

(18)

C is the number of cases and N is the number of trends, i  0 , i  1,2,, C  N called
Lagrange multiplier, corresponding to each inequality.
From the main problem to the optimization problem of minimizing L p w ,b,   and restricting

 i  0 . The dual problems of w and b can be obtained by taking partial differentiation of
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L p w ,b,   , and substituting functional variables into Equation (18) to obtain the following Equations
(19) and (20):
 L p w , b ,  



C

 w    i yi

w

i 1

 w 

A
i



N

z pt    i y i

 t  0
A t
i p

i 1

  i y i  Ai z pt    i y i  Ai t pt 
C

N

i 1

i 1

Lp w , b,  
b

 i 1 i yi  0 
m

m

i 1

(19)

 i yi  0

(20)

Substitute the restriction obtained above back to the original Equation (18)

L p w ,b,  

the new Lagrange quadratic function formula LD   as Equation (21):
2
1
C
N
CN
CN
w  i 1 i yi w   Ai zpt   i 1 i yi w   Ai tpt   b i  1 i yi  i  1 i
2

LD   

1 C
 {  y i y j  i j
2 i, j 1
N

C

 yi y j i j
i  1 j 1

C

i , j 1

C

A t
j p

N

i

j

i

j

A t
i p

i  1 j 1

N

A t
i p

i

j

i

A t
i p

j

A t
j p

 z   z    y y    t   z 
A t
i p

i  1 j 1

C

A t
j p

N

i

i 1 j 1

j

i

A t
i p

j

A t
j p

 z   t    y y    t   t }
A t
i p

N

A t
j p

i

i , j 1

j

i

A t
i p

j

A t
j p

CN

i 1

i

m
1 C
  i  {  yi y j i j
2 i, j 1
c 1

 z   z    y y    t   z 
A t
i p

C

A t
j p

N

i

j

i

j

i  1 j 1

 y y    z   t    y y    t   t }
N

C

i

i  1 j 1

j

i

A t
j p

i, j  1

C

CN

A t
i p

A t
i p

  yi y ji j
 b i  1  i yi 

 z   z    y y    t   z  

 z   t    y y    t   t }

 {  yi y ji j
N

to obtain

j

A t
i p

A t
j p

N

i

i, j 1

j

i

j

A t
i p

A t
j p

A t
i p

A t
j p

+
(21)
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After sorting, the original solution of the minimum value L p w ,b,   is transformed into the
dual problem of finding the maximum value LD   . After substituting the functional variables into
Equation (18), the new objective and restriction as Equation (22):
Maximize

   

   

m
C N
1 C
LD  i  {yi yjij Ai zpt  Aj zpt yi yjij Ai tpt  Aj zpt +
2 i, j 1
c 1
i 1 j1

   

N C

   

N

yi yjij Ai zpt  Ajtpt  yi yjij Ai tpt  Aj tpt }
i 1 j1

N C

ci

 i yi  0 ,   i  0

subject to

i



(22)

i, j 1

can be obtained from Equation (8), and substituting the obtained  i



into Equation (19) to

obtain w  .
w   i 1 i yi  Ai z pt   i 1 i yi  Ai t pt 
C



N



(23)

 i is the best solution of the new objective formula and the restriction formula, the optimization


problem must satisfy the KKT condition (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker complementarity conditions), and the
functional variables are substituted, as shown in Equation (24):
 i   y i  w    Ai z pt   b    1   0,

i  1,2...C

 i   y i  w    Ai t pt   b    1   0,

i  1,2...N

Each Lagrange multiplier  i

A
2



(24)

corresponds to each training data in the function array

A
1

z pt ,

z pt ,…, Ai z p . If  i   0 , y i  w  [ Ai z pt ]  b    1  0 and y i  w  [ Ai t pt ]  b    1  0 . Indicates that the

attribute training data

A
i

z pt ， Ai tpt corresponding to Lagrange multiplier  i  are support vectors, and

these support vectors happen to fall on the boundary of the distinguishing plane. Assume data x p is



the attribute case or trend of the support vector, we can obtain y p  w  x p  b   1 by the above KKT


conditions. After multiplying both sides by y p , w  x p  b  y p is obtained and the following

Equation (25) is obtained:
b   y p  w   x p  y p  ( i I  i y i  Ai z pt  x p  i 1  i y i  Ai t pt  x p )


sv

N



(25)
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Substituting the above b and w  into the Equation (2), we obtain the decision function

f xˆ   signw  xˆ  b  . Express the attribute array part of the problem characteristic array 𝑥 as
x̂ , and substitute it into the decision function f  xˆ to obtain the decision value. We use the symbol
A

d to represent the decision value obtained by substituting the problem characteristic array into the

decision function. In the support vector machine principle, when f xˆ   0 , the problem characteristic

array x̂ is in the same category as the data marked "+1". This problem can be answered by the trend
of such cases. When f xˆ  0 , it means that the problem characteristic array x̂ belongs to the same

category as the data marked as "-1". This problem cannot be answered by the trend of such cases. The
decision value indicates the distance between the problem characteristic array and the hyperplane.
Therefore, if there are two or more trends at the same time when the decision value is greater than 0,
the higher the decision value, it means that this trend has a higher chance of being the answer to the
problem compared to other trends. If there are two or more trends at the same time when the decision
value is less than 0, the lower the decision value, it means that this trend has a lower chance of being
the answer to the problem compared to other trends. Therefore, this study uses the decision value as
an important basis for solution prioritization.
The decision value

d obtained by the function classifier of the problem will be multiplied by
the weight AW of the attribute classifier. Therefore, when the problem characteristic array passes
through the function classifier of each trend, the function weighted decision value of all trends will be
obtained.


A

Part 3

After adding weighted decision value of function and weighted decision value of attribute, we
obtain the total decision value of the specific trend, as Equation (26). Getting decision values of every
trend, rank them according to the value decreasingly. Thus, we have solutions with priority.

D weighted  f ( fi x p , Fi x k ) F & f W  f ( Ai x p ) A W
 D weighted 

f &F

d  F & f W  Ad  A W

(26)

▪3.4 Setting weights
In this study, there are attribute and function classifiers in each trend classifier, and has to weight
each obtained decision value to rank. Variables are AW and F & f W , as needed to know the best
combination of weight variables, the way to obtain them is shown bellowed. In addition, there are also
a rate called accuracy rate which is the matched answer divided by output number of solutions, n.
Step1: Identify variables
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A
Weight variable of attribute classifier W and function classifier
A
F& f
And W + W =1.

F& f

W are need to do experiments.

Step2: Justify weight variables
A
To avoid the low accuracy rates caused by the weight value, we justified W and

F& f

W.

Step3: accuracy rate for each combination.
A
A
F& f
Value of W is 0 to 1, interval is 0.01, and W + W =1, n = 1,2,…,15, thus there are 101×15 =
F& f
W ,we partially show them in Table 11.
1515 accuracy rates。There should be 101 values for

In method 1, determined by the average accuracy rate, weight value of function is 0.66, and
weight value of attribute is 0.34 has the best result.
Table 11. partial result of weight setting in method 1
&

W

0.7

0.69

0.68

0.67

0.66

0.65

0.64

0.63

…

1

0.6296

0.6296

0.6296

0.6296

0.6296

0.6296

0.6296

0.6296

…

2

0.7222

0.7222

0.7222

0.7222

0.7593

0.7593

0.7593

0.7593

…

3

0.7963

0.7963

0.7963

0.7963

0.7963

0.7963

0.7963

0.7963

…

4

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

…

5

0.8519

0.8333

0.8333

0.8333

0.8333

0.8333

0.8333

0.8333

…

6

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8333

0.8333

0.8333

0.8333

…

7

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8333

0.8333

0.8333

…

8

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8333

0.8333

…

9

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

…

10

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

…

11

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

…

12

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

…

13

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8704

0.8704

…

14

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

…

15

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

…

n

In method 2, determined by the average accuracy rate, weight value of function is 0.73, and
weight value of attribute is 0.27 has the best result. There should be 101 values for F & f W ,we partially
show them shown in Table 12.
Table 12. partial result of weight setting in method 2
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&

W

0.77

0.76

0.75

0.74

0.73

0.72

0.71

0.7

…

1

0.6111

0.6111

0.6111

0.6111

0.6111

0.6111

0.6111

0.6111

…

2

0.7222

0.7222

0.7222

0.7222

0.7222

0.7222

0.7222

0.7222

…

3

0.7778

0.7778

0.7963

0.7963

0.7963

0.7963

0.7963

0.7963

…

4

0.8333

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

…

5

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

…

6

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

…

7

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

…

8

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

…

9

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

…

10

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

…

11

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

…

12

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

…

13

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

…

14

0.8889

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

…

15

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

…

n

In method 3, determined by the average accuracy rate, weight value of function is 0.73, and
weight value of attribute is 0.27 has the best result. There should be 101 values for F & f W ,we partially
show them shown in Table 13.
Table 13. partial result of weight setting in method 3
&

W

0.76

0.75

0.74

0.73

0.72

0.71

0.70

0.69

…

1

0.6111

0.6111

0.6111

0.6296

0.6296

0.6296

0.6296

0.6111

…

2

0.7222

0.7222

0.7222

0.7222

0.7222

0.7222

0.7222

0.7222

…

3

0.7778

0.7963

0.7963

0.7963

0.7963

0.7963

0.7963

0.7778

…

4

0.8333

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

0.8148

0.8333

…

5

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8333

0.8333

0.8519

…

6

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

…

7

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

…

8

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

0.8519

…

9

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

…

10

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

…

11

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

…

12

0.8889

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8889

…

13

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8704

0.8704

0.8704

0.8889

…

14

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

…

15

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

0.8889

…

n
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4. User interface
This section is introducing the user interface in this study, we used R to use SVM to analysis and
R-shiny to construct the user interface. There are three parts of the interface, the first part is the home
page, which introduces the basis, purpose and usage of the software; the second part is to fill in the
standard problem model format provided by this research, and then use this software to find trend
answers; the second part is to choose attributes and functions provided by the interface.
In section 4.1 we introduce the home page; 4.2 is to show how to upload standard form by file;
4.3 shows how to upload standard form by choosing attributes and functions; 4.4 shows the example
of solution model.
▪4.1 Homepage of interface
The home page introduces the purpose of the software, the problem characteristic array and the
steps of how to use the software. The home page is shown in Figure 5:

Figure 5. Software home page
▪4.2 Interface for importing problem models from external files in standardized formats
This software provides two ways to input problem characteristic arrays. You only need to click
the button on the top of the software. This section introduces the standardized problem characteristic
arrays provided by this research to users, and then upload them to the software from the outside, and
input the number of solution models you want. Among them, the number of output solution models
recommended in this research is 10. The external file input interface is shown in Figure 6:
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Figure 6. interface of uploading external file
▪4.3 Interface to input problem model from software page
This software provides two ways to enter the problem characteristic array. Just need to click the
button on the top of the software to switch the two method. This section introduces the interface
designed by this research for users to directly select related attributes and functions, and input the
number of solution models to analyze. Among them, the number of output solution models
recommended in this research is 10. The software page input interface is shown in Figure 7:

Figure 7. Input interface on software page
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▪4.4 Model solution output interface
After performing the classification of the evolutionary trend by the support vector machine, it
will output a set of solution models with priority, and the priority is sorted from high to low.
Recommend the user to choose the evolutionary trend and solve the problem objectively. An example
of the solution model output is shown in Figure 8:

Figure 8. Example of solution model output
User can click on the output solution model to have its detailed functions, attributes and
evolutionary stages. An example is shown in Figure 9 below:
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Figure 9. Example of clicking solution model output

5. Case validation
Section 5.1 will perform K-fold cross-validation; 5.2 indicates sensitive analysis.
▪5.1 K-fold cross-validation
To confirm the accuracy of the method proposed in this study, K-fold cross-validation will be
performed on the three methods respectively.
First, divide the 225 cases into 9 groups, each with 25 cases. In order to confirm that the accuracy
of the solution model proposed by this research is significantly different from other output methods,
the best ranking method is used to output 10 solution models for the random ranking method and the
worst ranking method, and the best ranking method is verified through statistical verification. Whether
the accuracy is significantly higher than the random ranking method and the worst ranking method,
the results are shown in Tables 14, 15 and 16.
Table 14. validation of three ranking results in method 1
group

k=1

k=2

⋯

k=9

mean

Std.
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best
random
worst

0.88
0.24
0.04

0.88
0.28
0.08

⋯

0.96
0.04
0.00

0.93
0.24
0.02

0.04
0.15
0.03

Table 15. validation of three ranking results in method 2
group
best
random
worst

k=1
0.92
0.12
0.00

k=2
0.84
0.44
0.08

⋯
⋯
⋯
⋯

k=9
0.96
0.08
0.00

mean
0.93
0.33
0.01

Std.
0.05
0.17
0.03

Table 16. validation of three ranking results in method 3
group
best
random
worst

k=1
0.88
0.16
0.04

k=2
0.88
0.20
0.04

⋯
⋯
⋯
⋯

k=9
0.96
0.20
0.00

mean
0.93
0.12
0.03

Std.
0.04
0.07
0.03

Finally, verify the accuracy rate by statistical test, which proves that the top 10 trigger solutions
output by this research are significantly larger than the random 10 ranked trigger solutions and the
worst 10 ranked trigger solutions. The hypothesis is as follows:

｛

:
:

｛

:
:

The results after statistical verification are shown in Tables 17, 18 and 19. The best top 10 ranking
solutions of the three methods are significantly greater than the other two ranking methods.
Table 17. Test results of method 1
Method 1(binary Sample
strict)
relation

Distribution
of sample
difference

Testing
method

P-value

Testing results

Test 1(best VS
random)

depend

Normal
distribute

Paired T-Test

< 0.05

Can claim Mean of best >
Mean of random

Test 2(best VS
worst)

depend

Normal
distribute

Paired T-Test

< 0.05

Can claim Mean of best >
Mean of worst
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Table 18. Test results of method 2
Method 2 (binary Sample
loose)
relation

Distribution
of sample
difference

Testing
method

P-value

Testing results

Test 1(best VS
random)

depend

Normal
distribute

Paired T-Test

< 0.05

Can claim Mean of best >
Mean of random

Test 2(best VS
worst)

depend

Normal
distribute

Paired T-Test

< 0.05

Can claim Mean of best >
Mean of random

Table 19. Test results of method 3
Method 2
(Ternary)

Sample
relation

Distribution
of sample
difference

Testing
method

P-value

Testing results

Test 1(best VS
random)

depend

Normal
distribute

Paired T-Test

< 0.05

Can claim Mean of best >
Mean of random

Test 2(best VS
worst)

depend

Normal
distribute

Paired T-Test

< 0.05

Can claim Mean of best >
Mean of random

▪5.2 Sensitivity analysis
Perform sensitivity analysis on the three definition methods, explore the most suitable solution
model output number. Through the sensitivity analysis, we will know the accuracy rate increased by
the gap between the output solutions, and get the number should be output to save the time needed to
solve the problem.
Figure 9 showed below is a comprehensive comparison diagram of the sensitivity analysis of the
three definition methods. It can be observed that there is no significant difference in the visual
performance of the three definition methods. It can be inferred that when the number of triggering
solutions is 7, the accuracy rate has reached 90%. Therefore, there is no need to think about possible
triggering solutions for every evolutionary trend. This research can provide a set of efficient and
feasible solutions.
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Binary loose

Binary strict

Ternary

1.00
0.95
0.90

accuracy rate

0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70
0.65
0.60
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

number of solution

Figure 10. Comparison of sensitivity analysis

6. Conclusions and contributions
The significance of this work compared with traditional expert identification of solution models
are concluded in this section. Unlike traditional TRIZ methods which primarily based on qualitative
reasoning, a new classes of using quantitative/mathematical methods such as similarity measures was
proposed. This represents a paradigm shift from the traditional TRIZ research using qualitative
methods for problem solving and opens up a new research direction of using mathematical/quantitative
measures for TRIZ problem solving.
By applying the K-fold cross-validation, the three definition methods (binary loose, binary strict,
and ternary) in the best ranking method get the accuracy rates, 93.33%, 92.89%, and 93.33%,
respectively. After statistical verification, they are significantly better than the accuracy rate of the
random ranking method and the worst ranking method. Since the effects of the three definition
methods have no significant difference after statistical verification, users only need basic knowledge
of attributes and functions to use this software, which is helpful for the popularization of the tool of
TRIZ evolutionary trend. With more quantitative and objective accumulation of expert knowledge in
terms of solved cases, the proposed methods is able to achieve the below advantages:
1. Sense of priorities. To the best of the author’s knowledge, no sense of priorities has been
enabled in current TRIZ tools such as Trends, Effect database, Su-field analysis, etc. As some
solution models are more relevant than others to each problem, sense of priority becomes
important when there are so many solution models to choose from. The system is able to
propose priorities for problem solving based on the principle of “Similar problems have similar
solutions”. In this study, we integrate and add trend cases. After establishing a standardized
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case table, convert the case table into an array mode and input it into the computer database for
storage and subsequent data analysis.
2. Knowledge expendability. The system’s database cases can be extendable by adding more
expert solved cases to the system. In a sense this system uses an extendable collection of
experts’ prior knowledge/experiences instead of relying on individual experts to identify
solution models. As the number of verified cases grows, the robustness of the system to identify
prioritized solution models is expected to increase.
3. Solution objectivity during identification of solution models. The process knowledge is based
on the accumulation and integration of many expert solved problems instead of individual
experts’ problem solving. In this study, we establish a computer-assisted system that
recommends users to use evolutionary trends to solve problems by means of machine learning.
From the perspective of mathematical analysis, users are advised to choose evolutionary trends
to avoid excessive reliance on experts’ experience, and obtain answering models quickly and
objectively.
4. Repeatability. Models of solution are repeatable by objective calculations during the process
of problem model to solution model. We establish a user interface to input array of problems
to be solved, obtain a set of trend solution models with priority, help users choose the best trend
solutions, and provide users with output of this solution.
5. Speed. When there are many possible solution models to choose from, the expert examination
of many solution models will be very time consuming. The computer aided system can
calculate through all possible solutions quickly and reliably.
With more quantitative and objective accumulation of expert knowledge in terms of solved cases,
the proposed methods is able to achieve the below advantages:
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5S 现场管理在金龙客车公司生产中的应用探析
王亚楠 1、程国卿 2
1 厦门大學嘉庚学院管理学院（学生）
2 厦门大學嘉庚学院管理学院
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[摘要]现场管理是企业提高生产效率、降低成本，赢得竞争优势的基础，5S 管理（整理、整顿、清扫、清
洁、保养）是最根本、最有效的现场管理方法。5S 的成功应用可以给企业各方面业绩带来显著的改善，包
括塑造企业形象，降低成本，准时交货，提高生产效率，鼓舞员工士气，安全生产，高度的标准化，以及
创造令人赏心悦目的生产环境等。
本文以厦门金龙汽车公司为案例对象，阐述了 5S 现场管理方法的工作基础和实务应用，就如何运用
5S 理论，提高企业现场管理水平，进行了详尽探讨。文章采用实地调查、个案研究的方法，全景式展示了
金龙客车公司所开展 5S 管理工作的具体做法和取得的实际成效。在解决金龙公司某车间现场管理问题中，
应用若干先进的管理方法，包括定置管理法、目视管理法、标准作业法及标记管理和颜色管理法等，通过
使用这些方法的综合应用，产生了显著的工作效益。5S 是一项理论上非常浅显易懂而实际操作上又非常注
重细节技巧的现场管理方法，因此本文主要关注的是对实际做法的展现，希望能给有关的企业和管理人员
以实际操作上的借鉴和帮助。
[关键词] 现场管理 5S 方法 标准作业法 目视管理法 汽车企业
一、绪言
企业现场活动是企业战略目标实现的“练兵地”和”“根据地”，现场管理是实现企业战略目标和宗
旨的基础。现场管理就是用科学的管理方法、制度、标准对现场活动进行计划、组织、协调、检测和控制，
对现场人员进行组织、指挥、协调和领导，充分利用现场个生产要素（工作人员、机器设备、生产材料、
工艺方法、工作环境、通讯信息等）资源，使他们处于良好的聚合状态。现场管理涉及非常广泛，主要内
容有物料管理、设备管理、人工管理、产品质量管理、工作环境管理、工艺流程管理、信息流管理等。其
特点是：基层性强、管理内容丰富、对管理者的能力要求高、动态化持续管理、全员参与。
企业要想提高自身生产效率和管理能力，把控企业产品质量和服务质量，创造整体的价值和利润，提
升行业口碑和顾客满意度，精益制造和精益生产，首先取决于现场管理水平，其中 5S 管理是最基本、最有
效的现场管理方法，是其他任何管理活动有效开展的基石之一。 5S 是整理(Seiri)、整顿(Seiton)、清扫
(Seiso)、清洁(Seiketsu)和素养(Shitsuke)这 5 个词的缩写。5S 起源于日本，是一种对现场人员、机器、
材料、方法等生产要素进行有效管理的现场管理方法。无数企业的丰富经验表明 5S 的成功应用可以给企业
各方面业绩带来显著的改善，包括塑造企业形象、降低成本、准时交货、安全生产、高度的标准化、创造
令人赏心悦目的生产环境等, 并能提高生产效率、鼓舞员工士气、提升员工素质，树立竞争优势。在我国
有很多企业早就采用了这种管理方法，但取得成功的却寥寥无几，为什么在日本等国家可以取得如此大的
成功并且被称为“企业管理基础”的 5S 管理方法在中国的土地却不能开花结果呢？
本文采用实地调查研究、个案研究的方法，结合企业调研分析总结管理成效与经验，在清晰透彻的 5S
理论阐述的基础上，全景式展示了金龙客车公司所开展的具体工作和取得的实际成效。首先阐述了 5S 现场
管理方法的理论基础，就如何运用 5S 理论，提高企业现场管理水平，进行了基本分析。在解决金龙公司某
车间现场管理问题中采用了先进的管理方法，包括定置管理法、目视管理法、标准作业法及标记管理和颜
色管理法等，通过使用这些方法对提高工作效益、产品高度标准化、降低生产成本、安全生产、提高员工
凝聚力和塑造企业形象等方面有显著作用。5S 是一项理论上非常浅显易懂而实际操作上又非常注重技巧的
现场管理方法，因此本文主要关注的是对实际做法的展现，希望能给有关企业管理人员以实际借鉴和帮助。
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二、厦门金龙客车公司简介
厦门金龙联合汽车工业有限公司(业内简称“大金龙”)成立于 1988 年 12 月，隶属于厦门金龙汽车集
团股份有限公司。金龙品牌价值高达 453.78 亿元，位列中国汽车行业品牌前十。金龙是一家专门致力于大、
中、轻型客车整车研发、生产和销售的大型国有企业。公司下辖厦门大中型、厦门轻型、绍兴公交三个生
产基地以及公司还分别于 1998 年和 2005 年投资设立了金龙联合汽车工业（苏州）有限公司和南京金龙客
车制造有限公司两家子公司。公司总部三个生产基地，年产客车能力达 5 万辆，总占地面积 80 万平方米（厦
门大中客基地 45 万平方米、厦门轻客基地 20 万平方米，绍兴公交/前置客车基地 15 万平方米），提供业
界齐全的智慧交通产品线，旗下产品涵盖从 4.8 米到 18 米各型客车、自动驾驶客车和底盘、专用车、房车
及各类泛出行产品。广泛应用于客运、旅游、团体、公交和专用车等领域。
金龙拥有国家认定的企业技术研究院、国家级试验中心及博士后工作站，是国家“两化融合”示范企
业。金龙专注智能网联交通领域研发，相继推出龙翼车联网科技平台、易驱新能源管理系统、氢燃料电池
客车、以及中国首款 L4 级量产阿波龙自动驾驶客车和 5G V2X 智能网联城市公交客车。
公司自成立以来，坚持“以市场需求为导向”、“以用户满意为宗旨”的经营理念，不断创新产品和
服务。公司技术研发拥有雄厚的实力，拥有国家认定的企业技术中心、博士后科研工作站、安全节能试验
中心等一流研发和试验机构，集聚 600 多名行业技术精英，为市场不断孵化出新技术和新产品。在产品规
划和研发策略上，密切关注用户需求变化和行业发展趋势，以每年 5 到 8 款新车的速度，不断推陈出新，
以领先技术和品质，满足用户需求。公司旗下产品包括从 4.9 米至 18 米各种车型，在售车型超过 200 款。
按照用途划分，包含客运客车、旅游团体客车、公交客车、轻型客车、专用客车五大类。
金龙公司始终把“洞察和了解用户需求”当作经营活动的第一步，在设计开发和生产制造过程中，紧
紧围绕用户对于产品的安全诉求、功能诉求、品质诉求和经济诉求，度身设计和制造每一辆客车，确保车
辆在运营过程中，让用户称心，让乘客舒心，让社会放心，实现经济效益和社会效益最大化。金龙客车深
受国内和海外市场青睐，自成立以来，公司销售业绩年均增长率超过 30%，累计生产客车超过 25 万辆。2012
年，公司（不含子公司）销售各型客车近 29000 辆，销售收入 83 亿元人民币。2019 年年报显示，其营业
收入 179 亿元。
从 2000 年开始，公司开始实施国际化营销战略。2005 年 3 月，独家通过英国商用汽车认证，国内首家
进入欧洲市场。金龙客车已经遍及亚洲、大洋洲、南美洲、非洲、欧洲五大洲，市场遍及全球 138 个国家
和地区。其中包括德国、英国、意大利、马耳他等 12 个欧盟国家。2011 年，公司外销金额首度突破 20
亿元人民币。市场覆盖率堪比世界顶级品牌。在意大利，金龙客车在旅游市场的新车份额排名第二；在马
耳他，金龙公交客车市场占有率超过 90%。2012 年，公司海外销售额达 21 亿元人民币。公司在不断追求业
绩增长的同时，还十分注重品牌建设。海外市场方面，金龙客车海外销售 2018 全年出口各型客车 10239 辆，
出口金额超过 2.5 亿美元，位列行业第二。无论是大中客车还是轻客出口，均居行业出口前三，持续稳固
了行业领先地位。2019 年海外市场方面,全年实现出口 25268 辆,同比增长 32.3%,出口收入 57.06 亿元,
同比增长 36.21%,出口量和出口收入均位居行业前列。
积二十四年之沉淀，“金龙客车”在国内享有 “国车”的美誉，首批获得“中国名牌产品”和“中国
驰名商标”称号。金龙多次服务于国内外重大盛会，在海内外享有很高的品牌知名度和美誉度。金龙客车
不仅连续十一年成为“全国两会”指定用车，还成功服务 2018 年北京奥运会、2010 年上海世博会、2010
年广州亚运会、2010 年南非世界杯、2010 年新加坡青奥会、2012 年伦敦奥运会、2017 年金砖厦门会晤、
2018 世界杯和巴布亚新几内亚 APEC 会议、中国投资贸易洽谈会等国际会议或大型活动。2008 年，金龙客
车服务北京奥运会，创出“2000 辆客车 60 天零故障”的佳绩。2012 年，公司品牌价值超过 141 亿元，位
列中国汽车行业品牌前十强，成功跻身全国品牌 100 强之列;在海外，金龙客车畅行五大洲，率先进入欧盟
市场，连续八年代表中国客车参加 BUSWORLD 欧洲展，2010 年度一举获得“BAAV 客车制造商大奖”，跻身
世界主流客车品牌行列。2017 年度被授予“安全技术创新奖”和“最佳新能源客车奖”，在 2019 年度道路
运输车辆展中被授予“公路客车创新产品”和“新能源客车创新产品”的称号，在 2019 年 6 月被评为中国
500 最具价值品牌。新时代新未来，金龙正朝着“成为智慧交通系统解决方案提供商”目标创新前行，构建
智慧交通生态，建设美好出行社区。
一个企业要想在行业领域中处于领军的地位，选择适用自己公司的管理模式是至关重要的, 5S 现场
管理是当代企业管理的基础工作,金龙集团在 5S 管理的计划、流程、组织、实施等方面都有一套独特的
方法。
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三、金龙公司 5S 管理应用的方针计划
基于企业的现实情形，首先确定公司 5S 管理活动的目标和方针，并进行理念宣导和培训，编制工作流
程图，形成计划方案。
1．确定 5S 活动的方针目标
5S 管理委员会成立以后，结合企业实际与 5S 管理所要达到的预期效果，经认真酝酿、充分讨论，确定
了“以人为本推进 5S，提高素质树立品牌”的 5S 管理活动方针，明确提出“环境整洁明亮，工作效率提高，
产品质量改善，员工文明礼貌”的 5S 管理目标，要求各部门在开展 5S 活动中必须按照计划，发动员工，
分工负责，专业协助，步步扎实，务求时效，确定了相关职能部门在 5S 活动中的职责，明确了 5S 活动的
检查考核方式、奖惩办法与检查标准。
2.宣传和培训
推行 5S 管理一定要让全公司的广大员工明确为何要做和如何去做。因此，教育和培训是活动成败的关
键。在 5S 管理应用方案制定后，公司召开了由全体中层干部参加的 5S 宣贯会，安排 5S 执行委员会成员为
中层以上干部宣讲 5S 的基本知识、公司 5S 管理应用方案；公司开展多种形式的宣传活动，把 5S 宣传手册
下发到每个职工，并在广播、专栏中宣传，利用板报、横幅等宣传形势，营造了浓厚的 5S 氛围，进行为期
一个多月的广泛宣传，使 5S 活动真正做到了人人皆知。
3. 5S 管理全面执行
公司 5S 方案明确提出公司开展 5S 管理活动的第一期将进行 6 个月的运行，运行期间公司按照 5S 检查
考核标准进行检查与排名，并将检查排名情况进行公布。对运行中发现或暴露的问题，要举一反三，促使
各单位积极整改，并通过名次公布使每一位职工更清除认识公司开展 5S 活动是严肃认真的。通过 5S 管理
的检查和奖惩，实现不断提升。
4.工作流程图
金龙公司 5S 管理应用的工作流程图

图 1 金龙公司 5S 管理工作流程图
四、金龙公司 5S 管理应用的组织方案
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公司针对 5S 管理的特性，进行组织机制改革，设计 5S 管理组织框架，明确 5S 管理组织职责。
（一）针对 5S 管理的组织机制改革
2006 年 7 月全面推行 5S 活动，公司成立了以总经理为主任，副总经理和主要职能部门领导为组员的
5S 管理委员会及执行委员会，并成立了 3 个专门的职能小组，具体负责相关事务，同时要求各个生产单位
和部门成立 5S 活动小组，在组织上保障 5S 管理活动的顺利开展。
金龙公司的原来企业组织形式是直线职能制，为 5S 管理的实施，公司没有提出在组织框架上进行大的
变动，主要是依照企业的现有组织管理结构，给各层管理者增加了 5S 管理的内容和相应的职责，赋予其权
限，作为企业工作的一个重要组成部分，使各级管理人员集中精力和时间，学习和运用 5S 管理理论，扎实
做好每一步 5S 的工作和活动，同时，成立了精干的专门（职能）小组，人员也是兼职。
这是在现有组织机构这一约束条件下，求得一致的、价值最大的决策，避免由于组织结构需要大的变动，
造成决策的争论和时间拖延，同时不利于长期保持，是一种比较易于操作的较好的选择。
虽然组织结构没有大的变化，但是 5S 管理对金龙公司而言也是一种管理制度的创新，需要组织管理上的创
新作为保证，也就是通过改变组织中的人员行为来实现管理制度的创新。
按照 5S 管理应用的方案，基本在现有组织框架内，组建了 5S 管理委员会和 5S 执行委员会，分别由公
司领导、部门负责人及专门人员组成。金龙公司各单位、部门组织 5S 工作小组，具体履行部门 5S 职责，
各部门负责人是本部门 5S 工作小组的负责人，成立的专门小组进行 5S 专项工作。
（二）明确 5S 管理组织职责
金龙公司按照 5S 管理应用的方案，规定了管理委员会和 5S 执行委员会及其下属各个小组的主要职责，
主要内容如下。
1.5S 领导委员会
领导委员会指导、协调执行委员会开展工作，创造有利的工作环境；制定、落实推行 5S 管理的检查验
收办法及奖惩政策。
2.5S 执行委员会
负责推行 5S 管理工作的进程，进行全面策划、实施；执行委员会管理各部门 5S 工作小组，并下设了 3
个专门小组，包括：宣传组、督查组、改善组，明确各小组的工作职责和具体要求。执行委员会指导、督
促各个部门的 5S 工作小组和 3 个专门小组，根据 5S 工作计划，实施方案，落实措施，协调部门之间的沟
通，保证 5S 工作扎实推进，取得成效。
3.各部门 5S 工作小组
负责推行本部门 5S 管理工作的进程，进行 5S 的全面实施工作；负责落实 5S 管理执行委员会的决策和计
划，检查评估 5S 工作进程，保证 5S 工作的实效。
4.5S 宣传组
前期宣传造势，中期交流经验、 表扬先进、鞭策后进；定期编写工作简报表扬先进、鞭策后进；组织
各部门学习 5S 管理知识；推行各科出宣传板报，报道各科执行情况，并进行评比。
5.5S 督查组
通过不断监督检查，将结果通知相应部门限期整改，并提交整改报告；将检查分数、整改回复率、整
改合格率纳入各部门长的考核指标；使本企业的 5S 执行文件在每位员工心中打下深刻的烙印，并最终形成
个人做事的习惯。
6.5S 改善组
改善组协助各部门进行问题整改，并确认问题整改效果；追踪其相关部门整改情况。
公司 5S 管理实施后，5S 执行委员会及部门推行 5S 小组按照 5S 管理实施方案运行外，公司还按照方案
进行评比考核线条对排名前三的单位给与奖励，对排名后两位的两个单位给予处罚。对检查发现的问题公
司以 5S 问题整改通知书的形式下发各单位，要求各单位采取措施积极整改，形成良性循环，不断提高各单
位的现场管理水平。
五、金龙公司 5S 管理应用的阶段工作进程
金龙公司 5S 管理应用的阶段工作进程有良好的时间推进计划，在准备阶段、实施阶段、检查阶段、完
善阶段都有相应的任务措施。
（一）准备阶段
在经过金龙公司最高管理层的研究和决策后，在 2006 年 7 月，金龙公司正式成立了 5S 管理委员会和
执行委员会，负责领导 5S 管理工作，各部门成立 5S 小组，具体负责推进 5S 管理工作，按照具体方案开始
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实施 5S 管理[12]。与此同时，各部门适时组织员工学习讨论，要求职工积极提出各种合理化的提议和建议，
5S 推进小组反复对这些建议进行归纳和整理，对其合理性、必要性和可行性进行讨论，在此基础上，细化
了方案，编制并发布了《5S 管理手册》及其相关的支持文件，主要包括：
（1）部室 5S 标准
（2）生产单位 5S 标准
（3）5S 工作月度自查报告
（4）部室 5S 检查表
（5）生产单位 5S 检查表
（6）5S 整改通知单
（7）产品的标识和可追溯性程序
（8）定置管理办法
这些文件的颁布，标志着 5S 管理的活动进入全面实施阶段。在执行过程中，又对检查和发现的问题制
定整改方案，落实整改人员。
金龙公司的 5S 管理文件基本上形成了上下 3 各层次，如图 2 所示：

图 2 金龙公司 5S 管理文件层次图
（二）实施阶段
1.整理
公司设备种类繁杂，部分备件陈旧，好坏设备堆放杂乱，一些报废设备存放在工作现场。在整理的过
程中，摒弃“万一有用”的思想，处理了一批常年不用的报废设备，为重要物品的存放腾出了空间，然后
对布局进行仔细调整，对于用量大，使用频繁的材料按照材料种类摆放。
2.整顿
在彻底整理后，金龙将其按照分区原则，并按照目视管理的要求，分别用红、黄、绿色的指示牌和区
域线加以标识，对场地规划、空间利用、数量确定等问题进行了详细的考量和规定，使空间布置合理，便
于作业，同时对办公区域也进行布置和规划。
金龙公司 5S 执行委员会将公司所有区域不留死角，确定了负责的部门，各部门再用图示方式确定各区
域 5S 管理的责任人，并确定出执行人员，由相应部门负责。5S 责任图（图 3）上写明所有区域的责任人，
在各个区域设立区域标识牌，写明责任人，同时按照 5S 检查评分表进行检查评估，开展 5S 活动。
5S 责任图的设计和划分本着谁使用谁负责，谁的地盘谁负责，谁主管谁负责的原则进行，做到每个区
域有责任人，每样物品有责任，每个人有责任。
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图 3 金龙公司底盘车间 5S 责任区域示意图
3.清扫
各部门内进行全面的清扫，把长期不用的报废设备和确定为不需要的备件清理掉，对长期无人管理的
卫生死角进行彻底的清扫，并进行重新规划和清理。在初步清扫之后，还要进行日常的清扫。
4.清洁
标准的制定。金龙公司指定了专人负责，制定实施办法，定期重复“整理、整顿、清扫”的过程，保
持工作场所的清洁舒适。
5.修养
形成制度，养成习惯。要把 5S 活动最终长期贯彻，必须形成制度，明确职责。5S 活动倡导的就是精细
管理理念，事无巨细，对规定的事情要求执行，养成按规章制度办事的习惯，从现场环境和习惯意识上防
微杜渐，消除隐患，遵守规章制度，培养素质良好的人才，铸造团队精神。
（三）检查阶段
1.5S 管理应用纳入日常管理
5S 管理在公司运行半年后，逐步纳入企业的日常管理活动，变成一种常态管理。下面是金龙公司 5S
日常检查表（表 1），包括检查详细内容，每项对应的检查方法，检查结果，考核和改进建议等。
表 1 金龙公司 5S 日常检查表
内容

检查内容

检查方法

通道

●通道被物料堵死（扣 5 分）
●有堆放材料和推车（扣 4 分）
●通道上垃圾较多（口 3 分）
通道上有存放车架或多辆车同时卸货（扣 2 分）

核对现场

消防设
施

●材料挡道、灭火器失效（扣 5 分）
●材料挡道、内外有杂物（扣 4 分）
●玻璃破碎未更换（扣 3 分）
●未按时点检（扣 2 分）
●设施完好、无被挡住
●易燃品随意放置，没盖盖子，专用柜门未关（扣 5 分）
●没有易燃品专用柜（扣 4 分）
●易燃品用完后未归位（扣 3 分）
●随意处置废易燃品，易燃品容器倒置或横放（扣 2 分）
●易燃品按规定存放保存和管理

检查现物

易燃品
管理

检查结果

检查现状
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料架的
整理整
顿

私人物
品

胎具维
护

设备保
养

地板卫
生

看板管
理

其他项
目

●料架、工作台不合理摆放，材料摆放不整齐，有私人物品，杂乱无
章（扣 4 分）
●料架上有废弃材料，库存较多，摆放不整齐，粉尘较多（扣 3 分）
●料架上材料混杂，未按类摆放，摆放不整齐，包装盒破损变形（扣 2
分）
●料架变形脱漆，材料库存较多（扣 1 分）
●私人物品随处可见，不要的工作服、工作鞋、午睡用的纸皮、饮料
罐、雨伞等未归位整理（扣 5 分）
●料架上、胎具上、箱柜上下有私人物品（扣 3 分）
●私物品有放在柜子但没有关好门（扣 1 分）

检查现状

●胎具上杂乱无章，随意搭盖（扣 5 分）
●胎具上挂有衣物等私人物品（扣 4 分）
●胎具上焊渣粉尘较多，有无用的材料（扣 3 分）
●胎具上材料摆放无序，没有按时点检（扣 2 分）
●胎具干净完好，材料摆放整齐，无不相关物品
●设备随意摆放，外壳没有复位随意丢弃，电源线破损（扣 5 分）
●设备外壳没有盖好，管线没有缠好挂好（扣 3 分）
●设备粉尘较多，外表面较脏，没按时点检（扣 2 分）
●设备摆放不整齐，绕过通道接电气（扣 1 分）
●设备完好，干净整齐
●地板上到处是垃圾，材料到处摆放（扣 5 分）
●地板上有不同的方锉和其他材料（4 分）
●地板上到处是积水（扣 3 分）
●有卫生死角（扣 2 分）
●地板上有洁具未归位（扣 1 分）
●地板干净整洁无卫生死角
●有人随意撕毁看板内容，随意更改粘贴内容（扣 5 分）
●有人随意在看板上乱写乱画（扣 4 分）
●看板上的内容悬挂不整齐，旧内容未回收（扣 3 分）
●看板上比价脏（扣 2 分）
●看板有损坏（扣 1 分）
●看板干净整齐
●对安委会提出的问题没有整改（扣 5 分）
●对安委会提出的问题点有整改但没有及时（扣 4 分）
●每周各班组没有开早会进行强调（扣 5 分）
●下班后没有关闭设备电源和气体（扣 5 分）
●清洁器具随意丢弃、摆放（扣 5 分）
●工作平台上放有杂物或粉尘较多（扣 3 分）
●吸烟室满意烟头或留有火源（扣 3 分）
●下水道较脏（扣 3 分）
●在厕所等公共场所乱写乱画（扣 5 分）

核对现场

检查现物

查看设备

查看现场

检查现物

如图所示，金龙客车公司 5S 日常管理主要涉及一下几个方面，通道、消防设施、易燃品管理、料架的
整理整顿、私人物品、胎具维护、设备保养、地板卫生、看板管理和其他项目，其他项目里面主要是以上
几个模块里面不设计的内容，主要是对安委会提出的问题有没有整改、对安委会提出的问题点有整改但没
有及时、每周各班组有没有开早会进行强调、下班后有没有关闭设备电源和气体等等。对与每一项不合格
的进行扣 1 到 5 分不等，不同的管理模块检查方式也略微不同，要么是检查设备，检查现场，检查现物等，
日常检查每周进行两到三次，无固定日期，随机抽查。
2.5S 管理应用的随机抽查
金龙公司 5S 执行委员会每周一次，检查时间不定，由主任临时决定，检查前不做任何通知。部门内部
每日检查：由部门 5S 小组每日 10：00 之前巡查各区的 5S 状况，将不符合项记录于《5S 检查记录表》中，
并开列报告，要求相关单位改善。严重不符合项，用相机拍摄，并于公告栏中进行曝光；检查结束后，由
5S 督查组将《5S 检查记录表》分发至所有被评核单位，并在公告栏公告，同时，将拍摄的照片进行曝光。
公司按月度来考评 5S 现场管理结果，各部门的评定得分与各部门负责人和主要人员的工资相挂钩，公
司对 5S 总评表现优劣的部门或单位负责人和主要成员分别实施奖励或惩罚。
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（1）如焊装车间 5S 检查表，要求班组、工位责任区域划分清楚，针对第一阶段 5S 改善目标进行宣导，
如：保证无卫生死角，物料定位标识清晰等；责任区及 5S 宣导在车间主要看板公布进行公示，负责人定期
定时检查更新看板。
（2）如针对地面清洁，去除工作场所地面杂物垃圾，工作场所地面清洁，利用目视检查，满分 10 分，
地面及工作场所不清洁扣 1 分扣完为止；无杂物，各班组、工位，没有无用及多余的物品，无杂物，利用
目视检查，满分 5 分，有 1 项无用物品则扣 1 分，扣完为止；
（3）如对物料定位标识方面，要求物料、设备、工装、清洁工具等定位存放，标识定位排放，采用目
视方法，满分 10 分，违规一项扣 1 分；对于料架，要整理，料架标识清楚不混杂（物料名称责任人员等），
料架清洁，标识清楚统一，责任人清楚、无粉尘，采用目视抽查，满分 20 分，1 个料架最多扣 3 分，扣完
为止。对设备清洁，要求设备、工装表面清洁；实施日点检，设备清洁、无杂物；点检记录及时，采用目
视检查，满分 15 分，违规一项扣 1 分，扣完为止；对通道无阻，要求通道畅通无阻碍，检查看板，通道画
线不清及阻碍扣 1 分，扣完为止。
总之，5S 改善活动班组定期评比（奖优惩劣），奖罚结果公布公式；班组公布本次自评 5S 优秀工位及
5S 绩差工位，无公布及奖惩此项不得分，评比设置总分 85 分为及格，未达到及格水平每差一分扣 100 元。
（四）改善阶段
由 5S 执行委员会及其改善组负责主持，专门针对检查评估中发现的问题进行讨论，制定整改方案，这
样的对策有效、专业、具有实际的应用价值，取得了明显的改善效果（参见表 2）。
表 2 金龙公司大巴线 5S 检查整改考核表
2018.11.24
线别
大巴线

接单人
孙 xx

检查时间
2018.11.17

要求整改完工时间
2018.11.21

问题点图片（位置与描述）
通道侧 45-44 号柱：
描述：“质量考核看板”没有落实“定位、定置”。
整改要求：立即落实“定位、定置”。
复查情况：没有落实整改，新增加挂、靠物。
靠全承载 41-42 号柱：
描述：休息的胶枪也不安份
整改要求：胶枪应当置放于指定的位置，并脱离气源。
靠全承载线 32-33 号柱：
描述：立柱下随意摆放的物料，及地上的污渍。
整改要求：立即清除地上的污渍，物料应当按指定位置存放。
复查情况： 没有落实整改。
靠全承载线 31-33 号柱：
描述：工位地上一地的积水。
整改要求：及时清理地上的积水，落实防漏的整改方案。
复查情况：地上的积水变成一地的垃圾。
靠全承载线 27 号柱：
描述：工具柜上的水杯。
整改要求：工作场所禁止置放私人物品
通道侧 15-16 号柱：
描述：背靠门框、一脚斜跨于阶梯、另一脚直立于运行的“线体”上，抵触检查.
整改要求：“线体”运行时，严禁任何物体置立或跨越。
靠全承载线 13-14 号柱：
描述：料架内的垃圾、气管与杂乱的物料扎堆。
整改要求：立即进行整改
复查情况：整改不完善。
通道侧 12-13 号柱：
描述：垃圾桶四周地上的垃圾。整改要求：及时清除地上的垃圾。
靠全承载线 10-9 号柱：
描述：料架下方的垃圾、物料。
整改要求：立即清除卫生死角及物料。
靠全承载线 9 号柱：

复查时间
2018.11.24
备注（或制定整改方案）
电器调试：张 xx
考核：—4 分

机动人员：周 xx
考核：—1 分
四班乘客门工位：孔 xx、
钟 xx
考核：—2 分
四班内饰工位：陈 xx、周
xx
考核：—3 分
四班前挡装配：石 xx
考核：—2 分
二班地板压条：李 xx
考核：—3 分
四班乘客门工位：高 xx
考核：—2 分

电工班
考核：—2 分
四班乘客门工位：许 xx
考核：—2 分
电工班
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描述：地上的物料、垃圾、还有食品。
整改要求：立即整改。
靠中巴线 10-8 号柱：
描述：经久不变的杂、乱、脏一去不复返，整洁明亮，焕然一新
整改要求：维护良好的工作环境。
靠中巴线 8-7 号柱：
描述：工具柜下方的垃圾。
整改要求：立即清除卫生死角。

考核：—2 分
一班空调工位：叶 xx、林
xx、罗 xx、顶 xx
奖励：+3 分
一班地板工位：杨 xx
考核：—2 分

从表上可以看出，金龙客车公司大巴生产线的 5S 检查考核，整改完成时间在检查时间之后的四天之内，
为了落实检查结果，在限期整改时间后的三天会进行一次复查，以确保检查的效果。检查结果确定地点确
定到人，扣 1 到 5 分不等，检查完随即公布，总分纳入绩效考核。常出现的现象时，有时虽然轰轰烈烈的
整改工作持续已久，但是工位上的问题点还层出不穷,整改单频出，还是迟迟没能得到落实，则要求诸位员
工同仁能够视“5S”工作为己任，不拖累车间的荣誉。
六、金龙公司实施 5S 现场管理的管理技法
1.定置管理法
定置管理是对生产现场中的人、物、场所三者之间的关系进行科学地分析研究，使之达到最佳结合状
态的一门科学管理方法。它是通过整理，把生产过程中不需要的东西清除掉，不断改善生产现场条件，科
学地利用场所，向空间要效益；通过整顿，促进人与物的有效结合，使生产中需要的东西随手可得，向时
间要效益，从而实现生产现场管理规范化与科学化，达到高效生产、优质生产、安全生产。
金龙公司定期整理库存、改善零件的库存周转率、加强卫生无死角、物料定位标识清晰、开展现场红
牌作战，清除不需要物品，定期组织通过 2-3 轮的现场整理整顿，清扫清洁现场进而开展对料架工具三定
及现场划线目视化改善；整理、整顿、清扫，必须做到储存明确，东西摆在定位上物归原位，工作场所内
都应保持宽敞、明亮，通道随时都是畅通的，地上不能摆设不该放置的东西，工厂有条不紊，意外事件的
发生自然就会相应地大为减少，当然安全就会有了保障；优良的品质来自优良的工作环境。工作环境，只
有通过经常性的清扫、点检和检查，不断地净化工作环境，才能有效地避免污损东西或损坏机械，维持设
备的高效率，提高生产品质。
2.目视管理法
目视管理法是利用形象直观、色彩适宜的各种视觉感知信息来组织现场生产活动，达到提高劳动生产
率目的的一种管理方式[21]。目视管理又称“看得见的管理”，它以视觉信号为基本手段，以公开化为基
本原则，尽可能的将管理者的想法让大家看得见，每个人都按要求自我控制，自主管理。
金龙公司目视管理的主要内容包括：公司的各种规章制度与工作标准公开化；生产任务与完成情况的
图表化；依据定置管理，将视觉显示信息标准化；生产过程中控制方法直观与使用方便化；物品的摆放和
运送的数量标准化；现场人性化（参见图 4）。
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图 4 生产任务完成情况表
金龙公司针对目视管理存在的问题和现状，制定了相应的改善措施。问题点主要分为以下几点：现场
标识混乱，功能色彩没有形成标准，区域色彩不统一，各种标识牌、警示牌、目视板表现形式各异，没有
针对性，效果一般。针对这个问题，金龙公司成立了现场整顿项目组，认真进行现场整理整顿，制定目视
化管理文件和标准并明确责任者，按照标准开展工作。确定阶段目标，分阶段、有序地开展现场整改工作，
并在后期的工作中注重维持、巩固与持续改善。
3.标准作业法
标准作业法就是使现场的物、机器和人全面配合起来，以实现最有效的生产，提高企业的经济效益。
标准化作业三要素：生产节拍、循环时间、标准在制品量对产量、成本、利润的影响[8]。为了更好的推进
标准化作业，金龙公司成立了标准化推进小组，并制定了标准化作业推进进度，明确推进要求如下：大家
转变思想观念，充分重视，理论与实际相结合，注重实效，并认真落实到实际工作中，并加强组织管理，
积极推进，在后期坚持持续改善。
4.颜色管理法
颜色管理法是使一般的管理方法利用红、黄、蓝、绿等四种不同的颜色来管制，让员工一目了然的看
清楚标识，慢慢地大家就像看红绿灯一样产生共识、共鸣、共行。另外，舒服的颜色能够使大家心情愉快，
在一个美化的环境下大家工作起来热情高涨，那样也能提高工作效率，保证产品质量。颜色管理方法包括
a.颜色优劣法：在工厂里人们以绿、蓝、黄、红四种颜色来代表成绩的好坏，从好到坏的顺序依次为绿色、
蓝色、黄色、红色，并将其应用到生产实际中。b.颜色成别法：用不同的颜色表示不同的路线，以颜色区
分易于管理。c.颜色心理法：该方法是以颜色美化工作环境，大家在一个美化的环境下，心情也比较愉快，
更有益于开展各项工作（参见图 5）。
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图 5 金龙公司总装车间安全生产看板
图中红色代表消防设施,D 代表总电源控制阀
金龙客车公司总装车间的安全生产看板主体分为两大块，如图所示，上面的一块主要是一些安全性常
识宣传，从左向右依次为，安全知识、防火常识、逃生常识、消防常识和安全事例。每一栏里面都有着详
细的条款解读供工人们随时翻阅，可以起到一个很好的预防作用。下半部分是金龙客车公司总装车间的一
个安全通道示意图，右侧有记录着这一年安全生产无事故的天数，以对工人们的一个警示作用。目前，金
龙客车公司根据产品类型一共分为三条生产线，大巴生产线、中巴生产线和公交特种生产线。图上所示，
在 06 号门处对应的是大巴生产线，第一条生产线上共有 11 处消防栓，在一号工位和二号工位之间，三号
工位和四号工位，七号和八号工位之间，十四号和十五号工位之间，以此类推，三条生产线上共有 47 处消
防设施。其次在每一条生产线上用橙色的标识的是总电源控制阀，大巴生产线上总共有 15 处。图中黄色线
条代表第三条生产线，红色箭头指向安全通道的位置。
七、金龙客车公司 5S 管理实施取得的成效分析
通过 5S 管理的实施，金龙公司的企业现场管理水平取得显著改善和提高，逐步培养和提高了员工的管
理意识和自觉意识，实现了现场管理人人有责，事事有人的良好局面。
(一)金龙公司 5S 管理取得的成效
1、人的观念的提升和素质提高
在推行 5S 的过程中，观念的改变比实际行动还难。而 5S 是一种实践性很强的管理理念，如果没有参
与到 5S 活动中，是无法正真体会到 5S 的好处的。所以在实施 5S 后，金龙公司遵循理论宣传、行动实践、
继续深化的过程，激发员工发现问题的热情、解决问题的潜力和反思问题的能力。
工作环境的整洁整齐，使员工的精神面貌焕然一新，工作热情有了很大的提高，所谓“人造环境，环境
育人”，5S 的显著成果带动了员工巨大的主动性和创造性，大家的愿望已不仅仅停留在整齐和清洁的工作
环境，考虑更多的是怎么样创建一个更人性化的工作氛围，树立一个现代化的企业面貌。
2、现场管理的改善和优化
5S 实施后，作业面积增加了，行道畅通，区域划分清除，效率提高。通过学习和实践，公司公司环境
的质量已经从“有人制造混乱，而无人清理”向“没人制造混乱，而所有人都注意清理”的目标转变。
5S 到位：整理出清爽的现场，整顿出有序的环境，清扫出干净的设备，清洁出干干净净的场所，将素
养体现在每个人的言行中。
定置管理：把 5S 整理留下有用的东西，按照定置管理的方法固定物品摆放、固化工作流程、固定管理
制度。
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目视管理：用视觉识别统一标识，统一定置后物品和环境的视觉识别，使得员工通过眼睛观察就能正
确地把握现场运行情况，判断工作的正常与异常，省去了许多无谓的请示、命令、询问，使得生产管理系
统高效的运作。
3、有形效益
流程规范：通过流程梳理，规范过程，减少重复，填补空白，达到简约、科学、高效的高效率运转。
培养了一支懂 5S、做 5S 事的团队和骨干队伍，实现了班组和员工人人为 5S 而努力的局面。
业务规范：按照规范后的流程，各个生产站逐个编写和修改作业指导书，使流程的每个环节都能做到
量化、细化，责任明确。形成了一个好的 5S 管理环境，使实施 5S 管理逐步成为公司日常管理的一部分，
具有实际可操作性，并取得整体效果，使一线职工能够按流程工作、明白工作、简单工作。
文件规范：所有文件按照分类整理，形成规范的文件体系。编制了工作标准化作业流程，并将每一个
工序作业行为固定规范，实现了简单、效率、安全，能采用电子文档报表均采用电子文档，既准确、快捷，
又节约人力、物力，起到了事半功倍的效果。
浪费减少：降低了生产成本，表现在材料的直接浪费情况减少，混用材料得到杜绝，产品混型等问题得
以彻底解决。
品质提高：各个生产部门可以正确掌握在制品数量及不良品的追踪，多年困扰的老大难问题得以解决，
降低了生产的在制品数量，减少了现场混乱，提高了产品的合格率水平。
4、无形效益
客户对现场的满意度大大提高，不仅表现在顾客到现场检查和参观时对现场的观感满意度提升，而且
对产品对的投诉和抱怨也有大幅度减少，对产品实物的满意度提高。
（二）实施 5S 管理关键因素分析
通过以上金龙公司实施 5S 管理效果，归纳总结出实施 5S 管理及现场管理优化的关键因素。金龙公司
在实施 5S 管理过程中，特别注意以下几个方面的工作：
第一，公司领导以身作则，向员工动员、讲解和示范，以达到对 5S 管理理念的沟通和感情的沟通，通
过专栏、互相检查、公司评比，形成 5S 管理的氛围和环境，开展每月一评比，以激励班组，通过总结和会
谈，让职工一起交流经验和分析存在的问题。
第二，通过大力的宣传和倡导，员工 5S 的理念得到启蒙，通过实施和评价，公司的现场管理面貌得以
改观，生产管理水平得以提升，把企业目标、企业宗旨、企业精神的思想在员工每天看得见、摸得着具体
工作中得以体现，企业的基础管理向着规范和标准进步了一大步。
第三，5S 管理的实施，重在活动，讲究规范，强调细节，持之以恒去实现目标。员工真正必须认识到，
并且身体力行做到“为以恶小而为之，勿以善小而不为”的古训，一点一滴，日积月累，终将步步接近确
定的目标。
第四，定置管理和目视管理作为 5S 管理的总要内容，和 5S 管理地其他内容一样，必须建立检查、考核
制度，并按标准进行奖惩，才能实现现场改善的长期化、制度化和标准化。实践证明，定期对 5S 管理包括
定置管理和目视管理进行检查与考核，这是要长期进行的工作，它比设计工作更为复杂，更为重要。
八、思考与总结
本文通过实地的调研考察，将理论联系实际，对金龙公司的 5S 管理应用的问题进行了较为深入的分析
和研究，具有一定的现实意义。
现场整理、整顿、清扫、清洁和素养习惯是最基础的管理。通过以上金龙公司实施 5S 管理应用和经验
总结，有些特别的因素起了关键作用。
（1）领导层的带头和支持。这是 5S 管理应用推行的首要一点，企业领导层必须要认识到 5S 的重要性，
有了要好的决心和信念，同时始终有实际的关切和行动，达到上行下效的效果。领导要真抓实干。5S 管理
其实是一个企业基础管理的系统工程，领导要成为 5S 管理实施的第一推动者和执行主教练。
（2）执行骨干队伍的努力和专业。建立一个强有力的 5S 执行队伍，从制定切实可行的计划，到实施、
检查和改善，都需要组织内部有一支 5S 管理的骨干队伍，这是实施 5S 管理的组织保证。
（3）员工的培训教育。5S 实施过程中，大量的时间和工作，需要用在对员工的培训和教育上，使员工
了解 5S 管理的重要性，学会使用 5S 管理的方法，并且在推行过程中由浅入深，由点到线，由易到难。培
训的方式不仅仅是用授课的方式，也包括现场观摩、实地对比等活动。要认识到企业目前员工学历层次不
齐，普遍偏低，且工资待遇不高的现实，有的放矢进行教育和培训，不能一次要求太高。
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（4）开展活动不走过场。5S 管理不是一种一阵风的运动，而是需要持续地按照计划步骤，开展有效的
各项活动，彼此互相督促，逐段进行，持久开展，建立一个班组、员工认可和实现的平台。
实现 5S 管理的持续改善目标不是一朝一夕完成的，急不得、慢不得、等不得，要作为一个持久战来打，
要有充分得思想准备和实际工作，这样才能实现 5S 不断改善和 5S 管理水平的自我超越。
金龙公司在推广 5S 的过程中虽然也存在一些问题，但依然取得了相当不错的成果，为企业进一步深化
企业管理的经营理念，取得持续改善和业绩提升的目标开了一个好头，同时，金龙公司坚持以 5S 管理为基
础，积极推行质量管理、环境管理以及供应链管理等现代化企业管理制度，正在努力实现着把企业建设成
国内一流，国际知名的奋斗目标。
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Analysis on the application of 5S field management in Production of
Jinlong automobile Company
Wang Yanan,Cheng Guoqing

[Abstract]: Site management is the basis for enterprises to improve production efficiency, reduce costs
and win competitive advantages. 5S management (sorting, rectification, cleaning, cleaning and
maintenance) is the most fundamental and effective on-site management method. The successful
application of 5S can bring significant improvement to all aspects of enterprise performance, including
shaping enterprise image, reducing cost, on-time delivery, improving production efficiency, encouraging
employee morale, safe production, high standardization, and creating a pleasant production environment.
Taking Xiamen Jinlong automobile company as an example, this paper expounds the working basis and
practical application of 5S field management method, and discusses in detail how to use 5S theory to
improve the enterprise site management level. By means of field investigation and case study, this paper
presents the specific practice of 5S management carried out by Jinlong automobile Company and the
actual results achieved.. In order to solve the problem of site management in a workshop of Jinlong
Company, some advanced management methods are applied, including fixed location management,
visual management, standard operation, marking management and color management. Through the
comprehensive application of these methods, remarkable work benefits are produced. 5S is a field
management method which is very easy to understand in theory and pays great attention to details and
skills in practical operation. Therefore, this paper mainly focuses on the display of the actual practice,
hoping to provide the relevant enterprises and managers with reference and help in practical operation.
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[Key Words]: Field management,5S method,standard operation method,visual management method,
automobile enterprise.
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[摘要]本文基于集装箱货运代理的相关理论，对厦门远达公司码头货运代理业务流程现状等进行了阐述，
针对公司流程中存在的问题，通过对数据进行细致分析，最后提出码头货代业务流程优化对策，对货运代
理业务流程中的订舱、储存、搬运、进出库、发货、运输、资金结算、客户反馈等信息进行整合优化，为
该公司货运代理业务流程再造提供科学依据。针对远达公司外场作业的现状，本文提出了外场作业流程改
进、外场作业人数动态控制和外场区域动态布置的信息化改进等方法和建议，力求让现有的可行的信息化
技术将远达公司外场作业的效率提到更高的层次。本文旨在研究公司业务流程的优化与改进，通过研究发
现，港口集装箱货运代理公司需要紧跟时代步伐，与物流管理相结合，借助于物流产业及上下游物流活动，
来推广企业服务，并且依靠物流优势，以满足企业集装箱货运代理业务发展所需。
[关键词] 货运代理 业务流程优化 码头堆场 SLP

一、引言
2018 年全国港口完成集装箱吞吐量 1439 万 TEU，同比增长 7.1%。其中，沿海港口完成 1288 万 TEU，
内河港口完成 151 万 TEU；1~4 月份累计完成 5417 万 TEU，同比增长 8.4%；2018 年，厦门港集装箱吞吐量
达到 1070 万 TEU，连续 3 年位居全国港口第七。2015-2016 年，厦门港集装箱海铁联运量缓慢增长；2017-2018
年，厦门港集装箱海铁联运量稳定在 2.2 万~2.5 万 TEU。
厦门港口各企业码头货代业务今后能否顺利发展，首先需要考虑众多市场因素，从而制定适合自身发
展现状的战略，从根本上提高公司码头货代业务效率和货代质量。对此，本文将厦门港具有代表性的企
业——厦门远达公司作为研究对象，基于码头经济发展和贸易需求，分析公司码头货运业务。文章以远达
公司的福建地区厦门和泉州两地转运中心外场为例进行研究，数据直接来源于远达公司的调度系统。全文
遵循找到外场作业形成瓶颈的症结、分析造成现状的因素并提出优化方案的思路。整个厦门港沿海地区市
场空间广阔，腹地经济活跃，在多式联运活跃的今天，如何解决码头货运代理流程不足，分析码头货运代
理遇到的问题，然后给出一定的方法和建议解决公司目前所遇到的状况，能够为公司可持续发展提供保障。
本次研究涉及到的货运代理相关理论，主要有集装箱运输理论、国际货运代理理论、集装箱货运代理业务
理论、业务流程优化理论。
二、厦门远达公司码头业务流程现状
（一）公司基本情况
厦门远达国际物流有限公司是一家承办海运、空运进出口货物的国际运输代理业务，公司拥有庞大专
业的国外代理网络，并在福州、香港有设立分公司。公司组建至今，重视客户的服务质量和坚持优势的运
价，从而拥有了稳定的客户群体。
厦门远达公司目前有员工 300 余人，公司董事会旗下设置市场开发部、操作部、货运代理部、财务部、
行政部及业务部，各部门在上级领导下相互帮助、相互扶持，为公司码头货运代理业务顺利展开奠定了基
础。
厦门远达公司的业务范围有海运、空运和进出口货运代理服务。
（1）空运服务。厦门远达公司与国际上多家航空公司展开了合作，为不同国家企业客户提供空运服务，
当前，长期合作的主营航空公司有新加坡航空（SQ）
、卢森堡航空（CV）
、国泰航空（CX）等。
（2）海运服务。厦门远达公司当前已与多家国际知名船舶公司签订了合约运价，公司还为各企业提供
拼箱服务、报关及仓储服务，以及货物包装、商品检验等其他增值服务。
（3）进出口货运代理服务。进口方面：为国际、国内企业提供普通干货柜和冻柜清关一条龙服务，客
户 3 天内可以处理清关手续并且可以提供进口咨询服务。公司拥有强大的战略合作国家，优先取得空运、
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海运方面的进口合约价。出口方面：提供所有国际、国内企业全面出口报关服务，公司现如今已拥有两大
海关监管仓库，用于存储不同种类的出口货物，客户可在货物出仓一周后进行退税申请。
（二）业务流程分析
厦门远达公司码头货运代理业务流程主要包括以下环节：
①开发市场。公司首先积极主动开拓码头货运代理业务市场，并通过不断提高业务服务质量、加强货
运作业安全保管意识、调整货运服务价格等，与国际、国内诸多航空公司、船舶公司及政府海关建立了友
好关系。与此同时，公司凭借自身货运代理服务团队赢得越来越多行业企业的认可，从根本上为码头货运
代理业务展开提供了条件。
②接受委托。在拥有一定市场影响力和知名度后，厦门远达公司会依据收货人或者发货人提出的货物
运输代理申请，依据所运输的货物性质、运输要求、运输路线来答复客户的申请。
③编制订舱清单。厦门远达公司与货主就货物运输代理达成一致协议，双方签订货运代理合约，即刻
进行客户货物运输代理申请审核，并依据要求初步编制订舱清单。
④订舱。依据编制而成的订舱清单与船舶公司进行订舱事项交涉，承运单位对舱单进行审核评估来判
断是否接受货代，如接受即刻签订合作合同。
⑤装箱。厦门远达公司货运代理部门工作人员到仓库遇长期提前集装箱货物，并有序进行货物装箱，
按照合同时间将货物集中在指定码头。
⑥报关。进行货物装船之前，负责该批次货运代理业务的工作人员必须要将报关单据整理好，并负责
单独申报工作，为装船运输做好保障。
⑦换取提单。厦门远达公司以的码头场站收据换取正本清洁提单，并将换来的提单交予客户手中，客
户必须要信用证有效期办理好银行结汇所有事项。
⑧结算。货物发船当日或者从码头出发后，厦门远达公司向客户开具发票，依据货运代理流程收取业
务服务费用。
（三）公司货运代理业务流程存在的基本问题
（1）岗位设置不合理
首先，公司人员的断层明显。30-50 岁员工通常经验丰富、专业知识掌握充足，副高级别岗位人员也较
多，这些核心岗位可以加快公司人力资源岗位管理目标实现。从目前厦门远达公司人力资源职业岗位结构
资料可以看出，30 岁以下的员工比例过高，缺少经验丰富、职称够格的员工，存在明显的员工断层，导致
公司货运代理相关员工技术水平参差不齐，整体实力下降。不饱满的人员结构，不利于人员管理。
其次，领导与员工自身问题严重。公司货运代理部门领导存在着明显的官本位思想，而公司内部员工
却存在严重的从众心理和事业情节，公司领导与员工中间也存在比较难以解除的裙带关系。如果这种裙带
关系不打破，公司岗位的不公平现象就会加重，员工的工作热情就会愈发低下，员工缺少敬业精神，工作
效率低下。
厦门远达公司虽然在同区域同行中具有一定的市场优势，但缺少适应全球运作观念的货代业务人才，
缺少顺应世界经济局势的发展战略，缺乏有力的战略性人才。
（2）资源信息共享成效不佳
由于货运代理流程涉及较多步骤，因此，公司码头目前货运代理流程订舱、提取单据、报关、仓储、
运输配送过程中，常出现因供应链信息不对称、数据不准确、供应链管理策略失策等造成的长鞭效应、库
存量超标、效率不高等问题。这就无法满足企业码头货运代理流程中提出每个上下游企业合理控制好自身
外部内部信息流，在有限范围内实现共同信息资源的最大化共享的要求。增加了货运代理业务流程信息与
公司内部信息的不对称情况，进而降低了货运代理业务管理效率与公司竞争优势。
（3）信息化管理程度不足
当前，厦门远达公司市场开发部、操作部、货运代理部、财务部、行政部及业务部有大量内部资料，
尤其是码头货运代理部在接受货物、订舱协商、报关申请等环节需要大量数据材料。厦门远达公司采用的
数据管理方式多为纸质单据，许多码头还未构建与船舶公司、航空公司相联的信息网络。由于缺少全面的
信息化系统，导致货运代理流程信息无法在第一时间告知客户及其他合作伙伴，信息化管理成为制约厦门
远达公司货运代理业务的瓶颈问题之一。
（4）运输配送模式不合理
厦门远达公司的码头货运代理业务范围主要集中于海运与空运上，这也代表着公司的码头货运代理业
务多数为国际集装箱货代业务。但是，由于货运代理部一些货运工作人员缺少现代化集装箱货运代理理论
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认知，对于选择何种运输配送方式显得手足无措，最后导致货运配送决策失误，增加了码头货运代理业务
运作成本。
三、码头货运代理流程优化设计
厦门远达公司码头货运代理流程优化的目标主要有以下方面：（1）确保货运代理部、财务部、行政部
等部门之间信息能够得到及时、完整的传递，从而为码头货运代理作业提供保障；
（2）以公司长远发展为
战略目标，致力于解决货运代理流程中的问题，做地区行业内部最佳船舶代理；
（3）从现有货运代理流程
入手降低公司运营总成本。
货运代理流程优化遵循若干基本原则。第一，根据不同结果的需求制定工作内容。将过去多种岗位的
工作内容进行整合，根据专业性的不同分别合成一个或多个工作，由一个单体或团队共同完成。第二，正
确合理的配置人员与岗位。尽可能的利用对相关作业流程十分熟悉的员工来完成相应的工作，可以从不同
的部门选择合适的员工组成高素质的专业团队。第三，集中管理各区域的资源。利用现代的信息技术，实
现企业所属的各个地理区域的资源，进行整合与统筹规划，合理利用减少因信息不对称造成的能效损失。
具体货代业务流程优化则抓住几个重要方面来逐步推进（参见表 1）
。
首先，转换纸质办公为无纸化办公。厦门远达公司码头货运代理业务中均采用无纸化进行信息传递与
档案记录，一方面可以减少公司的资源浪费，同时可以减少货运代理中订舱、申请、报关等过程中的时间，
致使货运代理业务信息滞后；另一方面，将纸质数据转化为信息化软件，并随时做好更新与维护，可实现
清除市场开发部、操作部、货代部、财务部与相关行政部门之间的纸质文件传递活动，达到信息传递的高
效准确。
表 1 货代业务流程优化方法及具体措施
序号

存在问题
部门岗位多，没有人对整理流程负责

优化方法
整合

部门冲突多，需不断协调
1

部门、岗位
分工过细

审核、监督环节多

清除
清除、简化、
整合
整合
清除
清除
清除、整合
自动化
自动化

环节多、出错几率大

2

3

4

资源信息
共享，利用
不足
员工工作
单调，效率
低
个性化服
务缺乏，应
变迟缓

客户多点接触
公司协议等文件资料传递慢
各部门、信息重复获取
各部门、科室单证交接多
数据统计以手工居多，耗时并且不准确
对数据缺乏系统分析

具体措施
取消操作部，货运代理部以及下
属部门的设置，合并岗位，形成
流程团队管理
下放权力，自我管理团队
合并岗位，流程团队
流程团队直接面对客户
建立共享数据库，实时更新数据
库，组成流程团队
完善信息系统，利用分析软件提
高决策效率

员工岗位固定，工作单一重复，对整体流程不清楚

整合

岗位合并，掌握整体流程

员工自主权利低

简化

下放权力，自我管理团队

船公司需求变化需逐级向上反馈协商，决策缓慢，
船公司不满

简化、整合

下放权力，流程团队直面船公司

船公司不满足代理只提供标准化服务，要求代理提
供适合自己的代理服务

整合

一对一的流程团队直接面对船公
司，全方位综合满足船公司的个
性需求

其次，合理做好货运代理各岗位员工职业规划。厦门远达公司需要按照上级货运代理决策安排，深入
基层了解员工的工作详情、工作职责、工作难度，从根本上为员工做好岗位分配与规划，促使每位员工均
能实现自我价值。
最后，通过优化码头货运代理信息系统优化货代繁琐作业。厦门远达公司要不断升级信息系统，并对
职能重复的部门进行整合和简化，打造一支拥有多功能的流程团队，切实提高货运代理作业效率
（参见表 2）
。
表 2 优化码头货运代理业务流程与之前对比
活
动

减少

1、 代理协议等文件通过公司信息系统实现实
时共享。
2、 通过共享信息来实现单证交接。
3、 应用电子商务获取单证数据减少审核岗位

1、
2、
3、
4、

代理协议等文件层层逐步下发。
单证交接通过纸面签收完成。
需要重复核对单证数据。
各部门、科室间需要经常开会跨部门沟通协
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合并
简化
自动
化
资源及作业
制定
控制机制

和数据输入和复核环节。
流程小组完成所有业务，无需协调。
相连续的工作合并为一个岗位。
针对需求成立流程团队。
订舱后即可发放设备交接单。
员工对日常事物拥有自我决策权。
系统自动统计所有数据。
利用软件智能分析数据。
流程团队向对应的货主、船公司提供一站
式服务。
2、 团队内部划分责任但不受限制，人员之间
可以互相替补。
流程经理负责团队管理、监督与考核。
4、
1、
2、
1、
2、
1、
2、
1、

作，才能完成业务。
1、
2、
1、
2、
1、
2、
3、

简单的工作分别设立不同岗位。
以职能为中心成立不同部门。
订舱后再排载，排载后才能发放设备交接单。
员工没有任何决策权，都需上报。
人工统计大部分数据。
以人工经验和知识分析数据。
需要各部门协调、共同合作才能完成货主、船
公司的任务。
4、 各科室之间只能相互配合，不存在替补关系。
各部门负责对本部门员工的管理，各部门之间“各
为其政”，职责明确。

四、智能调度控制系统的选用
（一）智能调度系统建设
远达公司发展至今，公司已经拥有较为完善的管理体制、较为固定客户群体以及较为先进的作业流程。
为了保持行业内的领先地位和高效率低成本的经营，远达公司引进了调度系统。
调度系统作为国内最新一代物流作业信息系统，涵盖了远达公司作业层的百分之九十以上作业流程节
点。通过信息化的引入来提高作业效率的同时也提升了作业的标准化程度。作业中，操作人员需要按照系
统给定步骤操作，最大化地实施了标准化操作也保证了货物的时效。同时，为了配合调度系统的运行，远
达公司还引进了 GPS、一维条码以及 PDA 等物流信息技术。并且在调度系统配合运用这些技术后，公司的周
转率大幅提升，作业效率持续增长，作业流程日趋完善。
虽然调度系统带来了更高的效率，但是其仍有可以发展和改进的空间。通过在远达公司 2 个月的调研
发现外场作业虽然已经被调度系统覆盖，但仍然没有达到一个可以匹配前后续作业的高效层次，成为了物
流环节中的瓶颈。因此针对外场作业现状做出了相应的改进和发展的建议。在改进中充分考虑到了实施的
成本和可行性以及措施的效用，提出了将一维码改为二维码并且使用紧凑型二维码识读器的改进建议，调
度系统自动根据当日外场货量计算最节约的外场作业人数以及调度系统根据货物往来情况自动对外场进行
布置和区域划分。
（二）外场工作安排的动态控制
远达公司的调度系统是目前国内较为先进的信息作业系统，其包含的每件货物信息能够做到实时云计
算，并且信息涵盖面广。在货物信息方面，调度系统在揽收开单时就已经录入了货物的收货人信息、发货
人信息、货物物理信息、货物物流信息等信息。并且在之后的各个物流环节都有相应的信息被录入，如货
物配载情况、货物物流期间有无异常情况、同一票货物是否拆开运输以及货物的位置路径信息等。
与此同时，外场作业人数的控制又是外场管理工作中。如上文所述，外场的货物有时会呈现出不规则
的流量浮动，仅 2018 年 12 月，厦门转运场外场就出现了 5 起爆仓的情况，但在有时货物流量却有处于同
月较低水平，如 2018 年的 12 月 7 日当日过站货量为 23849 件，而同月 13 日，过站货量达到了 35835 件，
同时当日出现了爆仓的情况。相比两日过站流量，12 月 7 日的货物流量水平仅仅是 13 日的 66%左右。以上
述两天为例，若派驻同等数量的外场作业员，则 7 日的一定会有人员冗余，13 日则会出现人员不足。
因此，远达公司可以依托调度系统所拥有的货物信息对外场作业人数做出一个合理的估计。其原理既
是通过调度系统的实时云计算功能，统计出当日全国在一天中需要在此外场过站的货物的流量水平以及该
外场所覆盖地区当日开单外发货量水平，再根据班车发班时间安排相应人数的外场作业人员上班。
远达公司外场作业员多为零时工或是文化水平较低的工人，作业工序简单，在需要时可以临时聘请更
多的零时工。因此在可行性上，此项升级是可以实现的（参见图 1）
。
首先，公司需要通过人机工程学对外场各个工种的作业进行完全优化，制定一套标准化操作规范；其
次，对单位时间内的单人作业量做出一个统计，如一个人在十分钟内能够卸载的货物量或是一个人在十分
钟内能够分拣的货物量；第三，将工人的作业效率数据加入适当的缓冲量，并把数据录入调度系统；最后，
调度系统在每天根据场站货物流量自动计算出当日货物流量水平下所需的工人数，并由外场人事专员进行
人力的调度工作，从而避免人工冗余或不足。其计算的依据既是之前输入系统的规范化操作用时以及加入
缓冲的实际作业用时，并且结合去年同期以及公司发展情况、当日已知货量等因素预估外场当日上班人数。
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图 1 外场上班人数加入系统动态控制
另外，为了一定程度减少工人怠工的情况发生，可以建立相应的绩效奖罚制度。在调度系统下，外场
作业工人所有的作业都需要通过 PDA 进行数据的录入，而远达公司的所有内置调度系统的 PDA 为了将作业
责任化，都采用实名登陆使用功能。所以调度系统可以对每名工人的作业效率做出实时的统计，以此为依
据可以将其作为考核数据。
（三）系统动态布置外场的基本算法
如前文所述，分拣过程的起点和终点是固定的，但每条分拣线路的货量有时则是不规则浮动的。因此
当有些路径较长的分拣路线上的货量出现不规则增加时，则降低了分拣的效率。
基于远达公司的调度系统，由于货物路径规划全由系统分配控制，因此对于每件货物从哪儿来，要到
哪儿去是可以统计的。根据此可以挖掘公司的调度系统的分拣模块功能。
此功能即在每天清仓作业完成后系统根据货物的预定流向情况统计出需要分拣货物量最多的一条分拣
线，利用 SLP 的方法将每个卸车点和装车点进行动态分配，使每天流量最大的分拣线最短，并以此类推（参
见图 2 分拣路线示意图）
。在此功能下的作业，装卸区域规划将不再以来自何地和将发往何地为区域名，将
使用数字为名，每个数字每天可能都是不同的地点。操作员操作时只需要在卸车待拣区扫描货物，内置调
度系统的 PDA 将显示货物应该分拣到哪个区域。

图 2 分拣路线示意图
在未开发此功能模块之前，图示的装卸区域都有固定的方向。如下表 3 所示对应的位置，其对应为固
定的。
表 3 货物进出方向与装卸位
装卸位编号
1
2
3
4

货物进出方向
深圳
武汉
长沙
贵阳

装卸位编号
12
13
14
15

货物进出方向
漳州
福州
厦门
泉州
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5
6
7

上海
杭州
合肥

16
17
18
19
20

龙岩
漳浦
三明
安溪
莆田

上文所分析此类固定位模式装卸给完全由人工进行的分拣作业造成了一定的不便，使之效率低、分拣
现场较为混乱。因此，用 SLP 的思想将货位位置进行动态规划，也就是说 1 号装卸位不一定永远都为深圳
货物方向所用，其他编号区也一样。
以下给出相应的运算例子。以 12 月 22 日厦门转运场数据为例，当天转运场外场经手货物为 25377 件，
具体线路流量数据如表 4 分拣物流运量从至表所示。
表 4 分拣物流运量从至表

因为分拣工做为纯人工分拣，每个人工工资一样，因此物流分拣成本可以通通设为 1。依据上表可以得
到当天分拣作业的物流强度从至表。针对上面算出的物流强度从至表，下面做出相应的物流强度分析（表 5）
。
表 5 物流强度分析
序号

作业单位对

强度值

强度比例累计

路线比例累计

强度等级

1

1-14

998

1.78%

A

2

6-14

946

3.57%

A

3

5-14

899

5.36%

A

4

1-15

852

7.14%

A

5

3-14

771

8.92%

A

6

4-14

737

10.7%

E

7

7-14

726

12.5%

E

8

2-14

708

14.3%

E

9

1-12

609

16.1%

E

10

1-13

602

17.9%

E

11

5-19

567

19.6%

E

17.6%
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12

5-20

560

21.4%

E

13

6-13

558

23.2%

E

14

5-12

453

25.0%

E

15

7-20

434

26.8%

E

16

6-19

430

28.6%

E

17

6-20

422

30.4%

I

18

6-12

410

32.1%

I

...

...

...

...

...

...

56

4-17

125

100%

100%

O

42.8%

在进行强度分析的时候，以各作业对的强度值为依据，将其依次从大到小排序。之后对排序进行强度
等级的分类，分为 4 类（A、E、I、O）
，分类的依据是线路数比例累计（表 6）
。
表 6 分类线路数比例累计
分类
比例
分值

A
前 10%
4

E
10%-30%
3

I
30%-60%
2

O
60%-100%
1

随后，系统可以根据以上统计排序进行布置。首先为四个分类进行既定的赋值，分别为 4 到 1，在布置
的过程中遵循以下规则（表 7）
。
表 7 分类线路赋值规则
分类

A

E

I

O

正对

4

3

2

1

对角线相对

3

2

1

0

相隔一个位相对

2

1

0

0

系统对装卸位进行布置，然后对布置结果进行评分，评分标准如上。之后将当日得分最高的布置结果
显示出来，从而每个装卸位将有可能不同于原来的进出货方向。如原本规划的 16 号位为龙岩地区进出货装
卸位，但经过优化后，16 号位可能在当天变为厦门地区进出货装卸位。
另注，上文的厦门中转场外场俯视图中 10 和 11 号装卸位为整车转运装卸位。若有整车货物到站，则
在 10 号位卸车，在 11 号位直接装车。因此 10 号与 11 号位不能列入当天装卸位的布置中去。而 1 到 9 号
位中的两个位为缓充车位，当某一个方向的货物过多时，可以用作此方向的第二辆车同时装卸的区域。
（四）内部信息系统完善
除了智能调度系统外，公司还进一步完善内部信息系统完善，打通内外两个子系统的全方位信息连通
（参见表 8）。
第一，通过 ERP 系统的信息集成共享，大大提高内部信息处理能力。因厦门远达公司的空运、海运服
务与下游客户的需求紧密相关，仅管理好内部信息是不够的。因此，为了更好地了解下游的需求变动情况，
厦门远达公司还与下游企业进行信息共享，尽可能多地获取下游的相关需求信息，从而构建内部信息系统。
第二，实现 CRM 系统的信息集成。CRM 软件的基本功能包括客户管理、联系人管理、时间管理、潜在客
户管理、客户服务等，有的软件还包括了呼叫中心、合作伙伴关系管理、商业智能、知识管理、电子商务
等。厦门远达公司可结合自身业务情况设计自身 CRM 软件系统，利用该系统将货运代理业务流程中所有与
市场需求相关的信息等，整合在同一系统中，让不同企业与客户直接接触的工作人员掌握这些信息。重视
企业前台信息整理工作，针对前台接待人员灌输信息管理理念，将不同客户信息及货运服务事项进行升级。
表 8 公司货代业务与综合管理系统模块说明
系统模块
船舶调度子系统
单证管理子系统
集装箱管理子系统
计费结算子系统
客户关系管理子系统
人力资源子系统

功能说明
子系统用于船舶进出港口的计划调度和计划安排，主要包括船舶资料、船舶计划靠泊安排、调
度计划、作业安排、作业进度示意图等。
子系统用于缮制办理船舶进出口港需要的各种单证，客户或船公司需要的单证。
子系统主要用于发放和接受集装箱，记录集装箱的动态，以及集装箱外表状况信息。
子系统主要用于船舶费用，船公司运费等费用的计收和结算，主要包括港口费、海运费结算、
集装箱滞期费、应收费用实施情况等。
子系统详细记录船公司信息、发展动态，分析船公司和客户的满意度，如何管理和开拓新客户。
子系统主要包括人事管理模块和工资管理模块，人事管理包括记录员工资料，培训情况等以及
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综合管理子系统

员工未来发展的分析。
根据其他子系统录入的数据产生的各种查询、统计、报表等。根据用户的权限提供各种生产报
表、统计和数据分析结果等。

五、公司货代业务优化与管理提升的保障措施
1.人力资源的支持
从公司当前内部情况来看，公司全体员工的流动率较高，面对市场经济不稳定的整体形势，内部员工
管理难度较大。厦门远达公司公司货运代理部门的码头货代队伍整体素质近年来有一定程度上的提高，但
仍不能满足公司转型的需求。基于此，厦门远达公司需要做到“以人为本”，明确构建内部具有明显激励
性的薪酬体系，按照营销绩效可以给予货代人员不同等次的奖励及回报，在企业内部产生激励效应。让员
工深知在企业用心工作不仅可以得到丰厚的回报还可以实现各自的价值，最大化激发员工对公司的忠诚
度，从而积极开展货运代理岗位工作。
2.服务团队建立
厦门远达公司要依据集装箱国际货运代理市场需求构建专业的服务团队，专门负责为客户提供个性化
产品和个性化的服务。现阶段，伴随着货运行业的不断发展，要求公司为客户提供更加人性化、更加贴心，
以最好的服务来满足不同领域和不同阶段客户对货运代理服务提出的全新需求。因此，厦门远达公司服务
团队，必须要为不同规模、消费需求客户提供高质量的产品个性化服务与多项增值服务，即尊重不同客户
选择习惯与要求。服务团队在确保货运代理业务圆满完成的同时，还需要尽量满足特殊客户对产品售后服
务应急要求和接受客户提出的特殊建议等，从提高服务质量做起，巩固与客户之间的关系。
3.物流合作的管理提升
厦门远达公司必须要意识到物流管理对码头货代业务的重要性，加强与物流管理部门的协同合作，立
足产业链共同利益和谐处理建材产品营销与物流之间的关系，确保码头货物代理业务能够充分借助物流优
势扩大市场份额及市场影响力。此外，针对建立长久合作战略伙伴关系的物流，适当予以其优惠与折扣，
减少物流与货物代理业务两者的利益冲突，确保二者相互促进、相互补充，增强企业市场竞争力和综合实
力，最终实现企业以最小的运营成本获取最大市场利润的目标。
4.逐步实现领导力开发
厦门远达公司应号召领导部门及货运代理部门领导以身作则，为提升公司的核心竞争力，实现货运代
理流程优化的战略目标奠定基础。对此，我建议公司加大领导开发力度，制定公司内部领导选拔、任职规
章制度，并且通过重视领导力开发，争取经过几年积累，形成稳定的货运代理领导队伍。通过不断展开国
际集装箱理论、货物代理运行管理层培训学习，如安排货物代理业务负责人的市场管理培训，进一步加强
领导力开发，让公司码头货运代理业务负责人向独当一面的方面发展。此外，公司还应为更多货物代理业
务相关技术人员提供一个稳定、可靠的发展平台。
5.内部沟通机制建立
内部控制要素理论中提到，信息与沟通是及时、准确、完整地收集与企业经营管理相关的各种信息，
并使这些信息以适当的方式在企业有关层级之间进行及时传递、有效沟通和正确应用的过程，是实施内部
控制的重要条件。因此，为确保码头货运代理业务流程优化方案的顺利实施，公司必须要逐步构建信息收
集机制及在企业内部和与企业外部有关方面的沟通机制等。基于此，厦门远达公司必须按照一定原则，积
极主动、客观能动、有效地、快速地进行公司部门之间信息流沟通及传递，货运代理部更应该从信息流入
手对其加以整合和控制，促使信息流为供应链的有效管理提供重要依据。除此之外，厦门远达公司还需要
与市场客户展开定期交流沟通，将市场沟通信息及时反馈给客户和合作企业，实现大量舱单、数据、文件、
合同、价款、计划等频繁传递交互。
六、结论与展望
本文从厦门远达公司目前存在的问题出发，提出公司码头货运代理流程优化，基于货运代理流程优化
目标、货运代理流程优化原则，进行码头货运代理业务流程优化设计，并提出码头货运代理流程优化保障
措施。
本文在分析研究集装箱货运代理的相关理论的基础上，对厦门远达公司码头货运代理业务流程现状等
进行了阐述，从而明确提出了公司流程中存在的问题，并探讨了业务流程的优化与改进方法。通过研究发
现，港口集装箱货运代理公司需要紧跟时代步伐与物流管理相结合，借助于物流产业及上下游物流活动，
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来推广企业服务，并且依靠物流优势，对货运代理业务流程中的订舱、储存、搬运、进出库、发货、运输、
资金结算、客户反馈等信息进行整合优化，以满足企业集装箱货运代理业务发展所需。
对于新技术和新方法的运用是远达公司这些行业领先企业的必然要求。相比国际大环境下的物流信息
化水平，我国物流行业尤其是公路物流行业效率低下，成本颇高。摸索出一条适合中国的物流发展道路成
为了行业领先企业的职责所在。对于处于物流信息化初期的其他的物流企业，远达公司信息化的发展历程
也正是这些企业需要学习的。以精炼的效仿来快速发展，在固有的基础上做出创新，大企业投入资源在先
锋阶段摸索探寻本土化可行性的发展，小企业则通过大企业的发展历程取长补短地来实现快速成长，最终
快速提高我国物流行业整体的信息化、现代化水平。
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Research on Optimization of freight forwarding business process
of Xiamen Yuanda company
Wu Sizhong,Cheng Guoqing

[Abstract]: Based on the relevant theory of container freight forwarding, this paper expounds the status quo of
Xiamen Yuanda company's Wharf freight forwarding business process. Aiming at the problems existing in the
company's process, through the detailed analysis of the data, the paper puts forward the Optimization
Countermeasures of the terminal freight forwarding business process, including booking, storage, handling,
warehousing, delivery, transportation and capital Financial settlement, customer feedback and other information are
integrated and optimized to provide a scientific basis for the company's freight forwarding business process
reengineering. In view of the current situation of Yuanda company's outfield operation, this paper puts forward the
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information improvement methods and suggestions, such as the improvement of outfield operation process, the
dynamic control of outfield workers and the dynamic layout of outfield area, so as to promote the efficiency of
Yuanda company's outfield operation to a higher level by the existing feasible information technology. The purpose
of this paper is to study the optimization and improvement of the company's business process. Through the
research, it is found that port container freight forwarding companies need to keep up with the pace of the times
and combine with logistics management, with the help of logistics industry and upstream and downstream logistics
activities to promote enterprise services, and rely on logistics advantages to meet the needs of enterprise container
freight forwarding business development.

[Key Words]: Freight forwarding, Business Process 0ptimization, terminal yard, SLP
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Abstract
Unlike traditional patent analyses which focus on textual, legal, and statistical analyses, this
study developed a set of patent expansion methods based on functional hierarchy. TRIZ problem
solving approaches are used to solve the problem of achieving the desired expansions. The process
contains three major stages: Analysis of patent status, Patent expansion, and Opportunity
development and integration. Function tree are developed to identify fundamental functions of the
subject patent of which the 6 elements of function hierarchy are used to develop ideas for patent
expansion. The contributions of this research include: (1) Providing a set of systematic methods for
expanding new patent ideas using function hierarchy and using function tree analysis to identify
fundamental functions for expansion. (2) Developing TRIZ-based methods to identify new ideas for
patent expansion. (3) Expanding on value-based thinking to identify cross-field patent ideas.
Keywords: TRIZ, systematic innovation, effects and resources database, patent expansion, function
analysis, Patent technical analysis

1. Introduction
In the development process of globalization, intellectual property rights are the best weapon for
each country to monopolize the market. Therefore, all countries are committed to owning more
intellectual property rights to transfer money or even further expand the global patent portfolio.
However, the current patent avoidance methods are mostly legal and literal avoidance of the content
of the patent claims, which are extremely passive methods and cannot further improve the level of
innovation and generate more innovative ideas.
Different from other methods, the purpose of this research is to propose a patent expansion
process aimed at the functional class of patents, analyze patents from functional analysis dimensions,
and use the effects/resources of TRIZ systematic innovation tools according to the seven elements of
function. The library carries out various levels of replacement, replacing the original value with
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higher value, or replacing different elements to achieve the same value, and assists enterprises in the
patent expansion with comprehensive analysis and provision of patent expansion ideas.

2. Research Method
▪2.1 Field of research
Patent analysis can be divided into three stages, as shown in Figure 1. The positioning of this
research lies in the second stage: the expansion and layout of patents, from the original patent to
expand its main/characteristic functions to new functions or to different operating principles or
components, and then generate ideas for new cross-field patents.

Figure 1. This is an example of a figure caption.
▪2.2 Problem solving process and tools
The patent expansion method of this research can be divided into three stages, as shown in
Figure 2. First, analyze the status of the patent. After selecting the target patent, fill in the
information table of the target patent, analyze the claims, and draw a patent function analysis
diagram based on the analysis results to find out the main / characteristic functions, and then use the
function tree to represent the basic functions that constitute the main/ characteristic functions. After
selecting the key basic functions that you want to expand, the second phase of patent expansion is
followed.
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Figure 2. Patent expansion steps.
In the second phase of patent expansion, each hierarchy will use different problem-solving tools.
The tools used by each hierarchy are shown in Figure 3. The next section will introduce how to use
these problem-solving tools to get prompt answers. And describe the operation steps of each
hierarchy. Among them, the effect/resource library uses the open sources data of Oxford Creativity
(taken from: http://www.triz.co.uk/ in November 2018) to help principle and component class
expansion
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Figure 3. Problem-solving tools used by each hierarchy
The last stage is to use the three elements of patented invention to screen out patentable
expansion ideas, and integrate the ideas into more influential expansion ideas.
▪2.2.1 Patent function analysis
After selecting the target patent, it is necessary to fill in the "Patent Information Sheet" of the
target patent so that the user can grasp the basic information of the target patent. The content
includes: "Patent Name", "Patent Country", "Patent Number", "Patent Date" ", "International Patent
Classification Number", "Patent Owner", "Patent Term", "Patent Function/Achieved Results", "Key
Technologies and Illustrations" and "Patent Application Claims". By filling in the patent analysis
information table, it helps users to clearly identify the independent items of the target patent and
clarify the scope of the target patent claim, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Patent Information Sheet.
Patent Name
Patent Country

Patent Date

Patent
Number
Internation
al Patent
Classification
Number
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Patent Owner

Patent
Term

Patent
Function/Achieved
Results
Key
Technologies and
Illustrations
Patent
Application Claims
Among them, the patent claims describe the indispensable technical characteristics of the target
patent, including the physical substance within the scope of the application: "components", the
action "functions" between components, and the related attributes of functions or components. Sheu
D.D. (2019) illustrated technical analysis of independent patent claims by classifying components,
functions and attributes according to vocabulary types, and marks parts of speech with different
colors, thicknesses and symbols, and conducts the subsequent steps of patent analysis according to
the marked parts of speech. The vocabulary types of patent independent items can be divided into the
following three types:
1. Noun: A noun may be an "attribute" or a "component". If it is a substance or a field or
combination of them, it is a "Component" in the system; If it describe certain property of a
substance/field, it is an "Attribute" refers to the modification statement describing the element. A
component is marked with "bold", "red letter" and {curly brackets}. Such as: {wire}, {magnet}. An
attribute is marked as indicated in item 3 Adjective/adverb below.
2. Verbs: If there is a passive voice, it cdjective/adverban be converted to an active voice, and
those who are derived from the "function" between the connected components in the system will be
selected. , Marked with "bold", "blue", "underline" and [brackets]. Such as: [Restriction],
[Support].
3. Adjectives/adverbs: Adjectives/adverbs or their clauses that actually describe the "attributes" of
the component in the system. Mark the font with "bold", "italic", "green" and (parentheses). Such as:
(operability), (strength).
Function Analysis (FA) is a tool used to identify the interaction between various components in the
system. According to the analysis of patent claims, after finding out the action relationship between
the components in the target patent and describing the related attributes of the components, draw the
analysis diagram of its functional attributes, identify the components in the patent, and define the
relationship between the components and the components. Graphically mark the functions between
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components to facilitate subsequent analysis of the current situation and expansion of the function
tree.
In this section, the patent number TWM472498U is taken as an example to draw a functional
analysis diagram of this patent number, as shown in Figure 4. It can be seen from the figure that the
main function of this patent is to remove dirt with water, and the characteristic function is that it can
use wheels to move the frame and use electric heating pipes to heat water.

Figure 4. Functional analysis diagram of TWM472498U.
▪2.2.2 Function Tree Expansion
When expanding the function tree, refer to the results of the patent function analysis, and
expand the functions that constitute the main/characteristic functions step by step to the basic
functions. Among them, the auxiliary function is usually the function supporting the
main/characteristic function. When the main/characteristic function is disassembled, the basic
function of constructing the auxiliary function will be included, and the influence on the result of the
auxiliary function expansion is small. The Amount of auxiliary functions is huge, so this research
does not expand the basic functions of auxiliary functions, but it is feasible to expand auxiliary
functions.
After the function tree is expanded, it is necessary to consider which basic function to replace
the seven elements first. In order to prioritize, it is necessary to discuss: which are the characteristics
of the patent and which are the necessary elements to support its characteristic functions? Therefore,
the basic function that constitutes the characteristic function is usually given priority. If the function
is selected, the purpose of patent avoidance can be achieved, or the patent can be strengthened; while
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the function that is not described in the patent claim is selected, there is no way to achieve the effect
of avoidance, but can still help patent strengthening. After removing the repeated basic functions,
prioritize the basic functions according to the above principles, and the user can select and set
according to the suggested priority.
This section continues to take the patent number TW M472498 U as an example to analyze the
function tree of the patent, as shown in Figure 5. As can be seen from the figure, the basic functions
of the patent include: moving the rack with push handles and wheels, heating water with electric
heating pipes loaded in the water tank, using the water level window to locate the water line in the
water tank, and using the water loaded in the water tank to remove dirt. And use the sewage pipe to
connect the sewage tank to load sewage.

Figure 5. Functional tree of TWM472498U.
After the function tree is expanded, we must first consider which basic function to replace the
seven elements, so the basic functions are prioritized. In order to prioritize, it is necessary to discuss:
which are the characteristics of the patent and which are the necessary elements to support its
characteristic functions? Therefore, the basic function that constitutes the characteristic function is
usually given priority. If the function is selected, the purpose of patent avoidance can be achieved, or
the patent can be strengthened; while the function that is not described in the patent claim is selected,
there is no way to achieve The effect of avoidance, but can still help patent strengthening.
Take the patent TW M472498 U as an example. The most important basic function of this
patent is to remove dirt with water. Therefore, the functional elements of this function are expanded,
and these elements will be operated and replaced in the subsequent chapters.
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▪2.2.3 Value class hierarchy
In the value hierarchy, seek "what value is there after this value?" Consider why there is current
value, what is the value behind it, and set the current value by serving higher value, and constitute it
with the seven elements of new value Its function to achieve replacement.
Users can expand their thinking with two stimulating thinking questions: "In what context can
the value/function be used?" This question is to prompt users to identify other values and
applications, and help find whether there is cross-domain The possibility of expansion; if not, the
second question can be used to find opportunities for expansion. "What is the higher value of the
service you want?" This question allows users to seek higher value to replace the original value, so
as to identify new patent opportunities. The use process is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Value hierarchy operation flowchart.
This section continues to take the patent number TW M472498 U as an example, and the
expansion idea table can be seen in Table 2. The current value is "cleaning the human body."
Considering whether there are other situations where the value can be used, the idea 1.1 is derived.
No matter what the situation, dry cleaning agents can be used to help people clean. In addition to
cleaning the human body, objects can also be cleaned. Therefore, idea 1.2 was derived to form a
transparent protective film on the upper surface of the object to protect the object from
contamination. In higher value, alcohol fragrances can be used to help patients clean and remove
odors to make people feel comfortable.
Table 2. Value hierarchy operation sheet.
NO
1.1
1.2
2.1

Other value
Clean body

Idea
Use dry cleaning agent (surfactant + alcohol) to help people
clean, and can be used regardless of occasion
Cleaning objects Design a spray that forms a nano-film when sprayed on an
object, so that the object is not easily polluted by dirt
Make
people Use alcohol fragrances to help patients clean and remove
comfortable
odors
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▪2.2.4 Function class hierarchy
When the function stage is selected, I want to seek "Are there other functions that can achieve
the same value?" According to the current basic function expanded from the function tree, compare
it with the result of querying the basic function list (see appendix 1) to see if there is a function that
can be replaced , Get prompt answers for other functions; in addition, you can also search for "Is one
function that can achieve the original two functions?" from the function list, and integrate functions
to simplify the system, and even reduce manufacturing costs and reduce manufacturing time. The
process can be illustrated in Figure 7:

Figure 7. Function hierarchy operation flowchart.
This section continues the example from the previous section. The current function is
"Remove". Check the basic function list to find out whether there are other functions that can
achieve the value of making the executor clean. The expansion idea is derived as shown in Table 3.
Compounds that can decompose dirt and ultrasonic vibration can be added to the cleaning water to
help clean the human body; after the alcohol is used to dissolve the dirt, it will evaporate and take
away the dirt.
Table 3. Function hierarchy operation sheet.
NO
1

Other function
decompose

Method
Refer to the list of
basic functions
and Refer to the list of
basic functions

2

Dissolve
evaporate

3

Vibrate

Idea
Compounds that can decompose dirt are added to
the water
Incorporating the "mobile rack" function, the use
of alcohol aqueous solution to dissolve dirt, and
the alcohol aqueous solution evaporates to take
away the dirt
Refer to the list of Vibrate the dirt with ultrasound to make the dirt
basic functions
fall

▪2.2.5 Principle class hierarchy
The principle level operation is to replace the operating principle under the same function,
seeking "Is there any other principle combination that can achieve the same function?" According to
the characteristics of the upper level (functional level), it is divided into two paths, which can be
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shown in Figure 8. If the upper level is Commonly called function, query effect data to find whether
other effects can perform the existing function; if the upper level is a specific function, query the
effect list to find whether there are other effects that can perform the existing function, but due to the
large number of effects, this is not recommended method.

Figure 8. Principle hierarchy operation flowchart.
This section continues the example of patent number TW M472498 U. The current operating
principle is "friction", and the function of the upper level is a generic function. Therefore, you can
query the effect database to see if there are other principles that can achieve the function of removing
solids. , The prompt answers are shown in Table 4. It can use impact force, enzyme decomposition,
suction, ultrasonic vibration to remove solids.
Table 4. Principle hierarchy operation sheet.
NO
1

Other Principle
Impact

2

Enzyme

3

Suction

4

Ultrasonic
vibration

Method
Query effect
database
Query effect
database
Query effect
database
Query effect
database

Idea
Use impact to remove solids
Use enzymes that can decompose dirt to achieve the
function of removing solids
Use high-pressure suction to achieve the function of
removing solids
Use ultrasonic vibration to achieve the function of
removing solids

▪2.2.6 Component class hierarchy
. The study included the “tools”, “receivers” and “carrying objects” of the seven functional
elements into the component level, but the influence of the “carrying objects” is very small, so this
research ignores and does not consider the selection of the carried objects. However, it is also
feasible if the user wants to pick and place the carry.
"Tools" refer to the main components that provide functions. There are three possible methods
for replacing tools, as shown in Figure 9 below. They are identifying the available resources around
the system, querying the resource database, and searching the resource list to find out whether there
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is Can other tools achieve the same principle function?” And the new tool after replacement needs to
be able to perform the original operating principle.

Figure 9. Component-Tool hierarchy operation flowchart.
. This section continues the example of Patent No. TW M472498 U. The current tool is "Water".
Identifies surrounding resources, queries the resource database, searches the resource list, and seeks
whether there are other tools that can be replaced. The expansion ideas obtained are shown in Table
5. Surfactants, liquid sprays, brushes, sponges, alcohol cotton pads can be used to clean the body.
Table 5. Component-tool hierarchy operation sheet.
NO
1

Other tool
Surfactant

Method
Query resource
database

Idea
Use dry cleaners to clean the human body

2

Liquid spray

Query resource Use liquid spray to clean the human body
database

3

brush

Query resource Use a brush to clean the body
database

4

sponge

Query resource Use a sponge to clean the body
database

5

Alcohol
pad

Surrounding
resources

Use alcohol cotton pads to clean the body

"Receiver" refers to the main component of the receiving function, but because it may also be a
tool for another receiving component, several conditions must be considered when picking and
placing the receiving component: when the original function becomes unnecessary or can be
executed When the original function is useful, the current receiver can be replaced, and when a new
receiver is replaced, the new receiver must be able to accept the original function or perform its own
function as a tool of another receiver. There are three ways to pick and place the recipient: compare
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whether there are available resources around, refer to the resource database, and self-service, see
Figure 10.

Figure 10. Component- Receiver hierarchy operation flowchart.
. This section continues the example of Patent No. TW M472498 U. The current tool is "Water".
Identifies surrounding resources, queries the resource database, searches the resource list, and seeks
whether there are other tools that can be replaced. The expansion ideas obtained are shown in Table
5. Surfactants, liquid sprays, brushes, sponges, alcohol cotton pads can be used to clean the body.
Table 6. Component-receiver l hierarchy operation sheet.
NO
1
2

Other receiver
Method
Hair
Surrounding
resources
Horny
Surrounding
resources

Idea
Design an aqueous solution that can remove hair
Research a water solution that can exfoliate

▪2.2.7 Attribute class hierarchy
The attribute hierarchy operation system seeks for functional attributes, tool attributes, recipient
attributes, and carry-over attributes. "Can you change its restricted range or change its attribute
combination?" First, it is necessary to inquire whether the target patent has its attribute restricted
range, if so, The limit range can be changed to achieve expansion. If not, you can refer to the
attribute list (see appendix 1) to change the characteristic attribute combination to get the prompt
answer of other attribute combinations, as shown in the process in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Attribute hierarchy operation flowchart.
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Continuing the example of patent number TW M472498 U, the current attribute is "water
volume", and the target patent does not claim the restricted scope of its attributes, so refer to the
attribute list to change its attribute combination, and the prompt answer is shown in Table 7. It can
change the instantaneous acceleration of the water so that it can wash away dirt, change the
temperature of the water to make it more comfortable when bathing, and change the pressure
gradient of the water to impact dirt.
Table7. Attribute hierarchy operation sheet.
NO
1

Other receiver
Method
Acceleration
Change attributes

2

Temperature

3

Pressure
gradient

Idea
Increase the instantaneous acceleration of the
water to wash away the dirt

combination
Change attributes

Heating water makes people more comfortable in
the bath

combination
Change attributes

Pressurize the water to hit the dirt

combination
▪2.2.8 Opportunity deployment and integration
n the last stage of the functional hierarchy, the opportunities obtained by each hierarchy are
displayed, integrated and stacked together, and these feasible solutions are sorted into Table 8 below,
which lists the replacement at which hierarchy and which process of that hierarchy is used. What are
the results, prompt answers, and specific ideas, and then use the three elements of invention patents:
industrial applicability, novelty, and progress (Intellectual Property Bureau of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs, 2017) to explore feasible solutions that meet the three elements of invention, and
color them , Give priority to users, and finally merge the feasible solution and merge the function
tree into a patent expansion map based on the function hierarchy of the target patent.
Table8. Feasible solution expansion table
NO Hierarchy
1
2
…

…

Other
solution

…

Method

…

Idea

…

Industrial Novelty
availability

Progressive

｛O/X｝
｛O/X｝
｛O/X｝

｛O/X｝
｛O/X｝
｛O/X｝

｛O/X｝
｛O/X｝
｛O/X｝

When each basic function is expanded, many expansion ideas will be obtained. However, the
number of expansion ideas is huge. Some expansion ideas are trivial and have low influence.
Although the three elements of invention have been used for screening, if they can be integrated,
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they will be able to get more Great influence, and more comprehensive strengthening of
regeneration.
Two principles need to be considered when integrating. One is compatibility. Only when the
two expansion ideas are compatible in each dimension can they be integrated. The other is the
synergy of integration. When the two are integrated, the ideality is improved ( When costs fall and
performance improves, harms are reduced), allowing integration..

3. Conclusion
This research has developed a complete patent expansion method based on the functional
hierarchy. It has also designed a prompt form and reference medium that combines the
corresponding process. It has also verified the method developed by this research through case
studies, obtained many answers, and even jumped out of the original Product field, to achieve the
solution of cross-domain expansion.
In summary, the main contributions of this research are as follows:
1. Provide a systematic method to expand the target patent with key functions, and present the
basic functions that make up the patent with a graphical function tree.
2. Replace functional elements through the TRIZ method, obtain innovative and feasible ideas
in different classes, and expand new patents.
3. In the process of expansion, other product areas (cross-domain) expansion ideas may arise,
and solutions for patent avoidance, enhancement, and regeneration can be achieved.
4. The expansion method based on key functions establishes a standard process in the form of
tables, instructions, and cases to help users expand patents through a systematic thinking process.
5. Combining with other different patent expansion aspects of the team, construct a
comprehensive patent expansion method.
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Abstract
Both theoretical and empirical literature support the hypothesis that a country’s exchange rate (ER) is
closely linked to its import and export activity, especially in developing countries. However, although
international trade has a direct effect on ER, there has not been any approach to identify a country’s most
important trading goods and forecast the ER based on these goods. This study proposes a machine learning
framework with the ability to analyze the ER through forecasts based on relevant trading goods and previous
values. The study analyzes the ER through a case study, using the Guatemalan Quetzal (GTQ) against the US
dollar (USD). It presents theoretical foundations for a proper forecasting implementation of the ER using
genetic algorithm (GA), different combinations of Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and lower-upper
(LU) decomposition. Lagrange and Spline interpolation are also used to prove the ER values at any given
point in time. Data is collected from the National Bank of Guatemala (Ban-guat) and the Guatemalan Stock
Exchange (BVNSA). The results show that the proposed framework predicts the ER dynamically with a low
error coefficient in all circumstances. The framework can determine which production sector should be the
focal point in developing countries, and it can also be applied in other fields containing time series data,
except for the PCA-GA combination, as this combination requires two or more sub-variables related to a
common variable. Future developments may focus on creating a general system in areas such as production,
quality analysis, sales, and/or logistics.

Keywords: Exchange Rate, International Trade, Prediction, Principal Component Analysis, Trading Goods
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1. Introduction
A country’s exchange rate (ER) is an important representation of its economic stability. Interest
towards the analysis of ER, and its calculation, has increased to a point of using neural networks for
its forecasting. ER is a complex mechanism influenced by many different factors (Tsen Wong, 2003).
Thus, ER prediction has been a major challenge for international economics and finance throughout
the years (Ren et al., 2018). In most case studies on this matter, there has not been any approach to
identify the most important trading goods in order to forecast the ER based on these goods.
Therefore, identifying these important goods is crucial because this removes the insignificant goods
and allows more focus on the most relevant ones. Some studies have used cointegration tests to
prove the relationship between variables when the ER is closely linked to international trade. Alam
(2010), for example, used a cointegration test to explain the relationship between the change in ER
and revenues in Bangladesh. Hussain et al. (2017) also found a significant long-term relationship
between ER and international trade in Pakistan, concluding that a higher rate in Pakistani rupee
against the US dollar would show a higher level of exports. If exports increase, employment rate and
foreign-exchange revenues may also increase, causing a positive effect on a country’s ER; thus,
making its currency stronger. This impact has not yet been analyzed in a dynamic way. Normally,
countries that have an easier-cheaper-quality advantage over certain goods, are willing to export to
countries that do not count with this advantage (Bradley, 2005). Therefore, an industry’s dependence
on imported goods affects its production ability, forcing it to import more in order to export more.
Due to the constant dominance of imports over exports, a stable system for ER analysis is needed.
Current approaches are not being used properly or are not easy to follow. Therefore, there is a high
level of uncertainty regarding the overall impact of the ER on the economy, or which sectors provide
the biggest income and which goods are the most relevant. A country must identify and analyze
which goods to focus in order to obtain a head start. However, lack of public information affects
investors’ decision-making, because there is no proper structure for the data under consideration.
This problem is very common in developing countries like Guatemala, in Central America.
Although this study focuses on ER forecast only, its framework can easily be applied to areas,
like the stock market, crop farming, planning, or construction, where forecasting is crucial. Previous
researchers have utilize Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Support Vector Machine (SVM)
to train NN for data identification. SVM is considered one of the best classification techniques due
to its mathematical background (Arsalane et al., 2018). It is based on statistical learning theory
propsed by Cortes and Vapnik (1995). Skittides and Fruh (2004) conducted a study on wind
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forecasting using PCA. They predicted the wind speed using past data, with an ensemble of
dynamically similar past situations. Their study showed the wind range applications of PCA in
forecasting. Jing and Hou (2015) applied a combination of PCA and SVM as their principal tool in
the industrial processes sector. Their study showed how well PCA and SVM perform together and
deliver trustworthy results. Zhi and Liu (2019) also combined PCA and SVM along with genetic
algorithm (GA) to develop a face recognition model, and the results were up to standard, showing
that GA optimized the process of feature search, while PCA reduced the dimension of features, and
SVM acted as a classifier. Hu and Cui (2019), state that PCA plays a crucial part in image processing
for digital recognition as it uses a low dimensional space description of the input image, without
losing important information for recognition precision. It also reduces the input variables needed for
pattern identification, which provides a certain boost for image recognition in terms of system
improvement. However, although PCA has proven to be a great tool for data analysis in several past
studies, it lacks the ability to develop neural networks.

2. Methodology
Tyree and Long (1995) state that in economics there are several problems when analyzing
financial markets, especially when dealing with complex interactions; however, neural networks
(NN) can certainly provide a solution to all these problems. NN architectures have increased their
popularity amongst researchers because of their interesting learning ability (Refense et al., 1993).
Philip et al. (2011) states that well structured NN are capable of predicting several patterns,
structures, combinations and even new functions to improve the already obtained approximations.
This study works with a large database, which is what NN are typically used for. They break the
database down and separate it into training and test stages. The proposed framework works under
lower-upper (LU) decomposition-GA, PCA-GA, and Lagrange and Spline interpolation to determine
the importance of each country under consideration, regarding Guatemala’s international trade. LU
decomposition reduces the computational cost; whereas, PCA not only reduces the dimension of the
problem, but also creates NN in combination with GA, and obtains the forecasted ER value.
Lagrange and Spline interpolation provide a granular data approach, allowing the user to identify the
value at any given point in time. Finally, NN improve the approach and forecast the exchange rate
with a low error coefficient.
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The study uses PCA to identify the pattern in the dataset, including exports and imports in
Guatemala, in US dollar, and the exchange rate value of the Guatemalan Quetzal (GTQ) against the
US dollar (USD) (Espinosa Herrera, 2018). The case study includes 16 countries. It shows the
trading sectors with a closer relation to the ER values, identifying the strongest region and to what
extent each country differs from each other. The system is not limited to only the GTQ/USD, the
framework can be employed similarly in other countries.
2.1 Empirical Procedure
The original matrix, known as matrix A, will go through a series of steps to obtain the
desired result of an ER forecasting with a low error coefficient. Matrix A includes all the raw data,
which can then be analyzed in four different ways: (1) PCA: data goes through the process shown in
Figure 1 and provides the outputs, which are further combined with the GA; (2) LU decomposition:
data is decomposed into two matrices, matrix L and matrix U. This reduces the memory needed for
calculation, making it easier to solve and less expensive (Ford, 2014); (3) GA: outputs from all the
steps are input into the GA and data is analyzed by random variation or propagation to grandchildren,
with the decision based on user criterion; and (4) Lagrange interpolation: data is analyzed and the
output is a unique function capable to interpolate the obtained function at any given point in time.
With the obtained values from the GA, it is possible to construct NN capable of analyzing the data
not only mathematically, but also graphically.

Figure 1: Summary of PCA
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2.2 Computational Procedure
MATLAB is used for the analysis, organization, and graphical plotting of data. Difficulties
faced in the development of the framework include unorganized raw data; inconsistent ER values,
with some days missing; and useless data, for example, zero values or negative values, which may
affect the analysis in the long run. Nevertheless, the framework still provides the desired outputs, by
first organizing the data, and then deploying the requested analysis.

3. Analysis of Results
Each model is performed to provide the graphical and numerical results obtained from the
proposed framework. The data used in the study is secondary time series data with daily
observations of the ER from January 1st, 2002 to December 31st, 2017, with a total of 204 values.
The data was obtained from BVNSA and Ban-guat. The criteria for each model is based on the
user’s discretion.
3.1 Framework Model 1
This model is performed using the LU-GA technique. This technique allows the system to
obtain the desired values for a series of “generations” in order to get the final generation with the
lowest error. Using random variation (RV), set by a value “epsilon”, in this case 0.1, this method
starts by calculating each node according to the previous node, and so on, until reaching the final
generation.
3.2 Framework Model 2
This model is also performed using LU-GA technique, allowing the system to obtain the desired
values by a series of generations in order to get the final generation with the lowest error. In this case,
propagation to grandchildren variation (PGC) is used, set by a value epsilon, in this case 0.1. By
using PGC, it is possible to decrease the number of nodes displayed. This method starts by
calculating all the values at once, which is not accurate at the beginning, but later corrects itself with
each generation.
3.3 Interpolation: Framework Model 3
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This model is performed using Lagrange interpolation. This technique allows the system to
obtain the desired values in seconds, at any given point in time. This approach increases the
versatility of the framework as it provides faster and more accurate results. As shown in Table 1, the
time is 0.001696 seconds with exact values in most of its forecast, passing through the real values as
shown in Figure 2.
Table 1: Framework Model 3
Description

Value

Criteria

Technique
Year

Lagrange
2015

Inputs

Exchange Rate Data

192

Outputs

Elapsed Time
Models
Bytes

0.001696 s
16
1536

Figure 2: Lagrange Interpolation – Model 3
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3.4 Interpolation: Framework Model 4
This model is performed using Spline interpolation. Similar to Lagrange, this technique allows
the system to obtain the desired values following an interpolation. However, Spline differs from
Lagrange in its adaptability to real world problems, as it is “smoother” and doesn’t fluctuate as much
as Lagrange. Table 2 shows how Spline takes longer to calculate with 2.4884 seconds for one model,
which in this case is for the year 2015. Also, Spline is 1.25 times “heavier” than Lagrange. Figure 3
shows the exact values of the interpolation passing through the real values.

Table 2: Framework Model 4
Description

Value

Criteria

Technique
Year

Spline
2015

Inputs

Exchange Rate Data

192

Outputs

Elapsed Time
Models
Bytes

2.4884 s
1
1920

Figure 3: Spline Interpolation – Model 4
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3.5 Framework Model 5
This last model uses PCA as its main technique along with GA, creating a PCA-GA
combination technique. The Central American region is the closest to Guatemala; therefore, many of
the goods produced in this region are similar. However, countries in this region still maintain an
important constant trading relationship. The ER error was expected to be low. The results obtained
after PCA are shown in Table 3. It is important to point out that the output obtained from PCA is the
input for the GA. Figure 4 shows the PC and Ban-guat values depicted in red and blue, respectively.
Table 3: Central America Case Study Improved with GA

Criteria

Inputs

Outputs

Description

Value

Technique
Region
Data Mapping
Significance

PCA-GA
Central America
97.5%
0.80

Number of Variables
Total Trading Goods Data
Exchange Rate Data

254
48,768
192

Relevant Trading Goods
PC 97.5% Mapping
Value of First PC
Exchange Rate Approximation Error

64 out of 254
14
80.886
0.01622
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Figure 4: Obtained Vs. Original Values

Table 4 shows the summary of the different case studies. It displays the most important factors
to take into consideration when describing which region is the most important. It is clear that Central
America is the most important region, as it has the highest number of relevant trading goods and the
lowest error coefficient.
Table 4: Summary of Case Studies
Description1

USA

C.A.

N.A.

Asia

Europe

World

Number of Goods

110

254

188

62

40

544

Important Goods

16

64

31

14

9

98

PC 97.5% Mapping

9

14

12

8

12

26

First PC
ERA Error

65.739

80.886

67.14

79

48.05

67.256

0.01889

0.0141

0.015

0.019

0.0208

0.0130

1

C.A. = Central America, N.A. = North America, PC = Principal Component, ERA = Exchange Rate

Approximation
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7

11

84

2

4. Discussion
This framework was developed in order to provide a series of useful options for ER
forecasting and further analysis of a country’s economic structure and trade policies. The objectives
were: (1) to successfully forecast the ER based on several techniques, including GA and other
combinations of different methods like LU decomposition-GA, PCA-GA, and Lagrange
interpolation, and (2) to find a way to improve the real time analysis of different factors, for example,
identifying which importing goods have a bigger effect on the ER value, and finding a way to reduce
or avoid importing these goods. As an agrarian country, Guatemala’s agricultural goods have a big
impact on its economy and ER; therefore, the framework can help to determine whether Guatemala
is using its resources properly and which products it should focus on. The prediction of ER is
important to a country; thus, determining which imported and exported goods are most influential
the ER value is of great interest.
This framework can be used in different sectors where understanding the behavior of the ER is
important. It provides the government and national institutions solid information for future policies,
and it also points out that classification techniques are not optimal for ER forecasting.

4. Conclusion
In general, the results showed that this framework is a strong tool for analytical purposes, as it
provides results with a low error coefficient. The analysis also showed how Guatemala is suffering
from a huge deficit, as many of its most important trading goods are imports. The system developed
for this study can be used by other nations through a simple input of the desired data in the required
format. It is also important to remember that every year there are different problems like natural
disasters, political issues, international tensions, etc. Therefore, it is crucial to keep track of the
sectors that can be improved and the goods that can be produced in the country to avoid or reduce
imports. The system developed for this study has the theoretical foundations for future expansion to
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other areas, such as, production forecasting, quality control, Semiconductor IC design (FPGA), and
other economic elements.
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Abstract
Conventionally, to count the ripe watermelon for production estimation is time costly,
manpower and energy consumption task, due to the huge planting area, particularly for the
watermelon mostly are located and planted in a vast or uneven river side or sand land, in which the
fields are not conducive to the management by melon-farmers or farm vehicles, especially for the
ripe season on watermelons production estimation or counting management. In this work, an
innovative farm management of watermelon detection and counting techniques based on machine
vision from drone snapshot is proposed, using HSV encoding methodology to detect and count the
ripe watermelons via drone snapshot over watermelon farm. The experiment indicates that the
proposed work gives the benefits to greatly reduce the manpower or vehicle-power consumption for
watermelon production estimation.
Keywords: machine vision, watermelon contour detection, HSV color model, morphology

1. Introduction
The research on watermelon detection and counting management by machine vision via drone
snapshot was exceedingly rare in literatures. Most of the investigations have dedicated on fruits or
vegetables, e.g. citrus, apples, strawberry, pepper, tomato etc. of detection and corp surrounding
green house or small farm to meet the fast and rapid inventory Zortea et al. (2018) via machine
vision further applied to AI harvesting robot. She, Y et al. investigated two methods based on drone
machine vision for fruits detection She et al. (2014). First method reported that by separating the
crown shape of the citrus tree from the ground background to estimate the citrus crops production in
terms of evenly distributed crown-shape size. Second method indicated that by counting the
cone-shaped Christmas trees through locating and calculating the maximum local reflectivity in a
specific area to estimate the numbers of planted trees. Counting the dense planting area for crops
estimation was reported the challenge in difficulty addressed by She. Y et al. She et al. (2018) , to
do so, SVM method is proposed and examined to overcome such a problem. State-of-the-Art method
Zortea et al. (2018) on deep learning based on neural network was inspected by IBM to estimate
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the citrus crops in the case of high-density planting fields, reaching the promising accuracy about
94%. In addition to tree counting, the fruit productivity estimation have also drawn much attention
by researcher to examine the machine-vision algorithm for counting the ripe tomatoes
 Rahnemoonfar et al. (2017) and achieved 91% accuracy of precision.
In this paper, a fast and precise watermelon detection method is proposed by encoding HSV
color model in terms of three independent information including, Hue, Saturation and Value, in
which three components are beneficial to increase the discrimination among watermelon field
surrounding fruits, roots, stems, flowers, leaves as well as stones and land. Secondly, the
morphological operations on erosion and expansion are used to eliminate the noise during object
segmentation and detection in order to initially profile the contours, of which the watermelons are
then further iteratively optimized through binarizing and graying operations with threshold tuning to
acquire the candidates, thereafter, of which the original image are mapped to sketch the final
watermelon objects. Herein, Python with OpenCV are applied to encode the watermelon detection.
The experiments have shown that the mature watermelons could be effectively detected, while some
small or immature watermelons or few watermelon covered by root, stem and leaf would be missed
for detection. The overall experimental results indicated that the proposed work can effectively
detect most of the mature watermelon fruits.

2. Related Works
2.1 Machine vision for drone application:
To innovate the agriculture management to reach the precise farming, utilizing machine
vision applied to drone by visual sensor is a kind of useful tool to overcome the wilder and uneven
farming terrain Tokekar et al. (2016) and Kumar et al.(2018). Traditionally, aerial images e.g.
remote visual sensing, can be acquired from satellites or airplanes for interesting area investigation
Murugan et al. (2017) and Kussul et al.(2017), wherein the multispectral and hyperspectral images
were analyzed. The visual content can be used to analyze the various vegetation indexes to
determine the degree of vegetation change. However, satellites is expenditure costly for farming
management, with the distance between satellite and land is also relatively longer and the covered
area is also larger compared to drone application. Additionally, the aero image gave the higher time
resolution as well as the lower spatial resolution Gevaert et al. (2014). To overcome such a
shortcoming, using drone with corresponding visual contents became more feasibility in terms of the
money cost as well as the resolution characteristics on image Matese et al. (2015). For agriculture
applications by drone, not only detection and analysis on fruits, vegetables or other corps, more
application have been investigated including, the growth-threat factor detection and management,
and the weed detection and management etc.
2.2 Growth threat factor detection:
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Currently, detect the threat factors, including, the insufficient or excessive irrigation water, the
insufficient or excessive nutrition, the plant disease and the insect pests, of the plant growth by drone
have been investigated in the literatures. The detection of irrigation water stress factor was proposed
and detected by the combination of crop water stress index (CWSI), using thermal imaging Gago
et al. (2015). Zaman Allah et. al studied how to use NDVI data of multi-spectral camera by UAV to
show maize tolerance in order to lower the nitrogen stress Zaman-Allah et al. (2015), where the
stress factors of plant under nutrition or over nutrition are mainly based on the detection of nitrogen
deficiency. Automatic detection of plant diseases by drone is a popular application in the
management of agricultural diseases and insect pests by machine vision in recent decades, for the
individual diseases may have different symptoms in different plant diseases and insect pests.
Alsaddik et. al. applied multispectral sensors to monitor the nano range of different wavebands and
detected yellow fever in vineyards to reach an accuracy of more than 94%. Recently, Kalischuk et. al.
has shown that by assistant of drone reconnaissance assisted is able to improve the early detection
rate of watermelon stem blight by 20% compared to the traditional single reconnaissance Kalischuk
et al. (2019) .
2.3 Farm weed detection and management
Weed detection by drone via computer vision of machine learning was examined to separate the
farm corps e.g. wheat and cranberry, from weeds to highlight the weedy map Kalischuk et al.
(2018). To optimize the flight height of drone for promising weed detection was reported by
evaluated the various flight-height settings of drone over wheat fields Gómez-Candón et al. (2014).
Follow up aforementioned investigation, equipped drone with RGB and multispectral sensors to
measure the weed vegetation index and the promising plant-height settings was thereafter applied to
the corn and sugar-beet farms. In addition, Pflanz et. al. proposed a classifier namely Bag of Visual
Words by SVM (Support Vector Machine) to draw a map wherein separated the wheat and the
weeds. Additionally, Bah et. al. studied the spatial relationship between Hough transform and image
pixels to detect the weeds in farm Bah et al. (2017). In 2018, Rasmussen et. al. developed a weed
detection approach only using RGB image from drone by dividing the orthogonal mosaic map into
several sub-blocks, next calculating the excess green index for classification and finally generating
the weedy map with separated crop and weed components Rasmussen et al. (2019).

3. Framework of HSV encoding for watermelon detection
3.1 Aerial drone image
In this work, the watermelon images for the experiment are taken and acquired from drone over
watermelon farm. Prior to consider the snapshot of image from visual sensor equipped on drone in
terms of influential factor of flight variation for the proposed work. The features of drone is then
discussed as follow. Generally, visual sensor equipped in drone mainly include, the standard RGB
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cameras, the multi-spectral and near-infrared cameras, the hyper-spectral cameras, the thermal
sensors and the depth sensors, etc. Rasmussen et al. (2019). Using drones to fetch images over
high-altitude farms for agricultural-related research is currently a popular way to obtain images.
Each UAV platform features a specific payload by limited the size of visual equipment for
appropriate used. Simultaneously, as the payload increases, UAVs would meet the limitations of
acceleration, deceleration, stability, and dead time at the same time Bah et al. (2017). In addition,
the factor of flight speed for image taken at the same would be also considered. If there is no proper
camera-related algorithm, too fast flying speed may cause motion blur on the objects of interest in
the image; however, the latest development of drones with high hovering capabilities solves the
motion blur problem.
3.2 HSV encoding contour features
3.2.1 HSV encoding:
Firstly, RGB snapshot captured by drone is transformed into HSV color model, in which
information mainly consists of three elements that are beneficial to human visibility for the superior
distinguishability in terms of information on hue, saturation and values, wherein advantage of three
components are to provide the possibility of independence of color in terms of hue and saturation,
with achromatic information by value. The formula for converting RGB to HSV is as follows: let
terms of R, G, B denote red, green and blue coordinates, respectively, with corresponding values
between 0 and 1, wherein max indicates the maximal value in range of R, G and B, whereas min
implies the minimum values of three ones. Accordingly, transform h, s, v values in terms of HSV
space according to equations (1) (2) (3), where h [0,360) degree indicates the hue angle, and s, v
[0,1] are the saturation and the parameter value, respectively.
3.2.2 Erosion and dilation operation:
Operations of dilation and erosion in Morphology give a fundamental processing in terms of the
spatial structure of objects in image. However, the morphological operation on digital image is
highly relied on the relative order of pixel values, such as the binary or the gray-scale image. To
subjectively improve ROI (region of interesting) quality in image, the morphological methods gave
the benefit to enhance the interesting region or to eliminate the trivial noise in image. For example,
the noisy or the trivial objects in image during sketching ROI contour would be affect the precise
object detection, to do so, the erosion operation reduces the boundary pixels or increases the size of
the holes in the closed area, whereas the dilation operation can be utilized to expand the object
boundary pixels or fill-up the holes in the closed area in image. Theoretically, the pixel XOR logic
operation is performed by applying array elements of size 3X3, if pixel value is equivalent to 0 in 2D
image is then set to 1, in additional, the dilation operation gave the capability to connect the disjoint
pixel blocks, and add pixels at the edge to connect the adjacent regions. Erosion operation is the
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opposite of expansion operation. When the expansion operation expands the boundary and fills the
holes in the region, the erosion operation reduces the boundary pixels and increases the size of the
holes in the closed area. If the structure elements do not overlap completely on value pixels, set pixel
value from 1 to 0
3.2.3 Watermelon detection flowchart
Figure 1 is shown the proposed flowchart for watermelon detection task implemented by
Python and OpenCV. Initially, the input snapshot of melon-farm contained ripe watermelon is
captured over drone with RGB visual sensor equipped, the input original image is then transformed
from RGB space to HSV color mode to yield three more closely align with the nature human vision
perceives of color-space attributes, that is, hue, saturation and value information. Accordingly, by
tuning and optimizing the range of HSV value in terms of hue, saturation and value, wherein hue
indicates the color ranged from 0 to 360 degrees, whereas saturation represents the gray range
scoped from 0% to 100% in the color space, and value gives the fact of the brightness of color varied
with color saturation, by iteratively tuning HSV range corresponding to color of watermelon in order
to obtain the potential objects preliminarily, once the candidates of watermelon are detected, next is
to use the morphological operation to find the possible watermelon ones, however, many false
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Figure 1 The proposed framework for watermelon detection by drone snapshot over watermelon farm.
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alarms of noisy objects are found after previous step, in which the result should be further deal with
to get the real ones. Prior to the morphological operation, the HSV converted image is then binarized
to benefit the use of morphological dilation and erosion operation to eliminate noise or precisely
estimate the contour. The morphological procedure is conducted and evaluated recursively by cross
operation on both erosion and dilation to optimize the contour, for example, times of erosion utilized
firstly, next proceeding times of dilation and then running times of erosion operation etc. Once the
morphological operation is finished, in order to find the more accurate contours, subsequently,
further graying the binarized image to narrow the gray-color range of each pixel in the grayed image
through recursively setting and tunning thresholds to acquire the most accurate watermelon contour,
herein, the superlative contours for watermelons have been found, yet performed in the grayed image,
therefore, the final step is binarized again then mapping those contours from the binary one to the
original RGB one to display the final result.

(a)

©

(b) HUV

BMP

(e)

(d)

(g)

(f)

BMP

Figure 2: The detailed flowchart of subgraph corresponding to each procedure in the proposed watermelon detection
framework, wherein (a) is the original RGB image; (b) is HSV transformation image from (a); (c) is the binarized image after the
morphological operation with noise elimination for initial watermelon contours; (d) is the morphological procedure conducted
recursively by cross operation on erosion and dilation to optimize the contour, (e) graying the binarized image and narrow the
gray-color range by recursively tuning thresholds to acquire the most accurate watermelon contour (f) Binarization again, (g)
mapping (f) to original BMP image to acquire the final result as (g).
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4. Experimental results
4.1 Experimental Analysis:
In experiments, the sub-block in flowchart as Fig. 1 with corresponding processing image
shown in Figure 2, wherein Figure 2. (a) is the input RGB image. Figure 2.(b) is the HSV image
converted from original RGB one, our observation is shown that watermelon surrounding roots,
stems and leaves in RGB image performed the dark-and-light green, remarkably, after converted into
HSV image, in which the color of watermelon significantly turned into reddish yellow, yet the
surrounding roots, stems and leaves still keep in green, such a result implied the usability of HSV
color model given the initial discrimination for watermelon detection. Furthermore, our finding is
shown that the stones surrounding roadside performed in bright red which is apparently
differentiated from the reddish yellow of watermelon in HSV image, such a fact indicates that
considerably distinguish the color of similar contour between stone and watermelon. In light of
above observation, thereafter, binarized the HSV image by iteratively set the pixel thresholds to yield
the preliminary white watermelon contours in black background as Figure 2. (c), however, many
white noise points are found such that influenced the exact watermelon detection. To do so, the
morphological dilation and erosion operations are used to further eliminate the noise. However,
partially potential watermelon region either shrinking by erosion operation, therefore, after
minimized the noise, next dilating the shrinking region to possibly recovery the true watermelon
contour shown in Figure (d). For further precisely sketching the melon contour, grayscale operation
is thereafter conducted on image of Figure (d) by narrowing the grayscale range to profile the most
accurate melon contour in Figure (e), of which such an image is definitely beneficial to acquire the
most truly-like melon contour, after that, again binarized and thresholding the prior step image to get
the final melon contours, which are then mapped to the original RGB image to attain the final
detection result.
4.2 Experimental results:
Figure 3 shows three images of watermelon detecting results, wherein the right diagram in
Figure 3. (a) shows the original watermelon snapshot, whereas the left one presented the detected
result, totally 37 watermelons are detected, yet the other six watermelons are failed for detection, for
three of them distributed at roadside nearby the farm with color in brightness green thus caused
failure for detection, the other three one are too small to detect. In Figure 3. (b) totally watermelons
are exactly detected, yet the other ten melons are failed for detection. One of them although has been
ripe yet missed, the other nine ones are too small and immature to detect. As for Figure 3. (c) of right
diagram, a total of 20 watermelons are corrected sketched, yet the other five melons are partially
shielded by roots, stems, and leaves of planting watermelons led to missing detection. Overall, most
of the ripe watermelons are corrected detection, partial of them are missing due to some of them are
too small, immature or partially shielded by roots, stems and leaves of watermelons. Such a result
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implied the proposed work with flowchart gave the promising patentability for watermelon
detection.

Figure 3: The experimental results for watermelon detection and counting are explained as follows, (a) the right diagram
indicates the original snapshot captured by drone over watermelon farm, whereas the left diagram shows that totally 37
watermelons are detected, the other six watermelons undetected, including three melons are missing detected and three ones
are too small. (b) Totally 28 watermelons are detected, the other ten fruits are missed for detection, including one is
unmatured led to the failure detection, the other nine are too small to detect, and (c) totally 20 watermelons are detected, the
other five melons are failed detection due to partially sheltered by surrounding roots, stems and leaves.

5. Conclusion and future work
This paper proposed an innovative farm management for watermelon detection based on the
watermelon-farm snapshot over drone with equipped visual sensor in air, the proposed flowchart
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investigates HSV image encoding processes through cross operation in terms of the morphological
methodologies of dilation and erosion, binary and grayscale of image operations to optimize the
watermelon contour. The proposed work gave the benefits to greatly reduce the manpower or
farm-vehicle power consumption to reach the energy-saving and precise watermelon management
approach. Three key techniques that benefit the melon detection are elucidated as follows, firstly,
RGB image with embedded similar color of objects after converted into HSV space, which is
observed the different objects with similar color performed the differentiation. Secondly, by
recursively and crossly operating and validating times of the dilation and erosion operations to
benefit the noise elimination and reconstruct the watermelon contour. Finally, using binarization and
grayscale processing with tuning the thresholds on pixel value to precisely draw the watermelon
contour, which is then further mapping to the original image to reach the results. Future work will
apply the proposed methods to other fruits to innovate the farm management.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate Thai Gen Y consumer behavior towards buying
electronic products online and to recommend efficient ways to overcome the disadvantages of
buying electronic products over the internet. Data were collected from 200 samples of Thai Gen Y
aged between 24 and 39 through an online questionnaire and were analyzed by quantitative
statistical methods. Independent sample T-test, one-way ANOVA and multiple linear regression
analysis were used to test the hypotheses. The results showed that there was no difference between
males and females towards the factors affecting online purchase intention. Meanwhile, consumers
with different monthly income had the degree of purchase intention differently, but not with
different age and education level. Significantly, there were relationships between perceived usability,
perceived privacy and security of transactions, need for touch, electronic word of mouth, and
purchase intention towards buying electronic products online.
Keywords: consumer behavior, Gen Y, online shopping, electronic products

1. Introduction
1.1 Research Background
People nowadays have changed the way they shop. More and more consumers tend to shop
over the internet rather than going to a retail store because they can save time and enjoy the ease of
shopping. In countries with well-developed internet infrastructure, marketing activities on the
internet have been growing rapidly and have been growing dramatically worldwide; then these
facilitate consumers to shop online (Kau, et al., 2003). Commercial transactions conducted online
can be called E-commerce. Therefore you’re involved in E-commerce whenever you buy or sell
something over the internet. E-commerce has increased opportunities for consumers to spend less
time and have alternative products to choose from, and also convenient because e-commerce is open
24/7. Furthermore, firms have to provide cheaper and more efficient products and services in order
to enhance the strong market presence (Josephine, 2016).
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Thai Gen Y or millennials born in 1981 - 1996 (24-39 years old in 2020) are the largest group
of internet users and online shoppers. Nowadays brands put a lot of effort to work towards Gen Y on
social media because social media such as Facebook, Instagram, Line, Twitter is a major influence in
purchasing decision of Gen Y. Thai online shoppers can distinguish that established online
marketplaces such as Lazada and Alibaba and high-risk social media sellers are different. Moreover,
most Thai shoppers find social media shopping opportunities advertised on Facebook, Instagram,
and other social media sites. Compared with most consumers in Southeast Asian countries who seem
to save and invest, Thai people are more likely to indulge and pay more for their favorite brands.
However, electronic products are typically regarded as complex and expensive products,
therefore, consumers need to test touch and test the products before they buy. (Kim and Forsythe
2010). Although the role of e-commerce has increased currently, 51% of consumers still prefer
buying products in offline stores (PwC 2017). Nevertheless, it is revealed that consumers are
expanding a range of products categories they wish to buy via the internet to those that hold
attributes of “touch and feel” (Hollensen 2014: 589). As stated in the consumer survey of Retail Dive,
being able to touch and feel products then take them home right after purchase scored highest among
the reasons why they decide to buy in conventional stores instead of via the internet.
1.2 Research Objectives
The purpose of this study was to investigate Thai Gen Y consumer behavior towards buying
electronic products online Ease of use and usefulness influence consumers when buying products
online. Nowadays, social media become another influential factor for buying decision. Therefore,
objectives are presented as follows to understand better how Thai Gen Y consumers think about
buying electronic products online.
(1) To identify consumers’ attitude and intention towards buying electronic products online.
(2) To recommend efficient ways to overcome the disadvantages of buying electronic products
online.

2. Literature Review
Factors Influencing Online Shopping Behavior of Consumers
(1) Perceived Ease of Use
Usability involves the extent to which a website helps users to use its functions simply and
appropriately (Calisir, Bayraktaroglu, Gumussoy, Topcu, and Mutlu, 2009). Perceived Usefulness has
been exposed as a crucial factor in online shopping. Usability is related to ease-of-use and is regarded
as a crucial factor for earning trust and satisfaction of consumers (Flavian et al. 2006; Neilsen, 2012).
Roy et al. (2001) proposed that online retailers are required to take a close look at the ease of
navigation, ease of learning, perception, and support while designing online shopping websites.
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(2) Perceived Usefulness
According to Davis et al (1989, 1993), perceived usefulness was defined as the extent to which a
person thinks that utilizing a particular technology would improve his job performance in one
organizational context. In Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), perceived usefulness is one of two
keys to measure attitude influence to the new technology. To achieve this definition to research
context on acceptance of new technology, perceived usefulness is classified as an individual
perception that shows online shopping performance over the internet. Usefulness is an individual
perception that using the internet as a mean of buying will enhance their purchasing performance. This
perception influences consumer attitude to shop online and their intention to shop online.
(3) Perceived security
Cheung and Lee examine the influence of perceived security on trust in the B2C e-commerce
context. Their study reveals that perceived security, combined with other factors, has a significant
impact on consumer trust in online shopping. Cheng et al. (2006) also described that perceived Web
security, together with perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, is significantly correlated with
intention to use online banking sites. A similar finding from the research of Elliot and Fowell (2000)
revealed that the consumers’ perception of security-related issues was one of the most important
factors in purchasing from a website. As a result, security has become one of the most crucial reasons
that make consumers hesitate or fear using the internet to shop and it has become a powerful role in
influencing their attitude towards online shopping.
(4) Perceived privacy
Online privacy concerns often arise in a website administrator's collection and distribution of
confidentially identifiable information about an individual customer who has logged into a particular
website (Hatch (2000)). Smith et al. (1996) classified four factors of online privacy: unauthorized
secondary use of personal information, improper access of digitally stored personal information,
collection of personal information, and errors in collecting personal information. Metzger and Docter
(2003) considered online privacy concerns to include anonymity, intrusion, surveillance, and
autonomy.
(5) Need for Touch
Consumers may feel reluctant buying products over the internet because they cannot touch and
feel the product before purchase, especially expensive products such as electronic products. High
levels of Need for Touch lead to a lower use of the Internet as a purchase channel, especially with
those products that require quality to be assessed by means of touch, as opposed to only visually
appraising the product (Citrin et al., 2003).
(6) Electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM)
The role of eWOM volume and valence in influencing the online shopping behavior got much
attention in existing research. Liu and Ji (2018) pointed out that online consumer purchase intention is
positively associated with the perceived credibility and perceived usefulness of online reviews.
According to Khan et al. (2017), brand image is a mediator between eWOM and purchase intention.
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Positive eWOM leads to a better product image, which positively influences buying intention.
Kudeshia and Kumar (2017) examined the social eWOM and proved that positive eWOM influences
brand attitude and intention to purchase.
(7) Demographic factors
For online shoppers, sex, marital status, living area, age, education level, and monthly income
were usually found to be relevant predictors of online shopping (Fram et al., 1997). Sultan and
Henrichs (2000) described that the consumer’s willingness to and preference for using the Internet as
shopping medium was likewise positively related to income, household size, and innovativeness.
Jotikasthira and Onputtha (2017) found that monthly income has an association with purchase
intention because earning can create the purchasing power.

3. Methodology
3.1 Data collection
The data were gathered through survey method. Gen Y in Thailand aged between 24 to 39 were the
population of the study. The study sample included a total of 200 Gen Y from any region of Thailand.
Five-point Likert scale was the main type of measurement used in the online questionnaire. To avoid
respondents’ misunderstanding, the online questionnaire was translated into Thai. A total of 200
questionnaires were completed and used for the analysis in the research.
The scale varying from “1-Strongly disagree”, “2-Disagree”, “3-Neutral”, “4-Agree”, and
5-Strongly agree” was applied into the questionnaire. Afterwards, these 1 to 5 scores were converted
to quantitative data and analyzed by Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) Software version
25.
3.2 Hypotheses and Analysis Method
Table 1: Hypotheses (H) and their analysis methods
Hypothesis
H1: There is no difference in perception between males and females towards
factors affecting online purchase intention of electronic products.

Analysis Method
Independent t-Test

H2: There is no difference in perception towards factors affecting online
purchase intention of electronic products when segmented by age.

Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA)

H3: There is no difference in perception towards factors affecting online
purchase intention of electronic products when segmented by education.

Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA)

H4: There is no difference in perception towards factors affecting online
Analysis of Variance
purchase intention of electronic products when segmented by monthly income.
(ANOVA)
H5: Perceived ease of use, Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Privacy and Security
of Transactions, need for touch, and electronic word of mouth have a significant
impact on purchase intention towards buying electronic products online.

Multiple Linear
Regression
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Independent Variables
(X)

Dependent
Variable (Y)
H1 – H4

Gender, Age, Education,
Monthly Income
- Perceived Ease of Use
- Perceived Usefulness
- Perceived Privacy and
Security Transactions
- Need for Touch
- Electronic Word of Mouth

H5

Purchase Intention
towards Buying
Electronic Products
Online

Figure 1: Research Model

4. Results
4.1 Demographic Profile of Respondents
A total of 200 questionnaires were used for analysis. Among the respondents, 38.5% of them aged
between 24-28, 50% aged between 29-33 and 11.5% aged between 34-39. The item for gender showed
us that there were 127 females and 73 males. According to education level, 55.5% graduated with
bachelor’s degree, 38% with Master’s Degree, 3.5% with Doctoral degree, 2.5% with vocational
diploma and 0.5% with high school or lower. Moreover, it was found that most of the respondents
have a full-time job accounted to 61.5%, 25.5% are students, 8.5% are self-employed, 2.5% were
unemployed and 2% had a part-time job. Moreover, it was found that 34% of respondents had monthly
income from 10,000 - 20,000 THB, 27% from 20,001 - 30,000 THB, 14.5% from 30,001 - 40,000
THB, 14% earned more than 40,000 THB and 10.5% earned less than 10,000 THB in a month.
4.2 Correlation Analysis and Internal Consistency Test
In order to obtain the quality of questionnaire, validity and internal consistency reliability were
employed. The questionnaire was declared valid. The Cronbach’s alpha score obtained was 0.712
which showed high reliability (Perry et al., 2004).
4.3 Independent t-Test
Independent t-Test was conducted to compare the means of two independent groups which are
female and male to determine whether there is a significant difference between data variables.
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The p-value should fall between 0.05 and 0.10. In table 2, the p-value greater than 0.05 illustrated
that there was no difference between males and females towards the factors affecting online purchase
intention.
H1: There is no difference in perception between males and females towards factors affecting
online purchase intention of electronic products.
The p-value of 0.065 as shown in Table 2 illustrated that there is no difference between males and
females towards the factors affecting online purchase intention because all factors showed the
significant level greater than 0.05.
Result: Failed to reject
Table 2: SPSS Output for Independent t-Test
Factors

Gender

n

Female

127

3.98 0.647

Male

73

4.158 0.656

Female

127

3.853 0.601

Male

73

4.005 0.665

Perceived Privacy and Security of

Female

127

3.265 0.681

Transactions

Male

73

3.452 0.762

Female

127

2.013 0.564

Male

73

1.991 0.643

Female

127

3.711 0.499

Male

73

3.858 0.718

Perceived Ease of Use

Perceived Usefulness

Need for Touch

Electronic Word of Mouth

Mean

S.D.

t

p

-1.856 0.065
-1.651 0.100
-1.788 0.075
0.255

0.799

-1.549 0.124

4.4 One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
One-way ANOVA was used to understand whether perception towards factors affecting online
purchase intention of electronic products differed by age, education and monthly income at a
significant level of 0.05. If the p-values are less than 0.05, it is significant.
After testing one-way ANOVA by using SPSS as shown in Table 3 and Table 4, it was found that
there was no difference in purchase intention towards online shopping when segmented by age and
education. Therefore, the hypotheses were accepted. However, the purchase intention differed by
monthly income as in Table 5, therefore, the hypothesis addressing there was no difference in purchase
intention when segmented by monthly income was rejected. The hypotheses 2 to 4 were presented
below:
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H2: There is no difference in perception towards factors affecting online purchase intention of
electronic products when segmented by age
All p-values are greater than 0.05 (not significant) which mean there is no difference in
perception towards factors affecting online purchase intention of electronic products when segmented
by age
Result: Failed to reject
H3: There is no difference in perception towards factors affecting online purchase intention of
electronic products when segmented by education
All p-values are greater than 0.05 (not significant) which mean there is no difference in
perception towards factors affecting online purchase intention of electronic products when segmented
by education.
Result: Failed to reject
H4: There is no difference in perception towards factors affecting online purchase intention of
electronic products when segmented by monthly income
p-values of Perceived Ease of Use, Perceived Privacy and Security of Transactions, Electronic
Word of Mouth, and Overall are less than 0.05 (significant) which mean there is a difference in
perception towards factors affecting online purchase intention of electronic products when segmented
by monthly income.
Result: Rejected
Table 3: The ANOVA output of perception towards factors affecting online purchase intention of
electronic products when segmented by age
Factors Affecting Purchase Intention Segment by

Sum of

Age

Squares

Perceived Ease of Use

Perceived Usefulness

Perceived Privacy and Security
of Transactions

Need for Touch

df

Mean
Square

Between Groups

1.561

2

0.78

Within Groups

338.819

197

1.72

Total

340.38

199

Between Groups

4.694

2

2.347

Within Groups

701.181

197

3.559

Total

705.875

199

Between Groups

9.387

2

4.694

Within Groups

908.613

197

4.612

Total

918

199

Between Groups

3.561

2

1.781

Within Groups

625.394

197

3.175

Total

628.955

199

F

p

0.454 0.636

0.659 0.518

1.018 0.363

0.561 0.572
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Electronic Word of Mouth

Overall

Between Groups

6.718

2

3.359

Within Groups

618.877

197

3.142

Total

625.595

199

Between Groups

37.479

2

18.739

Within Groups

6350.396

197

32.236

Total

6387.875

199

1.069 0.345

0.581

0.56

Table 4: The ANOVA output of perception towards factors affecting online purchase intention of
electronic products when segmented by education.
Factors Affecting Purchase Intention Segment by

Sum of

Education

Squares

Perceived Ease of Use

Perceived Usefulness

Perceived Privacy and Security
of Transactions

Need for Touch

Electronic Word of Mouth

Overall

df

Mean
Square

Between Groups

4.76

4

1.19

Within Groups

335.62

195

1.721

Total

340.38

199

Between Groups

0.819

4

0.205

Within Groups

705.056

195

3.616

Total

705.875

199

Between Groups

4.886

4

1.222

Within Groups

913.114

195

4.683

Total

918

199

Between Groups

14.351

4

3.588

Within Groups

614.604

195

3.152

Total

628.955

199

Between Groups

9.803

4

2.451

Within Groups

615.792

195

3.158

Total

625.595

199

Between Groups

54.047

4

13.512

Within Groups

6333.828

195

32.481

Total

6387.875

199

F

p

0.691

0.599

0.057

0.994

0.261

0.903

1.138

0.34

0.776

0.542

0.416

0.797
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Table 5: The ANOVA output of perception towards factors affecting online purchase intention of
electronic products when segmented by monthly income.
Factors Affecting Purchase Intention Segment by

Sum of

Monthly Income

Squares

Perceived Ease of Use

Perceived Usefulness

Perceived Privacy and Security
of Transactions

Need for Touch

Electronic Word of Mouth

Overall

df

Mean
Square

Between Groups

21.972

4

5.493

Within Groups

318.408

195

1.633

Total

340.38

199

Between Groups

17.063

4

4.266

Within Groups

688.812

195

3.532

Total

705.875

199

Between Groups

56.601

4

14.15

Within Groups

861.399

195

4.417

Total

918

199

Between Groups

2.439

4

0.61

Within Groups

626.516

195

3.213

Total

628.955

199

Between Groups

40.199

4

10.05

Within Groups

585.396

195

3.002

Total

625.595

199

Between Groups

482.344

4

120.586

Within Groups

5905.531

195

30.285

Total

6387.875

199

F

p

3.364

0.011

1.208

0.309

3.203

0.014

0.19

0.944

3.348

0.011

3.982

0.004

4.5 Multiple Linear Regression Analysis
Linear regression is used with continuous response variables, and Likert scales with five or more
categories are treated as continuous. Multiple linear regression analysis is used to predict the effect of
more than one independent variable rather than one dependent variable, either partially or
simultaneously. The significant p value is less than 0.05.
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Table 6: Multiple linear regression analysis model for purchase intention towards buying
electronic product online

Unstandardized

Standardized

Coefficients

Coefficients

Model

1

B

Std. Error

(Constant)

-1.071

0.391

Perceived Ease of Use

0.028

0.078

Perceived Usefulness

0.401

Collinearity
t

p

Beta

Statistics
Tolerance

VIF

-2.739

0.007

0.023

0.357

0.721

0.719

1.391

0.090

0.312

4.450

0.000

0.583

1.716

0.267

0.074

0.237

3.590

0.000

0.657

1.522

Need for Touch

0.298

0.076

0.219

3.924

0.000

0.924

1.082

Electronic Word of Mouth

0.302

0.086

0.222

3.500

0.001

0.716

1.396

Perceived Privacy and
Security of Transactions

Dependent Variable: Purchase Intention
R2= 0.429
F = 30.897; Sig. = 0.000
H5: Perceived ease of use, Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Privacy and Security of Transactions,
Need for Touch, Electronic Word of Mouth have a significant impact on attitude towards
buying electronic products online.
The significant value of Perceived Ease of Use is 0.721 which is greater than 0.05, therefore it is
not significant. However, the study indicated that Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Privacy and
Security of Transactions, Need for Touch and Electronic Word of Mouth were significant and have a
significant impact on attitude towards buying electronic products online.
Result: Rejected
Only Perceived Ease of Use was rejected, while the others were accepted.

5. Discussion and Recommendations
According to the study, it was found that there was no difference in purchase intention between
Thai male and female Gen Y when buying electronic products online. It can be implied that Thai
males and females are equally educated and exposed to the internet. While monthly income has an
association with purchase intention because earning can create the purchasing power as also
researched by Jotikasthira and Onputtha (2017). In the meantime, consumer with different age and
education did not have different purchase intention for online electronic products. According to the
study, it indicated that online consumer behavior is affected by perceived usability, perceived privacy
and security of transactions, need for touch and electronic word of mouth when buying electronic
products. The study was consistent with Chang and Chen (2001) who explained that perceived
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security, together with interface quality, is an important predictor of customer satisfaction on B2C
e-commerce websites. In addition, there is a support study from Kudeshia and Kumar (2017) who
examined the social Electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM) and proved that positive eWOM influences
brand attitude and intention to purchase.

Recommendation
More consumers nowadays opt to shop online rather than going to conventional stores, however,
some disadvantages of online shopping exist. To overcome the disadvantages, here are some
recommendations which may solve the problems.
While shopping online, consumers do not get to see and touch the real product, therefore it is very
important to design websites to help them save time and decide to buy easier. Web operators, business
owners or marketers of online store must understand the consumer behavior of Thai Gen Y in order to
keep up with the current trend to increase sales. Electronic word of mouth is fast but it can be either
positive or negative. Online marketers should always maintain the quality of products and services
Need for touch is another important factor when buying electronic products, but this is a major
con when buying online. Only showing the product picture may not be enough, marketers should make
customers feel that they actually experience it. Launching a product video which involves storytelling
can create a marketing impact because consumers nowadays seem to believe in what they can connect
to rather than just making a plain product video.
Some customers are afraid to shop online because they are worried about the privacy of personal
information and security of transactions. It is difficult to make them feel completely safe, but if the
website looks trustworthy they will feel that the business truly exists. Having a live chat or real-time
support on the website can make them feel more comfortable. Online reviews should also be allowed
on website so that customers can see the feedback of previous customers. To overcome the
disadvantage, online marketers should build a website reputation and earn trust to make customers feel
secure to buy electronic products online.
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Abstract
This research uses random forest method machine learning, as well as the Internet of Things and
Bluetooth practical technology to develop wireless smart temperature control technology. Take the
water heater as an example, refer to the user’s water temperature, room temperature, and body
temperature during bathing, a total of 400 pieces of data, and use the supervised learning of machine
learning to divide the data into training and testing. The training part is 70% and the test part is 30%.
At time, the machine learning random forest algorithm with an average accuracy of 95.84% trains the
water temperature model to achieve wireless intelligent temperature control.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence Temperature Control, Bluetooth, Machine learning Classification,
Random Forest

1. Introduction
Artificial intelligence has always been a hot topic recently [1]. After more than half a century of
development from its invention to the present [2], in the mid-2000s, a major technological
breakthrough of "deep learning" appeared [3]. The power of AI can be applied to a wide range of realworld problems for the first time. Researchers, futurists, and technology company CEOs all over the
world have all begun to talk about the great potential of AI, including recognizing human language,
recognizing images, predicting consumer behavior, and lending Decision, machine vision,
autonomous driving, etc. [4]
When people turn on the water heater to take a bath, they rely on the senses of the body to adjust
the temperature, unknowingly wasting a lot of energy and time. This study uses random forest method
machine learning to achieve wireless smart temperature control technology, which can be applied to
water heaters. To achieve the purpose of saving and environmental protection is the practical
application of artificial intelligence to green energy technology.
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2. Methods
In this research, using the practical technology of the Internet of Things, the temperature sensor
collects a total of 400 data of the user’s body temperature, room temperature and water temperature in
the bath, and transmits it to Python by means of Bluetooth and combines them into a set of data sets.
Then integrate this data set into the random forest classification method in machine learning to train
the suitable temperature model. After the completion of the suitable temperature model, the
temperature of the water suitable for the user's bathing will be predicted according to the indoor
temperature and human body temperature sensed each time. The predicted water temperature signal is
sent to the Arduino[5] via Bluetooth, and the corresponding light color is lit according to the
transmitted signal, such as cold water on blue, low temperature hot water on green, medium
temperature hot water on yellow, high temperature The hot water lights up in red, and then you can
open LINE through your mobile phone to see the message sent by IFTTT[6], from which you can
open the streamlit interface to sense the room temperature, body temperature, and suitable water
temperature[7], as shown in Figure 1. Shown.

Figure 1. System architecture diagram

3. Results and discussion
▪3.1 Data science
At the beginning, we used the logistic regression classification algorithm based on 100 data of
room temperature, body temperature and water temperature measured by the sensor, and found that
the average accuracy rate was only 50%, so we used python to generate random numbers and
increased the data to At 400 records, the average accuracy rate has increased to 70%. At this time,
the data has not been sorted out, so after averaging the added data, we averaged the forecast results
among 400 records. Each forecast result has 100 records. , The average accuracy rate reached
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86.93%, and finally after the test of other classification algorithms, the average accuracy rate of the
random forest algorithm was 95.84%, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Using RF as the algorithm to analyze the accuracy of the temperature model
Through the temperature data visualization graph, we can see that we have distinguished four
different prediction results, namely high temperature hot water, medium temperature hot water, low
temperature hot water, and cold water. These four different results tell us Under normal circumstances,
which room temperature, body temperature, and washing water temperature will be more suitable for
users, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Temperature Data Collection
▪3.2 Classification calculus
We use Python programs to perform six machine learning classification methods to analyze the
average accuracy of the room temperature and body temperature data sets sensed by the MLX90614
infrared temperature sensor and LM35 temperature sensor. The average accuracy is logistic regression
89.24%, K Nearest neighbor 89.24%, kernel support vector machine 73.24%, pure Bayesian 80%,
decision tree 93.77%, random forest 95.51%, the calculation result of the confusion matrix method is
that the random forest method has the highest average accuracy rate, and we generally use the most
common Logistic regression and random forest use the supervised learning of machine learning to
divide the data set into training and testing. The proportion of test data is called Test_size. When
changing Test_size to compare the analysis of model accuracy by random forest method and logistic
regression algorithm As shown in Figure 4, it can be seen that the average accuracy of the random
forest method is the highest when the training part accounts for 70% and the test part 30%. This is
because the logistic regression method uses linear regression characteristics to classify and predict the
results As long as the training data boundary is more clearly divided, the accuracy will be higher, and
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the random forest method is a majority of multiple decision trees to predict the answer, so the more
data, the higher the accuracy of the random forest method.

Figure 4. Comparison chart of the average accuracy results of RF and LR to Test_size changes
1: Mean Accuracy = (Accuracy + Precision + Recall)/3

▪3.3 Entity and work presentation
In this study, the MLX90614 infrared temperature sensor was used to measure body temperature,
the LM35 temperature sensor was used to measure room temperature, the full-color LED light was
used to help us determine which water temperature was predicted, and the HC-06 Bluetooth device
was used as Wirelessly transmit data to the suitable temperature model, and finally the Arduino UNO
board that utilizes the above parts, as shown in Figure 5.
This device transmits the room temperature and body temperature sensed by Arduino to Python.
The suitable temperature model predicts the water temperature suitable for the user, and transmits the
suitable water temperature signal to the Arduino UNO board through Bluetooth, and then the LED
will light up according to the transmitted signal One of blue light, green light, yellow light and red
light. At the same time, the PC will use LINE to send messages to the mobile phone through IFTTT.
On the LINE screen, you can open the streamlit interface to see the sensed room temperature and body
temperature, and you can also see The predicted water temperature is one of cold water, low
temperature hot water, medium temperature hot water, and high temperature hot water, as shown in
Figure 6.
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Figure 5. AIoT-TC device entity

Figure 6. IFTTT send message and Streamlit interface display

4. Conclusion
The artificial intelligence temperature control device in this article uses 400 data sets of room
temperature, body temperature, and suitable water temperature, divided into training and testing. When
the training part is 70%, and the test part is 30%, the average accuracy is used according to supervised
learning 95.84% of the machine learning random forest algorithm is used to train the water temperature
model, allowing the model to judge the current indoor temperature and human body temperature to
provide a suitable water temperature signal. In the future, when this technology is combined with a
water heater, people will bathe It is no longer necessary to test whether the water temperature is
suitable for bathing, so that people who use this technology no longer need to waste time adjusting the
water temperature, and this technology is based on the user's appropriate water temperature data set to
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train the model, in other words, There will be no situation that is suitable for Party A but not suitable
for Party B.
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Abstract
Generally, the moisture content of the nectar collected by bees is about 25%-40%. In order to
reduce the moisture content and make it easy to preserve, the drying method of the raw honey that is
generally just harvested on the market today is treated by heating. Although it is concentrated
quickly by this method, this process destroys the various enzymes in honey and its fragrance, and the
nutritional value of honey disappears. In order to solve the problems of the above-mentioned
existing honey drying methods, this research developed a "Low Temperature Honey Drying Device."
Dry air generated by a dehumidifier or dryer is blown into the drying box, and then the raw honey
flows from the upper end to the bottom with the guide frame and gradually covers the outer layer of
the numerous round rods to increase the contact area with the air. In the process, the moisture of the
raw honey is evaporated by the dry air.
Keywords: Raw honey, moisture, dry, device, air.

1. Introduction
Generally, the moisture content of the nectar collected by bees (called raw honey) is about
25%-40%. The bees will put it into the nest, and continue to fan the nectar to promote evaporation
and reduce moisture. After about one week of brewing time, the moisture content of the raw honey is
reduced to less than 20%, so that it can be stored for a long time.
The brewed honey will be sealed in the nest with beeswax by the bees. This kind of honey,
which naturally reduces moisture content, has not been processed, and is directly bottled for sale
after being harvested and filtered out of impurities. The enzymes are not destroyed, but the moisture
content may sometimes not drop below 20% due to weather. Long-term storage at room temperature
has the risk of acidification and bottle bursting.
The International Food Standards and National Standards of the Republic of China (CNS)
stipulate that the moisture content of general honey should be below 20%.
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In order to increase the number of times of collecting honey, beekeepers will generally harvest
the honey early before it is covered, and then use a drying machine to dehydrate it by heating. The
moisture content is usually below 20%. Heating will increase the dehydration efficiency but
relatively destroy the nutritional enzymes in honey.

2. Goals
Because most of the above-mentioned existing honey drying and concentration methods have
the disadvantages of heating to destroy the nutrients of honey, bulky, high price, and not suitable for
smaller-scale beekeepers. This study designed a "Low Temperature Honey Drying Device" to
improve these shortcomings.

3. Patent search
Only three patents in Taiwan were searched in this research. The most foreign patents are in
China, followed by South Korea and the United States, with 26 cases in total, as shown in Table 1
below. After analysis, the structure of these patents is more complicated than the design method of
this research, and is different from the simple technology used in this research.
Table 1 Domestic and foreign patent searches for related honey drying devices
No County

Title

Issue/Publication
Number

Issue/Publi
cation Date

M249476

2004/11/11

Inventor
Ming-Ji Zhong
etc.
Ying-Gon Zin

1

Taiwn Honey drying mechanism

2

Taiwn Honey/pollen drying machine
211650
1993/8/21
New type of honey
Taiwn
111723
1989/04/11
Xi-Shan Shi
concentrating machine
Removing water from honey at
USA
US04472450
1984/09/18
Platt, Jr. etc
ambient pressure
Apparatus for removing
USA
US04763572A
1988/08/16
Kuehl etc.
moisture from honey
Removing water from honey at
USA
US04472450A
1984/09/18
Platt, Jr. etc.
ambient pressure
Korea The honey concentrator
KR101270995B1 2013/06/04 Won, Seung Hokr
Drying Machine for
Yoon, Kyung
Korea
KR101186897B1 2012/10/02
Evaporation of water in honey
Won etc.
Korea Drying apparatus for honey
KR101165206B1 2012/07/18 Kim, Geun Ho
Energy saving type low
Korea
KR1020110031852A 2011/03/29
Kim, Zhon
temperature dryer
Korea Honey concentrator
KR101007605B1 2011/01/12 Kim, Yong Joon
Korea Liquid concentrator
KR1020040046769A 2004/06/05 Kim, Jung Ho
Concentration and purification
China
CN210009633U 2020/02/04 Ma, Zhen Zhong
device for honey

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

China Honey dehydration device
Drying chamber of
China
concentrated honey
Semiconductor heat-pump type
China
honey concentrator
Low-temperature dehydrator
China
for honey
Honey sterilizing equipment
China
with eliminate bubble function
China Royal jelly agitating unit
Concentrated extractor of
China
propolis
China Honey heating device
Vacuum drying sterilizing
China
equipment
China Honey filter device
Concentrated water trap of
China
honey
Honey dehydration device and
China
method
Equipment for dehydrating
China
honey

CN209345998U

2019/09/06 Zhong, Hua Ming

CN208657878U

2019/03/29 Wang, Yu Xiang

CN108905244A

2018/11/30

Jin, Wei

CN108740916A

2018/11/06

Yu, Hai Jin

CN207023159U

2018/02/23

Han, Xue

CN207012882U

2018/02/16

He, Teng Fei

CN206934808U

2018/01/30

Mu, Qian

CN107549737A

2018/01/09

Li, Wen Ming

CN206146118U

2017/05/03

Lin, De Xiang

CN205516725U

2016/08/31

CN205455870U

2016/08/17

Yue, Yu
Ouyang, Wei
Dong

CN105380208A

2016/03/09 Yang, Hong Wei

CN203194472U

2013/09/18

Liang, Nan

4. Design Methods
This research developed a low temperature honey drying device. The design methods and
procedures are detailed below:
▪4.1 Concept design of the honey drying device
The design concept of this honey drying device applies TRIZ 40 inventive principles,
which are explained as follows:
1. Apply the 2nd principle of TRIZ 40 inventive principles, Taking Out: When the raw honey
flows from top to bottom in the deflector in the drying box, the dry air can take away the
moisture in the raw honey.
2. Apply the 20th principle of TRIZ 40 inventive principles, Continuity of Useful Action:
When the raw honey continues to flow into the drying box, dry air is also continuously
blown into the drying box, which can continuously take away the moisture in the raw
honey.
3. Apply the 24th principle of TRIZ 40 inventive principles, Intermediary: Use dry air as an
intermediary that can take away the moisture in the raw honey.
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▪4.2 Structure design of honey drying device
Figure 1 shows the 3D diagram of the low temperature honey drying device. The main
parts include outer cover, raw honey tank, drying box, concentrated honey tank, dehumidifier,
exhaust fan, dry air and wet air inlet pipe and exhaust pipe.
The raw honey tank is used to hold the raw honey to be dried; The drying box is
equipped with a deflector to increase the contact area of the raw honey and air; The
concentrated honey tank is used to receive the concentrated honey that has been dried; The
dehumidifier can produce dry air; The fan is used to exhaust the humid air evaporated in the
drying box.
Outer cover
Raw honey tank
Dry air inlet pipe

Dehumidifier

Drying box

Honey
Drying

Air filter

Device

Exhaust fan
Wet air
exhaust pipe
Honey faucet

Concentrated honey tank

Concentrated
honey jar

Figure 1 Front view of honey drying device
Figure 2 is a diagram of the internal structure of the honey drying device. The raw honey
tank has many honey-injecting holes at the bottom, which can lead the raw honey to the
deflector in the drying box; The deflector can increase the contact area with the air when the
raw honey flows down; The dehumidifier is used to generate dry air. The incoming
high-humidity air will be cleaned by the air filter and then blown into the drying box through
the intake pipe, and then discharged through the exhaust pipe; The concentrated honey tank is
used to receive the concentrated honey that has been dried.
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Figure 3 shows the structure of the deflector. The deflector is a 3D window-shaped grid
array formed by a number of round rods arranged in vertical and horizontal directions. Its main
function is to guide the raw honey to flow slowly from top to bottom and cover the surface of
the round rods to maximize the contact area between the raw honey and the air. The number of
round rods should not be too large to obstruct air circulation. When the raw honey flows down,
the dry air blown in by the dehumidifier can evaporate the moisture in the raw honey to
achieve the function of drying and concentrated honey.

Outer cover

honey-injecting holes
Raw honey tank
Dry air inlet pipe
Deflector
Filter
Drying box

Air filter
Exhaust fan
Dehumidifier
Wet air
exhaust pipe

Concentrated honey tank

Figure 2 A diagram of the internal structure of the honey drying device.
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Rods

Figure 3 The structure of the deflector.
Figure 4 illustrates that when raw honey flows slowly downwards to form a thin layer of
honey covering the round rods of the deflector, the dry airflow generated by the dehumidifier
passes through the gaps of the round rods of each deflector frame. At the same time, a large
amount of water in honey will evaporate in this dry air. When the honey flows down to the
lowest point along the deflector rod, it will drip into the concentrated honey tank, which is the
concentrated honey.
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Dry air
乾燥氣流

導流器框架

包覆圓棒
Honey
covering
的蜂蜜
the rods

圓棒
Rods
Concentrated
honey
乾燥濃縮蜂蜜

Figure 4 Dry air flows through the round bar gaps of the deflector frame.

5. Conclusions
This article presented a design of a low temperature honey drying device, which uses dry air to
take away the moisture in the raw honey. It can effectively reduce the water content in honey without
destroying the nutrients in honey. This design has the following advantages:
1. The product designed in this research does not require heating equipment at all, and can be dried
in an air-conditioned low temperature or normal temperature environment, which can maintain
the various enzyme nutrition and original flavor of honey.
2. This product has a simple structure design that can dry honey without heating, greatly reducing
manufacturing costs and making it affordable for small scale beekeepers.
3. Because this product does not require any heating processing, it is not dangerous to operate and
will not generate surrounding heat.
4. When the raw honey flows from the upper to the bottom, the honey drying process is complete.
This process is fast and saves processing costs.
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5. Due to the small size of the equipment, beekeepers can take the collected honey home for
concentrated processing, which can improve the poor environment of existing honey collection.
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Abstract
In order to improve production efficiency, numerous studies have been devoted to
prognostics and health management (PHM) of equipment through data analysis. Among them,
the subject of most of the studies is continuously operating equipment. However, in the actual
production environment, there also exist some intermittently operating equipment, whose
actual operating time is usually shorter than the downtime so that the time series analysis
methods for continuously operating equipment cannot be directly used. In order to realize
health management of all equipment in the production line, this paper proposes a time series
prediction method for prognosis of intermittently operating equipment. The core of this
method is to obtain the envelope lines of the raw data, and then use Autoregressive Integrated
Moving Average (ARIMA) model to predict the trend of the envelope to determine whether
the equipment will break down at the next moment. The effectiveness of the proposed method
is verified using datasets from a motor which controls the operation of the turntable in a
production line. The results show that the method can provide support for prognosis of
intermittently operating equipment, thereby promoting the monitoring of the production line.
Keywords: ARIMA, Envelope line, Fault prognosis, Intermittent operation, Time series
prediction

1. Introduction
The improvement of production efficiency has always been the goal of the company’s
continuous struggle to obtain greater benefits. In order to achieve this goal, some companies
are introducing automated equipment, such as robots, Automated Guided Vehicle System
(AGVS), etc. to accomplish automated production in the workshop. Based on this, with the
development of a new generation of information technology, companies are heading for the
direction of intelligence. To realize the intelligent production of the workshop, prognostics
and health management (PHM) of equipment is essential. However, in most production
workshops, there is a lack of monitoring of the equipment. Once the equipment fails or even
breaks down, the entire production process will be delayed so that it may not proceed as
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planned. Meanwhile, the utilization rate of other normally operating equipment may decrease,
ultimately resulting in an increase in production costs and a decline in profits. For those
factories that are undergoing intelligent transformation, the operating status monitoring and
fault warning of some key processing equipment in the production line have been within the
range of their research. However, the target of their research is usually the continuous
operating equipment, such as CNC machine tools, robot arms, etc. Thus, there lacks research
on intermittently operating equipment for the moment. In order to improve the monitoring of
the operating conditions of the entire production line and to promote the completion of the
intelligent transformation of the factory, it is necessary to achieve PHM for intermittently
operating equipment.
In the existing research, to realize prognosis of the equipment, the commonly used
methods can be divided into two kinds. One is to directly analyze the historical operation data
of the equipment to dig out key information such as whether the equipment will fail at the
next moment. The other is to use the time series prediction method to predict the trend of the
operation data at the next moment based on the historical data，and then judge whether the
data will exceed the predefined threshold according to the prediction result to obtain the fault
information of the equipment. For intermittently operating equipment, since its actual
operating time is much shorter than the downtime, if the first method is adopted, it will be
hard to extract accurate information from the time series data of limited length. Besides, as
the realization of the second method is based on the time series prediction, this paper explores
the time series prediction method of intermittently operating equipment.
This paper proposes a time series prediction method for prognosis of intermittently
operating equipment, so as to provide early technical support for prognosis of this type of
equipment. The core of this method is to obtain the envelope lines of the raw data, and then
use Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model to predict the trend of the
envelope to determine whether the equipment will break down at the next moment. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some previous studies related to PHM
and time series prediction. Section 3 presents the proposed time series prediction framework
for prognosis of intermittently operating equipment and its implementation procedures in
detail. Section 4 verifies the effectiveness of the proposed method by using datasets from a
motor which controls the operation of the turntable in a production line. Section 5 draws
conclusions and outlines future work.

2. Related works
2.1 Prognostics and health management
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In order to improve production efficiency, numerous studies have been devoted to fault
diagnosis of equipment. The existing fault diagnosis methods can be divided into three
categories: model-based, knowledge-based and data-based fault diagnosis, among which
data-based fault diagnosis is the most popular one because of its high adaptability and
accuracy. Machine learning based and deep learning based methods have been adopted to
fault diagnosis. Wang (2016) used a developed method of the existing K-nearest neighbors
based method to identify 5 different gear crack levels. Widodo and Yang presented the
development of the application of support vector machine in fault diagnosis. As for deep
learning based methods, Liu et al. (2017) developed a new diagnosis framework named as
dislocated time series convolutional neural architecture, which could deal with different
intervals in periodic signals by adding a dislocate layer. Gan et al. (2016) proposed a new
hierarchical diagnosis network (HDN) based on deep learning, which could identify the fault
types with severity ranking for a system with the wavelet packet energy feature.
In recent studies, some researchers have been exploring fault prognosis methods of
equipment. These methods can be divided into two categories, one is by digging out potential
failure information based on the current data, the other is fault diagnosis based on the
predicted time series data. Cheng et al. proposed a novel fault prognosis and remaining useful
life prediction for wind turbine gearboxes based on the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system
(ANFIS) and particle filtering (PF) approaches. Wang et al. (2018) proposed a dynamic
multi-step fault prognosis approach for the multivariable time series in degradation process.
Poon et al. (2017) used a generalized gradient descent algorithm to obtain real-time estimates
of system parameters and used these estimates to predict when faults were more likely to
occur, which belongs to the second category.
Research on prognostics and health management is not as much as fault diagnosis,
especially for intermittently operating equipment.
2.2 Time series prediction
For fault prognosis of equipment, in order to judge whether the value of the key
parameter will exceed the predefined threshold, time series prediction is necessary. Existing
time series prediction methods mainly include three categories: traditional time series
prediction models, machine learning based and deep learning based time series prediction
models. For traditional time series prediction models, commonly used models include
Autoregressive (AR) model, Moving average (MA) model, Autoregressive Moving Average
(ARMA) model and ARIMA model. Zou et al. (2017) used ARIMA model to predict the
temperature of electrical equipment. Compared to BP neural network model, this method
turned out to be more suitable for prediction of electrical equipment temperature. Machine
learning based models include Bayesian Network (BN), support vector machine (SVM), etc.
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For deep learning based models, commonly used models include Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Zheng et al. (2019) predicted device
data based on Long short-term memory (LSTM) network for fault prediction of equipment,
which turned out to be effective and rational. In recent studies, some researchers have paid
attention to the combination of different methods as well to obtain more accurate results.
Chen et al. (2018) proposed a novel time series prediction method based on LSTM, support
vector regression machine (SVRM) and extremal optimization algorithm (EO) for wind speed
forecasting in wind energy industry.
For data from intermittently operating equipment, these methods can not be directly
applied to predict the trend of the data. Therefore, a new time series prediction method is
essential for prognosis of this type of equipment.

3. Methodology
As the operation period of intermittently operating equipment is usually inconsistent, it is
almost impossible to dig out the information for periodic variation of the operation data. In
order to estimate whether the data will exceed the predefined threshold to determine whether
the equipment will break down, the proposed method considers the tendency of the envelope
lines of the raw data. The workflow of this method is shown in Figure 1.
The procedures of the proposed method are as follows.
Step 1: Data preprocessing. Resample the time series by filling missing data so that the
data can be arranged at equal intervals.
Step2: Envelope line obtainment. Find all the local maxima and connect them by
applying interpolation operation. Different interpolation methods have different
characteristics, so we have to determine which to choose. As ARIMA model requires a
stationary time series, stationarity tests should be performed to support decision making at
this step. Finally, the envelope line of the historical operation data can be obtained.
Step 3: ARIMA model order estimation. Determine the order of difference so that the
differentiated data presents a stationary state. After that, determine the orders of
Autoregressive (AR) model and Moving Average (MA) model respectively by calculating
Autocorrelation Function (ACF) and Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF). In this way,
the framework of ARIMA model can be determined.
Step 4: Determination of ARIMA model. Use ARIMA model defined in step 3 to fit the
envelope line obtained in step 2. In this way, other parameters can be determined to finally
define the ARIMA model.
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Step 5: Envelope line prediction. Use ARIMA model determined in step 4 to predict the
tendency of the envelope line. According to this, prognosis of intermittently operating
equipment can be supported.
Import raw data

Data missing?

No

Yes
Data preprocessing

Envelope line obtainment
Diffrentiation
Stationary?

No

Yes
Order estimation: p, d, q

Determination of ARIMA model

Envelope line prediction

Figure 1. Workflow of the time series prediction method for prognosis of intermittently
operating equipment.
In summary, the time series prediction method must take the non-periodic operation into
consideration when dealing with data from intermittently operating equipment, which is too
challenging. The proposed method uses envelope lines to replace the raw data, thus
preventing direct prediction of the raw data.

4. Case study
4.1 Problem description
A motor controlling the operation of the turntable in a certain production line is taken as
an example to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. In this case, the current ratio,
which is the ratio of the actual current to the rated current, is predicted to judge whether it will
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exceed the threshold, thus providing support for fault prognosis. A part of the time series data
is shown in Figure 2. From the figure we could easily find that the turntable is just one type of
what we call intermittently operating equipment as the actual operating time is approximately
7 seconds per time, which is much shorter than the downtime.

Figure 2. Part of the raw current ratio data
4.2 Verification of the proposed time series prediction method
According to Steps 1 and 2 in Section 3, the envelope line of the current ratio was
obtained by applying linear interpolation, which is shown in Figure 3. By testing the
stationarity of the envelope line in Step 3, the order of differentiation was determined as 2.
Besides, by calculating ACF and PACF, we could fix the values of the other two parameters as
2 and 2 respectively. After applying ARIMA model determined before to the envelope line of
historical data, the prediction result is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Envelope line of the current ratio

Figure 4. Prediction result of the proposed time series prediction method
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In this case, root-mean-square error (RMSE) was used as the criteria of the effectiveness
of the proposed method. RMSE of the prediction result was 34.7916, which was much less
than the peak value of the current ratio.
4.3 Discussion
The common PHM methods are usually applicable to continuously operating equipment.
However, there is nearly no solutions for prognosis of intermittently operating equipment,
which also plays an important role in some production lines. By directly applying ARIMA
model to the raw data, we could learn from Figure 5 that the tendency of data could not be
predicted as the valid information was not enough.

Figure 5. Prediction result of by directly applying ARIMA model
The advantage of the proposed time series prediction method mainly lies in turning a
time series which is hard to predict into a convenient-to-predict one. The core of this method
is to obtain the envelope line of the raw data, which is hardly mentioned in previous studies.
In future research, we can combine this method with other traditional prediction methods to
obtain a better result.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, a time series prediction method for prognosis of intermittently operating
equipment is proposed. The workflow of this method is presented and a case study is
performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The data in case study was
from a motor of the turntable of a certain production line.
The proposed method provides a solution for prognosis of intermittently operating
equipment. Besides, since intermittently operating equipment hardly attracted researchers’
attention before, this method could guide people to consider more about the whole production
line when implementing PHM for factories, which could provide support for health
management of all the equipment in factories.
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Abstract
Based on the data from interviews and survey, the current usage and challenge of using creative
tools in big R&D projects is analyzed. It turns out that in order to improve the innovative outputs,
more and more big research and development (R&D) projects have started using kinds of creative
tool, including invention tools (such as TRIZ) and the new emerged research tools (such as big data
mining). However, R&D project managers stills have weak experiences about the systematic usage
of creative tools. In order to improve the creative tools’ development and application, this paper
analyses the key competencies for creativity and innovation of four phases of R&D projects: creative
idea generation, elaboration, implementation, and promotion. Due to the differences among three
kinds of R&D project (basic research project, technology research project, and technology
application project), integrated creative tool sets for three kinds of R&D projects’ systematic
innovation are generated. At last, a usage of integrated creative tools in a sample R&D project is
investigated.
Keywords: Creative tools, Systematic innovation, Basic research project, Technology research
project, Technology application project.

1. Introduction
In order to improve the innovative outputs, more and more big research and development (R&D)
projects have started using tools of creativity, which including invention tools such as TRIZ and the
new emerged tools (such as big data mining). However, R&D project managers stills have weak
experiences about the systematic usage of creative tools which consists of tools in the area of project
management (such as technology roadmap), invention tools (such as TRIZ), knowledge analysis tool,
team cooperation tool, value chain management tool, project management, creative thinking tool,
and new technology-based tool.
The R&D projects analyzed in this paper refer to the National Key R&D Projects, which
include basic research projects, technology research projects, and technology application projects.
The projects have gained huge amount of funds from Chinese government. In 2016, 1193 projects
were supported by funds amount to 9771 million RMB Yuan. In 2017, 1279 projects got funds of
5536 million RMB Yuan. In each project, there are several organizations, most of them located in
different cities. From 2016 to 2018, more than 400 public research institutes, 447 universities, and
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587 companies engaged in the projects. The projects usually last for 3 to 4 years. Improve innovative
outputs of these projects has significant meaning for the country.
In order to deep our understanding about the current usage of creative tools in these R&D
projects, this paper analyzed the frequency, effectiveness, convenience of tool application, personal
and project needs of creative tools through sending questionnaire to 392 R&D project members in
342 Key R&D Projects, and carried out a semi-structural telephone interview for another 30
members of R&D projects from 26 projects. It also generates an integrated creative tool set which
satisfy the key competencies of systematic innovation of three kinds of R&D projects. An
investigation of the application of integrated creative tool set in a sample R&D project also shield
light on developing integrated creative tools for R&D projects in the future.

2. Challenges of using creative tools in Key R&D Projects in China
2.1 Current usage of creative tools in Key R&D Projects
With the help of the Farmer Center of China, we collected data from 392 members in 342 Key
R&D projects. Among them, 139 are basic research projects, 194 are technology research projects,
and 59 are technology application projects. In the questionnaire, eight kinds of creative tools are
listed: creative thinking tool, invention tool, knowledge searching and management tool, project
management tool, research output promotion tool, output innovation evaluation tool, team
cooperation tool, external cooperation tool. They were asked to describe their agreement with the
usage of creative tools by Likert 5 points scales, in which 1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=not
sure, 4=agree, 5=strongly agree. The frequency and the effectiveness of their usage of creative tools
are presented in table 1. The data shows that the scientists have started using creative tools in their
projects, their most frequently used tools are project management tools. Among the eight kinds of
tools, the score of frequency and effectiveness of the invention tools both are the lowest.
Table 1. Frequency and effectiveness of usage of creative tools
Mean
Frequency of the use of creative
thinking tools
Frequency of the use of team
cooperation tools
Frequency of the use of invention
tools
Frequency of the use of research
output promotion tools
Frequency of the use of project
management tools
Frequency of the use of output
innovation evaluation tools
Frequency of the use of knowledge

4.0000

Standard
deviation
0.76027

4.1403

0.79204

3.3469

1.04480

3.9286

0.91310

4.2806

0.73135

4.0281

0.81340

4.0102

0.85220

Mean
Effectiveness of the use of creative
thinking tools
Effectiveness of the use of team
cooperation tools
Effectiveness of the use of invention
tools
Effectiveness of the use of research
output promotion tools
Effectiveness of the use of project
management tools
Effectiveness of the use of output
innovation evaluation tools
Effectiveness of the use of knowledge

4.0867

Standard
deviation
0.66527

4.2628

0.67079

3.7219

0.86224

4.0995

0.79821

4.3189

0.65771

4.1658

0.69012

4.0944

0.71432
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searching and management tools
Frequency of the use of external
cooperation tools

3.9311

0.88630

searching and management tools
Effectiveness of the use of external
cooperation tools

4.0791

0.74763

2.2 Semi-structural telephone interviews about experiences of using creative
tools in R&D Projects
We did a semi-structural survey and a follow-up telephone interview to learn more about their
experience of using creative tools in R&D projects. 30 members of 24 R&D projects accepted the
interviews. It turns out that among 24 projects, 22 projects have used at least one kind of creative
tool. Two projects haven’t used any kind of creative tool. They reflect that they get benefit from
using invention tools, technology analysis tools, and project management tools. They say that
invention methods, especially TRIZ and brainstorming, knowledge map, patent map and other
analysis tools help them generate new ideas and prevent them from doing scientific research blindly
in R&D projects. Analytic hierarchy process, quantitative analysis, and expert consultation help
them find the important factors for their research problems. They also acknowledge the contribution
of project management tools, manufact and operation management tools in R&D projects.
They frequently use the following creative tools: invention tools (TRIZ, brainstorming),
knowledge related tools (knowledge map, patent map, meta-analysis, technology roadmap, expert
consultation, Delphi method), 6 sigma and lean management, project management tools (Phase-Gate
System, flow chart, ranking method, multi-case decision-making method, advantages and
disadvantages listing method, comprehensive evaluation method, risk analysis, decision tree and
balanced scorecard), organizational learning method (reflection method, mind map), and data
analysis (such as analytic hierarchy process). The most frequently used creative tools are
brainstorming and TRIZ, more than half of the project teams claim have used them. They also use
new technology-based creative tools such as artificial intelligence (AI) and big data mining in order
to establish platform and database pools to increase the effectiveness of innovative process. For all
the 26 teams, most of them still learn less about the AI-based tools and haven’t used them.
They report that communication and knowledge sharing are important for project success. Most
of them have regular team meetings every two weeks. They use online and offline meetings to share
the progress of projects, evaluate whether the process of projects deviates from their plans,
communicate their problems, co-ordinate, prepare for mid-term report, project defending, and
academic conferences. Meetings for project teams’ daily learning are quite fewer. Communication
within project teams is more frequent than that between the project teams. Affected by the
COVID-19 epidemic, online communication becomes the main communication media for projects.
Few of them deliberately use team cooperation tools to facilitate knowledge sharing. Although team
creativity is greatly dependent on team climate (Anderson and West, 1996), none of them talked
about the related innovative team climate management tools.
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Taken together, the survey and interviews reflect that the Key R&D Projects in agricultural field
have started to use kinds of creative tools. They get benefit from these tools. But their understanding
towards the systematic innovation and the related creative tools is uncomprehensive, their using of
tools are randomly and which might prevent them taking full value from the tools. Therefore, this
paper will try to establish an integrated creative tool set to assist R&D projects’ systematic
innovation.

3. Critical competencies and the corresponding creative tools for the four phases
of R&D projects
3.1 Four phases of R&D project
According to Perry-Smith and Mannucci (2017)’s study, the journal from creativity to
innovation of R&D project includes four phases: idea generation, elaboration, implementation, and
promotion. In each phase, both divergent thinking and convergent thinking are needed.
The goal of the idea generation phase is to find problem. The main work includes: 1)
Identifying innovation opportunities (divergent thinking), forming specific analysis perspectives
(convergent thinking); 2) Analyzing innovation opportunities and pointing out key concepts
(divergent thinking), identifying important concepts and their embedded systems (convergent
thinking); 3) Finding potential problems (divergent thinking), selecting good problems and generate
creative ideas (convergent thinking).
The goal of the elaboration phase is to find ideal approach of problem. The main work includes:
1) Identifying systems where problems embedded (divergent thinking), determining the boundary of
the system (convergent thinking); 2) Pointing out related elements of the problem (divergent
thinking), selecting key elements (convergent thinking); 3) Understanding potential relationships
among variables (divergent thinking), identifying key relationships among variables (convergent
thinking).
The goal of the implementation phase is to solve the R&D problem effectively and efficiently.
Main work includes: find solutions, generate action plans, implementation the plan, solve problems.
In the phase, divergent thinking is still needed in order to solve the new emerged problems and get
ideal solutions.
The goal of the promotion phase is to enhance the influence of research outputs of projects by
demonstrating their importance, feasibility, reliability, and gaining good customer reputations.
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3.2 Critical competencies for four phases and the related creative tools
Invention tools, creative thinking tools, and project management tools will be helpful for
systematic innovation of all kinds of R&D project. Because, the first two kinds of tool bring forth
new ideas, while the third kind of tool organize research work in order. New ideas and order are both
necessary for creativity and innovation of R&D projects. But, due to the goals and tasks of four
phases of R&D project and their corresponding key competencies for creativity and innovation are
varied, which in turn ask for specific creative tools (see table 1). Key competencies for the success
of the phase of idea generation include research insight, having the ability to analyze phenomena, be
able to think creatively. The related creative tools include: knowledge management, data analysis
tools, knowledge map, patent map, technology road map.
For the elaboration phase, in order to elaborate ideas and improve solutions, scientists need to
find internal and external expertise or ideas. Their social skills and wisdom will be asked in order to
establish the trust among partners and get other parties’ valuable inputs. They also need system
thinking, creative thinking, and evaluation ability to establish the analysis framework or research
model, and point out related hypotheses or proposals. As such, they may need knowledge searching
and management tool, cooperation management tool, team cooperation tools for knowledge and
ideas, invention tools for generating creative solutions, and cost-benefit analysis tools to select the
appropriate solutions.
Key competencies for the success of the implementation phase include obtaining explicit
professional experience, tacit engineering knowledge, having sufficient team members’ work effort
input and other resources. Thus, scientists will have the abilities to find the cooperators and
resources, as well as the ability to use the resources and finished the R&D project effectively. As
such, the creative tools include: cooperation and team cooperation tools for generating creative ideas,
design, engineering, manufact and quality management tools for effectively turning the ideas into
tangible outputs.
In order to get ideal outputs from the promotion phase, scientists need to find related stake
holders, win their support and cooperation. Scientist also need to deep understand their potential
users, and persuade them buy-in the innovative outputs of project teams. Their ability of influence,
marketing, cooperation is significant importance in this phase. As such, the creative tools include:
User needs finding tool, business model canvas, persuading tool, social network tool.
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Table 1: Key competencies and corresponding tools for R&D projects in four phases
Idea Generation

Elaboration

Key competence

Creative tools

Key competence

Phenomenon

Knowledge

Knowledge

analysis ability

management;

and

Analysis tools.

system.

outside

inside
the

Implementation

Promotion

Creative tools

Key competence

Creative tools

Key competence

Creative tools

Knowledge

Explicit

Design,

User

User

management.

professional

engineering,

comprehension.

finding tool.

experience.

manufacturing,

needs

quality
management.
Predictive power

Knowledge

map;

Patent

map;

Trust.

Technology roadmap.

Cooperative

Professional tacit

Organizational

Complementary

Cooperation

management;

knowledge

learning.

assets.

tool;

Organizational

as process flow.

such

learning;

Business

Innovative climate

model canvas.

tool.
Innovative
thinking

Creative
and

thinking

tool.

Systematic analysis

Invention tool.

and creativity.

Management

Project

efficiency.

management

motivation
Judgment

Reputation.

Persuading
tool.

tool.
Creative
class.

screening

Evaluation ability.

Cost-benefit

Time, and other

Cooperation

analysis tool.

resources input.

tool.

Influence.

Cooperation
tool.

Common tools: Project management tools, Invention tools, Creative thinking tools.
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4. An integrated creative tool set for three kinds of key R&D projects
Based on our systematic review of creative tools of R&D projects (Dogson, 2000; Polverini et
al., 2011; Yeh et al. 2011; Dwight and Whitney, 2007; Jeong and Yoon, 2015), we summarized
creative tools into seven categories: creative thinking tool, invention tool, knowledge analysis tool,
team cooperation tool, value chain management tool, project management, and new
technology-based tool. According to the theory of domain specific and domain general of creativity
(Kaufman, 2004), there are common and unique requirements of creativity and innovation in basic
research, technology research, and technology application projects. In this part, we will discuss how
to set up an integrated creative tool set to facilitate creativity and innovation for the three kinds of
R&D projects (see table 2).

4.1 An integrated creative tool set for basic research projects
Basic research project aims to generate new knowledge and find out fundamental principles
underneath the natural phenomena or facts. Through experimental or theoretical methods, scientists
work for establishing new theories. Basic research is the fundamental driving force for social
development, and it is the mother of new technologies. The typical outputs of basic research include
journal papers, academic books, etc.
In the idea generation phase, in order to put forward a good question, which is very critical for
making breakthroughs in basic research, researchers need to understand the academic progress and
knowledge accumulation in the related areas, the nature of research problems, and establish unique
perspectives of analysis. The helpful creative tools include: meta-analysis, knowledge map, expert
systems, in-depth discussions, and new technology-based methods such as AI-based big data
analysis tools, genetic analysis tools.
In the elaboration phase, in-depth dialogues with extant theories and discuss with top peers in
the areas will help scientists sharp their research perspectives, create new research models, put
forward creative proposes and hypotheses, and selecting novel and practical research methods. Thus,
creative tools helpful include knowledge management, organizational learning.
In the execution phase, scientists need to do experimental analysis, data collection and analysis,
and hypotheses test. The related creative tools include: knowledge management system, in-depth
discussion, stakeholder analysis tool, cooperation tool.
In the promotion phase, scientists work hard to get papers accepted by top journals. They are
also proactive at circulating their research results through important conferences, media interviews,
and social networks. Due to fact that governments or fund institutions are the main financial
supporters of basic research project, scientists are also eager to take the chance to participate in the
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conference organized by governments and fund institutions to promote their outputs. The related
helpful creative tools include: stakeholder analysis tool, networking tool.

4.2 An integrated creative tool set for technology research projects
Technology research project aims to explore new principles and methods for using technology
in accordance with their understanding of natural laws. This new knowledge is gained from finding
new applications, which is an extension of existing knowledge that provides scientific basis for
solving practical problems. Although it also aims to generate new scientific knowledge, its main
purpose is to invent new technology, improves technologies, making technological progress break
limitation of empiricism, which effectively controls the cost of development and help new
technologies be diffused at low cost. It also brings forth new expectations and new research topics
for basic research in the future. On the other hand, after breakthroughs in basic research, there often
emerged cutting-edge technologies, such as aerospace technology, computer technology, nuclear
technology, etc., which are significant differences from existing technologies. They are completely
the product of modern science, rather than transformation and improvement of traditional
technologies. Typical outputs of technology research projects include invention patents and new
technology instrumentations.
Research questions for scientists in technology research fields are rather clarified compared
with that in basic research fields, meanwhile knowledge about technology is rather confidential
compared with that in basic research fields. To be a top scientist in technology research, scientists’
critical research ability is to understand the cutting-edge technologies and be able to find the new
approach to generate new technology. In order to generate the creative ideas, scientist need to use
tools of knowledge map and patent map to understand the accumulated knowledge, the white space
of literatures, and the available but neglected new problem-solving methods. They may also need to
use benchmarking method to learn about the competitors’ technology.
In the elaboration phase, in order to translate the creative ideas into creative solution, and make
the creative solutions more comprehensive, select the ideal solutions. Scientists need to be sensitive
to the hidden research questions of specific technical problems, be able to understand technology
application system and figure out novel and feasible technology solutions. Corresponding creative
tools contains: collecting experts’ information from technology suppliers and stake holders by using
Delphi tool, use value engineering tool to improve the feasibility of the solutions, analyze
cost-benefit and option law to select the valuable technology solutions.
In the implementation phase, scientists need to work together effectively and efficiency. Thus,
multi-team cooperation tool, integrated development environment will be helpful. They also need to
transform their intangible theories or technology solutions into tangible technologies, such as get the
specific engineering indexes, creating materials etc. During the process they not only do experiment
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studies in labs but also trial the new technology in manufacturing lines. As such, operational
management, Lean manufacture, Six Sigma, risk management tools will help the effectiveness of the
transformation from kinds of lab inventions to tangible technologies. Technology research projects
usually consist of various professional work, some of them come from external organizations. So,
internally and externally cooperation tools will be helpful.
In promotion phase, technology research project teams can use stakeholder analysis tool and
cooperation tool to establish associations or networks to promote their technological solutions, such
as the 5G association. They also need business analysis tools such as cost-benefit analysis to
demonstrate the advantage of their solutions in order to persuade their governmental and companies’
cooperators to do co-research.

4.3 An integrated creative tool set for technology application projects
Technology application projects aims to provide mature technologies and products that are well
prepared to put into use, or develop technical specifications in order to help replication and
promotion of technologies, or starts mass productions. Their research questions are very specific and
clarified. The main work of projects includes examine the reliability of new technologies or products;
manufacture products in low cost, as well as create better process or materials.
In the idea generation phase, scientists need to learn the knowledge about the indexes of
technologies and the potential customer needs. Thus, they can use Delphi tool to collect opinions
from experts in different areas, and use user portrait tool to better understand their customers. They
can also use hierarchical analysis tool to find out the critical factors for the success of their projects.
In the elaboration phase, closely cooperate with manufacturers and users is necessary for
scientists to improve the feasibility of technology solutions. Scientists usually are short of the
enough engineering experiences but tacit knowledge of engineers is important in order to handle
with the challenges of engineering, as such they need to use stakeholder analysis tool to set up the
cooperation with top manufacture companies, and need in-depth discussion and knowledge sharing
tools to sharing knowledge within and between organizations. The elaboration phase also needs to
generate and select the appropriate technology solutions, tools of value engineering and cost-benefit
analysis will be helpful.
In the implementation phase, in order to optimization engineering parameters of technology
solutions and make them more fit for the typical application scenarios, scientists need to cooperate
with different users to understand the application environment and adjust their solutions. As such
they need multi-team cooperation tool to let their cooperators work together effectively. During the
cooperation, responsibility matrix, operational management, and risk management will help their
effective cooperation.
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In the promotion phase, support from stakeholders will be a necessary promise of the success.
Thus cooperation skills are the same important as that of technology solution development. Creative
tools such as stakeholder analysis tool, cooperation tool will be used. In order to find the ways of
commercialization, business innovation tools such as business model canvas and viral marketing will
also be helpful.
Taken together, the three kinds of R&D project have unique requirements of creative tools in
different phases. Basic research project relies more on knowledge-based and learning-based creative
tools, as well as creative thinking tools. Technology research asks more for invention tools.
Technology application needs a lot of value-chain management tools.
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Table 2: Integrated creative tool set for three kinds of R&D projects
Projects
Basic

research

Idea generation phase

Idea elaboration phase

Implementation phase

Promotion phase

Important: high

Important: high

Important: middle

Important: low
Common tools:

project
Knowledge map,

In-depth discussion;

Knowledge management system;

Stakeholder analysis tool;
Project

Meta-analysis;

Decision tree.

In-depth discussion;

Networking tool.

management
tools;

Expert system;

Stakeholder analysis tool;
Invention tools;

In-depth discussion;

Cooperation tool.
Creative

New technology-based

thinking tools.

tools.

Technology

Important: middle

Important: high

Important: high

Important: low

Benchmarking

Delphi;

Multi-team cooperation;

Stakeholder analysis tool;

Value engineering;

Integrated

Cooperation tool;

research project
method;
Knowledge map;

development

environment;
Cost-benefit analysis;

Patent map.

Cost-benefit analysis.
Operational management;

Option law.
Lean Six Sigma;
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Risk Management;
Cooperation tool.
Technology

Important: low

Important: middle

Important: high

Important: high

Delphi;

Stakeholder analysis tool;

Multi-team cooperation tool;

Stakeholder analysis tool;

User portrait;

In-depth discussion;

Responsibility matrix;

Cooperation tool;

Knowledge sharing tool;

Operational management;

Business model canvas;

Cost-benefit analysis tool;

Risk Management.

Viral marketing.

application
project

Hierarchical

analysis

tool.
.
Value Engineering.
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5. Integrated creative tool used in a case R&D project
The case R&D project is about rice variety and its breeding-related genomic big data platform,
as well as agronomic trait prediction algorithm and online platform. Continuous innovation and
breakthrough of construction of genomics and big data breeding platform requires systematic
innovative tools. The project team analyzed the contradictions between existing resources and goals
in the breeding field by utilizing TRIZ’s flow analysis (Figure 1) and proposed an innovative plan
for applying big data breeding technology to crop breeding.

Figure 1. Flow chart of technology of crop breeding based on genomic big data
Based on knowledge engineering method, they establish a big data crop breeding platform
based on user needs (breeders or companies), which integrate data of materials, genes, and traits of
different crops strains and wild resources in databases by using gene mining and breeding
technologies. In addition, they study the new breeding technology system of crop by integrating
scientific data analysis and process information management.
The measurement standards and scales of traditional breeding is time-consuming and
labor-intensive and with low accuracy. Thus, they used brainstorming tools to identify different
perspectives of farmers, seed stations, and seed companies, and fill the gap between laboratory
outputs and practice needs. They also used polymorphism index selection tool to compare rice with
its related species in genetic background and breeding goals in order to understand the complicate
and fuzzy crop breeding system. In order to optimize the performance of the rice breeding database
system, they used S-curve tool of TRIZ theory to determine the life cycle phase of current
technology and figure out the key factors for the optimization of the system. The eight specific steps
they used include: 1) System performance optimization: dissatisfaction with the status quo, the
performance of the database does not meet its own design requirements; there is a large gap
compared with the performance of other excellent databases. 2) Turn the problem into a specific
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conflict. Convert system performance issues into one or several conflicting issues. 3) To transform a
specific conflict into a general conflict, the specific conflict needs to be described with reference to
39 parameter matrices. 4) Look for a general solution. Use 40 principles of invention and innovation
to find a general solution to resolve the corresponding conflict. 5) Determine the specific solution.
After determining the appropriate solution, combined with the current external environmental
variables (information technology research and the comprehensive level of personnel knowledge), a
specific solution suitable for the current system is further selected. 6) Determine the ideal solution.
By comparing the idealization levels of different schemes, the ideal solution can be finally
determined and the database system optimized.
So far, they have completed tests of 50 rice samples and live up to the latest national standard.
The case above shows that the integrate use of TRIZ, brainstorming, knowledge engineering, and big
data technology strongly assist innovation in R&D of rice breeding in terms of effective and accurate.
The project team is new trying to integrate project management tools and organization learning tools
to achieve its systematic innovation.
Overall, this paper points out the necessary to integrate different set of creative tools in order to
help the systematic innovation of R&D projects.
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Abstract
Recently, the spread of digital technology in society has rapidly advanced all over the world,
and our lives are becoming more convenient. The purpose of this study is to analyze how this
diffusion has affected the existing operations. This paper focuses five cases of FinTech where
consumers are expected to receive financial services more efficiently by downloading dedicated
applications to smartphones. The research methodology is a state transition diagram that is a method
of process analysis. It can be expected to describe the operation before and after installing digital
service, and to visually clarify the difference. In addition, two types of indicators are developed, and,
using the information obtained from the description results, the changes in the quantitative and
qualitative states of operation are quantitatively explored. The results obtained show that the digital
service of FinTech has two aspects as follows. First, the overall operation become short. It means
efficiency, and it is necessary to consider how to utilize the time saved. Second, the focal point is on
reducing value added operation over non-value added operation. It means that digital technology
contributes to the automation of operations. However it can be considered that the composition ratio
of non-lean operations such as movement and confirmation is increasing, and reducing them is a
future issue.
Keywords: Digitalization, Fintech, Service Operation, Value Added, Process Analysis.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, digital technologies greatly influences the creation of society each country such as
Society 5.0 and Industry 4.0. There are needs-oriented and seed-oriented innovations, and the recent
trend is largely due to the latter. Various technologies such as sensor technology, big data technology,
artificial intelligence technology, Internet technology, etc. are simultaneously in the process of being
put into practical use, and they are expected to create newest products and services in the future.
This study aims to analyze how such innovations affect existing operations. This paper uses a
procedure that is based on the ideology of industrial engineering, which is the disassembly of a fact.
It is considered to be one of the descriptive scientific approaches in the field of operation and
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production management [1]. It is a traditional hand-made approach like PERT/GANNT charting and
Quality Control methods, compared with an approach to automatically collect massive information
by information technology (IT). However, this is useful for identifying the details of a process
effectively from the viewpoint of their productivity. In fact, several uses of this approach have been
noted in various settings, such as factories, offices, hospitals, etc. In the area of the service science
and management, there have been developed many methodologies such as a customer journey
mapping [2], a business ethnography [3]-[5] and a Persona [6] for user-centred design, and IDEF
family methods and a blueprint for service process design [7]-[9].
Based on the above reasons, using the state transition diagram, this paper analyzes the multiple
operations before and after the installation of digital services using smartphones, and how
digitization changes the characteristics of operations is considered from the results. It is expected
that such an attempt can contribute to clarifying the innovation characteristics of the current digital
technology, and at the same time, to give a certain suggestion about the future problems of the
technology.

2. Methodology
The purpose of the method used in the paper is to compare operations before and after the
installation of digital technology. The template can shows the both analysis results of the operation
before improvement and the operation after improvement with one sheet. How to make this sheet
consists of six steps as follows.
Step 1. Operation Description: Figure 1 images the output of this step. The right side describes
the current operation, and the left side describes the digitized operation.
Step 2. Operation symbolization: When sub operations are symbolized based on the following
rules: work is a circle mark, move is an arrow mark, wait is a delay mark (D), check is a square mark,
and the symbols are put next to sub operations. The first one means value added operation, and other
three ones means non value added operation.
Step 3. Clarification of the number of workers: This step and next step use the two columns on
the left that have been symbolized. In the step, in the first column from the left side of this form, the
coverages of sub operations each worker are shown with the arrow. The number of arrow means the
number of people involved in the analysed operation.
Step 4. Clarification of the number of places: In the second column from the left side of this
form, arrows are drawn for the number of operation locations. The range of the arrow represents the
starting point and the ending point of the operation at a place.
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Case 1: Withdrawing Cash from a ATM
【Before】
People Place

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Sub operations

Sub operations

1. Start operation

1. Start operation

2. Move to ATM

2. Input a payment to SP

3. Push start button

3. Input ID number to SP

4. Insert cash card

4. Move to ATM

5. Input ID number

5. Put SP on ATM

6. Input a payment

6. Wait cash

7. Push check button

7. Get cash

8. Wait cash

8. Finish Operation
*SP: Smart phone

9. Get cash

Step 4

【After】
People Place

10.Get detailed statement
11.Get cash card
12. Finish operation

Step 5, 6

Result
Mark

Total

Before

7

1

1

1

10

After

3

1

1

1

6

Index 1: (10-6)/10=0.4, Index 2: 3/6-7/10=-0.2

Figure 1. An Example Template (Case 1).
Step 5. Arrangement of analysis results: The summary of the analysis result is made to quantify
the levels of operations after and before the improvement by the table after counting the number of
each symbol of a circle mark, an arrow mark, a delay mark, and a square mark.
Step 6. Evaluation of analysis results: The evaluation is performed using the following two
indicators. Formula (1) is an index that represents how the length of an operation is shortened. The
number of sub operations will usually increase or decrease due to the installation of new technology.
The index can be expected to quantify the degree of such change. Formula (2) is an index that
represents how the composition ratio of value-added work is changed in an operation. It is generally
considered that the higher the ration of works (a circle mark) is, the less wasteful the operation is,
and the evaluation is performed from this viewpoint.
(1)
(2)
bn: The number of sub operations of before digitalization
an: The number of sub operations after digitalization
bvn: The number of sub operations of a circle mark before digitalization
avn: The number of sub operations of a circle mark after digitalization
n: Operation number, i: A suffix of operation (i=1,…n)
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Index 2

0.4

Index 1

-0.2
Case 1

：More shorten & higher Value operation
Figure 2. An Example of Step 7.

3. Analysis Cases
This chapter explains the five cases of FinTech services that have been attracting attention due
to improvements in digital technology in recent years. These sources is investigated from IT
company [10].
Case 1. Withdrawing cash form Automatic Teller Machine (ATM): Once, by entering
information of a cash card in the application (APP) of a smartphone, you can use the identification
(ID) number that enable various bank transactions. With the ID, you can withdraw cash by simply
inputting the transaction amount with the app immediately before holding your smartphone over
ATM.
Case 2. Donating hometown tax: In hometown tax donation system, if you donate taxes to your
hometown, you can select and get a local specialty of the hometown. While actually checking and
selecting an item at the shop located in major city which introduces the local specialties of a
hometown, you can use smartphone to donate taxes.
Case 3. Accounting at shopping centre: By scanning the price of the selected items by yourself
with a smartphone set in the shopping cart, you can pick up items and make a payment at the same
time without lining up in the cash register line. At the exit of a shopping centre, camera sensor will
be used for final confirmation of the shopping with preventing a shoplifting.
Case 4. Collecting from a school: By using the app, you can receive collection notice from a
school without using a child, and pay on the app without using cash. Teachers can confirm the
persons who have not submitted the collection and the persons who has submitted the collection on
the application, and can send a message for forgetting to submit it.
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Case 5. Accounting at a hospital: By registering necessary information in the APP, you can pay
medical expenses and receive medicines without waiting at the accounting window.

4. Analysis Result
Table 1 shows the analysis results of five cases by the state transition diagram in Step 1 to 6 of
analysis procedure described in Chapter 2.The result indicates that, before and after the installation
of the digital technology, the ratio of work (from 58% to 41%) and wait (from 18%to 7%) is
decreased, and that of move (from 18% to 26%) and check (from 8% to 26%) is increased.
Comparing changes before and after installing the digital technology of each cases from Table 2,
the following can be found regarding the expected effects.
The number of people involved in operations will decrease from Cases 3, 4, and 5.
The degree of freedom in the place of operation will increase from Cases 2 and 4.
The degree of freedom in the timing to use the main technology will increase from all cases.
Indexes 1 and 2 are calculated by formulas (1) and (2) in step 7. The results of each case are as
(0.40, -0.20), (0.43, -0.21), (0.33, 0.06), (0.14, -0.55), and (0.29, 0.11). They are plotted in Figure 1.
Form the distribution of Index 1, positive values are shown in all cases. It can be found that the
digital technology is effective in shortening the amount of operations. From the distribution of index
2, it is a negative value in 3 cases (Cases 1, 2, 4), and a small positive value of about 0.1 in 2 cases
(Cases 2, 5). It can be found that the target of the digital technology is mainly the reduction of
value-added operations, and the improvement of non-value added operations with a high
composition ratio remains as a qualitative task of operation.
Table 1. The Number of Each Sub Operation.
Sub operations
Work
Before (bvn)
After (avn)
Move
Before
After
Wait
Before
After
Check
Before
After
Total
Before (bn)
After (an)

Case 1
7
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
10
6

Case 2
5
2
0
2
1
0
1
0
7
4

Case 3
4
3
3
2
2
0
0
1
9
6

Case 4
5
1
1
0
0
0
1
5
7
6

Case 5
2
2
2
2
3
1
0
0
7
5

Ave.
4.6
2.2
1.4
1.4
1.4
0.4
0.6
1.4
8.0
5.4

Ratio
58%
41%
18%
26%
18%
7%
8%
26%
100%
100%
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Table 2. The Number of Each Sub Operation and Indexes.
Sub operations
Case 1
The person Before Yourself
involved

Case 2
Yourself

Case 3
Yourself,
Clerk

After

Yourself

Yourself

Your home

Shopping
centre
Shopping
centre

Yourself

The Place Before ATM
of
operations
After
ATM

Main tech.

Shop

Before ATM
After
Smartphone

PC
Smartphone

Register
Smartphone

The timing Before When using When using
to use main
ATM
PC
tech.
After
Before
At shop
using ATM.

Case 4
Yourself,
Son/Daughter,
Teacher
Yourself,
Teacher
Your
home,
School
Free

Case 5
Yourself,
Accountant,
Pharmacist
Yourself,
Pharmacist
Hospital

Collection bag
Smartphone

Register
Smartphone

When
When put cash
paying the into collection
bill
bag
When
When accessing
selecting
the account of
items
school

Hospital

When pay the
bill
At
waiting
room

*Underline: Changes before and after installing the digital technology
Index 1
0.5

0.3

Index 2

Case 5

0.1
-0.5

-0.4

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

-0.1

Case 3

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Case 1

-0.3

0.5

Case 2

-0.5
Case 4

-0.7

Figure 3. Two Indexes of Each Case.
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5. Analysis Result
This study aims to analyze how digital service affect the existing operations. Using the state
transition diagram, this paper analyzes five cases before and after the installation of the digital
services using smartphones, and how digitization changes the characteristics of operations can be
possible to quantitatively consider from the results. Three findings are summarized as follows.
By automating operations by investing in the digital technology,
1. Operations are freed from the restrictions of people and place (one person can do anytime).
2. As for the composition ratio of operations, non-value added operation is larger than value
added operation.
3. It is necessary to have a sense of values for effective use of the reduced time because
everything will be easy in spite that there is a risk of personal information leakage.
In the future, it will be necessary to expand case analysis more, and study digital services of
various patterns.
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Abstract
After having dealt with silos amongst people, we have found ways of creating silos amongst
innovation methods. Each method claims to be ‘the master’ method for innovation and each new one
claims to be superior to the previous ones. Many organisations that leverage multiple methods tend to
do so by applying each one in specific stages of a project. While working with multiple methods in
different roles of innovation, the author realises that many methods say the same thing in different
words and have something unique to offer across different stages of an innovation project. With this
realisation, the author has led a team of innovation managers to evolve a harmonised method which
can be contextualised in diverse set of contexts. The at-tempt of this paper / article is to share an
overview of the harmonised method, some of its key outcomes and ways in which the method became
a pivot for institutionalising innovation culture across an already innova-tive Group of companies
which is a multi-billion-dollar Indian MNC that operates in about 17 sectors in about 100 countries.
For confidentiality, only sanitized data are presented in this paper
Keywords: inspiration, interplay, mindset, systematic.

1. Introduction
There are multiple methods for innovation avail-able across the world and then there are many
‘de-rived’ versions of some of these methods. A list of methods engaged with for the purpose of this
work are listed in SECTION 2.0 LIST OF METHODS EN-GAGED WITH of this paper along with
the related references which may be accessed for further infor-mation.
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Although, each method & its respective versions have unique strength in certain aspects of
innovation, many methods say the same thing in different words.
This has been found to often put average innova-tors in a dilemma of what, when & how to use.
As a result, they often end up using each one separately and thereby limiting their abilities to come up
with more innovations consistently. On the other hand, top inno-vators, do it all intuitively without
really worrying about the method from which they have achieved it.
In the context, where innovation needs to be in-stitutionalised, the need of a common language
is es-sential. With this intent, the Innovation Team at Au-tomotive & Farm sector of Mahindra &
Mahindra Limited, embarked on a journey to harmonise all the methods that were found to be
successfully deployed in the organisation while keep it open to include newer methods as and when
these were found to be relevant.

2. LIST OF METHODS ENGAGED WITH
Apart from the engagements mentioned below, the understanding evolved is also based on
innumer-ous interactions that the author has had with people at events, conference, meetings etc. While
doing so, the author has also come across many other methods / approaches. A list of specific methods
and their sources referred for this work are as follows.
2.1 Design Thinking (DT) by way of referring to the work of Brown Tim (2009),
DesignThinking sec-tion of Ideo’s website, Ideo University website and its many variants through
interactions
2.2 Orbit-shifting Innovation (OSI) by way of refer-ring to the work of Munshi (2009), Narang
et all (2013) and working with Erehwon Innovation Consulting Pvt Ltd (2008 onwards)
2.3 TRIZ by way of referring to TRIZ40 (2016-17), Systematic Innovation (2014-2020)
2.4 Systematic Inventive Thinking (SIT) by way of referring to the work of Boyd et all (2013)
and the team at SIT during 2017-18
2.5 Business Model Innovation (BMI) by referring to the work of Osterwalder et all (2010a),
Oster-walder et all (2014b), and interactions with the team from Strategyzer (2017-18)
2.6 BMGI India by partnering with them in 2017-18.
2.7 Biomimicry 3.8 (B3.8) partnered with their team from 2017 to 2019
2.8 Lateral Thinking (LT) through partnership with DeBono Edward in 2009
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2.9 Business Experimentation by referring to the work of Thomke et all (2014)
2.10 Open Innovation / Crowd Sourcing by way of partnership with Innocentive from 2013 to
2015 and interactions with Idea Connection in 2017 but continuing to refer to their content from 2015
till date.
More details about each source is also mentioned in SECTION 7.0 REFERENCES.

3. THE APPROACH
It has often been said that innovation is all about the mind & mindset, the Mahindra INnovation
meth-oD evolved with an acronym MIND™. It entails a systematic approach to drive innovation
projects right from identification to implementation stages.
Figure 1 : Pictorial representation of the MIND™ framework.

STAGES

M
E
T
H
O
D
S

Map

Ideate

Nurture

Deploy

the current and identify
new opportunities

for the new

the new through a
series of trials

the new and sustain it’s
desired impact

Develop

The new outcomes

Inspire

The mind to generate the new

Mindset

Recognize & manage

MIND™ is not a rigid process but a flexible & customisable framework of guiding principles &
tem-plates. In true sense, it is an approach and the path to navigate it will depend upon the context.
This path can be complex because of the iterative nature of innova-tion. However, to keep it simple it
has been depicted in a sequential framework & called a method.
The names of its stages also leveraged the same acronym viz. Map, Ideate, Nurture & Deploy. To
highlight the fact that this method goes deeper than most other methods, depth was highlighted in three
layers which also leveraged the same acronym viz. recognise & manage Mindset, INspire the mind to
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generate new possibilities and Develop the outcome of each stage. Thus, forming a ‘framework’ which
is all about M-I-N-D.
The stages and the layers are also not necessarily sequential and there is a lot back-and-forth
(circularity / non-linearity) in the flow of a journey. Again, to keep it simple, these have been depicted
as sequential.
The MIND™ integrates the power of multiple methods. At the core of it are the methods like Orbit-shifting innovation (OSI), Systematic Innovation version of TRIZ (SI/TRIZ) & Biomimicry (B3.8).
Other methods like Design Thinking (DT), Business Model Innovation (BMI), Systematic Inventive
Thinking (SIT), Open Innovation (OI) have been inte-grated at relevant points in the method. MIND™
is also open & flexible enough to integrate more meth-ods / approaches that the organisation would
find rel-evant in future.
Although any Open Innovation platforms have not been leveraged so far while deploying
MIND™, the concept was leveraged by inviting members of other businesses / sectors to help the core
project team ideate further or for supporting the prototype devel-opment work.
MIND™ encourages users to use all the constit-uent methods together rather than leveraging
each only in the stage where it is stronger. The way MIND™ leverages different methods at each of
the stages is mentioned here-below.
3.1 MAP
While most methods have a well-documented set of trigger questions for mapping the current
and the de-sired end state, OSI is the strongest in this area with its techniques like Mental-ModelMapping, Or-bit-shift-Insighting, Breaking-Through-Gravity and Co-creating-an-Orbit-shiftAspiration.
These techniques inspire the team to co-own a goal that seems impossible from their current ways
of thinking. The Mental Model Maps bring out the cur-rent ways of thinking. With this the entire team
can visualise the ‘box’ in which they are operating.
While TRIZ/SI provide triggers like the Ideal Final Result & Identify Contradictions and
Biomimicry provides triggers based on the documented examples of some of the nature’s ways of
doing things,
Open Innovation / Crowd sourcing platforms like Innocentive have a separate offering for
ideation only and can be leveraged for a high volume of ideas. The only challenge is for the project
team to review & prioritise these ideas. OSI’s Mental Model Mapping techniques are helpful here too.
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Orbit-shift-insighting enables uncovering of latent / unstated needs of the stakeholders. Apart
from listen-ing to the ‘voice-of-the-person, it is also geared for capturing the emotions / ‘silence-ofthe-person’.
OSI has provision to take triggers from all methods as inputs into evolving a comprehensive
Mental Mod-el Map. The Breaking-Through-Gravity techniques enables the teams to set an aspiration
that is ‘out-of-the-box’ which then lead to ‘out-of-the-box’ ideas.
The typical response from the traditional minded people is that we may never reach there. While
this may be true in many cases, there have been quite a few instances when the teams have gone even
beyond such impossible goals. Most of those who have not succeeded in doing so, have at least gone
well beyond their usual ways of generating ideas.
While OSI is strongest in this stage, other methods also provide many inputs to complete this
stage and build the belief that pursuing the impossible will still yield possible outcomes and the efforts
will certainly not be totally wasted. Some techniques from other methods that are useful are:
•

SI/TRIZ: Ideal-Final-Result, Evolution Potential Trends, Perception Mapping

•
B3.8: Taxonomy & Life Principles that bridge functions of nature with those of other
domains
Integrating many approaches like the BMI, OSI etc., MIND™ has also evolved its own approach
for map-ping the eco-system which is useful when the starting intent is to find opportunities to either
innovate a new eco-system or a new business / operating model in the current eco-system.
3.2 IDEATE
Most methods rely a lot on the team’s natural ways of ideation supported by fixed set of triggers
like words, phrases, cards based on research studies etc. Some of them also have generic principles
that sug-gest the teams to hold back their thoughts which would limit the ideation process e.g. Parkyour- Judgement (OSI), Quieting-the-cleverness (B3.8) etc.
The most powerful and systematic way of ideation has been observed through a combination of
three methods:
•
OSI: 3-gear ideation techniques provide ways to recognise and shift mindset through
systemati-cally going deeper into own ways of ideation, identifying & questioning the fundamental
ways of thinking and learning from other domains. This also includes the Orbit-shift-insighting
mentioned earlier but at this stage the technique is setup to uncover the insights that would trigger a
solution that would be adopted by stakeholders.
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•
SI/TRIZ: 40-principles supported by Contradic-tion Matrix database and Patent Inspiration
pro-vide ways to identify the right patents to review for direct solution or at least trigger a new direction of thinking for the solution.
•
B3.8: Taxonomy supported by their sister non-profit-organisation, Ask Nature’s database of
solution strategies provide triggers for new solu-tion directions which may have never been thought
of before by mankind.
•
Open Innovation / Crowd sourcing platforms have a separate offering for getting a
theoretical solu-tion only and can be leveraged at this stage.
As it is said, ‘ideas are available a dime a dozen’ and although powerful are not useful until and
unless these are converted in solutions that meet the stated or unstated needs of all stakeholders. In
line with this philosophy, MIND™ has integrated frameworks & templates from multiple sources to
hold a consolidat-ed set and leverage the most relevant set for the con-text. Some examples of these
are Stakeholder seg-mentation / profiling /persona, Proposition Modelling including visual
representation of existing and new solutions etc.
3.3 NURTURE
This stage is often referred to prototyping / testing / validating / many other variants of these. For
MIND™, we have chosen to call it nurturing as a new & innova-tive solution would rarely be right
the first time and hence will have to be evolved through many iterations which may or may not include
pivoting to a com-pletely different avatar.
Unlike the previous stages which focus heavily on the thinking process which is domain-agnostic,
Nur-ture is the stage where domain knowledge begins to play a critical role and hence needs to
complement the innovation methods. Most methods have very generic principles for this stage e.g.
Fail-early-safe-cheap, Do-it-in-stages-Best-Real-Scaleup, Build-low-fidelity / frugal prototypes,
Leverage-the-Positives, Amazon’s ‘Two-pizza’ theory etc. Then there are some methods like the
Design of Experiments which need to be con-textualised to each task specifically.
Apart from all the above, MIND™ has evolved its own experiential principle of 1-2-5 stages of
evolution wherein the solution needs to be nurtured in steps of 1-2-5 in each range of scale e.g. do
what can be done by:
•

People: First by 1 person, then by 2 people and then 5. Thereafter by 10-20-50 and so on.

•

Money: 10k-20k-50k, 100k-200k-500k

•

Time: 1-2-5 days, weeks, months years
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Each team in alignment with their key sponsor can decide on the starting & ending scales. This
principle has helped teams to focus on following all the princi-ples effectively.
Open Innovation approaches would be useful for evolving a technology prototype. However, the
project team will have to take full responsibility of doing the consumer acceptance prototyping &
evolution.
Also useful is OSI’s Orbit-shift-insighting tech-niques which at this stage is required to be setup
to evolve the solution that all the stakeholders would easily adopt. The end outcome of this stage is a
work-ing model which needs to be scaled-up in the Deploy stage.
3.4 DEPLOY
This is the stage where the most domain and opera-tions management methods take-over the
dominant role. The innovation methods play a very limited role. Some areas where MIND™ has been
able find space are gradual scale-up where Orbit-shift-insighting of OSI is has played a key role to
uncover finer insights that are specific to the stakeholders of the areas where the scale-up is intended
or has not achieved aspired impact.
Once the finer insights are uncovered, Ideation & Nurturing methods are again leveraged to
generate & evolve solutions to meet the specific requirements of that area.
3.5 PROJECT NAVIGATION
While most methods focus on each of the stages discreetly, the overall navigation is often left to
‘stage-gate’ like processes. OSI emphasises on peri-odic stakeholder alignment with an intent to
prioritise and evolve the new concept to its maturity. Apart from the flow, OSI also covers techniques
to build such alignments.
Another principle that is often mentioned while managing the overall flow of a project is divergeconverge-repeat. This is also covered with relevant & guiding techniques of ideation & synthesis
which also gives a sense of closure to each stage giving a sense of progress in the inherently iterative
& seemingly un-ending loops.

4. IMPACT / OUTCOMES
Note: For confidentiality, the sanitized data are presented in this paper. The outcomes mentioned
here are only from the period of January 2017 till March 2020.
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Over the past 3 years since this method has been evolved, over 2,000 out of the 10,000 officers
have leveraged MIND™ to deliver over 100 projects.
Amongst these are two internal start-ups viz. Road Trippers Co (www.theroadtrips.co) & Glyd
(www.myglyd.com), were shaped during their early stages. Apart from these, at least five new patents
are filed & many high-potential concepts evolved, which are in various stages of development.
Also, as a part of this initiative, more than 150 of-ficers have registered to become Innovation
Ambas-sadors and about 20 have registered to become Inno-vation Multipliers. Two units have
established Innova-tion Cells and more have expressed interest.
MIND™ has also been successfully integrated with other initiatives e.g. the Mahindra Black Belt
pro-gram – a customised Six-Sigma based program, Talent Management Programs etc. Some leaders
are estab-lishing MIND™ based awards across all their units.
A summary of the key realizations synthesized from of the ones share by those who have
experienced MIND™ is as follows. According to them, MIND™ has helped to:
•

systematically reframe the problem statement & question the status quo

•

get clarity & direction on ambiguous projects

•

uncover deeper understanding of needs from peo-ple in the ecosystem

•

reactivate of some projects that were about to be shelved

•

voluntarily raise targets; often well beyond the stretched level of performance measures

•

generate immediately implementable ideas and savings have already accrued

•

generate an of average 2x more solutions than other methods

4.1 Some sanitized examples are:
While working on a design for a seat on a field equipment, a team had identified a contradiction
for reach vs comfort. By applying OSI, the need for seat itself was questioned and at a higher level of
abstrac-tion, the need for a person to be on the equipment was questioned. Both these set of questions
enabled the team to look for a different way to provide comfort to the operator and identify another
project with a design where no operator would be required to travel on the equipment.
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While working on a project to improve strength of sheet metal parts, Biomimicry resources were
being leveraged to find solution strategies from nature’s ways of doing so. During the search, the team
came across a strategy where a pigment provides strength to the base material. Though the strategy
was not very relevant to the context of the project, it shifted the mindset of the team that pigment can
also be used for strengthening a base material. So far, it was being used only for protection and
aesthetics purpose and a new project was launched to leverage this strategy.
While working on a project to reduce material cost of an equipment, the usual ideation process
had just about 25% of the required target reduction. MIND™ techniques enabled the team to bridge
the gap. Then, OSI helped the team to pick-up a fundamental way of designing that equipment which
the entire industry was following. Then TRIZ & Biomimicry helped the team to identify at least 10
different ways in which the same purpose of the equipment can be achieved. About 5 of these were
prototyped and were found to yield better performance than the industry standard way of doing it.
4.2 TESTIMONIALS
From leaders of businesses / functions that leveraged MIND™
Aravind Bharadwaj, Chief Technology Officer, Auto-motive & Farm Equipment Sectors:
“Our Advanced Technology team has been dealing with the pipeline of projects which focus on
getting into the mainstream within 2 to 3 years. While we manage the pipeline well, the MIND™ team
has been a critical enabler in continuously feeding it so that we never run dry. We are also seeing
traction for the method by our technology & product development teams for questioning the
fundamentals & under-standing the consumers at a deeper level.”
Rustom Vesavevala, Vice President – Human Re-sources & Business Excellence, Mahindra
Partners Sector:
“MIND™ has been successful across many busi-nesses of the Group which are diverse in terms
of size, life-cycle and industries. While the businesses are experiencing higher outcomes with
MIND™, we have also initiated the development of people who can ena-ble us to cascade these
benefits faster. The outcomes are giving us confidence that our intent of institution-alizing innovation
culture will soon become a reality in our organisation”
Ashok Sharma, President Agri Sector & Head of In-novation for Automotive & Farm Equipment
Sectors:
“MIND™ is a very comprehensive and easy to understand approach to innovation. We have
been able to democratise innovation across a very diverse set of businesses. The feedback received
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from every business for this approach has been very positive and they have been able to deliver higher
business results with MIND™” –
Dr Pawan Goenka, Managing Director, Mahindra & Mahindra Limited:
“I have always wanted innovation not to be limited to a select few, but something that everyone
in the or-ganisation has to be doing in their own way & space. MIND™ has enabled that to happen. I
see some fas-cinating work being done. While the core innovation team is driving few critical projects,
there is a visible pull for the MIND™ approach from across the organ-isation.”

5. CONCLUSIONS
Using each method independently or discreetly at relevant stages of innovation does yield good
results. Integrating these seamlessly and customising to suit each context yields higher impact and
eases the ability to institutionalise it.
It will be futile to compare the methods to find the strengths and weakness as the intent it to
leverage the strengths of each in the particular context and as it is said in innovation, one must operate
with a ‘need back’ approach rather than a ‘process or solution for-ward’ one.
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Abstract
Taipei is the capital city of Taiwan, also the most crowded city in Taiwan. More than 10 percent
of Taiwanese people live and work in Taipei city. Taipei city is surrounded by mountains and hills
hence the available space for living is quite limited. All of these make the housing price in Taipei
very high inflation compared to other cities in Taiwan.
This study analyzes Taipei property purchasing data with the linear regression system and tries
to find the best formula to estimate the housing price in Taipei city. Data is based on the Taiwan
government's open data source about property transactions in Taipei. The process minimizes the
mean absolute error and finds the variables which have influence in the housing price.
Keywords: Taipei city housing price appraisal, Taipei city property valuation, Taipei City housing
price estimation using linear regression.

1. Introduction
Taipei is the capital city of Taiwan, also the most crowded city in Taiwan. More than 10 percent
of Taiwanese people live and work in Taipei city. Taipei city is surrounded by mountains and hills
hence the available space for living is quite limited. All of these make the housing price in Taipei
very high inflation compared to other cities in Taiwan.
Housing Affordability Index released by the Construction and Planning Agency of Ministry of
Interior (M. O. I.) in Taiwan, showed that the housing prices are 9 times of the general income in
Taiwan, 7.6 in Tainan, 12.7 in New Taipei and almost 15 in Taipei. The rising housing prices mean
that the housing price-income ratio continues to increase. Therefore, Taipei housing price
increasingly becomes more unaffordable.
Many factors that influenced Taipei housing price. Besides the high demand low supply event,
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there are other factors such as the excessive savings, low interest rates and low-interest mortgages to
the massive return of Taiwanese overseas capital, due to the uncertainty of global financial markets
and the rising labor costs in China. The changing policy which regulate the foreigner to buy Taiwan
property also have big impact on the rising of Taiwan housing price. And Taipei has seen the most
serious increases on house pricing compare to the other region in Taiwan.
Based on the appraisal of real estate book by the appraisal institute, there are six techniques
which used by appraiser to estimate the land value, and one of them is sales comparison approach,
using this approach, an appraiser produces the value by comparing the property with other similar
properties. Sales comparison approach also the most common techniques which used by appraiser to
estimate the land value.

1.1

Purpose of study

In this study, Taipei property purchasing data with the linear regression system is analyzed and
the best formula to estimate the housing price in Taipei city is proposed. The process will minimize
the mean absolute error and find the variable which have influence in the housing price. The sample
data are collected by adding variables and segmentation to the Taipei property purchasing data. Data
is based on the Taiwan government's open data source about property transactions in Taipei. From it,
the researcher wants to find the best way to process the housing purchasing data in Taipei through by
using big data analyzed system using the Linear Regression System. In the end, the researcher will
find the best solution and compare the percentage of the mean absolute error to find the best way to
process the data with minimal error.

1.2 Scope and limitation
The researcher only researches the Taipei city region, the researcher also limits the data from the
open source data about property transaction in Taipei which is provided by the Taipei city
government. The data will be arrangement by the researcher and adjusted with the Linear Regression
System variable. The researcher only using the government data about the property transaction in
Taipei city during the year 2018 and 2019 transaction which is limited on within 2-year transaction.
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2. Literature review
2.1 Linear Regression System
In contrast to the simple linear regression model, multiple linear regression models use more than
one independent variable to predict the value of a dependent variable. When there are k number of
independent variables, the multiple regression model can be expressed as in the following equation.

β0 is equal to Y Intercept
β1 is equal to slope of Y with variable X1, holding variables X2, X3, …, Xk constant
β2 is equal to slope of Y with variable X2, holding variables X1, X3, …, Xk constant
β3 is equal to slope of Y with variable X3, holding variables X1, X2, …, Xk constant
βk is equal to slope of Y with variable Xk, holding variables X1, X2, X3, …, Xk-1 constant
Ε is equal to random error in Y
Mean Absolute Error
Mean absolute error (MAE) is a measure of errors between training data and regression line. It will
be shown in figure (2.3).
MAE can be calculated as:

Source: https://nextjournal.com/intelrefinery/simple-linear-regression
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2.2 Correlation coefficient and Cross validation
The correlation coefficient (r) is a measure of the strength of the association between the two
variables. Correlation coefficient (r) for continuous (interval level) data ranges from -1 to +1. A
positive correlation indicates that either variables increase or decrease together, whereas negative
correlation indicates that as one variable increases, so the other decreases.
In 10-fold cross-validation, sample data will be split into 10 group data, and each group data
will be randomly select to become a data test to train the rest of 9 groups, and the process will be
continuously done 10 times, the data test selection will be random and alternately.

3. Methodology
3.1 Data Properties
Data is collected from the data transaction of property in Taipei based on the Taipei
government open data source (https://lvr.land.moi.gov.tw/login.action). The table shows the
information about the property data which is including the address, transaction date, transaction
price, property area, type, age, total floor, and which floor of the transaction property.

3.2 Data Processing
All the sample data variables will be process by using the dummy variable system. Location
and building address will be converted into longitude and latitude coordinate using geocode program.
Date of transaction will be convert into days in order to synchronize it with finishing building date
and date of transaction will be subtracted with finishing building date in order to get the age of
property. Build rate is get by divided the building area with land area.

3.3 System Data Test
The data will be tested for each variable to avoid the overfitting case and multi collinearity
case. Because of the overfitting and multi collinearity so there is a need to do some analysis to test
the data variable, including correlations, scatter plots, and simple regressions.
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Data will be trained by using WEKA machine learning software. Sample data will be
processed by using a multiple linear regression algorithm and a 10-fold cross-validation system

4. Data analysis
Data samples will be processed by using the WEKA machine learning with 10-fold
cross-validation as the default model validation and using linear regression as the algorithm. Data
samples will be processed through 2 phase processing to get a different result for comparison. First,
sample data will be normalized and segmentation, then model data will be added new variable and
data will be normalizing and segmentation based on the new variable.

4.1 Normalizing and Segmentation
In this phase sample data will be normalizing for each district with the range within mean ±
standard deviation, the price per square meter within the range number will be remain and the other
will be cleaned. After normalizing, the sample data will be segmented based on their district variable
which is in the 12 district area. The total instance of original sample data is 33350, after normalizing
the data instance remain 25829 which is 77% of the original instance.
Sample data will be training based on their 12 district segmentation using the 10-fold
cross-validation, the result will show on a table (4.1). The result has shown that mean absolute error
is within 15% and bellow from their mean of housing price based on their district
Table 4 1 Phase 1 mean absolute error
District
Zhongshan Dist
Beitou Dist
Daan Dist
Datong Dist
Nangang Dist
Neihu Dist
Shilin Dist
Songshan Dist
Wanhua Dist
Wenshan Dist
Xinyi Dist
Zhongzheng Dist

Mean absolute error
24804
21232
28677
16520
19126
19227
26914
26914
14834
14698
28315
30131

Mean
206129
138676
266701
171502
168107
172535
174017
210679
150687
144465
223987
247527

Percentage error
12.03%
15.31%
10.75%
9.63%
11.38%
11.14%
15.47%
12.77%
9.84%
10.17%
12.64%
12.17%
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4.2

Added New Variable

In this phase sample data will be added a new variable for classified the property age, in the
classified the property age is divided into 3 categorize, first is Pre-sale house which is the age range
is 2 years bellow, and second is new house which is age range is above 2 years and bellow 5 years,
and third is old house which age range is above 5 years. The new variable will be normalizing for
each district and the type of property based on their age with the range within mean ± standard
deviation. After normalizing, the sample data will be segmented based on their district variable
which is in the 12 district area and type of property age which is 3 type and the total model will be
36 models.
After normalizing the data, the instance remains 16874 which is (65.33%) from the previous
data, the remaining data consists of 2315 from the pre-sale house (13.72%), 1113 from the new
house (6.6%), and 13446 from the old house (79.68%), The result has shown that mean absolute
error is below 15% from their mean of housing price based on their district.
Table 4.7 Phase 3 mean absolute error and comparison with phase 1 error
Pre-sale house
District
Zhongshan Dist
Beitou Dist
Daan Dist
Datong Dist
Nangang Dist
Neihu Dist
Shilin Dist
Songshan Dist
Wanhua Dist
Wenshan Dist
Xinyi Dist
Zhongzheng Dist

Mean absolute
error
8818
8891
10720
10315
11064
8398
18557
6753
5542
5194
13552
16522

Mean
242233
173520
310890
199153
176439
195492
173763
239667
177385
166681
236782
265426

Percentage
error
3.64%
5.12%
3.45%
5.18%
6.27%
4.30%
10.68%
2.82%
3.12%
3.12%
5.72%
6.22%

Phase1 error
Instance
rate
12.03%
199
15.31%
427
10.75%
124
9.63%
135
11.38%
31
11.14%
365
15.47%
107
12.77%
95
9.84%
372
10.17%
183
12.64%
111
12.17%
166
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New house
District
Zhongshan Dist
Beitou Dist
Daan Dist
Datong Dist
Nangang Dist
Neihu Dist
Shilin Dist
Songshan Dist
Wanhua Dist
Wenshan Dist
Xinyi Dist
Zhongzheng Dist

Mean absolute
error
11446
12259
17026
9415
12839
13023
11933
14089
8534
11089
15359
22038

Mean
237289
157992
305504
181907
176637
178623
181113
208148
163194
146078
243777
251248

Percentage
error
4.82%
7.76%
5.57%
5.18%
7.27%
7.29%
6.59%
6.77%
5.23%
7.59%
6.30%
8.77%

Phase1 error
Instance
rate
12.03%
150
15.31%
163
10.75%
52
9.63%
48
11.38%
55
11.14%
181
15.47%
79
12.77%
18
9.84%
129
10.17%
130
12.64%
48
12.17%
76

Percentage
error
8.87%
10.41%
7.55%
7.45%
8.06%
7.43%
10.30%
6.28%
7.30%
6.70%
9.02%
8.22%

Phase1 error
Instance
rate
12.03%
2296
15.31%
1470
10.75%
1121
9.63%
540
11.38%
373
11.14%
1823
15.47%
1233
12.77%
1093
9.84%
814
10.17%
1106
12.64%
926
12.17%
653

Old house
District
Zhongshan Dist
Beitou Dist
Daan Dist
Datong Dist
Nangang Dist
Neihu Dist
Shilin Dist
Songshan Dist
Wanhua Dist
Wenshan Dist
Xinyi Dist
Zhongzheng Dist

5.

Mean absolute
error
16545
13394
18715
11881
13413
11654
16343
12860
10015
9156
18212
18531

Mean
186533
128685
247922
159368
166401
156749
158661
204660
137138
136691
201961
225445

Conclusion
The result by adding the new variable such classification of the property age and do the

segmentation from it, can make the mean absolute error decrease 3% to 10% based on each segment,
compared with the mean absolute error before adding the new variable and segmentation. Table
(5.1).
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Table 5 1 Mean absolute error comparison adding new variable and segmentation
District
Zhongshan Dist
Beitou Dist
Daan Dist
Datong Dist
Nangang Dist
Neihu Dist
Shilin Dist
Songshan Dist
Wanhua Dist
Wenshan Dist
Xinyi Dist
Zhongzheng Dist

% Pre-sale house
8.39%
10.19%
7.30%
4.45%
5.11%
6.85%
4.79%
9.96%
6.72%
7.06%
6.92%
5.95%

% New house
7.21%
7.55%
5.18%
4.46%
4.11%
3.85%
8.88%
6.01%
4.61%
2.58%
6.34%
3.40%

% Old house
3.16%
4.90%
3.20%
2.18%
3.32%
3.71%
5.17%
6.49%
2.54%
3.48%
3.62%
3.95%

In the graph we can see that the mean absolute error of old house is more than the other criteria.
Old house is the property age is bigger than 5 years. Only in Shilin district the Pre-sale house of
mean absolute error is smaller than old house. The bigger mean absolute error mean the volatility of
the price is also higher. The bigger volatility price in old house influenced by many factor like
condition and maintenance of the house also the renovation factor of the old house.

Figure 5.1 Graphic of square mean error based on segmentation
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Table 5 2 Table comparison of MAR over property age type
District
MAR rate MAR age < 5 yr MAR age > 5 yr MAR over/bellow 5 MAR old - pre
Zhongshan Dist
5.78%
4.23%
8.87%
4.64%
5.23%
Beitou Dist
7.76%
6.44%
10.41%
3.97%
5.28%
Daan Dist
5.52%
4.51%
7.55%
3.04%
4.10%
Datong Dist
5.94%
5.18%
7.45%
2.28%
2.28%
Nangang Dist
7.20%
6.77%
8.06%
1.29%
1.79%
Neihu Dist
6.34%
5.79%
7.43%
1.64%
3.14%
Shilin Dist
9.19%
8.63%
10.30%
1.67%
-0.38%
Songshan Dist
5.29%
4.79%
6.28%
1.49%
3.47%
Wanhua Dist
5.22%
4.18%
7.30%
3.13%
4.18%
Wenshan Dist
5.80%
5.35%
6.70%
1.34%
3.58%
Xinyi Dist
7.01%
6.01%
9.02%
3.01%
3.29%
Zhongzheng Dist
7.74%
7.50%
8.22%
0.72%
2.00%

We can see that Shilin district have the biggest MAR rate from three property age categorize
and Wanhua district have the smallest MAR rate. The volatility price in Shilin district is a lot bigger
than Wanhua district which has the most constant house pricing compare to the other district. The
volatility differences between old and new houses are influenced by many factors like the economic
and facility growth of the district and also customer preferences between old and new houses.
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